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Abstract
This thesis deals with the phraseology of English for Academic Purposes (EAP)
vocabulary in learner writing. The seven chapters of the thesis are organised
as follows: Chapter One aims to characterize English for Academic Purposes.
It gives a general account of its distinctive linguistic features before focusing
on vocabulary needs in academic settings. A distinction is made between
receptive and productive vocabulary and the term academic vocabulary' is
defined in the light of its particular nature and role in academic discourse. It then
offers a review of corpus-based studies of vocabulary in professional academic
discourse, learner writing and native student writing. Chapter Two deals with the
fuzzy boundaries of the phraseological spectrum. It successively addresses the
questions of the categorization of phrasemes and their defining criteria before
presenting the typology and definitions adopted in this thesis. It then sheds light
on the dual nature of the term "collocation" an...
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0. Introduction
This thesis originates in my research within the framework of the Concerted Research Action
(ARC) project entitled 'Foreign Language Learning: Phraseology and Discoiirse' (No. 03/08-
301) funded by the Communaute fran9aise de Belgique. The project has three mniTi
objectives:
• Theoretical objective: the project aims to study both developmental and cross-
linguistic influence onEnglish language learning in two relatively neglected areas, i.e.
phraseology and discourse, at advanced proficiency levels.
• Methodological objective: the project seeks to demonstrate the importance of corpus
data and methodology for analysing features of written interlanguage lexis and
discourse.
• Applied objective: the project aims to reinforce the link between theory and practice
in Foreign Language Learning (FLL) research, by taking classroom practice into
account in FLL researchand integrating research findings in teaching practice.
Within the framework of this project, this thesis deals with the phraseology of English for
Academic Purposes (EAP) vocabulary in learner writing.
It meets the theoretical objective of the project by focusing on words and phrases that serve
specific rhetorical fimctions in academic prose and which can thus be described as being at
the interface between phraseology and discourse. In addition, it seeks to distinguish between
features which are shared by several learner populations and are therefore likely to be
developmental or teaching-induced and those which are LI-specific, and therefore possibly
transfer-related.
The methodological objective is achieved by exploiting corpus data and corpus linguistics
tools for a number of purposes. This thesis first proposes a new methodology based on a
corpus-driven approach to select EAP vocabulary. It then makes use of a number of corpus-
handling tools to analyse texts produced by native speakers of English and EFL learners and
highlights their advantages and limitations. It also relies on statistical packages to test
statistical significance and shows that a number of tests are available for multiple corpus
comparisons.
This thesis also partly meets the project's applied objective by providing new pedagogical
materials based on the findings that emerged from the corpus analyses.
The initial aim of this thesis was to focus on EFL learners' use of EAP vocabulary. For lack
of detailed descriptions of the phenomenon in native academic prose, however, it was
necessary to start with thorough analyses in native academic writing.
The seven chapters of the thesis are organised as follows:
Chapter One aims to characterize English for Academic Purposes. It gives a general account
of its distinctive linguistic features before focusing on vocabulary needs in academic settings.
A distinction is made between receptive and productive vocabulary and the term 'academic
vocabulary' is defined in the light of its particular nature and role in academic discourse. It
then offers a review of corpus-based studies of vocabulary in professional academic
discourse, learner writing and native student writing.
Chapter Two deals with the fuzzy boundaries of the phraseological spectrum. It successively
addresses the questions of the categorization of phrasemes and their defining criteria before
presenting the typology and definitions adopted in this thesis. It then sheds Ught on the dual
nature of the term 'collocation' and argues that 'to continue to thrive', the phraseological
approach and the distributional approach to collocation will need to agree on a common
terminology. Finally, it focuses on the relationship between discourse and phraseology as
phrasemes with specific rhetorical functions have been reported to be typical of academic
discourse.
Chapter Three reviews major findings about the influence of the first language on single
words and phrasemes in the foreign language. It then focuses on some methodological flaws
of transfer studies which cast doubt on the validity of several of the findings discussed in the
first part of the chapter.
Chapter Four is devoted to a detailed description of the corpora, methods and software
programs used in this thesis. We make use of corpora of professional academic prose, learner
writing and native student writing and compare them within the framework of the Integrated
Contrastive Model. We adopt a quantitative approach to phraseology and describe the
extraction procedure used after discussing a number of parameters that can influence the
results of a co-occurrence analysis.
Chapter Five is dedicated to the selection of words that are typical of academic texts and
which will provide a basis for the comparison of native speaker and EFL learner academic
writing. It proposes a new methodology based on the criteria ofkeyness, range and evenness
of distribution.
Chapter Six aims to test our working hypothesis that upper-intermediate to advanced EFL
learners, irrespective of their mother tongue backgrounds, share a number of linguistic
features that characterize their academic writing. It focuses on words and phrasemes that
expert writers andEFL learners use to serve typical organizational or rhetorical functions. The
function ofexemplification is presented in detail so as to serve as an illustration ofthe type of
data and results obtained when examining the whole range of lexical strategies available to
EFLlearners, as opposed to expert writers, when they want to establish cohesive links in their
essays. Other fiinctions were similariy described but thenumerous analyses conducted are not
presented in detail in this thesis as they would become tedious for the reader. Instead, the
focus is placed on the general interianguage features that emerge from these analyses, which
fall into five categories: aspects ofoveruse and underuse, register-awareness, phraseological
patterns, semantic misuse and sentence position. Important pedagogical implications related
to teaching practices and the role ofcorpora in materials design are then examined.
Chapter Seven is largely methodological in nature. It first seeks to demonstrate how learner
corpus data can be used to select interianguage features worthy of investigation in transfer
studies. It then tries to implement Jarvis's (2000) unified framework to investigate LI
influence on the basis ofcorpus data and investigates their potential to uncover new types of
evidence of transfer. It proposes to employ statistical techniques based on comparisons of
means - ANOVA tests and theDunnett post-hoc test - to operationalize the first two effects of
LI influence described in the framework. The major advantages and limitations of the
approach are highlighted.
The thesis ends with a general conclusion, which briefly summarizes the major findings and
offers several avenues for future research.
For the reader's convenience, appendices are included in a separate companion volume.
1. EngKsh for Academic Purposes and EAP vocabulary
1.1. Introduction
As stated by Hyland and Hamp-Lyons (2002:1), "the field of English for Academic Purposes
[EAP] has developed rapidly over the past 25 years to become a major force in English
language teaching and research". This rapid development stems from at least two reasons.
First, English has become the lingua franca of academic communication and knowledge
dissemination (cf Witt 2000; Pecman 2004). University students thus need to have good
command of English if they want to have access to a wide range of publications in their
disciplines. Second, an increasing number of-students undertake tertiary studies in English-
speaking countries and host institutions need to provide them with special tuition in English
use in academic settings'. Biber argues that "[s]tudents who are beginning university studies
face a bewildering range of obstacles and adjustments, and many of these difficulties involve
learning touse language innew ways" (Biber 2006:1). This is especially true ofEFL learners.
Section 1.2 first proposes a definition of English for Academic Purposes and answers
one of the major criticisms that have been levelled at the field. It then reviews some of the
major distinctive linguistic features of academic discourse. Vocabulary has often been
reported to cause major problems to EAP students and is the focus of section 1.3. After
discussing theoretical and pedagogical aspects of vocabulary in EAP reading and writing,
section 1.4 reviews a selected listofcorpus-based studies ofvocabulary inEAP writing.
1.2. Delimiting the scope ofEnglishfor Academic Purposes
English for Academic Purposes is generally defined as being concerned with "the teaching
of English for use in academic contexts, to students for whom English is an additional
language, and who are preparing to begin a course ofacademic studies, or who are currently
engaged on a course" (Thompson 2006). Jordan (1997:4) describes EAP as a sub-discipline of
the larger field ofEnglish for Specific Purposes (ESP) and contrasts it with the teaching of
English for OccupationaWocational/Professional Purposes (EOP/EVP/EPP). One of the
strongest links between these three fields is "the emphasis that practitioners give to needs
analysis as a systematic way of identifying the specific sets of skills, texts, linguistic forms,
and communicative practices that a particular group of learners must acquire" (Hyland and
Hamp-Lyons 2002: 5). The field of EAP further divides into EngUsh for General Academic
' There are also an increasing number ofEnglish-taught degrees in Europe, Asia, etc.
Purposes (EGAP) and English for Specific Academic Purposes (ESAP) as illustrated in
Figure 1.1 (see also Flowerdew L. 2002). EGAP is concerned with "the.teaching of the skills
and language that are common to all discipUnes" (Dudley-Evans and St. John 1998:41) and
focuses on "a general academic English register, incorporating aformal, academic style, with
proficiency in the language use" (Jordan 1997:5). ESAP refers to the teaching of the subject-
specific English that is needed for a particular academic subject, e.g. chemistry, together with
its disciplinary culture.
The status and usefulness of EGAP has been questioned by Hyland who believes that
"academic literacy is unlikely to be achieved through an orientation to some general set of
trans-disciplinary academic conventions and practices" (Hyland 2000:145) and that "students
actually have to readjust to each discipline they encounter (ibid). In a later article, he further
argues that "[d]isciplines have different views of knowledge, different research practices, and
different ways of seeing the world, and as a result, investigating the practices of those
disciplines will inevitably take us to greater specificity" (Hyland 2002a:389). He thus
concludes that "the teaching of specific skills and rhetoric cannot be divorced from the
teaching of a subject itself because what counts as convincing argument, appropriate tone,
persuasive interaction, and so on, is managed for a particular audience" (ibid:390).
Figure 1.1: Jordan's (1997: 3) description of the many purposes of English
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With the recent development of specialised genre-based corpora (see section 1.4.1), the
field of academic discourse research has witnessed the burgeoning of studies on variability
within academic texts. Studies have shed light on differences between several genres within
the same academic disciplme (e.g. Conrad 1996). Others have described differences in the
same genre across several disciplines (e.g. Hyland 2000; Peacock 2006; Fl0ttum et al. 2006a)
and even sub-disciplines. Ozturk (2007), for example, analyses the textual organization of
research article introductions in two sub-disciplines of applied linguistics, namely second
language acquisition and second language writing research. Some studies have also compared
the use of linguistic features across text sections (e.g. Biber and Finegan 1994; Martinez
2003; Moreno 2004). These numerous studies rather support Hyland's (2002a) case for
specificity. They have also made scholars such as Bhatia note that "one may find it difficult to
conceptualise academic discourse as a single entity with an identifiable common core; it may
be more realistic to represent the variations quite legitimately in terms of academic
discourses, in the plural rather than the singular" (Bhatia 2002: 34) as in Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Bhatia's (2002) variations in academic discourse
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On the other hand, Biber's (1988) study of variation across speech and writinghas shed
light on distinctive characteristics of academic texts on the basis of an analysis of a large
number of linguistic features (e.g. private verbs, ?/za?-deletion, time adverbials, conjuncts,
agentless passive structures, thirdperson pronouns, nominahsations) and their co-occurrences.
His multi-dimensional study has shown that academic texts typically have an informational
and non-narrative focus; they require highly explicit, text-internal reference and deal with
abstract, conceptual or technical subject matter (cf. Biber 1988: 121-160). Similarly, the
Longman Grammar ofSpoken and Written English^ (LGSWE) (Biber et al. 1999) provides a
comprehensive description of therange of distinctive grammatical features of academic prose,
in comparison to conversation, fiction and newspaper reportage. Common features of
academic prose include a high rate of occurrence of nouns, nominalisations, noun phrases
with modifiers, attributive adjectives, derived adjectives, activity verbs, verbs with inanimate
subjects, agentless passive structures and linking adverbials. By contrast, first and second
person pronouns, private verbs, ^/zaf-deletions and contractions occur very rarely in academic
texts. See Appendix 1.1 for a comprehensive list of grammatical features that are especially
common in academic prose.
By highlighting a number of shared features across academic texts, Biber's (1988)
multi-dimensional study as well as later corpus-based analyses of academic prose have
conferred legitimacy to the concept of 'academic discourse' or 'E(G)AP'. At the same time, a
large number of studies in EFL teaching and learning have proved the usefiihiess of E(G)AP
programmes at university. They have pointed out that students often fail to recognize and
appropriately use the conventions and linguistic features of academic prose (e.g. Johns 1997;
Chang and Swales 1999; Hinkel 2002). Studies in second language writing have also
established that learning to write L2 academic prose requires an advanced linguistic
competence, without which learners simply do not have the range of lexical and grammar
skills required in academic writing (Jordan 1997; Nation and Waring 1997; Hinkel 2002;
Hinkel 2004; Reynolds 2005). A recent questionnaire survey of almost 5000 undergraduates
from all 26 departments at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University has shown that students
experience difficulties with writing skills that are necessary for studying content subjects
through the medium of English (cf Evans and Green 2006). Almost 50% of the students
^The LGSWE is areference grammar of English based on the Longman Spoken and Written English Corpus,
comprising approximately 5million words for each genre (see Biber etal 1999: 24-35). The academic prose sub-
corpus consists of academic books and research articles from a number of academic disciplines, e.g. medicine,
sociology, law.
reported that they encountered difficulties in using appropriate academic style, expressing
ideas in correct English and linking sentences smoothly.
Hinkel (2002:257-265) argues that the exclusive use of a process-writing approach, the
relative absence of direct and focused grammar instruction and the lack of academic
vocabulary development contribute to a situation in which EFL learners are simply not
prepared to write academic texts. She provides a list of priorities in curriculum design and
writes that, among the top-tier priorities, "NNSs need to learn more contextualized and
advanced academic vocabulary, as well as idioms and collocations to develop a substantial
lexical arsenal to improve their writing in English" (Hinkel 2002:247). Two decades ago, the
same view was already formulated by Saville-Troike in an article on second language
teaching for academic achievement: "Vocabulary knowledge is the single most important area
of second language competence when learning content through that language is the dependent
variable" (1984:199).
1.3. Vocabulary in academic discourse
Vocabulary has been shown to vary relative to text type or genre of writing (cf. Carter 1998;
Tribble 1998; Ljung 2002) and to be a strong indicator of whether writers have adopted the
conventions of the relevant discourse community (cf Nation 2001:178). Several studies have
investigated the type of vocabulary foreign language learners need to succeed at university.
Section 1.3.1 discusses vocabulary needs in EAP reading and makes a distinction between
three types of vocabulary, namely core vocabulary, academic vocabulary and technical terms.
Section 1.3.2 distinguishes between receptive and productive vocabulary and redefines the
term of 'academic vocabulary' in the light of its particular nature and role in academic
discourse.
1.3.1. Vocabulary needs in EAP reading
There has been a continuing interest in whether there is a threshold which marks the boundary
where vocabulary knowledge becomes sufficient for adequate reading comprehension (e.g.
Laufer 1992; Hirsch and Nation 1992; Hu and Nation 2000; Cobb and Horbst 2001).
Research byLaufer (1989)^ has shown that at least95 per cent coverage is needed to ensure
reasonable reading comprehension of a text. It has also been shown that text coverage is
Quoted in Nation (2001:146)
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largely dependent on text type, length of text and homogeneity of text (cf Nation 2001:146):
the 2,000 most frequent words of English, for example, provide poorer coverage of academic
texts than they do of fiction and conversation.
Several studies ofvocabulary needs in EAP have thus focused onwhich vocabulary will
provide 95% coverage of academic texts. Research by Nation andhis colleagues (see Nation
2001:187-205) suggests that the 95%) criterion can be achieved for academic texts if readers
have knowledge of the following sets of words: a core vocabulary, an 'academic' vocabulary
and technical or domain-specific terms. These three categories are described in the following
sections.
1.3.1.1. Core vocabulary
A core or basic or nuclear vocabulary consists of words that are of high frequency in most
uses of the language. It includes the most useful function words (e.g. a, about, be, by, do, he,
I, some and to) and content words like bag, lesson, person, put and suggest. Stubbs
(1986:104) describes nuclear words as an essential common core of "pragmatically neutral
words" (cf Figure 1.3). The author hsts 5 main reasons for their pragmatic neutrality
(1986:104-106):
1. Nuclear words have a "purely conceptual, cognitive, logical orpropositional meaning,
with no necessary attitudinal, emotional or evaluative connotations" (ibid 104).
2. Nuclear words have no cultural or geographical associations.
3. Nuclearwords give no indication of the field of discourse from which a text is taken,
i.e. its domain of experience and social settings.
4. Nuclear words are also neutral with respect to tenor and mode of discourse: they are
not restricted to formal or informal usage and to specific medium of communication,
e.g. written or spoken language.
5. Nuclear words are usedin preference to non-nuclear words in summarizing tasks.
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Figure 1.3: Stubbs's organization of English vocabulary (1986:102)
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The best-known list of core words is West's (1953) General Service List of English
Words (GSL). It was created from a 5 million word corpus of written English and contains
around 2,000 word families. Percentage figures are given for different word meanings'^ and
parts of speech of each headword. Frequency was not the only factor taken into account in
making the selection: other criteria such as necessity and styUstic level were also used (West
1953:ix-x)". West also wanted the list to include words that are often used in the classroom or
that would be useful for understanding defmitions of vocabulary outside the list. The GSL has
had a wide influence for many years and served as a resource for writing graded readers and
other material.
A number of criticisms have been levelled at the GSL, most particularly at its coverage
and age. Engels (1968) criticizes the low coverage of the second 1,000 word families. While
the first 1,000 word families cover between 68 and 74 percent of the running words in the ten
1,000 word texts he analyzes, the second set of word families in the GSL provides coverage
of less than 10 per cent of the texts. It has also been argued that, because of changes in the
English language and developments in curriculum design, the GSL contains many words that
are considered of limited utility today (e.g. crown, coal, ornament and vessel) but does not
contain highly frequent words such as computer, astronaut and television (see Nation and
^The General Service Listandthe Cambridge English Lexicon (Hindmarsh 1980) arethe onlytwo lists thatgive
separate information on the different meanings ofwords.
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Hwang 1995:35-36; Leech et al. 2001:ix-x; Carter 1998:207). However, several researchers
have pointed out that, for educational purposes, it still remains the best of the available lists
because of "its information on frequency of each word's various meanings, and West's
careful apphcation of criteria other than frequency and range" (Nation and Waring 1997:13).
hi a variety of studies, the GSL provided coverage of up to 92% of fiction texts (e.g.
Hirsh and Nation 1992), andup to 76% of academic texts (cf. Coxhead 2000)
1.3.1.2. Academic vocabulary
Most studies of academic reading comprehension have shown that it is neither high-frequency
words nor technical terms that pose most difficulty to university students. The receptive
vocabulary problems students most frequently encounter are predominantly related to what
has commonly beenreferred to as sub-technical or academic vocabulary, i.e. a rather formal
vocabulary with a middle frequency of occurrence across texts of various disciplines (cf
Cohen et al 1988; Corson 1997). A number of academic word lists have been compiled to
meet the specific vocabulary needs of students in higher education settings (Campion and
Elley 1971; Praninskas 1972; Lynn 1973; Ghadessy 1979; Xue and Nation 1984). The
Academic Word List (Coxhead 2000) is the most widely used today in language teaching,
testing and materials development. It is now included in academic vocabulary textbooks,
CALL materials, the new Longman ExamsDictionary and in the latest edition of the Collins
CobuildAdvancedDictionary ofAmerican English.
The Academic Word List (AWL) was created from a corpus of 414 academic texts by
more than.400 authors, totalling around 3.5 million words. The Academic Corpus includes
journal articles, chapters from university textbooks and laboratory manuals. It is divided into
four sub-corpora of approximately 875,000 words representing broad academic disciplines:
arts, commerce, law and science. Each sub-corpus is ftirther subdivided into seven subject
areas as shown in Table 1.1.
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Table 1.1: Composition of the Academic Corpus (Coxhead 2000:220)
Discipline
Arts Commerce Law Science Total
Running 883,214 879,547 874,723 875,846 3,513,330
words
Texts 122 107 72 113 414
Subject
areas
Education
History
Psychology
Politics
Psychology •
Sociology
Accounting
Economics
Finance
Industrial
relations
Management
Marketing
Public policy
Constitutional
Criminal
Family and
medicolegal
International
Pure commercial
Quasi-
commercial
Rights and
remedies
Biology
Chemistry
Computer
science
Geography
Geology
Mathematics
Physics
Like the General Service List, the Academic Word List is made up of word families.
Each family consists of a headword and its closely related affixed forms according to level 6
of Bauer and Nation's (1993) scale, which includes all the inflections and the most frequent
and productive derivational affixes (see section 1.3.1.4 for a discussion and Table 1.4 below
for examples). Coxhead (2000) selected word families to be included in the AWL on the basis
of three criteria:
1. Specialised occurrence: a word family could not be in the first 2,000 most frequent
words ofEnglish as Usted in West's (1953) General Service List.
2. Range: a word family had to occur in all 4 disciplines with a frequency of at least 10
in each sub-corpus and in 15 or more of the 28 subject areas.
3. Frequency: a word family had to occur at least 100 times in the Academic Corpus.
The resulting list consists of 570 word families which are reasonably frequent in most
academic texts and which are not closely connected with any particular subject area or
discipline. The AWL covers at least 8.5 per cent of the running words in academic texts. By
contrast, it accoimts for a very small percentage of words in other types of texts such as
novels, which suggests that the AWL's word families are closely associated with academic
writing (Coxhead 2000:225).
The AWL is divided into 10 sublists ordered according to decreasing word family
frequency. Some of the most frequent word families included in sublist 1 are represented by
the headwords analyse, benefit, context, environment, formula, issue, labour, research,
significant and vary. Examples of the least frequent word families as found in sublist 10 are
assemble, colleague, depress, enormous, likewise, persist and undergo.
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1.3.1.3. Technical terms
Domain-specific or technical terms are words whose meaning requires scientific knowledge.
They are typically characterized by semantic specialisation, resistance to semantic change and
absence of exact synonyms (cf Mudraya 2006:238-239). As explainedby Nation (2001:203),
several practitioners consider that it is not the English teacher's job to teach technical terms.
Technical words are best learned through study of the body of knowledge that they are
attached to. Language teachers do not know the scientific fields and may have a great deal of
difficulty with technical words. By contrast, learners who specialize in the field may have
little difficulty in understanding these words (Strevens 1973:228).
Since technical terms are highly subject-specific, it is possible to identify them on the
basis of their fi-equencies of occurrence, range and distribution (see sections 5.3.1.2 and
5.3.1.3) and to use them as a way of characterizing text types (Yang 1986). Technical terms
occur with very high or at least moderate firequency within a very limited range of texts
(Nation and Hwang 1995). In biology, for example, we find words like alleles, genotype,
chromatid, cytoplasm and abiotic. These words are very unlikely to occur in texts from other
disciplines or subject areas. Technical vocabulary is difficult to quantify. However, according
to Coxhead and Nation (2001), technical dictionaries contain probably 1,000 headwords or
less per subject area. Research suggests that knowledge of domain-specific or technical terms
gives about 5% additional coverage of academic texts in a specific discipline (cf Coxhead
and Nation 2001).
1.3.1.4. Criticisms levelled at the approach
A first criticism is levelled at the commonly held assumption that learners need a general
service vocabulary supplemented by an academic vocabulary and technical words in order to
understand academic texts reasonably well. Ward (1999) investigates the size of vocabulary
EAP engineering students need in order to read engineering textbooks in English and argues
that, since there is often limited time available to facilitate student textbook reading, "there
seems on the face of it an inherent contradiction in using a general list for learners with
specific purposes" (Ward 1999:310). He then devises an engineering word list of 2,000 word
families which contains both technical terms and all the general words necessary and shows
that it provides 95% coverage in many basic engineering texts. Another example of such an
approach can be found in Mudraya (2005).
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Second, vocabulary categories have been described as if they are clearly separable but
the boundaries between them are fiizzy (cf. Yang 1986; Mudraya 2005; Beheydt 2005). As
Nation and Hwang (1995:37) remark, "any division is based on an arbitrary decision on what
numbers represent high, moderate or low frequency, or wide or narrow range, because
vocabulary frequency, coverage and range figures for any text or group of texts occur along a
continuum." Chung and Nation (2003) investigate what kinds of words make up technical
vocabulary in anatomy and applied linguistics texts. They classify technical terms on a four-
level scale designed to measure the strength of the relationship of a word to a particular
specialised field. Table 1.2 illustrates the resulting scale for the anatomy vocabulary. Chung
and Nation consider items at steps 3 and 4 to be technical terms; items at steps 1 and 2 are
not. They show that a considerable number of technical words belong to the 2,000 most
frequent word families of English and the AWL. In the anatomy texts, 16.3% of the word
types at step 3 are from the GSL or AWL. This percentage increases to 50.5% in the applied
linguistics texts. A major output of this study is that a word can only be described as general
service, academic or technical in context. This leads the authors to point out that, since most
technical vocabulary needs to be learned productively by learners specializing in that area and
since the technical use of a word "involves a collocation or a grammatical form that differs
from its other uses" (ibid: 113), technical words should be learned together with common
collocation and grammatical patterns.
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Table 1.2: Chung and Nation's (1993) rating scale for finding technical terms (2003:105)
Step 1
Words suchas function words thathave a meaning thathas no particular relationship
withthe field of anatomy, that is, words independent of the subject matter. Examples
are: the, is, between, it, by, 12, adjacent, amounts, common, commonly, directly,
constantly, earlyandespecially
Step 2
Words thathave a meaning that is minimally related to the field of anatomy in that they
describe thepositions, movements, or features of thebody. Examples are: superior,
part, forms, pairs, structures, surrounds, supports, associated, lodges, protects.
Step 3
Words that havea meaning that is closely related to the field of anatomy. They referto
parts, structures andfunctions of the body, such as the regions of the bodyandsystems
of the body. Suchwords are also used in general language. The words mayhave some
restrictions of usage depending on the subjectfield. Examples are: chest, trunk, neck,
abdomen, ribs, breast, cage, cavity, shoulder, girdle, skin, muscles, wall, heart, lungs,
organs, liver, bony, abdominal, breathing. Words in this category may be technical
terms in a specific field like anatomy andyetmay occur with the samemeaning in
other fields and not be technical terms in those fields.
Step 4
Words thathavea specific meaning to thefield of anatomy and are not likely to be
known in general language. They referto structures andfiihctions of thebody. These
words have clear restrictions of usage depending onthe subject field. Examples are:
thorax, sternum, costal, vertebrae, pectoral, fascia, trachea, mammary, periosteum,
hematopoietic, pectoralis, viscera, intervertebral, demifacets, pedicle.
The arbitrariness of word jfrequency counts also accounts for the presence of topic-
dependent headwords such as adult, sex and transport in the AWL. It should also be noted
that not all researchers defme academic or sub-technical vocabulary in relation to general
service words. Researchers such as Cowan (1974), Martin (1976), Baker (1988), King (1989)
and Cohen et al (1988) do not distinguish between general service words and academic or
sub-technical words (see section 1.3.2.2 formore information).
1.3.2. Vocabulary needs in EAP writing
Most studies of vocabulary needs in EAP have focused on reading comprehension and more
generally, on receptive vocabulary. Results of these studies, however, have often influenced
vocabulary teaching for both receptive and productive purposes. Most recent textbooks on
academic vocabulary, for example, focus on the receptive and productive use of words that
belong to the AWL (cf Obenda 2004; Schmitt and Schmitt 2005; Huntley 2006). However, it
can be questioned whether learners need the same vocabulary for academic reading and
writing. Already in 1937, West argued that "both as regards Selection and still more as
regards detailed Itemization, there is a need of a divorce between receptive and productive
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work" (1937:437) and regretted that teachers were giving "composite lessons aiming at
teaching reading and speaking simultaneously, whereas reading and speaking are the Hare and
the Tortoise. Reading and speech bear the same relation to each other as musical appreciation
and actual execution on the piano. The one is Recognition ofa lot, the other is Skill in using a
little" (ibid). In this section, the major differences in learners' needs of receptive vs.
productive vocabulary are first discussed. The concept of academic vocabulary is then re-
examined in the light of learners' specific vocabulary needs for productive purposes.
1.3.2.1. Receptive vs. productive vocabulary
When the terms receptive and productive are applied to vocabulary, they "cover all aspects of
what is involved in knowing a word" Nation (2001:26). Table 1.3 shows that, at the most
general level, knowing a word involves form, meaning and use. Aspects of receptive and
productive knowledge however differ widely. From the point of view of productive
knowledge and use, knowing a word involves:
• Being able to pronounce the word correctly
• Being able to spell it correctly
• Being able to construct it "using the right word parts in their appropriate forms"
(Nation 2001:28)
• Being able to produce the word to express the intended meaning
• Being able to produce synonyms, hyponyms, hypemyms and antonyms for the word
• Being able to use the word in appropriate patterns
• Being able to use this word with words that commonly occur with it
• Being able to "decide to use or not the word to suit the degree of formality of the
situation" (ibid)
Learning a word productively thus involves a wide range of aspects of knowledge and use,
which have been foimd to be much more difficult than receptive learning (cf. Nation 2001:28-
30). Teaming vocabulary for productive purposes requires more time and repeated effort.
Selection is thus a key issue in teaching vocabulary for academic writing and speaking. It is
questionable whether all words from the AWL should be the focus of productive learning as is
currently done in textbooks (e.g. Schmitt and Schmitt 2005; Huntley 2006) and CALL
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materials (see, e.g., Gillett's website about vocabulary in EAP^; Luton's Exercises for the
Academic Word List^ and Haywood's AWL Gapmaker^).
Table 1.3: What is involved in knowing a word (Nation 2001:27)
Form spoken R What does the word sound like?
P How is the word pronounced?
written R What does the word look like?
P How is the word written and spelled?
word parts R What parts are recognisable in this word?
P What word parts are needed to express the
meaning?
Meaning form and meaning R What meaning does this word form signal?
P What word form can be used to express this
meaning?
concept and referents R What is included in the concept?
P What items can the concept refer to?
associations R What other words does this make us think of?
P What other words could we use instead of this one?
Use grammatical functions R In what patterns does the word occur?
P In what pattems must we use this word?
collocations R What words or types ofwords occur with this one?
P What words or types of words must we use with this
one?
constraints on use
(register, frequency, etc.)
R Where, when, and how often would we expect to
meet this word?
P Where, when, and how often can we use this word?
Note: in column 3, R = receptive knowledge, P = productive knowledge
Another question relates to the commonly held assumption that learners already
know general service words and that teaching can focus on the AWL. A case study of the
use of the general service noun example in a 150,000 word corpus of argumentative essays
written by Frenchlearners has shown that learners do not know the range of patterns in which
the word can be used and tend to rely ahnost exclusively on the conjunct for example (cf
Paquot 2007). A second reason why Coxhead's criterion of non-appearance in the GSL is not
really appropriate when it comes to productive purposes is that lexical items may be included
in the 2,000 most frequent words but used differently in EAP. For example, Partington
(1998:98) has shown that a claim in academic or argumentative texts is not the same as in
news reporting or legal report. Frequency can also be an issue. Nouns such as example,
problem, reason, argument and result appear with particular high range and frequency in
^http://www.uefap.com/vocab/vocfram.htni
®http://web.uvic.ca/~gluton/awl/index.htm
^http://www.nottingham.ac.uk/~alzsh3/acvocab/awlgapmaker.htm
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academic corpora but are not considered as EAP vocabulary by Coxhead as these items are
ahready in the GSL.
The AWL, as well as most word hsts for learners of English, groups words into
families. Other examples include the GSL, the University Word List (Xue and Nation 1984)
and recent domain-specific word hsts such as those developed by Ward (1999) and Mudraya
(2005). Coxhead (2000:218) argues that this decision is supported by psycholinguistic
evidence suggesting that morphological relations between words are represented in the mental
lexicon (cf. Nagy et al 1989; Bertram et al. 2000). Although word famihes are useful for
receptive purposes, not all members of a word family are likely to be as helpful in academic
writing. For example, under the headword item, which has a relative frequency of 36
occurrences per miUion words in the Micro-Concord academic corpus (see section 5.2.1.1),
we find the noun itemisation and word forms of the verb itemise. However, the verb itemise
has a relative frequency of 1 occurrence per million words and the noun itemisation does not
appear at all in the same corpus.
Additional problems relate to meaning and part-of-speech. Table 1.4 shows several
word families of the AWL: the only information provided is that the words m italics are the
most frequent form of their family. The headwords are the stem form of the words. Meanings
and parts-of-speech are not differentiated. We do not know whether the word forms issue and
issues (under the headword issue) are more often used as nouns or verbs in EAP. Similarly,
the word family headed by the headword stress includes stressed, stresses, stressful, stressing
and unstressed regardless of the fact that, for example, the noun stress can refer to 'a
continuous feeling of worry' or to 'the special attention or importance given to a particular
idea, fact or activity' (LD0CE4).
Table 1.4: Word families in the AWL
link proceed issue evident item stress utilise
linkage procedural issued evidenced itemisation stressed utilisation
linkages procedure issues evidence itemise stresses utilised
linked procedures issuing evidential itemised stressful utilises
linking proceeded evidently itemises stressing utilising
links proceeding itemising unstressed utiliser
proceedings items utilisers
proceeds utility
utilities
utilization
utilize
utilized
utilizes
utilizing
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Like most other word lists of general service, academic or technical vocabulary, the
AWL is based on single words. In a discussion of the factors that would need to be
considered in the development ofa resource list ofhigh Ixequency words, Nation and Waring
(1997:18) however suggest that some multi-word items should be included into word hsts as
they behave like high-frequency words. They further propose that set expressions be included
under one of their constituent words. Such a view is supported by current trends in language
acquisition and foreign language learning that stress the importance of prefabricated language
over 'slot-and-filler' models of language (cf Lewis 2002; Wray 2002; Schmitt 2004).
1.3.2.2. The nature and role of academic vocabulary
As discussed in section 1.3.1.2, 'academic' or 'sub-technical' vocabulary has often beenused
to refer to a rather formal vocabulary common to a wide range of academic texts but not so
common in non-academic texts. Its definition has thus mainly been based on two criteria,
namely frequency and range (cf Coxhead 2000). The terms^ however, have also been used
in a more restricted sense to refer to words that "have in common a focus on research,
analysis and evaluation - those activities which characterize academic work" (Martin
1976:92). In this thesis, the term 'academic vocabulary' will be used with this restricted sense.
In this section, we will examine the nature and role of such a vocabulary in academic texts
and discuss the problems academic words pose to learners of English.
Academic words "most probably occur because they allow academic writers to do the
things that academic writers do. That is, they allow writers to refer to others' work {assume,
establish, indicate, conclude, maintain)-, and they allow writers to work with data in academic
ways {analyse, assess, concept, definition, establish, categories, seek)" (Nation 2001: 18).
Martin (1976) reports that the vocabulary of the research process primarily consists of verbs,
nouns and their co-occurrences (e.g. state the hypothesis and expected results; present the
methodology; plan, design the experiment; develop a model). The vocabulary of analysis
includes high-frequency verbs and two-word verbs that are "often overlooked in teaching
English to foreign students but which graduate students need in order to present information
in an organized sequence" (Martin 1076:93), e.g. group, result from, derive, bring about,
cause, base on, be noted for. Adjectives and adverbs make up a large proportion of the
vocabulary of evaluation.
Other terms have also-been proposed: non-technical terms (Goodman and Payne 1981), semi-technical
vocabulary (Farrell 1990) and specialised non-technical lexis (Cohen et al. 1988).
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Academic words have also been shown to play an important part in discourse
organization and cohesion (cf. Halliday and Hasan 1976: 274-292; McCarthy 1991: 78-84;
Partington 1998: 89-106; Nation 2001: 210-216). Very broadly speaking, it can be said that
"these words provide a semantic-pragmatic skeleton for the text. They determine the status of
the (more or less technically phrased) propositions that are laid down in it, and the relations
between them" (Meyer 1997:9). Winter (1977), quoted in Carter (1998:83-85), distinguishes
between three types of words that are commonly used to create cohesion or structure in
discourse and that are basic to the understanding of academic texts:
• Subordinators that connect clauses (e.g. except that, although, as far as, unless,
whereas)-,
• Sentence connectors which "make explicit the clause relation between the matrix
clause and the preceding clause or sentence" (Winter 1977:15), e.g. therefore, anyway,
hence, for example, thus)
• Words which serve to establish semantic relations' in the connection of clauses or
sentences in discourse.
The third group largely consists of nouns that are inherently unspecific and require
lexical realization in their co-text, either beforehand or afterwards. Francis (1994) refers to
this type of lexical cohesion as advance and retrospective labelling as they allow the reader
to predict the precise infoimation that will follow when they occur before their lexical
realization and they encapsulate and package a stretch of discourse when they occur after their
realization. Flowerdew J. (2003) refers to these abstract nouns as 'signalling' nouns.
Examples of the most common labels found by Francis (1994) are approach, area, aspect,
case, matter, move, problem, stuff, thing and way? These nouns have traditionally been
referred to as content words. However, when we encounter them in a text, we often need to do
"something similar to what we do when we encounter words like it, he and do in texts: we
either refer to the bank of knowledge built up with the author, look back in the text to find a
suitable referent, or [look] forward, anticipating that the writer will supply the missing
content" (Carter and McCarthy 1988: 206-207).
Within the category of labels, Francis further isolates a set of nouns which are
"metalinguistic in the sense that they label a stretch of discourse as being a particular type of
^Francis's (1994) examples arenot retrieved from academic texts but are from The BankofEnglish corpus (see
www.titania.cobuild.collins.co.uk"). and in particular, from a sub-selection of news articles.
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language" (Francis 1994: 89). Metalinguistic labels are of four types "though there is some
blurring and overlap between them" (ibid: 90):
1. Illocutionary nouns are nominalizations of verbal processes and usually acts of
communication, e.g. advice, answer, argument, assertion, claim, observation,
recommendation, remark, reply, response, statement, suggestion',
2. Language-activity nouns "refer to some kind of language activity or the results
thereof They are similar to illocutionary nouns, but they do not have cognate
illocutionary verbs (though they may have cognate verbs)" (ibid: 91), e.g. comparison,
contrast, definition, description, detail, example, illustration, instance, proof,
reasoning, reference, summary, etc.;
3. Mental process nouns refer to "cognitive states and processes and the results thereof
(ibid: 92), e.g. analysis, assumption, attitude, belief concept, conviction, finding,
hypothesis, idea, insight, interpretation, opinion, position, theory, thesis, view, etc.
4. Text nouns refer to the formal textual structure of discourse, e.g. phrase, words,
quotation, excerpt, section, term, etc.
As pointed out by Nation (2001: 212), the strength of labels "as discourse organising
vocabulary [is] that they have a referential function and variable meaning like pronouns but,
unlike pronouns, they can be modified by demonstrative pronouns, numbers, and adjectives,
they can occur in various parts of a sentence and they have a significant constant meaning."
McCarthy has also shown that, as well as representing text segments, labels or what he
calls discourse-organising words, "additionally give us indications of the larger text-patterns
the author has chosen, and build up expectations concerning the shape of the whole discourse"
(1991: 76). The author illustrates this claim with lists of words that typically occur in the
problem-solution (cf Table 1.5) and the claim-counterclaim patterns.
Table 1.5: The problem-solution pattern (McCarthy 1991:79)
Problem concern, difficulty, dilemma, drawback, hamper,
hinder, hindrance, obstacle, problem, snag
Response change, combat (vb), come up with, develop, find,
measure(s), respond, response
Solution/result answer, consequence, effect, outcome, result,
solution, (re)solve
Evaluation (in)effective, manage, overcome, succeed,
(un)successful, viable, work (vb)
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These text-patterns have been referred to as clause relations (Winter 1994; Hoey 1994) or
macro patterns (McCarthy and Carter 1994).
Focusing on receptive skills, McCarthy has also pointed out that "the language learner
who has trouble with such words may be disadvantaged in the struggle to decode the whole
text as efficiently as possible and as closely as possible to the author's designs. If the
discourse-organising words are seen as signals of the author's intent, then inability to
understand them or misinterpretation of them could cause problems" (McCarthy 1991:76). It
may be hypothesized that EFL learners may encoxmter even more serious difficulty in using
these discourse-organising words. However, very few studies have investigated their use in
learner writing except for Flowerdew L. (1998; 2003) and Flowerdew J. (2006) (see section
1.4.2).
In addition to their problematic discourse-organising function, academic words, and
more specifically signalling nouns, have been described as "likely to be problematic for non-
native, as well as native speakers" (Flowerdew J. 2003:330) for a number of other reasons.
First, they refer to abstract ideas and processes and introduce additional propositional
density to a text (cf Corson 1997). Second, the polysemy of some academic words adds to
the difficulty (cf Beheydt 2005) as well as their higher register (cf Sonck-Mercier et al.
1991). Scarcella and Zimmerman (2005:127) also show that mastery of derivative forms
makes academic words particularly difficult for L2 learners and report that learners often fail
to analyze the different parts of complex academic words.
Several studies which have focused on academic words and their rhetorical functions in
discourse have also pointed out that those words "should not be taught in isolation but in
context and as central elements in typical collocations" (Baker 1988:103). Similarly, Francis
shows that "there is a tendency for the selection of a label to be associated with common
collocations. Many labels are built into a fixed phrase or 'idiom' (in the widest sense of the
word), representing a single choice. Frequent collocations include, for example, 'the move
follows ...', '... rejected/denied the allegations', '... to solve a problem', and '...to reverse
the trend', where the retrospective label is found in predictable company (...). Even where the
collocations are less fixed, the label occurs in a compatible lexical environment" (Francis
1994:100-101). Baker (1988) thus suggests that a fi-equency-based selection of academic
single words should be supplemented with a collocational study of the resulting words so as
to ensure that homographs be treated differently according to their various senses and that the
nominal compounds and specialised multi-word units be identified as such (cf Yang 1986).
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1.3.3. Conclusion
Recent research on vocabulary needs in EAP has mainly revolved around the design of
academic word lists for receptive purposes. Academic vocabulary has often been defined in
terms of its fi-equency of occurrence and its distributional properties. We agree with Beheydt
that "a more precise description of the construct of academic vocabulary is in order. That
description is to be guided by the needs of learners and the criteria for word selection must be
dictated by the practical problems encountered by users" (Beheydt 2005:243). It has been
shown in section 1.3.2.2 that what characterizes a largeproportion of academic words is their
discourse-structuring and coliesive function. However, it remains an open question whether
"it is possible to delimit a procedural vocabulary of such words that would be useful for
readers/writers over a wide range of academic disciplines involving varied textual subject
matters and genres" (McCarthy 1991:78).
EFL leamers, as well as teachers and textbook developers, would greatly benefit from
the elaboration of a productive counterpart to the Academic WordList as learners' needs and
difficulties are clearly not the same in production as in reception. This would be reflected in
the selection criteria of a productively-oriented academic word list. Although frequency
remains an important criterion, it is only half of the story. A productively-oriented academic
word list should also give L2 leamers the lexical means necessary to do the things that
academic writers do, e.g. stating a topic, hypothesizing, contrasting, exemplifying, explaining,
evaluating, etc. Such a list would introduce new words together with information on how to
use them, especially their patterns of use and phraseology as "particular collocations and
grammatical patterns may be associated with particular functions ofwords" (Hoey 1993:82).
One of the aims of my dissertation is to propose a methodology for the selection of
words that should be part and parcel of a productively-orientedacademic word list.
1.4. Corpus-based studies ofvocabulary in EAP
A corpus canbe broadly defined as a collection of naturally occurring spoken or written data
in electronic format, "selected according to external criteria to represent, as far as possible, a
language or language variety as a source of linguistic research" (Sinclair 2005). Computer
corpora are analysed with the help of software packages such as WordSmith Tools 4 (Scott
2004) which includes a number of text-handling tools to analyse textual data in quantitative
and qualitative terms (see section 4.2.2.1.). Wordhsts are used to study the frequency and
distribution of the vocabulary - single words but also word sequences - used in one or more
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corpora. Wordlists for two corpora can be compared automatically so as to highlight the
vocabulary that is particularly salient in a given corpus, i.e. its keywords or key word
sequences. Concordances are used to analyse the co-text of a linguistic feature, i.e. its
linguistic environment in terms of preferred co-occurrences and grammatical structures.
Frequency is a key issue as corpus-based studies aim to provide automated descriptions of
what is frequent and typical in the corpus under examination. The research paradigm of
corpus linguistics is thus ideally suited for studying the linguistic features of academic
discourse as it can highUght which words, phrases or structures are most typical of the genre
and how they are generally used.
Corpus-based informed research has long been undertaken on academic sub-sections of
general corpora (e.g. the 15 million word academic sub-corpus of the British National
Corpus, cf. section 4.1.2.1). The last fifteen years or so, however, have seen a steady growth
in the number and types of corpora that can be exploited in EAP. There has been a growing
tendency among researchers to study the distinctive linguistic features of specific disciplines
or genres, and with this trend various ESAP corpora have been compiled, e.g. the Hyland
Corpus consisting of 240 research articles from eight disciplines (Hyland 1999). Similarly,
bilingual corpora of academic texts are now becoming available to compare academic
discourse and conventions across languages (cf Siepmann 2005; Pecman 2004).
Student writing, and more particularly EFL learner writing, has often been the focus of
EGAP corpus-based studies (cf L. Flowerdew 2002:97). Two major learner corpora are the
International Corpus ofLearner English (cf. section 4.1.1) and the Hong Kong University
Science and Technology Learner Corpus^^. Learner corpus data have been compared with
native student writing or sometimes with professional writing (see section 4.1 for a
discussion). In order to investigate student ESAP writing, new corpora are currently being
compiled: the British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus and the Michigan Corpus
of Upper-Level Student Papers (MICUSP)!^ both consist of highly graded papers written by
native and non-native students in several faculties. Academic spoken English has also become
a major centre of interest to EAP practitioners with the development of the Michigan Corpus
ofAcademic Spoken English (MICASE) and its British equivalent, viz. the British Academic
Spoken English (BASE) corpus.
See Pravec (2002) for a survey of English learner corpora.
" For more information, see http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/celte/research/bawe/
For more information, see http://www.micusp.org/index.php?page=home
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These relatively new types of corpora in the field of EAP have been used to analyse
vocabulary in professional, student and EFL learner discourse across EAP genres, disciplines
and media. The following sections review major findings of EAP corpus-based studies of
vocabulary in academic writing. For more information on vocabulary in academic speech,
see Biber (2003/2004/2006), Biber et al (2002), Biber et al (2003), Nesi (2002), Nesi and
Basturkmen (2006), and Simpson and Mendis (2003).
1.4.1. Corpus-based studies of vocabulary in academic professional writing
Corpus-based studies have shed light on a number of distinctive linguistic features of
academic discourse as compared with other genres such as conversation or news. As abready
mentioned above, Biber (1988) and Biber et al. (1999) show, for example, that nouns,
nominalisations, derivational suffixes and linking adverbials are particularly frequent in
academic prose while private verbs (e.g. like, love, want, feel, hope), r/zaf-deletions and
contractions occur very rarely. Result and inference adverbials have been found to account for
the largest proportion of linking adverbials in academic prose, directly followed by
appositive, contrast/concession, enumerative/additive and summative adverbials (cf Conrad
1999). Although the majority of linking adverbials are single adverbs, prepositional phrases
(e.g.for example, in other words, in addition, in conclusion, as a result) and clausal linking
adverbials (e.g. that is, that is to say, what is more, to conclude) are also relatively common in
academic prose (Conrad 1999:11-12). In a study of adverbialmarking of stance in speech and
writing, Conrad and Biber also report that it is relatively common for academic prose to
"overtly flag propositions for their degree of certainty or actuality" (Conrad and Biber
2000:66) with a relatively wide range of epistemic stance markers.
Biber et al (1999) compare the use of lexical bundles, i.e. "recurrent expressions,
regardless of their idiomaticity, and regardless of their structural status" (1999: 990), in
academic prose and conversation and find that the structural types of lexical bundles in
academic prose are radically different from those in conversation. Table 1.6 shows that almost
90% of all lexical bundles in conversation are composed of clause segments. A large
proportion of these lexical bundles begin with a first person pronoun as subject togetherwith
a stative main verb (e.g. I don't know what, I thought that was). In academic prose, over 60%
of all lexical bundles are parts of noun phrases or prepositional phrases (e.g. the use of, the
fact that). When a lexical bundle is structurally complete, it is typically a prepositionalphrase
that functions as a linking adverbial, e.g. on the other hand, in the same way.
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Table 1.6: Proportional distribution of four-word lexical bundles across the major structural patterns in
academic prose and conversation (Biber et al 1999:996)
CONV ACAD example
Patterns most widely used in conversation
personal pronoun + lexical verb phrase
(+complement clause)
44% - I don't know what
pronoun/NP (+ auxiliary) + copula be (+) 8% j 2% it was in the
(auxiliary +) active verb (+) 13% - have a look at
yes-no and w/z-question fragment 12% - can I have a
(verb +) wA-clause fragment 4% - know what I mean
Patterns most widely used in academic prose
noun phrase with post-modifier fragment 4% 30% the nature ofthe
preposition + noun phrase fragment 3% 33% as a result of
anticipatory it + VP/adjective?
(+ complement clause)
- 9% it is possible to
passive verb + PP fragment - 6% is based on the
(verb +) that-c\sasQ fragment 1% 5% should be noted that
Patterns used in both registers
(verb/adjective +) to-clause fragment 5% 9% are likely to be
other expressions 6% 6%
Total 100% 100%
Biber et al. (1999:1014-1024) also describe the functions of lexical bundles. In academic
prose, the lexical bundles consisting of a noun phrase followed by a post-modifying jfragment
are typically used to provide physical description, including identification of place, size and
amount {the shape of the, the position of the, the total number of the)', to mark existence or
presence {the presence of the)', to identify a variety of abstract qualities {the nature ofthe), to
describe processes or events lasting over a period of time {the development of the, the course
of the) or how a process occurs {the way in which, the extent to which) and to identify
relationships among entities {the difference between). Most lexical bundles consisting of a
prepositionalphrase with an embeddedo/-phrase fragment functioning as post-modifier of the
noun, mark abstract, logical relations {as a result of, in the case of, in the absence of). Lexical
bundles beginning with an anticipatory it typically report the writer's stance {it is possible to,
it is important to).
A high number of lexical bundles built around a verb phrase in academic prose consist
of a passive voice verb followed by a prepositional phrase which typically marks a locative or
logicalrelation, rather than introducing an agentive iy-phrase. Examples include are shown in
table, is shown in figure and is based on the. Lexical bimdles with adjectival subject
predicatives are used to identify causative relations {may be due to) or comparative relations
{is similar to the). Lexicalbundleswith predicative adjectives controlling a to-clause are used
to indicate possibihty or certainty {is likely to be, is not possible to) while those with passive
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voice verb predicates controlling a to-clause are used to identify findings or known
information {has been shown to, was found to be). Lexical bmdles. beginning with the
subordinator as are used for deictic reference to other discourse segments {as shown infigure,
as we have seen).
Unlike the clause-initiating bundles in conversation, those in academic prose have either
the demonstrative this, or existential there, as subject, and copula be as the main verb. Lexical
bundles with this as subject link the information that follows to the preceding discourse {this
is not to say that) while those beginning with existential there are used for informational
packaging purposes. Typical examples are lexical phrases about statistical significance or
correlation such as there was no significant difference between.
Siepmann (2005) conducts a contrastive analysis of what he terms 'second-level
discourse markers' (SLDMs) in English, French and German academic and journalistic texts.
SLDMs are defined as "medium frequency fixed expressions or collocations of two or more
printed words acting as a single unit. Their function is to facilitate the process of interpreting
coherence relation(s) between elements, sequences or text segments and / or aspects of the
communicative situation" (Siepmann 2005:52). They thus fall within the scope of what
McCarthy referred to as 'procedural vocabulary' (see section 1.3.3). Siepmann shows that
correspondences between SLDMs across languages cannot be inferred from structural
similarities. He therefore develops a multilingual functional taxonomy which comprises 22
categories such as concession markers, exemplifiers, inferrers and digression markers (see
Appendix 1.2).
Three categories of SLDMs are analysed in detail by Siepmann; exemplifiers, inferrers
and reformulators and resumers. Exemplifiers, for example, were found to consist of
semantically and pragmatically similar sets in English, French and German and to exhibit
only a small degree of variation. Variation was most often found among German exemplifiers,
which "may result fi:om a general German tendency to ad-hoc formulation which stands in
marked contrast with Enghsh and French reliance on stock phrases" (Siepmann 2005:141).
Exemplifiers were also shown to occur with considerably higher firequency in French than
English or German. One of the major findings of this study is the existence of 'collocational
combinations' or 'long-distance collocations' between second-level discourse markers, such
as with this in mind + let us turn to or turning to + wefind that.
Siepmann's (2005) study can be praised for its originality and its significant theoretical
imphcations (see section 2.5). It however suffers from methodological flaws in selection and
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identification of SLDMs . SLDMs are distinguished from 'first-level' markers by means of a
frequency criterion: they typically occur with a frequency of 3 to 50 tokens per 10 million
words while first-level markers are much more frequent. Table 1.7 shows that however,
nevertheless, on the other hand, in contrast and by contrast are classified as 'first-level'
markers while thefact remains that, note that, worse and the same goesfor are SLDMs. First-
level markers are not analysed in Siepmann's (2005) study. Thus, while analyzing
exempUfiers, Siepmann examines infrequent - if not rare - markers such as as with; to paint
an extreme example, consider; as an example and for the sake of illustration (see Appendix
1.2) but does not consider for example and for instance. This decision is highly problematic
for at least two reasons. First, we only get a partial picture of the lexical means used to serve
rhetorical or organizational functions in academic prose. Second, Siepmann's conclusions
about frequency differences across languages can be seriously challenged. The author claims
that exemplifiers occur with considerably higher frequency in French than English or German
and concludes that "there is thus empirical support for the hitherto unfounded claim (see
Vinay and Darbelnet 1958:222) that, on average, French writers make more extensive use of
connectors than their English or German counterparts" (Siepmann 2005:141). No such
conclusion can be drawn on the sole basis of an analysis of SLDMs. First-level markers need
to be taken into consideration as well.
Table 1.7: First-level and second-level discourse markers in a 10-miIlion word academic corpus (based on
Siepmann 2005:51)
Discourse marker token Frequency
First-level discourse markers
however 8897
nevertheless 805
on the other hand 751
in contrast/by contrast 902
Second-level discourse markers
thefact remains that 13
note that 172
worse 43
the same goesfor 5
Appendix 1.2 lists the SLDMs that the author uses to illusfrate the 22 categories of his
taxonomy. They include rare sequences such as on inspection; for the sake of illustration; let
us now see why; such instances could be multiplied; to round off the picture; the corollary of
this is that; consider, for a digressive page or two, ...; how, then, may we explain; a moment's
See Stubbs (2006) for a critical review of the book.
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reflection suggests that; it is a fair guess that; let us say that; tofurther confound the picture,
etc. Siepmaim's aim at exhaustiveness is arguably another methodological flaw for a study
with pedagogical and lexicographic objectives. In addition, the register appropriateness of
several of these examples can clearly be questioned.
As for Meyer (1997), he has used the academic section of the LOB corpus (see section
5.3.1.1) to investigate the contexts, senses and syntactic frames of verbs that centre around the
acquisition of knowledge in the process of academic investigation, e.g. find, note, observe,
show, conclude, infer, prove, as well as nouns and adjectives derived from them. The author
reports that "there is a lot of ordinary language in technical discourse" (Meyer 1997:368) and
that 'coming to know' verbs show "all the vaguenesses, polysemies, and ambiguities of
everyday language" (ibid). These verbs, however, are "not concerned with trivial matters, but
are used to discuss matters lying at the very heart of the scholarly process" (ibid). These
findings further support our view that general service words need to be part of an EAP course
(see section 1.3.2.1) and that great emphasis should be placed on phraseology in EAP (see
1.3.3).
A number of lexical studies have also focused on the vocabulary of academic genres and
disciplines (see Table 1.8). Tribble (2000), for example, studies the keywords of project
proposals to reveal salient features that are functionally related to that genre (see section
5.3.1.1 for more information on keywords); Bondi (2004) analyses the discourse functions of
contrastive connectors in academic abstracts in economics, history and sociology; Howarth
(1996) examines the phraseology of high-frequency verbs in social science texts while Chujo
and Utiyama (2006) test several statistical measures to extract technical vocabulary from
commerce and finance texts. Other studies have concentrated on the similarities and
differences of vocabulary across genres and disciplines. Biber (2006) compares the
distribution of word types, parts-of-speech, high-frequency words, specialized vocabulary and
lexical bundles across a wide range of university genres '^'. Thompson and Tribble (2001)
investigate the use of citation practices in PhD theses written in two departments (Agricultural
Botany and Agricultural Economics) and Harwood
It should be noted however that Biber does not use the term 'genre' but 'register' in his numerous studies.
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(2005) reports on the use of personal pronoun I and inclusive and exclusive we in research
articles across four disciplines. Table 1.8 shows that a number of these, discipline- or genre-
based studies have also focused on the phraseological preferences of academic prose. Cowie
(1997) examines verbal collocations of a set of four abstract nouns - attention, mind,
consideration and thought - in a 585,000 word corpus of arts, belief and religion and social
science texts. A large proportion of the verb + noun co-occurrences analysed are restricted
collocations. These collocations, however, are "restricted in their lexical structure but
unrestricted in their apphcation" (Cowie 1997:55). Cowie further argues that "it is precisely
collocations of this kind which form the phraseological core of the vocabulary needed for
academic written communication in English" (ibid).
Howarth (1996/1998) conducts an analysis of verb + noun collocations in a corpus of
social science texts and shows that non-technical collocations are much more numerous than
technical collocations. A large proportion of these non-technical collocations consist of a verb
in a figurative sense (e.g. apply, reach, obtain) and an abstract noun denoting a recurrent
concept in academic discussion (e.g. approach, conclusion, finding, idea, method, result).
Howarth suggests that these collocations are an essential part of the procedural vocabulary of
the academic discourse. The author further argues that it is "not idioms that learners need for
effective communication" (Howarth 1996: 156), at least in academic settings. Learners need
the lexical means that will allow them to conform to "the native stylistic norms for a
particular register", which "entails not only making appropriate grammatical and lexical
choicesbut also selecting conventional [multi-word units] to an appropriate extent" (Howarth
1998: 186).
Pecman (2004) postulates the existence of a language shared by scientists throughout
the disciplines and analyses EAP-specific phraseological translation equivalents in a bihngual
French-Enghsh corpus of research articles, abstracts and technical reports in chemistry,
physics andbiology. Examples ofphraseological translation equivalents in General Scientific
Language are to [invalidate/refute] a hypothesis - [dementir/contredire] une hypothese;
working hypothesis - hypothese de travail; in case of/in the eventof- dans I'hypothese de/ou;
to [advocate/defend] a theory - defendre une theorie. The author classifies phraseological
units into an ontology of 125 central concepts typical of general scientific discourse (e.g.
OBSERVATION, RESULT, DEFINITION, METHODS, CONDITION, PROBABILITY,
HYPOTHESIS), which results in the construction of collocational frameworks consisting of
phraseological units belonging to the same semantic category. Figure 1.4 illustrates the
collocational frameworks collected for the concept |COLLARORATION] in English.
Figure 1.4: Expressions of the concept |COLLABORATION| in English (from Pecman 2004:367)
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As for Gledhill (2000), he examines the collocational behaviour of a set of grammatical
items (e.g. be, to, of) in a 499,370 word corpus of pharmaceutical sciences articles. He argues
that the differences in wording between different sections, viz. title, abstract, introduction,
methods, results and discussion, must be interpreted "in terms of the textual and interpersonal
functions of the text rather than simply in terms of propositional information" (Gledhill
2000:207). For example, most infinitive clauses of projection (clauses introduced by to, e.g.
has been shown to ... + non-fmite verb) occur in introductions, while projection is tj^ically
finite {it has been shown that + finite verb) in Abstracts and Discussion sections. Other
grammatical items share associated phraseological roles throughout text sections, e.g. the
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construction of nominal groups (where of is a significant item) or the reformulation of
immediately neighbouring discourse {this). Gledhill thus suggests that "while a grammatical
item in the general language may have a largely unpredictable set of contexts, the corpus
allows us to infer a very specific phraseology and system of lexico-grammatical relations for
these words" (Gledhill 2000:207-208).
Some of these studies have also shown that the form, jfrequency and function of
phraseological patterns may differ across genres and disciplines (e.g. Oakey2002). They have
also suggested that phraseological patterns correlate closely with the various communicative
purposes that they serve in different genres or disciplines (e.g. Groom 2005; Charles 2006).
Most studies, however, have highhghted the large extent of common phraseological
patterns across genres and.disciplines (e.g. Curado Fuentes 2001; Pecman 2004) and tend
to support Gledhill's view that "there is a shared scientific voice or 'phraseological accent'
which leads much technical writing to polarise around a number of stock phrases" (Gledhill
2000:204).
1.4.2. Corpus-based studies of vocabulary in learner academic writing
Learner corpora are a relatively recent addition to the wide range of existing corpus types.
They consist of electronic collections of foreign or second language learner texts assembled
according to explicit design critera (cf. section 4.1.1). As Granger explains, learner corpus
data offer a number of advantages over other types of learner data: "they are usually quite
large andtherefore giveresearchers a muchwiderempirical basis than has everbeen available
before; they are stored in electronic format and can therefore be submitted to a wide range of
automated methods and tools which make it possible to quantify learner data, to enrich them
with a wide range of linguistic annotations (e.g. morpho-syntactic tagging, discourse tagging,
error tagging) and to manipulate them in various ways in order to uncover their distinctive
lexico-grammatical and stylistic signature" (Granger to appear). The method of Contrastive
Interlanguage Analysis, which consists in two types of comparison, i.e. comparisons of
learner language and one or more native speaker reference corpora (L2 vs. LI), and
comparisons of different varieties of learner language (L2 vs. L2) (see section 4.2.1), has
often been used by learner corpus researchers to bring out learners' specific features.
Unlike in corpus-based studies of native academic writing, learner corpus research has
mainly focused on EGAP, and more precisely on argumentative writing (cf L. Flowerdew
2002). Table 1.9 shows that only a few learner corpus-based studies have examined learner
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writing in ESAP settings, e.g. Flowerdew (1998), Hyland (2002b/c/d). Similarly, a large
majority of studies have investigated English as a Foreign Language (EFL) rather than
English as a Second Language (ESL) learner writing^^. Notable exceptions are Hinkel's
analyses of essays written by ESL students who have spent up to 9 years in US imiversities
(cf Hinkel 2002; 2003a; 2003b). One of the major findings of these studies is that ESL
students may become fluent in English conversational discourse but "continue to have a
restricted repertoire of syntactic and lexical features common in the written academic genre"
(Hinkel 2003a; 1066). This repertoire largely consists of constructions prevalent in speech as
well as everyday vocabulary items. Hinkel attributes this to the fact that, for most ESL
university students, the greatest amount of exposure to EngUsh usage takes place in
conversational discourse.
The advent of EFL learner corpus research can be said to have taken place with the
publication of Granger's (1998) Learner English on Computer, a collection of pioneering
papers on learner language largely based on the International Corpus ofLearner English (cf
section 4.1.1). A large proportion of these studies compare corpora of texts produced by
speakers of many different language groups with each other and with similar native
productions to identify distinctive and shared features of a wide variety of interlanguages^®
(Ringbom 1998; Virtanen 1998; Petch-Tyson 1998; Aarts and Granger 1998; Biber and
Reppen 1998; Gillard and Gadsby 1998). These studies all point to the fact that the "English
of advanced learners firom different countries with a relatively limited variation of cultural
and educational backgroimd factors share a number of features which make it differ firom NS
language" (Ringbom 1998: 49). They all coincide in that the patterns of use in EFL learner
writing are very similar to those typical of native conversation, but completely different from
those found in academic texts.
Learners have proved to overuse many lexical and grammatical features that are typical
of speech, such as personal pronouns and Germanic high-frequency verbs but significantly
underuse many of the characteristics of academic prose, such as a high proportion of nouns
and prepositions. In addition, they favour the use of general and/or vague nouns (people,
thing, problem) to the detriment of many EAP-specific words such as issue, belief, argument
EFL learning takes place in a setting in which English is not spoken in the local community; a French-
speaking learner in Belgium is generally defined as a EFLlearner. EFLlearning generally takes place in a setting
with formal language instruction. By contrast, ESL learningtypicallytakes place in a setting in which English is
the language spoken in the local community; the learning of Enghsh by a Japanese student in the USA would be
an example of an ESL learner (cf. de Bot et al 2005:7).
The term 'interlanguage' was introduced by Selinker and refers to "a separate linguistic system based on the
observable output which results from a leamer's attempted production of a TL [target language] norm" (Selinker
1972;214).
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(cf. Granger and Rayson 1998). The latter findings are further supported by Petch-Tyson's
(1999) investigation of retrospective labels in the writing of Dutch, French, Finnish and
Swedish EFL learners in which she shows that learners typically underuse retrospective
labels, particularly illocutionary, language activity and mental process labels (see section
1.3.2.2). The author argues that "these EFL writers are not equipped with the type of lexical
knowledge necessary for the type of writing task they are undertaking" (1999:60).
Other studies in Granger (1998) focus on areas of difficulty in learner writing that
necessitate more manual analysis, and more specifically on collocational competence,
semantic appropriacy or discourse features. As a result, they are more limited in scope and
analyse the writing of learners from the same mother-tongue background. Lorenz (1998), for
example, examines the use of adjective intensifiers in four coipora of argumentative essays
written by German teenagers (16-18), German university students of EngHsh (20-25), British
teenagers (15-18) and British undergraduates (19-23). These four corpora make it possible to
conduct a cross-sectional study^^ of theuse of adjective intensifiers by German EFL learners.
Lorenz shows that the most prominent function of adjective intensifiers for both German and
British populations lies in intensifying qualities which are metalinguistic, i.e. "which mark off
those parts of the text that the writer believes to be particularly important, different and
interesting" (Lorenz 1998:59). However, German learners, and especially advanced German
learners use far more intensifiers than the native speakers. The impression of overstatement
thus created is further emphasized by learners' use of intensifiers in places where they are
"semantically incompatible, communicatively uimecessary or syntactically undesirable" (ibid
64). German learners make use of adjective-intensifier collocations with a gradational
irregularity. In example 1.1, the adjective delicious is ungradable and would normally call for
a maximizer such as absolutely. Second, they use intensifiers when they are not essential to
the argument. In example 1.2, the intensifiers even distract from the main point: emphasis is
"misdirected and immaterial to the writer's concern about genetic engineering" (ibid 62).
Third, they use adjective-intensifier collocations in theme position rather than in rheme
position, "where one would expect to find the elements that are new, relevant and noteworthy
enough to be intensified (ibid 62). This makes the subject noun phrase unnaturally heavy
(example 3).
Cross-sectional studies make use of data from several groups of learners representing, for example, different
classes or grade levels, as representative of what learners can do at different proficiency levels. They are often
used insteadof longitudinal studiesbecauseof the difficulty of following the same leamers over the years.
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1.1. Soon I experienced that inEnglandyou canhave very deliciousfood- inIndian, Chinese or
Mexican restaurants, where you canjuUy trust in the cooks, (example from Lorenz 1998:60)
1.2. It is possible to create any kind ofbaby - either very intelligent or absolutely stupid, either
superior or inferior, (example from Lorenz 1998:60)
1.3. A very difficult question is whether one should have a hero at all, as I don't think that there
is any person in the whole, wide world to whom one should look up admiringly, (example
from Lorenz 1998:60)
Altenberg and Tapper (1998) make use of three corpora to analyse Swedish learners'
use of adverbial connectors: a corpus of argumentative essays written by Swedish learners, a
corpus of essays written by British students and, to be able to compare the use of connectors
in the Swedish learners' essays with native Swedish usage, a corpus of papers written in
Swedish by native students of Swedish. Swedish learners tend to underuse resultative and
contrastive conjuncts (e.g. hence, therefore, thus, however, though, yet), which all belong to
the formal registers except for though. The authors suggest that the most likely explanation
for this underuse is that the Swedish learners are less familiar with formal Enghsh adverbial
connectors and that they use a less formal style than the British students. A comparison with
native Swedish usage allows them to rule out the LI-induced transfer as an explanation for
this underuse as well as for Swedish learners' stronger preference for sentence-initial position
of adverbial coimectors.
The problem with studies based on essays written by learners ofa single mother-tongue
background is that it is not possible to make a distinction between features that are specific to
this LI and those that are shared by a wide range of EFL learner populations (cf. section
3.3.3). It is not clear whether semantic incompatibility of adjective-intensifier collocations is a
feature specific to German learners or whether it is shared by other learner populations.
Comparisons are however possible with other studies that investigate the same linguistic
features in other LI corpora. Altenberg and Tapper compare their findings with data from
Granger and Tyson's (1996) study of French learners' use of connectors and show that the
same items are over- and underused by the two learner populations. They conclude ttiat lack
of register awareness is a feature that Swedish learners share to some extent with advanced
French learners as both groups seem to be unaware of the functional and stylistic restrictions
of adverbial connectors.
Table 1.9 shows that several studies have recently investigated the use of adverbial
connectors and discourse features by Cantonese, Taiwanese, Italian, Japanese, French,
Hungarian and Swedish learners (e.g. Bolton et al2002, Chen 2006, Damascelli 2004, Milton
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and Tsang 1993, Narita and Sugiura 2006). Most of them support Granger and Tyson's and
Altenberg and Tapper's findings that EFL learners experience difficulty with adverbial
connectors. EFL learners have been found (1) to use adverbial connectors when they are
unnecessary; (2) to favor a limited set of what Tanko (2004) calls 'pet' adverbial connectors;
(3) to show a marked preference for sentence-initial position of adverbial connectors and (4)
to misuse certain adverbial connectors most probably because they are not fully aware of their
semantic and stylistic properties. A number of these studies suggest that "many patterns that
are felt to be deviant do not seem to be LI-motivated at all" (Lorenz 1999b: 56) and attribute
EFL learners' patterns of overuse, underuse and misuse to the overtly simphstic approach to
teaching connectors by means of semantically broadly distinguished lists of supposedly
interchangeable connectors (see also Crewe 1990).
High frequency verbs and their collocational patterning have also been examined in
several studies which focused on EFL learners from different mother-tongue backgrounds
(e.g. Howarth 1996; Kaszubski 2000; NesseUiauf 2005; Granger et al 2006). Nesselhauf
(2003a/2005), for example, investigates verb + object nom combinations in the German sub-
part of the ICLE corpus. She shows that the most frequent type of errors in those
combinations involve wrong choice of verb (e.g. *carry out races). Among the nouns that are
most often used with deviant verbs are the signalling nouns action, aim, attitude, problem,
question, statement, step and conclusion. Other types of errors were also found to occur quite
frequently:
• the wrong choice of noun, e.g. *close lacks for close gaps',
• the production of a completely wrong combination, e.g. *hold children within
hounds',
• prepositional errors, e.g. *raise the question about', and
• determiner errors, e.g. *get the permission.
Nesselhauf also shows that verbs are not only frequently misused in collocations but they also
appear to be a major source of error in free combinations, e.g. *pleadfor emancipation [fight
for emancipation] (cf. Nesselhauf 2005:204).
As the highest rate of errors occurs in combinations with a medium degree of restriction,
Nesselhauf suggests that "whereas learners are mostly aware of the restriction in
combinations where the verb only takes a few nouns, they are less aware of restrictions in
combinations where the verb takes a wider range of nouns (such as exert, perform, or reach)"
(2003a: 233). Nesselhauf (2003a) also stresses the influence of the mother tongue in V + N
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combinations, which accounts for 56% of the erroneous collocations. She investigates LI
influence on correct versus incorrect combinations and finds that non-congruent combinations
are consistently - "that is independently of the degree of restriction of the combination - far
more difficult for the learner than the congruent^® ones" (2003a: 236). Nesselhauf (2005)
however re-examines her previous findings and writes that "it is by no means the case that
non-congruent collocations always pose problems for advanced learners or that congruent
collocations never pose any problems" (2005: 223). In some cases, she found that "there was
no exploitation of LI influence, even thoughit wouldhave been useful" (2005: 240).
Granger et al (2006) analyse the use of the high-frequency verb make and compare its
phraseological rate, i.e. its proportion of phraseological uses, in five learner corpora, all
subparts of the ICLE. The learner corpora consist of essay writing by higher intermediate to
advanced EFL learners of French, Spanish, Italian, German and Dutch mother-tongue
backgrounds. Our data show that the Spanish and Italian learners, and to a lesser extent, the
French learners, not only display a lower phraseological rate of the verb make, but also
display many more erroneous collocations than the German and Dutch learners. Here are a
few examples:
L4. The political class makes *a large use o/[makes good use of] words. They are verygood in
speaking and convincingpeople. [ICLE-IT]^^
L5. ... we are showing that women are ^making way [making their way] in this men's society.
[ICLE-SP]
1.6. ... thestudents make an appeal ^towards [to] the MinistryofEducation. [ICLE-SP]
These findings suggest that there may be a correlation between higher proficiency and a
greater use of collocations as the Dutch and German sub-corpora represent higher degrees of
proficiency than the French, Spanish and Italian corpora^® (see also Kaszubski 2000 for a
discussion of phraseological competence and language proficiency). The above examples also
show that advanced learners are aware of a large number of phraseological uses of make but
their knowledge is incomplete. They know that variations of make use of may include the
adjectives good, full or heavy but seemunaware that large is not a possibility. Similarly, make
"word-for-word equivalence of a collocation in the learners' LI andthe L2" (NesseUiauf 2005: 236).
Notethat, in this thesis, learners' sentences are reprinted as they appearin ICLE; no corrections havebeen
made to their writing.
A number of texts written by learners from the 11 mother tongue backgrounds found in the first version of the
International Corpus ofLearner English have recently beenrated according to the descriptors for writing found
in the Common EuropeanFramework ofReferencefor Languages. Results showthat learneressays rate fromB2
to C2, with a majority of C1 essays, and that the proportion of B2, C1 and C2 texts differs between the 11
mother tongue backgrounds (cf section 4.1.1).
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way requires the presence of a possessive determiner and make an appeal requires the
preposition to, not towards.
In her study of V + N combinations in German learner writing, Nesselhauf (2005) also
points to the fact that "the unavailability of pragmatic chunks for the learners also appears to
be the underlying reason for a number of deviant collocations which are used to structure the
body of the essay, (to introduce examples, for instance)" (2005: 141), e.g. Only have a look
at, Ifyou have a look at, Let us have a look at, Afirst argument I want to namefor this. De
Cock (2003) conducted a careful analysis of recurrent word combinations in French learner
speech and writing. She points to learner quantitative and qualitative stylistic deficiency in
writing as learners tend to overuse recurrent types, most of which contribute to the speech-like
character of their writing. Learners are also typically unaware of "the more common, less
salient and frequently used L2 multi-word building blocks" (65). De Cock shows that French
learners (1) misuse English sequences, e.g. on the contrary, (2) underuse multi-word units
which have no literal LI counterpart, e.g. sort of; and (3) use idiosyncratic combinations, e.g.
according to me. Finally, learners are shown to display less variety in the way they organize
their written discourse and to underuse multi-word units that have been shown to be typical of
formal academic writing.
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Learner anomalous use of modal verbs, modal adjuncts, personal and impersonal
metadiscourse, stance markers, etc. has been found to be indicative of pragmatic
inappropriacy. Aijmer's (2001) investigation of patterns ^iHsxIthink in argumentative essays
written by advanced Swedish EFL students shows that learners often use the expression to
organize their texts and make their claims more persuasive. Similarly, Adel (2006) reports
that personal metadiscourse, i.e. metadiscourse items that refer explicitly to the writer and/or
reader, serves a wider range of rhetorical functions in Swedish learner writing than in British
and American student writing, e.g. exemplifying, arguing, anticipating the reader's reaction,
concluding. Hewings and Hewings (2002) show that MBA student dissertations written by
non-native speakers of English are characterized by overstatement (see also Lorenz 1998):
they repeatedly use phrases such as 'It is true that ...' and 'It is a fact that ...'; the modals
must and have to as in 'It must be emphasized and adjectives such as necessary, crucial
and essential (see Neff to appear for similar findings about Spanish learners). Hyland and
Milton's (1997) investigation of expressions of doubt and certainty shows that Cantonese
learners use a more restricted range of epistemic modifiers and have considerable difficulty
conveying the appropriate degrees of qualification and confidence. EFL learners have also
been found to use more questions and directives (e.g. the modals should and must,
imperatives) to organize discourse and to follow conversational patterns in employing more
yes / no questions (cf. Virtanen 1998; Adel 2006; Hyland 2003). More generally, EFL
learners display more features of writer/reader visibility than native speakers of EngUsh (cf
Petch-Tyson 1998; Neff et al 2004).
A few studies have investigated the lexical means used by EFL learners to serve specific
rhetorical or discourse functions. Flowerdew (1998) analyses cause and effect markers in
native expert and Cantonese EFL learner writing and shows that because and therefore arenot
onlysignificantly overused by Cantonese non-native learners but their grammatical patterning
also differs (e.g. the non-native use of double connectors as in 'because ... so that'). By
contrast, Cantonese learners underuse a whole set of lexical means and, more especially
multi-word units, to mark causativity, e.g. as a result of, responsiblefor and causative verbs.
Flowerdew also compares the use of the noims reason, cause, effect and result and shows that
non-native learners tend to use these signalling nouns in a more restricted range of
grammatical patterning. For example, they do not use the noun reason in an adverbial group
introduced hyfor and make use of reason and cause, as well as effect and result, with little
discrimination between the nouns. In anotherstudy, Flowerdew (2003) investigates the lexical
means used to introduce a problem-solution pattern. She focuses her attention on the
signalling noun problem and examines its collocational preferences and grammatical
structures. She finds that 'problem' often collocates with a causative verb but that the range of
causative verbs is far more restricted in Cantonese learner production. Causative verbs appear
to be a major area of difficulty for non-native learners in the problem/solution pattern.
Flowerdew also highhghts other deficiencies in the verbal domain, especially restricted
range of vocabulary and semantic inappropriacy. Li her studies, Flowerdew has often
insisted on a restricted use of EAP-specific vocabulary and its phraseology in Cantonese
learner writing compared with the larger repertoire found in professional academic writing.
1.4.3. Corpus-based studies of vocabulary in NS student writing
NS student writing has often been studied within the framework of learner corpus research.
Learner corpus researchers have used corpora of NS student writing as reference corpora to
analyse EFL learner writing, e.g. Lorenz (1998), Granger (1997), Ringbom (1998), Petch-
Tyson (1999), Tapper (2005), Virtanen (1998)^^ Cutting (2000) compares written errors of
German, Dutch, French, Italian and Spanish exchange students with those of EngUsh native
university students. He shows that international students have many more problems with
vocabulary and use more colloquial vocabulary than their native counterparts. The native
students do not make so many errors in terms of formality. When errors occurred, however,
"they tended to cluster, as if once the student had started writing informally, it was difficult to
break out of it" (Cutting 2000:104). In their study of modal and reporting verbs in the
expression of writer stance, Neff et al (2003:224) report that the English native speaker
students "show a rather balanced use of the reporting verbs say, state, show and argue,
whereas in some of the non-native groups there is a heavier reliance on one reporting verb
{say) and a much reduced repertoire of other verbs which might allow the EFL writers to
report authors' propositions with greater or lesser grades of certainty or doubt."
By contrast, Hyland and Milton's (1997) investigation of expressions of doubt and
certainty shows that both Cantonese learners and more novice native students, i.e. British
school leavers, experience considerable difficulty in conveying the appropriate degrees of
qualification and confidence. They state that NS and NNS students respond to these
difficulties "by mixing informal spoken and formal written forms and transfer conversational
uses of academic genres" (Hyland and Milton 1997:192). They report that the verbs think and
know in EFL learner texts and believe, seem and thinkin the native speaker corpus accountfor
See section 4.1 for a discussion of reference corpora in learner corpus research.
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almost two thirds of all forms. They conclude that "the limited use of epistemic verbs and a
preference for predominantly speech forms indicates the novice writers' imperfect grasp of
appropriate academic register. Apparently possessing only a rudimentary understanding of
formal academic expectations, neither student group is able to employ "expert" forms in
making claims. To avoid violating academic expectations, NNSs appear to seek a solution by
employing more modal verbs and NSs by overusing epistemic adverbs" (ibid: 192).
Other learner corpus-based studies have compared learner data with both native student
and professional writing to distinguish between features that characterize EFL learner writing
and those that are more typical of novice writing, e.g. Meunier (2000), Aijmer (2002),
Hasselgard (to appear). Neff et al (2004) compare the expression of writer stance in various
corpora of argumentative texts writtenby four EFL groups, American university students and
native professional writers. They show that "all of the student writers (native and non-native)
have the novice-writer characteristic of excessive visibility" (Neff et al 2004:152). In both
native student and EFL learner texts, I think was often used to accompany metadiscourse
markers. By contrast, I feel was used excessively, in comparison to professional texts, only in
American student writing.
As Nesi et al. (2004:440) have pointed out, "far more academic writing is produced for
assessment purposes than for publication purposes, but because of the lack of a suitable
corpus, research into the generic features of pubhshed academic writing vastly outweighs
research into the generic features of assessed student writing." In order to investigate student
writing in the disciplines, two corpora of ESAP student writing are currentlybeing compiled.
The British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus and the Michigan Corpus of Upper-
Level Student Papers (MICUSP) both consist of highly graded papers written by native and
non-native students in several faculties. These two corpora are still under development and
very few studies have used them so far. Adel and Garretson (2006) analyse citation practices
across the disciplines represented by student texts in the MICUSP and compare results with
those described in Hyland's (1999) study of attribution across disciplines. They examine the
use of the most common reporting verbs for each of the comparable disciplines and show that
there is very httle overlap between the lexical preferences of the students and the expert
writers. They also report that "the frequent use of verbatim quotes could be the aspect that
most marks the MICUSP writers as students; they appear, proportionally, to give more weight
to the words of their authoritative sources" (Adel and Garretson 2007:280).
Cortes (2002) examines four-word lexicalbundles (see section 1.4.1) in a 360,704 word
corpus of freshman composition consisting of 54 final portfolios, which includedsix different
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papers: two descriptions, two rhetorical analyses, a research proposal and a research paper.
She shows that "contrary to any intuition which may consider freshman student's writing
following a conversational style (loaded with contractions and expressions connected to
narration), the highest number of bundles identified in the freshman composition corpus is
nominal or phrasal rather than clausal, following the pattern in published academic prose"
(Cortes 2002:137) (cf section 1.4.1 and Appendix 1.1). The bxmdles used, however, often
served as temporal or location markers and were thus not bundles exclusively used in
academic prose. Table 1.10 also shows that patterns most widely used in academic prose such
as 'passive verb + PP fragment' and 'verb (+ that-clause fragment) were not found in student
writing. Cortes (2004) examines foxir-word lexical bundles in published articles from history
and biology journals and in student essays in those disciplines. She shows that many lexical
bundles used by expert writers are rarely or never used by students, e.g. referential bundles
{the beginning of the, the shape of the, with the number of), and text organizers {the extent to
which, the degree to which, with respect to the). On the,other hand, they tend to repeat
bundles several times in a single paper, a finding which the author compares with the case of
repetitiveness in the use of fixed expressions produced by non-native speakers of English in
written essays as reported by Granger (1998). Students sometimes also use lexical bundles to
convey functions different from those identified in expert writing. For example, they use the
bundle at the same time to express addition instead of simultaneity.
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1.5, Conclusion
"Vocabulary is made up of units of learning effort. In setting out any
vocabulary we have to enumerate all those things which the pupil has
to learn. In a reading vocabulary, we may count the word 'home' as
one unit, because a child who knows the meaning of 'home' will find
no difficulty in understanding 'at home', 'not at home', 'feel at
home', 'come home', 'bring home'. But in speaking vocabulary,
each of these things has to be leamt, and must therefore be listed and
counted." (West 1937:436)
This chapter first delimited the scope of English for Academic Purposes and answered
Hyland's (2002a) criticism about its lack of specificity by showing that academic prose is
characterised by a common core of distinctive linguistic features and insisting on EFL
learners' need for EAP courses. It then focused on vocabulary needs in EAP reading and
writing and highlighted the importance of a rigorous and empirically based selection of
vocabulary in academic settings. While a distinction between a general service word list and
an academic word list is valuable for receptive purposes, it is not totally adequate for
productive purposes. Numerous 'general service' words have important discourse functions in
EAP and their productive use is not fully mastered by L2 learners, even at an advanced level.
It was thus argued that EFL learners, as well as teachers and textbook developers, would
greatly benefit firom the elaboration of a productive counterpart to the Academic Word List
as learners' needs and difficulties are clearly not the same in production as in reception. We
propose to take up the challenge in chapter 5 of this thesis.
A review of selected corpus-based studies of vocabulary in academic writing has
pointed to the paramount importance of academic words - nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs
and even function words - and their phraseological patterns to serve specific referential,
rhetorical and organizational purposes that are characteristic of academic discourse, and more
generally, of scientific knowledge, irrespective of differences across genres and disciplines.
They represent a common core of academic phraseological patterns or collocational
frameworks. One important finding emerging from these studies is that the phraseology of
academic discourse is highly conventionalized. Many studies acknowledge the existence of
an EAP-specific phraseology characterized by word combinations that are essentially
semantically and syntactically compositional, e.g. as a result of, in thepresence of, the aim of
this study, the extent to which, it has been suggested, it is likely that. These word
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combinations can be described as "lexical extensions" (Curado Fuentes 2001:115) of
academic words and form an essential part of the procedural vocabulary of academic prose.
EAP vocabulary was typically found to cause major difficulties to EFL leamers,
especially retrospective and advance labels, adverbial connectors, modal verbs and
prefabricated language. Corpus-based studies of EFL learner writing in academic settings
have shown that some of the linguistic features that characterize learner language are shared
by leamers from a wide range of mother-tongue backgrounds whilst others are unique to one
particular leamer population. Most shared features can be assvraied to be developmental in
that EFL leamers are all involved in a learning process of writing in a foreign language but
others may also be partly explained by the fact that they are novice writers in their mother-
tongue as well. The unique features, on the other hand, may be due to transfer from the
leamers' mother-tongue. Several studies point to the potential influence of the mother-tongue,
in particular as regards collocations and pragmatic conventions. Some shared or unique
features have also been foimd to be teaching-induced.
These studies also tend to confirm Ringbom's view that non-native features at a rather
advanced level of proficiency are "less due to errors than to an insufficient and imprecise,
though not necessarily erroneous, use of the resources available in English" (Ringbom 1998:
51). One nota;ble exception is collocational errors such as those reported in Nesselhauf (2005).
A high number of studies have underlined leamers' difficulty with collocations and other
phraseological units. Most of these, however, were based on a limited amount of data often
representing the writing of leamers from one mother-tongue background. Moreover, these
studies have often focused on high-frequency verbs. Very few studies have analysed academic
words and their phraseologicalpatterns in leamer writing except for Flowerdew(1998/2003).
Novice native writers also seem to experience difficulty with academic language, and
more particularly with its highly conventionalized phraseology. Howarth postulates the
existence of a continuum of phraseological competence that would "encompass mature NS
writers at one exfreme and weak NNS writers at the other, with NS and NNS students of
varying levels of proficiency in between, and some overlap between native and non-native
writers (Howarth 1999: 151). A promising area of research thus lies in the investigation of
pattems of difficulty shared by English LI students and EFL leamers to separate linguistic
features that are characteristic of novice writing from those features that have commonly been
attributed to EFL writing.
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2. Lifting a corner of the veil on the phraseological spectrum
"There is no independent Unguistic discipline phraseology similar to
semantics, syntax, or morphology, each of which studies a particular
component of the language. Phraseology is rather a particular field of
interest that concentrates on a particular type of linguistic signs and has
to deal with everything, starting with semantics and ending with
phonetics (...). That is why phraseology is so difficult, but so
appeahng!" (Mel'cuk 1995:227)
2.1. Introduction
The emergence of phraseology is generally situated between 1940 and 1960 in the former
Soviet Union, with the work of Vinogradov and Amosova (cf. Cowie 1998a). In her Manual
de Fraseologia Espanola, Corpas Pastor (1996: 11) also stresses Julio Casares's (1877-1964)
contribution to Spanish phraseology. Gonzalez Rey (2002) cites Charles Bally for being the
father of French phraseology. However, it was only in the 1980s and 1990s that phraseology
became the centre of renewed interest to the point of becoming "a significant focus of
research, especially perhaps in Europe" (Cowie 1994: 3168), among specialists in lexicology
and lexicography (Hausmann 1989; Cowie et al. 1983), lexical semantics (Cruse 1986),
vocabulary in language teaching (Alexander 1984; Carter 1987; Carter and McCarthy 1988),
psychology (Gibbs 1990), psycholinguistics and language acquisition (Peters 1983; Wray
2002), vocabulary in second language acquisition (Nation 2001), languages for academic and
specific purposes (Clas 1994; Cowie 1997; Gledhill 2000) and natural language processing
(Church et al. 1991; Smadja 1993, Sag et al. 2002) (see Gonzalez Rey (2002:19-32) for a
detailed account of the history of phraseology in Europe).
Phraseology stands at the intersection between semantics, morphology, syntax and
discourse (cf Granger and Paquot to appear). This intermediary position has made Montoro
del Arco (2006) argue that phraseology can only enjoy some autonomy by defining its status
in relation to the many linguistic disciplines that can provide information on its object of
study. Other phraseologists advocate a multidisciplinary approach to phraseology which
would not only include its linguistic analysis (diachronic studies, stylistics, terminology,
teaching, etc.) but also its psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic study (cf Gonzalez Rey 2002).
Despite (or because of) its blossoming within the last decades, there is no consensus on
the definition of phraseology and its object of study. Phraseologists differ in their delimitation
of the scope of phraseology and the types of word combinations that they include in the field
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(cf. Granger 2005). They also disagree about the terminology and typology of word
combinations. Even when they use the same terminology, their definitions are often
dissimilar. These observations make it all the more necessary to delimit and define the
phraseological spectrum. This chapter successively addresses the questions of the
categorization of phrasemes^^ and their defining criteria before presenting the typology and
definitions adopted in this thesis. It then zooms in on collocations as these phrasemes enjoy a
special status within the phraseological spectrum. Finally, it focuses on the relationship
between discourse and phraseology as phrasemes with specific rhetorical functions have been
reported to be typical of academic discourse (see section 1.4.1)
2.2. Categorizing the phraseological spectrum
"Like all other scientists, linguists wish they were physicists. They
dream of performing classic feats Hke dropping grapefiuits off the
Leaning Tower of Pisa, of stunning the world with pithy truths like
"F=ma", and in general of having language behave in an orderly way
so that they could discover the Universal Laws behind it all. Linguists
have a problem because language just aia't hke that. Physical laws are
very basic, general-purpose constituents of the universe, so the Creator
was forced to keep them elegant and potently simple. Language, by
contrast, was recently invented by Man for the sole purpose of giving
his Fellow Man the low-down; for this reason language is inextricably
bound to humans, human communication, and the circumstances of
human communication." (Becker 1975:60)
As aheady stressedby Cowie, phraseology is "a field bedevilledby the proUferation of terms
and by the conflicting uses of the same term" (1998b: 210). The term 'phraseology' itself is
not devoid of ambiguity (cf. Gonzalez-Rey 2002:20-21). A partial explanation for this
ambiguity can be found in the long-running debate over the status of phraseology when
compared with disciplmes such as semantics, morphology, syntax and pragmatics. Another
issue that provides an explanation to this ambiguity is the scope of the object of study of
phraseology: Should idiomaticity be a defining criterion for phrasemes? Should sentence-
levelunits such as proverbs and maxims be considered as phrasemes? Should compounds be
part of thephraseological spectrum? What is the status of collocations? What are grammatical
collocations?
. As these questions constitute major points of disagreement, it is not surprising that
linguists have notbeenable to reach a consensus on a superordinate term to refer to the object
Note that in section 2.2, we will not be systematic in our use of a superordinate term to refer to the object of
study of phraseology anduse the termproposed by theauthors reviewed.
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of study of phraseology. Numerous terms have been proposed, among others, word-
combinations (Zgusta 1971; Cowie 1994; Howarth 1996), multi-word units (Cowie 1988; De
Cock 2003), fixed expressions (Alexander 1984; Gramley and Patzold 1992; Moon 1998a)^^
phrasemes (Mel'cuk 1995, 1998)^^^, multi-word items (Moon 1998b), set phrases (Mel'cuk
1995, 1998), phraseological units (Glaser 1998)^^, multi-word lexemes (Tschichold 2000),
multi-word expressions (Sag et al. 2002), formulaic sequences (Wray 2002), and multi-
lexemic expressions (Guenthner and Blanco 2004). The picture gets even worse when specific
types of phrasemes are considered (see Wray (2002:9) for a list of terms used to refer to
different types of phrasemes).
Similarly, models of phrasemes abound in the literature and include, among others,
those of Zuluaga (1980), Glaser (1986; 1998), Cowie (1988; 1994), Gramley and Patzold
(1992), Nattinger and DeCarrico (1992), Lewis (1993; 2002), Corpas Pastor (1996), Burger
(1998), Mel'cuk (1995; 1998), Ruiz Gurillo (1997), Moon (1998a), Wray (2002) and Sag et
al. (2002). Some typologies are based on a narrower definition of phraseology than others
(e.g. Ruiz Gurillo 1997) or focus on a specific sub-type of phraseological units, e.g. Nattinger
and DeCarrico (1992) and Gross (1996). Some models are developed to describe the
phraseological spectrum for lexicological or lexicographical purposes (cf Moon 1998a);
others are used to teach phraseological units (cf Nattinger and DeCarrico 1992; Lewis 1993;
2002; Willis 2003) or to account for them in psycholinguistic terms (cf Wray and Perkins
2000; Wray 2002). Finally, numerous 'ad hoc' descriptions have also been proposed within
the field of natural language processing (NLP) (cf Sag et al. 2002, Tschichold 2002). In this
section, we shall only review typologies that offer a wide perspective on the phraseological
spectrum.
Most classifications give prominence to one or more of five features ofphrasemes:
a) their internal structure (e.g. noun + verb, verb + preposition + noun),
b) their function within the sentence or syntactic function: some phrasemes are equivalent to
sentences; others function below sentence-level,
c) their degrees of compositionality or idiomaticity,
d) their fiinction ia the language
e) their degrees of syntactic flexibility and collocability.
Fr. 'expression figee' (Gross 1996) and Sp. 'expresion fija' (Zuluaga 1980)
'^'Fr. 'phraseme' (Greciano 1997), Ge. 'Phraseme' (Gr&iano andRothkegel 1997)
Sp. 'unidad fraseologica' (Zuluaga 1980; Corpas Pastor 1996),Ge. 'Phraseologismus' (Glaser 1986; Burger
1998)
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Differences between the typologies largely correspond to differences in the selection of the
features used to categorize phrasemes and in the hierarchization of selected features.
This section is not intended as a comprehensive survey of the many typologies of
phraseological units proposed in different fields, histead, it focuses on a restricted set of
typologies which are deeply rooted in lexicology and lexicography. It then briefly describes
two types of models which come fi-om English Language Teaching research and
psycholinguistics respectively.
2.2.1. Typologies and lexicology/lexicography
Although typologies based on the criteria of idiomaticity and syntactic flexibility have been
proposed (e.g. Zuluaga 1980)^® in lexicology and lexicography, most typologies are primarily
based on the criterion of syntactic function. Following the classical Russian phraseological
theory, the models proposed by Glaser (1998)^^, Cowie (1988; 1994), Gramley and Patzold
(1992), Mel'cuk (1995; 1998) and Corpas Pastor (1996) share their primary categorizing
criterion, viz. the distinction between phrasemes that function syntactically at or below the
level of the simple sentence and those which function pragmatically as autonomous utterances
(cf. Cowie 1998a:4).
One of the most influential typologies in EngUsh lexicology and lexicography is that of
Cowie (1988; 1994), which distinguishes between two main types of word combinations or
multi-word units "according to the kinds of meaning which their members convey and to the
structural level at which they operate" (Cowie 1988: 132). Thus, syntactic function is directly
linked to semantico-pragmatic features. Composites function as constituents of sentences,
contribute to their referential or propositional meaning and, as such, have become
semantically specialized. As shown in Figure 2.1, they include restricted collocations (e.g.
jog one's memory, a chequered career, entertain an idea), figurative idioms (e.g. a close
shave, do a U-turn, catch fire) and pure idioms (e.g. kick the bucket) (cf. Cowie et al. 1983:
xii-xiii). Formulae are "largely a reflection of the way they fimction in discourse" (Cowie
1988: 132) and, as such, have become pragmatically specialized. Cowie (2001: 11) fiirther
subdivides formulae into routine formulae and speech formulae. While the former are used to
perform speech-act functions such as greetings, compliments, invitations, etc. (e.g. Good
A major drawback of these types of models is that categoriesconsist of a very heterogeneous set of phrasemes.
For example, Zuluaga's (1980) category of idiomatic fixed expressions include compounds (prensa amarilla, En.
'sensationalistpress'; lit. 'yellow press'), similes (terco como una mula. En. 'stubborn as a mule'), idioms
(tomar el pelo. En. 'take the mickey out of someone'), etc.
Glaser's model was first proposed in her book Phraseologie der englischen Sprache in 1986.
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morning, see you soon), the latter are used to organize the speakers' messages and "employed
in organizing turn-taking, indicating a speaker's attitude to other participants, and generally
ensuring the smooth conduct of interaction" (Cowie 1988: 133), e.g. ifyou please, are you
with me?, you know what I mean.
Figure 2.1: Cowle's (1988; 2001) classification of word combinations
restricted
collocations
composites
figurative
idioms
word
combinations
pure idioms routine
formulae
formulae
speech
formulae
Following the Russian tradition, Cowiesituates composites on a continuum from free or open
combinations to pure idioms. The notion of continuum is central to Cowie's typology and the
author insists that there is no clear dividing-line between the different types of composites.
Free combinations (e.g. drink one's tea, dismiss an employee) are not part of the
phraseological spectrum as the selection restrictions on the choice of object nouns can be
stated in terms of features denoting general properties (cf. Cruse 1986):
In dismiss an employee, for example, the verb can be recombined with nouns
having the features 'human', 'employed', and 'subordinate', a specification
which will account for the acceptability of dismiss a secretary or dismiss a
cleaner, and for the oddness of *dismiss one's boss and ^dismiss a guarddog.
(Cowie 1994:3169)
Restricted collocations (e.g. perform a task,_ break one's jouney, wholesome fare) are
characterized by the arbitrary restriction on the collocational range of one of their elements
(see section 2.3.5 for more detail on collocability) and the figurative or specialized meaning
of the element hence selected. They include verb-noun combinations with a delexical verb
such as have an influence on someone/something. Figurative idioms have a figurative
meaning but also preserve a hteral interpretation (e.g. do a U-turn, close ranks, die a natural
death). They resist substitution of their components. The last group includes pure idioms such
as spill the beans, blow the gaff and kick the bucket. Pure idioms have a figurative meaning
and do not preserve a literal interpretation.
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The model of set phrases or phrasemes proposed by Mel'cuk (1995; 1998) within the
meaning-text theory is very similar to that of Cowie except for the fact that Mel'cuk does not
lay emphasis on the link between the syntactic criterion and that of semantic vs. pragmatic
specialization. Mel'cuk defines a semantic phraseme as a set phrase in which "the meaning
is chosen freely (it is not bound by the situation), but the expression for this meaning is not
chosen freely: its selection is completely or in part bound by this meaning" (Mel'cuk
1995:181). Semantic phrasemes include full phrasemes or idioms, quasi-phrasemes or quasi-
idioms and semi-phrasemes or collocations (cf Figure 2.3). The category of full phrasemes
comprises all semantic phrasemes whose signified does not include either of the signifieds of
their components in a semantically dominant position: the signifieds of red and herring are
not included in the signified of red herring. Other examples are to take somebody to the
cleaner's, of course, to spill the beans and to throw up. The signified of quasi-phrasemes
includes the signifieds of their components plus an added signified. Thus, the signifieds of
bed and brealrfast are comprised in bed and brealrfast together with an additional and
unpredictable signified so that the phraseme can either mean 'the providing of a room for a
night and breakfast in the morning, for example in a hotel' or 'a private house or small hotel
where you can sleep and have breakfast' (LD0CE4). Other examples include to start a
family, to give the breast, bacon and eggs, shoppingcentre. Semi-phrasemes or collocations
are semantic phrasemes whose global signified is constructed out of the signified of one of
their components A and a signified 'X' such that their other component B expresses 'X' only
contingent on A. Thus, the collocation strong coffee is constructed out of the signified of
coffee and a signified X that the adjective strong only expresses contingent to thenoun coffee.
This formulation covers four major types of collocations which are described in section
2.4.1.2.
semi-phrasemes or
collocations
Figure 2.2: Mel'cuk's (1998) typology of phrasemes
semantic phrasemes
quasi-phrasemes
or quasi-idioms
phrasemes
pragmatic phrasemes
or pragmatemes
full phrasemes
or idioms
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The meaning of a pragmatic phraseme is bound by the situation in which it occurs. In a
pragmatic phraseme, the situation "precludes free choice of possible meanings (and
sometimes, for a chosen meaning, of possible expressions); It prescribes what to say and
maybe how to say it" (ibid 179-180). In other words, the situation "phraseologically binds"
the pragmatic phraseme. Pragmatic phrasemes include all ready-made expressions, even if
they are wholly compositional semantically and syntactically: they are "non-compositional
pragmatically" (Mel'cuk 1998:29). Examples of pragmatic phrasemes are greetings,
conversational formulae, typical phrases used in letters or academic texts (e.g. emphasis is
mine), signs in restaurants (e.g. Caesar salad: all you can eat) or in public buildings {no
talking please), proverbs, quotations and sayings.
Phraseological models such as the ones proposed by Cowie (1988; 1994) have been
criticized for mixing formal and functional criteria to make a primary distinction between
formulae and composites. De Cock (2003:77) writes that "there does not seem to be a
systematic one-to-one correspondence between form and function." The author illustrates this
point with the word combinations sort of, at least, as a result, in other words and infact and
argues that they share the form of composites, i.e. they function structurally below the level of
the sentence, and the function of formulae, i.e. they perform pragmatic or discourse-
structuring functions. Although the link between form and fimction is less explicit in this
model, Mel'cuk's typology is open to the same types of criticisms as that of Cowie:
phrasemes such as ofcourse, by and large, in short, and as well as are classified as idioms on
the basis that their global signified does not include the signifieds of their components but
they also perform pragmatic or discourse-structuring functions that are not taken into account
in such a typology.
To avoid linking form and function, De Cock (2003) proposes two models of the
phrasicon (i.e. the whole set of multi-word units): a structural model and a functional model.
In her structural model, the author distinguishes between three major types of multi-word
units according to the level at which they operate in the sentence (cf Figure 2.3):
• Mono-lexemic multi-word units are equivalent to single words and thus fill only one
grammatical function slot. They include compounds (e.g. black hole, the oldest
profession), complex prepositions (e.g. in addition to, such as), complex conjunctions
(even though), complex connectors (e.g. in fact, by the way), phrasal verbs (crop up,
hand z«), irreversible bi- and trinomials (e.g. bed and brealrfast, part and parcel) and
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complex adverbs (e.g. of course, kind of, at least). The distinction made between
complex adverbs and complex connectors is quiteproblematic. It creates some overlap
between the two categories and makes it difficult to use the typology: it is not quite
clear why the author decided to classify of course as a complex adverb while
categorizing infact as a complex connector.
Polylexemic or phrasal multi-word units include idioms (e.g. to bark up the wrong
tree), lexical collocations (e.g. rancid butter, sorely miss), similes (e.g. as blind as a
bat, to eat like a bird) and grammatical collocations (e.g. depend on something). De
Cock (2003) explains that, as they can be described as verb/noun/adjective phrases
with an open post-modifying slot (e.g. approve ofsomething/someone), grammatical
collocations cannot be considered to be mono-lexemic.
Clausal and sentential multi-word units include routine formulae (e.g. how are you,
as far as X is concerned), comment clauses (e.g. you know, I mean), proverbs and
proverb fragments, commonplaces (e.g. you neverknow), quotations andslogans.
Figure 2.3: De Cock's (2003:83) structural model
Mono-lexemic MW units
Compounds
Complex prepositions
Complex conjunctions
Complex connectors
Phrasal verbs
Irreversible bi- and trinomials
Complex adverbs
Phrasicon
Polylexemic or phrasal MW
units
Idioms
Lexical collocations
Similes
Grammatical collocations
Clause or sentence-like MW
units
Routine formulae
Comment clauses
Proverbs
Proverb fragments
Commonplaces
Quotations
Slogans
In her functional model, De Cock (2003) divides the phrasicon into referential and
pragmatic prefabs (cf. Figure 2.4). Referential prefabs are multi-word units "whose primary
function is to refer to concrete things of all kinds and to absfract things such as actions, states,
events, processes or qualities in the extra-linguistic world" (De Cock 2003:81). They include
idioms, lexical and grammatical collocations, phrasal verbs, compounds and some mono-
lexemic fixed expressions. Pragmatic prefabs are defined in terms of "what 'signalling'
ftmction they are used to perform in communication" (ibid). De Cock (2003) further
categorizes pragmatic prefabs as speech act prefabs, i.e. Cowie's 'routine formulae' and
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gambits, i.e. Cowie's speech formulae. Unlike Cowie, the latter category includes both
sentence-like phraseological units used to signal speakers' attitudes towards their utterances
and interlocutors (e.g. I mean, you know) and phraseological units that function at or below
sentence-level to organise speakers' messages {Q.g. first ofall, in a nutshell, on the one hand
...on the other hand).
Figure 2.4: De Cock's (2003:83) functional model
Phrasicon
Referential prefabs Pragmatic prefabs
Speech act prefabs Gambits or speech
formulae
Another attempt at meeting the criticisms levelled at models which use both formal and
functional criteria is Burger (1998), who proposed a typology of phrasemes primarily based
upon the communicative functions they serve^®. He distinguished between referential,
communicative and textual phraseological units (cf Figure 2.5).
Referential phraseological units are divided into two sub-categories according to a
syntactico-semantic criterion:
• Nominative phraseological units are constituents of the sentence and refer to objects,
phenomena or facts of life (e.g. Schwarzes Brett 'billboard' or jemanden iibers Ohr
hauen 'to rip somebody off). This category broadly corresponds to Cowie's
'composites' and Glaser's (1998) 'nominations'. Following the Russian tradition and
phraseologists such as Cowie and Mel'cuk (see above), nominative phraseological
units are sub-divided into idioms, partial idioms and collocations.
28 It is noteworthy that, in the same year as Burger proposed his functional model of phraseological units, Butler
grouped recurrent sequences (see sections 1.4.1 and 2.5) according to Halliday's metafonctions and Moon's
Fixed Expressions and Idioms in English included a discussion of the text functions of phrasemes largely based
on Halliday's language model as well. All these approaches to the phraseological spectrum share the view of
functional grammarians that "language structure can only be satisfactorily explained in terms of the
communicative flmctions which language serves, and the psychological and social conditions of language use"
(Butler 1998:14). The reader is referred to Butler (2003) for a discussion of the place of multi-word sequences in
recent models of Functional Grammar.
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• Prepositional phraseological units generallyfunction at the level of the sentence but
a few propositional PUs function at the level of the text. They refer to a statement or
an utterance about these objects or phenomena {Morgenstund hat Gold im Mund 'the
early bird catches the worm'). They include proverbs and idiomatic sentences, two
broad categories that are classified as 'formulae' or 'pragmatic phrasemes' in models
such as the ones proposed by Cowie and Mel'cuk that use both the criteria of function
in discourse and function in the sentence.
Communicative phraseological units or routine formulae fulfil an interactional function:
they are typically used as text controllers to initiate, maintain and close a conversation or to
signal the attitude of the addresser. Examples are Guten Morgan (En. Good morning) andIch
meine ... (En. Well, I mean...).
The categories of referential phraseological units and communicative phraseological units are
not original and bear marked similarities to Cowie's composites and formulae or Mel'cuk's
semantic and pragmatic phrasemes. Burger's (1998) originality lies in a third category of
structural phraseological units which includes all word combinations that establish
grammatical relations, e.g. in bezufauf (En. concerning) and sowohl... als auch (En. as well
... as ...). They usually correspondto a unit smaller than the phrase and can have the function
of a preposition {an Hand von 'on the basis of, im Laufe 'in the course of, im Hinblick auf
'in view of, with regard to') or of a conjunction {wenn auch 'even if, um zu 'in order to').
Although he is one of the few authors who create a category for this specific set of
phraseological imits, Burger regards textual phraseological units as the smallest and the least
interesting^^ one and doesnot give more details about it.
"Vonden drei Gruppen ist [strukturelle Phraseologismen] diekleinste und am wenigsten interessante."
(Burger 1998:37)
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2.2.2. Typologies and English Language Teaching
Very few comprehensive typologies of the phraseological spectrum have been proposed in
English Language Teaching (ELT) research. Nattinger and DeCarrico (1992) concentrate on
lexical phrases, i.e. a subset of phraseological units which have been assigned pragmatic or
socio-interactional fimctions (c£ section 2.3.4). Attempts at describing the phraseological
spectrum have rarely been made in a principled way but have rather made use of different
criteria on an ad hoc basis. Lewis (1993) is a case in point. The author distinguishes between
three main categories of 'multi-word units', which he defines on the basis of the criteria of
form, function and frequency/statistical significance respectively:
Polywords are usually made up of two or three orthographic words; may belong to any word
category and are "firequently found in dictionaries" (Lewis 1993:92). Polywords is the
'messiest' category in Lewis's words and include compounds (e.g. taxi rank, record player
and continuous assessment), phrasal verbs (e.g. put off, look up and look up to) and
grammaticalized prepositional phrases (e.g. ofcourse, on the other hand, by the way).
Institutionalised expressions "allow the language user to manage aspects of the interaction:
they are pragmatic in character" (Lewis 1993:94). They include 'short, hardly
grammaticalized utterances' (e.g. Not yet. Certainly not. Just a moment, please), sentence
heads or frames (e.g. Sorry to interrupt, but can I just say ... ; That's all very well, but...) and
full sentences with readily identifiable pragmatic meaning.
Collocations are defined as "describing the way individual words co-occur with others"
(Lewis 1993:93);
Possible two-word combinations vary jfrom the totally unexpectedly novel - free
collocation - to the rigidlyinstitutionalized or ossified form- fixed collocation^".
(...), this is not a dichotomy but a spectrum between fixed and free poles. (Lewis
1993:93)
Lewis (2001) rephrases his definition of collocation as follows:
Collocation is the way in which words co-occur in natural text in statistically
significant ways (Lewis 2001:132).
His definition thus, includes a ragbag of word combinations such as submit a report and
examine thoroughly that are widely recognized as collocations, compounds {radio station, fire
escape), discourse markers {To put it another way), grammatical collocations {aware of).
30 Quite surprisingly, fixed collocations are then referred to as "one kind ofpolyword" (Lewis 1993:93).
phrasal verbs {turn in), binomials and trinomials {backwards andforwards) and incomplete
fixed phrases {a sort of ...)\
If we define collocation as the way words occur together, it is easy to see that the
definition is very wide, and will cover many different kinds of item. Certainly, all
of the following are collocations in the sense that we readily recognise that these
groups of words are regularly found together:
\.a difficult decision (adjective + noun)
2.submit a report (verb + noun)
h.radio station (noun + noun)
A. examine thoroughly (verb + adverb)
5.extremely inconvenient (adverb + adjective)
G.revise the originalplan (verb + adjective + noun)
I.thefog closed in (noun + verb)
8.7bput it another way (discourse marker)
9.afew years ago (multi-word prepositional phrase)
10. turn in (phrasal verb)
II. aware-of(adjective + preposition)
12. fire escape (compound noun)
13. backwards andforwards (binomial)
14. hook line and sinker {t^Lmormdil)
15. On the other hand (fixed phrase)
16. A sort of... (incomplete fixed phrase)
17. iVo/(fixed expression)
18. See you later/tomorrow/on Monday (semi-fixed expression)
19. Too many cooks ... (part of a proverb)
20. To be or not to be ... (part ofa quotation)
Lewis (2001:133-134)
Despite their relative lack of theoretical soundness and terminological consistency^^
descriptions of phraseological units in ELT deserve praise for placing emphasis on the
important role played by institutionalised expressions or lexical phrases in language. For
example, Willis (2003:144-148) discusses in detail frames and sentence stems. Frames
consist of discontinuous sequences of words that can be filled by a whole range of lexical
items, depending on the context. Examples include from a(n) adj. point of view, are not ...
but; whatever ... are necessary. Frames can fulfil a number of functions such as providing a
framework for a whole sentence (e.g. not only X but (also) Y; the er X, the er Y) (cf
also the notion of 'collocational framework' in section 2.4.2.2.3). Sentence stems provide an
introduction to a sentence (e.g. Do you mind z/...?; What I mean is ...). They are sometimes
referred to as "form/fimction composites since the form strongly signals the function it falfils"
The reader is referred to Gouvemeur (in preparation) for a detailed review of the treatment of phraseological
units in ELT studies as well as in ELT materials.
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(Willis 2003:148). In 1983, Pawley and Syder described the dual status of a (lexicalized)
sentence stem^^ in the following terms:
On the one hand, its potential occurrence and meaning is predicted by the
productive rules of syntax and semantics. These account for its status as a
grammatical string and specify its internal structure and structural relationship to
other sequences; they do not, however, mark the sequence as having a special
status among the set of grammatically possible strings. On the other hand, the
dictionary entry for the same sequence (...) should note its status as a lexical item,
a (somewhat) arbitrary selection as a standard expression or name for a culturally
authorized concept; that is, it should record the fact that the sequence is an actually
occurring, nativelike form, a 'common usage' having an institutionalized
function^^, in contrast to other sequences which do not have this status. (Pawley
and Syder 1983:216)
In academic discourse, for example, sentence stems are often used for hedging {It seems
that...-, Our results suggest that ...) and to introduce a research topic {The
aim/purpose/goal/object ofthis study is to analyse/investigate/establish ...).
2.2.3. Typologies and psycholinguistics
Another type ofmodel of the phraseological spectrum has recently been put forward by Wray
(1999; 2000; 2002) and Wray and Perkins (2000). This model differs from previous
classifications in that it is deeply rooted in a psycholinguistic perspective on language. The
authors are primarily concerned with developing an explanatory model of formulaicity or
formulaic language. Such an approach explains the different type of angle adopted in the
definition of their object of study. Wray defines a formulaic sequence as follows:
a sequence, continuous or discontinuous, of words or other elements, which
is, or appears to be, prefabricated: that is, stored and retrieved whole from
memory at the time of use, rather than being subject to generation or analysis
by the language grammar. (Wray 2002:9)
It should be noted that Pawley and Syder's (1983) definition of 'sentence stem' is broader than that of Willis
(2003) as it includes full sentences: "A sentence stem consists either of a complete sentence, or, more
commonly, an expression which is something less than a complete sentence" (Pawley and Syder 1983:210).
My emphasis.
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The model proposed by Wray and Perkins is an attempt at relating two types of functions
identified in the literature for formulaicity in language. The first fiinction of formulaic
sequences is that they perform communicative acts (see Cowie's definition of routine
formulae in section 2.2.1). Wray and Perkins (2000) identify three types of socio-interactional
function for formulaic sequences relating to the addressor:
• manipulate the others (e.g. commands: Keep off the grass; requests: Could you
repeat that please?; politeness markers: I wonder ifyou'd mind...);
• assert one's own identity (e.g. being taken seriously: You're never going to believe
this, but...; separating from the crowd: I wanna tell you a story)-,
• assert group identity (e.g. overall membership: Praise the Lord\\ place in hierarchy -
threats: 7 wouldn 't do that ifI were you; place in hierarchy - forms of address: Your
Highness).
The second type of explanation for formulaicity relates. to their potential for reducing
processing efforts. Wray and Perkins subcategorize these processing functions of formulaic
sequences into three types:
• processing short-cuts (e.g. standard ideational labels with agreed meanings such as
personal computer and bulletpoint)-,
• time-buyers such as fillers {ifyou want my opinion), turn-holders (and another thing
...), and discourse shape markers {There are three points I want to make. Firstly ...
Secondly ... Thirdly /Lastly ...);
• sequences that are used to manipulate information (e.g. mnemonics and rehearsal for
memorization).
According to Wray (2000), one way of accommodating the two functions within a single
model is to view them in terms of their "easing of either the speaker's or the hearer's
processing pressures" (478), which makes it possible to represent them as "two intersecting
parts of the same strategy" (ibid).
Figure 2.6 shows that the use of formulaic sequences benefits the speaker in two
different ways. Formulaicity aids the speaker's production by reducing processing efforts. On
the other hand, it can also support the "speaker's interactive goals through maximizing the
chances of hearer comprehension" (ibid). The grey part of the diagram represents specific
types of formulaic sequences which simultaneously facilitate speaker production and hearer
comprehension, i.e. discourse markers:
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They both anchor the structure of the speaker's output, so that it is easier to
sequence ideas fluently, and, simultaneously, signal to the hearer where it
will be most appropriate, and inappropriate, to begin a turn and what the
overall character of the speaker's message is. (Wray 2000:478)
Unlike Burger (1998), Wray and Perkins assign a prominent role to word combinations that
are used to organise and signal the organization of discourse.
Figure 2.6: Wray's (2000:478) roles of formulaic sequences in benefiting the speaker
FORMULAICITY
BENEFITS THE
SPEAKER
FORMULAICITY AIDS
THE SPEAKER'S
PRODUCTION
FORMULAICITY AIDS
THE HEAJRER'S
COMPREHENSION
Manipulates information
Buys time for processing and
providestextualbulks
Creates a shorter processing route
Organizes md signals the
organization of discourse'
Gets the hearer to do things:
manipulation of the speaker's world
Indicates the speaker's individual
identity
Indicates the speaker's group identity
2.2.4. Conclusion and typology adopted in this thesis
As already stressed by Cowie (1998: 210), "[cjategorization is notoriously difficult in
phraseology because of the bristling array of variables - syntactic, pragmatic, stylistic,
semantic - which the material is constantly throwing up." Differences between typologies are
largely explainable in terms of the importance attached by the authors to each of these
variables, their delimitation of the phraseological spectrum and their objectives in classifying
phrasemes. Categorizing phrasemes according to their form has been said to lend itself "rather
better to purely descriptive accounts (...) than to explanatory ones with the result that the
outcomes tend to be less consequential than those of other approaches" (Wray 2002:48).
However, descriptive accounts of phrasemes are still very much needed in language teaching,
lexicography, and natural language processing (cf. Tschichold 2000; Michiels 2002). They
have the advantage of grouping together phrasemes which have the same syntactic fiinction
and, thus, of giving useful information on the use of these word combinations (cf. Pecman
2004:114).
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Typologies proposed by Cowie (1988; 1991) and Mel'cuk (1995; 1998) place emphasis
on the forms of phrasemes and the functions they perform in discourse. Following Wray
(2002:48), we believe that "cross-associations such as these between form and function (...)
are probably nearer the truth than single-parameter categorizations, but their additional
complexity also clouds the picture, with the assignment of items to one or another
subcategory becoming difficult at times." Consequently, an approach such as the one adopted
by De Cock (2003) seems more appropriate to the description of phrasemes. As described in
section 2.2.1, the author proposes two models - a formal model and a functional model - of
the phrasicon to avoid linking form and function.
hi this thesis, we adopt De Cock's (2003) structural model of the phrasicon except for
the category of complex connectors which was shown to partly overlap with that of complex
adverbs. Following ELT researchers such as Lewis (1993; 2001) and WiUis (2003), we also
add a new sub-category of sentence stems (in bold italics in Figure 2.7). Sentence stems can
be broadly defined as routinized introductory fi-agments of sentence which constitute
sequences of two or more clause constituents. They thus fall in the general category of clause
or sentence-like phrasemes.
So far, the objects of study of phraseology have been interchangeably referred to as
'phrasemes', 'phraseological units', 'formulaic sequences' and 'multi-word units' to follow
the terminology of the typologies reviewed. In this thesis, we prefer the more neutral
phraseme to the otherthree terms: by using 'unit' and 'sequence', it is beheved that toomuch
emphasis is placed on 'holisticity' or 'unity' while it will be seen in the next sections that not
all types of phrasemes can be easily described as units. Another argument in favour of
'phraseme' is that the term is built in accordance with other well-established linguistic terms
such as morpheme, lexeme, etc. Phraseology can be loosely defined as "the study of the
structure, meaning and use of word combinations" (Cowie 1994: 3168). Lacking in
precision, however, this defmition does not help circumscribe the field and is thus only
intended as a first working definition. We shall propose our own defmition of phraseology in
section 2.3.7 after a review of the major defining criteria of phrasemes.
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Figure 2.7: The structural model adopted in this thesis (based on De Cock 2003)
Mono-lexemic phrasemes
Compounds
Complex prepositions
Complex conjunctions
Complex connoctofs
Phrasal verbs
Irreversible bi- and trinomials
Complex adverbs
Phrasemes
Poiylexemic or phrasal
phrasemes
Idioms '
Lexical collocations
Similes
Grammatical collocations
Clause or sentence-likephrasemes
Routine formulae
Comment clauses
Proverbs
Proverb fragments
Commonplaces
Quotations
Slogans
Sentence stems
As regards the functional model, we believe that a tripartite model such as fbe one
adopted by Burger (1998) is more useful for the classification of phrasemes than a typology
which distinguishes between semantically vs. pragmatically specialized phrasemes. Figure 2.8
presents the functional typology adopted in this thesis. Phrasemes are classified into three
broad functional categories;
• Referential phrasemes are used to convey a content message: they refer to objects,
phenomena or facts of life. They include collocations, idioms, similes, irreversible bi-
and trinomials, compounds, phrasal verbs, etc.
• Textual phrasemes are used to organize the content (i.e. referential information) of a
text or any type of discourse. We do not use Burger's term of 'structural phrasemes' as
our category of textual phrasemes is broader than Burger's category, which is limited
to complex prepositions and complex conjunctions. Textual phrasemes also include a
wide range of sentence stems that are typically used to serve organizational or
rhetorical fimctions.
• Communicative phrasemes are used to express feelings or beliefs towards a
propositional content or to explicitly address interlocutors, either to focus their
attention, include them as discourse participants or influence them. They include
routine formulae, attitudinal formulae, commonplaces, etc.
More information about the different types of phrasemes included in each category will be
given in section 2.3.7 after a review of their major defining criteria.
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Figure 2.8: Functional typology adopted in this thesis (based on Burger 1998)
Phrasemes
referential function
referential phrasemes
organizational function
textual phrasemes
communicative function
communicative phrasemes
2.3. A common core ofdefining criteria
Gonzalez Rey (2002) lists 20 features that can be used to set phrasemes apart from other word
combinations (see Table 2.1). This section is not intended as a review of all possible features
of phrasemes but rather provides a detailed discussion of 7 criteria that serve as the basis of
the typologies reviewed in section 2.2, namely polylexicality, institutionalization and
lexicalisation, compositionality, semantico-pragmatic function, collocability and syntactic
flexibility. Special attention will be paid to the way some of these criteria are used to
distinguish between nonce combinations (see section 2.3.5 for a justification of the use of
'nonce' instead of 'free' combinations), collocations and idioms.
Table 2.1: Gonzalez Rey's (2002:52) distinguishing features of phrasemes
la polylexicalite ; la frequence; le figement ou la fixite; le defigement;
desautomatisation ou delexicalisation; rinstitutionalisation; ridiomaticite;
la figuralite; ricomcite; I'opacite; rambiguite; I'ecart ou deviation; la
moulabilite ou reproductibilite; la repetition; la reproduction; les differents
registres; la reductibilite; I'arbitrariete, la motivation et la demotivation ;
la valeur metaphorique ; la remetaphorisation ; les elements expressifs et
les procedes productifs
Two additional criteria worthy of note are firequency and register. We will discuss frequency
together with institutionalization in section 2.3.2 and will come back to this criterion in
section 2.4.2 when introducing the distributional approach to collocations and in section 4.2.3
when describing quantitative methods for the extraction of phrasemes from corpora. The
relationship between phrasemes and register will be addressed in section 2.4 when zooming
in on collocations and section 2.5 when considering the links between phraseology and
discourse.
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2.3.1. Polylexicality
Phraseology has been defined in section 2.2.4 as "the study of tiie structure, meaning and use
of word combinations" (Cowie 1994: 3168). In Saussurean terms, meaning relations not only
exist between members of a paradigm in absentia (paradigmatic relations such as synonymy,
hyponymy and antonymy) but can also be viewed from a sequential or syntagmatic point of
view (cf Van Roey 1990:72). Syntagmatic relations hold between items in praesentia,
which occur in a linear sequence:
D'une part, dans le discours, les mots contractent entre eux, en vertu de leur
enchainement, des rapports fondes sur le caractere lineairede la langue, qui exclut
la possibilite de prononcer deux elements a la fois. Ceux-ci se rangent les uns a la
suite des autres sur la chaine de la parole. Ces combinaisons qui ont pour support
I'etendue peuvent etre appelees syntagmes. Le syntagme se compose done toujours
de deux ou plusieurs unites consecutives (par exemple: re-lire; contre tons; la vie
humaine; Dieu est bon; s'il fait beau temps, nous sortirons, etc.). (Saussure
1982:170-171)
Not all syntagmatic relations are phraseological. In addition to criteria related to
institutionalization and lexicalisation, compositionality, semantico-pragmatic function,
collocability and syntactic flexibility (see following sections), restrictions are generally placed
on what constitutes phraseological syntagmatic relations.
Polylexicality is generally described as one of the first necessary conditions for
inclusion in the phraseological spectrum (cf. Gross 1996; Mejri 2005; Montoro del Arco
2006)^"^. As stated by Gross (1996),
La premiere condition necessaire pour que Ton puisse parler de figement est que
Ton soit en presence d'une sequence de plusieurs mots et que ces mots aient, par
ailleurs, uneexistence autouome^^. (Gross 1996:9)
[The first necessary condition in order to speak ofphrasemes is to be in the
presence of a sequence of several words which also happen to exist autonomously.]
This definition, however, raises more issues than it settles as it shifts the emphasis on what
constitutes a word and what constitutes an autonomous existence. Gross uses the criterion of
One notable exception is Zuluaga (1980) whoincludes single words suchas Salud (En. 'cheers') andAdids
(En. 'byebye')in the phraseological spectrum onthe basis that these words display pragmatic fixedness (Sp.
'fijacion pragmatica').
Emphases are mine.
'Polylexicality' has also sometimes been used to refer to a semantic feature of phrasemes. Mejri (2005), for
example, writes « En fait, il s'agit [la polylexicalite] d'une caracteristique propre aux SF [sequences figees],
qui, contrairement aux derives par exemple, se distinguent par un signifiant pluriel (=poly) forme de plusieurs
unites lexicales employees d'une maniereautonome horsdu cadre de la sequence (= lexical) ».
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'autonomous existence' to distinguish fixed sequences from derived words, i.e. roots and their
derivational affixes. Several 'words', however, never occur outside phrasemes. Moon
(1998a:78-79) lists a number of examples: kith in kith and kin, dint in by dint of, amok in run
amok, cahoots in he in cahoots with, fro in to andfro, kibosh in put the kibosh on, fettle in in
fine/good fettle, umbrage in take umbrage, retrospect in in retrospect and amends in make
amends.
The term 'word' is often used to refer to a word form, i.e. "any sequence of letters (and
a limited number of other characteristics such as a hj^hen and apostrophe) bounded on either
side by a space or punctuation mark" (Carter 1998:4). It can also be used to refer to a lemma,
i.e. a headword (the non-inflected word form) as well as its inflected and reduced forms (cf.
Nation 2001:7). Thus, take, takes, taken, taking and taken are concrete realizations, that is,
word forms, of the lemma TAKE^^. Lemma and lexeme are sometimes used as synonyms (cf.
McEnery et al 2006:35-36). The term lexeme, however, has also been used to refer to lexical
items which consist of more than one 'word', e.g. phrasal yerbs {to give up, to drop in) and
idioms {kick the bucket) (cf. Carter 1998:7). To avoid confusion, we shall therefore not use
'lexeme' in this thesis except when discussing the literature. One distinction which is often
made is that between grammatical words and lexical words. Grammatical or function words
include articles {a, the), pronouns {I, you, he), prepositions {of with, in), conjunctions {and,
but) and other types of closed class words. Lexical or content words, i.e. "words which have
'lexical meaning'" (Van Roey 1991:13) include nouns {dog, table, computer), verbs {eat,
write, sleep), adjectives {beautiful, sad) and adverbs {happily, fortunately, then, however)^^.
They carry higher information content than grammatical words, which syntactically structure
lexical words (cf. Carter 1998:8).
Several definitions of phrasemes proposed in the literature use the term 'word' without
explicitly specifying what it refers to (e.g. Cowie's (1994) definition above or Wray's (1999)
definition in section 2.2.3). Other definitions describe phrasemes as combinations of at least
two graphic words, setting their upper limit at the level of the complex sentence (see, e.g.,
Corpas Pastor 1996; Montoro del Arco 2006). This orthographic criterion, however, creates
internal inconsistencies, especially as far as the status of compounds is concerned.
Compounds such as blackmarketand red tape are categorized as phrasemes according to the
Lemmas are often written in small capital letters in the literature. In this thesis, most references will be made
to singlewords as lemmas unless specified otherwise. Wewill therefore onlyuse smallcapitalletters in
ambiguous contexts where it is necessary to distinguish lemmas firom word forms.
Note that adverbs such as then and however are sometimes classified as grammatical words. In this thesis, all
adverbs are regarded as content words.
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orthographic criterion while others such as blackmail and blackbird are not. Similarly, a word
such as horse-riding is classified as a phraseme when spelt horse riding but does not belong
to the phraseological spectrum when spelt horse-riding. Gross (1996) summarizes the
difficulties caused by the orthographic criterion in the following words;
Reste le probleme des separateurs entre les differents elements lexicaux,
qu'on ne doit pas reduire a un simple probleme de graphie. On admettra
comme separateurs le trait d'union, 1'apostrophe et le blanc. Faut-il accepter
la soudure ? Des sequences comme vin et aigre sent assurement des mots
autonomes, faut-il de ce fait considerer le mot vinaigre comme une suite
figee ou unnom simple ? Si la perspective n'est pas exclusivement fonnelle,
onnepeut repondre a cette question demaniere equivoque. (Gross 1996:10)
Barkema (1996b: 133) tries to make a distinction between phrasemes and compounds on the
basis of a syntactic criterion. He distinguishes between constructions, i.e. phrasemes, which
have "at least two grammatical function slots realised by lexical items other than the definite
or indefinite article" (e.g. blind alley) and compounds which have "one function slot only"
(e.g. ice-cream, baby carriage, sidewalk). De Cock (2003:36), however, highlights the
difficulty ofmaking a clear-cut distinction between constructions and compounds and argues
that blindalley could alsobe seento fill onegrammatical slot.
It is argued here that compounds, whether written separately ornot, can legitimately be
considered as phrasemes as they are morphologically made up of at least two elements which
have independent status outside their combinations. The fact that they constitute an important
part of the field of morphology does not preclude them from being an object of study of
phraseology as well. The syntagmatic relationship between thetwo elements can be described
along a dine of institutionalization, lexicalization, compositionality and flexibility, four
criteria which play an important role in the description ofphrasemes (see following sections).
Each discipline will thus throw light on different aspects of compounds and this double
perspective can only be beneficial to the study of this specific type ofsyntagmatic relations.
Including compounds in the phraseological spectrum also causes difficulties as they
must be distinguished from phrases. Ina number ofarticles on the distinction between phrases
and compounds, Giegerich draws a parallel between the phrase/compound distinction and
"the distinction drawn in formal grammar between the syntax and the lexicon as sites for the
concatenation of linguistic units" (Giegerich 2006:5). Broadly speaking, syntax produces
highly productive and regular phrases while compounds originate in the lexicon. The author.
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however, argues that associative Adj. (e.g. dental decay, avian influenza, vernal
equinox, tropical fish) and attribute-head N+N constructions'^ '^ (e.g. country house, olive oil,
pine cone, ice cream, arm-chair) straddle the lexicon-syntax divide (Giegerich 2004; 2005;
2006). These constructions have an "irreconcilably hybrid status in English: their structural
characteristics identify them as objects of the lexicon, while at the same time they may behave
as though they were syntactic constructions" (Giegerich 2005:4). Thus, associative Adj. + N
constructions can be said to enjoy lexical status on both syntactic and semantic grounds. First,
adjectives in these constructions caimot occur in predicative position and show a restricted
distribution (e.g. vernal equinox but not *vernalflowers or *vernal weather). Second, several
semantic relationships can develop between the elements of associative Adj. + N
constructions: the constructions may express an argument-predicate structure inherited from a
predicate contained in the noun (e.g. presidential election, papal visit) or "express the less
structured relationship of 'associated with', 'to do with' (which is then often augmented by
encyclopaedic knowledge on the speaker's part)" (Giegerich 2005:579), Q.g. papal emissary.
Some of these constructions, however, are also available for the pro-o«e construction, which
is clearly the outcome of a syntactic operation. For example, head nouns of dental building,
mental hospital and financial advisor can be replaced by the pronoun one in the following
examples:
2.1. Is this the medical building or the dental one? >
2.2. Is this the general hospital or the mental one? |
2.3. Is he a legal advisor or a financial one?
Giegerich (2005: 588) concludes that "there are actually individual associative AdjNs {dental
building, mental hospital etc.) which are simultaneously lexical entities ('compounds') in
some respects and syntactic entities ('phrases') in other respects".
Gramley and Patzold define 'multi-word units' or 'lexical phrases' as "well-established
lexical combinations which consist of one or more word forms or lexemes" (1992:53). They
most probably combine 'word form' and 'lexeme' in their definition in order to account for
different tjqjes of phrasemes:
Associative adjectives express a property which "does not apply directly to the denotation of the head
nominal, but rather to some entity associated with it" (Pullum and Huddleston 2002: 556). In dental decay, for
example, dental does not describe the nature of the decay but identifies what is decaying.
•''' The core meanings of attribute-head N+N constructions are the 'madeof relationship (e.g. steelbridge, fruit
juice, vegetable oil) and the 'belonging to' or 'associated with' relationship (e.g. oak leaf, table leg, mountain
peak, rose petal).
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• Some phrasemes typically show syntagmatic relations between two or more word
forms. For example, the phraseme 'how do you do?' used as a. polite greeting when
you meet someone for the first time cannot be reahzed by other word forms than 'how'
+ 'do'+you'+'do'.
• A larger proportion of phrasemes are combinations of word forms in which one or
more constituents can be replaced by other reahzations of the same lemma. Thus,
*kick a bucket and *kick the buckets are incorrect realizations of the idiom 'kick the
bucket' as they involve the indefinite instead of the definite article and the plural
instead of the singular form of BUCKET respectively. However, all word forms of the
lemma KICK can be used inthis idiom. Other examples include RAIN cats anddogs and
SPILL the beans
• Collocations can be defined as syntagmatic relations between two lexemes. Thus,
make a decision, makes a decision, making a decision, made a decision, make
decisions, a decision was made, etc. are all instantiations or realizations in discourse
of the collocation MAKE + DECISION. As argued by Nesselhauf (2005:25), "this does
not mean, however, that it is assumed that all theoretically conceivable instantiations
of a certain collocation exist, let alone that they are equally common."
Gramley and Patzold's use of the terms 'word form' and 'lexeme' in their definition of multi
word units can arguably be criticized as being a mix of two different levels of abstraction,
word forms being realizations of lexemes in discourse. It may be more useful to define
phrasemes as syntagmatic relations between lemmas whose lexical realizations can be
restricted in usage (see section 2.3.7 for our complete definition of phrasemes). Taking into
account the potential (in)flexibility of a phraseme, its different elements can be inflected to
meet the specific needs of a given communicative situation. In the same way as a word form
can be defined as an instantiation of an abstract lemma, we can distinguish between a
phraseme and its realizations in discourse. The term 'phraseme' will be used both to refer to
the abstract unit of language and its realizations in discourse.
The many examples given in this section suggest that phrasemes are typically
combinations of lexical words. However, they can also consist of combinations of at least one
content word and one or more grammatical words. Examples include by the way, so long, of
Even phrasemes that are generally described as 'totally fixed' may present some degrees ofvariation. In fact,
Moon's (1998) corpus-based study offixed expressions and idioms has shovm that there is much more instability
in their forms than previously thought.
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course (not), as a result (of) and depend on. While most of these examples are commonly
regarded as phrasemes (cf. section 2.2), word combinations such as depend on and afraid of
have not been included in traditional typologies of phrasemes (e.g. Cowie 1994; Glaser 1998).
There is, however, a case for including this specific type of word combinations, which have
often been called grammatical collocations, into the phraseological spectrum. First, they
involve syntagmatic relations between two lemmas. They consist of a content word which
arbitrarily selects another word, and in that sense, they resemble lexical collocations. In
addition, syntagmatic relations between a content word and a function word can be described
along a similar dine to that of nonce combinations (e.g. to run out of the house), collocations
(e.g. interest in, to regard sb. /sth. as and idioms {to make out, to get about, to get across,
to give up'f^. Finally, grammatical collocations are often analysed as part of the valency (or
'valence') of words. It is noteworthy that Allerton (1994:4878) defines valency as a kind of
'lexico-syntactic property' and not as a syntactic dependency, which seems to suggest that
syntax alone cannot account for all the properties of the valency of a word:
a particular kind of dependency property of lexical items. This kind of
lexico-syntactic property'*^ involves the relationship between, on the one
hand, the different subclasses of a word-class (such as verb) and, on the
other, the different structural environments required by those subclasses,
these environments varying both in the number and in the type of elements.
Valency is thus seen as the capacity a verb (or a noun, etc.) has for
combining with particular patterns of other sentence constituents, in a similar
way to that in which valency of a chemical element is its capacity for
combining with a fixed number of atoms of another element.
It will be seen in section 2.4.2.2 that the distributional approach to collocations and corpus
linguistics played an important part in including in the phraseological spectrum aspects of the
environment of words that were usually considered parts of their valency. Compoimds were
described above as being the object of study ofboth morphology and phraseology. Figure 2.9
shows that, like compoimds, grammatical collocations can be described as being situated at
the interface between two disciplines: syntax and phraseology.
See section 2.4.1.2.1 for other uses of the term 'grammatical collocation'.
Idiomatic syntagmatic relations between a content word and a function word constitute 'phrasal verbs'. They
are not referred to as 'idioms' in this thesis as this category has been described above as being composed of
polylexemic phrasemes (cf. section 2.2.4).
My emphasis.
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2.3.2. Institutionalization and lexicalization
The terms institutionalization and lexicahzation come from the discipline of word formation.
The two phenomena have been given many different definitions (cf. Bauer 1983; Barkema
1996b; Corpas Pastor 1996) and are not always clearly distinguished (cf Pawley and Syder
1983; Blasco Mateo, 2002). Bauer (1983: 48) regards these two phenomena as consecutive
stages in the development of a morphologically complex word. A lexeme becomes
institutionalized when "the nonce formation starts to be accepted by other speakers as a
known lexical item" (ibid). At this stage, a lexeme loses its potential ambiguity and becomes
currentwith a specific, though transparent, meaning:
Thus, for example, there is nothing in the form telephone box to prevent it
from meaning a box shaped like a telephone, a box which is located at/by a
telephone, a box which functions asa telephone, and so on. It is only because
the item is familiar'^ that the speaker-listener knows that it is synonymous
with telephone kiosk, in the usual meaning of telephone kiosk. (Bauer 1983"
48)
Put differently, institutionalized lexemes "still form part ofa synchronically productive series,
differing only from potential words in that, by being used, they have come to have a specific
reference" (Bauer 2001:46). Institutionalization is thus a diachronic and socio-linguistic
process by which a new lexical item mtegrates, with its particular form and meaning, into a
language community's existing stock of words. A word combination becomes
institutionalized as soon as it is recognized by the members of a language community as a
'bound' or 'preferred' sequence (cf. Pawley and Syder's 'native-like selection'), with its
particular syntactic and semantic features, and enters their mental lexicon. As akeady stated
by Howarth (1996: 37) or Moon (1998a: 7), institutionalization is a necessary defining
45 My emphasis.
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criterion for all types of phrasemes: phraseology is the study of all word combinations that are
more or less familiar to a language community.
For a lexeme or a word combination to be accepted by a speech community and
consequently institutionalized, it has to be used and repeated (Bally 1909:66; Coulmas 1979;
Corpas Pastor 1996:21-23). This is certainly the reason why degrees of institutionalization
have often been assessed by a quantitative criterion, especially in corpus linguistics (see
sections 2.4.2 and 4.2.2). However, authors such as Moon (1998c) and Barkema (1993) have
shown that not all types of phrasemes can be frequently found in corpora. Assessing degrees
of institutionalization by means of a quantitative criterion is only valid for specific subtypes
of phrasemes, and more specifically for collocations.
As for lexicalization, it is a diachronic linguistic process by which lexical constructions
are withdrawn from analytic access and accessed holistically (cf Lehmann 2002). In other
words, it is a process by which a construction becomes "subject to one or more types of
idiosyncratic restriction, i.e. restriction that cannot be formulated in terms of general rules"
(Barkema 1997: 28), e.g. as drunk as a lord, open someone's eyes to something, spoil
somebody rotten, hold the key, etc. As Moon (1998a: 39) explains, lexicalization "results
from a three-way tension" between the "criterion of institutionalization, the
lexicogrammatical criterion of fixedness, and the qualitative criterion of non-
compositionality." Thus, lexicalization caimot be assessed independently of flexibility,
collocability and compositionality (see sections 2.2.3, 2.2.5 and 2.2.6).
The process of lexicalization has often been opposed to that of grammaticalization, i.e.
"the process whereby content words become more grammatical (and already grammatical
morphemes even more grammatical)" (Hoffmann .2004:188)'^ ^ but the two processes have
much in common (cf Campbell 2001). Lehmann (2002) argues that they are better described
as orthogonal to each other. Both "do not concern signs in isolation, but signs in their
paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations" (Lehmann 2002:15). They are reduction processes in
that they "constrain the freedom of the speaker in selecting and combining the constituents of
a complex expression" (ibid: 17), but in a different sense. Grammaticalization reduces the
autonomy of the unit, "shifting it to a lower, more strictly regulated grammatical level" while
lexicalization "reduces the inner structure of the unit, shifting it into the inventory" (ibid).
Lehmann summarizes the basic differences between grammaticahzation and lexicalization as
follows:
See Campbell and Janda (2001) for a survey of the numerous definitions of grammaticalization in the
literature.
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Let [XY]zbe a complexconstruction which undergoes grammaticalization or
lexicalization. Then the differences between the two processes consist in two
aspects. First, in grammaticalization there may be a constituent of Z, e.g. X,
which is the focus of the process and which is changed into a grammatical
formative by it. In lexicalization, there is no such constituent; the
lexicalization affects Z as a whole. From this it follows that lexicalization
necessarily concerns an internally complex unit, whereas we may reasonably
speakof grammaticalization evenwith respectto simple units.
Second, in grammaticalization the internal relations of Z become more strict
and constrained. This regards, in particular, the relation between X and Y or
between X and Z. Again, in lexicalization the internal relations of Z become
irregular and get lost. (Lehmann2002:15)
These differences have two major implications according to Lehmann (2002). First, while
lexicalization can only apply to complex units, grammaticalization may simultaneously affect
complex imits and one of their constituents. Thus, grammaticalization may simultaneously
have had an impact on the complex preposition in view ofand on its nominal element, making
view lose the features that defined it as a noun. Second, lexicalization plays a role as the
'preparatory phrase of grammaticalization'. Lehmaim ar^es that the first process which
affects (complex) prepositions and conjunctions is lexicalization, not grammaticalization.
Thus, before undergoing a process ofgrammaticalization, the complex preposition in view of
has lost its compositional meaning. This may explain why only a fraction of complex
prepositions will eventually grammaticalize (see Hoffmann 2004 for another explanation,
based on the principle ofanalogy, for the grammaticalization ofcomplex prepositions).
Institutionalization, lexicalization and grammaticalization are "not of an all-or-none
kind, but ofa more-or-less kind" (cf. Lipka 1994:2165; Hoffmann 2004). The processes result
in degrees of institutionalization, lexicalization and grammaticalization in synchrony. This
continuum firom not institutionalized/lexicalized/grammaticalized to institutionalized/
lexicalized/ grammaticalized word combinations was aheady described by Bally (1909: 68) in
the following terms:
Onpeut done dire quela combinaison des mots entre euxvarie d'aspect dans
les limites formees par deux cas extremes; 1) 1'association se desagrege
aussitot apres sa formation, et les mots qui la composaient recouvrent leur
entiere liberte de se grouper autrement; 2) les mots, a force d'etre employes
ensemble pour I'expression d'une meme idee, perdent toute autonomie, ne
peuvent plus se separer et n'ont de sens que par leurreunion. On comprend
qu'entre ces deux extremes il y a place pour une foule de cas intermediaires
qui ne se laissent ni preciser ni classer.
Phrasemes such as idioms, phrasal verbs, irreversible bi- and trinomials, proverbs and
commonplaces are lexicalized word combinations. On the other hand, most collocations (e.g.
blond/auburn hair, chestnut horse, prove guilty, conduct an experiment) are not fully
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lexicalized as they are not semantically, syntactically or collocationally totally 'fixed'.
Finally, complex prepositions and complex conjunctions, for example, reflect the process of
grammaticalization (cf Moon 1998a:217) as well as verbs in support-verb constructions (e.g.
take a step, do afavour) (cf section 2.4.1.2.2 and Batoux 2003).
2.3.3. Degrees of compositionality
Barkema defines the compositionality of a construction as "the extent to which its meaning is
the combinatorial result of the basic or derived senses of the lexical items in the construction
and the syntactic relations in the constituent that contains these lexical items." (1996b: 138)
This definition is thus based on two preliminary notions:
1. 'Basic' sense: "The basic sense of a lexical item is the sense from which other senses
can be systematically derived by means of extension. It is usually the first sense that
comes to a speaker's mind when s/he comes across a lexical item in isolation"
(Barkema 1996b:158). Barkema seems to suggest that a 'basic sense' is identifiable by
its psychological saliency or prototypicality, a feature which has been described in the
literature as particularly difficult to evaluate (Tsohatzidis 1990; Violi 2000; Gilquin
2005).
2. 'Derived' sense: "A derived sense of a lexical item is every sense, other than the basic
sense, that a word has in isolation." (ibid: 158)
Barkema does not seem to acknowledge the difficulty of distinguishing between basic and
derived senses of a lexical item as they contribute in the same way to his definition of
compositionality. Neither does he address the central issue of separating senses that a word
has in isolation fi-om those that it acquires in context. However, this fundamental distinction is
arguably the source of the vexed question of where to draw the line between collocations and
nonce combinations (see sections 2.3.3.3 and 2.4.1.2).
Barkema distinguishes four levels of compositionality"^^: 'fully compositional'
constructions, 'pseudo-compositional' constructions, 'fully non-compositional' or 'idiomatic'
constructions and 'partly non-compositional' or 'partly-idiomatic' constructions:
• 'Fully compositional' constructions have a meaning "that is entirely the
combinatorial result of the senses of its lexical items and the syntactic structure of the
See also Grant and Bauer (2004) for a discussion of compositionality, figurativeness and idiomaticity.
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constituent that contains these lexical items" (Barkema 1996b:159), e.g. That girl is
young.
• In 'pseudo-compositional' constructions, only part of their meaning is "the
combinatorial result of the senses of all of its lexical items and the syntactic structure
of the constituent that contains these lexical items" (160), e.g. bed and brealrfast, in
which 'bed' and 'breakfast' have their basic senses but contribute partly to the
meaning of the expression. Other meaning properties such as 'system of
accommodation', 'pay', 'room', 'hotel', etc. cannot be inferred from the two
independent words. All lexical items of a pseudo-compositional construction are
nevertheless interpretable in their basic or derived senses.
• 'Fully non-compositional' or 'idiomatic' constructions have a meaning "that is not
the combinatorial result of the senses of its lexical items and the syntactic structure of
the constituent that contains these lexical items" (ibid 159). They do not have lexical
items with basic or derived senses that form part of their meaning, e.g. a thorn in
one's side, put the cat among the pigeons.
• 'Partly non-compositional' or 'partly idiomatic' constructions contain at least one
lexical item with a basic sense, e.g. rain cats anddogs. Basic orderived senses ofonly
somelexical items in the sequences contribute to their meanings.
As discussed in the following sections, degrees of compositionality have often been used to
distinguish between nonce combinations, collocations and idioms (cf Cowie 1988; Howarth
1996; Nesselhauf 2005). It has also been used to draw a distinction between different types of
idioms (e.g. Nunberg et al. 1994; Grant and Bauer 2004) or different types of collocations
(e.g. Howarth 1996) (see section 2.4.1.2).
2.3.3.1. Full compositionality of 'ad hoc' or 'nonce' combinations
'Nonce' combinations are Word combinations "coined by the speaker/writer on the spur of the
moment to cover some immediate need" (Bauer 1983: 45). Thus, they can only be fully
compositional constructions: their meaning is quite transparent andeasily derivable from their
elements, e.g. open a window, cut bread, black bird, etc. It does not mean that fully
compositional constructions can only be combinations of basic or derived senses. For
example, graveyard in "that graveyard ofpolitical careers' (Barkema 1996b: 138) does not
have a basic or derived sense but an 'extended' sense, i.e. "a sense which is the unique result
of a violation of restriction rules that results in the activation of adaptation rules" (ibid: 159).
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Ajq extended sense can only occur in context. Barkema underlines three factors which will
play a role in sense adaptation:
1. The basic sense of the lexical item,
2. The speaker's stereotyped beliefs about the referents of this basic sense,
3. The syntactic environment in which it occurs. (159)
Although the listener/ reader must activate adaptation rules to understand the meaning of the
lexical item in context, the construction nevertheless remains entirely compositional.
2.3.3.2. Non-compositionality of idioms
The criterion of '(non-)compositionality' has repeatedly been used to separate idioms from
other phrasemes (Fraser 1970; Aisenstadt 1979; Cruse 1986; Hausmann 1989; Gramley and
Patzold 1992; Glaser 1998; Mel'cuk 1998; Grossman and Tutin 2002, 2003; Grant and Bauer
2004) and is widely regarded as the most reHable criterion to do so (cf. Skandera 2004: 27).
Although phraseologists may have a more or less inclusive definition of the category of
idioms or they may name it differently (cf. Mel'cuk's 'full phrasemes'), they all share the
view that the distinctive feature of idioms is that their meaning cannot be derived from the
meanings of their constituents.
This does not mean that all idioms are completely 'unmotivated' or 'opaque'. Many
idioms can be interpreted in figurative, often metaphorical terms: if a listener/reader knows
that the literal meaning of Uo make/do a U-turn' is 'to make a turn in a car, on a bicycle, etc
so that you go back in the direction you come from'"^^, s/he will then be able to interpret
figuratively the expression as 'to make a radical change of ideas, plans, etc' in a sentence such
as the following:
2.4. The leader ofthe opposition accused the Prime Minister ofdoing a U-turn on its
promise to increase education spending. (LDOCE4)
Other examples are to play secondfiddle ('to play a less important part'), to keep the ball
rolling ('to continue something, such as a conversation or a plan'), and to clip somebody's
wings ('to restrict someone's freedom, activities, or power') (cf. Barkema 1996b: 140). It is
for this particular reason that Nunberg et al. (1994), Cowie (1998a), Grant and Bauer (2004)
make a distinction between idioms whose elements presumably carry identifiable parts of
All definitions in this thesis come from the fourth edition of the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
(LD0CE4), 2003.
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their idiomatic meaning, i.e. Cowie's 'figurative idioms' (e.g. spill the beans 'reveal secrets')
and idioms whose interpretation cannot be distributed over their parts, i.e. Cowie's 'pure
\d\om.s''{t.g. kick the bucket'dLio').
It is, however, very difficult to establish a boundary between 'figurative' and 'pure'
idioms; degrees of 'opaqueness' or 'figurativeness' highly depend on the judgment of
individual speakers, a judgment largely based on their linguistic and cultural experience.
Moreover, compositionality should not be equated with "the degree to which the phrasal
meaning once known, can be analyzed in terms of the contributions of the idiom parts"
(Nunberg et al. 1994: 498). It is highly debatable whether spill the beans can be interpreted
figuratively on the basis of its literalmeaning and decomposed into two meaningful elements,
i.e. spill 'reveal' and beans 'secrets'. As rightly stressed by Sinclair (2004 [1996]: 31), "once
established, it is dangerously easy to reverse the procedure and assume that the metaphorical
extension is obvious." Figurativeness will thus be considered as "a particular mode of
interpretation rather than a particular kind of linguistic unit" (Allerton 2004: 98). No
distinction will be made between 'figurative' and 'pure' idioms in this thesis. It is however
recognized that such a distinction might become necessary in future research, especially in the
field of second language acquisition, as it is mostprobable that figurative andpure idioms are
not processed, interpreted andmemorized in the same way (cf Grantand Bauer 2004).
Finally, it should be noted that non-compositionality is also characteristic of other types
of phrasemes such as multi-word verbs {take off, make out), compounds {red tape, red
herring), proverbs {Don't make a mountain out ofa molehill; infor a penny, infor a pound),
pragmatic phrasemes or formulae {How do you do"?), etc.
2.3.3.3. Compositionality in collocations
While nonce combinations are fully compositional and idioms are fully non-compositional,
collocations are more difficult to situate on a scale of compositionality. Constructions such as
foot the bill ('to pay for something, especially something expensive that you do not want to
pay for' LD0CE4), Fr. peur bleue ('a bad fright') and Fr. colere noire ('blind rage') are
semantically close to idioms. However, as their base (see 2.4.1.1) is still interpretable as an
independent semantic constituent, they are categorized as partly non-compositional (orpartly
idiomatic) collocations.
By contrast, constructions such as utter contempt, strong coffee, heavy smoker and
severe migraine lie at the opposite end of the scale of compositionahty. Their status as
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collocations or nonce combinations depends on whether the respective senses of the
adjectives utter, heavy and severe are described as derived senses or as 'collocational
meanings' (cf Firth 1957) in these constructions. Thus, heavy smoker will be referred to as a
nonce combination if the adjective heavy is believed to be used in this construction with a
sense that it has in isolation and which could be paraphrased as 'great in amount or degree' or
'very much'. By contrast, the construction will be called a collocation if our conclusion is that
the adjective can only express this specific sense in context. A practical approach to this
question is to test whether the co-occurrence restrictions imposed on the adjective heavy used
with the sense of 'very much' are only of a semantic nature or also usage-determined (see
section 2.3.5 on the criterion of collocability and section 2.3.5.3 for a discussion of the
application of this criterion to the construction heavy drinker).
Constructions such as make a decision, give a look, do somebody a favour and take a
step represent a third group of collocations that need to be accounted for by yet another type
of compositional analysis. They are hardly classifiable into Barkema's (1996b) 4-level scale
of compositionahty: the meanings of make, give, do and take in these collocations are not
basic, derived or idiomatic in nature. Rather, they are delexical or grannnaticalized meanings
of these verbs: they serve to 'grammaticalize' their agentive bases (see section2.4.1.2).
The examples illustrated above stress the scalar nature of compositionahty in
collocations. Collocations can nevertheless be distinguished from idioms on the basis of this
criterion as they share the following characteristics:
1. Collocations do not form single non-compositional semantic units;
2. They are not figurative as wholes;
3. One of their elements is used in a basic or derived sense;
4. Their components contribute independently to their overall meanings.
Howarth (1996) compares the unique"^^ collocationfoot the bill with the idiom the bill ('to
be exactly what you need' LD0CE4) in order to illustrate these major differences between
collocations and idioms:
Comparing foot the bill with fill the bill (which is fully idiomatic), one can
see that bill in the first refers to an actual bill of payment, while in the second
it makes no analysable individual contribution to the overall meaning. Even
though the verb foot in the sense of 'pay' collocates with no other noun (it
contributes to a 'unique collocation'), it can be shown to have independent
semantic status. (1996: 38)
'Unique collocations' or 'bound collocations' (Cruse 1986: 41) are collocations in which one of the elements
only occurs in these particular word combinations.
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The reader is referred to Koike (2002) and section 2.4.1.2 for more detail on the semantic
characteristics of collocations.
2.3.4. Function in tlie language
Typologies such as those inspired by the Russian tradition (see section 2.2.1) typically
distinguish between phrasemes which have a referential meaning, i.e. Cowie's composites,
and phrasemes which have a pragmatic function in discourse, i.e. Cowie's formulae.
Formulae are recognized by the members of a language community as preferred ways of
performing certain functions, e.g. checking comprehension (e.g. all righf!), shifting a topic
(e.g. hy the way), refusing (e.g. no way, ofcourse not), expressing sympathy (e.g. I'm (very)
sorry to hear, how awful), calling for brevity (e.g. Get to the point\), greeting (e.g. good
morning, how areyouT), etc.
In their pedagogically-oriented analysis of lexical phrases, Nattinger and DeCarrico
(1992) make a distinction between three types of pragmatically specialized phrasemes. First,
social interactional markers function as interaction 'facilitators' and include formulae used to
perform speech-act functions such as greeting, thanking, offering, etc. (e.g. Thankyou. You're
welcome, I'm sorry, etc.), as well as formulae "employed in organizing turn-taking, indicating
a speaker's attitude to other participants, and generally ensuring the smooth conduct of
interaction" (Cowie 1988: 133) (e.g. you know, I mean, etc.). The second category includes
lexical phrases that "mark topics about which learners are often asked" (Nattinger and
DeCarrico 1992:63) and are often used in everyday conversation, e.g. 'autobiography' my
name is ...; 'food' I'd like to make a reservation (for ...)•, 'time' it's ... o'clock. Third,
discourse devices, i.e. textual phrasemes in this thesis, structure the discourse: "their function
is to signal, for instance, whether the information to follow is in contrast to, is in addition to,
oris an example of, information that has preceded" (ibid: 60).^° For example, the function ofa
pattern such as 'it + (modal) + passive verb (of saying/thinking) + that-clause" (e.g. it is
said/thought that ...; it can be claimed/assumed that ...) (cf. Granger 1998: 154) is basically
to introduce a claim, an idea, a counter-argument, etc., which will help organise the discourse
structure around a general pattern such as claim - counter-claim, cause - consequence,
problem-solution, etc. (cf Hoey 1993; Flowerdew L. 1998b; 2003). Other examples are as a
result (ofX), and then, I think that X, as a matter offact, in other words, not only X but also
Y, as far as I can tell, mypoint (here) is that, etc.
Cowie included discourse devices or 'organizational formulae' inhis category of'speech formulae'.
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2.3.5. Restricted collocability
It is the native speaker's experience of his own language that tells
him that 'weak tea' is a normal collocation and that 'feeble tea' is
not; and consequently that if someone uses the latter combination,
then it is for some special effect. Unfortimately for the foreign
learner of English, there is no way in which he can be led to
'construct' the collocation 'weak tea' rather than 'feeble tea'. He can
learn it only from experience, like the native speaker. (Mackin
1978:150)
Collocability can be defined as "the linguistic phenomenon whereby a given vocabulary item
prefers the company of another item rather than that of its 'synonyms' because of constraints
which are not on the level ofsyntax orconceptual meaning^^but on that ofusage" (Van Roey
1990: 48).^^ Collocability is generally tested by replacing an element of a phraseme by a
synonym, near-synonym or antonym, e.g. strong (*powerful) coffee, heavy (*fat) smoker,
rancid (*sour) butter, to run (*conduct) a machine, etc. This is made explicit in Barkema's
(1996b) definition of the term:
the degree to which it is possible to substitute a lexical item from an open
class in a construction with altematives from the same class: thus a noun is
substituted by other nouns, a verb by other verbs, etc. These altematives can
be synonyms, near-synonyms and antonyms. If the collocability of a
construction is restricted, this is a matter of arbitrariness, i.e. the restriction is
not linguistically motivated. (Barkema 1996b: 145)
Barkema (1996b) distinguishes between collocationally 'open', 'limited' and 'closed'
constructions. In 'collocationally open' constructions, all content words can be substituted by
any number of altematives from the same classes, e.g. day after day (x'™® reference
reference^ (cf. Lewis's notion of 'frames' in section 2.2.2). In 'collocationally limited'
constructions, the number of altematives is arbitrarily limited "to a few or to only one" (ibid
146), e.g. strong tea/coffee but not '^powerful tea/coffee. Finally 'collocationally closed'
constructions admit no altemative, e.g. red tape, by and large. Barkema further distinguishes
between collocationally 'partly' and 'entirely' open, limited or closed constmctions. A
constmction is collocationally 'partly' open, limited or closed if only one part of the
constmction is collocationally open, limited or closed. An example of a collocationally partly
open constmction is 'DETERMINERPo®®®ssive ^up of tea'. Similarly, a constmction is
collocationally 'entirely' open, limited or closed if the whole constmction is collocationally
"The conceptual or cognitive meaning of a word is that aspect of lexical meaning which has to do with the
language user's knowledge and experience of the extra-linguistic world, of reality." (Van Roey 1990: 24)
Note that Van Roey (1990) uses the term 'collocation' to refer to both the linguistic phenomenon described
here and its realizations in discourse. We prefer to use the term 'collocability' when we discuss the phenomenon.
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open, limited or closed. An example of a collocationally entirely open construction is
'NOUNsi^g^lar, quantity Jjy ^oUNsingular, quantity'_
The test of substitutability has often been used in order to distinguish collocations from
nonce combinations (cf. Aisenstadt 1979; Howarth 1996; Nesselhauf 2005). Testing a
phraseme's potential for collocability by means of alternatives such as (near-)synonyms or
antonyms can, however, be quite problematic as "problems of use and interpretation intrude
and make the procedure less than objective" (Nattinger and DeCarrico 1992: 183). Barkema's
intermediary category of 'collocationally limited' constructions presents the most serious
problems:
1. How large is the category of 'near-synonyms'?
2. Howmany is'a few'alternatives?
3. Where is the limit between collocationally open and limited constructions?
As Nesselhauf (2005: 27) points out, "arbitrary restriction on commutability is used to mean
widely different things, and it is also notmade clear whatexactly is meant."
Collocability can only be fully apprehended if described in relation to other levels of
co-occurrence restrictions. Allerton (1984) distinguishes between four levels of co-occurrence
restrictions, i.e. syntactic, semantic, locutional and pragmatic co-occurrence restrictions. Van
Roey (1990) makes a similar distinction between grammatical, semantic and usage-
determined selectional restrictions but he does not describe an independent pragmatic level.
Allerton's 'locutional level' and Van Roey's 'usage-determined selectional restrictions'
correspond to the notion of collocability as they describe the fact that "language simply seems
to dictate, for no good semantic reason that such-and-such combination does, or does not
occur" (Allerton 1984: 28). A clear differentiation between semantic and locutional or
usage-determined co-occurrence restrictions should therefore help to describe collocability
in nonce combinations, collocations and idioms more accurately. These two types of
restrictions are thus explained in the following two sections before examining the role of
collocability in nonce combinations, collocations and idioms in section 2.3.5.3.
2.3.5.1. Semantic co-occurrence restrictions
Allerton states that "individual words are only combined when the ideas they express come
together atsome point in the physical and/or mental experience ofthe speaker"(1984: 20-21).
Certain features of a lexical item's co-occurrence restrictions can be 'logically' predicted
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from its lexical meaning and semantic traits. Cruse calls these characteristics 'selectional
restrictions', i.e. "a logically inescapable concomitant of the prepositional traits of a lexical
item" (1986: 278). Some word combinations are thus simply excluded for semantic reasons;
?Thespoon died and ?Arthur's exam results died are unacceptable sentencesbecause the verb
'to die' requires an organic, alive and possibly mortal subject (Cruse's examples, p. 278).
Coseriu (1964) introduces the concept of 'lexical solidarity' in an attempt to explain the
combinability of lexemes on the basis of their semantic features. He distinguishes between
three types of lexical solidarities: affinity, selection and impUcation. Affinity and selection are
quite useful to delineate the scope of semantic co-occmrence restrictions:
1. 'Affinity' is the lexical solidarity that a lexeme entertains with all lexemes belonging
to a lexical class characterized by a very general semantic trait such as [± edible], [±
human], [± animate], e.g. the object of eat should be edible.
2. 'Selection' is slightly more restrictive: a given lexeme can be combined with all
lexemes which share a similar, though less general, semantic content. Examples of
selection are prune + the lexical field of 'tree^ush' or drive + the lexical field of
'vehicle'.
These examples clearly show that there is no such thing as a 'free combination'. A word
combination is first restricted at syntax level (*He are leaving). Then it needs to fulfil
semantic requirements {*He is pregnant). This explains why the term 'free combination' is
not used in this thesis for word combinations such as eat an apple, drink your tea, Arthur
died, etc. The term 'nonce' combination is preferred, by analogy with Bauer's definition of a
'nonce' formation, i.e. "a new complex word coined by the speaker/writer on the spur of the
moment to cover some immediate need" (1983: 45) as it stresses the fact that words occur
together when there is a need for their combination in communication .
2.3.5.2. Usage-determined or locutional co-occurrence restrictions
Semantic co-occurrence restrictions are explainable on the basis of a semantic class (cf
Coseriu's 'affinity') or a lexical field (cf Coseriu's 'selection'). Usage-determined or
locutional co-occurrence restrictions, on the other hand, cannot be generalized and should be
described for every single lexeme. Only usage can explain why we say strong coffee and not
^powerful coffee, wide trousers and not *broad trousers, or why we prefer to speak of blond
hair rather than ofyellow hair or of a chestnut horse rather than of a brown horse. Phrasemes
can show varying degrees of usage-determined co-occurrence restrictions:
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1. They can be restricted at the level of the lexical field but with a few exceptions; the
verb 'to commit' can combine with almost any noun referring to an illegal action or
crime, e.g. to commit a crime, murder, rape, arson, suicide, adultery, an offence, a sin,
etc, but to commit delinquency would seem odd to an English native speaker (cf
Nesselhauf 2005: 30).
2. Lexical items might show arbitrary co-occurrence restrictions among a subset of near
synonyms. Van Roey (1990: 48) shows that the specialized sense of 'to regulate or
control the affairs of is expressed by different verbs according to the nouns with
which they co-occur, e.g. to direct an operation, to manage/run a company, to lead a
party, to conduct an orchestra. Another example is to pay attention/heed but to take
notice.
3. The lexical company a word keeps can be quite exclusive: rancid is often used with
butter, the French adjective diluvien is typically found with the nounpluie and shrug
can only collocate with shoulders. Besides, shrug is so closely related to shoulders
that the verb keeps ,the same meaning even if it used without the noun. This level of
restriction more or less corresponds to Coseriu's (1964:155) notion of 'impUcation'
for which he gave the examples of Fr. nez aquilin ('aquiline nose') and cheval alezan
('chestnut horse'): thenouns nez and cheval are implied by the adjectives aquiline and
alezan-, their meanings are encompassed by the meaning of the adjectives.
This third category shows that semantic and locutional co-occurrence restrictions are not
always easily differentiated. Nesselhauf states that "part of the problem hes in the fact that
senses cannotbe clearly distiaguished either" (2005: 31) (see also section 2.3.3.3). This is the
reason why it would be "theoretically possible to make sense distinctions that are so fine that
all combinations could be considered semantically motivated" (ibid.). Van Roey (1990)
rejects this view in the following terms:
Some would probably claim that if, in the case of adjectives denoting "gone
rotten or bad", rancid is preferred to other items in combination with butter,
this is because there is a specific kind of "rottenness" of butter, different
from that of egg^i' or apples for instance. Here semanticists are on very unsure
ground. But surely in many cases no such claim can be made. To take only
the case oi blond, as Palmer puts it (1981, 76), "we should not talk about *a
blond door or *a blond dress, even if the colour were exactly that of blond
hair". (VanRoey 1990:49)
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Thus, English native speakers prefer to speak of rancid hutter rather than of *rotten butter
only on the basis of their knowledge of 'language as a norm'^ ^ (cf Corpas Pastor's 1996
category of phrasemes fixed in the norm, i.e. collocations).
2.3.5.3. Collocability in nonce combinations, collocations and idioms
Collocability, as defined by Van Roey (1990), is generally used to set the category of
collocations apart from nonce combinations. When a native speaker of English wants to
express the fact that somebody smokes or drinks a lot, he usually prefers to say that this
person is a heavy smoker!drinker rather than a big smoker!drinker. By contrast, he will speak
of a big eater rather than a heavy eater. Since no semantic restrictions can be used to explain
this difference in preference, these constructions are categorized as collocations in this thesis.
Table 2.2 gives another example of the arbitrary nature of collocability.
Table 2.2: Collocability of synonyms (based on Cowie 1994: 3169)
test experiment task survey
perform V V V X
carry out V < V V
conduct V X V
Mel'cuk (1995; 1998) attempts to describe these lexical preferences with lexical functions. A
lexical function is "a very general and abstract meaning that can be expressed in a large
variety of ways depending on the lexical unit to which this meaning applies" (Mel'cuk 1995:
186). Examples of lexical functions are:
- Magn which expresses the meaning of 'intense(ly)' or 'very' and functions as an
intensifier, e.g. Magn(shaveN) = dose, clean-, Magn(easy) = as pie, as l-2-5\
Magn(to condemn) = strongly
- Oper which expresses the meaning of 'do/perform', e.g. Operi(cry) = to let out
[ART-]
- Real which conveys the meaning of 'fulfil the requirement of X' or 'do with X what
you are supposed to do with X', e.g. Reali(car) = to drive [ART-]; Realj(accusation)
= to prove [ART-]
Hausmann expresses the same view in the following terms : « Si ces combinaisons [regarder un arbre, les
nudites noueuses des arbres'] appartiennent a la langue en tant que systeme, les vraies collocations relevent plutot
de la langue en tant que norme (ou comme dit Bally apres Vaugelas, de I'usage tyrannique). » (Hausmann 1979:
191)
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Not all lexical functions describe syntagmatic relations however. Lexical functions also
describe paradigmatic relations, e.g. the lexical function S 'the one whq/which undergoes' as
in S2(hotel) = guest, S2(prison) = prisoner, etc.
Unlike collocations, nonce combinations are entirely explainable by grammatical and
semantic rules: they do not display usage-determined co-occurrence restrictions. Nesselhauf
(2005: 33) uses the criterion of commutabihty or collocability in orderto distinguish between
collocations and idioms. She claims that a verb-noun combination is a collocation if the noun
is semantically autonomous and only the verb shows restricted commutability but it is an
idiom if both the noun and the verb show restricted commutability. I would argue, however,
that the relationship between the elements of an idiom cannot be described as a lexical
preference or as a usage-determined constraint since there is no selection of a lexical item by
another one in these phrasemes. The fact that their elements cannot be easily substituted is
due to their non-compositionality. The term 'restricted collocability' will therefore not be
used to describe idioms.
2.3.6. Degrees of flexibility
"The mythof fixedness is perpetuated." (Sinclair 2004[1996]: 30)
Following Barkema (1996a; 1996b), the term 'flexibility' relates to the extent to which word
combinations allow for the whole range of syntactic variation that is normally possible
without losing their phraseological status (e.g. passivisation, pluralisation, negation, insertion,
deletion, pronominalisation). The terms 'fixedness' and 'frozenness' are avoided in this thesis
as scholars have often used them as generic terms to refer to what we consider to be two
different characteristics of phrasemes: syntactic flexibility and collocability (cf. Zuluaga
1980; Fernando 1996; Moon 1998a).
Barkema analyses the syntactic flexibihty of word combinations and distinguishes
between 'fully flexible constructions', 'semi-flexible constructions' and 'inflexible
constructions' on the basis of four criteria (1996a: 71):
- Addition: the introduction of an additional syntactic function such as a modifying
adverb, e.g. an appallingly tough nut to crack.
Term selection: the substitution of one of the lexical items by itsplural or comparative
form, e.g. harder nuts to crack,
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- Permutation: the permutation of two elements of the construction, e.g. a nut too toush
to crack the first time out,
- Interruption: the introduction of elements, e.g. a hard nut, as always, to crack.
Thus, 'fully flexible constructions', 'semi-flexible constructions' and 'inflexible
constructions' can take all variations, a limited number of variations, and no variations that
are grammatically possible respectively.
Flexibility, together with collocability, has often been used to delineate the class of
idioms. Fernando defmes idioms as "indivisible units whose components cannot be varied or
varied only within definable limits" (1996: 30), i.e. Barkema's inflexible or semi-flexible
constructions. He further claims that "all idioms are not grammatically regular." Degrees of
flexibility have also been used to distinguish between different types of idioms. Forexample,
Fraser (1970) proposes a 'frozenness hierarchy' of idioms based on their transformational
deficiencies (permutation, insertion, etc.). Similarly, Nunberg et al. (1994) use the criterion of
flexibility in order to distinguish between two semantically distinct types of idioms:
semantically analysable^"^ 'idiomatically combining expressions' such as spill the beans or
touch a nerve, and opaque 'idiomatic phrases' such as kick the bucket (see section 2.3.3).
They argue that the idiomatically combining expressions' potential for modification,
quantification, topicalization, ellipsis, etc. offers strong evidence that they are semantically
compositional, i.e. that their parts carry meaning:
- Modification bymeans of adjectives or relative clauses: leave no lesal stone unturned,
Your remark touched a nerve that I didn 't even know existed (Nunberg et al. 1994:
500)
Quantification: touch a couvle ofnerves, We could ... pull vetmore strings (ibid 501)
- Topicalization: Those strings, he wouldn't pullfor you; Those windmills, not even he
would tilt at; His closets, you might find skeletons in.
- Ellipsis: My goose is cooked, butyours isn't.
Some of Nunberg et al.'s (1994) examples might be more typical of playful creativity in
spoken language. It is nevertheless true that different degrees of transformational deficiency
can be acknowledged within the category of idioms (Carter 1998: 70-72; Fernando 1996: 32),
from the almost invariant kick the bucket to the more flexible break somebody's heart.
As explained byPoulsen (2005:91-99), 'analysability' isanindependent parameter that refers tothe extent to
which speakers are aware ofthe contribution that individual elements make to the whole construction while
'compositionality' refers to the degree to which the meaning ofthe whole was predictable from the meanings of
the individual partswhenthephrasewas originally coined.
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Degrees of transformational deficiency are also noticeable in other types of phrasemes
such as proverbs {*Birds ofafeather flocked together), routine formulae {*How did you do?
to be contrasted with the many instantiations of the productive frame 'wh-word AUX PRO
VERB', e.g. where on earth have you been? Why on earth didn 'tyou askme), irreversible bi-
and trinomials (*hook, lines and sinker) and complex adverbs {*for examplei). Although
various degrees of flexibility can be found in collocations (Grossman and Tutin 2002;
Fernando 1996: 70-72; Schenk 1995), from the more restricted /zeavy smoker (*the smoker is
heavy) to the less restricted catch a bus, semi-flexible or inflexible collocations are the
exception rather than the rule. Most collocations (e.g. carry out an experiment) are fiilly
flexible constructions as they allow for addition (carry out a controlled experiment),
inflection (carry out experiments), permutation (an experiment was carried out) and
interruption (they carriedout, as always, funny experiments) (see section 1.4 for more detail
on collocations).
Definitions of phrasemes based on the criterion of flexibihty have been criticized as
eariy as 1909 by Charies Bally. However, it is only with the development of corpora that
linguists such as Moon (1998a) were able to "show up clearly the fallacy of the notion of
fixedness of form" (ibid 47). Following Svensson (2002), syntactic inflexibility will not be
retained as a necessary defining criterion for phrasemes. Lack of flexibility is, however, an
indication of phraseological status as is 'marked syntax', i.e. the breaking of conventional
grammatical rules inword combinations. Moon (1998a: 81-83) gives numerous examples of
'ill-formedness' in phrasemes, which she categorizes under the following headings:
- Odd phrase structures, ellipsis, inflections and archaic mood: at all, be that as it may,
every which way, let alone, gofor broke, etc.
- Strange uses of word classes, especially non-nominal words used as nouns and
adjectives as adverbs: allofa sudden, at the ready, do the dirty on so., forfree, ifs and
buts, ingeneral, once in a while, on the up and up, playfair, etc.
- Component words which deviate from their usual syntactic behaviour, especially
countable nouns used without determiners in the singular or verbs "used in aberrant
transitivity patterns" (82): in all weathers, putpen to paper, rain cats and dogs, sweat
blood, under lock and key, in case, etc.
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2.3.7. Conclusion and definitions adopted
In an attempt to circumscribe the field of phraseology more precisely, a review of defining
criteria has been conducted. On this basis, we can now propose a definition for phraseology.
In this thesis, phraseology is defined as the study of all syntagmatic relations between at
least two lemmas, contiguous or not, written separately or not, which are typically
syntactically closely related constituents and constitute "'preferred' ways of saying
things" (Altenberg 1998:122) for the language user since:
• They form a functional (referential, textual or communicative) unit (cf. section
2.3.4); and
• They display arbitrary lexical restrictions (cf. section 2.3.5); and/ or
• They are characterized by a certain degree of semantic non-compositionaUty (cf.
section 2.3.3); and/or
• They display arbitrary restrictions on the word forms that can be used to
instantiate at least one of the lemmas involved (cf. section 2.3.1); and/or
• They display a certain degree of syntactic fixity (cf. 2.3.6).
In a number of studies, Barkema examined the phenomena of institutionalization,
lexicalization, compositionality, collocability and flexibility and reached the conclusion that
there was a general lack of correlation among these defining criteria: word combinations
which share, for example, similarities in terms of their degrees of compositionality may be far
apart in terms of their flexibility (see, e.g. Barkema 1996b). This observation led him to avoid
defining general categories such as nonce combinations, collocations and idioms and describe
every single word combination on a multi-dimensional scale, e.g. the phraseme ''bed and
breakfast'-.
Lexicalised expression:
- pseudo-compositional;
- iaflexible;
- collocationally partly limited (because of breahfast/board), partly closed
(because of bed). (Barkema, 1996b: 152)
Barkema's description is certainly the most faithful to the multifaceted character of word
combinations. It is however extremely difficult to use for practical purposes as it makes it
impossible to classify results in broad categories of combinations sharing a set of common
features. As one of the major objectives of this thesis is to describe and characterise EFL
learners' use of phrasemes that serve discourse functions, it seems essential to classify
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phrasemes in broad categories. Similarly, in a secondlanguage acquisition (SLA)perspective,
it seems particularly important to distinguish between different categories of phrasemes as it
is most probable that different types of word combinations cause different kinds of difficulties
to learners of English. We shall therefore propose definitions of the major types of phrasemes
on the basis of the defining criteria discussed above and, as illustrated in Figure 2.10 below,
classify them into the three categories of the functional model first presented in section 2.2.4,
i.e. referential phrasemes, textualphrasemes and communicative phrasemes.
I) Referential phrasemes
Referential phrasemes were broadly defined in section 2.2.4 as phrasemes used to refer to
objects, phenomena or facts of life. They include various types of phrasemes such as
collocations, idioms, similes, irreversible bi- and trinomials, compounds, phrasal verbs and
grammatical collocations. Collocations and idioms are often described on a dine from free
combinations to idioms. Table 2.3 summarizes the major features of nonce combinations
(NC), collocations (C) and idioms (I).
Table 2.3: Contrasting nonce combinations, collocations and idioms
NC C I
Institutionalization - -h +
Lexicalization - Rather - +
Compositionality + Rather + -
Restricted collocability - -1- -
Flexibility + Rather + Rather -
This table clearly shows that institutionalization and restricted collocability are the only
criteria which allow us to separate collocations from nonce combinations. By contrast,
collocations and idioms are distinguishable on the basis of non-compositionality of idioms
and restricted collocability of collocations. The fact that the elements of idioms cannot be
easily substitutedis a direct consequence of their non-compositionality. It is not referred to as
'restricted collocability' as the phenomenon is not usage-determined (see 2.3.5). We therefore
propose the following defmitions:
- 'Ad hoc' or 'nonce' combinations are not subject to idiosyncratic restrictions: they are
semantically fally compositional, syntactically fully flexible and collocationally open. They
are only governed by grammatical rules and semantic constraints. As a result, they do not
belong to the phraseological spectrum.
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- (Lexical) collocations are usage-determined or preferred syntagmatic relations between two
lexemes in a specific syntactic pattern. Both lexemes make an isolable semantic contribution
to the word combination but they do not have the same status: one of the two lexical items is
arbitrarily selected and semantically determined by the other (see section 2.4 for more detail
on collocations and a second version of our definition of collocations).
- The category of idioms is restricted to phrasemes that are constructed around a verbal
nucleus and which are characterized by their semantic non-compositionality. Their semantic
non-compositionality can be the result of a metaphorical process. Lack of flexibility and
marked syntax are further indications of their idiomatic status. Examples include to spill the
beans, to let the cat outof the bag, to barkup the wrong treeand to kick the hucket.^^
The other types of referential phrasemes are irreversible bi- and trinomials, similes,
compounds and phrasal verbs:
- Irreversible bi- and trinomials are fixed sequences of two or three word forms that belong
to the same part-of-speech category and are linked by the conjunction 'and' or 'or', e.g. bed
and breakfast, kith and kin, cash and carry, sooner or later (see Alexander 1984 and Gramley
and Patzold 1992).
- Similes are sequences of words that function as stereotyped comparisons. They t3^ically
consist of sequences following the frames 'as ADJ as (DET) NOUN' (e.g. as busy as a bee,
as old as the hills, as easy as pie) and 'VERB like a NOUN' (e.g. to swear like a trooper, to
sell like hot cakes, to eat like a bird).
- Compounds are morphologically made up of two elements which have independent status
outside these word combinations. They can be written separately (black hole, easy going),
with a hyphen {brother-in-law, law-abiding) or as one orthographic word {schoolmaster,
bittersweet). They resemble single words in that they carry meaning as a whole and are
characterized by high degrees of inflexibility, i.e. set order and non-interruptibility of their
parts (cf Cruse 1986; Bussmann 1996:91).,
- Grammatical collocations are restricted combinations of a lexical and a grammatical word,
typically verb/noun/adjective + preposition, e.g. depend on, cope with, a contribution to.
Other structural types of phrasemes that present different degrees of idiomaticity are classified under
categories such as compounds (e.g. red tape, black hole), idiomatic sentences (e.g. the die is cast!) and formulae
(e.g. ofcourse).
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afraid of, angry at, interested in. The term 'grammatical collocation' is borrowed from
Benson et al. (1997) but our definition is sHghtly more restricted as these authors also use the
term to refer to other valency patterns, e.g. avoid + -ing form (see section 2.4.1.2. for more
detail on grammatical collocations), which we do not consider to be part ofthe phraseological
spectrum.
- Phrasal verbs are combinations ofverbs and adverbial or prepositional particles. Examples
include blowup, make out, crop up and hand in.
II) Textual phrasemes
Textual phrasemes are typically used to structure and organize the content (i.e. referential
information) ofa text or any type ofdiscourse. They include grammaticaUzed sequences such
as complex prepositions and complex conjunctions, as well as similar sequences that are
undergoing a process of grammaticalization (cf. section 2.3.2), linking adverbials and
sentence stems.
- Complex prepositions typically consist of "two simple prepositions with an intervening
nominal element" (Hoffinann 2004:195), e.g. with respect to, in addition to. Other structural
patterns are, for example, adverb + preposition (e.g. apart from, ahead of, instead of) or
adjective + preposition (e.g. irrespective of prior to). They are grammatical elements whose
main task "lies in the structuring of text on an informational level of organization" (ibid).
Fully grammaticaUzed complex prepositions have a non-compositional meaning and are
completely inflexible: they resist interruption oftheir parts (e.g. in view of). However, degrees
ofcollocability and grammaticalization can also be found in complex prepositions (e.g. Sp.
con ganas/deseo(s) de or con vistas/miras a 'in view of). In fact, it may be as difficult to
draw a line between complex prepositions and nonce combinations that follow the structure
'Prep + Noun + Prep', as to separate collocations from lexical nonce combinations (c£
Hoffmann 2004; Montoro del Arco 2006).
- Complex conjunctions are inflexible sequences such as so that, as if even though, rather
than, as soon as, except that and given that. Different degrees of collocability characterize
complex conjunctions, from the fully grammaticalized even though to more flexible patterns
such as as long/soon as or whether or not. The reader is referred to Gross (1996) for more
information on complex conjunctions in French (Fr. 'locutions conjunctives') and Montoro
del Arco (1996) for more detail on complex conjunctions inSpanish.
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- Linking adverbials include various types of phrasemes such as grammaticalized
prepositional phrases (in other words, by the way), adjectival phrases {last but not least),
adverbial phrases {more accurately), finite clauses {that is to say; what is more), non-fmite
clauses {to conclude, to summarize). Linking adverbials have a conjunctive role, that is, to
"tell us how the speaker or writer understands the semantic connection between two
utterances, or parts of utterances" (Downing and Locke 2002:63). Table 2.4 gives examples of
linking adverbials for each category of Quirk et al's (1972:661-677) classification of
conjuncts according to the fLinction(s) they serve in clause and sentence connection.
Table 2.4: A classification of linking adverbials based on Quirk et al. (1972)
Listing: enumeration in the first place; first of all; on the one hand ... on the
other hand; to begin with; to conclude
Listing: addition in the same way; in addition; what is more
Summative in conclusion; in sum; to conclude; to sum up; to
summarize
Apposition in other words; for example; for instance: that is
Result as a consequence; in consequence; as a result
Inferential in other words; in that case
Contrastive: reformulatory more accurately; more precisely; in other words
Contrastive: replacive on the other hand
Contrastive: antithetic on the contrary; in contrast; by contrast; by comparison;
on the other hand
Contrastive: concessive in any case; in spite ofthat; at any rate; all the same
Transitional: discoursal by the way
Transitional: temporal in the meantime; in the meanwhile
- Textual sentence stems are routinized fragments of sentences which are used to serve
specific textual or organizational functions. They consist of sequences of two or more clause
constituents, and t)q)ically involve a subject and a verb, e.g. the final point is another thing
is it will be shown that ....;/ will discuss .... They typically have an empty slot for the
following object or complement and "form the springboard of utterances leading up to the
communicatively most important - and lexically most variable - element" (Altenberg
1998:113).
Ill) Communicative phrasemes
Communicative phrasemes were broadly defined above as phrasemes that are used to express
feelings or beliefs towards a propositional content or to explicitly address interlocutors, either
to focus their attention, include them as discourse participants or influence them. They include
routine formulae, attitudinal formulae, proverbs, commonplaces, slogans, etc.
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- Routine formulae or speech act formulae (cf. De Cock 2003) axe relatively inflexible
phrasemes which are recognized by the members of a language community as preferred ways
of performing certain functions such as greetings, compliments, invitations, etc. (e.g. Good
morning!, see you soon!, take care!, nice to meet you!). They display different degrees of
compositionality, from semantically frilly compositional routine formulae such as happy
birthdayand Merry Christmas to non-compositional phrasemes such as howdoyou dol
- Attitudinal formulae are phrasemes used to signal speakers' attitudes towards their
utterances and interlocutors. They can take the form of prepositional phrases {in fact), finite
{don't take this personally) and non-fmite clauses {to be honest; to tell the truth; strictly
speaking). As such, they frmction as disjuncts to "represent a comment by a speakeror writer
on the content of the clause as a whole" (Downing and Locke 2002:62). They can also be
realized by sentence stems such as it is necessary that or / think that. The category of
attitudinal formulae includes a large proportion of what Cowie (1998) referred to as speech
formulae (see Cowie's typology in section 2.2.1).
- Proverbs, commonplaces and idiomatic sentences are free utterances or self-contained
statements. Unlike Burger (1998), proverbs are classified as communicative phrasemes as
"what seems to be important is not so much theirmeaning, but the ability of a speaker to use a
proverbial formula at the right moment" (Hamm 2004: 75). Gramley and Patzold (1992:77)
define commonplaces and proverbs in the following terms:
Commonplaces are complete sentences, fall into three classes, i.e. tautologies
{Enough is enough, orders are orders), truisms {We only live once) and
sayings based on everyday experience {Accidents happen; You never Imow;
It's a small world), claim universal validity and are non-metaphorical.
Proverbs are traditional, express general ideas and shownon-literal meaning
(metaphorical, metonymic); they can be added to, transformed and
abbreviated. Proverbs are equivalent to a sentence and are alsoprototypically
characterized by certain metrical, structural and prosodic features. (Gramley
andPatzoldl992:77)
Unlike commonplaces, idiomatic sentences have a non-literal meaning, e.g. the die is cast!
Moreover, unlike proverbs, they cannot be modified.
A fimctional classification of phrasemes such as the one proposedhere and illustrated in
Figure 2.10 gives further indication that there is no one-to-one relationship between form and
frmction (cf De Cock 2003). Communicative phrasemes are mainly clause or sentence-like
phrasemes but proverb fragments can also take the form of phrases (e.g. the early bird).
Referential phrasemes include polylexemic (e.g. collocations, idioms, similes, irreversible bi-
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and trinomials) as well as mono-lexemic phrasemes (compounds and phrasal verbs). Textual
phrasemes can take the form of mono-lexemic phrasemes (e.g. complex prepositions and
conjunctions) as well as of sentence stems which function at the level of the clause.
Figure 2.10; The phraseological spectrum
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2.4. Zooming in on collocations
"Collocations make up the lion's share of the phxaseme inventory,
and thus deserve our special attention." (Mel'cuk 1998:24)
The review of the defining criteria ofphrasemes proposed above has already hinted at the 'in-
between' nature of collocations: they are often described as word combinations situated on a
continuum between nonce combinations and idioms. They tend to be compositional in
meaning and syntactically flexible, two features that they share with nonce combinations. On
the other hand, they are characterized by their limited collocability and as such, belong to
'language as norm'. Most linguists of the last decade consider that collocations constitute an
essential part of phrasemes, e.g. Howarth (1996), Corpas Pastor (1996), Cowie (1998),
Mel'cuk (1998), Gonzalez Rey (2002) and Allerton et al. (2004) to the point of saying that
"collocations make up the lion's share of the phraseme inventory" (Mel'cuk 1998). However,
their transitional status has made some phraseologists take the view that collocations are not
part of the phraseological spectrum, e.g. Casares (1992 [1950]), Zuluaga (1980), Alexander
(1989), Ruiz Gurillo (1997), Bosque (2001), etc.
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These divergent positions as regard the status of collocations in the phraseological
spectrum have made it impossible for linguists adopting the 'phraseological approach' to
collocations (see 2.4.1) to agree on a generally accepted definition of the term. Similarly,
collocations do not seem to have a proper place in linguistic theories^^. In addition, the term
'collocation' is not only used to refer to a group of phrasemes that share some well-defmed
linguistic characteristics. As akeady stressed by NesseUiauf (2004:1), 'collocation' is "used
by researchers in many different fields, and the defmition is usually adapted to the different
aims and methods of their investigations." Another influential approach to collocations which
developed alongside the phraseological approach is the 'distributional' (cf Evert 2004) or
'frequency-based' (cf Nesselhauf 2004) approach, which goes back to Firth and usually
describes collocations as a probabilistic or statistical phenomenon. It was adopted and refmed
by researchers such as J. McH. Sinclair and G. Kjellmer who were primarily concerned with
the computational analysis ofcollocations for lexicological or lexicographical purposes.
This section reviews the many definitions of collocations proposed within the
phraseological and distributional approaches, describes several classifications of collocations
provided by researchers whose studies are clearly anchored in the phraseological approach to
,collocations and assess the major contributions of the distributional approach. Finally, it
discusses how and where the two approaches meet and argues that "to continue to thrive"
(Nesselhauf 2004:20), the two approaches will need to agree on a common terminology.
2.4.1. The phraseological approach
The approach to collocations discussed in this section has strongly been influenced by the
classical Russian phraseological theory and is therefore often referred to as the
"phraseological approach" (cf Nesselhauf 2004). Representative members of this first line of
development are Cowie, Howarth, Mel'cuk, Benson and Hausmann. They all regard
collocations as a sub-set of phrasemes which they situate on a continuum between nonce
combinations and idioms (cf section 2.2.1) but differ on the criteria used to define and
organize collocations and onwhere toplace the boundaries of the category.
The reader is referred toBartsch (2004: 40-50) foranoverview ofthe place of collocations in
Transformational Generative Grammar, Dependency grammar and Cognitive grammar.
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2.4.1.1. Definitions of 'collocation'
« [D]e par sa nature, la collocation demeure un concept difficilement
formalise, aucune definition ne satisfait tout le monde.» (Williams
2001)
Table 2.5 presents 10 representative definitions of the concept of 'collocation' within the
phraseological approach. These definitions share a number of features. First, collocations are
combinations of words that function below the level of the sentence. Second, there is a
syntactic relationship between the elements, which is either used as a defining criterion for
collocations (cf Hausmann 1989, definition n°2; Van der Meer 1998, definition n°10) or,
more frequently, left implicit. A large proportion of linguists have made use of the criteria of
compositionality (cf 2.3.3) and restricted collocability (cf. 2.3.5) to define collocations. They
have often used restricted collocability to separate collocations from free combinations and
compositionality to distinguish between collocations and idioms^^. By contrast, they differ in
their understanding of other characteristics of collocations ^d in the importance they attach
to each of these.
While Hausmann (1989), for example, defines collocation as a relationship between two
words, other linguists such as Cowie (1994) and Van der Meer (1998) include combinations
of more than two words in their definitions (cf. definitions n°4 and n°10). More recently,
Tutin and Grossman (2002) re-affirmed the binary nature of collocations but described it as a
relationship between a word and another element, which can be a word or a phrase, e.g. un
brouillard a couver au couteau (cf definition n°9). The nature of the elements is also a topic
of debate but most linguists today share the view that a collocation is a relationship between
lexemes (cf 2.3.1).
Phraseologists also hold different views on the relationship between the elements of a
collocafion. Hausmann (1989), for example, considers that the relation between the two
element's of a collocation is oriented or hierarchically ordered, a property that he calls
directionality. He argues that the two elements of a collocation do not have the same status.
Semantically autonomous, the 'base' of a collocation is selected first by a language user for
its independent meaning. The second element, i.e. the 'collocator'^ ^, is selected by and
semantically dependent on the 'base'.
One notable exception is Nesselhauf (2005) who uses the criterion of commutability or collocability both to
distinguish between free combinations and collocations and between collocations and idioms (see section
2.4.1.2).
Hausmaim uses the term 'collocatif and not 'collocat' in French. We therefore follow Nesselhauf (2005: 17)
and translate the term 'collocatif into 'collocator' and not 'collocate'.
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En effet, dans la collocation celibataire endurci, le signifie de la base
(celibataire) est autonome. La base n'a pas besoin du collocatif {endurci)
pour etre clairement definie. II en va tout autrement pour le collocatifqui ne
realise pleinementson signifiequ'en combinaisonavec une base {celibataire,
pecheur, dme, etc.). La base complete la definition du collocatif, alors que le
collocatif se contente d'ajouter ime qualite a une base en elle-meme
suffisamment definie. (Hausmann, 1979 : 191-192)
Hausmann (1979) also questions the nature of the base and concludes that "la partie du
discours qui est la plus pres du monde des choses et des etres est sans contexte le substantif.
C'est autour des domiees exprimees par les substantifs que le locuteur formule sa pensee"
(ibid : 192). Thus, in collocations such as verb + noun or adjective + noun, the noun is the
'base' and the other element is the 'collocator'. Unlike Hausmann, Cruse (1986) and Van der
Meer (1998), for example, do not regard collocations as an oriented relationship between two
elements.
The type of elements involved in the combination is also at the centre of a controversy:
linguists such as Hausmann (1989) and Cowie (1994) consider that collocations are
necessarily combinations of lexical items while Benson et al. (1997) include combinations of
lexical and function words, e.g. differ about/on (see section 2.4.1.2). Combinations of lexical
and functional words are regarded by many linguists as not belonging to the phraseological
spectrum. Heid (2002), for example, insists that syntactic and collocational properties of
words should be clearly distinguished.
Another point of contention is the formulaic nature of collocations. Van der Meer
(1998) describes collocations as 'conventional building blocks'. However, as stressed by
Wray (2002:51), "it is far from being the case that commentators see collocational
associations as 'formulaic' in any useful sense at all." Schmid, for example, argues that "it is
the hallmark of collocations (as opposed to idioms) that they are not fully entrenched as
linguistic units or gestalts but only partially" (2003:253). More psycholinguistic experiments
such as those presented in Schmitt (2004) are clearly needed to test the way collocations are
stored and retrieved by both native and foreign language users.
Most psycholinguistic studies so far have focused on rather fixed sequences of words such as communicative
phrasemes (cf.Wray2002, Davis andLunsford 2005; Maclagan et al. 2005).
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Table 2.5: Definitions of 'collocation' within the phraseological approach
Cruse (1986:40)
"The term collocation will be used to refer to sequences of lexical items which habitually co-
occur, but which are nonetheless fully transparent in the sense that each lexical constituent is
also a semantic constituent. (...) the constituent elements are, to varying degrees, mutually
selective. The semantic integrity or cohesion of a collocation is the more marked if the meaning
carried by one (or more) of its constituent elements is highly restricted contextually, and
different from its meaning in more neutral contexts."
Hausmann (1989:1010)
« On appellera collocation la combinaison caracteristique de deux mots dans une des structures
suivantes :
a) substantif + adjectif (epithete): confirmed bachelor, celibataire endurci
b) substantif + verbe : his angerfalls, la colere s 'apaise
c) verbe + substantif (objet): to withdraw money, retirer de Vargent
d) verbe + adverbe : rain heavily, pleuvoir a verse
e) adjectif + adverbe : seriously injured, grievement blesse
f) substantif + (prep.) + substantif: a gust ofanger, une bouffee de colere
La collocation se distingue de la combinaison libre (...) par la combinabilite restreinte (ou
affinite) des mot combines (...). La collocation se distingue d'autre part des locutions (...) par
son non-figement et par sa transparence. »
Van Roey (1990:48)
"Collocation is the term we shall now use both for the hnguistic phenomenon whereby a given
vocabulary item prefers the company of another item rather than that of its "synonyms" because
of constraints which are not on the level of syntax or conceptual meaning but on that of usage,
as also for the word combinations which represent this phenomenon. Collocational meaning
then is the meaning of a word as far as it is determined by the lexical company it keeps."
Gramley and Patzold (1992:61)
"[The term collocation] refers to combinations of two lexical items which make an isolable
semantic contribution, belong to different word classes and show restricted range."
Cowie (1994:3169)
"Collocations are associations of two or more lexemes (or roots) recognized in and defined by
their occurrence in a specific range of grammatical constructions. HEAV- + RAIN is one such
abstract composite, realized in the pattems heavy rain and rain heavily (Mitchell 1971). Though
transparent and (usually) lexically variable (cf. light rain, a heavy shower), they are
characterized by arbitrary limitation of choice at one or more points, as in light exercise / heavy
exercise (Cowie 1981)."
Howarth (1996:47)
"Combinations in which one component is used in its literal meaning, while the other is used in
a specialized sense. The speciaUzed meaning of one element can be figurative, delexical or in
some way technical and is an important determinant of limited collocability at the other. These
combinations are, however, fully motivated."
Corpas Pastor (1996:66)
"... we will call 'collocations' (...) phraseological units which consist of two lexical items in a
syntactic relationship. Collocations are not autonomous speech acts or utterances. They are
fixed in the norm and display restricted collocabilitydue to repeated use. These restrictions are
generally semantic in nature: the base not only selects its collocate but it also selects a
specialized meaning of its collocate, often an abstract or figurative meaning."
^°... denominaremos colocacion (....) a lasunidades fraseologicas formadas por dos imidades lexicas en
relacion sintactica, que no constituyen por si mismas, actos de habla ni enunicados; y que, debido a su fijacion en
la norma, presentan restricciones de combinacion establecidaspor el uso, generalmente de base semantica:el
colocado autonomo semanticamente (la base) no solo detennina la eleccion del colorativo, sino que, ademas,
seleccion en este una acepcion especial, frecuentemente de caracter abstracto o figurativo.
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Mel'cuk (1998:30)
"A collocation AB of language L is a semantic phraseme of L such that its signified 'X' is
constructed out of the signifiedof one of its two constituentlexemes- say, of A - and a
signified 'C ['X' = 'A ©C] suchthat the lexeme B expresses 'C only contingent on A."
Tutin and Grossmann (2002)
« Une collocation est I'association d'une lexie (mot simple ou phraseme) L et d'un
constituant C (generalement une lexie, maisparfois un syntagme par exemple couperau
couteau dans un brouillard a couper au couteau) entretenant une relation syntaxique telle que :
C (le collocatif) est selectionne en production pour exprimer un sens donne en
cooccurrence avec L (la base).
Le sens de L est habituel. »
Van derMeer (1998:315)
"The prototypical collocation could tentatively be defmed as a combination of two or more
lexical units:
1. with meanings also occurring independently elsewhere (in other combinations)
2. which are used non-metaphorically,
3. whichcombination occurs repeatedly andnormally in a language (cf Carter 192,1Al), as
conventional building block,
4. which the languageuser has availableas a whole, to express conventionalestablished
concepts,
5. whose constituent words are typically in a grammatical modifier - modified relation
(including that of verb-object),
6. whose constituent words (in spite of point 1) naturally select each other because the
sense definition of the modifierincludes the modified (and sometimes vice versa) in a
non-banal way {semantic motivation),
7. whichtypicallyfimction aspart ofa larger group and not as a complete utterance
(sentence) itself"
The definitions presented in Table 2.5 also differ in being more or less inclusive. The
definitions provided by Cruse (1986) and Van Roey (1990) are relatively broad, while at the
other end of the scale. Van der Meer's (1998) definition is very restrictive. It excludes, for
example, most collocations in which one lexical item is used in its literal meaning while the
other is used in a figurative, technical or delexical sense (cf. Howarth 1996; definition n°6),
e.g.pay attention, obtain a warrant, have access to. Typical collocations according to Van
der Meer's (1998) definition are hazardous waste andperpetrate a crime.
2.4.1.2. Classifications of collocations
As illustrated above, phraseologists have proposed definitions of 'collocation' which vary
according to the criteria on which they choose to place emphasis. They have also put forward
a range of classifications of collocations which fall into three categories: (1) classifications
based on their syntactic patterns, (2) classifications based on their semantic features and (3)
classifications based on their collocability.
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2.4.1.2.1. Syntactic classifications
Hausmann (1989:1010) uses a syntactic criterion to define collocations (cf. Hausmann's
definition, Table 2.5) and only regards as collocations those combinations that appear in six
syntactic patterns made of two lexical items, namely noxm + adjective {confirmed bachelor),
noun + verb {his anger falls), verb + adverb {rain heavily), adjective + adverb {seriously
injured) and noun + {preposition) + noun {a gust ofanger). As shown in Table 2.6, Benson et
al. (1997) refer to these types of collocations as lexical collocations and distinguish them
from grammatical collocations which not only include combinations of a content word and a
preposition {angry at) or a grammatical structure {necessary + ro-INF) (cf section 2.3.1.) but
also verb patterns (G8 collocations).
Table 2.6: Benson et al's (1997) syntactic classification
Grammatical collocations
G1 : noun + prep. blockade against
G2 : lioun + to-'mf. a compulsion to do it
G3 : noun + that-clause surprise that
04 : prep. + noun in advance, under sb's
aegis
05: adjective + prep. angry at
06: adjective + to-mf. necessary to work
07: adjective + that-claMSQ afraid that
08 collocations consist of 19 English verb patterns SVG/or 0, SVOO, SVOC
Lexical collocations
LI : verb + noun make an impression
L2 : verb meaning essentially eradication and/or nullification + noun reject an appeal
L3 : adjective + noun strong tea
L4: noun + verb bombs explode
L5 indicate the unit that is associated with the noun a pride oflions
L6: adverb + adjective sound asleep
L7: verb + adverb affect deeply
Tinlike combinations of a content word and a grammatical word, verb patterns clearly do
not fall into the boimdaries of phraseology: if the base is left unspecified and the relationship
is established between grammatical categories (e.g. ADJ + NOUN), the construction is not the
object of study of phraseology but syntax. Even broad definitions of the field, or its object of
study, such as the one proposed by Gries (to appear a), require at least the presence of one
specific lexical item:
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As to the first criterion [thenature ofthe elements], thedefinition of a phraseologism I will
adopt is among the broadest conceivable ones. I consider a phraseologismto be ttie co
occurrence of a formor a lemma of a lexical itemand any otherkind of linguistic element,
which can be, for example,
another (form of a) lexical item {kith andkin is a very frequently cited example ofa
nearly deterministic co-occurrence of two lexical items, as is strong tea)-,
- a grammatical pattern (as opposed to, say, a grammatical relation), i.e. when a
particular lexical itemtends to occurin / co-occur vwth a particular grammatical
construction (the fact thatthe verb hem is mostly used in thepassive is a frequently
cited case in point). (Gries to appear a)
Unlike Gries (to appear a), we do not consider combinations of a lexical item and a
grammatical structure as phrasemes. Woolard (2000) refers to these syntactic constraints on
the use of lexis as word grammar. They are better studied within the framework ofvalency
theories (cf. section 2.3.1).
2.4.1.2.2. Semantic classifications
Cowie (1991; 1992) argues that, to be regarded as a (restricted) collocation, a verb-object
combination has to exhibit semantic specialization of the verb, which can be of three types:
• The verb has a weakened or delexical meaning and the sense of the collocation is
conveyed by the noun. The function of the verb is to 'grammaticalize' the agentive
noun, e.g. to do sb. afavour, to make a choice, to give a look, to take a step, to launch
an appeal.^^ These collocations often have an equivalent verb form (e.g. to make a
choice- to choose; to makeproposals - topropose) and have often been referred to as
'support verb constructions'.
• The verb develops an abstract or figurative meaning in combination with the noun;
deliver a speech, abandon a principle, callfor action, dismiss an idea.
• The verb is used in a technical or semi-technical sense; enact measures, draft the
legislation, nominate a member.
As Koike (2002;18) has suggested, specialization can lead to neutralization: different verbs
lose their independent lexical meaning and are almost used as synonyms, e.g. put money into,
pour money into, throw money at or Spanish dar (En. 'to give'),soltar (En. 'to letgo'), lanzar
(En. 'to throw') una carcajada ('a good laugh').
Note thatthese collocations, which are often called 'support verb constructions', are sometimes excluded from
collocations (cf.Batoux 2003; Van der Meer 1998).
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Together with the test of semantic specialization of the verb, Cowie (1991; 1992)
applies the test of commutability or 'collocability' (cf. section 2.3.5) both on the verb and the
noun to show whether they are the only items that can be used to express the global meaning
of the collocation (e.g. run is not commutable in run a deficit) or whether they belong to a
short set of synonyms {abandon/give up a principle) (see section 2.4.1.2.3. for more
information on classifications based on the criterion of commutability).
While Cowie focuses on verb-noun collocations, Mel'cuk's (1995; 1998) semantic
classification applies to collocations in general. On the basis of his semantic definition of
collocation, Mel'cuk distinguishes between four main types of collocations which are covered
by his formulation 'B expresses 'C only contingent on A'. His classification of collocations
is given in Figure 2.11. Collocations that meet criterion 1(a) correspond to Cowie's category
of verb-noun collocations with a delexical verb, i.e. a light or support verb in Mel'cuk's
terms. Examples include [to] do [N] a FAVOUR, [to] give a LOOK, [to] take a STEP, [to]
launch an APPEAL, [to] lay SIEGE [to N], Criterion 1(b) refers to collocations in which the
collocator, often an adjective, develops a specialized meaning that it only has in combination
with the base (or with a few sunilar lexemes): black COFFEE, French WINDOW, Fr. BIERE
bien frappee 'well chilled (lit. 'beaten') beer'. Criterion 2(a) is fulfilled by collocations in
which the collocator, often an adjective or an adverb, keeps its 'dictionary-like' sense but
cannot be replaced in the collocation by any of his synonyms, e.g. strong (*powerful)
COFFEE. Mel'cuk includes in this group collocations in which the collocator is used as an
intensifier such as heavy (*weighty) SMOKER, deeply MOVED, [to] ILLUSTRATE vividly
although it is highly debatable that heavy in heavy smoker keeps its 'dictionary-like' sense (cf
section 2.3.5.3). The fourth type includes collocations such as the HORSE neighs, aquiline
NOSE, rancid BUTTER, or artesian WELL in which the collocator is bound to the base by
including the base in its meaning.
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Figure 2.11: Mel'cuk's (1998) definition and classification of collocations
A collocation AB of language L is a semantic phraseme of L such thatits signified 'X'
is constracted outof the signified ofone of its two constituent lexemes - say, ofA-
anda signified 'C ['X' = 'A ©C] suchthat the lexeme B expresses 'C only
contingent on A.
The formulation 'B expresses "C" only contingent onA' covers four major cases,
which correspond to the following four major types of collocations:
1. Either 'C 'B', i.e. B does nothave (inthe dictionary) thecorresponding
signified;
AND [ (a) 'C is empty, thatis, the lexeme B is, so to speak, a semi-auxiliary
selectedby A to support it in a particularsyntactic configuration;
OR (b) 'C is not emptybut the lexeme B expresses 'C only in
combination withA (orwitha fewothersimilar lexemes)];
2. OR 'C = 'B', i.e.B has (in the dictionary) the corresponding signified;
AND [ (a) 'B' cannotbe expressed with A by any otherwise possible
synonym ofB;
OR (b) 'B' includes (an importantpart of) the signified 'A', that is, it is
utterly specific, and thus B is 'bound' by A].
Finally, Tutin and Grossman (2002) propose a definition based on Mel'cuk's (1998)
definition (cf. Table 2.5 above) and distinguish three types of collocations on the basis of a
semantic criterion, i.e. opaque, transparent and regular (Fr. 'reguliere') collocations. In
opaque collocations, the sense of the collocator in combination with the base is different
from its 'usual' sense while the base keeps its meaning, e.g. peur bleue, colere noire, nuit
blanche. Transparent collocations are regarded as 'prototypical collocations': they are
characterized by a collocator which is 'interpretable' but hardly predictable, Q.g.faim de loup,
brouillard a couper au couteau, grievement blesse. Regular collocations possess several
characteristics that situate them very close to free combinations. This category includes
combinations in which the collocator includes the sense of the base {nez aquilin, annee
bissextile, Vane brait) and combinations in which the verb has a very generic sense and a high
level of commutability. For example, grand seems to be the usual intensifier that qualifies
nouns of emotion {grande tristesse).
2.4.1.2.3. A classification based on the criterion ofcommutability'
Howarth (1996) proposes a classification of verb-noun collocations based on their degrees of
restricted collocability or 'commutability' (see Table 2.7). He distinguishes five levels of
restrictedness according to the number of elements that are restricted in their commutability.
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the nature of this or these element(s), and the degree of restriction. At level 1, the lexical set
of noun substitutes is fairly open to the point that blockages are described as possibly
semantically motivated rather than arbitrary. Only the small set of synonymous verbs is
evidence of some degrees of restricted commutabiUty. The dividing line between nonce
combinations and 'level 1' collocations is thus very fine and Howarth acknowledges that
"criteria at the fi:ee end of the spectrum are far harder to control and require more intuitive
judgment" (ibid: 103). Level 2 is characterized by combinations in which the possible nouns
belong to lexical sets whose collocability is arbitrarily blocked with a set of verbs; these
verbs can also be described as arbitrarily blocked with a set of nouns. For example, while bill
and amendment collocate with the verbs introduce, table, and bring forward, the noun
mention only collocates with introduce and table. Howarth creates two different categories for
collocations in which there is complete restriction of the noun (level 3) and collocations in
which there is complete restriction of tlie verb (level 4). Howarth's argument is that, since
the analysis mirrors the process of language production by taking the noun in a collocation as
its starting point, the most immediate indication of restrictedness, and therefore of higher
degree of restrictedness, is the lack of choice of verb. At level 5, finally, there is complete
restriction on the choice of both the verb and the noun.
Table 2.7: Howarth's (1996:102) classification of collocations
1. freedom of substitution in the noun; some restriction on the choice ofverb
an open set of nouns
a small number of synonymous verbs
adopt/accept/agree to a proposal/suggestion/recommendation /convention/plan etc
2. some substitution in both elements
a small range of nouns can be used with the verb in that sense
there are a small number of synonymous verbs
introduce/table/bringforward a hill/an amendment
3. some substitution in the verb; complete restriction on the choice of the noun
no other noun can be used with the verb in that sense
there are a small number of synonymous verbs
pay/take heed
4. complete restriction on the choice of the verb; some substitution of the noun
a small range ofnouns can be used with the verb in that sense
there are no synonymous verbs
give the appearance/ impression
5. complete restriction on the choice of both elements
no other noun can be used with the verb in the given sense
there are no synonymous verbs
curryfavour
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Howarth's definition of a collocation (cf. definition n°6 in Table 2.5) places emphasis
on the specialized meaning ofone lexical element ofthe collocation which can be figurative,
technical or delexical. He therefore classifies verb + noun collocations according to their
degree of commutability as described in Table 2.7 and their specialized meaning. His results,
as reported in Table 2.8, suggest that there is no direct correlation between the semantic
specialization of the verb and the collocation's level of commutability.
Table 2.8: Howarth's (1996:118) categorization of collocations
category figurative delexical technical
1 assume importance
require qualifications
get satisfaction
give evidence of
2 assume a role
follow a procedure
give emphasis on
have a chance
carry a motion
consider a bill
3 bring up children
reach a conclusion
have access to
make an application
bring an action
receive Royal Assent
4 pay attention
put sth to use
do one's best
take precautions
obtain a warrant
publish a bill
5 make an investment
have a bearing on
Nesselhauf (2005: 28-29) rightly criticizes Howarth's decision to take the restricted
commutability ofnouns into account in his classification. She argues that a consequence of
the independent status of the noun in a noun + verb collocation is that it has the same status as
the noun in a nonce combination and should therefore not be used to distinguish collocations
from nonce combinations. She proposes to use restricted commutability of the verb as the
only defining criterion for collocations:
Collocations (e.g. shrug one's shoulders, make a decision)
The noun can be used without arbitrary restriction in the sense in which it is
being used, but the verb is, in the given sense, to some degree arbitrarily
restricted to certain nouns. (Nesselhauf2005:33)
She distinguishes five groups of 'combinatory possibilities' of verbs in verb-noun
combinations. The first group includes all verbs combinable with (virtually) any noun such as
want sth. or sb. {want a pen, a car, a baby, peace, fun, etc.). The second group consists in
verbs that are combinable with a large group ofnouns which belong to a semantic class, e.g.
kill + [+ ALIVE] (man, dog), while in group three, verbs are combinable with a small but
well-delimitable semantic group of nouns, e.g. drink + [liquid] {drink water). These three
groups are semantically motivated and are classified as 'free combinations'. By contrast,
verbs in groups four and five present restrictions which are arbitrary to some degree: verbs in
group four are combinable with a sizable group ofnouns but there are exceptions, e.g. commit
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+ [something wrong or illegal], but Icommit a lie, deceit, delinquency while those in group
five only combine with a small set ofnouns, e.g. shrug shoulders, run a risk,foot the bill.
2.4.2. The distributional approach
"The use of the word 'meaning' is subject to the general rule that
each word when used in a new context is a new word." (Firth
1957:190)
Alongside the traditional or phraseological line of development, there is also a parallel
approach to collocations, the distributional approach (cf Evert 2004), also known as the
'fi-equency-based approach' (Nesselhauf 2004), whose most representative members are
Firth's successors and disciples in the United Kingdom. This section reviews the definitions
of 'collocation' used within this approach and assesses the significance of its contribution to
the study of collocations. It will also introduce two recent methodological and theoretical
developments anchored in the distributional approach to collocations.
2.4.2.1. Definitions of 'collocation'
The technical meaning of 'collocation' is generally attributed to Firth, although the term can
be traced further back (cf Anderson 2006:60). Firth adopted the term in the context of his
theory of meaning and argued that the meaning of a lexical item also includes 'meaning by
collocation', which he defined as "an abstraction at the syntagmatic level (...) not directly
concerned with the conceptual or idea approach to the meaning of words. One of the
meanings of night is its collocability with dark, and of dark, of coiurse, collocation of night
(Firth 1957:196)." A second of Firth's most famous examples is the collocational meaning of
silly ass in colloquial English which can be described as "its habitual collocation with an
immediately preceding you silly, and with other phrases of address or of personal reference"
as in Firth's examples:
An ass like Bagson might easily do that.
He is an ass!
You silly ass!
Don't be an ass! (Firth 1957:195)
However, Firth never clearly defined what he meant by 'collocation' and his uses of the term
have often been confusing and contradictory (cf Nesselhauf 2004: 2-3).
The distributional concept of collocation was later developed and refined by members of
the 'Neo-Firthian' school centred aroimd M.A.K Halliday. Herbst (1996) refers to this line of
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development as the 'textual approach'. The distributional concept of collocation has also
become central to what Herbst (1996) called the 'statistically-oriented approach' and De Cock
(2003) labelled the 'probabihstic' or 'corpus linguistic' approach to collocations, i.e. an
emergent corpus-based lexicographic tradition in theUnited Kingdom whose leading member
was J. McH. Sinclair. As a result, the concept of collocation evolved in slightly different
directions. Table 2.9 gives some of the most influential definitions of the term within the
distributional approach from Halliday's probabilistic definition onwards.
Some of the points of contention underlined in the phraseological approach (cf. section
2.4.1.1) are also found in the distributional approach to collocation, namely the number of
words involved in a collocation and the level at which the collocation operates. Thus, Jones
and Sinclair (1974:19) define 'collocation' as the "co-occurrence of two items in a text within
a specified environment" (cf definition n°3. Table 2.9) whereas Sinclair (1991:170) broadens
the definition to 'two or more words' (cf definition n°5, Table 2.9). Similarjy, Halliday
(1966:157) and Mitchell (1975) tend to regard collocation as an abstract tendency which
operates at the level ofthe 'lexeme' or the 'root' while the definitions used bySinclair (1991)
and Kjelhner (1987) are based on word forms
Table2.9: Definitions of 'collocation' withinthe distributional approach
1.
HalUday (1961:276)
"Collocation is thesyntagmatic association of lexical items, quantifiable,
textually, as theprobability that there will occur, atn removes (a distance of n
lexical items) from an item x, the items a, b, c."
2.
Mitchell (1975:117)
"Invoking the inescapable condition of cognitive equivalence and considering
that the same complex element is present in he works hard, a hard worker,
hard-working, and hard work-the, ambiguity of the last associationof forms is
immaterial - we see, firstly, that such a composite element comprises simpler
elements occurring elsewhere in othercompany, ie, hard and workconsidered
separately, and, secondly, that the composite element can exhibit its own
distribution qua compositum. Suchan abstract composite element as hard work
we shall term a 'collocation'."
3.
Jones and Sinclair (1974:19)
""Collocation" is theco-occurrence of two items in a textwithin a specified
environment. "Significant" collocation is regular collocation between items,
such thatthey co-occur more often than theirrespective frequencies and the
length of text in which they appear would predict."
4.
Kjelhner (1987:133)
"A collocation is a sequence of words that occurs more than once in identical
form (intheBrown corpus) andwhich is grammatically well-structured".
to be, one of, hadbeen, have been, would be, will be, in which, has been, out of.
United States
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Sinclair (1991:170)
"Collocation is the occurrence of two or more words within a short space of
each other in text. The usual measure ofproximity is a maximuin of four words
intervening. Collocation can be dramatic and interesting because unexpected, or
they can be important in the lexical structure of the language because ofbeing
frequently repeated.
This second type of collocation, often related to measures of statistical
5. significance, is the one that is usually meant in linguistic discussions. (...)
Collocation in its purest sense, as used in this book, recognizes only the lexical
co-occurrence of words. This kind ofpatterning is often associated with
grammatical choices as well, leading to the wealth of idioms and fixed phrases
that are found in everyday English. (...) In this book, the attention is
concentrated on lexical co-occurrence, more or less independently of
grammatical pattern or positional relationship. (...) there is no restriction to the
numberof words involved. Collocation is a contributing factor to idiom."
Tv^^o points of contention are specific to the distributional approach to collocations: span
size and minimum threshold of occurrence. First, Kjellmer (1987) considers that collocations
are 'sequences of words' (cf definition n°4, Table 2.9) while most other researchers agree
that collocations can be foimd across a given span, i.e. a distance in terms of orthographic
words between a node and its collocates (see below for definitions of the terms). The
optimum span size is also a matter of debate: Jones and Sinclair (1974:21-22) argue that the
optimum span size is four words to the left and right of the node (4:4) while Clear (1993) uses
a 2:2 window (see section 4.2.2.1.2 for more information on span size). A related issue is
whether the collocational window can span across sentence boundaries. The second point of
contention concerns the use of a minimum threshold of occurrence. Halliday (1966:159)
does not make use of a minimum threshold; Kjellmer (1987:133) defines a collocation as a
"sequence of words that occurs more than once" (cf. definition n°4, Table 2.9) and the
minimum firequency threshold is fixed at 3 in the OSTI report (cf. Krishnamurthy 2004) (see
section 4.2.3.1 for more information on span size and minimum threshold of occurrence).
A last fundamental difference concerns the relationship between a node and its
collocates. Jones and Sinclair (1974) and Sinclair (1991) analyse collocation phenomena
"more or less independently of grammatical pattern or positional relationship". Thus, a node
and its collocates can be found in a syntagmatic relation (e.g. make - decision) as well as in a
paradigmatic association (e.g. hospital - nurse - doctor). By contrast, Mitchell (1975) and
Greenbaum (1974) study collocations in grammatical patterns. It will be seen in section
4.2.3.1.1 that this latter approach has been very influential in today's lexicography with the
development of software such as the Sketch Engine.
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2.4.2.2. Major contributions of the distributional approach
"It should be stressed here that the use of numerical methods is
normally only the first stage of a linguistic investigation." (Sinclair
2004 [1996]:28)
Researchers within the distributional approach have not managed to reach a consensus on a
definition of 'collocation'. However, they have contributed to the study of collocations in
three significant ways. First, they have proposed using a specific terminology to describe
collocations in corpora. Second, they have studied collocations within a particular theoretical
framework that has been described as a "distinctive vision of language study". Third, they
have advocated the study of the environment of a word in corpora not only in terms of its
collocates but also of its colligations, semantic preferences and semantic prosody.
2.4.2.2.1. Terminology and description
A number of technical terms to describe lexical items and their environment in corpora have
been proposed within the fi-amework of the distributional and more precisely the corpus
approach to collocations following J. McH. Sinclair. This terminology is widely used today,
also by linguists working in other traditions (cf Nesselhauf 2004:5). The term node refers to
the item whose lexical behaviour is being studied; a word occurring in close proximity to the
node is called its collocate; all the collocates ofa node constitute its collocational range (cf
Mclntosh 1961; Greenbaum 1974); the term span refers to a distance in terms of number of
words on either side of the node within which collocates are investigated. Note that a node
and its collocates are given the same status in the distributional approach: collocation
phenomena are not oriented or hierarchically ordered as is sometimes the case in the
phraseological approach (cf. Hausmann's definition ofbase and collocator in section 2.4.1.1).
2.4.2.2.2. A distinctive vision oflanguage study
Researchers within the distributional approach have also developed a "distinctive vision of
language study" (Stubbs 1993:1), from Firth's "contextual theory of meaning" to Sinclair's
(1991) "idiom principle", Hunston and Francis's (2000) "pattern grammar" and more
recently, Hoey's (2004; 2005) "lexical priming", in which collocations play a major role (see
below). Stubbs (1993:2) summarises this "distinctive vision of language" by citing nine
principles that have been central to British contextualism, and which Sinclair has developed in
detail:
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I. Linguistics is essentially a social science and an applied science.
II. Language should be studied in actual, attested, authentic instances of use, not as intuitive,
invented, isolated sentences.
in. The unit of study must be whole texts.
IV. Text and text types must be studied comparatively across text corpora.
V. Linguistics is concerned with the study ofmeaning; form and meaning are inseparable.
VI. There is no boundary between lexis and syntax; lexis and syntax are interdependent.
VII. Much language use is routine.
VIII. Language is used to transmit the culture.
IX. Saussurian dualisms are misconceived. (Stubbs 1993:2-3)
Within this framework, Sinclair has demonstrated that collocation is a ubiquitous
phenomenon in language and has put forward the "idiom principle":
The principle of idiom is that a language user has available to him or her a large
number of semi-preconstructed phrases that constitute single choices, even though
they might appear to be analysable into segments. To some extent, this may reflect
the recurrence of similar situations in human affairs; it may illustrate a natural
tendency to economy of effort; or it may be motivated in part by the exigencies of
real-time conversation. (Sinclair 1991:110)
On the basis of corpus-based data, Sinclair and his followers- have also shown that:
• different forms of a lexeme may pattern differently;
• different meanings of a word have very different frequencies;
• differences in structure and collocational range are often in close correlation with the
different senses of a word;
• different meanings and usages of a word often occur in very uneven distribution;
• introspection does not give evidence about usage and can hardly predict the results of
a collocational study (cf. Sinclair 1991:38; 1999a; 1999b).
As for intuition^^, Sinclair, however, insists that "there is one process where intuition can be
safely trusted. In the evaluation of corpus evidence the researcher has virtually no option but
to yield to the organising influence of his or her intuition" (Sinclair 2004b:45).
Sinclair sometimes uses intuition where introspection would seem to be more appropriate (cf. Sinclair 2004b).
However, as argued by Rundell on the corpora list (<http://torvald.aksis.uib.no/corpora/2001-4/0080.html >),
intuition and introspection should be clearly distinguished:
I know intuition is a dirty word in some circles, but I think we need to ^completely*distinguish it
from introspection (i.e .whereyoujust try to retrieve data from your own mental lexicon- this of
course IS demonstrably unreliable). Could we say in this context intuition is thefaculty by which
humans interact with and interpret corpus data? All I know is,you don't getfar without it in
lexicography.
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2.4.2.2.3. Collocation, colligation, semanticpreferenceand semanticprosody
The environment of a word can be studied at different levels of abstraction. While collocation
is the co-occurrence of words, colligation is today commonly understood as "the grammatical
company a word keeps" (Hoey 2004:28). Stefanowitsch and Gries define colligations as
"linear co-occurrence preferences and restrictions holding between specific lexical items and
the word-class of the items that precede or follow them." (2003:210). Thus, the word
involvement is said to colligate with prepositions but to collocate with in and with. Hoey
(2004) further extends the notion to coverall types of grammatical preferences of a word:
I define colligation as
a.the grammatical company a word keeps (or avoids keeping) eitherwithin its
own group or at a higher rank.
b.the grammatical functions that theword's group prefers (oravoids).
c.theplace in a sequence that a word prefers (oravoids). (Hoey, 2004: 28)
Hoey gives the example of the word tea to illustrate the first type of colligation: tea typically
occurs as premodification to another noun, e.g. tea chest, tea pot, tea bag, tea break, but
avoids co-occurrence with markers of indefiniteness {a, another, etc.). To illustrate the second
type of colligation, Hoey compares the grammatical functions, i.e. part of subject, object,
complement or adjunct, of the word consequence with that of the nouns question, preference,
aversion and use and shows that there is a negative colligation between consequence and the
function of object. Consequence also illustrates the third type of colligation: the noun
typically occurs as part of the theme rather than the rheme.
Hoey's definition of a colligation shares several features with Hunston and Francis's
(2000) concept of pattern under which the authors subsume both collocation and colligation
and which they define as follows:
The patterns of a word can be defined as all the words and structures which
are regularly associated with the word and which contribute toits meaning. A
pattern can be identified if a combination of words occurs relatively
frequently, if it is dependent on a particular word choice, and if there is a
clear meaning associated with it. (Himston andFrancis 2000: 37)
However, the approach advocated by Hunston and Francis (2000) differs significantly from
collocational and colligational analysis of words in that pattern grammar starts with a set of
patterns around the major word classes and investigates which words typically occur in these
patterns rather than the other way round. For example, the pattern Ht v-linkADJ ofn to-inf is
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associated with adjectives evaluating the action indicated by the to-infmitive clause. Thus, in
the following sentences, the two adjectives used in this specific pattern are typical and kind:
2.5. It was typical ofhim to see politics in ethical terms. (BNC)
2.6. She said, "Anyhow, it was kind ofhim to stay." (BNC)
The adjectives used with this pattern belong to three general meaning groups: those associated
with positive evaluation (e.g. brave, clever, courageous, fair, generous)', those expressing
negative evaluation (e.g. absurd, arrogant, cruel)', and those evaluating the typicality of the
action (e.g. typical, untypical, characteristic) (cf Hunston and Francis 2000:99-100).
Collocates of a particular word have repeatedly been found to constitute semantic sets.
The relationship between a lexical item and a lexical set of semantically related words is
called semantic preference by Sinclair (1996, 1998) and Partington (2004). For example,
Partington (2004:148) observes that collocates of the maximizers utterly, totally, completely
and entirely share the semantic preference of 'absence/change of state', e.g. totally
uneducated and completely lacking.
The "proximity of a consistent series of collocates" (Louw 2000:57) may establish yet
another form of meaning, i.e. semantic prosody, whose primary function is "the expression
of the attitude of its speaker or writer towards some pragmatic situation" (ibid) (see also Louw
1993). Partington (2004:150-151) illustrates the interdependence of semantic preference and
semantic prosody by using Stubbs's (2001) example of the verb undergo, which collocates
with, and thus shows semantic preference for, items from the lexical sets of 'change' (e.g.
dramatic changes, a historic transformation), 'medicine' (e.g. treatment, brain surgery),
'testing' (e.g. examinations) and 'involuntariness' (e.g. must, forced to, required to). All these
semantic preferences imbue the item undergo with a very strong unfavourable semantic
prosody. Other often cited examples of words with negative semantic prosody include
happen, set in (cf Sinclair 1991) and cause (cf Stubbs 1995).
Collocation, colligation, semantic preference and semantic prosody can be presented on
a continuum from the least abstract to the most abstract relationship between a word and its
environment as shown in Figure 2.12. Collocation is "precisely located in the physical text, in
that even the inflection of a word may have its own distinctive collocational relationship"
(Sinclair 1998:16). To conduct a colhgational analysis, a word class has to be assigned to each
collocate of the word under study and collocates have to be grouped by their word class.
Semantic preference and semantic prosody are abstractions at the level of semantic fields and
speaker attitude respectively. The systematicity of these relationships between a word and its
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environment has led Sinclair and his colleagues to postulate the existence of an extended unit
of meaning "where collocational and colligational patterning (that is lexical and grammatical
choices respectively) are intertwined to build up a multi-word unit with a specific semantic
preference, associating the formal patterning with a semantic field, and an identifiable
semantic prosody, performing an attitudinal and pragmatic function in the discourse"
(Tognini-BonelK 2002:79).
Figure 2.12: Different degrees of abstraction
+ ABSTRACTION
semantic or discourse prosody
semantic preference
colligation
collocation
- ABSTRACTION
A last but not unrelated type ofunit unveiled by corpus-based studies ofwords and their
environment is the collocational framework, which Renouf and Sinclair (1991:128) define
as "a discontinuous sequence of two words, positioned at one word remove from each other;
they are therefore not grammatically self-standing; their well-formedness is dependent on
what intervenes." Examples include 'a + ? + of, + ? + of, 'be + 1 + toand 'too + ? +
to'. In a 10-miUion-word corpus of written British English, for example, the first twenty
collocates of the collocational framework 'too + T+ to' are late, much, young, easy, small,
close, tired, weak, good, old, early, hard, busy, ready, dark, big, long, poor, proud wadfar
(ibid 132). On the basis of an exploratory analysis in two sections of the Birmingham
Collection of English Text, Renouf and Sinclair (1991:143) argue that "two very common
grammatical words, one on either side, offer a firm basis for studying collocations." They
show that collocational frameworks are characterized by different degrees of productivity and
that the choice of collocates is governed by both elements of the framework. Moreover, they
demonstrate that the words that occur in a given framework belong to semantic groupings.
In summary, it appears that the distributional approach to collocations not only
contributed to the descriptive study of these items by providing a terminology and a
methodology (see section 4.2.2 for more information on corpus analysis of collocations) but
also developed a theoretical framework in which collocations and related constructions at
different levels of absfraction play a major role. In the next section, we will briefly introduce
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recent methodological and theoretical developments anchored in the distributional approach
to collocations.
2.4.2.3. Recent methodological and theoretical developments
The last few years have seen the emergence of two methodological and theoretical
developments. First, Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003) have proposed a new distributional
approach to the environment of words, i.e. collostructional analysis, which merges the
theoretical positions held by Construction Grammar and similar theories, and the
methodological framework of corpus-based collocational analysis. Second, Hoey (2004) has
formulated the theory of 'lexical priming', i.e. the first theory of language that places lexis at
its centre and attempts to give a psychological explanation for the ubiquitous phenomenon of
collocation. These two recent developments are briefly discussed in this section.
Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003) situate their work in the framework of Construction
Grammar, more specifically the versions developed by Lakoff (1987) and Goldberg (1995).
This theory sees the construction, i.e. "a pairing of form with meaning/use such that some
aspect of the form or some aspect of the meaning/use is not strictly predictable from the
component parts or from other constructions already established to exist in the language"
(Goldberg 1996: 68) as the primary unit of grammar. Stefanowitsch and Gries (2003) propose
to apply collocational analysis within a constructional view of language, i.e. collostructional
analysis (a blend of construction and collocational analysis), with the aim of providing "an
objective approach to identifying the meaning of a grammatical construction and of
determining the degree to which particular slots in a grammatical structure prefer, or are
restricted to, a particular set or semantic class of lexical items" (ibid 211). Collostructional
analysis can be performed on single words (e.g. cause) and what the authors call 'variable
idioms' (e.g. the [X think nothing of Vggj^nd] construction), partially filled and unfilled
argument structure constructions (e.g. the z«to-causative, the difransitive) and tense, aspect
and mood (e.g. lexemes attracted by the progressive form, the imperative or past tense).
They argue that collostructional analysis allows for a more refined analysis than
collocational analysis. For example, previous collocational analyses have shown that the verb
cause has a negative semantic prosody (cf. Stubbs 1995). A collostructional analysis of the
verb confirms this claim while showing that there are fundamental differences between the
three constructions in which the verb occurs with respect to the type of lexemes found (cf
Figure 2.13).
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Figure 2.13: Acollostructional analysis ofthe word cause (Stefanowitsch andGries 2003:222, Table 6)
TRANSITIVE PREPOSITIONAL DATIVE DITRANSITIVE
Collexemes Coll. strength Collexemes Coll. strength Collexemes Coll. strength
problem (18) 3.30E-18 hanil (3) 4.37E-10 distress (1) 4.54E-04
damage (7) 2.52E-10 damage (2) 5.47E-05 hardship (1) 4.54E-04
havoc (3) 8.74E-09 modification (1) 6.56E-04 discomfort (1) 5.19E-04
cancer (4) 4.39E-07 inconvenience (1) 8.43E-04 inconvenience (1) 5.84E-04
injury (5) 7.12E-07 famine (1) 9.37E-04 problem (2) 8.57E-04
injustice (3) 9.84E-07 delight (1) 1.59E-03 pain (1) 3.24E-03
stampede (2) 5.08E-06 problem (2) 1.83E-03 difficult)' (1) 7.83E-03
congestion (2) l.OlE-05 disruption (1) 2.06E-03 night up (1) 1.89E-02
extrusion (2) l.OlE-05 accident (1) 1.66E-02
change (6) 1.43E-05
In a transitive construction, the verb cause occurs exclusively with external states and events,
a feature which is also predominant in prepositional dative constructions;
2.7. Amild recession may causefar more economic damage than a one-day stockmarket
fall of say, 25%, but it is much less unsettling. (BNC)
2.8. Factory worker Robert Brooks, 33, ofPleasant Row, Hyson Green, Nottingham,
admittedsix charges ofcausing grievous bodily harm to his son andone charge ofchild
cruelty. (BNC)
By contrast, in the ditransitive construction, the verb cause collocates primarily with mental
states and experiences, a difference which has been missed by traditional collocational
analyses.
2.9. The knowledge caused her genuine distress and, in thefaceofConstance's increasing
truculence, she turned toLouisefor counsel. (BNC)
The second development deeply anchored in the distributional approach to collocations
is theoretical in nature. Corpus linguists have shown the pervasiveness of collocations (see,
e.g. Sinclair 1991) while other authors have discussed the native-like character or naturalness
of collocations (cf Pawley and Syder 1983). Hoey (2005) however observes that theories of
language account only for what is possible in a language and not for what is natural. In
Lexical Priming: A new theory of words and language, Hoey formulates a new theory of
language that places lexis at its centre and gives a psychological explanation for the
ubiquitous phenomenon of collocation. He thus adopts a psychological definition of
collocation and postulates that this phenomenon can be observed in corpora:
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So our definition of collocation is that it is a psychological association
between words (rather than lemmas) up to four words apart and is evidenced
by their occurrence together in corpora more often than is explicable in terms
of random distribution. The definition is intended to pick up on the fact that
collocation is a psycholinguistic phenomenon, the evidence of which can be
found statistically in computer corpora. (Hoey 2005:5)
Hoey's definition of collocation follows Jones and Sinclair's (1974) proposal of a 4-word
span to extract significant collocates and Sinclair's (1991) conception of collocation as a
relation between word-forms rather than lemmas.
Hoey uses the notions of priming and nesting to explain the pervasiveness of
collocations:
We can only account for collocation if we assume that every word is
mentally primed for collocational use. As a word is acquired through
encounters with it in speech and writing, it becomes cumulatively loaded
with the contexts and co-texts in which it is encountered, and our knowledge
of it includes the fact that it co-occurs with certain other words in certain
kinds of context. The same applies to word sequences built out of these
words; these too become loaded with the contexts and co-texts in which they
occiir. I refer to this property as nesting, where the product of a priming
becomes itself primed in ways that do not apply to the individual words
making up the combination. (Hoey 2005:8)
Priming is not a permanent feature of a word or a word sequence; it is an individual construct
that changes constantly as new contexts are discovered through contact with language.
Individual primings are then harmonised through contact with others.
Priming goes beyond collocations to more complex relations between words such as
colligations and semantic prosodies. It is described as the "driving force behind language use,
language structure and language change" (Hoey 2005:12). This leads to a number of
hypotheses that Hoey summarises in the first chapter of his book and that are further
developed in the next chapters:
1. Every word is primed to occur with particular other words; these are its collocates.
2. Every word is primed to occur with particular semantic sets; these are its semantic
associations.
3. Every word is primed to occur in association with particular pragmatic functions; these are its
pragmatic associations.
4. Every word is primed to occur in (or avoid) certain grammatical positions, and to occur in (or
avoid) certain grammatical functions; these are its colligations.
5. Co-hyponyms and synonyms differ with respect to their collocations, semantic associations
and colligations.
6. When a word is polysemous, the collocations, semantic associations and colligations of one
sense of the word differ from those of its other senses.
7. Every word is primed for use in one or more grammatical roles; these are its grammatical
categories.
8. Every word is primed to participate in, or avoid, particular types of cohesive relation in a
discourse; these are its textual collocations.
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9. Every word is primed to occur in particular semantic relations in the discourse; these are its
textual semantic associations.
10. Every word is primed to occur in, or avoid, certain positions within the discourse; these are its
textual colligations. (Hoey 2005:13)
These hypotheses clearly show that Hoey's objective is to account psychologically for a
number of phenomena, most of which were previously described by Sinclair and his
followers.
Hoey insists that primings are constrained by register and genre. He gives the example
of the word research which is primed in the mind of academic language users to occur with
recent in academic discourse and news reports of research. The collocation is not primed to
occur in other text types or other contexts. Priming is thus described as sensitive to the
textual, generic and social contexts in which a lexical item is encountered. Following Firth
(1951), Hoey argues that it is part of an individual's knowledge of a word that it is used in
certain environments (collocations, colligations, etc.) in certain text types.
Finally, Hoey's conception of priming also carries. direct implications for the way
corpus data are used within this new theory of words and language. Corpora caimot provide
evidence of which primings are present for any language user. They can, however, show the
types of data a language user might encounter and indicate the kinds of feature for which
lexical items might be primed. They can thus reveal which types of primings are likely to be
shared by a large number of language users, hi Hoey's words, corpora "can serve as a kind of
laboratory in which we can test for the validity of claims made about priming" (Hoey
2005:14).
2.4.3. Conclusion
The phraseological approach and the distributional approach to collocations developed
separately while pursuing different objectives. As a result, their respective use of the term
'collocation' differs significantly: within the phraseological approach, the term stands for an
arbitrarily restricted word combination (e.g. confirmed bachelor) as well as for the linguistic
phenomenon such a wordcombination represents while it refers to a probabilistic or statistical
phenomenon in the distributional approach. Our surveyhas also shownthat 'collocation' does
not have a shared meaning within each tradition: the many definitions proposed within one
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approach share at best one or two features with each other (cf. sections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.2.1).
This leads to a situation inwhich results from various studies are hardly .comparable®^.
Several researchers have also tried to encompass the different meanings of
'collocation' in a single definition as illustrated in the following two definitions:
a collocation is any holistic lexical, lexico-grammatical or semantic unit normally
composed of two or more words which exhibits minimal recurrence within a
particular discourse community. (Siepmann 2005:438)
collocations must be defined as 'combiaations of lexemes exhibiting a medium
degree of observable recurrence, mutual expectancy and idiomaticity'. (Schmid
2003:249)
Siepmann (2005) proposes a definition that relies on three different traditions to collocations:
(1) the adjective holistic comes from psycholinguistic approaches to collocations^; (2) the
expression lexico-grammatical or semantic unit normally composed of two or more words
refers to criteria used to define collocation within the phraseological approach and (3)
minimal recurrence is a frequency-based criterion typical of the distributional approach. The
outcome of such an amalgam is a broad defmition which includes all sorts of phrasemes (e.g.
the car holds the road well, shall I break this note into a smaller one, an empty parking space,
pauvre here ('miserable wretch'), far be it from me to + INF), to the point of making
'collocation' a vacuous term.
Corpus-based studies of word combinations need to use different terms to refer to (1)
recurrent or statistically prominent word combinations in corpora and (2) phrasemes. In this
thesis, the term collocation will be exclusively used for arbitrarily lexically restricted word
combinations. Following Schmid (2003) and Evert (2004), we will use the term co
occurrence to refer to the combinations of lexical items within a given span:
[I]t is not clear what is gained by calling co-occurrences of words collocations,
when the term combination, or indeed co-occurrence itself, covers the same
range of phenomena. (Schmid 2003:239)
Idiosyncratic definitions of 'collocation' have also been proposed but they were not reviewed in this section as
they have not received wide currency. An example is van der Wouden's (1997) definition (quoted in Gledhill
2000: 10-11):
"I will use the term COLLOCATION as the most general term to refer to all types of fixed combinations of
lexical items. In this view idioms are a special subclass of collocations, to wit those collocations with a non-
compositional, or opaque semantics." (van der Wouden 1997: 9)
It was however shown in section 2.4.1.1 that the formulaic nature of collocations remains a major point of
contention.
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The term co-occurrent will be used to refer to each item in a co-occurrence. We will also
make a distinction between casual and significant co-occurrences^^. Significant co
occurrences are regular co-occurrences between two items, such that they co-occur more
often than their respective frequencies and the length of text in which they appear would
predict. Statistical measures for determining the degree of significance are described in
section 4.2.3. Casual co-occurrences are statistically non-significant co-occurrences.
As abeady underlined by Evert (2004), there is no adequacy between significant co
occurrences and collocations. Consequently, statistics cannot be used to define collocations
(cf. Williams 2003; Schmid 2003). They can, however, give prominence to recurrent word
combinations in the corpus under study which will be the focus of a Knguistic analysis. A
linguistically oriented analysis of co-occurrent lexical items will typically involve the
following steps. First, an association measure separates statistically significant co-occurrences
from casual co-occurrences as illusfrated in Figure 2.16. Second, significant co-occurrences
are analysed linguistically: co-occurrent items will fall under three main categories:
• Repeated combinations, i.e. syntagmatic combinations that are not phraseological in
nature but appear repeatedly in the corpus imder study (e.g. the combination buy + car
in a text about cars);
• Non-syntagmatic associations which include paradigmatic relations such as doctor -
hospital as well as all sorts of combinations of words that are not found in a
syntagmatic relation but are nevertheless extracted bya co-occurrence analysis, e.g. a-
offall-three, noteworthy-casual.
• Collocations and other phrasemes.
It is essential to bear inmind that not all phrasemes used in a corpus will be extracted bya co
occurrence analysis. Figure 2.14 shows that different types of word combinations will also be
found among casual co-occurrences. The types of co-occurrences retrieved by statistical
techniques are very much dependent on the association measure used (see section 4.2.2.3),
register, text type (see section 2.5) and corpus size. Consequently, a collocation or other
phraseme can be missed for a number ofreasons: the association measure is not adequate, the
phraseme is not frequent in aparticular register or text type or the corpus is not big enough to
retrieve all phrasemes.
" This distinction is based on that of significant vs. casual collocations first proposed by Sinclair and his
colleagues in the OSTIreport (cf Krishnamurthy 2004).
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Figure 2.14: Co-occurrences vs. collocations and other phrasemes
casual
co-occurrences
co
occurrences
I 1 1 I 1 1
non-syntagmatic collocations and nonce non-syntagmatic collocations and repeated
associations other phrasemes combinations associations other phrasemes combinations
significant co
occurrences
We define a restricted collocation or collocation as a usage-determined or preferred
syntagmatic relation between two lexemes in a specific syntactic pattern. Both lexemes make
an isolable semantic contribution to the word combination but they do not have the same
status; the 'collocator' is arbitrarily selected and semantically determined by the 'base.' The
category of collocations includes support verb constructions, which are defined as
collocations in which the collocator, i.e. the verb, has a weakened or delexical meaning (cf
2.4.1.2), e.g. to do a favour, to make a choice, to give a look, to take a step, to launch an
appeal. Although collocations are defined as relations between two lexemes, they are not
restricted to these two lexemes and include the other elements associated with them (cf
Nesselhauf 2005:25). Thus, make an issue ofwill be referred to as a collocation and not only
make + issue. The term grammatical collocation is used to refer to restricted combinations
of a lexical and a grammatical word (cf section 2.3.7).
Attempts at categorizing collocations have been made by phraseologists such as Cowie,
Howarth, Mel'cuk, Hausmann and Nesselhauf (cf. .2.4.1.2). Some authors have used a
syntactic criterion; others have preferred a semantic distinguishing feature or used the
criterion of commutability to distinguish between different types of collocations. Semantic
classifications have repeatedly been criticized on the basis that it would be "theoretically
possible to make sense distinctions that are so fine that all combinations could be considered
semantically motivated" (Nesselhauf 2005:31). Categorisations based on the criterion of
commutability have been criticized for the arbitrariness of the thresholds used to separate
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restricted from unrestricted commutability. For these reasons, no attempt willbe made in this
thesis to distinguish between different types of collocations.
2.5. Wherephraseology and discourse meet
The review of traditional typologies of phrasemes conducted in section 2.2.1 has shown that
while the interactional or pragmatic properties of phrasemes have already received fall
recognition (e.g. Cowie's routine and speech formulae, Mel'cuk's pragmatic phrasemes, De
Cock's pragmatic prefabs), their discoursal functions have rarely, and incompletely, been
used to categorize phrasemes. Burger (1998) proves the exception by proposing a functional
typology which includes a category of structural phraseological units (cf. section 2.2.1).
However, this category is very restricted and mainly consists of complex prepositions and
complex conjunctions.
Corpus-based studies have recently highlighted the important role played by lexical
bundles which are "recurrent expressions, regardless of their idiomaticity, and regardless of
their structural status" (Biber et al 1999:990) (cf. section 1.4.1). These sequences are largely
semantically and syntactically compositional and have traditionally been considered as falling
outside the limits of phraseology. They have however revealed themselves to be pervasive in
language. Biber and Conrad describe them as providing "basic building blocks for
constructing spoken and written discourse" and argue that these lexical building blocks "tend
to be used frequently by speakers or writers within a register"^^ (Biber and Conrad
1999:185). Biber et al. (2003) propose an initial taxonomy of lexical bundles based on their
typical discourse functions. They group bundles into four major functional categories while
insisting that some lexical bundles are multi-functional:
• Referential bundles "make direct reference to elements in the physical world or the
textual context" (ibid:79), e.g. time markers {the endof the, at thesame time);
• Text organizers "reflect relationships between prior and coming discourse" (ibid),
e.g. contrast/comparison {on the other hand), inferential {on the basis of) framing {in
thepresence of, in the case of)\
• Stance bundles "express attitudes or assessments of certainty towards the following
proposition" (ibid), e.g. epistemic-impersonal {it ispossible to), obligation {going to
have to), intention {let's have a look at)-.
66 My emphasis. Biber and his colleagues use the term 'register' to refer togenre (textbook vs. article) and
medium (written vs. spoken discourse).
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• Interactional bundles are "usually situational formulas associated with a specific
situation, or conversational expressions used as strategies for conversational
interactions" (ibid), e.g. reporting (/ said to him), imprecision tags {or something like
that), politeness markers {thankyou very much).
Biber and Conrad (1999) further describe lexical bundles as "extended collocations:
sequences of three or more words that show a statistical tendency to co-occur", a definition
largely relying on the (corpus-based) distributional approach to collocations (cf section
2.4.2). Although they draw a structural and semantic distinction between idioms and lexical
bundles, the authors do not assess the phraseological nature of lexical bundles.
The link between discourse and phraseology is not established in traditional studies of
metadiscourse, i.e. "the cover term for the self-reflexive expressions used to negotiate
interactional meanings in a text, assisting the writer (or speaker) to express a viewpoint and
engage with readers as members of a particular community" (Hyland 2005:37) (cf Vande
Kopple 1985; Crismore et al. 1993). This is particularly unfortunate as textual and
communicative phrasemes play a major role in metadiscourse. Table 2.10 shows Hyland's
(2005) interpersonal model of metadiscourse: 40% of the examples of interactive and
interactional metadiscourse markers given by the author are phrasemes (in italics).
Table 2.10: An interpersonal model of metadiscourse (Hyland 2005:49, Table 3.1)
Category Function Examples
Interactive Help to guide the reader through the
text
Resources
Transitions express relations between main clauses in addition-, but; thus; and
Frame markers refer to discourse acts, sequences or
stages
finally; to conclude; mypurpose is
Endophoric markers refer to information in other parts of
the text
noted above; see Fig.; in section 2
Evidentials refer to information from other texts according to X\ Z states
Code glosses elaborate propositional meanings namely; e.g.; such as; in other words
Interactional Involve the reader in the text Resources
Hedges withhold commitment and open
dialogue
might; perhaps; possible; about
Boosters emphasize certainty or close dialogue in fact, definitely; it is clear that
Attitude markers express writer's attitude to proposition unfortunately; I agree-, surprisingly
Selfmentions explicit reference to author's I; we; my; me; our
Engagement markers exphcitly build relationship with
reader ,
consider; note; you can see that
The links between phraseology and discourse are better established, or at least
suggested, in studies whose aims are to psychohnguistically account for phrasemes, to
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describe them for pedagogical or lexicographical purposes or to examine the phraseology of a
specific genre. As shown in section 2.2.3, Wray's (2000; 2002) psycholinguistic analysis of
formulaicity assigns a prominent role to formulaic sequences such as as a result o/and as a
consequence of. By organizing and signalling the organization of discourse, these sequences
aid both the speaker's production and the hearer's comprehension. Nattinger and DeCarrico
(1992) examine phrases that have beenassigned pragmatic function, viz. lexical phrases, and
focus on the category of discourse devices (see section 2.3.4). They argue that important
pedagogical implications can be drawn firom their study as it shows, for example, that there
are major differences between lexical phrases in spoken versus written transactional
discourse. Thus, exemplifiers such as take a look at and it's like Xare more commonly found
in spoken discourse than in written texts where for example is preferred. Their study,
however, lacks empirical foundation and the lexical phrases described as typical of written
discourse are highly questionable:
[T]he actual lexical phrases used for these 'purpose' and 'maintenance'
functions in writing are usually somewhat distinct from those used in
conversation. For example, to nominate or shift a topic in conversation,
common lexical phrase markers are such as (by the way) do you
know/remember X? and guess what? These, however, do not usually appear in
transactional discourse. Instead, we are more likely to find topic markers and
shifters like let me start with X, what I'd like to do isX, and so on. (Nattinger
and DeCarrico 1992: 83).
A place where links between phraseology and discourse have akeady been quite successfully
developed is in lexicological and lexicographical corpus-based studies which are interested
in establishing correlations between the form, function and frequency ofphrasemes (cf. Moon
1998a;216). Two studies are worth mentionmg here. First, Moon (1998a) proposes a
classification of Fixed Expressions and Idioms (FEIs), viz. "holistic units of two or more
words" (Moon 1998a:2), based on their text functions. Besides the categories of
informational and evaluative FEIs, three discourse-related categories are distinguished:
• Situational FEIs are "typically found in spoken discourse as they are responses to or
occasioned by the extralinguistic context: they may also be illocutionary speech acts"
(ibid: 225). Examples include long time no see, knock it off!, excuse me!, see you,
good morning, I beg yourpardon, noproblem, walls have ears.
• Two-third of the modalizing FEIs indicate epistemic modality,, that is, they represent
the speaker orwriter's commitment to thetruth value of theproposition: I kidyou not,
you know what I mean, to all intents andpurposes, at any price, I mean, if needbe, in
effect, no doubt, on no account, up to a point.
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• Organizational FEIs are of two types. A first group consists of FEIs which "control
the continuity of text content" (ibid: 234): they indicate logical connections and
relations such as piirpose, reason, cause, result. Examples include thanks to, in the
light of, on the grounds that, in the event, in spite of, and with a view to. The second
type of organizational FEIs organize texts at a metadiscoursal level: they function as
sequencers {to begin with, in thefirst/secondplace), boundary markers {so muchfor),
signals of additional information, clarification, suggestion {in addition, for example, in
other words), signals of counter-arguments, contrasts and denials {on the other hand,
on the contrary, as against), signals of summaries and conclusions {in a nutshell, to
cut a long story short), quotation markers {in X's words, as Xputs it) or to comment
on the selection of lexis itself {toput it mildly,for want ofa better word).
Moon (1998a) also examines the many ways by which FEIs can give textual cohesion. She
shows that organizational FEIs provide "grammatical cohesion, either referentially by tying
texts to contexts in time and space, or conjunctively by showing the logical connections
between propositions or signalling kinds of information, and so on" (Moon 1998a:279).
Examples of cohesion through conjunction include in turn, in other words, in fact, so that
and at last.
Second, Siepmann (2005) studies what he calls 'second-level discourse markers'
(SLDMs), i.e. medium fi-equency fixed expressions or collocations whose function is to
"facilitate the process of interpreting coherence relation(s) between elements, sequences or
text segments and / or aspects of the communicative situation" (Siepmann 2005:52) in
Enghsh, French and German academic and journalistic texts (see section 1.4.1). He carefully
examines the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic (see Appendix 1.2) properties of SLDMs and
shows that these lexical items are distributed across the entire phraseological dine. At one end
are totally fixed opaque SLDMs such as be that as it may be; at the other extreme lie
sentence-integrated markers such as (NP) provides a good example. He thus argues that
"multi-word discourse markers can be described as collocations or fixed expressions"
(Siepmann 2005:49).
Table 2.11 provides an overview of the wide range of lexico-grammatical reahzations of
SLDMs in English. Siepmann (2005) distinguishes between three major categories: (1) set
expressions, (2) sentence fragments and (3) sentence-integrated markers. The SLDMs in the
category of set expressions form a fairly small group. Sentence fragments have been
classified into 15 categories, most of which are based on clause patterns.
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Table 2.11: An overviewof lexico-grammaticalrealizations of SLDMs in English (Siepmann 2005:55)
Category Example
A. Set expressions
1.1. Structurally incomplete set expressions so far so good
be that as it may be
with hindsight/ with the benefit ofhindsight
1.2. Structurally complete set expressions to this we now turn
this is not the whole story
B. Sentence fragments
1. anticipatory it + verb / adjective phrase
(+ complement clause fragment)
it will be seen that
it seems arguable that
It is worth notiag that
2. existential clause (+ complement clause
fragment)
there is no denying the fact that
there are good reasons for believing that
3. personal pronoun (I/we/one) + (auxiliary)
verb phrase (+ complement clause fragment)
one must acknowledge that
I must point out that
we find that
4, noun phrase + [+(...)] +copular be +
that-clause
a first point is that
a fiirther difficulty (for such an approach) is
that
my guess is that
5. adverbial clause fragments as has been noted earlier
6. participial clauses turning to (..., we find that)
7. with + verbless clauses with this in mind
8. infinitive clauses or infinitive clause
fragments
to retum to (NP)
to sum up
9. sentence adverbs interestingly (enough)
10. imperatives (and hortatives) + noun /
prepositional phrase (fragment)
let us first look at
see further in
11. verbless clause fragments One fmal point on (NP)
An example:
12. noun/pronotin + verb phrase + clause
fragment
the same goes for
mention should be made of (NP)
13. variable prepositional phrases (phrasal
constraints)
in this case/ in tlie present case
in this coimection/ in that cormection
14. phrasal constraints far be it from me to suggest
far be it from me to claim
15. here is / are + complement here are a few examples
C. Sentence-inte^ated markers
1. noun phrase + V (+ ...) (active and
passive)
we have (here)
a good example is provided by (NP) o (NP)
provides a good example
2. sentence-like units such instances could be multiphed
The category of sentence-integrated markers includes sequences that are "usually centred
around a two-element association realizing a succession of two or more clause constituents"
(Siepmann 2005: 61), e.g. / will define (NP) asfollows; we use the term to refer; a moment's
reflection suggests. The distinction drawn between sentence fragments and sentence-
integrated markers sometimes lacks coherence: SLDMs such as one must acknowledge that, a
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first point is that and here are a few examples are classified as sentence fragments while we
have (here) and a good example is provided by are sentence-integrated markers. However,
Siepmann's analysis of SLDMs is one of the most comprehensive studies of the lexico-
grammatical realizations of what are referred to in this thesis as textual phrasemes.
In the last few years, genre-based studies of collocations in academic discourse have
given fresh impetus to the study of the phraseology-discourse interface by investigating the
relation between phrasemes and the most typical rhetorical functions of a specific text type or
text section (cf. section 1.4.1). They have shown that much of the language involved in a
particular discourse community is highly conventionalized in nature and have highlighted the
importance of multi-word units to the lexical profile of a given genre (cf. Luzon Marco 2000).
They have also suggested that "cohesive mechanics of the discourse community appear to be
stronger than previously imagined, even if these are largely invisible" (Gledhill 2000:131).
These findings have made Gledhill (2000) argue for a rhetorical or pragmatic definition of
'phraseology':
Phraseology is the 'preferred way of saying things within a particular discourse'. The
notion of phraseology implies much more than inventories of idioms and systems of
lexical patterns. Phraseology is a dimension of language use in which patterns of
wording (lexico-grammatical patterns) encode semantic views of the world, and at a
higher level idioms and lexical phrases have rhetorical and textual roles within a
specific discourse. Phraseology is at once a pragmatic dimension of linguistic
analysis, and a system of organization'^ which encompasses more local lexical
relationships, namely collocation and the lexico-grammar. I claim that the
phraseological analysis of a text should not only involve the identification of specific
collocations and idioms, but must also take account of the correspondence between
the expression and the discourse within which it has been produced. (Gledhill
2000:202)
Gledhill proposes to break phraseology down into sub-systems which correspond to different
levels of description and organization. The left part of Figure 2.15 represents increasingly
sophisticated levels of textual description. Gledhill argues that phraseology consists of
expressions with specific discoursal functions which are recognisable at a higher level of
organization than units which are simply seen as fixed from a syntagmatic or semantic point
of view (e.g. fixed phrases and idioms) and which thus correspond to a semantico-syntactic
system of explanation. Fixed phrases and idioms involve in turn "a more complex level of
organization than collocations {co-occurrences in this thesis'], which are simply recognized as
textually recurrent expressions" (Gledhill 2000:203).
My emphasis.
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Figure 2.15: Gledhill's (2000:203) rhetorical definitionof pliraseology
Levels of organisation
Discoursal-Fhetorical.
s
Semantic-syntactic.
It
Statistical-textual.
Systems of organisation
Phraseology
Lexico-grammar
Collocation
Traditionaltypologies of phrasemes clearlyneed to take stock of a number of theoretical
developments which have given a prominent descriptive and explanatory role to the interface
between phraseology and discourse. A much broader range of phrasemes than usually
acknowledged by the many approaches surveyed in this chapter lie at this interface and
challenge the traditional boundaries of phraseology. As a consequence, in this thesis, the
category of textual phraseme not only includes complex prepositions, complex conjunctions
and complex adverbs but it also encompasses all sorts of semantically and syntactically
compositional simple and multiple clause constituents (cf. Altenberg 1998), sentence stems
and "regular form-meaning pairings" (cf Pawley and Syder 1983) which are typically used to
organize the content (i.e. referential information) of a textor any type of discourse.
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2.6. Conclusion
This chapter has presented a synthesis of the theoretical developments that will provide an
analytical framework for our phraseology-oriented approach to EAP-specific vocabulary. This
framework is presented in Figure 2.16. Although traditional typologies are often too
restrictive, they are usefril tools for the description and categorization of phrasemes. In this
thesis, we adopt slightly revised versions of De Cock's (2003) and Burger's (1998) models to
account for both the structure and fimction of a wide range of phrasemes from totally fixed
idioms to syntactically and semantically compositional clause constituents.
The structural and ftmctional typologies adopted in this thesis can be described as
typologies of English for General Purposes (EGP) phrasemes (cf Glaser 1986). One of the
main objectives of this thesis ,is to describe the phraseology of a language for specific
purposes, viz. English for Academic Purposes, in professional and student writing, and more
particularly the phraseology of EAP-specific words which have been shown to 'provide a
semantic-pragmatic skeleton' for academic discourse (cf section 1.3.2.2). It is most probable
that academic words serve this semantico-pragmatic function in well-defined lexico-
grammatical patterns and that a large proportion of these phrasemes will fall into the category
of textual phrasemes.
The analytical framework adopted in this thesis also largely benefits from genre-based
studies of collocations which contributed substantially to the establishment of a
phraseology-discourse interface as discussed in section 2.5. These studies have shown that
collocations are used to serve the most typical rhetorical or organizational functions of a
specific academic text type or section and have documented their pervasiveness in academic
discourse.
The methodological framework adopted in this thesis will be described in detail in
section 4.2.2 and is based on corpus-based methods as employed in the distributional
approach to collocations. Due to .the various meanings of the term 'collocation', however,
phraseological studies often suffer from terminological vagueness, if not inconsistency, and
are hardly comparable. We have thus proposed in section 2.4.3 to reserve the term collocation
for arbifrarily resfricted word combinations and to use the term (significant) co-occurrence
to refer to the probabilistic phenomenon described within the distributional approach to
collocation. More generally, we have argued for a clear distinction between a method of
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extraction of word combinations from corpora and a linguistic analysis of the results thereof
by distinguishing between statistically defined orfrequency-based terms, and linguistics terms.
Figure 2.16: A phraseological approach to EAP-specific vocabulary
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
Corpus-based methods
The distributional approach GENRE-BASED FRAMEWORKEngHsh for Academic Purposes
Phraseology-discourse interface
EAP-specific
VOCABULARY
DESCRIPTION & CATEGORIZATION
A revised version of De Cock's (2003) structural model
A revised version of Burger's (1998) functional typology
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3. Transfer, lexis and methodology
3.1. Introduction
This chapter is not intended as yet another PhD chapter devoted to transfer, its history, its
numerous definitions, its manifestations, its specificities in multilingual settings, etc. The
reader is referred to Odlin (1989), EUis (1994:299-345) and Odlin (2003) for excellent
68syntheses . Rather, itproposes to meet two objectives. First, it seeks to review major findings
about the influence ofthe first language on EFL learners' use ofwords and phrasemes in L2.
Second, it aims to scrutinize the methodologies used in transfer studies, highlighting their
strengths and limitations.
Odlin's (1989) much-cited definition of 'transfer' is used as a working definition in this
thesis although it will beseen in chapter 7 that it is hardly operationalizable;
"Transfer is the influence resulting from similarities and differences between the
target language and any other language that has been previously (and perhaps
imperfectly) acquired." (Odlin 1989:27)
Transfer is ageneral cover term for anumber ofdifferent kinds ofinfluence from previously
acquired languages (cf EUis 1994:341). However, only transfer firom the first language will
be considered in this chapter (see Cenoz et al 2001 for a review of transfer effects of
previously acquired languages other than the mother tongue on a third language). The focus
will also be restricted to LI influence on English as aForeign Language (EFL).
3.2. LI influence on IL words andphrasemes
This section first deals with LI influence on interlanguage^^ (IL) lexis and reviews major
findings about borrowing and lexical transfer. It then focuses on available findmgs about
transfer effects on ILreferential, textual and communicative phrasemes.
See also Singleton (1987a) for a discussion of the history oftransfer.
Seenote 16fora definition of 'interlanguage'.
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3.2.1. Transfer effects on IL lexis
Ringbom (1987:115) describes the full range of effects that previously acquired languages
may have on IL lexis as a continuum, whose end points involve slightly different underlying
processes. The overt manifestations of these two different processes in production are
subsumed under the terms of "borrowing" and "lexical transfer" respectively.
3.2.1.1. Borrowing
As Figure 3.1 shows, the purest form of 'borrowing' is complete language shift, viz. the use
of LI material in an unmodified form in (spoken) interlanguage. This phenomenon has often
been referred to as 'code switching' (e.g. Pouhsse and Bongaerts 1994; Soderberg Amfast
and Normann J0rgensen 2003). Unlike in complete language shifts, activated lexical items
from LI or some other language are modified morphologically or phonologically by L2-
procedures in hybrids, blends and relexifications. Hybrids are forms consisting of
morphemes from different languages. For example, hybrids produced by Swedish-speaking
learners of English tj^ically consist of Swedish words to which an English-bound morpheme
has been added:
3.1. Shefylls 50 year {Sv^.fylla 50 = "have one's fiftieth birthday")
3.2. All these woodenmust be cleaned (Sw. golv = 'floor') (examples from Ringbom
1987:153-154)
By contrast, blends involve forms of the target language to which material from a previously
acquired language has been added. The following are examples of blends produced by
Swedish-speaking learners of English, where a Swedish ending is added to what is otherwise
an English word:
3.3. If I found gold, I would be luckly (Sw. lycklig = "happy") (example from Ringbom
1987:153-154)
Blends and hybrids are not always easily distinguished. In fact, Ringbom does not make a
distinction between these two types of borrowing when he Usts the lexical errors made by
EFL learners (ibid: 153-154). Other researchers often use the term 'coinage' to refer to both
hybrids and blends (e.g. Gabrys-Barker 2006). In relexifications, lexical items from LI or
some other language are modified phonologically to fit what learners perceive as norms in the
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target language. Thus, Swedish learners may produce the verb spride from Sw. sprida (En.
"spread") by analogy with recurring correspondences between Enghsh and Swedish words
(e.g. Sw. glida —Eng. glide', Sw. rida- En. ride). Another example of a relexificatipn \sfale
in the following sentence:
3.4.1 don't believe it's yourfale that you have put the cheque inwrong envelope" (Sw./e/ =
"fault")
In summary, borrowing "involves not only the 'online' consultation of a lexicon or of
lexicons other than that of the language in which communication is taking place, but also the
use of lexical knowledge relative to this latter language m order to 'camouflage' the alienness
of the borrowed items" (Smgleton 1999:181)
3.2.1.2. Lexical transfer
Lexical transfer differs from borrowmg in that leamers assume "an identity of semantic
structure" between lexical items in a previously acquired language and lexical items in the
target language. Figure 3.1 shows that lexical transfer may typically result in loan translations
and semantic extension. Ringbom (1987:116) regards cognates as an intermediate category
between transfer and borrowing. In this thesis, however, cognates are classified as
manifestations of lexical transfer on the basis that the underlying process which leads to
learners' use of cognates in L2 clearly involves the assumption of formal and semantic cross-
linguistic similarity.
3.2.1.2.1. Loan translations
Loan translations are typically compound words or phrases in the target language resulting
from the literal franslation of each element of compounds from another language. In
Ringbom's study, for example, a Finnish-speaking learner of Enghsh used^re sticks (based
on Finnish tulitikut = tuli 'fire' and tikku 'splinter') instead of matches. Other examples
include green things (Danish gr0ntsager = 'vegetables') (cf. Faerch and Kasper 1986:50) and
home animals (from the Finnish word for domestic animals) (cf. Ringbom 1986:158). Over-
extension ofrules such as English prefix un- corresponds to French in- orEnglish suffix -less
equals Dansih -Us may also be interpreted as loan translations, e.g. *employless (Danish
arbejdl0s) (cf. Faerch andKasper 1986).
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3.2.1.2.2. Semantic extension
Another type of lexical transfer involves semantic extension. Ringbom illustrates this
phenomenon with a Finnish learner's use of language instead of tongue in the following
sentence:
3.5. Hebit himselfin thelanguage(Fi. kieli = botb 'language' and 'tongue').
The procedure involved here has been called 'under-differentiation'^°: the learner uses a
previously acquired word in the target language, extending its meaning to include all the
semantic properties of its LI equivalent. Another example of semantic extension is provided
by Agustin Llach et al (2006) who report that a Spanish learner of English usQd fathers for
parents. As shown in Figure 3.2, the singular form of the Spanish noun 'padre' corresponds
to English 'fatherWhen used in plural, the Spanish word has two translation equivalents in
English.
Figure 3.2: S'p.padre vs. father
Spanish English
'padre' 'father'
'padres'
'parents'
'fathers'
Ringbom (1986:154) suggests that wherever possible beginning foreign language learners try
to operate with simplified translation equivalents. They often acquire one of the equivalents
before the others and make use of this 'primary counterpart' (Arabski 1979)'' in both
appropriate and inappropriate contexts. AsHasselgren (1994)'^ puts it,
"when an LI item is translatable by two or more L2 items, the leamer will often
select one of these andconsistently let it do thejob ofbothor all of them, spreading
its area of meaning to cover the semantic space of the LI source item" (Hasselgren
1994:251).
70 See Weinreich's (1968: 18-19) classification ofnon-correspondence types between LI and 12 items into (1)
item substitution, (2) underdifferentiation, and (3) overdifferentiation.
Quoted in Kellerman (1984), Ringbom (1987) and Selinker (1992): ArabskiJ. (1979) Errors as indicators
ofthe development ofinterlanguage. Katowice: Universytet Slaski.
Hasselgren (1994) refers to thephenomenon of'semantic extension' as 'spreading'.
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Viberg has studied phenomena of semantic extension in learner language in a number of
studies (e.g. Viberg 1998; 2002). Like other researchers such as Jiang (e.g. Jiang 2004a;
2004b), Viberg refers to these phenomena as instances of semantic transfer. In his 1998
study, Viberg makes use of an elicitation task, i.e. an instruction-giving test^^, to investigate
Spanish, Finnish and Pohsh-speaking learners' use of Swedish verbs of placement: sdtta,
stdlla and Idgga. These three verbs are primary equivalents of the English verb put but they
are used in different contexts:
- The verb stalla must be used when an object is placed in such as way that the vertical
dimension is dominant:
Jag staller vasen pa bordet. I'll put the vase on the table.
- When the vertical dimension is not salient, the verb lagga must be used:
Jag lagger paraplyet pa bordet. I'll put (lay) the umbrella on the table.
- The verb satta is basically used when something is placed in a fixed position (e.g. attached in
a file, AmE ring binder):
Jag satter in. rakningama i parmen. I'll put the bills in the file. (Viberg 1998:184-185).
Figure 3.3 shows that Spanish and Finnish have a single equivalent to Swedish sdtta, stdlla
and Idgga. By contrast, the system of verbs of placement is partly equivalent in Polish. There
is a partial equivalent to Swedish stdlla, namely stawiac which shares the semantic feature +
VERTICAL. Polish Masc corresponds to Swedish Idgga except that the feature -VERTICAL
is not obligatory. This verb is semantically unmarked and can replace stawiac if the vertical
dimension is not a salient feature of a situation. There is no Polish equivalent to Swedish
sdtta.
Figure 3.3: The principal verbs of putting in Swedish, Polish, Spanish and Finnish (Viberg 1998:187)
Semantic features Swedish Polish Spanish Finnish
- VERTICAL lagga kiasc
poner paima+ VERTICAL stalla stawiac
FIXED satta
Results indicate that learners tend to neutralize the semantic distinctions between the Swedish
verbs of putting sdtta, stdlla and Idgga. Neutralization of Swedish-specific semantic contrasts
is strongly related to the type of semantic differentiation available in the LI. Generalization of
" "The testwas organized around a videofikn showing a number of actions. (...) Most of the actions are
intended to be illustrative of one of the Swedish verbs ofputting. The learner serving as an informant was first
asked to pick a fellow student to interact with. The informant was then shown the actions on the video one by
one and assigned the task of instructing the fellow student, who was situated where the video could not be seen,
to carry out the same actions." (Viberg 1998:187-189)
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one verb of putting is found primarily among Spanish and Finnish learners who lack a
corresponding LI contrast. Spanish and Finnish-speaking learners typically over-extend the
meaning of stdlla. By contrast, Polish learners have an excellent command of the semantic
field of this verb, which reveals a strong positive influence from the LI.
Jiang (2002) makes use of semantic judgment tasks to investigate semantic transfer and
shed some light on the organisation of the bilingual lexicon^"^. Chinese-speaking learners of
English were asked to decide whether two English words were related in meaning. Two types
of related word pairs served as input: English word pairs sharing the same Chinese translation
(e.g. chance and opportunity translate into the same Chinese word) and English word pairs
that did not share the same LI translation (e.g. achievement and success translate into two
different words in Chinese). Jiang (2004b) is a replication of this study in which Korean-
speaking learners of English were asked to perform the same task. In both studies, leamers
were found to respond to the same-translation pairs significantly faster than to the different-
translation pairs, which Jiang interprets as evidence of continued LI semantic mediation in L2
processing among L2 leamers.
Translation equivalence, i.e. "the relation that holds between words which are regularly
used as translations of each other and are presented as such in bilingual dictionaries" (Van
Roey 1990:73), has been the object of numerous contrastive studies (e.g. Van Roey 1990;
Salkie 2002; Viberg 2004/2005; Mudraya et al. 2005). Several studies have stressed leamers'
difficulties with partial translation equivalence but they have rarely systematically relied on
interlanguage data to substantiate their claims. Thus, contributors to Swan and Smith (2001)
report numerous Enghsh word-pairs confusion that can be attributed to a lack of semantic
differentiation in the mother tongue. For example, Italian leamers are said to use why and
because (both rendered in Italian by 'perche') or also and even (both rendered in Italian by
'anche') interchangeably and Malay/Indonesian speakers are reported to confuse open and
start as well as follow and accompany. These statements might represent attested learner
difficulties. However, the lack of detail about methodology and data used is a serious
weakness of the book (cf section 3.3 for a discussion of methodological issues in transfer
studies).
''' The reader isreferred toDuyck (2004), Costa (2005) and Kroll and Tokowicz (2005) for a review ofcurrent
research on the organisation of the bilingual lexicon.
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Ringbom's category of semantic extension includes all instances of LI semantic
properties extended to L2 words which are not formal translation equivalents. Formal cross-
linguistic similarities between items with varying degrees of semantic identity fall into the
category of cognates.
3.2.1.2.3. Cognates
Figure 3.1 shows that Ringbom's category of cognates consists of false friends only, "where
an underlying cross-linguistic similarity between words leads to errors" (Ringbom 1987:116).
As the following examples reveal, Ringbom (1987) does not consider the criterion of
etymological relatedness a necessary condition for cognates. This conception of 'cognates'
thus broadly corresponds to Van Roey's (1990) use of 'common words'.
3.6. The child is locked to bed by telling him some stories (Sw. locka = "tempt")
3.7. Many people die every day because they are offers of the violence (Sw. offer = "victim")
3.8.1 true that most of the teachers are good (Sw. tro = "think") (examples from Ringbom
1987: 124-125)
These examples help understand why Ringbom regards cognates as an intermediate category
between transfer and borrowing. It is questionable, however, whether these "false friends" are
not instances of borrowing, and more specifically hybrids (cf section 3.2.1.1). It may be
argued that locked, offers and true in examples 3.6 to 3.8 do not differ significantly from fylls
and golves in examples 3.1 and 3.2. It may be pure coincidence that learners' attempts result
in English forms in examples 3.6 to 3.8 but in non-English forms in examples 3.1 and 3.2.
The word true in example 3.8 clearly supports this hypothesis. Ringbom (2006:38) explains
that "[e]quivalence between individual items is difficult to perceive without an existing
underlying functional equivalence between categories". In production, it seems even more
implausible that learners assume an identity of semantic structure between L1-L2 word pairs
that differ in their part-of-speech. The English word 'true' can be an adjective, an adverb or a
noun but not a verb. However, no definite explanation can be provided for cases such as those
illustrated above unless we resort to verbal reports in which learners "comment on their own
productions and elicit thereby explanations for why they are or are not making errors" (Ellis
and Barkhuizen 2005:22).
Following researchers such as Granger and Swallow (1988), Van Roey (1990) and
Granger (1993), Ringbom (2007) makes use of a different definition of cognates:
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"Cognates in two languages can be defined as historically related, formally
similar words, whose meanings may be identical, similar, partly different or,
occasionally, even wholly different. Words with different memings where the
formal similarity is purely accidental, as in English pain - Firenchpain, cannot be
considered cognates." (Ringbom 2007:73)
This definition differs from Ringbom's (1987) in two ways. First, it makes use of the
etymological criterion. Second, it is no longer restricted to false friends but also includes
cognates whose meanings are identical. Granger (1993) categorizes cognates into 'good
cognates', which have the same meaning, and 'deceptive cognates', which have partial or
totally different meanings, as illustrated in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Granger's (1993:44) categorization of cognates
GOOD COGNATES (F) somptueux = (E) sumptuous
(Lat. sumptuosus)
DECEPTIVE COGNATES
Totally deceptive (F) actuel (E) actual
(Lat. actualis)
Partially deceptive (F) experience = (E) experience
= (E) experiment
(Lat. experientia) .
Granger and Swallow (1988) examine the possible nature of the deceptiveness and explain
that the difficulties inherent in deceptive cognates are not restricted to conceptual gaps:
"Two cognates may have the same referential meaning and yet differ firom a
collocative point of view, showing a greater predilection for certain words or
groups of words than for others, from a connotative point of view, that is to say in
the associations which they call up, and from a stylistic point of view, in that ftey
belongto different registers of language." (Granger and Swallow 1988:112)'^
They distinguish two forms of collocational restrictions depending on whether there is
equivalence between the two cognates in a particular meaning, or whether the equivalence is
limited to a number of arbitrarily restricted collocations (cf Table 3.1). We will come back to
transfer of LI collocational restrictions on the target language in section 3.2.1.2.3.
75 My emphasis.
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Table 3.1: Cognates and collocational restrictions (based on Granger and Swallow 1988:112-114)
1. Equivalence between the
two cognates in a particular
meaning, expect in the case of
certain restricted collocations
in either or both of the
languages, where the cognate
is not used
2. Equivalence limited to a
number of restricted
collocations
- maintenir / maintain
maintenir: conserver dans le meme etat; faire ou laisser durer
maintain : to continue or retain ; keep in existence
Ex: maintenir des prix, coutumes, privileges
to maintain prices, customs, privileges
But: maintenir une decision : to stand by a decision
maintenir sa candidature: not withdraw one's
application
- faux / false
faux: qui n'estpas vraiment, reellement ce qu'il parait etre
false : not real or genuine but intended to seem real
Ex: fausse barbe,/aMJ^e d.QrAs,,faux plafond,
false heard.,false tteih.,false ceiling, ...
but: fausse fenetre: blind window
false bottom: double fond
- assurance / assurance
Fr. assurance: convention par laquelle on s'assure
= En. insurance
Ex: police d'assurance: insurance policy
assurance incendie: &e insurance
but: assurance-vie: life assurance (also insurance)
- tissu / tissue
tissue: suite ininterrompue (de choses regrettables ou desagreables)
= En. mass, string
Ex : Son allocution n'etait qu'un tissu de contradictions, d'obscenites
His speech was a mass of contradictions, a string of obscenities
but: un tissue de mensonges: a tissue of Ues (or pack)
Examples of cognates that differ in their connotative meaning, i.e. "secondary features, either
of a conceptual or emotive or evaluative nature, which form a kind of "halo associatif around
the word" (Van Roey 1990: 38), include:
• The pair En. regime - Fr. regime in which the English word has a pejorative
connotation, "generally referring as it does to a system of government of which the
speaker disapproves and not, like the French, to any type of government" (Granger
and Swallow 1988:115);
• The pair En. face - Fr. face, where the French word usually connotes pejoratively,
while its English counterpart is neutral.
Granger and Swallow (1988) suggest that French-English cognates often differ in their
stylistic meaning, i.e. "the meaning of a word in so far as it is determined by the situation or
the circumstances in which it is used" (Van Roey 1990: 42). Granger (1993) explains that
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many cognates which are core words in French are subject-core or non-core in EngUsh (cf.
Table 3.2). As a result, French-speaking learners have a tendency to overuse less frequent
English subject-core or non-core words thatare directly activated by theFrench cognate.
Table 3.2: English-French cognates (Granger 1993:53)
FRENCH CORE ENGLISH SUBJECT-CORE
or NON-CORE
ENGLISH CORE
abandonner abandon give up
aider aid help
avare avaricious mean
courageux courageous brave
descendre descend go/come down
fatigue fatigue tiredness
liberte liberty freedom
monter mount go/come up
obtenir obtain get
profond profound deep
The role of cognates in foreign language teaching and learning has attracted much
attention (e.g. Meara 1993; Granger 1993). As Carroll explains, cognates "present a certain
paradox for learning theory: on the one hand, they appear tofacilitate learning, i.e. unknown
words which form cognate-pairs with known words appear tobe easier to recognize, represent
and deploy than new words which do not. On the other hand, cognate-pairing also appears to
hinder long-term learning in that the so-called "false cognates" (les faux amis) cause
erroneous production, may lead to misrepresentation of the meaning of the input, and may be
difficult to overcome" (Carroll 1992:94)'^ ^ A number of studies have stressed the facilitative
effect of cognates on comprehension skills (e.g. Ringbom 1987; Moss. 1992; Jimenez et al
1996; Blonski Hardin 2001). As for production, Meara (1993:283) reports that several
studies conducted in the 80s pointed to learners' tendency to avoid cognates. Other studies
have shown that deceptive cognates may account for a large proportion of learners' lexical
errors in their compositions or translations (e.g. Ringbom 1987:124-126; Hasselgren 1994).
As Scarcella and Zimmerman (2005:127) comment, however, there are gaps in the literature
concerning the effect of cognate knowledge on IL production. This situation is compounded
by problems of comparability of results as the term 'cognate' is eitherused to refer to formal
similarity (e.g. Carroll 1992; Singleton and Little 1991; Allerton and Wieser 2005) or
etymologically related, formally similar words (e.g. Granger 1996b).
76 My italics
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Several factors have been reported to influence learners' use of cognates, among which,
proficiency, frequency in L2 and individual differences. As for proficiency, Melka (1997: 97)
states that "[a]s a beginner, the L2 learner has a tendency to generalize equivalences and to
use this principle in comprehension and production. In later stages of learning, the same
learner hesitates to produce cognates whose meaning he or she is not sure about. Reception
will be maximal then, and production will be avoided". Hammer and Monod (1976:16) claim
that "[ijncorrect use of deceptive cognates is probably the least enduring type of interference
between two languages"^^. On the other hand, Granger (1993:49) writes that partially
deceptive cognates "are, in the experience of many language teachers including myself, one
the most enduring types of interference, giving rise to errors in the most advanced learning
stages". Ringbom stresses the importance of frequency in L2 and states that "[h]igh-
frequency deceptive cognates are easily confused at early stages of learning" (Ringbom
2007:76). Allerton and Wieser (2005:73) suggest that if the false friend item is more frequent
than the correct translation equivalent, "the danger of it being used as a false friend seems to
be greater". Thus, the English high-frequency word small may often be erroneously used to
translate Ge. 'schmal' instead of its English translation equivalent narrow. Individual
differences have also been suggested to play a part in learners' extensive use vs. non-use of
cognates (cf Meara 1993: 286-287).
There are many unsubstantiated, and often contradictory, claims with regard to the role
of cognates (especially in production) and factors influencing their use. Studies that
systematically investigate learners' productive use of cognates are relatively few. Granger
(1996b), Scarcella and Zimmerman (2005) and Allerton and Wieser (2005) are three notable
exceptions. Granger (1996b) makes use of a corpus of French-speaking learner essays to test
the following two hypotheses based on the claims of some of the researchers cited above:
I. French-speaking learners of English have a tendency to overuse Romance words to the
detriment of Germanic words
II. The use of deceptive cognates is the least enduring type of interference (Granger
1996b:112)
Results contradict hypothesis I. French learners are not found to overuse Romance words
when compared to native speakers of EngUsh. Neither do they overuse Romance lexical
verbs. On the contrary, they overuse a handful of high frequency Germanic verbs, an overuse
which has also been reported in the writing of other LI learner populations and is thus
Quoted in Granger (1996:111-112): Hammer P. and M. Monod (1976) English-French Cognate Dictionary.
The University ofAlberta, Edmonton.
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interpreted as a developmental feature. Similarly, Scarcella and Zimmerman (2005)
investigate learners' use of what they call "academic words/cognates", i.e. Spanish-English
cognates that belong to Coxhead's academic word list (cf. section 1.3.1.2), in expository
essays written by Spanish-speaking and Asian language-speaking ESL students. They report
that Spanish learners of English do not use more academic words/cognates than Asian
students. In addition, Spanish students are also found to do worse on a test of academic word
derivatives. Although Spanish students may have an advantage over learner populations
whose LI is not a romance language because many English words have Spanish cognates, this
facilitating effect is not reflected in Scarcella andZimmerman's findings.
Granger's (1996b) hypothesis II is also rejected: approximately one third of the 750
lexical errors analysed in this study are instances of false friends. However, results show a
clear difference between totally and partially deceptive cognates. Although there are still
some instances of totally deceptive cognates (e.g. to achieve - French 'achever' used instead
of to finish-, to suppress - Fr 'supprimer' used in the meaning of to do away with), partially
deceptive cognates constitute the overwhelming majority of errors. Thus, in example 3.9, the
adjective important is used in the meaning of large.
3.9. Their population is as "important as therest of Europe (E: large; F: important).
Granger (1996b: 116) explains that French learners rely on the equivalence of Fr. important
and En. important in the meaning of 'of great value' and mistakenly infer equivalence in the
other meaning of 'large' as illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: French learners' erroneous use of En. 'important' (Granger 1996b:116)
Meaning 1 ('of great value') E. important
F. important —
Meaning 2 ('large')- E. "important
Allerton andWieser (2005) describe different types of German-English false friends and
make use of a translation task to investigate which of these actually cause more difficulties for
German-speaking learners of English. Unlike in Granger (1996b), partial false friends do not
seem to result in more errors. The number of correct answers is proportionally lower for the
total false friends. The results ofthese two studies however are not comparable as they rely on
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two different definitions of a 'false friend' and make use of different tasks. Unlike Granger
(1996b), Allerton and Wieser (2005) use the term to include any type of formal cross-
linguistic similarity.
3.2.1.3. A restricted view of lexis and transfer effects
Ringbom's (1987) classification of lexical transfer effects is incomplete for at least two
reasons. First, it deals almost exclusively with single words except for the category of loan
translations. This category is very restricted in scope and consists solely of IL compound
words or phrases resulting from the literal translation of each element of LI compoimds^^.
Second, it focuses exclusively on lexical errors despite its stated aim of representing 'overt
cross-linguistic lexical influence in production'. Other manifestations of transfer have been
identified in the literature, more particularly, facilitation (or positive transfer), avoidance (or
underproduction), and overuse (cf Ellis 1994: 301-306). However, Ringbom argues that in
cases where, for example, lexical transfer leads the learner to a fully acceptable word, "a
researcher can seldom establish that the use of a word has been the result of lexical transfer"
(Ringbom 1987:115). This view will be challenged in chapter 7, in which we report the
results of an investigation of transfer effects on overused phrasemes in essays produced by
French-speaking learners of English.
In the next section, we will thus concentrate on transfer effects on phrasemes. Special
emphasis will be placed on studies which have adopted a broader approach to transfer and
investigated other LI manifestations than errors.
I
3.2.2. Transfer effects on IL phraseology
This section focuses on findings about the influence of the first language on phrasemes. It fu:st
reviews findings about LI influence on EFL learners' use of referential phrasemes. It then
reviews the very restricted number of studies which have addressed the question of transfer
effects on learners' use of textual and communicative phrasemes.
Ringbom (2001) proposes a new classification of lexical transfer manifestations, in which the new category of
'caiques' includes loan translations of compounds, phrasal verbs and idioms.
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3.2.2.1. Transfer effects on referential phrasemes
Referential phrasemes - more particularly phrasal verbs, idioms and collocations - have
clearly been the most extensively studied types of phrasemes. There are a number of studies
which focus exclusively on, or devote much attention to, the influence of the first language on
EFL learners' use of referential phrasemes. This section first reviews findings about transfer
effects on learners' use of phrasal verbs. It then focuses on LI influence on idioms in learner
production and finally concentrates on LI-induced effects on learners' use of collocations.
The numerous studies reviewed in this section are summarized in Table 3.3, which gives
information on the type of phrasemes examined, the number of subjects investigated as well
as their mother-tongue background and the task(s) used to answer the research question.
3.2.2.1.1. Phrasal verbs
Transfer effects have often been conceived of too narrowly, in terms of the 'transfer' of
detectable features of a previously acquired language into another language (cf Kellerman
1995). As Ellis explains, however, "the absence of a structural feature in the LI may have as
much impact on the L2 as the presence ofa different feature" (Ellis 1994:311-312). Underuse
or avoidance ofEnglish phrasal verbs has been reported for learners whose first languages do
not have phrasal verbs (e.g. Dagut and Laufer 1985; Laufer and Eliasson 1993; Sjohohn 1998;
Liao and Fukuya 2004). Dagut and Laufer (1985) report that Hebrew learners are more likely
to choose one-word verbs where English speakers choose phrasal verbs that have the same
meaning (e.g. postpone vs. put off, reprimand vs. tell off) and argue that the avoidance of
phrasal verbs can be explained in terms of an indirect influence from the mother tongue,
because the phrasal verb structure does not exist in Hebrew.
From Dagut and Laufer's (1985) conclusion, Hulstijn and Marchena (1989) draw the
indirect implication that Dutch learners of English would not avoid phrasal verbs because
these types of verb structures exist in Dutch. However, Hulstijn and Marchena show that even
though Dutch learners do not avoid phrasal verbs as a category, they tend to avoid some
figurative phrasal verbs that seem too Dutch-like (e.g. go off, bring up, break out). These
results suggest that avoidance may not only result from L1-L2 structural differences but also
from similarities that tend to be perceived as unlikely by Dutch learners. In addition, Dutch
learners tend to "adopt a play-it-safe strategy, preferring one-word verbs with general, multi
purpose meanings over phrasal verbs with specific, sometimes idiomatic, meanings" (Hulstijn
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and Marchena 1989:241) (cf. section 3.2.2.2.4 for a discussion of Kellerman's studies of core
vs. idiomatic meanings).
The two studies mentioned above are based on the assumption that avoidance
presupposes some sort of prior knowledge of the target feature and a choice to rather use an
alternative which is perceived as less difficult (cf. Kleinmann 1977). However, Kamimoto et
al. (1974:259) argue that in both studies, "the methods used to establish this prior knowledge
seem more hopefal than sound." Liao and Fukuga (2004) also criticize Dagut and Laufer's
selection of the phrasal verbs investigated, which "depended on the researchers' impression
from their teaching experiences". As a result, they argue that Hebrew learners'
underproduction of phrasal verbs may just as well have resulted from their pure ignorance of
the phrasal verbs (cf. section 3.3.2 for a discussion of the selection of items investigated in
transfer studies).
Laufer and Eliasson (1993) investigate Swedish-learners use of phrasal verbs and
compare their results with Dagut and Laufer's (1985) findings about Hebrew-speaking
learners' avoidance of phrasal verbs. They find that, imlike Hebrew learners, Swedish learners
do not underuse phrasal verbs, a verb structure which exists in Swedish. In addition, semantic
opacity does not seem to induce learners' avoidance of congruent Swedish-English phrasal
verbs. This result stands in sharp contrast with Hulstijn and Marchena's (1989) finding that
Dutch learners tend to avoid 'too Dutch-like' EngUsh phrasal verbs. Laufer and Eliasson
(1993) thus conclude that the best predictor of avoidance in their study is L1-L2 difference.
Sjoholm's (1998) objective is to distinguish between cross-linguistic influence and other
factors such as proficiency, L2 exposure and semantic opaqueness on learners' avoidance of
phrasal verbs. The author compares the use of phrasal verbs by Swedish- and Finnish-
speaking EFL learners in order to investigate the role of cross-linguistic influence on the
interlanguage of learners from two very different language backgroimds. As Ringbom
explains, "[wjhile Swedish is a Germanic language with a vocabulary and structure very close
to Norwegian and Danish, and fairly close to German, Finnish is a Fenno-Ugric language
wholly unrelated to the Indo-European language family" (Ringbom 2006:37). In addition, the
Swedish language system comprises constructions that are almost identical to English phrasal
verbs while Finnish does not have such verb structures. Learners are grouped into four
different proficiency level categories and two 'L2 exposure' groups (i.e. leamers who had
stayed in an English-speaking country less than ten months or more). The main conclusions of
Sjoholm's (1998) study are:
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1. Finnish learners of English tend to avoid idiomatic (opaque) phrasal verbs in the early stages
of learning and avoidance is indirectly caused by LI.
2. Swedish learners of English display a slight tendency to avoid idiomatic (opaque) phrasal
verbs that lack LI counterparts.
3. Swedish learners tend to accept Swedish-based phrasal verbs in the early and advanced stages,
but tend to avoid them in the intermediate stages (U-shaped curve). This tendency is more
distinct with opaque phrasal verbs. This avoidance behaviour is believed to be due to indirect
influence from LI.
4. The semantic feature opacity among Swedish-based phrasal verbs paired with L1-L2
similarity may causeavoidance in the intermediate stagesamong Swedes.
5. The semantic feature transparency among phrasal verbs combined with little exposure to the
L2 (= young learners) may cause an initial over-use of these transparent phrasal verbs among
Finnish learners.
6. Extensive exposure to natural input in the target language culture tends to increase the
acceptance of opaque (idiomatic) phrasal verbs (especially among Finnish learners), but also
tends to even out the differences ia the choice pattern between the two language groups.
(Sjohohn 1998:228-231)
The significant influence ofproficiency, semantic opacity and L2 exposure on learners' use of
English phrasal verbs is further documented in Liao and Fukuga (2004), who investigate
Chinese learners' use of phrasal verbs. They find that intermediate learners produce fewer
phrasal verbs than advanced learners, for whom "learning seems to have counteracted the
effects of the L1-L2 difference" (Liao and Fukuga 2004:211). Their findings partially support
the idea that L1-L2 differences are a goodpredictor of avoidance in L2 acquisition. They also
report "a developmental manifestation of interlanguage from avoidance to nonavoidance"
(ibid:212), noting that "the two notions of interlanguage development and L1-L2 structural
difference (...) are not mutually exclusive or contradictory" (ibid:213). Incorporating the
fmdings of Dagut and Laufer (1985), Hulstijn and Marchena (1989) and Laufer and Ehasson
(1993), Liao and Fukuga (2004:212) even propose a model which "seems to suggest that,
regardless of whether learners have phrasal verbs in their LI (Dutch) or not (Chinese), they
seem to go through the same developmental process from avoidance to nonavoidance of
phrasal verbs". It is debatable, however, whether they do not oversimplify and overinterpret
findings here.
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3.2.2.1.2. Idioms
To the writer's knowledge, there is no study which investigates LI influence on idioms as
they are defined in section 2.3.7. The definition adopted in this thesis is reprinted here for the
reader's convenience:
The category of idioms is restricted to phrasemes that are constructed around a
verbal nucleus and which are characterized by their semantic non-compositionality.
Their semantic non-compositionality can be the result of a metaphorical process.
Lack of flexibility and marked syntax are further indications of their idiomatic
status. Examples include to spill the beans, to let the cat out of the hag, to bark up
the wrong tree and to kick the bucket.
Studies which have analyzed EFL learners' use of 'idioms' have generally given a much
broader definition to the term. Mahmoud Mohammed (2002), for example, defines an idiom
as "a group of words which, as a whole, has a different meaning from the meaning of the
individual words it contains". Thus, his category of idioms not only includes idioms as
defined in this thesis but also compoimds (e.g. a man ofstraw), complex prepositions (e.g. in
line with), idiomatic sentences and commonplaces (e.g. silence is golden). The same holds
true for Kellerman (1977) who examines sentences including various types of phrasemes such
as dyed-in-the-wool, take the bull by the horns, behind her back, victory in the bag and in cold
blood and Irujo (1986) who analyzes phrasemes as different as point ofview, to have on the
tip ofmy tongue, to break the ice, a vicious circle, the black sheep of the family, the coast is
clear and what's eating him? Laufer (2000) does not define 'idioms' but she seems to adopt a
more restricted defmition that covers compounds and idioms as we defined them in section
2.3.7.
Idioms, in the sense of the word adopted by researchers such as Irujo (1986) and
Mahmoud Mohammed (2002), have often been described as language-specific items "that are
generally not transferred, even if it would be possible to do so and produce correct TL [target
language]" (Kellerman 1977:101-102). In a correctness judgement task, Kellerman (1977)
found that first-year English students were more likely to reject 'Dutch-like English' idioms
as incorrect, thus indicating a reluctance to transfer them to English. Third-year students, by
contrast, were found to be more successful at distinguishing correct English idioms similar to
Dutch ones, thus displaying some acquired knowledge of what is possible in Enghsh.
However, they were also reported to show "a tendency (admittedly slight) to be more
generous towards erroneous Dutch-based expressions" (ibid: 126).
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A number of empirical studies support Kellerman's (1977) findings. Abdullah and
Jackson (1999) report that, in a Syrian Arabic-to-English translation test, some of the Syrian
participants avoided giving the identical EngKsh equivalent to the Syrian idiom, "assuming
that Syrian Arabic idioms could not have the same meanings in identical English forms"
(Abdullah and Jackson 1999:96). Similarly, Bulut (2004) finds that, while processing idioms,
even when these idioms have a perfect match in the mother tongue, Turkish teachers of
English tend to rely on contextual cues, treating those cognate idioms as 'false friends'.
Other studies, by contrast, have shown that avoidance of idioms is not "a uniform
phenomenon". Idioms are not avoided as a category (cf Laufer 2000). Identical or cognate
idioms, i.e. L2 idioms which have exact LI translation equivalents, have been shown to be
the easiest to comprehend and produce (e.g. Irujo 1986; Irujo 1993). Similar or 'false
cognate' idioms, i.e. L2 idioms which have partial translation equivalents (e.g. En. 'to kill
two birds with one stone' - Sp. 'matar dos pajaros de un tiro' [= to kill two birds from one
shot]) appear to be the least used idioms together with non-idioms in LI, i.e. idioms which
do not have an LI counterpart (e.g. Hebrew does not have an idiomatic expression
corresponding to English 'it's not my cup of tea') (cf Laufer 2000). However, similar idioms
also seem to provide the mostopportunity for (negative) transfer effects (e.g. Irujo 1986; Irujo
1993; Abdullah and Jackson 1999; Laufer 2000; Mahmoud Mohammed 2002). Almost all
incorrect idioms produced by Venezuelan EFL learners are due to literal translation of their
Spanish idiom counterparts (cf. Irujo 1993). Similarly, LI influence is held responsible for
Arabic-speaking learners' production of lexico-grammatical errors in otherwise similar
idioms, e.g. drop in an ocean' instead of 'a drop in the ocean' (cf Mahmoud 2002) '^.
Transfer effects are also found in learners' comprehension of similar idioms. For example,
Syrian learners have been shown to interpret the English idiom to bite the dust as similar in
meaning to the Arabic idiom 'to eat the dust', which means 'to be very poor/hungry' (cf.
Abdullah and Jackson 1999:98).
Different idioms, i.e. formally totally different idioms in the two languages which
express the same meaning and thus frmction as translation equivalents, are often the most
difficult to understand and produce but are less susceptible to transfer (e.g. Abdullah Jackson
1999; Irujo 1986). As Irujo suggests, "[wjhen differences are slight, the tendency may be to
generalize and ignore those differences. When differences are so great that two forms have
Idioms which differ inarticle usage only are classified as identical idioms byIrujo (1986). Perhaps
surprisingly, Irujo does notreport problems with idioms which differ in article usage in the translations produced
by Venezuelan learners.
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nothing in common, there would be no reason to try to use one form to produce the other, so
little transfer would occur" (Irujo 1986:298). All these findings have been interpreted as
evidence of LI use in the processing of idioms.
Very few studies have investigated the influence of task and learner variables (cf.
section 4.1.1) on learners' use of idioms. As for the role of proficiency, results seem to point
in opposite directions. Kellerman (1977) reports first-year students' general tendency to reject
Dutch-like English idioms. By contrast, Liijo (1993) examines the translations of idioms
produced by advanced Spanish learners of English and compares them with Irujo's (1986)
findings for less advanced Spanish learners. She shows that there is more interference in the
interlanguage of less advanced Spanish learners. A number of factors may influence these
contradictory results. First, the tasks used are very different. Second, proficiency levels may
not be comparable across the two studies. As a result, it is not possible to distinguish between
proficiency and task effects. A third variable is the mother tongue, which may play a part in
learners' perceptions of cross-linguistic similarities (cf. segtion 3.2.3). Other variables have
hardly been examined. Abdulllah and Jackson (1999) comment that transfer with cognate and
false cognate idioms is especially Hkely "when the L2 idiom is leamt out of context and in the
first-language environment" (Abdullah and Jackson 1999:105). The use of the first language
in producing Enghsh idioms seems to very by individual (cf. Irujo 1986), which may be
explained by personality or cognitive-style relating to risk-taking (Abdullah and Jackson
1999:97). ^
3.2.2.1.3. Collocations
Collocations have attracted much attention from teachers and researchers alike. The available
findings about EFL learners' use of English collocations indicate that these word
combinations cause them serious difficulties (e.g. Bahns and Eldaw 1993; Chi et al 1994;
Lennon 1996; Howarth 1996; Howarth 1998; Kallkvist 1998; Lorenz 1999a; Kaszubski 2000;
Nesselhauf 2005). They also generally support the view that partly restricted collocations are
the most problematic ones in L2 production and the most likely to reflect LI transfer effects.
Nesselhauf (2003a) conducts a careful analysis of verb-noun combinations, i.e. free
combinations, (restricted) collocations and idioms, in essays written by German learners of
English and investigates how many of the wrong or questionable combinations are likely to
Huang (2001) is an exception, considering piire idioms as the most challenging type of word combinations to
EFL learners.
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have been influenced by the first language. She shows that "whereas the influence of the LI
on verb-noun combination mistakes is considerable in general, it is greatest in collocations"
(Nesselhauf 2003a:235). As Table 3.4 shows, LI influence may account for 45% of mistakes
in general and for 56% of the mistaken collocations. LI-induced errors include verb mistake
(e.g. *make homework instead of do homework, German Hausaufgaben machen), noun
mistake (e.g. *closelacks instead of closegaps', German Lucken schliessen), usagemistake or
what Ringbom (1991) refers to as 'loan translation' or 'caique' (e.g. one's muscles
instead of to exercise', German seine Muskeln trainieren), preposition mistake (e.g. *draw a
picture from instead of draw a picture of, German ein Bild zeichnen von', both of andfrom
frequently correspond to German von) and article mistake (e.g. *get the permission instead of
get permission', German die Erlauhnis bekommen) (cf Nesselhauf 2003a:235).
Table 3.4: LI influence on mistakes and questionable combinations (adapted from Nesselhauf2003a:235)
Free
combinations
Restricted
collocations
Idioms Total
Number of mistakes and
questionable combinations
220 59 4 283
LI influence likely 92 33 2 127
Percentage 42% 56% 50% 45%
Similarly, Biskup (1992) examines the use of collocations by German and Polish EFL
learners and finds LI influence to be an important factor in learners' production of deviant
collocations. In accordance with the findings about 'semantic extension' reported in section
3.2.2.2, Biskup reports that interference errors are particularly frequent when the semantic
field of a given Li lexical item is wider than the field covered by its corresponding L2 item.
Chi et al. (1994) find transfer effects on the erroneous selection of delexical verbs and
Mahmoud (2005) suggests that transfer is responsible for a number of misguided uses of
prepositions in grammatical collocations.
Other researchers, by contrast, have tended to minimize the effects of LI influence on
collocational mistakes, arguing that "the real problem is that the speaker lacks knowledge of
the verb which collocates with the following noun phrase" (Lennon 1996:28), or to report no
such effect. Lesniewska (2006), for example, examines adjective intensifiers produced by
PoUsh advancedlearners of English and claims that, except for rare cases, "neither the deviant
forms, the non-existent words, nor the inappropriate extensions of the collocability range
made by the Polish learners display the influence of Polish" (Lesniewska 2006:69). Yet other
studies have investigated learners' errors without taking the LI variable into account.
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Disregardingthe mother tongue backgrounds of his subjects, Howarth (1996; 1998) interprets
a large proportion of erroneous verb-noun combinations produced by nine teachers of English
and one teacher of German from seven countries (Botswana, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong,
Japan, Taiwan, and Thailand) as cases of direct confusion between two L2 delexical verbs
(e.g. *do attempts instead of make attempts). This is quite unfortunate as Nesselhauf (2003b)
has shown that (exclusive) LI influence is especially frequent with delexical verbs.
Errors may, however, often stem from both interlingual (i.e. LI-induced) and
intralingual factors, i.e. "the intrinsic properties of the word which may affect its leamability,
properties which are related to the word's form and meaning" (Laufer 1997:141). Nesselhauf
(2003b) argues that "the LI and L2 influences on mistakes interact in various ways. In a
considerable number of mistakes produced, both LI influence and L2 influence are
discemable. Both types of influence are, for example, likely in take charge of for take
care of), which seems to have been influenced by French prendre en charge as well as by the
fact that the meaning of take charge ofin English is similar to the intended one of take care
of (Nesselhauf 2003b:280).
The influence of the mother tongue on advanced EFL learners' production of
collocations may also manifest itself in subtler ways. Learners have been found to rely
heavily on those English collocations which are congruent with word combinations in their
LI (e.g. Granger 1998b; Nesselhauf 2003b). Thus, the few adverb-adjective collocations used
by French learners in Granger's (1998b) study typically have a direct translation equivalent in
French. Examples include closely linked (Fr. etroitement lie), deeply rooted (Fr.profondement
enracine), and severely punished (Fr. severement puni). Conversely, non-congruency may at
least partly explain learners' patterns of underuse. Thus, Altenberg and Granger (2001) state
that "while the high degree of congruence between the English and the Swedish causative +
adjective structures accounts for Swedish learners' overuse of this construction, the much
more blurred correspondence between the English and French structures helps explain French
learners' underuse" (2001:182).
Although a large proportion of the studies reviewed here have put forward LI influence
as the most likely explanation for a number of interlanguage features, very little is really
known about the extent of transfer effects on EFL learners' use of collocations. Interlingual
factors need to be studied in parallel with other factors that have been shown to influence EFL
learners' use of word combinations, including lack of knowledge (e.g. Lennon 1996),
learners' preference for 'core' items (cf Hasselgren 1994; Granger 1998b) and intralingual
factors (e.g. semantic opacity and delexical meaning) (cf. Koya 2005). The role of proficiency
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also needs to be investigated. Most studies of EFL learners' use of collocations have focused
on theproduction of advanced learners, even though 'advanced' may represent very different
proficiency levels across studies. One notable exception is Koya (2005) who groups Japanese
EFL learners of English into four populations according to their score at a vocabulary test:
Group A (2000 word level), Group B (3000 word level), Group C (4000 word level) and
Group D (5000 word level). Koya reports a gradual increase of LI transfer in collocations
produced by learners from Group A to Group C and a slight decline at the 5000 vocabulary
level, thus suggesting that some knowledge has been acquired.
3.2.2.2. Transfer effects on communicative and textual phrasemes
Communicative phrasemes include routine formulae, attitudinal formulae, proverbs and
proverb fragments, commonplaces, idiomatic sentences, etc (section 2.3.7). There is no study,
to the writer's knowledge, which examines LI influence on proverbs, commonplaces and
idiomatic sentences. Kellerman (1977) however claims that these phrasemes are not
transferable as they are largely language-specific^^
The influence of LI routine formulae, i.e. phrasemes such as Thank you and How do
you do?, on EFL learners' use of similar formulae in L2 has scarcely been investigated. On
the other hand, there is a whole body of research which focuses on the fransfer of LI social
rules of speaking, i.e. pragmatic transfer, and investigates politeness strategies, degrees of
involvement and directness, etc. However, this field of study, with its general orientation
towards content rather than form and its clear focus on speech acts, clearly lies outside the
scope of this thesis. The reader is referred to Kasper (1992), Bou Franch (1998), Kasper and
Rose (1999) and Charlebois (2004) for more information on pragmatic transfer.
Transfer effects on sentence stems which mainly function as attitudinal formulae, i.e.
phrasemes used to signal speakers' attitudes towards their utterances and interlocutors (e.g. to
he honest; I think that ...), have been highUghted in several studies. These studies do not
make a distinction between communicative and textual sentence stems and the findings
reported here also concern textual formulae. Granger (1998b) investigates French learners'
use of what she refers to as 'sentence-builders', i.e. "phrases that function as macro-
organizers in the text" (Granger 1998b:154). She examines two types of frames or sentence
stems:
83 Kellerman made the same point about idioms but it was shown insection 3.2.2.2.2 that LI may play apart in
learners' production of idioms in L2.
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Passive frame
it + (modal) + passive verb (of saying / thinking) + that-c\susQ
Examples: it is said / thought that; it can be claimed / assumed that
Active frame
/ or we/one/you (generalizedpronoun) + (modal) + active verb (of saying /
thinking) + that-clanse
Examples: / maintain / claimthatwe can see / one couldsay that.... (Granger
1998b:154)
Results show that "[w]hile the learners made a similar use of the passive structure to the
native writers - both quantitatively and qualitatively - they massively overused the active
structure" (ibid: 154-155). Granger suggests that this overuse may at least partly be explained
in terms of LI influence since "French uses many more phatic introductory phrases than
English" (ibid: 155). Siepmann (2006:266-270) replicates Granger's (1998b) study of
sentence builders in German EFL student writing and fmds that German learners are much
less inclined to overuse the active frame than French students, which makes the author
conclude that "[i]t thus seems reasonable to assume that, in the present case, target-language
behaviour is strongly influenced by first-language background" (Siepmann 2006:267).
Siepmann also reports that German learners generally tend to "fight shy of structures which
lack a 'direct' equivalent in their mother tongue" (ibid: 271).
Transfer effects on sentence stems have been most extensively studied by Neff and her
colleagues. Neff et al (2004) show that Spanish learners use we must + reporting verb with an
illocutionary force "which presents the writer as if forcing the reader to accept the following
proposition which may seem slightly face-threatening" (Neff et al 2004:154). This use may be
partly explained by a transfer of Spanish, in which the deontic deber can mean either must or
should. Neff et al (2003) show that writers with an LI Romance language rely heavily on
clusters of we + modal verb + verb of mental/verbal process, which closely correspond to
Romance languages' use of the first person plural to address readers (see also Neff 2006:66).
As Neff van Aertselaer (to appear) explains, Spanish expert and novice writers' preference for
passive structures in the present tense most probably reflects a transfer of Spanish discourse
strategies, i.e. a translation of Spanish se impersonal passive phrases, e.g. it is said (Es. se
dice). Neff and Bunce (to appear) further show that attempted literal translations of se
impersonal passives phrases frequently result in grammatical errors in Spanish graduate
students' academic writing as illustrated in the following examples:
3.10. It has been introduced a new plan ('Se ha introducido un proyecto nuevo')
3.11. It will be observed the image
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Apart from the above studies, very few studies have investigated transfer-effects on EFL
learners' use of textual phrasemes, i.e. phrasemes typically used to structure and organize
the content (i.e. referential information) of a text or any type of discourse. Some studies on
learners' use of connectors have commented on the potential LI influence on learners'
overuse or misuse of multi-word connectors or linking adverbials. Field and Yip (1992:25)
suggest that Chinese learners' frequent erroneous use of on the other hand may be Ll-
induced. Granger and Tyson (1996) argue that French learners' overuse and misuse of on the
contrary is probably due to an over-extension of the semantic properties of Fr. 'au contraire',
which can be used to express both a concessive and antithetic link. Similarly, Gilquin (to
appear) explains French learners' overuse of even ifhy the high degree of correspondence
between this linking adverbial and its French counterpart meme si. Siepmann (2006:257) also
attributes German-speaking writers' overuse and misuse of that is to transfer effects.
The influence of the first language on text structure and organisation has typically been
the focus of contrastive rhetoric, which Connor defines as "an area of research in L2
acquisition which identifies problems in writing by referring to the features of LI" (cf Mieko
1997). However, contrastive rhetoric has generally been concerned with LI influence at a
macro-level of organisation, i.e. "in the writer's choice of rhetorical strategies and content"
(Connor2002:494) rather than in the writer's selection of words and phrasemes.
3.2.3. Constraints on transfer of phrasemes
This section is not intended as an exhaustive review of the factors that may promote or inhibit
transfer (cf. Ellis 1994:315-332 for such a discussion). Rather, it focuses on the very few (and
often contradictory) findings about constraints on transfer - more particularly, markedness
and prototypicality, psychotypology and proficiency - that have emerged from studies
focusing specifically on EFL learners' use of phrasemes.
As for markedness and prototypicality, in a number of studies based on acceptability
tests and translation tasks, Kellerman (1977; 1978; 1979; 2000) suggests that L2 learners
seem to work on the hypothesis that there are constraints on how similar the L2 can be to the
LI, and these consfraints seem to hold, even when the two languages are closely related and
the structures congruent. Kellerman (1978) investigates the 'transferability' of the different
meanings of the Dutch verb breken into its English cognate break. He shows that while Dutch
learners ofEnglish accept the structures that are the least 'marked' in their mother tongue ('he
broke his leg', 'the cup broke'), they tend to reject what they perceive as 'language-specific'
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items ('his voice broke when he was thirteen', 'some workers broke the strike'). 'Marked' in
this context means "semantically odd, or syntactically less producible or less frequent when
compared with 'normal' forms" (Kellerman 1979:46). In the 2000 study, Kellerman expands
on these findings and argues that the dimension of 'prototypicality' largely determines Dutch
learners' judgements about the transferability of the different usages of breken into break.
Although Kellerman acknowledges that learners' intuitions about what can be
transferred in an L2 may not accurately reflect what they actually do when using the target
language, his findings suggest that the further word combinations are situated from the central
core of phraseology, i.e. semantically opaque, syntactically and collocationally inflexible
multi-word units, the more potentially transferable they may be..This conclusion is challenged
by Nesselhauf in a study of learners' multi-word combinations with the two verbs take and
make in which she claims that "it does not seem to be the case that transfer decreases with the
degree of idiomaticity of a combination [...] but rather that locutional combinations
[restricted collocations] - at least in the case of the verb-noun combinations with the two
verbs investigated - are the type of combination that is most susceptible to transfer"
(Nesselhauf 2003b: 278). However, the author makes this claim on the basis of erroneous
collocations only. For such a claim to be warranted, the author should arguably have also
examined the potential LI influence on native-like free combinations, collocations and idioms
produced by EFL learners.
A related issue is that of language distance and psychotypology, i.e. learners'
perceptions about language distance (cf. Ringbom 1987; Ringbom 2006). Comparing German
and Polish learners, Biskup (1992) is able to observe that while German students tend to
produce fransfer errors resulting from assumed formal similarity, Polish students, "perceiving
the distance between Polish and English, do not assume that there can be much formal
similarity between these two languages" (Biskup 1992:91). Their errors reflect assumed
semantic similarity instead and are either loan translations or extension of L2 meaning on the
basis of the LI word. Exactly the same types of findings are reported by Ringbom (1987) in
his study of Swedish-speaking vs. Finnish-speaking EFL learners' use of lexis:
"Thus the errors due to Swedish present exactly the opposite picture to the errors
due to Finnish: Swedish influence results from formal cross-linguistic similarities
between words, whereas Fiimish influence manifests itself in either loan
translations or, more commonly, in transfer of the semantic properties of a formally
different Ll-word." (Ringbom 1987:126)
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The general conclusion that can be drawn &om these findings is that while "the search for
similarities is an essential process in [language] learning" (Ringbom 2006:5), it may not be
conducted similarly by learners from different mother tongue backgrounds.
Textual phrasemes have been defmed in section 2.3.7 as phrasemes "typically used to
structure and organize the content (i.e. referential information) of a text or any type of
discourse." The influence of the first language on text structure and organisation is typically
the focus of contrastive rhetoric, which Connor defines as "an area of research in L2
acquisition which identifies problems in writing by referring to the features of LI" (cf Mieko
1997). However, contrastive rhetoric has generally been concerned with LI influence at a
macro-level of organisation, i.e. "in the writer's choice of rhetorical strategies and content"
(Connor 2002:494) rather than in the writer's selection of words and phrasemes.
Very few studies have investigated transfer-effects on EFL learners' use of textual
phrasemes. Some studies on learners' use of connectors have commented on the potential LI
influence on learners' overuse or misuse of multi-word connectors or linking adverbials. Field
and Yip (1992:25) suggest that Chinese learners' frequent erroneous use of on the other hand
may be Ll-induced. Granger and Tyson (1996) argue that French learners' overuse and
misuse of on the contrary is probably due to an over-extension of the semantic properties of
Fr. 'au contraire', which can be used to express both a concessive and antithetic link.
Similarly, Gilquin (to appear) explains French learners' overuse of even ifhy the high degree
of correspondence between this linking adverbial and its French counterpart meme si.
Siepmann (2006:257) also attributes German-speaking writers' overuse and misuse of that is
to transfer effects.
Findings aboutLI influence on textual formulae are, to the writer's knowledge, largely
anecdotal. Siepmann, for example, reports that German learners generally tend to "fight shy
of structures which lack a 'direct' equivalent in their mother tongue" (ibid: 271). Several
studies have focused on sentence stems that are arguably best described as communicative
phrasemes (e.g. we can say that, we must it can be said ...) even though they may also be
used to organize discourse. These studies will be reviewed in the next section.
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3.2.4. United to unlock the mysteries of LI influence
"Learners clearly cannot be regarded as 'phraseologically virgin
territory': they have a whole stock of prefabs in their mother tongue
which will inevitably play a role - both positive and negative - in the
acquisition ofprefabs in L2" (Granger 1998:158)
This section has shown that there are numerous studies which devote attention to transfer
effects on learners' use of single words and phrasemes in L2. However, it also supports
Jarvis's (2000) view that "it is still unsettling to witness the level of confusion that remains in
the field, particularly in the form of conflicting claims made about the nature of LI influence
and its interaction with other factors" (Jarvis 2000:248). Very few facts about LI influence
are well-established.
Most of the. studies reviewed focus on what we can call 'transfer of form' (e.g.
borrowing), 'transfer of meaning' (cf semantic transfer, semantic extension) or 'transfer of
form/meaning mapping' (e.g. cognates). Next to knowledge of form and meaning, however,
knowing a word also involves knowing in what patterns, with what words, when, where and
how to use it (cf. section 1.3.2.1). Research into learners' use of cognates has highlighted
transfer effects on style and register (cf. Granger and Swallow 1988; Van Roey 1990; Granger
1996b). Studies focusing on learners' use of phrasemes have brought to light transfer effects
on collocational restrictions and lexico-grammatical patterns. However, much remains to be
done regarding 'transfer of use'. LI influence on collocations has never been investigated
within a broader research framework which would encompass the stylistic and register-related
aspects of collocations. Hoey (2005) argues that collocations are primed to occur in specific
textual, generic and social contexts (cf section 2.4.2.3) and that the "transfer of primings
from earlier to later languages is (...) unavoidable" (Hoey 2005:183). Does this mean that
learners will transfer LI features into L2 within a specific register? Learner corpus research
tends to suggest the contrary: EFL learners' writing is often described as too oral-like (cf.
section 1.4.2) and their speech seems to be too formal (cf Channell 1994:21; Guest 1998; De
Cock 2003). There is arguably a need for studies which would compare LI transfer across
registers.
Wray (2002) proposes a model of the creation of the lexicon in classroom-taught L2
(after childhood) which is unique in considering the influence of the settings and types of L2
input on vocabulary development and in distinguishing between acquisitional patterns of
morphemes, single words and formulaic word strings or phrasemes (cf. Figure 3.6). Despite
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the many uncertainties and controversies surrounding cross-linguistic influence, there is one
thing that seems unquestionable from the transfer studies reviewedabove, i.e. the influence of
the frrst language on EFL learners' acquisition, comprehension and use of L2 lexis. It is
therefore rather unfortunate that Wray (2002) does not incorporate the first language into her
model.
Studies on the bilingual lexicon and bilingual processing, by contrast, have focused on
the links between LI and L2, and more specifically, on how we access words from different
languages in our lexicon. As a result, they have been particularly interested in phenomena of
code-switching or borrowing (cf Pouhsse and Bongaerts 1994; PouUsse 1997). However, the
object ofstudy ofthis research field largely remains the 'single word' despite De Bot's (2004)
claim that "in work on bilinguahsm and multilingualism the structure and workings of the
lexicon are at the heart of current research" (De Bot 2004:17). When the question of
phrasemes is addressed, it is often to comment that they do not differ from single words and
are treated equally in the mental lexicon. One example is De Bot (1992:10) who proposes a
model of bilingual processing and writes without further consideration that "[i]t is assumed
that idioms and phrases can be entries in the mental lexicon" (De Bot 1992:10). Evidence of
the lack of interest in phraseology is also available from the widely held contention that
syntagmatic responses on a word association test are indicative ofa lower level ofproficiency
and that a shift from syntagmatic to paradigmatic responses suggest lexical development. This
view has however recently been challenged by Wolter (2001; 2006) on the basis that it
"underestimates the complicated process of acquiring syntagmatic connections" (Wolter
2006:746).
In short, it is regrettable that research fields as complementary as SLA, (learner) corpus
research, teaching and psycholinguistics lead isolate existence and rarely interact. As a result,
they can only provide partial theories of first language transfer, and incomplete models of the
development ofL2vocabulary or the organization of thebilingual lexicon.
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5.5. Investigating transfer: lostin 'methodologicalfog'^ *?
"There has beenconsiderable progress in the study of transfer during
the last hundred or so years, especially during the years since World
War II Yet the controversies that have accompanied this progress
make it clear that the findings of transfer research must be
interpretedcautiously." (Odlin 1989:151)
In section 3.2, the focus has been placed on major findings about LI influence on learners'
use of words and phrasemes in L2. The numerous studies referred to have been discussed
without describing in much detail the type of evidence and method used. Some
methodological aspects, however, somehow cast doubt on the validity of several of the
conclusions drawn. In this section, we focus on three central methodological factors which
have proved to be vexed issues in transfer studies: the type and amount of data used to
substantiate researchers' claim on LI transfer, the selection of candidate items to serve as a
basis for transfer studies (e.g. grammatical constructions, lexical items, morphemes) and the
criteria used to assess LI influence.
3.3.1. Data
Transfer studies, and more generally SLA studies, crucially depend on good datasets to work
from (cf. Myles 2005:374). However, lack of rigour in data description and analysis has been
identified as a serious weakness of the field (e.g. Jansen 2000). In this section, we discuss
three limitations of a large proportion of transfer studies and the problems they may pose: (1)
lackof detailed data description, (2) limited amount of data and (3) the types of datasets used
to substantiate their claims about LI influence.
3.3.1.1. Lack of detailed data description
As Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005:25) have pointed out, "SLA researchers have often been
neglectful in providing detailed information about the situational background of the learners
they study." In addition, they have often failed to provide detailed data description. Kamimoto
et al. (1992) reconsider Schachter's (1974) study into the acquisition of English relative
clauses by speakers of Persian, Arabic, Chinese and Japanese and express concern that such a
'second language classic' lacks rigour in data description. Schachter makes use of written
'^^ Kellerman (1984:102)
compositions by learners studying English at the American Language Institute, in the
University of California, but does not give any detail about IL productions. No information is
provided about, for example, topic or how much time was allocated to the students to carry
out the writing task. Quantitative data such as total number of words investigated for each
group, relative frequency of relative clauses per LI population or mean lengths of the
compositions produced by Persian, Arab, Chinese and Japanese students are sorely lacking. It
is therefore not possible to verify whether Schachter's finding that Chinese and Japanese
learners use fewer relative clauses is correct or "whether RC [relative clause] frequency goes
hand-in-hand with overall essay length" (Kamimoto et al. 1992:274).
There are many examples of text-based transfer studies which do not make use of
textual data analysis (e.g. total number of words, total number of occurrences of the item
under study, relative frequencies, mean length). Mahmoud (2002; 2005) investigates Arab
learners' use of idioms and collocations in essays but does not provide any quantitative
information about these texts. In his 2002 study on idioms, for example, Mahmoud writes that
"relevant data were collected from paragraphs, essays and term papers written by Arabic-
speaking second-year university students majoring in English" and that "a total of 124 idioms
(excltiding phrasal verbs and binomials) were found in 3220 pieces written by 230 students."
However, the total number of words and the mean length of the essays are not given. It is thus
impossible to make sense of "the small number of idioms" found in learner essays.
The study by Chi et al (1994) illustrates another, problem relating to textual data
analysis. The authors examine erroneous collocations with delexical verbs {have, make, take,
do and get) in approximately 1,000,000 words from the HKUST Learner Corpus (cf. Table
3.4) and provide the frequency of lexical collocational errors for the five verbs (cf. Table 3.5).
However, the total number of occurrences of these verbs is not given. As a result, it cannot be
checked whether percentages of errors per verb are similar or not.
Table 3.5: Frequency of lexical collocational errors of the five verbs (Chi et al. 1994:159)
Verb
Number of
occurrences
have 12
do 16
make 44
take 46
get 49
Jansen (2000:40) points up that "[ajpparently, when it comes to supporting a particular
theoretical point, describing the data in only very general terms is deemed sufficient (by the
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authors and presumably also by their reviewers)." The main objective of SLA researchers is to
build "models of the underlying mental representations and developmental processes which
shape and constrain second language (L2) productions" (Myles 2005:374). It seems that data
serves as a 'means to an end' here and is not assigned the major role it deserves. Lack of
detailed data description and insufficient information onthe learners under study make it very
difficult to compare studies and make sense of apparently contradictory results. For each
transfer study, it is often possible to find another study which takes the opposite view and
provides counter-evidence. Thus, Kellerman (1977) provides little evidence of transfer effects
in the acceptability judgements tasks performed by less advanced students who even tend to
reject Dutch-like Enghsh idioms. By contrast, Irujo (1993) offers evidence for LI influence in
the translations produced by less advanced Spanish learners (cf section 3.2.2.1.2). Similarly,
LI influence on learners' use of collocations is found in a large majority of studies except for
Lesniewska (2006) (cf section 3.2.2.1.3). Another corollary of this lack of detailed data
description in transfer studies is that replication studies are often impossible to conduct (cf
Lightbown 1984:249)^^.
These weaknesses point to the necessity to control for and eventually manipulate certain
variables in SLA studies. EUis and Barkhuizen (2005:30) list the following variables that
minimally need to be considered inproducing a fiill description of the participants in a study:
• the learner's social and situational background
• the situational context in which the writing took place
• the genre
• the topic(s)
• timing
• availability of reference tools.
We will come back to learner and task variables in section 4.1.1 when describing the learner
corpus data used in this thesis.
Butsee Cobb (2003) for a succesful attempt at replicating three learner corpus-based studies.
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3.3.1.2. Types of data
"... competence can only be examined by investigating some kind of
performance and (...) tbe key methodological issue is what kind of
performance provides the most valid and reliable information about
competence" (EUis and Barhuizen 2005:21)
Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005:15-50) classify the types of data used by SLA researchers into
three broad categories: (1) non-linguistic performance data, (2) samples of learner language,
and (3) reports from learners about their own learning. As shown in Table 3.6, non-linguistic
performance data^^ involve measuring learners' reaction times to linguistic stimuli, non
verbal measures of learners' comprehension of linguistic input (e.g. matching a sentence with
the correct picture) and measuires of learners' intuitions®' about the grammaticality or
acceptability of sentences. These tasks are supposed to "provide evidence about what learners
know as opposed to what they do, about competence rather than performance" (Ellis
1994:673). Transfer studies have made extensive use of learners' intuitions, especially in the
form of correctness judgment tests (e.g. Kohn 1986; Laufer 2003; Lesniewska 2006),
semantic-relatedness judgment tests (e.g. Jiang 2002; 2004b) and transferability
judgment tests (e.g. Kellerman 1978; 1986).
Laufer (2003) uses a test of correctness judgment consisting of 35 Russian sentences
among which 17 include incorrect collocations that are modelled on Hebrew to investigate the
influence that a prolonged contact with L2 Hebrew has on LI collocational knowledge of
Russian immigrants to Israel. Kellerman (1977; 1978; 1986) makes use of native speakers'
intuitions regarding their LI to demonstrate that learners have perceptions of their own
language and that these perceptions influence what they are willing to transfer to L2 (cf.
section 3.2.3). For example, Kellerman (1978) investigates the transferability of the various
meanings of the Dutch verb 'breken' by conducting two transferability experiments in which
he asks Dutch students of English to decide whether they would translate the sentences
containing 'breken' using the English verb break'.
Kohn (1986) argues that the choice of judgment tests is motivated by the memory-
output paradox:
"The problem here is that on the one hand knowledge can never be observed
directly, but only inferred from its manifestation in output; on the other hand,
This category broadly corresponds to Ellis's (1994:670) data type of 'metalingual judgments'.
Ellis and Barkhuizen make use of the term 'intuition' where 'introspection' should arguably be employed (cf.
note 62).
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however, a straightforward interpretation of output data in terms of knowledge is
not possible either, due to the influence of ever-present retrieval constraints caused
by, e.g. stress, fatigue, distraction, insecurity. A way out of this dilemma is to infer
a leamer's knowledge from an output produced under conditions for which
retrieval constraints are assumed to be minimal." (Kohn 1986:28)
Similarly, Kellerman justifies using judgment tests by arguing that SLA studies need 'clean'
data "dissected away from all irrelevances" (Kellerman 1986:36). However, judgment tests
have also been challenged on a number of grounds. One of the most controversial issues is
"what exactly they do measure and whether they provide consistent measurements" (EUis and
Barhuizen 2005:19). As a result, EUis and Barkhuizen argue that, despite having figured
strongly in SLA research, measures of learners' intuitions "should not serve as the primary
data for studying L2 acquisition" (ibid: 21). They add that "the primary data for investigating
L2 acquisition should be samples of learner language" (ibid).
Samples of learner language consist of three main categories: (1) naturally-occurring
samples, (2) clinically elicited samples and (3) experimentally-elicited samples ,(c£ Table
3.6). Clinical experimentation has sometimes been used in transfer studies. It involves "the
use of tasks where learners areprimarily concerned with message conveyance, need to utilize
their own linguistic resources to construct utterances, and are focused on achieving some non-
linguistic outcome" (Ellis and Barkhuizen 2005:23). For example, Hakansson et al. (2002)
make use of specially designed tasks with the aim of eliciting oral narratives from 20 German
L2 learners with Swedish as theirLI to inform a study on wordorder acquisition.
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Table 3.6: A classification of data types in SLA research (based on Ellis and Bafkhuizen 2005:15-50)
1. NON-LINGUISTIC PERFORMANCE DATA
• Measures of learners' reaction times to linguistic stimuli
• Non-verbal measures of learners' coraprehension of linguistic input
• Measures of learners' intuitions about the grammaticality or acceptability of sentences
2. SAMPLES OF LEARNER LANGUAGE
• Naturally-occurring samples
o Oral samples
• Pencil-and-paper
• Audio recording
• Video recording
o Written samples
• Clinically elicited samples
o Eliciting general samples
• Communicative 'gap' tasks
• Open role plays
• Text reconstruction tasks
• Picture composition tasks
• Oral interviews
o Elicitingfocused samples
• Experimentally-elicited samples
o Discrete point tests
• Traditional language exercise formats
• Cloze procedure
• Elicited imitation
• Elicited translation
o Prompts .
• Sentence completion
• Discourse completion
• Question-and-answer
3. REPORTS FROM LEARNERS ABOUT THEIR OWN LEARNING
• Self-report
o Questionnaires
o Interviews
o Personal learning histories
• Self-observation
o Diaries
o Stimulated recall
• Self-revelation using think-aloud
• ^ Self-assessment
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Until veryrecently, transfer studies have strongly favoured samples of learner language
involving experimental elicitation^^ i.e. "the use of some kind of exercise, where learners
attend primarily to form, are guided in the form to be produced and thus are focused on
displaying usage of a specific linguistic form" (Ellis andBarkhuizen 2005:23) (cf Table 3.3).
Thus, Sjohohn (1998) uses a traditional language exercise format, i.e. a multiple-choice test
(with each task involving two correct alternatives, i.e. a phrasal verb and a synonymous one-
word verb, together with two distractor verbs) to investigate how patterns of avoidance
develop in Swedish-speaking and Finnish-speaking learners' acquisition of English phrasal
verbs. Irujo (1986) makes use of a cloze test, a definition test, a multiple-choice test and a
Spanish-English translation test to investigate learners' avoidance in the production of idioms.
Fill-in-the-blanks (or cloze) tests have been used in a number of transfer studies, including
Bahns and Eldaw (1993), Hasselgren (1994); Laufer (2000), Huang (2001), Cieslicka (2006)
and Lesniewska (2006).
One of the most favoured tasks however has been eUcited translation (e.g. Ringbom
1978; Biskup 1992; Irujo 1993; Bahns and Eldaw 1993; Abdullah and Jackson 1999; Laufer
2000; Cieslicka 2006; Piasecka 2006). This is arguably most unfortunate as the danger of
tasks in which learners have to translate a sentence in the LI into the L2 is that "it leads to
extensive LI transfer when, in more natural language use, this would not occur" (EUis and
Barkhuizen 2005:38)^^. Results ofa translation task may be more indicative ofthe strategies
of translation adopted by learners than of their underlying linguistic competence (cf
Latkowska 2006:212). One of these strategies is word-for-word rendition, which is most
problematic for studies focusing on learners' use of phrasemes. These limitations call for
cautious (and parsimonious) use of evidence from translation tasks in transfer studies, which
may nevertheless be of value "provided it is used selectively to examine relevant phenomena
and that its fmdings are interpreted with care and in relation to data obtained from other
sources" (Latkowska 2006:222).
Researchers such as Corder (1973) and Kellerman (1984) have argued for the use of
tightly controlled elicitation tasks in interlanguage studies that force learners to make a choice
and, as a result, reveal facets of their IL behaviour interesting to the researcher (cf Selinker
1992:160). However, there is considerable disagreement on the vahdity of experimentally
elicited data. Quite a few SLA researchers today seem to share Ellis and Barkhuizen's view
Ellis and Barkhuizen define 'elicitation' as"the use ofspecially designed instruments toobtain production
samples firom the learner" (2005:23).
The reader is referred to Kallkvist (1999) fora study oftask-type effects onlearner interlanguage in which she
compares data from free compositions, retellings and translations.
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that "experimental elicitation may only tell us what learners can produce under conditions of
experimental elicitation and may or may not reflect what they can do under more neutral
conditions of language use" (Ellis and Barkhuizen 2005: 36).
Studies based on experimentally-elicited samples of learner language have often made
use of more than one task. Thus, Dagut and Laufer (1985) and Hulstijn and Marchena (1989)
make use of a multiple-choice test, a verb translation test and a verb-memorizing test. Koya
(2005) analyses Japanese EFL learner language on the basis of a fill-in-the-blank translation
task and a multiple-choice test. While it is encouraging to observe that the need for multiple
types of data seems to be acknowledged, it may be argued that triangulation should rely on
different types of samples of learner language. As Ellis and Barkhuizen put it, "there is a need
to supplement experimentally elicited data with clinically elicited and / or naturally occurring
data, or both" (Ellis and Barkhuizen 2005:49).
Naturally-occurring samples of learner language are defined by Ellis and Barkhuizen
(2005:23) as samples "produced in a real-life situation in order to satisfy some communicative
or aesthetic need". Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005) regard learner corpora as a major source of
naturally-occurring samples of learner language. Learner corpora consist of electronic
collections of (near-)natural language learner texts (typically argumentative and literary
essays) assembled according to explicit design criteria (see section 4.1.1). They constitute a
relatively recent type of learner data in SLA studies, the use of which has been advocated by a
number of scholars, e.g. Altenberg and Granger (2001), Housen (2002), Granger (2002; 2004;
to appear), Myles (2005) and Gries (to appear b).
It is debatable whether learner corpora, and perhaps especially written learner corpora,
can really be labelled naturally-occurring samples of learner language. They are arguably best
described as clinically elicited data. While learners are concerned with message conveyance
in essay writing, they also need to attend to form since essays are either produced in
classroom settings (e.g. exams) or as homework to be handed in. In fact, naturally-occurring
samples of learner language are very difficult to collect in classroom settings. The best types
of approximation to naturally occurring language may be found, for example, in letters written
to a pen firiend or in computer-mediated communication with native students via the internet
(cf. Meunier in preparation).
As Granger (to appear) stresses, one of the main advantages of learner corpus data is
that "it brings to the SLA field a much wider empirical basis than has ever previously been
available" (cf. section 3.3.1.3 for a discussion of amount of data in SLA studies). However, a
review of the latest issues of Studies in Second Language Acquisition, Language Learning
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and SecondLanguage Research shows that learner corpus-based SLA studies today remain
the exception rather than the rule. Granger (to appear) welcomes the fact that Ellis and
Barkhuizen (2005) include a whole chapter on learner corpora as "a clear sign that this new
resource will soon be accepted as a bona fide data type in SLA research". However, the 'in-
between' status of learner corpus data in SLA is made apparent from the very fact that Ellis
and Barkhuizen, two SLA specialists, commissioned a corpus linguist to write this chapter.
A number of explanations may be put forward to account for SLA researchers' lack of
enthusiasm for learner corpus data. First, they consist in a less controlled type of data than
experimental elicitation tasks. Second, there has been a common misconception about learner
corpora that variables affecting learner output are difficult to control. In carefiilly designed
learner corpora such as the International Corpus of Learner English, a database including
information about learner and task variables for each text can be used by researchers to
compile sub-corpora that match certain criteria (e.g. all English texts written under exam
conditions by Dutch female learners also studying French), (cf section 4.1.1), thus allowing
for strict control of variables.
It must however be recognized that learner corpus researchers have had a tendency to
make use of the LI variable exclusively^" and not to pay attention to other variables. This
tendency probably stems from the fact that learner corpus researchers are typically corpus
linguists and/or language teachers. As a result, they have been primarily interested in
investigating learner interlanguage data which represents the type of learners they meet
everyday in the classroom (e.g. a majority of French-speaking learners). Learner corpus
researchers are usually not SLA specialists, which may explain why learner corpus research
so far has remained "rather descriptive, documenting differences between learner and native
language ratherthan attempting to explain them" (Myles 2005:380).
It also seems that learner corpus datahas been reduced to computer-aided error analysis
by the SLAcommunity as the following recentquoteby Meara suggests:
The published work that has come out of thesecorpora [learnercorpora] still
remains very much at the level of error analysis and error taxonomy(Meara
2002:400).
With such anaffirmation, Meara sweeps away a whole body ofresearch aheady epitomized in
Granger's (1998) edited volume (cf. selected review in section 1.4.2).
Some learner corpus-based studies have also pooled interlanguage productions from different LI populations
(e.g. Howarth 1996; 1998).
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Myles offers yet another reason why SLA researchers have generally been quite
reluctant to use learner corpora. She argues that learner corpus studies are "too closely
dependent on what corpora are at hand, and what software tools are available" (ibid:388). It is
undeniable that the field would greatly benefit from the compilation of "more learner corpora
- particularly longitudinal ones - representing a much wider range of genres, tasks and
learners in a wider range of languages" (Granger to appear) as well as from the design of
specialized software tools. However, available written and spoken learner corpora remain
largely underexploited in SLA studies.
Several SLA researchers, however, have accepted the challenge of compiling and using
learner corpora. This is especially true for languages other than English as a Foreign
Language. Inge Bartning and her team started developing the L2 French oral corpus InterFra
almost 20 years ago within the framework of a research project on second language
acquisition {Interlangue Frangaise - developpement, variation et interaction
<http://www.fraita.su.se/interfra/>). Florence Myles and Rosamond Mitchell aim to exploit
the growing database of French Learner Language Oral Corpora (oral and longitudinal
corpora) to "produce a frill account of the development of the language system of instructed
learners of L2 French" (<http://www.flloc.soton.ac.uk/index.html>). Similarly, TenlQord et al
(2006) describe the design and interface of the ASK Corpus, a learner corpus of Norwegian as
a second language, specifically intended to "function as a tool for doing research on second
language acquisition" (Ten^ord et al 2006:1821).
3.3.1.3. Amount of data
As explained in section 3.3.1.1, data has traditionally had a rather low status in SLA studies,
and more specifically in transfer studies, which have tended to focus on theory formulation
and discussion to the detriment of data analysis and exploitation. As a result, researchers have
generally offered very little evidence to substantiate their claims. This limited amount of data
also stems from SLA researchers' interest in the individual. As Gass and Selinker (1992)
argue,
... there are constraints on language transfer which go well beyond mere similarity and
dissimilarity of the two languages involved. These constraints ultimately involve the
learner as an active participant in the learning process '^, one who makes 'decisions'
about what can and cannot be transferred. (Gass and Selinker 1992:235)
My emphasis.
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This explains the general predilection of transfer studies for case studies which focus on one
learner participant (e.g. Schwartz and Sprouse 1996; Singleton 1987b; Yorio 1989; Jarvis
2003). It is noteworthy that Schwartz and Sprouse (1996) proposed the 'Full Access / Full
Transfer Model' on the basis of data from a single Tiirkish learner of L2 German.
A marked preference for case studies has sometimes been accompanied by a feeling that
group studies can only be carried out after the individual learner's IL behaviour has been
properly investigated. Two decades ago, Kohn wrote:
The emphasis is on the individual learner, because he is the one who is engaged in
transfer in the first place. The question of whether transfer occurs in the
interlanguage of learner X or not and if so, which type of transfer is involved,
cannot be answered by studying a group of ten or even a hundred learners. The
answer can only be found in the interlanguage of learner X, i.e. in what he knows
and in how he performs on the basis of his subjective knowledge (...). Group
studies on factors determdning the emergence of transfer and on the effects of
transfer on languagelearning in general are, of course, the ultimate goal. However,
such issues can only be successfully investigated if we are prepared to deal
adequately with the individual learner's transfer behaviour in the first place, i.e.
with transfer affecting the development of the learner's interlanguage knowledge
andhis retrieval of thisknowledge foruse in production. (Kohn 1986:23)
This view has been challenged by researchers such as Selinker (1992), Gass and Selinker
(2001) and Myles (2005). Selinker argues that an individual learner's IL behaviour is "never
aspredictable as that of a group of learners of a particular NL [native language] attempting to
learner a particular TL [target language]" (Selinker 1992:208). On the other hand, Myles
insists that "we need very large cross-sectional datasets, so that the number of learners in each
well-defined stage is big enough for us to be confident that the results of the analysis are
generalizable (or to capture what is variable in language development across learners for that
matter)" (Myles 2005:375).
One important corollary of an extensive use of case studies is that results are hardly
generalizable. Arabski (1979)^^ has been criticized by Selinker (1992) for generalizing results
based on a classroom written task and describing them as if they represent the entire
interlanguage. However, Arabski's data consisted in errors produced by three groups ofPolish
learners. Theoretical claims based on a single learner participant as found in Kohn (1986) or
Schwartz and Sprouse (1996) arguably lend themselves to much more severe criticism. Their
results only apply to the learner's IL behaviour investigated and any attempt at drawing more
general theoretical conclusions (or pedagogical implications) will necessarily suffer from
over-generalization. As Selinker (1992:240) explains, the only method of generaUzing that
'-Cf. note 71.
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may be regarded appropriate is that of empirically based theorizing sustained by statistical
reasoning. Selinker however cautions against equating theoretical significance with statistical
significance. We will come back to the use of statistical measures to make generalizations
from SLA data in section 7.3.2.2.2.
Next to case studies, there are transfer studies which are based on experimental data
from more than one individual. In the transfer studies reviewed in section 3.2, the number of
participants generally ranges from about ten (e.g. Irujo 1986; 1993) to around sixty (e.g.
Biskup 1992; Bahns and Eldaw 1993; Laufer 200; Huang 2001). Sjoholm's (1998) study
stands apart, with a number of participants amounting to 608 Swedish-speaking and 638
Finnish-speaking students in Finland. However, this was probably only made possible by the
type of task used in this study, i.e. a multiple-choice test. As for learner corpus-based transfer
studies, they usually rely on a sizeable amount of corpus data. However, size is generally
described in terms of total number of words rather than number of participants (e.g. Granger
1998b; Borin and Prutz 2004^^). Learner corpus research has emerged from corpus linguistics.
It has inherited its methodologies, tools and theoretical precepts (cf. section 1.4). Unlike in
experimental data, individual variation is usually lost in pooled data as the focus is on
repeated events and regularities:
There is no virtue in being small. Small is not beautiful; it is simply a limitation.
(...) The main virtue of being large in a corpus is that the underlying regularities
have a better chance of showing through the superficial variations (...). If similar
events are repeated with variation, then the more often they are repeated, the more
you are able to see the regularity, the repeated, element of the event, rather than the
individuality that accompanies every use of every word in a text (Sinclair
2004c: 189)
In fact, the corpus research paradigm stands in sharp contrast to case study methodology. A
comparison of the following quote by Sinclair and that of Kohn cited above shows that the
two approaches move in opposite directions. Proponents of case studies investigate one
individual's language behaviour and regard group studies as 'the ultimate goal'. By
comparison, corpus linguists typically focus on large amounts of data produced by a sizeable
number of individuals. The focus is not on individuals who are seldom compared or even
described in corpus-based research. Rather, it is on linguistic events, and more precisely on
repeated linguistic events. Individual instances can only be interpreted in the light of the
framework provided by the repeated events:
Borin and Prutz (2004) investigate LI syntactic transfer in Swedish university students' written English.
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In gathering and organizing corpus evidence, the first focus is on repeated events
rather than single occurrences. This initial stage does not mean that unique, one-off
events are necessarily ignored, but rather that they cannot be evaluated in the
absence of an interpretative framework provided by the repeated events. (...) When
a reliable description of the regularities has been assembled, then individual texts
can be read against it, and at that time the individual instance will make a balanced
impact by comparisonwith the norms (Sinclair2004 [1996]:28-29)
Nesselhauf (2003) proves an interesting exception by providing information about the number
of essays that make up the learner corpora used and by giving the provenance (by means of an
essay code) of each collocational mistake illustrated. However, the 'individual' variable is not
used in the interpretation of results.
3.3.2. Selection of items to be investigated in transfer studies
SLA studies have often investigated "bits andpieces of learners' language chosen for analysis
because they caught the researcher's eye, seemed to exhibit some systematicity, confmned
some intuition one had about SLA, or had been found interesting in LI acquisition"
(Lightbown 1984:245) as the following quotes clearly show:
"Although I have been interested in conventionalized language for many years, the
data for this paper came to me almost by accident. While involved in some
preliminary studies in the area of fossilization, some obvious facts jumped out at
me" (Yorio 1989:60)
"As for many others working within the framework of classical CA, though the
predicted IL data matchedthe structural facts they were not entirelyhypothesized; I
knew where to look. (...) before conducting the experimental research I had had
occasion to listen to large amounts of Israeli talk, both in their IH [Israeli Hebrew]
and in their English" (Selinker 1992:185).
Next to these types of data, items investigated in transfer studies have been largely selectedon
the basis of data from contrastive analysis and error analysis. Selinker (1992:7) traces back
Contrastive Analysis (CA) to Fries and his much-quoted statement:
The most efficient materials arethose that are based upon a scientific description of the
language to be learned, carefully compared with a parallel description of the native
language of thelearner. (Fries 1945:9) '^^
Fries's conception of contrastive analysis was deeply rooted in practical teaching concerns. In
the 1950s and 1960s, researchers embarked on the arduous taskof comparing languages so as
to identify the differences andhence the difficulties that learners from different mother tongue
94 Quoted inSelinker (1992:6): Fries U. (1945) Teaching andlearning English as a Foreign Language.
Michigan: University of Michigan Press.
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backgrounds may experience (cf. Mitchell and Myles 2004:32). As Selinker (1992:6-7)
further explains, the direct link between Fries's thought and CA - and thus interlanguage
studies and second language acquisition theories - was, however, only established by Lado
(1957) who stressed that Fries's statement necessarily impHed the CA fimdamental
assumption that "the student who comes into contact with a foreign language will find some
features of it quite easy and others extremely difficult. Those elements that are similar to his
native language will be simple for him, and those elements that are different will be difficult"
(Lado 1957:2).
The next decades witnessed a series of attacks against contrastive analysis (c£ Ellis
1994:306-309)^^. Most severe criticisms were levelled at what has been referred to as the
strong or apriori version of contrastive analysis which consists in a point by point comparison
of two languages so as to "make predictions about what will be the points of difficulty for a
speakerof language A, for example, who is attempting to learn languageB, on the assumption
that similarities will be easier to learn and differences harder" (Schachter 1974:205).
However, in the early 1990s, interlanguage specialists still seemed to regard contrastive
analysis as "the best place to begin language transfer studies since structural congruence (or at
least, partial structural similarity) is most probably necessary, though not sufficient, for many
of the claims regarding CLI [cross-linguistic influence]" (Selinker 1992:208-209). This may
explain why studies of lexical transfer have often focused on cognates and false friends (cf
3.2.1.2.3).
In the 1970s, the disillusionment with contrastive analysis drove researchers and
teachers to turn their attention to the language actually produced by learners. Mitchell and
Myles (2004:38) explain that it is Corder (1967)^^ who promoted error analysis by stressing
the importance of systematically investigating learners' errors. A substantial amount of
studies have sought to establish what processes result in learners' errors so as to distinguish
between interlingual (or transfer) errors and intrahngual errors, which "reflect the operation of
learning strategies that are universal, i.e. evident in all learners irrespective of their LI" (Ellis
and Barkhuizen 2005:65). In a review of a selected number of error analysis studies, Ellis
(1994:302) notes that the percentage of errors reported ranges from 3% to 51%, a large
variation which he attributes to the difficulty in determining whether an error is the result of
transfer or intralingual processes.
See section 3.3.3 for a discussion of the weak or a posteriori version of contrastive analysis.
Corder P. (1967) The significance of learners' errors. International ReviewofAppliedLinguistics 5:161-169.
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The difficulty of assessing the extent of cross-linguistic influence is encountered in any
type of transfer studies, irrespective of the type of data theyuse and of whether they focus on
errors or other manifestations of transfer (e.g. avoidance, facilitation and overuse) ,(cf Ellis
1994:301-306). Li the next section, we thus focus on the criteria and methods that have been
used to demonstrate transfer.
3.3.3. Types of evidence used to prove transfer
A fundamental issue in transfer studies is how the researcher demonstrates that language
transfer has occurred. Singleton and Little (1991) refer to this question as the 'attribution
problem'. Two types of evidence have generally been employed to prove LI transfer. The
first one involves using LI in comparisons between learners"interlanguage and their mother
tongue (IL <> LI). The second type of evidence is based on comparisons between the
interlanguage oflearners from several mother tongue backgrounds (IL o IL). Athird type of
evidence has sometimes been used in transfer studies, i.e. comparing the interlanguage of
learners sharing the same mother tongue background.
3.3.3.1. IL-Ll comparisons
There has often been a tendency in transfer studies to claim that any L2 error that shows a
similarity to an LI feature is the result oftransfer (e.g. Swan and Smith 2001; Viberg 1998;
Cieslicka 2006; Piasecka 2006). Thus, Faerch and Kasper (1986) state that the appearance of
the erroneous form 'employedless' in Danish learner interlanguage most probably originates
from Danish 'arbeijdsLas', i.e. the translation equivalent ofEn. 'unemployed' since the Danish
suffix '-l0s' generally corresponds to English '-less'. Kohn (1986) attributes German learners'
use of simple past instead of past progressive in sentences such as 3.1 to negative transfer
effects on the basis of IL-Ll similarity
3.1. While you *wrote [were writing] your letter, I left thehouse.
Ge. 'Wahrend du deinen Brief schriebst, verliefi ich das Haus'.
Kohn provides the same explanation for German learners' non-use of the English auxiliary
'do' in sentence 3.2. On the other hand, he explains the erroneous structure illustrated in
sentence 3.3 by overgeneralization of the DO-structure since there is no LI equivalent.
3.2. *When came my mother? < Ge. 'Warm kam meine Mutter?'
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3.3. *Where did the train bel <7 > Ge. 'Wo war der Zug?'
IL-Ll similarity is certainly the strongest type of evidence for LI influence (cf. Jarvis 2000).
However, the danger of systematically considering that equivalence means transfer and lack
of equivalence proves absence of transfer is that other factors may passunnoticed^^. There is a
case for revisiting Kohn's (1986) study in the light of developmental factors. EUis (1994:59)
describes leamers' use of declarative word order in questions (*You like to swiml) as an error
stemming from an incomplete application of rules which involves a failure to fully develop a
structure. Similarly, Faerch and Kasper's (1986) example of 'employedless' may be
interpreted as an 'overgeneralization error', i.e. an error that arises "when the leamer creates a
deviant structure on the basis of other structures in the target language" (Ellis 1994:59).
The tendency of claiming that any L2 error that shows a similarity to an LI feature is the
result of transfer is also sometimes made apparent in the research questions formulated in
transfer studies. For example, Piasecka (2006) makes use of a translation task to investigate
LI influence on Polish learners' use of 23 English idioms that are formally identical to
Polish idioms. She formulates the following heavily biased research question:
"Will they translate Polish idioms into English, thus showing the effects of
transfer?" ®\Piasecka 2006:250)
This quote impUes that if Polish leamers produce a correct English idiom, it will be
interpreted as the result of LI influence while, in fact, leamers may know that the LI idioms
investigated translate into English cognate idioms.
A limitation of most of the studies which make use of IL-Ll similarity is that they
hardly rely on LI empirical data to prove transfer. However, mere linguistic identity of IL
and LI does not prove the existence of the process of transfer. Lightbown describes
researchers' tendency to make a case for transfer on the basis that the stmcture 'exists' in the
LI without further investigation as "'shot-in-the-dark' post hoc interpretive guesses which
pass for explanations" (Lightbown 1984:245). Similarly, Jarvis talks about a "you-know-it-
when-you-see-it phenomenon" (Jarvis 2000:246). Quite paradoxically, leamer corpus-based
studies have also often fallen into the trap of claiming LI influence without relying on LI
empirical data (e.g. Chi et al. 1994; Granger 1998b; Nesselhauf 2003b). As Douglas explains,
"the point here is not that these methods are faulty or that the interpretations are invalid, but
On the other hand, Jarvis (2000) comments that transfer may also be obscured by other factors such as L2
influence, L2 proficiency and acquisitional universals.
My emphasis.
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only that little or no evidence is provided for either quality [reliability and validity]" (Douglas
2001:451).
A related problem is that of researchers' intuition about translation equivalents and
similar structures across languages (cf. James 1980:175; Ellis 1994:3). For example, in a
study entitled 'Verification of transfer', Ard and Homburg (1992) argue that "the devices used
for measuring native language influence have been too subjective, too crude and not
sufficiently verifiable" (Ard and Homburg 1992:63). They design a sophisticated matrix of
form and meaning similarity between Spanish and English lexical items. However, their
translations equivalents are open to criticism. A careful examination of their data reveals that
there are several erroneous formal equivalents. For example, the Spanish translation
equivalent of En 'emit' is 'emitir' (the form *emiter does not exist in Spanish) and En.
divide' translates into Sp. 'dividir' (not *divider). Ard and Homburg propose *parentes
instead of Sp. 'parientes' as a translation equivalent to En. 'parents'. There is an additional
problem here: Sp 'parientes' is much more formal than En. 'parents' and it is most probable
that Spanish speakers would use 'padres' instead. These inaccuracies cast serious doubt on the
validity ofArd andHomburg's study^^.
There are, however, a number of transfer studies which have made use of systematic
empirically-based IL-Ll comparisons (e.g. Tono 2004). These comparisons have
sometimes been conducted within the broader framework ofa triangular comparison between
LI, IL and L2, which proves particularly helpful in highlighting Ll-related frequency
effects in interlanguage. For example, in a number of experimental word-order studies,
Selinker compares Hebrew, English and IL English (cf. Selinker 1992:183-207). He argues
that Hebrew-speaking learners' tendency to produce sentences in which adverbs are placed
before the object (e.g. I like very much movies) is attributable to transfer of Hebrew's word
order on the basis that the relative frequency of this structure in IL stands in sharp contrast
with English but closely corresponds to its distribution inHebrew. Selinker further argues that
'syntactic transfer' can be operationally defined as "a process which occurs whenever a
statistically significant arrangement in the NL [native language] sentences reappears in IT,
behaviour" (Selinker 1992:201).
Other examples of studies which rely on triangular comparisons include Borin andPriitz
(2004), Altenberg (2002) and Guillot (2005). Borin and Priitz (2004) compare part-of-speech
99 Translation and comparable corpora clearly have arole to play intransfer studies by providing empirical
evidence oftranslation equivalents (cf Granger 2003 b; Bowker 2003).
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sequences (e.g. CNN V: sentence-initial conjimction - common noun - finite verb)^°° in (1) a
corpus of LI English texts, (2) a corpus of texts produced by Swedish-speaking learners of
English and (3) a corpus of Swedish texts with the assumption that "significant common
differences would reflect LI interference in the IL, in the form of underuse or overuse of L2
constructions" (Bonn and Priitz 2004:67). Altenberg (2002) carries out a comparison of
Swedish and English corpora to test the hypothesis that overuse of causative make with
adjective complements by Swedish-speaking learners is due to LI transfer (cf Altenberg and
Granger 2001). Guillot (2005) compares the use of il y a (En. 'there is/there are'),
gens/personnes (En. 'people') and the verb dire (En. 'say') in (1) a corpus of essays written
by English-speaking learners of French, (2) a corpus of texts from the French newspaper Le
Monde and (3) a corpus of texts firom the English newspaper The Guardian. Results show that
the relative frequencies of the French lexical items in the corpus of learner essays are closer to
those of their EngHsh coimterparts, thus suggesting LI influence.
Odlin argues that "the comparison of the interlanguage with the native and target
language has certain limitations, especially with regard to positive transfer. If the NL [native
language] and TL [target language] show little or no difference in some structure common to
both, any pattern of positive transfer should not differ much, and any actual difference in
interlanguage patterns in such cases will not automatically say much about transfer" (Odlin
2003:447).
3.3.3.2. IL-IL comparisons
Proponents of IL-IL comparisons take the view that LI influence is best identified through a
comparison of the interlanguage of learners from at least two different mother tongues (cf
Kellerman 1984; Ringbom 1986; Odlin 1989; Ard and Homburg 1992). They argue that if
interlanguage features are investigated for one LI population only, it is impossible to prove
that learners from different mother tongue background would not have performed identically.
As Odlin explains,
"Speakers of languages using these structures [definite and indefinite articles]
might or might not have an advantage in using articles in a new language (e.g. a
Spanish speaker learning English). Certainly, researchers sympathetic to
contrastive analysis might take any success to indicate positive transfer, but
skeptics might argue that any success results simply from acquisition strategies
common to first and second language acquisition. Clearly, the way to resolve such
100 See section 5.2.2 for a discussion of corpus formats.
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an impasse is to compare learners whose languages have articles with learners
whose languages do not." (Odlin 2003:447)
Other LI learner populations are thus needed as control groups to verify that LI really is the
major explanatory factor. As Kellerman puts it, "[w]hen differences in performance
correspond to differences in language background, then it is reasonable to suppose, ceteris
paribus, that the major reason for these differences is LI influence" (Kellerman 1984:100).
A large proportion of the studies that have investigated lexical transfer by means of
experimental techniques are nevertheless based on data from one LI population (e.g. Irujo
1986; 1993; Bahns and Eldaw 1993; Laufer 2000; 2003). Notable exceptions are studies
comparing Finnish-speaking and Swedish-speaking learners of English as initiated by
Ringbom (e.g. Ringbom 1987; 2006; Sjoholm 1998). Similarly, comments on potential LI
influence are often found in coipus-based studies that investigate interlanguage features of
one LI population (e.g. Chi et al. 1994; Granger 1998b; Liu and Shaw 2001; Nesselhauf
2003a; Tono 2004; Flowerdew 2006). The number of corpus-based studies which have made
use of at least two learner corpora specifically to verify transfer is more limited. Examples
include Nesselhauf (2003b), Antenberg and Tapper (2001), Altenberg and Granger (2001) and
Lenko-Szymanska (2007).
In 1986, Ringbom argued that "[t]he study of comparable groups of learners with
different Lls is one of the many areas where more research is clearly needed" (Ringbom
1986:150). This statement appears equally valid today. However, the fact that transfer studies
have not always privileged IL-IL comparisons is understandable. First, most of these studies
have clear applied objectives and researchers most probably prefer to focus on the LI learner
population they are famiHar with (cf section 3.3.1.2). Second, making sense of data resulting
from IL-IL comparisons requires at least some knowledge of other Lls. It is necessary to
resort to data from other Lls to interpret cases where learners' use of an L2 feature is
consistent with their LI behaviour while being similar to its use bylearners from other mother
tongue backgrounds.
Consider, for example, Selinker s argument that Hebrew-speaking learners' tendency to
produce sentences in which adverbs are placed before the object (e.g. / like very much movies)
is attributable to transfer ofHebrew's word order (cf section 3.3.3.1). It may at first seem to
be challenged by Osbome's (2007) similar findings for French EFL learners. However, a
comparison with interlanguages from a variety of LI populations together with some
Imguistic knowledge about the different mother tongues helps explain these findings and
provides a stronger type ofevidence for LI transfer. Osbome (to appear) compares adverb
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placement in the various interianguages represented in the International Corpus ofLearner
English (of. section 4.1.1) and explains that "[g]enerally, the results obtained from the learner
corpora indicate that V-Adv-0 order is most frequent in the productions of learners whose LI
has verb-raising (French, Italian and Spanish), and least frequent with speakers of V2
languages (Dutch, German and Swedish), with speakers of non-raising languages (Russian,
Polish, Czech and Bulgarian) in between" (Osbome to appear). Apparently, Hebrew is a verb-
raising language"": Selinker's findings are therefore supported by Osbome's study.
This example, however, shows that LI influence may be obscured when the effects of
the mother tongue of different LI learner populations coincide to produce the same IL
behavioiir. Thus, researchers who rely exclusively on IL-IL comparisons face the danger of
coming to the conclusion that there is no LI influence in situations where it may play an
important role. On the other hand, differences in interlanguage behaviour brought to light by
IL-IL comparisons may not always be indicative of LI influence. Other background-related
factors such as culture and education may also be responsible for what Jarvis's (2000) refers
to as 'inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners' interlanguage performance'.
3.3.3.3. Comparing the interlanguage of learners sharing the same LI
A third type of evidence to prove LI influence has recently been described by Jarvis (2000). It
consists in verifying whether learners who share the same LI background behave as a group
with respect to a specific L2 feature. The use of this type of comparison in interlanguage
studies has already been advocated by Faerch et al. (1984) who were particularly interested in
investigating "how many individuals belonging to certain groups of learners use specific
forms and functions" (Faerch et al. 1984:278). As Jarvis (2000) explains, however, the
interlanguage behaviour of learners from a specific LI population may lack homogeneity
when several L2 options are available for serving the same communicative fimction or in
areas of language use that are more likely to encourage individual variation. On the other
hand, intra-Ll-group homogeneity may be high as a result of other factors such as
acquisitional universals or L2 influence and does not rule out the possibility that the IL feature
under study is shared by learners from different mother tongue backgrounds. This third type
of evidence is therefore clearly not sufficient to prove cross-linguistic influence.
See http;//ling.ucsc.edii/events/wccfl-21/abstracts/goldberg.pdf and Cole (1976)
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3.3.3.4. A case for multiple sources of evidence
It is difficult to assess which ofLl-IL and IL-IL comparisons provides a better picture ofLI
influence. However, what is clear, as Jarvis stresses, is that "it is probably impossible to arrive
at a truly complete picture of LI influence without performing both types of comparisons"
(Jarvis 2000:252). Jarvis further comments that "[o]ne might also argue that it is precisely the
lack ofthe complete picture that has produced so much confusion concerning transfer" (ibid).
As a result, he argues that transfer studies cannot make do with one single type of evidence
but should systematically resort to the three types of comparisons described in this section
(i.e. IL-Ll comparison, IL-IL comparison and a comparison ofthe interlanguage of learners
sharing the same LI). In his 2000 article, he thus incorporates these three types of LI
observable effects into a unified framework for the study of LI influence together with a
theory-neutral defmition of LI influence and a hst of variables that need to be controlled in
transfer studies. We will come back to this framework in section 7.3.
3.3.4. Corpus linguistics versus experimental methods
"[I]n the light ofthe enormity ofour ignorance, we can perhaps draw a
general lesson for L2 research - namely, that we cannot afford to
ignore any avenue that holds the possibility of supplying information
and insights about L2 processes. Purism in this matter is entirely out of
place" (Singleton 1999:245)
The need for multiple tj'pes ofdata is now widely acknowledged by the SLA community (cf.
section 3.3.1.2). As Ellis and Barkhuizen report, "there is an obvious need to employ multiple
data collection methods on the grounds that no one method will provide an entirely valid
picture of what a learner knows or thinks" (Ellis and Barkhuizen 2005:49). Evidence from
experimentally elicited transfer studies arguably need to be checked against other types of
learner language samples. One option is to make use oflearner corpus data. The strengths of
corpus Imguistics techniques make up for the weaknesses ofexperimental methods (and vice
versa). While studies based on experimentally elicited data have often been criticized for the
limited number oflearners they involve, they have also been praised for controlling variables
that may influence learners interlanguage, taking the individual learner into account, and
interpreting results on the basis of asoUd theoretical background. By contrast, the strength of
learner corpus based research lies in the large amount of learner samples that can be
investigated with the help ofcorpus linguistics tools and methodologies. Its major weaknesses
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today, however, are its tendency to conflate learners and analyze pooled data and its often
deficient theoretical knowledge of SLA theories.
The two fields also have a lot to learn firom each other, especially regarding quantitative
data analysis. The statistics used in SLA studies (e.g. correlation, analysis of variance, by-
subjects and by-items analyses, etc.) remain largely unexploited in learner corpus based
research^®^ (cf. Gries 2006; 2007). We will come back to this issue in section 7.3.2.2.
Conversely, SLA researchers rarely rely on textual data analysis (e.g. total number of words,
relative frequencies, log-likelihood, etc.) as pointed out ia section 3.3.1.1.
Myles argues that "the field of SLA needs to make use of corpora for addressing current
theoretical issues" (Myles 2005:374)'°'^ . In addition, corpora could also help widen the scope
of transfer studies as advocated by Ringbom (2006):
"There is a fair amount of literature on transfer, but the scope of transfer studies
needs to be widened. Transfer has mostly been discussed in connection with
Error Analysis, where learners' LI based deviations (especially syntactic ones)
from the norm of the TL have been easy to spot, while the ways in which Ll-
knowledge has facilitated learning are much more difficult to notice." (Ringbom
2006:2)
By taking advantage of corpus linguistics techniques to handle quantitative data, learner
corpus-based studies could help discover new tj^es of evidence of transfer in interlanguage.
Similarly, corpus linguistics tools could be used to uncover IL features worthy of
investigation. The argument here is not that corpus data are better than experimentally elicited
data. Rather, it is suggested that learner corpus-based studies can supplement the many
transfer studies based on ehcitation techniques by shedding new light on LI influence and
perhaps answering other questions. The important point is to recognize that data types
"commit us to a proper recognition of the constraints on hypothesis building that each type of
corpus^"^ imposes on us" (Kellerman 1984:35). One of the objectives of this thesis will thus
be methodological, viz. assess the usability of learner corpus data to lift some of the
'methodological fog' that covers transfer studies and investigate its potential to uncover new
types of evidence of transfer.
As Douglas suggests for language testing researchers, learner corpus researchers "would benefit by paying
more attention to the insights about acquisition processes offered by SLA researchers as well as an emphasis in
SLA on the examination of the specific language produced by research subjects, as opposed to [corpus linguists']
penchant for counting and measuring" (Douglas 2001:453).
It should however be noted that SLA studies sometimesmake use of very sophisticated statistical tests on
very small amounts of data (e.g. Irujo 1993).
Myles, however, argues that "the kind of corpora that are readily available are not necessarily those most
suited to the iavestigation of SLA acquisition processes: they are nearly always written, crossectional and
overwhelmingly from advanced learners of English." (Myles 2005:388)
Kellerman uses 'corpus' in the sense of 'data source'.
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3.4. Conclusion
Lack of shared terminology to refer to different types of phrasemes was already deplored in
chapter 2. The problems it creates have appeared very clearly in this chapter. Studies are
sometimes hardly comparable as they make use of the same term (e.g. idioms) to refer to
different phrasemes and do not always provide a definition for their object of study. Transfer
studies are so numerous that it is extremely difficult not toget lost in the labyrinth oftheories,
fmdings and claims that have appeared in the body of transfer-related literature of these last
50 years. It is also particularly challenging to make sense of contradictory fmdings. These
difficulties have been shown to be compounded by methodological problems which cast
doubt on what appear to be well-established research results in the literature.
Methodological issues in transfer studies have however been addressed by a number of
SLA scholars such as Ellis (1994) and Ellis tnd Barkhuizen (2005). These researchers have
highlighted the need for triangulation. Jarvis (2000) and Odlin (2003) have also argued for the
use of more than one type of evidence to prove transfer. A leitmotif in this chapter has been
the fact that learner corpus data remain largely unexploited in transfer studies, and indeed, in
SLA studies more globally. It has been argued that learner corpus data could be used to
supplement other types of learner language samples. In addition, they could be employed to
overcome some of the limitations of transfer studies in terms of amount of data, type of data
analysis, selection of items to be investigated, etc. However, these claims need empirical
validation.
One objective of this thesis will thus beto investigate how (learner) corpora can beused
to help inform the different steps ofa transfer study, from item selection to data interpretation.
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4. Data and methodology
As already stated in the introduction, this thesis has three major objectives:
• To examine words and phrasemes that native speakers and EFL learners use to serve
typical organizational or rhetorical functions such as exemplifying and concluding;
• To investigate whether upper-intermediate to advanced EFL learners, irrespective of
their mother tongue backgrounds, share a number of features that characterize the way
they make use of lexical devices to serve specific rhetorical fimctions;
• To assess the role of the first language in EFL learners' specificities, by comparing
French learners' use of EAP vocabulary with that of other learner populations.
Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the corpora and methodology used to pursue these three
objectives. The method to analyse corpus data and compare the use of EAP words and
phrasemes in native and learner corpora is based on the Integrated Contrastive Model
described in section 4.2.1. The software used for the quantitative and qualitative description
of EAP words and their co-occurrents is described in section 4.2.2. Section 4.2.3 reviews
major statistical measures for co-occurrence extraction and compares them. It then presents
the quantitative approach to phraseology adopted in this thesis.
4.1. Data
This thesis makes use of both learner and native speaker written data. It compares words and
phrasemes that are used to serve rhetorical and organizational functions in EFL learner
writing and expert academic prose. Researchers such as Lorenz (1999a) and Hyland and
Milton (1997) criticize the use of professional vmting in learner corpus research, arguing that
it is "both unfair and descriptively inadequate" (Lorenz 1999a: 14) and taking a stand against
the "unrealistic standard of 'expert writer' models" (Hyland and Milton 1997:184). Native
student writing is arguably a better type of comparable data to EFL learner writing if the
objective of the comparison is to describe and evaluate interlanguage(s) as fairly as possible.
It will be used in this thesis to identify features that are shared by EFL learners and native
students and are therefore likely to be characteristic of novice writing. It is, however, highly
questionable whether findings from such comparisons can make their way to the classroom.
As Leech (1998, xix) puts it, "[n]ative-speaking students do not necessarily provide models
that everyone would want to imitate". For example, native students have been shown to
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produce more dangling participles than EFL learners (cf. Granger 1997b) and different types
of orthographic errors (cf. Cutting 2000).
The question of the norm can be settled by taking into account the aim of the
comparison. Professional writing has a major role toplay in learner corpus research as soon as
pedagogical appUcations are considered. As put byAdel (2006:206-207),
On the one hand, it can be argued that in order to evaluate foreign learner writing
by students justly, we need to use native-speaker writing that is also produced by
students for comparison. On the other hand, it can also be argued that professional
writing represents the norm that advanced foreign learner writers try to reach and
their teachers trytopromote. In this respect, a useful corpus for comparison is one
which offers a collection of what Bazennan (1994: 131)'°® calls 'expert
performances'.
We nevertheless agree with De Cock's (2003:196) comment that "argumentative essay
writing has no exact equivalent in professional writing". Special care will thus be taken to
interpret results in the light ofgenre analysis as differences between student essays and expert
writing may simply reflect differences in their communicative goals and settings (cf. Neff et
al. 2004).
Section 4.1.1 describes the learner corpus used. This thesis makes use of three types of
native corpora, i.e. professional academic writing, student writing and speech, which are
described in section 4.1.2. Section 4.1.3 addresses the contentious issue of comparing EFL
learner writing to native models of English.
4.1.1. EAP learner writing
The learner data used in this thesis consist often sub-corpora ofthe International Corpus of
Learner English (henceforth ICLE) compiled at the University of Louvain, Belgium, under
the supervision of Sylviane Granger (cf. Granger et al 2002; Granger 2003). A computer
learner corpus is an electronic collection of (near-)natural language learner texts assembled
according to explicit design criteria (cf. Granger to appear) (see Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005)
for a discussion of different types of learner data). Each learner text in the corpus is
documented with a detailed profile questionnaire completed by the learner who wrote the
essay. Profile questionnaires give two types of information about learner texts, i.e.
information onthe type of task and learner characteristics. Figure 4.1 shows that some of the
task and learner variables (age, learning context and proficiency level oflearners and medium,
BazeimanC. (1984) Systems of genres and the enactment of social intentions. In FreedmanA. and P.
Medway (eds) Genre andthenewrhetoric, London: Taylor andFrancis, 79-101.
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field, genre and length of the task) are shared by all learner texts; these variables were used as
corpus design criteria. Other variables differ from text to text, e.g. gender and mother tongue
of learners and topic and task setting of learner essay writing. Task and learner variables can
be used to compile sub-corpora that allow for studies of the influence of each variable. Thus,
a comparison of French- vs. Dutch-speaking learners can highlight the potential influence of
the mother tongue while a comparison of time vs. untimed essays can give valuable insights
into the potential influence of the time variable.
Figure 4.1: ICLE task and learner variables (Granger 2003: 539)
International Corpus of Leiu'Jier English
Sliai'ed features Vai'iable feamres
Learner variables
— Age
-Learning context
-Proficiencv level
Task variables
— Medium
-Field
- Genre
-Length
Learner \'ariables
— Gender
— Motlier tongue
— Re^on
— Other FL
— L2 exposure
Task variables
—Topic
Task setting
— Timing
— Exain
— Reference
tools
In ICLE, learners share a number of features: they are young adults who study English
as a Foreign Language at university. They are all in their second, third or fourth year and their
level is described as advanced although "individual learners and learner groups differ in
proficiency" (Granger 2003:539). A number of texts written by learners from the 11 mother
tongue backgrounds as available in the first version of the International Corpus of Learner
English have recently been rated externally by a professional ESOL rater according to the
descriptors for writing found in the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages. Results show that learner essays rate from B2 to C2, with a majority of C1 essays,
and that the proportion of B2, C1 and C2 texts differs between the 11 mother tongue
backgrounds (cf Thewissen et al. 2006). Learners also differ in a number of features as
illustrated in Figure 4.1. The learner variable on which emphasis will be placed in this thesis
is the mother tongue variable. The effect of gender, region, other foreign language and L2
exposure will not be analyzed.
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The ICLE data share a number of task attributes. Granger (2003:540) describes them as
consisting "exclusively of written productions of a particular genre, namely, essay writing". A
large majority of essay topics are argumentative and titles include Crime does notpay; Most
university degrees are theoretical and do not prepare students for the real word and
Feminists have done more harm to the cause of women than good. Essays differ in task
settings: they may have been written in timed or untimed conditions, as part of an exam or
not, with reference tools such as grammars and dictionaries or not. Most studies of ICLE data
to date have not taken these task settings into consideration'®^. Studies in second and foreign
language acquisition and teaching writing however insist on the influence of task types and
conditions (cf Shaw 2004, Kroll 1990). Learner essays were therefore carefully selected in an
attempt to control externalvariables which may affect the written production of learners. Sub-
corpora were compiled on the basis of two leamer variables, i.e. the mother tongue variable
and the language at home variable^"®, and three task variables, i.e. all texts are untimed
argumentative essays potentially written with the help of reference tools.
Although essays written without the help of reference tools would arguably be more
representative of what advanced EFL learners can produce, we had to select untimed essays
with reference tools as they represent the majority of essays in ICLE. Table 4.1 gives the
number of essays per mother tongue that correspond to leamer and task variables used to
compile sub-corpora in this thesis and the number of essays that are left when we apply these
criteria successively. Note that essays written by Bulgarian-speaking learners were not used in
this thesis as, after applying the selection criteria, the resulting corpus was very small. The
last columu gives the total number of words per LI sub-corpus. Word counts were made with
the WordList option of WordSmith Tools (cf 4.2.2.1) with the options 'hyphen does not break
words' and 'no numbers in wordlist'.
107
108
Adel's (to appear) analysis of thetime vs.untimed variable is an exception.
The 'language at home' variable is used in addition to the 'mother tongue' variable to makesure that learners
do notspeak another language at home, thus controlling that learners arenotbilinguals.
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4.1.2. EAP native writing
The native data used in this thesis consists of corpora of professional and student writing as
well as a corpus of speech that was sometimes used to check whether specific wordsequences
are more frequent in speech or writing. Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.2 describe the corpus of
professional academic writing and that of student writing respectively. The corpus of
academic speech is described in section 4.1.2.3.
4.1.2.1. Professional writing
The British National Corpus (BNC) is a synchronic general corpus that is supposed to
represent contemporary British English as a whole. The BNC contains approximately 100
million words which reflect a wide variety of text types, genres and registers. The written
component totals 90% of the corpus and includes samples of academic books, newspaper
articles, popular fiction, letters, university essays and many other kinds of text. The spoken
component represents 10% of the whole corpus and consists of monologues and dialogues in
many different contexts, e.g. business, leisure and education. Aston and Bumard (1998)
describe the text selection procedure as follows:
In selecting texts for inclusion in the corpus, account was taken of both
production, by sampling a wide variety of distinct types of material, and
reception, by selecting instances of those types which have a wide distribution.
Thus, having chosen to sample suchthings as popular novels, or technical writing,
best-seller lists and library circulation statistics were consulted to select particular
examples of them. (Aston and Bumard 1998:28)
The BNC is annotated according to theTextEncoding Initiative (TEI) mark-up guidelines (cf.
Bumard 2002). Mark-ups include rich metadata on a variety of structural properties of texts
(e.g. headings, sentences and paragraphs), file description, text profile, as well as linguistic
information (see section 5.2.2.1 for more information on linguistic information).
Written texts in the BNC do not comprise more than 45,000 words: longer texts were
sampled so as to allow for a wider coverage of text types and avoid over-representing
idiosyncratic uses of the English language. However, such a decision presents problems for
certain types of linguistic enquiries. A number of recent studies in the field of English for
academic purposes have shown that words may behave differently and display different
preferred phraseological uses in abstracts, introductions, methods and results sections as well
as conclusions (cf. section 1.4.1). Quantitative comparisons between the BNC and other
corpora should be made with caution, especially when the lexical items under study are
closely linked to specific parts of texts (e.g. words and phrasemes used to introduce the main
topic or a conclusion).
Three criteria were originally used to select written texts to design a balanced corpus:
domain, time and medium. Domain refers to the subject field of the texts; time refers to the
period when the text was written and medium refers to the type of publication, e.g. books,
newspapers, periodicals, etc. Lee (2002) criticizes the domain categories for being "overtly
broad and too inexplicit" and proposes "a proper navigational map for people wanting to deal
with specific 'genres'". Table 4.2 gives the breakdown of genres in the BNC written corpus
according to Lee's categorization and shows that genre labels are often hierarchically nested.
Thus, if we want to analyse the language of natural sciences, we can select all texts classified
under W_ac_nat_science. If we are not interested in sub-divisions into natural science,
medicine, technology and engineering, humanities and arts, etc., we can select all texts whose
categorizing labels begin with W_ac.
Table 4.2: Breakdown of written BNC genres (from Lee 2002)
BNC written No. of words % No. of files
W ac humanities arts 3,321,867 3.8%
Academic
prose 17.7%
87
W ac medicine 1,421,933 1.6% 24
W ac nat science 1,111,840 1.3% 43
W ac polit law edu 4,640,346 5.3% 186
W ac soc science 4,247,592 4.9% 138
W ac tech engin 686,004 0.8% 23
W admin 219,946 0.3% 12
W advert 558,133 0.6% 60
W biography 3,528,564 4% 100
W commerce 3,759,366 4.3% 112
W email 213,045 0.2% 7
W essay sch 146,530 0.2% Unpubhshed
essays
7
W essay univ 65,388 0.1% 4
W fict drama 45,757 0.1%
Fiction 18.6%
2
W fict poetry 222,451 0.3% 30
W fict prose 15,926,677 18.2% 432
W hansard 1,156,171 1.3% 4
W institut doc 546,261 0.6% 43
W instructional 436,892 0.5% 15
W letters personal 52,480 0.1% Letters 0.2% 6
W letters prof 66,031 0.1% 11
W misc 9,140,957 10.5% 500
W news script 1,292,156 1.5% 32
W news brdsht nat arts 351,811 0.4% Broadsheet
national
newspapers
3.5%
51
W news brdsht nat commerce 424,895 0.5% 44
W news brdsht nat editorial 101,742 0.1% 12
W iiews brdsht nat misc 1,032,943 1.2% 95
202
W news brdsht nat reportage 663,355 0.8% 49
W news brdsht nat science 65,293 0.1% 29
W news brdsht nat social 81,895 0.1% 36
W news brdsht nat sports 297,737 0.3% 24
W news other arts 239,258 0.3%
Regional and
local
newspapers
6.4%
15
W news other conamerce 415,396 0.5% 17
W news other report 2,717,444 3.1% 39
W news other science 54,829 0.1% 23
W news other social 1,143,024 1.3% 37
W news other sports 1,027,843 1.2% 9
W news tabloid 728,413 0.8% 6
W non ac humanities arts 3,751,865 4.3%
Non-academic
prose 19.1%
111
W non ac medicine 498,679 0.6% 17
W non ac nat science 2,508,256 2.9% 62
W non ac polit law edu 4,477,831 5.1% 93
W non ac soc science 4,187,649 4.8% 128
W non ac tech engin 1,209,796 1.4% 123
W pop lore 7,376,391 8.5% 211
W rehgion 1,121,632 1.3% 35
TOTAL 87,284,364 100% 3144
This genre-based labelling of texts allows for a broad range of variation studies. The most
general type of comparison that can be made is a comparison between writing and speech.
Broad categories of writing can also be compared, e.g. academic prose versus newspaper
articles or fiction samples. Third, sub-genres can be contrasted, e.g. the academic discourse of
humanities and arts versus the academic prose of natural science.
The sub-corpus of academic prose in humanities and arts
(W_AC_HUMANITIES_ARTS: 3,321,867 words) will be referred to as BNC-AC-HUM in
this thesis and used as a comparable corpus to the ICLE sub-coipora. There are however
major differences between the two corpora. First, ICLE is a corpus ofunpublished university
student essays while BNC-AC-HUM consists of samples of published articles and books.
Second, student essays rarely total more than 1,000 words while samples in the BNC-AC-
HUM are much larger (from 25,000 to 45,000 words). Third, topics in BNC-AC-HUM differ
from those in ICLE (cf section 4.1.1). They include, among others, the people's peace;
national liberation; the morality offreedom; Europe in the central middle ages; China's
students; British literature since 1945; what is this thing called science?; Soviet relations
with Latin America; Nietzsche on tragedy, etc. Unlike in ICLE, topics in BNC-AC-HUM
appear only once.
Despite these major differences, it is believed that BNC-AC-HUM is the most suited
available corpus to be compared with student writing as found in the ICLE-sub-coipora for
two main reasons. University students who wrote the ICLE essays are students ofhumanities:
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texts in BNC-AC-HUM are therefore believed to be closer to the types of text these students
might have come across during the first years at university. They also have the advantage of
corresponding to the type of writing that learners will have to produce in their university
curriculum. Comparisons will however be made with caution, especially quantitative ones.
The British National Corpus was accessed via two web-based tools that are described in
section 4.2.2.2.
4.1.2.2. Student writing
The student writing corpus used in this thesis is a subpart of the Louvain Corpus ofNative
Speaker Essays (LOCNESS) (cf. Granger 1996; 1998a) and will be referred to as STUD-US-
ARG. It consists of 88 essays written by American university students and totals 100,702
words. The average number of words per essay is 1,144. Texts were carefully selected in an
attempt to control external variables which may affect the writing process and to be as
comparable as possible to the learner data: they are all untimed argumentative essays
potentially written with the help of reference tools. Essay titles include, among others, death
penalty, euthanasia, crime does not pay and money is the root ofevil. Note that the decision
to use a corpus of essay writing by American students is largely based on a question of
availability of corpora as the British English component of LOCNESS mainly contains
literary essays.
4.1.2.3. Speech
The spoken part of the British National Corpus was regularly consulted to check whether
words and co-occurrent items that are found in learner writing are more typical of native
speech or academic writing. The BNC spoken corpus consists of 10,334,947 words and will
be referred to as BNC-SP. As shown in Table 4.3, the corpus includes a wide variety of
spoken registers, among others, broadcast documentary and news, interviews and lectures.
Table 4.3: Breakdown of spoken BNC genres (from Lee 2002)
BNC spoken No. of words % No. of files
S brdcast discussn 757,317 7.3%
Broadcast
10.2%
53
S brdcast documentary 41,540 0.4% 10
S brdcast news 261,278 2.5% 12
S classroom 429,970 4.2% 58
S consult 138,011 1.3% 128
S conv 4,206,058 40.7% 153
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S courtroom - 127,474 1.2% 13
S demonstratn 31,772 0.3% 6
S interview 123,816 1.2% Interviews
9.1%
13
S interview oral history 815,540 7.9% 119
S lect commerce 15,105 0.1%
Lectures
2.9%
3
S lect humanities arts 50,827 0.5% 4
S lect nat science 22,681 0.2% 4
lect polit law edu 50,881 0.5% 7
S lect soc science 159,880 1.5% 13
S meeting 1,377,520 13.3% 132
S parhament 96,239 0.9% 6
S pub debate 283,507 2.7% 16
S sermon 82,287 0.8% 16
S speech scripted 200,234 1.9% Speeches
6.4%
26
S speech unscripted 464,937 4.5% 51
S sportslive 33,320 0.3% 4
S tutorial 143,199 1.4% 18
S unclassified 421,554 4.1% 44
TOTAL 10,334,947 100% 909
4.1.3. Comparing learner writing to native writing
"Could it be that the criticism of the native speaker and his/her unreUable
intuitions is part of an abstractand politically correct mainstreamposition to
which many linguists are most willing to pay Hp service, but which is no
longer valid as soon as one faces practical problems like the correction and
proof-reading ofnon-native speakers' texts? Could it also be that even those
critics of the native speaker concept and proponents of an Enghsh-as-a-
lingua-franca norm who happento be non-native speakers of English try to
adhere to standards and norms set by native speakers when it comes to their
own use of English? I wouldn't be surprised." (Mukherjee 2005:21)
In his preface to Learner English on Computer (Granger 1998), Leech describes the native
control corpus as "a standard of comparison, or norm, against which to measure the
characteristics of the learner corpora." This view has been challenged on two grounds which
are discussed in this section (cf Granger to appear). First, the general idea of comparisonhas
been criticized on the basis that learner language is not a deviant form of the target language
but a linguistic system in its own right. Interlanguage should thus be analysed in its own terms
to characterize learners' linguistic competence in the 12. This criticism is not only directed at
comparisons of learner and native corpora but also at other types of SLA data (e.g.
grammaticality judgment tests) to the point that a large proportion of L2 research is described
in SLA literature as having succumbed to what Bley-Vroman (1983) first referred to as the
'comparative fallacy' (cf Lakshmanan and Selmker 2001; Firth and Wagner 1997).
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According to Bley-Vroman, L2 studies that are based on the 'target language as a norm'
principle and employ concepts that are defined relative to the target language (e.g. obUgatory
context and error) will result in "incorrect or misleading assessments of the systematicity of
the learner language" (1983:3) andare thus unlikely to understand thenature of interlanguage.
He also warns that "[t]he comparative fallacy can have very serious effects on the validity of
empirical studies in the way that it influences the interpretation and classification of data"
(ibid: 15).
As Mukheijee has convincingly demonstrated, the target language in learner corpus
researchis explicit and corpus-based. It is an "abstractionbased on the performance of many
individuals in various communication situations" (Mukheijee 2005:14). By contrast, the target
language in other types of learner data is often left implicit (cf Sung Park 2004) and is most
frequently based on a single researcher's intuition. Lakshmanan and Selinker (2001) address
the issue of the comparative fallacy and warn against "judging language learner speech
utterances as ungrammatical from the standpoint of the target grammar without first having
compared the relevant interlanguage utterances with the related speech utterances in adult
native-speaker spoken discourse" (Lakshmanan and Selinker 2001:401). Although they are
not more explicit about it, their quote may be understood as a plea for more natural language
data (i.e. corpus data) and a warning against hasty conclusions based on researchers'
grammaticality judgments.
The second criticism directed at learner versus native language comparisons is
concerned with the idea of the 'native spealcer' as embodying the target norm (e.g. Filler
2001; Tan 2005). Mukheijee, however, argues that 'nativeness' remains a useful construct
both for linguistics and for the ELT community, a 'usefiil myth' in Davies's (2003) terms, and
proposes a usage-based definition of thenative speaker based on three aspects thathe regards
as central to native-like performance, i.e. lexicogrammaticality, acceptability and idiomaticity
(cf Pawley and Syder 1983):
The term 'native speaker' should be used for an abstraction of all language users
(1) who have good intuitions about what is lexicogrammatically possible in a given
language and speak/write accordingly, (2) who know to a large extent what is
acceptable in a given communication situation and speak'write accordingly, (3)
whose usage is largely idiomatic in terms of linguistic routines commonly used in a
given speech conununity. If we refer to an individual speaker as a native speaker,
this speaker is thus taken to exemplify the abstract native speaker model on grounds
ofhis/her language use. (ibid:14)''''
no Italics are mine.
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He advocates a corpus-approximation to the native speaker norm and argues that corpus
data can be used to describe this norm by "generalizing and abstracting from a vast amount of
representative performance data" (ibid: 15). In this thesis, the corpus-approximation to the
native speaker norm is based on British and American English coipora. It should be noted,
however, that the existence ofa variety ofnorms is recognized in learner corpus research (cf.
Granger to appear) and that other varieties of Enghsh could have been used. For example, it
may make more sense to compare the Tswana component of the second edition of the
International Corpus of Learner English to South African English rather than British or
American English.
Authors such as Seidlhofer (2001) and Jenkins (2005, 2006) call for the development of
a model based on proficient users of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF) on the basis that
English is now used by many more non-native speakers than native speakers. However, recent
studies have questioned the validity of such a model. Mollin (2006) analyses Euro-English,
i.e. Continental Europe ELF, in terms of three processes that need to take place in the
development of an endonormative standard, i.e. expansion in function, nativization in form
and institutionalization ofnew norms. The author first investigates the expansion of Enghsh
in Continental Europe, i.e. its use in domains as different as education, administration, media,
literature and interpersonal communication and argues that "Europe has transcended the
borders of mere EFL-status, but that it has not truly entered the realms of ESL" (Mollin
2006:87). To test nativization in form, Mollin selects a number of features commonly
presented as characteristic ofELF and examines their use in a 400,000 word corpus ofEuro-
Enghsh. She investigates individual lexical items such as actual and eventual,
complementation patterns, countability and articles and shows that what are commonly
regarded as ELF features are not shared by a large proportion of speakers. Finally, she makes
use of a questionnaire to test the institutionalization criterion and reports that a large
proportion of European speakers of English clearly aim for a native-speaker standard.
Mollin's results thus suggest that Euro-English cannot be described as a new variety of
English in its own right and is better described as being situated in Kachru's (1985)
Expanding Circle inwhich English is used as a Foreign Language only. In the author's words,
Euro-English is "the Yeti of English varieties: a mythical entity surrounded by legend, but
without any real-hfe evidence" (ibid: 197).
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4.2. Methodology
The method used to investigate the phraseology of EAP vocabulary in native and learner
corpora is based on the Integrated Contrastive Model developed by Granger (1996). This
model is described in section 4.2.1 and the software programsused to analyze corpus data are
presented in section 4.2.2. As noted by De Cock, corpus linguistic methods "have brought
frequency and more specifically frequency of co-occurrence into the phraseological equation"
(De Cock 2003: 41). Section 4.2.3 describes the quantitative approach to phraseology adopted
in this thesis. It first discusses a number of parameters that can influence the results of a co
occurrence analysis and highUghts two major limitations of raw frequency. It then reviews
widely used association measures to extract significant co-occurrents and describes the
extraction procedure used in this thesis.
4.2.1. The Integrated Contrastive Analysis Model
The Integrated Contrastive Model (Granger 1996; Gilquin 2000/2001) provides a very useful
framework to investigate the phraseology of EAP vocabulary that native speakers of English
and advanced EFL learners use in academic discourse. The model combines Contrastive
Analysis (CA) and Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA). CIA consists of two types of
comparison. First, it involves a comparison of native and non-native production of the same
language which aims to "shed light on non-native features of learner writing and speech.
through detailed comparisons of linguistic features in native and non-native corpora"
(Granger 2002: 12). Such a comparison can "highlight a range of features of non-nativeness in
learner writing and speech, i.e. not only errors but also instances of under- and
overrepresentation of words, phrases and structures" (ibid). Second, CIA includes a
comparison of different interlanguages of the same language, i.e. the English of French
learners, Spanish learners, Dutch learners, etc. By comparing learners of different mother
tongues, researchers should "gain a better insight into the nature of interlanguage" (Granger
1998a: 12) and "differentiate between features which are shared by several learner
populations and are therefore more likely to be developmental and those which are pecuhar to
one national group and therefore possibly Ll-dependent" (Granger 2002: 13).
The combination of CA and CIA proposed by Granger (1996) helps researchers link
interlanguage behayiour to performance in the mother tongue. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the
Integrated Contrastive Model proposes two types of approaches to CA and CIA data. From
CA to CIA, the approach is predictive and consists in formulating CA-based predictions about
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L2 production which are then checked against CIA data. From CIA to CA, the approach is
diagnostic: it aims to explain CIA findings, i.e. errors but also overuse and underuse, in the
light of CA descriptions. The terms 'predictive' and 'diagnostic' are used to refer to working
hypotheses which will be confirmed or refiited by corpus data (cf. Granger 1996:46).
Together with Jarvis's firamework, the latter approach is adopted in chapter 7 to assess the
potential influence of themother tongue butthe more neutral term "explanatory" is preferred.
Figure 4.2: The Integrated Contrastive Model (Granger 1996) 111
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Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis has been very popular among researchers in the
field of learner corpus research and highlighted an unprecedented number of features that
characterize learner interlanguage(s). To date, however, most studies have failed to exploit the
full potential of the CIA model, focusing on the comparison between a learner corpus and a
native reference corpus, but neglecting the comparison of different learner corpora of the
same target language (cf. section 1.4.2). The studies that have compared more than one IL
have usually focused on learners from one mother tongue background andused datafrom one
or two learner populations only to check whether the features they have highlighted in one
corpus are common to other learners or are LI-specific, and thus possibly transfer-related.
One of the objectives of this thesis is to make the most of CIA by comparing the use of EAP
HI CA: Contrastive Analysis; OL: Original Language; SL: Source Language; TL: Target Language; CIA:
Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis; NL: Native Language; IL: Interlanguage
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vocabulary and its phraseology in ten learner corpora and two native corpora and to show that
these types of comparison are indispensable if we want to identify the distinguishing features
of learner language at a given stage of development (cf Bartning 1997).
Differences between learner and native writing are highlighted by means of log-
likelihood tests. The whole learner corpus is compared to BNC-AC-HUM (or STUD-US-
ARG) but results are reported only if they are shared by learners from several mother-tongue
backgrounds. The statistical tests used in chapter 7 to compare the French sub-corpus to the
other learner populations so as to highhght transfer-induced factors are described in that
chapter.
4.2.2. The software used
The study makes use of two tj^es of software to analyse corpus data. It uses the software
program WordSmith Tools 4 (henceforth WST4) to analyse the ICLE sub-corpora and
LOCNESS. The British National Corpus was accessed through two web-based concordancers
described in section 4.2.2.2.
4.2.2.1. WordSmith Tools 4
A number of options available in WordSmith Tools 4 (Scott 2004) were used to extract EAP
vocabulary, most notably the wordlist option, the keyness option and (simple and detailed)
consistency analysis. These options are described in Section 5.3 when discussing the
quantitative criteria used to extract EAP lexical items. Once EAP words are selected, the next
stage of the study is to analyse and contrast their preferred envirormient in native and learner
corpora. The Concord option was used to examine the instances of a number ofEAP words in
context. Figure 4.3 illustrates the type of output given by the Concord option and shows the
main features of the concordance program. Each occurrence of the word example in the
corpus is displayed in the centre of each line. The words surrounding the search-word can be
alphabetically sorted to reveal its preferred environments. In Figure 4.3, words are left-hand
sorted alphabetically. The context size can be enlarged if more context is necessary and the
source text can be accessed by double-clicking on a concordance line. In-built facilities in
Concord also include, among others, collocates, patterns and clusters.
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Figure 4.3: WordSmith Tools' Concord option
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Collocates shows all the words that co-occur with the search-word (here, example) and
gives their respective total frequencies as well as their frequencies ineach position (see Figure
4.4). It also gives an association measure between the search-word and its co-occurrents. This
feature was not implemented in the previous version of WST. In Figure 4.4, the most
significant co-occurrent of example is the preposition for. The user can decide to use the
mutual information, MP, the z-score orthe log-likelihood to compute the association measure
by selecting theappropriate statistical measure in the Concord settings (see section 4.2.3 for a
discussion of association measures). This option will not be used in this thesis as association
measures computed by WST4 were found not to correspond to results obtained with
specialized statistical packages such as the Ngram Statistics Package (Baneijee and Pedersen
2003). Moreover, values are not reliable as they sometimes differ when the same analysis is
repeated.
The patterns facility also shows co-occurrents of the search-word but does not rely on
statistical measures. Each column represents a position within the selected window or horizon
and gives a list of the most frequent co-occurrents sorted by decreasing frequency. Thus, in
Figure 4.5, the most frequent word found in position LI (i.e. one word to the left) is for and
the second one is an.
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Figure 4.5: Patterns
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Finally, Clusters gives a list of the most frequent n-grams or lexical bundles (cf 1.4.1)
that contain the search-word sorted by decreasing frequency. A number of settings can be
adjusted:
• The length of the n-grams: Figure 4.6 shows a cluster analysis of 3-word sequences
including the search-word example but 2-word sequences or larger clusters can also be
extracted.
• The horizon within which clusters are extracted: it is possible to retrieve clusters that
appear to the left or right of the search-word but which do not include it.
• Minimum frequency of the clusters.
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Further information on WST4 and the types of analysis that can be performed with the
software program can be found on Mike Scott's webpage http://www.lexicallv.net and in
Scott and Tribble (2006).
4.2.2.2. BNC Web-based concordancers
The BNC was mainly accessed through the BNCWeb but occasional use was also made of the
Variation in English Words and Phrases (VIEW) interface.
I) BNCweb (CQP edition)
The BNCweb (CQP"^ edition) is currently being developed by Stefan Evert and Sebastian
Hoffmann. It is the result ofa "marriage oftwo corpus tools" (Hofftnann and Evert 2006), i.e.
the BNCweb, a web-based client developed at the University of Zurich which allows users to
access the BNC by means of a Web browser (cf Lehmann et al 2000) and the IMS Corpus
Workbench, a generic query engine designed to process large corpora developed at the
University of Stuttgart and whose main component is the corpus query processor CQP (see
http://ims.uni-stuttgart.de/proiekte/CorpusWorkbench for more information). The BNCweb
(CQP edition) combines the strengths of both software packages while overcoming their
respective limitations (cf Hoffmann and Evert 2006). It is a marriage between the efficiency
and flexibility of CQP queries and the user-friendliness of BNCweZ? and its wide range of
query options and display facilities. Implementing the CQP in BNCweZ? makes it possible to
conduct more flexible and sophisticated searches. One ofthe major limitations ofCQP, i.e. its
CQP = Corpus Query Processor
lack of user-friendliness, was overcome by developing a simplified query language in parallel
with the CQP language. Figure 4.7 shows that the user can decide to search the BNC by
means of a simple query (case sensitive or case insensitive) or a CQP query.
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Figure 4.7: BNCwA (CQP-edition)
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Figure 4.8 displays the first fourteen instances of the query result for the search word
example. The title bar gives the total number of matches as well as the number of texts in
which the search word appears (see the notion of 'range' in 5.3.1.2) and its relative frequency
per million words. For each concordance line, the context can be enlarged by clicking on the
search word and bibliographical information can be obtained by clicking on the filename (left
column). A number of options are available from a query result page (see the pull-down menu
on Figure 4.8). Concordance lines can be alphabetically sorted to the left and right of the node
by means of the sort option. The distribution option gives the distribution of the search word
over most text features, e.g. text type, text domain, age of author, sex of author, perceived
level of difficulty, etc. Unfortunately, it does not give the distribution over David Lee's genre
categories of the BNC texts (cf. 4.1.2.1) and we had to use the VIEW interface (see below) to
get this type of information.
Figure 4.8: BNCwA(CQP-edition) - search word: example
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The Collocations option gives significant co-occurrents of the search word on the basis
of a number of association measures. Users can decide to use mutual information, MP, z-
score, log-hkelihood or log-log (see section 4.2.3). They can also sort co-occurrents by
decreasing frequency. A number of other settings are customisabie, e.g. maximum window
span, minimum frequency of the co-occurrence f(n,c), minimum frequency of the co-
occurrent f(c), inclusion of lemma and part-of-speech information, etc. Figure 4.9 displays a
collocation query result. Significant co-occurrents are sorted by decreasing z-score values
(right column). The frequency of the co-occurrence is given together with the number of texts
in which it appears.
Figure 4.9: BNCweb (CQP-edition) - Collocations option [search item: example]
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Simple queries allow users to search for word forms (e.g. issue), lemmas (e.g.
{issue/N}), word sequences with or without wildcards (e.g. it was * ofhim to) or co-occurrent
items (e.g. {such} <10> {etc.}). CQP queries were designed to allow for more complex
queries involving, among others, wild cards and CLAWS part-of-speech tags (cf Appendix
5.1). Table 4.4 gives a few examples of CQP queries and their explanations.
"a" [pos="N.*"] "of All occurrences of the collocational framework "a NOUN
of, e.g. a number of, a result of, a variety of, a series of
[pos="JJ"] All occurrences ofadjectives
[word="example.*" &pos!="Ivf\^"] Alloccurrences of the word example that do not appear in
multi-word units
"as" [pos="NP.*"] []{0,2} [pos="V.*"] All occurrences of the word as directly followed by a
proper noun (NP) followed by a verb. The proper noun
andthe verb canbe separated by maximum twowords.
"look" [pos!=VB.*"] {0,10} "up|down" All occurrences of look followed either by up or down
with at mostten non verbalword forms in between
Features of BNCweb (CQP edition) that were not used in this thesis but which may be of
interest to the reader include frequency lists, keywords and user's defined sub-corpora.
Table 4.4: Examples of CQP queries
II) Variation in English Words and Phrases (VIEW)
Like other BNC web-interfaces, Variation in English Words and Phrases (henceforth VIEW)
(http://view.bvu.edii/l allows researchers to search for words and phrases as well as their co-
occurrents within a ten-word window. Words can also be searched for by means of part-of-
speech tags and wildcards. One of the unique features of the web-interface developed by
Mark Davies at Brigham Young University is that it allows researchers to compare the
frequency of words in specific genres and sub-genres as defined by David Lee (see section
4.1.2.1)."^ For example, Figure 4.10 gives the frequency distribution ofthe noun conclusion
across the six main genres available in the BNC and shows that it is much more frequent in
academic texts than in spoken English, newspaper articles or fiction texts.
Figure 4.10: VIEW - genre distribution of the word 'conclusion'
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It should be noted that the option does not function properly with word sequences that belong
to CLAWS s dictionary of multi-word units, e.g. for example and except for (cf. section
5.2.2.2.1). When the chart display optionis used, only the occurrences of the multi-word units
that were not recognized by CLAWS and were therefore not accurately tagged are taken into
account for the comparison. Thus, in Figure A.\\,for example is reported to occur 9 times in
academic prose''".
Note that Mark Davies uses theterm 'register' torefer toDavid Lee'sgenre classification.
The bug was reported to the author.
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life habits that the brachlopods never adopted burrowing and swmming free fer exampiel. Brachiopod
a single l<^er or number posstbiy teil as much, fsiz examoie, as is contained in descriptive reports or p
be necessary to have recourse to other defences, such as for examoie short time limits within which si
may take into account a number of factors, such as for exampie the conduct and wishes of individual ii
in order to preserve anonymity. Some anthropological researchers, such as for example Burton, and r
of 1908-9 and the earty spring of 1909, such as for examote the Compotier in the Museum of Modem.
national scale, to be affected by statements such, for examote. as those of the Secretary of State for i
solid evidence foi its owner (in the same way .far example as in (78) where her must be covered by th
unsold stocks or missed sales opportunities. Such decisions, for example, as where and when to build :
4.2.3. A quantitative approach to phraseology
You shall know a word by the company it keeps. (Firth 1957)
Stubbs (2002) describes two methods for studying English phraseology. The first method
relates to a purely frequency-based or statistical concept of collocation as defined within the
distributional approach (cf. 2.4.2). In line with our decision to refer to this frequency-based
concept as co-occurrence (cf. section 2.4.3), we will refer to this method as co-occurrence
analysis. The second method consists in extracting the most frequent phrases, in the sense of
strings of uninterrupted word-forms, i.e. clusters or lexical bundles, from a corpus. It is most
suited for the extraction of fixed phrasemes or collocational frameworks if wildcards are used.
The reader is referred to Altenberg (1998) and De Cock (2003, 2004) for examples of this
type of analysis as well as a discussion of its strengths and limitations. In this section, we
focus on co-occurrence analysis.
Co-occurrence analysis basically involves three main stages (cf. Evert and Kermes
2003). First, the corpus is (optionally) pre-processed and annotated. Then co-occurrents are
extracted within a given span and their joint frequencies are computed. Filters can be used to
improve accuracy or limit the number of resulting word pairs. Typical filters include:
• A minimum threshold for the co-occiirrence frequency under which word pairs are
not analyzed.
• Alist of stopwords that removes all word pairs that comprise a stopword as found in
that list. Stopwords are typically grammatical words such as a, the, their, us, is, and
be.
• A hst of patterns, e.g. noun + verb, adjective + noun, to be analysed if a relational
model of co-occurrence is used.
The third step is to choose an association measure to rank co-occurrence data.
In this section, we shall first discuss parameters that can have an important influence on
the type ofresults obtained by the co-occurrence extraction procedure. We will then highlight
two major shortcomings of raw frequency data for the extraction of co-occurrence data before
reviewing a number of association measures that are frequently used to highlight significant
word pairs. Co-occurrence data for the noun evidence in the BNC will be used to describe
these measures and compare them. Finally, we will describe the parameters and association
measures used in this thesis.
4.2.3.1. Parameters
Anumber ofparameters may influence the outcome ofa co-occurrence analysis. They include
degrees of corpus pre-processing and annotation, the size of the co-occurrence window or
span used and the use offilters such as aminimum frequency threshold or a stopword list.
4.2.3.1.1. Corpus pre-processing and annotation
Co-occurrence analysis can be carried out on raw corpus data or annotated data (i.e.
lemmatized or POS-tagged data)^^^. Although a large proportion of collocations have been
found to exhibit syntagmatic relations at the level of lexemes, other types of phrasemes
exhibit syntagmatic relations between word forms (c£ section 2.3.1). Clear (1993:277) claims
that "collocations are very rarely lost because of the lack of lemmatisation: one of the
inflected forms will appear as a significant collocate, and the potential for the other forms in
the paradigm to collocate will be apparent to the human analyst." Similarly, Bartsch
(2004:111) states that "[f]rom a statistical point ofview it appears that significant collocations
are still highlighted even if they are distributed widely over the different word forms of a
Section 5.2.2.1 discusses the issue ofcorpus annotation, its pros and cons, etc.
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lexeme." On the other hand, it may also be argued that co-occurrence data based on word
forms provide less information on preferred word pairs as they include a lot of repeated data,
i.e. different word forms of the same lemma. This disadvantage is most severe for word pairs
including verbs. Table 4.5 compares the first 20 verb forms and verb lemmas that co-occur
most significantly with the noun evidence within a window of three words to the left and to
the right of the node (3L-3R). The association measure used is the log-likelihood. Verb form
co-occurrents (left column) only comprise forms of nine different lemmas which are repeated
from two (e.g. suggest/suggests, show/shows) to four times {give/giving/gave/given). These
nine verbs are also extracted by a co-occurrence analysis based on lemmatized data. As shown
in the right part of Table 4.5, they are first ranked in the list of verb lemma co-occurrents of
the noun evidence (in bold). A co-occurrence analysis based on lemmatized data also retrieves
verbs such as produce, present, adduce, and obtain. There is no instance of a verb co-
occurrent that is retrieved by a co-occurrence analysis based on raw data and not by a similar
analysis on lemmatized data.
Table 4.5: The noun evidence and its verb form and verb lemma co-occurrents
evidence' + verb forms '•evidence' + verb lemmas
Verb form f(c) f(n,c) Verb lemma f(c) f(n,c)
is 986618 3908 be 3244400 5686
was 883602 1499 give 125302 1051
suggests 6667 390 suggest 28246 739
give 43973 429 provide 51472 647
suggest 8776 282 was"^ 883602 1499
provide 22171 332 support 18597 398
support 15723 274 have 1319155 1507
be 651292 806 show 58832 473
show 20575 211 find 95790 371
have 461408 579 produce 30045 211
giving 12234 180 present 14079 170
gave 21975 202 adduce 185 75
found 47221 236 obtain 12689 142
provides 8353 143 indicate 12198 128
has 256861 387 hear 34747 161
given 37235 195 cite 2555 67
shows 10428 132 gather 4971 75
had 421199 438 base 19201 97
supporting 2420 -86 require 28257 109
provided 12851 123 offer 28780 109
Note that the occurrences of the word form 'was' are erroneously counted separately from other word forms
of the lemma 'be' in the BNC.
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Partly related to lemmatisation is the issue of part-of-speech and syntactic annotation.
Syntactic annotation allows for an analysis ofco-occurrent words which appear inaspecific
(syntactic) structure, e.g. pre-modifying adjective + noun, verb + object noun, subject noun +
verb. Kilgarriff and his colleagues recently developed the Sketch Engine to provide
lexicographers with "corpus-based summaries of a word's grammatical and collocational
behaviour" (Kilgarriff et al. 2004:105). Table 4.6 gives a sample of the word sketch for the
noim evidence based on the BNC. Words are lemmatised. The association measure
implemented in the Sketch Engine is the log-log. This measure differs from the log-likelihood
in that itgives less prominence to highly frequent co-occurrents (cf section 4.2.3.3.5).
Table 4.6: A sample of the word sketch for the noun evidence
object of 5522 2.7 subject of 1982 1.9 adj. modifier 6173 2.4
adduce 64 46.31 suggest 412 51.95 circumstantial 83 54.25
provide 622 40.61 support 117 33.69 conclusive 94 51.82
give 941 39.04 indicate 82 32.04 empirical 163 50.61
obtain 130 29.55 point 59 29.77 anecdotal 67 50.26
gather 68 28.89 show- 146 28.6 ample 91 45.51
produce 187 28.44 exist 43 26.81 archaeological 75 41.35
find 334 27.62 emerge 40 26.76 forensic 57 40.86
present 120 27.49 accumulate 20 26.33 flirther 283 40.76
hear 144 26.96 implicate 16 25.85 sufficient 148 39.12
collect 62 24.57 relate 52 24.82 supporting 67 38.98
n. modifier 820 0.4 pp of-p 3614 3.3 pp on-p 282 1.4
documentaiy 115 59.59 senses 24 23.66 oath 9 24.54
hearsay 30 47.97 efficacy 13 20.82 behalf 9 22.15
expert 62 36.45 infection 25 . 19.99 issue 10 13.54
affidavit 21 35.9 abuse 26 19.89 matter 7 11.52
dating 19 32.79 damage 31 18.96 subject 7 11.46
research 72 30.47 ischaeminm 6 18.7 point 9 11.27
fossil 20 29.48 witness 20 18.6 ground 5 10.15
confession 14 26.24 nephropathy 5 18.08 nature 5 9.32
parol 5 . 25.92 competence 15 17.86 effect 6 9.1
video 21 22.34 disease 34 17.08 side 5 7.31
pp in-p 393 0.8 pp obj to-p 187 0.7 pp obj by-p 248 1.6
case 49 26.39 relate 15 21.81 support 66 38.83
court 41 25.69 point 12 21.49 unsupported 10 34.21
trial 21 24.61 regard 7 20.73 substantiate 5 20.74
proceedings 14 22.43 listen 9 20.12 contradict 5 18.55
prosecution 7 17.04 refer 8 16.25 convince 6 17.31
favour 6 15.93 reference 6 13.86 justify 5 13.31
chief 6 13.41 apply 6 12.33 prove 6 12.27
form 9 10.16 add 6 11.43 confirm 5 11.99
action 6 8.57, give 8 8.15 estabhsh 5 9.83
area 7 7.05 make 5 4.11 suggest 5 9.42
Although syntactic parsing is arguably the most relevant type ofannotation for co-occurrence
analysis, co-occurrence studies are still largely based on part-of-speech tagged corpora, i.e.
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corpora that provide information about the grammatical nature of a word (e.g. Bouma and
Villada 2002; Bartsch 2004). Very few parsed corpora are readily available and parsers are
rarely accompanied by user-friendly search tools such as the Sketch Engine. As the ICLE sub-
corpora and LOCNESS are not available in parsed formats, co-occurrence data presented in
chapter 6 are based on lemmatised and part-of-speech tagged corpora. The corpora were
lemmatized and part-of-speech tagged with the help of Wmatrix (cf section 5.2.2.2). Co
occurrence data based on part-of-speech tagged corpora is regarded as an approximation to
the relational model of co-occurrences where the co-occurrent words appear in a specific
(syntactic) structure, e.g. adjective + noun, verb + object noun (cf. section 4.2.3.3.1). Results
of co-occurrence analyses within a given span, i.e. positional co-occurrences, were sortedby
part-of-speech pairs (e.g. adjective + noun, noun + verb, adverb + adjective, etc.) and
manually analysed to keep only those co-occurrent words that stand in a grammaticalrelation
to the node, i.e. relational co-occurrences.
4.2.3.1.2. Span
The window size or span represents the maximum distance that can separate a word and its
co-occurrent words in a co-occurrence analysis. The word under investigation is often referred
to as the node. The words around the node are described in terms of their distance from it in
number of words to the left or right of it. Thus, in the following sentence, the word
theoretical is situated in position 3L (third word to the left of the node):
There has been much theoretical and applied research on collocations.
5L 4L 3L 2L IL node IR 2R
Jones and Sinclair (1974) showed that 95% of the collocational influence of the node takes
place within a 4L-4R span. Following Jones and Sinclair's very influential paper, numerous
co-occurrence studies use a 4L-4R (or 4:4) span (e.g. Sinclair 1987; Sinclair 1991; Stubbs
2002; Xiao and McEnery 2006).
The selected span can have a significant impact on the outcome of a co-occurrence
analysis. Clear (1993) compares co-occurrence data for the word order obtainedwithina span
of 2:2 vs. 6:6 and concludes that "[t]he items which are lost from the 2:2 listing in the wider
span {tall and working) seem to be worth more than the extra items which are gained" (Clear
1993:290). Moreover, collocations identified within a span of 2:2 are "lost amongst the
increased volume of data gathered by the wider span setting" (ibid) and "fall much further
down the significance ranldng" (ibid). Similarly, Bartsch first selected a span of 5:5 as a
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starting point for her co-occurrence analysis but she later reduced it to a 3:3 span as a wider
setting introduces "too much noise (i.e. irrelevant data) that obscures the statistical
significance of other word combinations" (Bartsch2004:93).
Most studies have used the same window size for all types of nodes, regardless of their
part of speech. A notable exception is Berry-Roghe (1973) who proposes a span of 4:4 for all
words except for adjectives for which a 2:2 span seems more appropriate. Similarly, most
studies have used a symmetrical span, i.e. a span of the same size in either direction. Mason
(2000:269) is strongly critical of these choices as "they don't consider that different words
may have a different degree of influence on their lexical environment". He proposes "a
variable span which is individual to each word" based on lexical gravity, i.e. the restriction a
word places on the variability of its context (cf also Cantos and Sanchez 2001).
Unfortunately, no tool is currently available to carry out analyses of lexical gravity.
Left and right co-occurrents are often merged together in the literature. For example, left
and right verb co-occurrents of a noun are often added up so as to retrieve both active and
passive structures of the same collocation (e.g. he made an important decision; a decision
was made). Table 4.7 compares the first twenty verb co-occurrents of the noun decision for
the following spans: 3L-1L, 3L-3R and 1R-3R (association measure: log-likelihood). Results
for 3L-1L and 1R-3R differ significantly:
• Only 6 verbs, i.e. make, take, reach, affect, follow and announce, are significant co-
occurrents of the noun decision in both left and rightposition.
• Left-hand only significant co-occurrents (3L-1L) include influence, challenge, delay,
reconsider, overturn, welcome and defer.
• Right-hand only co-occurrents (1R-3R) mainly consist of high-frequency verbs and
modals, e.g. be, have, will, should, can and must.
There is a strong case here for analysing left and right significant co-occurrents separately,
thus distinguishing the phraseological environment to the leftvs. right of a word.
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Table 4.7: A comparison of span sizes: verb co-occurrents of 'decision'
3L-1L f(n,c) 3L-3R f(n,c) 1R-3R f(n,c)
make 2455 make 4249 make 1794
take 601 be 4216 be 3436
reach 241 take 1548 take 947
influence 134 was 1339 was 1027
reverse 106 reach 395 have 1014
follow 152 have 1392 reach 154
announce 100 affect 214 affect 133
challenge 61 influence 162 will 400
affect 81 reverse 132 base 133
delay 49 base 200 should 178
reconsider 35 will 506 may 178
accept 82 follow 239 would 255
overturn 36 announce 149 can 243
regret 43 come 267 withdraw 52
implement 52 may 225 must 121
quash 31 should 222 allow 84
welcome 49 can 323 close 60
defend 44 would 324 follow 87
defer 28 overturn 56 proceed 36
come 156 delay 72 amiounce 49
In this thesis, left and right co-occurrents will thus be analysed separately. Two spans will be
used, i.e. 3L-1L and 1R-3R, for most types of word pairs except for adjective-noun co
occurrences, for which the following spans will be used: 2L-1L and 1R-2R (cf Berry-Roghe
1973). A two-word span to the left makes it possible to retrieve adjective collocates such as
strong and considerable in strong historical evidence and considerable experimental
evidence. Although a two-word span to the right extracts many adjectives that do not stand in
a grammatical relation to the noun under study, it allows for the extraction of adjectives that
are more frequently used in predicative position as illustrated in the following sentences:
4.1. There is a great deal ofwritten evidence available on the subjectfor those who care to take a
deeper look. (BNC)
4.2. In cases where there was more than one accused, it was not unusual to discover that some
evidence was admissible against one accused only and not the other accused. (BNC)
4.3. The evidence is overwhelming that he did not at this stage contemplate a coalition
government. (BNC)
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4.2.3.1.3. Filters
Two types of filters are often used in co-occurrence analyses: (1) stopword lists are used to
improve accuracy and (2) minimum frequency thresholds are used to limit the amount of
resulting word pairs. Stopword lists are mainly used in the field of information retrieval and
automatic term extraction (cf. EAGLES's article on multi-word recognition and extraction at
http://www.ilc.cnr.it/EAGLES96/rep2/node38.html) but they are also sometimes used in
collocation extraction (e.g. Pazos Bretana 2005; Piao et al. 2006). They are used to filter out
the most common words in the language, i.e. function words (cf. section 2.3.1), from co-
occurrent lists so that only semantically meaningful word pairs remain. Stopword lists may
include determiners {a, the, their), pronouns {us, I, we), prepositions {up, down, out, by), high
frequency verbs {have, be, become), conjunctions {and, although, hut) and adverbs
{accordingly, however) (cf. Cornell's stoplist for information retrieval at
ftp://ftp.cs.comell.edu/pub/smart/enghsh.stop and the Collocate Finder website at
http://ell.phil.tu-chemnitz.de/collCollect/user/nph-index.cgi).
Not all linguists agree onthe use of stopword lists in co-occurrence analysis as they may
hide preferred collocational or colligational patterns of words. Clear writes that "[a] manual
analysis of the concordance for order shows that in is by far the most significant on the left
and to on the right, from which I determine that the fixed phrase in order to is the massively
dominant collocational patternfor this word" (Clear 1993:284). Another argument against the
use of a stopword list is that depending on the association measure used, fonction words may
be given the lowest scores (cf. Grefenstette et al. 1994). For these two reasons, no stopword
list will be used in this thesis.
The second parameter which can exert significant influence on the result of a co
occurrence analysis is the setting of a minimum frequency threshold under which word
pairs are not considered. Pubhshed research does not reveal any clear consensus on the
subject. There is no established standard value for minimum frequency thresholds and values
are often still determined by trial and error. Clear (1993) carries out a co-occurrence analysis
of the word taste in a 25 million word corpus and discards all word pairs that are observed
fewer than three times. Bouma and Villada (2002), by contrast, study collocational
prepositional phrases in a 16 million word corpus and compare co-occurrence data obtaiaed
with two different minimum frequency threshold values, i.e. 10 and 40.
, In his study of the statistics of word co-occurrences, Evert argues that "[d]ata with
cooccurrence frequency f < 3, i.e. the hapax and dis-legomena, should always be excluded
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from the statistical analysis" (Evert 2004: 133) as expected frequencies (cf. 4.2.3.3.1) and p
values (cf. 4.2.3.3.3) for low frequency words are distorted in unpredictable ways. The author
advocates the use of a minimum frequency threshold of 5, which is adopted in this thesis to
retrieve statistically significant word co-occurrences from the BNC.
4.2.3.2. Raw frequency
The simplest way of identifying collocations in corpora is to look at raw frequencies of co
occurrence. As shown in Figure 4.12, the word the ranks first when co-occurrents of the word
evidence are sorted by decreasing frequency. The raw frequency is 9113 (column 'as
collocate'), which means that evidence and the co-occur 9113 times in the whole BNC. It is
directly followed by other high-frequency words such as of, that, is, to, there and in and by
punctuation marks. Evert (2004:12) lists two major shortcomings of raw co-occurrence data.
The first one relates to the fact that raw frequencies are often not meaningful as an indicator
for the amount of 'glue' between two words. Raw frequency' of co-occurrence foregrounds the
most frequent words despite the fact that they may co-occur by sheer coincidence and may not
provide conclusive evidence of significant collocation patterns. Bambrook (1996:88) claims
that, on the basis of frequency of co-occurrence alone, high-frequency words "would be found
to collocate strongly with most kejrwords [i.e. node words']." A statistical interpretation of the
frequency data is therefore necessary to determine the degree of association between the
words.
The second shortcoming underlined by Evert (2004) relates to the fact that co
occurrence data "only provide information about the one particular corpus they are exfracted
from" (ibid). They caimot be used to make generalizations about the tj^e of discourse (e.g.
academic discourse, speech, fiction writing, news) represented by the corpus under study.
This can be achieved by methods of statistical inference that "interpret the source corpus -
and hence the co-occurrence data - as a random sample from the language or sub-language of
interest" (ibid). These methods allow researchers to distinguish between observed co
occurrences that are merely due to chance (i.e. "the particular choice of the corpus" according
to Evert) and those that are due to a significant association between the words that holds for
the language represented by the corpus under study. The following section introduces several
association measures that are often used for that purpose.
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Figure 4.12: Co-occurrents of the lemma evidence (decreasing frequency)
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4.2.3.3. Association measures
Association measures are the most widely used method for distinguishing between casual and
significant co-occurrences (cf. 2.4.3). Such measures compute an association score for each
pair of words extracted from a corpus which is intended as an indicator of the strength of
their association correcting for random effects. Evert (2004:76-77) distinguishes between
four broad categories of association measures:
1. The signincance of association group comprises association measures derived from
statistical hypothesis tests which aim to quantify the amount of evidence that the
observed sample provides against the null hypothesis. This category includes exact
statistical hypothesis tests such as the Fisher's exact test and asymptotic statistical
hypothesis tests such as the z-score, the t-score, the chi-square and the log-
likelihood.
2. The degree of association group encompasses measures that are maximum-likelihood
estimates for various coefficients of association strength (cf Evert 2004:84-88), e.g.
the mu-value and the odds ratio 0.
3. The information theory group consists of association measures borrowed from the
field of information theory. The most widely used measure is .mutual information
(MI).
4. The heuristic formulae group contains association measures for which no theoretical
basis can be given but which are nevertheless considered to be good indicators of
association. Their formulae are often heuristic variants of measures from other groups,
e.g. the MI^ and the log-logmeasure.
A review of all these measures is clearly beyond the scope of this thesis. The reader is
referred to Stefan Evert's webpage for a comprehensive list of association measures and their
mathematical interpretation: http://www.collocations.de/AM/index.html.
This section presents the association measures implemented in the collocation option of
the BNCweZ> (cf 4.2.2.3.2), i.e. z-score, log-likelihood, mutual information, MI^ and log-
log^after infroducing preliminary concepts necessary for a discussion of these measures
and their major properties.
4.2.3.3.1. Preliminaries
Most association measures compare the observed frequencies of words in a corpus against
their expected frequencies under the null hypothesis, i.e. the hypothesis according to which
there is no difference between the two types of frequencies. The null hypothesis is assimied to
be valid until statistical evidence indicates otherwise. Observed frequencies are co
occurrence frequency data for a word pair (a,b) as observed in the corpus under study and
are often classified into a four-cell contingency table. Words a and b are two variables which
determine the row and column categories as illusfrated in Table 4.8. Cell represents the
joint frequency of the word pair (a,b); cell 0^2 stands for all word pairs containing a but not
6; cell O21 represents all word pairs containing h but not a and cell O22 stands for all word
pairs that do not comprise a nor b. The figures in the right-hand column (i.e. R1 and R2) and
the bottom row (i.e. C1 and C2) are called marginal totals. Thus, R1 is the marginal
frequency of a, i.e. the number of pair tokens whose first component is a. N is the grand total
or the sample size, i.e. the addition of + 0^2 + O21 + 022-
See http://homepage.mac.eom/bncweb/manual/bncwebman-collocation.htm#formulae#formulae for more
information on the formulae used to compute the association measures described in this section.
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Table 4.8: A contingency table
word 2 = b word 2 7^ b row totals
word 1 = a Oil O12 = Rl
word 1 a O21 O22 = R2
column totals = Ci = C2 = N
The contingency table in Table 4.9 shows the observed frequencies ofthe adjective-noun pair
{conclusive, evidence) in the BNC. The pair type has a joint frequency of 93. There are 442
pair tokens ofthe form {conclusive, *) (i.e. marginal frequency Rl) and 21,411 pair tokens of
the form (* evidence) (marginal frequency Cl). The full sample Ntotals 4,143,217 adjective-
noun pair tokens extracted from the BNC.
Table 4.9: Contingency table for theadjacent word pair{conclusive, evidence)
word 2 = evidence word 2 evidence
word 1 = conclusive 93 349
word 1 conclusive 21318 4,121,457
Cj =21,411 C2 = 4,121,806
Rl = 442
R2 = 4,142,775
N= 4,143,217
To calculate expected frequencies for the co-occurrent words, there must be a language
model which predicts how those words would behave if there were no particular collocational
attraction between them. The model most commonly used in corpus linguistics is random
distribution. As Bartsch (2004:100) has pointed out, "the assumption of a random
distribution, i.e. ofa completely independent distribution ofwords in a language sample, is a
mere methodological convenience, a myth that does not reflect faithfully the reality of
linguistic structure. Words, due to their part ofspeech membership, can only occupy certain
slots in a sentence which are constrained by the grammar ofthe language"^.
Random distribution is theoretically sounder when grammatical constraints are taken
into account (c£ Bambrook 1996:93). Evert and Krenn (2003) and Evert (2004) propose to
use a relational model of co-occurrence, where the co-occurrent words appear in a specific
(syntactic) structure, e.g. adjective +noun, verb object noun, to address this methodological
problem. Thus, by analysing adjective + noun co-occurrences, it is recognized that nouns
often attract pre-modifying adjectives. The next step is to distinguish between adjectives that
co-occur with the node word by chance and those that are attracted by the noun under study.
118 See also Rietveld et al (2004:351) for adiscussion of the complex issue of"sequential dependences", by
which an observation can be predicted by the outcomes ofpreceding observations.
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In other words, a distinction must be made between pair types that support the null
hypothesis of independence (Hq) and those that provide clear evidence against it.
As stated above, most association measures compare the observed frequencies of words
in a corpus against their expected frequencies under the null hypothesis. Expected
frequencies are the frequencies that would be predicted in each cell of a contingency table if
only the observed row and column totals were known and if the variables under comparison,
i.e. two co-occurrent words a and b, were independent. They can easily be computed from the
marginal totals and the sample size N as shown in Table 4.10. Table 4.11 shows the expected
frequencies for the contingency table of the word pair {conclusive, evidence) given in Table
4.9. It shows that the observed frequency of conclusive + evidence is much more frequent
than expected (observed frequency = 93; expected frequency = 2).
Table 4.10: Calculating expected frequencies
word 2 = b word 2 b
word 1 = a E„=(RiCi)/N Ei2=(RiC2)/N
word 1 9^: a E2i= (R2Ci)/N E22= (R2C2)/N
= Ci =C2
Table 4.11: Expected frequencies for the adjacent word pair {conclusive, evidence)
= Rl
= R2
= N
word 2 = evidence word 2 9^ evidence
word 1 = conclusive (442*21,411)/4,143,217
= 2
(442*4,121,806)74,143,217
= 440
word 1 ^ conclusive (4,142,775*21,411)74,143,217
= 21,408
(4,142,775*4,121,806)74,143,217
= 4,121,366
Ci = 21,411 C2 = 4,121,806
Rl=442
R2 =
4,142,775
N=
4,143,217
4.2.3.3.2. z-score
The z-score is widely used and implemented in corpus tools such as SARA, Xaira, TACT,
etc. (cf. McEnery et al. 2006:215). It is a measure which adjusts for the total frequencies of
the co-occurrent words and indicates how far the observed frequencies deviate from what
would be expected under the null hypothesis. In other words, it shows how much more
frequent the co-occurrence is than one would expect from the respective frequencies of each
co-occurrent word. A higher z-score indicates a greater degree of association between two
words. The z-score assumes that data is normally distributed and has been criticized for
artificially inflating the significance of infrequent words (see Duiming 1993). As can be seen
from Figure 4.13, infrequent words such as corroborative (overall frequency of 28 in the
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whole BNC), uncorroborated (overall frequency of 18) and substantiating (overall frequency
of 8) are given in the top list. By contrast, highly frequent words such as clear, good and
strong appear much later in the list {clear, position 37; strong: position 42; good: position
173) although they occur much more frequently with the noun evidence than the top-ranked
adjectives {clear evidence = 169; strong evidence = 114 and good evidence = 102 vs.
corroborative evidence - 19and uncorroborated evidence = 9).
Figure 4.13: BNC - Co-occurrences of the lemma 'evidence' - z-score
Coliocaboa parameters:
I collocations
I -2 vj. i -1 VIIWindow spim:
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99.21025820
The reader is referred to Berry-Rogghe (1973) and Bambrook (1996:95-97) for more
information on the z-score.
4.2.3.3.3. Log-likelihood
Dunning (1993) criticizes the z-score for assuming that data is normally distributed and
proposes the log-likelihood (LogL) score, which, he argues, does not "depend so critically on
assumptions ofnormality" and "works reasonably well with both large and small text samples
and allows direct comparison of the significance of rare and common phenomena." Figure
4.14 shows that top-ranked collocates based on log-likelihood scores include both highly
frequent {^.g. further, available, clear, with overall frequencies of 21,453 and more in the
BNC) and less frequent words (e.g. circumstantial, anecdotal, with overall frequencies of 160
and 164 respectively). However, none of the less frequent words are as rare as adjectives
extracted by the z-score such as corroborative, uncorroborated andsubstantiating.
Figure 4.14: BNC - Co-occurrences of the lemma 'evidence': Log-likelihood
CoDocatioB parameters:
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The log-likelihood scores can be directly compared with critical values of a chi-square
distribution table (cf Oakes 1998: 176). Rayson et al (2004), however, advise that a critical
value of significance of 15.13 be used at p < 0.01 instead of 6.64.
4.2.3.3.4. Mutual information and MP
Mutual information is a statistical measure borrowed from information theory. It compares the
probability of observing word a and word b together with the probabilities of observing a and
b independently (cf Church and Hanks 1990, Church et al. 1991). The MI score is defined by
McEnery et al. (2006:56) as "a measure of collocational strength." Maiming and Schiitze
(2000: 182), however, argue that MI is a good measure of independence but a bad indicator of
dependence. Values close to 0 indicate independence between the two elements of a word
pair. For dependence, the score is dependent upon the frequencies of word a and word b.
Thus, word pairs composed of low-frequency or rare words will receive a higher score than
word pairs composed of frequent words.
One solution that has been proposed to address the problem of sparseness is the use ofa
frequency threshold of at least 3 under which words are not taken into account in a
collocational analysis (cf Manning and Schutze 2000:182). Clear (1993:280) discards all
word pairs having a frequency ofco-occurrence ofless than three in his collocational analysis
of the word taste in a 30 million word corpus. Figure 4.15 nevertheless shows that a
frequency threshold does not improve results significantly and that the MI score gives too
much weight to rare events. Most of the top-ranked adjectives that co-occur with the noun
evidence are infrequent words which occur less than 100 times in the BNC, e.g. substantiating
(with an overall frequency of 8 in the BNC), corroborating (overall frequency of 10), and
uncorroborated (overall frequency of 18).
Figure 4.15: BNC - Co-occurrences of the lemma 'evidence': Mutual Information
Collocation paramerers:
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Daille (1994) considered different ways ofrebalancing the MI score to give less weight to rare
words and more to frequent words by increasing the influence ofthe joint frequency (Oj i) in
the statistical formula. Daille tested versions ofMI in which 0^ was successively replaced by
all powers ofOji from 2 to 10. The cube of the joint frequency was found to obtain the best
results,yielding the following formula:
Ml3 = log(Oii)3/En
The MP is thus a purely heuristic variant of MI and is not based on a sound theoretical model
(see Daille 1994, Oakes 1998 or Evert 2004 for more information). As shown in Figure 4.16,
it gives more weight to frequent words. Unlike with MI, top-ranked adjectives are rather
frequent ones and occur more than 100 times in the BNC. Examples are circumstantial,
empirical, conclusive, anecdotal and admissible. These examples show that MI^ gives results
that could be described as standing between the log-likelihood and the z-score (compare with
Figures 4.13 and 4.14).
Figure 4.16: BNC- Co-occurrences of the lemma 'evidence': MP
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4.2.3.3.5. Log-log
According to the BNC manual, the log-log measure refers to the heuristic variant of MI used
in the Sketch Engine developed by Adam Kilgarriff and his colleagues (see 4.2.3.1.1). It is the
product of mutual information and the logarithm of the raw frequency of the co-occurrent
word b. The log-log score gives less weight to low-frequency or rare word co-occurrents.
Figure 4.17 shows that results differ significantly from top-ranked adjectives according to MI
as illustrated in Figure 4.15. They also differ from results ranked by log-likelihood or MP
scores as top-ranked adjectives are much less frequent in the corpus (compare with Figures
4.14 and 4.16). High-frequency co-occurrent words are not top-ranked by the log-log
measure.
Figure 4.17: BNC - Co-occurrences of the lemma 'evidence': Log-log
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4.2.3.4. Discussion and association measures adopted in this thesis
"Frequency becomes interesting when it is interpreted as typicality"
(Stubbs 2002:61)
Each of the association measures described in this section can be used to order lists of word
pairs (a,b) extracted from corpus data and highlight those which appear to be most sfrongly
collocationally attracted. Section 4.2.3.3 has offered evidence that each measure provides very
different types of information. Table 4.12 shows the top twenty collocates of the node word
evidence in the BNC for each association measure. The lists are sorted by alphabetical order
so that a comparison is easier to make. Information is also given on the ranking of each word
according to each measure. As explained by Bambrook (1996:100), this type of display
highlights two major types of difference between association measures. First, words which are
included in one list but not in another: ample, anecdotal, conclusive Sindforensic belong to the
top twenty co-occurrent adjectives ofevidence as ranked by the five measures under study. By
confrast, the adjectives confirmatory, damning and serological are highly ranked by MI only
while historical and strong are only found in the top twenty list ofthe log-likelihood. Second,
words whose ranks differ between the Usts: while ample is top-ranked by the five measures,
its position varies from 5 (LogL) to 17 (MI).
Table 4.13 presents a list of all adjectives found in the top twenty lists as described in
Table 4.12, together with information on their overall frequency in the BNC and their joint
frequency with the noun evidence. The right columns represent the association measure: when
a word was found in the top twenty hst of an association measure, a Vis printed in the
corresponding cell. The table is sorted by increasing overall frequency of the adjectives. A
number of observations can be made from this table. First, MI clearly stands apart from the
other association measures. It systematically ranks best all the adjectives that have the lowest
overall frequencies in the BNC. Second, MI^ and log-log behave similarly: although ranks
may differ slightly between the two measures {Q.g. further - MI^: rank 5; log-log: rank 14),
they share 17 adjectives. The adjectives clear, direct and medical are extracted by MI^ while
criminal, abundant and expert are found in the log-log top-twenty list. Third, the log-
likelihood is the only measure which does not have any adjective with an overall frequency of
,150 or lower in its top twenty hst. It ranks best adjectives with high overall frequencies.
Finally, the z-score seems to rank best two types of adjectives, i.e. adjectives which are quite
frequent in the BNC but, unlike the log-likehhood, not necessarily the most frequent ones
(e.g. anecdotal, empirical and supporting) and infrequent adjectives but whose percentage of
occurrences together with evidence is quite high. Thus, substantiating occurs 8 tiines ia the
BNC and 6 times together with evidence (75%). Similarly, uncorroborated occurs 18 times,
among which 9 times as a co-occurrent of evidence (50%) and corroborative is found in 64%
of its occurrences next to evidence. In section 4.2.3.3.2, it was said that the z-score is believed
to artificially inflate the significance of infrequent words (cf. Dunning 1993). Our findings
suggest that, unlike MI, the z-score does not inflate the significance of any type of infrequent
word but ranks best infrequent words whose percentage of occurrences together with the
node word is very high.
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Table 4.13: Association measures and overall frequency
word f(word) f(word,
evidence)
z-score LogL MI MI3 log-log
substantiating 8 6 V V V
corroborating 10 5 V V
uncorroborated 18 9 V V
corroborative 28 19 V V V V
palaeomagnetic 29 6 V
confirmatory 35 6 V
irrefutable 51 9 V
serological 54 5 V
incontrovertible 57 10 V
inadmissible 89 16 V
incriminating 100 13 V
damning 118 15 V
circumstantial 160 83 V V V V V
anecdotal 164 67 V V V V V
epidemiological 179 20 V
admissible 242 46 V
conclusive 442 95 V V- V V V
forensic 497 59 V V V V V
abimdant 598 37 V
ample 803 91 V V v V V
archaeological 874 75 V V V V
convincing 1247 62 V V V
insufficient 1332 71 V V V V
empirical 1492 167 V V V V V
supporting 1561 106 V V V V
expert 1599 63 V V
oral 2272 75 V V V-
experimental 2336 81 V V V V
criminal 4645 88 V V
historical 5492 86 V
scientific 5799 114 V V V
sufficient 5882 148 V V V V
medical 9183 126 V V
direct 10451 131 V V
strong 15703 114 V
further 21453 284 V V V V
clear 22433 169 V V
The choice of an association measure clearly depends on the objectives of a co
occurrence analysis. As McEnery et al (2006:217) have suggested, word pairs that are
significant when MI is used are generally interesting for lexicographical purposes while they
are of secondary importance for pedagogical purposes. By contrast, they argue that word pairs
highlighted by MP are probably "more useful for second language learners at beginning and
intermediate levels." The objectives of the co-occurrence analysis conducted in this thesis are
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primarily descriptive and applied: it is intended to describe the phraseology of EAP
vocabulary in academic texts written by English speakers and EFL learners. In chapter 1, we
defined phraseology as the study of all syntagmatic relations between at least two word-
forms or lexemes, contiguous or not, written separately or not, which are typically
syntactically closely related constituents and constitute "'preferred' ways of saying things"
for the language user since:
• They form a functional (referential, interactional, or structural) unit; and
• They display arbitrary lexical restrictions; and/ or
• They are characterized by a certain degree ofsemantic non-compositionality; and/or
• They display a certain degree of syntactic fixity.
The inclusion in our definition of the idea of "'preferred' ways of saying things" clearly
favours measures such as the log-likelihood, MP or the log-log which tend to give more
prominence to frequent co-occurrences. By contrast, phrasemes that are characterized by a
certain degree ofsemantic non-compositionality may be better ranked by MI as they are also
often less frequent. For example. Moon (1998a) has shown that idioms such as spill the beans
and call the shorts have frequencies of less than 1permillion words.
Bambrook (1996:101) argues that it is "difficult, ifnot impossible, to select one measure
which provides the best assessment ofthe collocates" and that it is "probably better to use as
much information as possible in exploring collocation, and to take advantage ofthe rliffp.re.nt
perspectives,provided by the use ofmore than one measure." Similarly, Bartsch (2004) uses
three association measures to ensure identification of relevant co-occurrence data. She uses
theMI score as the prime statistic for filtering what she calls 'collocation candidates' from the
BNC word pairs and the t-test and chi-square scores for cross-checking purposes as "these can
support and sometimes supplement the data identified by MI" (ibid 112).
A similar strategy is adopted in this thesis when analysing BNC data but the log-
likelihood is used as the prime statistic for filtering co-occurrence data. Following Rayson et
al. (2004), we examine all co-occurrences that have alog likelihood higher than 15.13 (with p
< 0.01). This means thatthere is a probability of 99.9% that the co-occurrence of twowords is
not due to chance. In other words, the probability ofmaking an error by saying that the co
occurrence is not due to chance is only of0.1%. There is no added value in using the log-
likelihood together with MI^ or log-log as these measures share a large proportion ofbest-
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ranked candidates.As illustrated in Table 4.12, MI and log-likelihood rank co-occurrence
data in widely different ways and can thus be regarded as complementary measures for
descriptive purposes. The MI will thus be used for cross-checking purposes so that no
infrequent phraseme remains unnoticed but results will not be systematically reported.
Association measures are applied on co-occurrences extracted from the BNC only. Log-
likelihood measures are largely dependent on corpus size and word frequencies. Co
occurrence statistics are therefore not comparable across corpora of different sizes such as
BNC-AC-HUM, the ICLE sub-corpora and STUD-US-ARG. Moreover, the ICLE sub-
corpora and STUD-US-ARG are arguably too small for a statistical analysis of co
occurrences. The types of words analysed in this thesis are not high-frequency words such as
make, do and take and co-occurrences in learner and native student writing often appear less
than three times, a threshold under which association measures should be excluded from a
statistical analysis. As a result, the following method is adopted: word pairs in the ICLE
sub-corpora and in STUD-US-ARG are classified into three groups according to their
co-occurrence status in professional academic writing:
• Word pairs that do not appear in BNC-AC-HUM;
• Word pairs that appear in BNC-AC-HUM but are not statistically significant co
occurrences;
• Word pairs that are statistically significant co-occurrences in BNC-AC-HUM.
4.3. Conclusion
"Though some believe that the statistical methods have rendered
linguistic analysis unnecessary, this is in fact not the case." (Sag et al.
2002)
This chapter described the data and methodology that are used in this thesis to investigate the
phraseology of EAP vocabulary in native and EFL learner writing. Special care has been
taken to select a set of learner essays from the International Corpus ofLearner English that is
as homogeneous as possible and to control a number of variables that have been found to
influence EFL learner writing. Three types of native corpora are used as control corpora in the
study reported in this thesis. The learner corpus is first compared to the academic sub-corpus
of the British National Corpus (domain: humanities and arts) to identify learner-specific
The log-likelihood ispreferred over MI^ and log-log as these measures are not based ona theoretically sound
model of language (see section 4.2.3.3.4 and 4.2.3.3.5).
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features in the way they use EAP vocabulary. It is then compared to STUD-US-ARG (i.e. a
subset of ihe Louvain Corpus ofNative Speaker Essays and similar essays) to identify features
of novice writing. The spoken part of the British National Corpus is also sometimes used to
check whether specific words and phrases that appear in learner corpora are more typical of
speech or writing. The method used to investigate the phraseology of EAP vocabulary in
native and learner corpora is based on the Integrated Contrastive Model and combines
comparisons oflearner vs. native writing corpora and comparisons of learner writing corpora.
Themethod for studying co-occurrences in the BNC combines automatic, statistical and
manual procedures. First, repeated co-occurrences are automatically extracted on the basis of
a number of parameters that have been carefully described in this chapter. Second, association
measures are used to highlight co-occurrences thatoccur more often thanpredicted by chance
and provide clear evidence against the null hypothesis of independence. The log-likelihood
and the MI have been selected as they were found to possess complementary properties for
descriptive purposes. Finally, co-occurrences are manually analysed and those that do not
stand in a grammatical relation to the node are eliminated. Co-occurrences in ICLE and
STUD-US-ARG are not statistically analysed but are classified according to their status in
BNC-AC-HUM.
The data and methodology described here are used in chapters 6 and 7. Chapter 6 is
devoted to a comparison between native language and learner language. The learner
corpus is used as a whole when compared to native writing. However, a comparison of
interlanguages is also made so as to highlight interlanguage features that are shared across a
majority of learner populations. In chapter 7, the focus will be on the French learner sub-
corpus which will be compared to the 9 other learner populations in order to investigate
transfer effects on a number of overused EAP phrasemes in French learner writing Before
turning to the actual investigation of corpus data, chapter 5 discusses the issue of word
selection for the purposes of this thesis and presents a methodology to extract EAP-specific
words from corpora.
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5. Selection of EAP vocabulary
5.1. Introduction
A great deal of research is still necessary to describe with any
empirical rigour the lexis that is characteristic ofparticular purposes,
genres and registers. (Milton 1999:223)
Chapter 5 is dedicated to the selection of words that are typical of academic texts and which
will provide abasis for the comparison of native speaker and EFL learner academic writing.
In section 1.3.1.2, we examined vocabulary needs in EAP and described in detail the
Academic Wovd List (Coxhead 2000). Although widely used today for receptive as well as
productive purposes, theAJVL was initially developed to complement the General Service List
ofEnglish Words so as to approach the critical 95% coverage threshold needed for reading
comprehension. This primary objective carries direct methodological implications that were
shown to be inappropriate for the purposes ofthis thesis (cf. section 1.3.2).
In this chapter, we use a corpus-driven approach which "relies heavily on data and
(largely) automatic procedures" (De Cock 2003:197) (cf. also Tognini-BoneUi 2001) and
propose a new methodology based on the criteria of keyness, range and evenness of
distribution to select EAP-specific words that would provide the basis for a productively-
oriented academic word list. Unlike the AWL, our hst is based on annotated corpora. Section
5.2 gives a description ofthe corpora used, discusses the pros and cons ofcorpus annotation
and describes the annotation tools employed. Section 5.3 presents the methodology developed
to select EAP words. Results for two corpus formats, i.e. word forms + POS-tags and lemmas
+ POS-tags, are compared in 5.4. Section 5.5 describes the procedure used to add to our hst
words that belong to well-represented semantic categories in EAP. The resulting Academic
Keyword List is compared to the Academic Word List in section 5.6. Finally, section 5.7
discusses inherent limitations ofthe keyness approach adopted.
5.2. Data
In section 5.2.1, we describe the corpora of professional and student writing used for the
extraction of EAP vocabulary. In section 5.2.2, we discuss the issue of corpus format,
highlight the advantages ofannotation for applied objectives and describe the annotation tools
used in this study.
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5.2.1. Corpora
Recent studies have drawn on corpora of acaderaic texts to identify and examine generic
features of academic writing, such as discourse structure, rhetorical strategies, citation
practices, and lexical choice (see sections 1.2 and 1.4.1). The corpora used tend to consist
solely of professional or expert writing, perhaps because this specific text type is in the public
domain and therefore relatively easy to collect. Academic writing, however, includes other
kinds of text types than professionally edited articles and books, notably student essays. As
Nesi et al (2004:440) comment, "[n]ovice writers do not (...) begin by writing for publication,
or for a readership of strangers. Their early attempts at academic writing are more likely to be
assessed texts produced in the context of a course study". In this study, the selection of
academic vocabulary is thus made on the basis of an analysis of both professional and
student writing.
Although representativeness remains an 'act of faith' (Leech 1991: 127), efforts have
also been made to use texts fi-om different academic disciplines (e.g. arts, social science,
applied science, etc.) and with different purposes (e.g. ESP texts vs. argumentative texts) to
build up a picture of academic writing as complete as possible.
5.2.1.1. Professional writing
The professional academic corpora used are the Micro-Concord corpus collection B
(henceforth.MC) and the Baby BNC academic corpus (henceforth B-BNC), two 1,000,000-
word corpora of published academic prose which consist of 33 and 30 texts respectively. The
B-BNC consists entirely of texts written by native speakers of British EngUsh while MC also
includes texts written by native speakers of American English. Table 5.1 shows that both
corpora consist of five sub-corpora of about 200,000 words, each of which corresponds to a
broad academic discipline. This division into academic disciplines is particularly well suited
for our purposes as the study presented in this chapter seeks to extract words that are used by
all members of the 'academic discourse community' (cf. Swales 1990) across disciplines.
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Table 5.1: Professional academic writing
Corpus Variety of English Text type
-Number ofwords
MC
Arts
Belief and religion
Science
Applied science
Social science
mainly British English books 1,005,060
180,496
199,612
219,596
203,316
202,302
B-BNC
Humanities
Politics, education and law
Social science
Science
Technology and engineering
British English books and
periodicals
1,021,007
262,476
196,322
132,678
283,490
146,041
TOTAL 2,026,067
A number of studies have shown that academic writing conventions may differ
markedly according to the discipline (see section 1.2.). 'Soft science' (e.g. arts, psychology,
social science, etc.) and 'hard science' (e.g. applied science, chemistry, medicine, etc.) are
often contrasted in the literature. Two corpora were thus compiled from the MC and the B-
BNC, namely a corpus of professional 'soft science' (ProfSS) and a corpus of professional
hard science (ProfHS) as described inTable 5.2. This re-categorisation is intended to extract
words that are typical of both soft and hard science academic texts.
Table 5.2: Recategorization ofcorpus data: Two corpora ofprofessional academic writing
Corpus Number of words
ProfSS
MC Arts
MC Belief and religion
MC Social science
BNC Humanities
BNC Politics, education and law
BNC Social science
1,173,886
180,496
199,612
202,302
262,476
196,322
132,678
ProfHS
MC Science
MC Applied science
BNC Science
BNC Technology and engineering
852,443
219,596
203,316
283,490
146,041
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5.2.1.2. Student writing
Two corpora of student writing were used for this study: a preliminary version of the British
Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus, currently being developed at the Centre for
English Language Teacher Education and the Warwick Writing Programme at the University
ofWarwick, England (Nesi et al. 2004) andthe argumentative sub-part of the Louvain Corpus
ofNative Speaker Essays (LOCNESS) (of 4.1.2.2).
The BAWE is a corpus of assessed student essays between 1,000 and 5,000 words in
length. The essays are grouped according to the disciplines, faculties and departments at
Warwick University, e.g. arts, history, psychology and engineering. The preliminary version
of the BAWE corpus contains 499 assignments from 18 departments. However, only a sample
was used here for two main reasons. First, 27% of the contributors are not native speakers of
English. Nesi et al. (2004: 444) argue that "the University of Warwick is a multicultural,
multilingual environment, and in their departments students are assessed on merit, without
regard for their language background", and therefore assume that "all contributors are
proficient users of English, given that their assignments have been awarded high grades." As
one of the main objectives of this thesis is to compare EFL learners' use of EAP words and
phrasemes with that of English writers, we selected the essays written by native speakers of
English only. Second, disciplines are not equally represented. The majority of essays come
from the humanities while contributions from chemistry, computer science, mathematics, etc.,
are completely lacking. Texts were thus selected in four well-represented discipHnes: arts,
social science, psychology and history (cf. Table 5.3.).
Table 5.3: Student academic writing
Corpus Variety of English Text type Number of words
BAWE British English essays 845,344
Arts 221,841
Social science 163,300
Psychology 201,946
History 258,257
LOCNESS mainly American English essays 168,593
TOTAL STUDCORP 1,013,937
Essay topics are very diverse in the BAWE corpus and seldom repeated (cf. Table 5.4. for
examples). For more information on essay topics in LOCNESS, see section 4.1.2.2.
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Table 5.4: Essaytopics in the BAWE corpus
Arts
[98 essays]
Visual arts in Britain
Prince Arthur portrayed in books
Rise of aestheticism
Modes of writing essays
Social science
[64 essays]
Housing pohcy
Teachers as professionals
- Would you agree that subordination was inscribed in the life of
domestic servant?
Psychology
[103 essays]
Clinical depression
Psychology as a science
- Expressing attitude
Is attention merely a matter of selection?
History
[136 essays]
Absolutism in earlymodem Europe
Why did America dominate theworld film market by the 1920s?
- Who was to blame for the Boxer rising?
5.2.2. Corpus format
The Academic Word List (Coxhead 2000) is a Ust of word forms that were manually
classified into 570 word families (cf. section 1.3.1.2). Similarly, most studies ofvocabulary in
the field ofEngHsh for Specific Purposes are based on raw corpora (e.g. James et al. 1994;
Curado Fuentes 2001) and none of them discuss the issue of corpus format. However,
annotated data have been shown to play an important role in lexicography (see section
4.2.2.1.1), where lemma, word class and meaning are often associated. The main objective of
this chapter is to select nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and other function words that are
commonly used in academic texts. Part-of-speech tagged corpora were thus used to facilitate
the extraction of specific word classes. The extraction procedure is tested on two corpus
formats, i.e. word form + morphosyntactic tag and lemma + morphosyntactic tag, to
assess the suitability ofeach format for selecting EAP vocabulary.
5.2.2.1. Annotating corpora
Corpora are useful only if we can extract knowledge or information
from them. The fact is that to extract information from a corpus, we
often have to begin by building information in. (Leech 1997a:4)
Corpus annotation refers to the practice of adding linguistic information to an electronic
corpus oflanguage data. Various levels ofannotation can be distinguished, starting from the
addition oflemma information to each word in the corpus. Alemma is used to group together
inflected forms ofaword, such as the singular and the plural forms ofa noun, or the different
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conjugated forms of a verb. A second type of annotation is the morphosyntactic level of
annotation, which concerns the labelling of the Part-Of-Speech (POS) or grammatical
category of each word in the corpus. POS tagging is the most popular kind of linguistic
annotation applied to text: by providing information about the grammatical nature of a word,
it makes it possible to extract information about the various meanings and uses of this word.
Thus, it distinguishes between left as the past tense or past participle of leave ('I left early')
and left as a word meaning the opposite of right, either as an adjective ('my left hand'), an
adverb ('turn left') or a noun ('on your left') (cf Leech 1997a: 4). Other levels of annotation
are syntactic annotation or parsing (the analysis of sentences into their constituents), semantic
annotation (the labelling of semantic fields) and discourse tagging (the annotation of
discourse relations within the texts). For more information on the different levels of
annotation, see Leech (1997a: 12).
Compelling reasons for annotating a corpus are numerous. Leech and Smith (1999: 31-
36) examine the possible uses of annotation in detail and list applications in fields as diverse
as information retrieval, word processing (e.g. spell-checkers), speech processing (e.g.
distinguish homographs for speech synthesis), machine-aided translation, lexicography, etc.
However, a number of criticisms have been directed at corpus annotation. One of the most
widespread criticisms is that annotation reflects, at least to a certain extent, some theoretical
perspective. Although the sets of categories and features used in annotating a corpus are
generally chosen to be as uncontroversial classes as possible, the interpretative nature of
corpus annotation has been understood as a way to impose pre-existing models of language on
corpus data (cf Tognini-BonelU 2001: 73-74). These models of language date from a "pre-
corpus" time and some of them derive from descriptions which ignore empirical evidence
altogether (cf Sinclair 2004: 52). The argument, though valid, is certainly not strong enough
to ignore all the advantages of corpus annotation entirely but should be taken as a word of
caution against the naive assumption that using aimotating software is a neutral act. It is
regrettable that "too many researchers nowadays expect, and accept, off-the-shelf tools that
they do not examine too closely" (Sinclair 2004: 51).
These models of language are also limited by practical constraints such as the need for
speed and accuracy in automatic tagging. As Leech (1997b:25) explains, an "armchair
linguist" might conceive a new tagset based on sound linguistic principles only to discover
that the software is incapable of assigning a specific tag with any degree of accuracy. A tagset
should thus be considered as "a trade-off between what is linguistically most desirable and
computationally feasible" (Leech 1997b:27) at a given point in time.
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Another argument that is put forward against annotation is that it may introduce errors.
While it is inevitable that annotation systems will sometimes get things wrong, the various
levels of annotation distinguished above are performed with varying degrees of accuracy.
POS tagging is a well-researched kind of linguistic annotation and taggers perform with very
high levels of accuracy (see 5.2.2.2.1.) whereas discourse annotation systems, for example,
are more recent and still need major improvement.
Although annotated data is often described as 'enriched' data (Leech and Smith 1999;
Aarts 2002; Bowker and Pearson 2002), annotation has also sometimes been criticized for
resulting in a loss of information (Sinclair 1992; 2004). The argument is summarised by
Tognini-Bonelli as follows:
It could be argued that in a tagged text no information is lost because the words of
the text are still there and available, but the problem is that they are bypassed in
the normal use of a tagged text. The actual loss of information takes place when,
once the annotation of the corpus is completed and the tagsets are attached to the
data, the linguist processes the tags rather than the raw data. By doing this the
linguist will easily lose sight of the contextual features associated with a certain
itemand will acceptsingle, uni-ftinctional items - tags - as the primary data. What
is lost, therefore, is the ability to analyse the inherent variability of language which
is realised in the very tight interconnection between lexical and grammatical
patterns. This is the price paid for simplification; a process that is so useful - but it
is argued here that the interconnection between lexis and grammar is crucial in
determining the meaning and function of a given unit: any processing that loses
out on this is boundto lose out in accuracy. (Tognini-Bonelli 2001: 73-74)
The methodology adopted here is designed to give the best of both worlds, by first extracting
EAP-specific words from annotated corpora and then returning to raw data to analyze their
use in context.
Finally, it is worth underlining that this chapter does not intend to meet a theoretical but
an applied objective and that even linguists that have directed the most severe criticisms
against annotated data acknowledge that the "good point of annotation lies in its value in
apphcations" (Tognini-Bonelli 2001: 73).
5.2.2.2. The software used
We make use of Wmatrix, a web-based corpus processing environment which gives
researchers access to several corpus annotation and retrieval tools developed at the University
Centre for Computer Corpus Research on Language (UCREL), Lancaster University. Tools
available in Wmatrix include the Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System
(CLAWS) and the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS) (cf Rayson 2003).
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5.2.2.2.1. The Constituent LikelihoodAutomatic Word-tagging System (CLAWS)
A corpus uploaded to the Wmatrix environment is first grammatically tagged with the
Constituent Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System (CLAWS) (cf. Garside and Smith
1997). The tagger makes use of a detailed tagset of 146 tags (cf Appendix 5.1) as well as of
two lexicons: (a) a lexicon of single words with all their possible parts-of-speech and
associated lemmas and (b) a multi-word expression lexicon, which currently contains 18,710
patterns. Most multi-word expressions are phrasal verbs {stub out), noun phrases (riding
boots), proper names {United States ofAmerica) or idioms {living the life ofRiley). They are
described as regular expressions or templates, i.e. sequences of words, parts of words and
grammatical categories used to match similar patterns of text and extract them. Thus, the
template "ma[kdJ*_V* {JJ, D* AT*} sense_NNl" will identify all occurrences of the verb
make directly followed by an optional adjective (JJ), determiner (D*) or article (AT*) and the
singular noun (NNl) sense and will consequently retrieve all instances of the MWU make
sense and its variants make no sense, little sense, more sense, common sense, etc.
Part-of-speech tagging is essentially a disambiguation task. Many words are part-of-
speech homographs, i.e. they are spelt the same but belong to different word classes. A tagger
needs to determine which part-of-speech is the most probable given the immediate syntactic
and semantic context of a homograph. Although close to 90% of the English tjq^es^^" have
only one part-of-speech (e.g. abound can only be a verb and kindness is a noun), over 40% of
the running words or tokens in a corpus are morpho-syntactically ambiguous (DeRose
1988:31). This is largely due to ambiguity for a number of high-frequency words such as
'that', which can be a determiner (Do you remember that nice Mr. Hoskins who came to
dinner?y^^, a relative pronoun {The people that live next door), a conjunction (/ can't believe
that he is only 17) or even an adverb (/ hadn't realized the situation was that bad\). Another
very common source of ambiguity in English is homography between verbs and nouns, e.g.
use, issue, cause, abandon, craft, etc. (cf Ide 2005).
Most current part-of-speech taggers use, at least partly, a probabilistic approach to
disambiguation: they rely on co-occurrence probabilities between neighbouring tags,
indicating the relative likelihood of co-occurring tags. Co-occurrence probabilities are often
automatically derived by training on manually disambiguated texts. For example, given that x
is a determiner, the probability that the item to its immediate right is a noun or an adjective
™ If a text is 75,000 words long, it has 75,000 tokens. But a lot of these words will be repeated, and there may
be only 2,000 different words, i.e. types, in the text.
Sentence examples are taken from the Longman Dictionary ofContemporaiy English (2005)
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can be calculated. At the same time, non-probabilistic or rule-based taggers have been making
a comeback with systems such as the one proposed by Brill (1992). Typical rule-based
taggers use context frame rules to assign tags to unknown or ambiguous words. An example
ofa context frame rule is 'if an ambiguous or unknown word is preceded by a determiner and
followed by anoun, tag it as an adjective.' See Voutilainen (1999) for asurvey ofthe history
of the different approaches to wordclass tagging.
CLAWS is a hybrid tagger, combining botli probabilistic and rule-based
approaches. This hybrid approach allows CLAWS to assign POS-tags with a very high
degree ofaccuracy, the precise degree ofaccuracy varying according to text types (97-98%
for written texts) and POS-tags (cf. Rayson 2003: 63). The tagger is commonly described as
going through five major stages (cf Garside 1987):
1. A pre-editing or tokenization phase: This stage prepares the text for the tagging
process by segmenting it into words and sentence units, a task which is not trivial. A
sentence is generally described as a string of words followed by a frill stop. A frill
stop, however, does not necessarily signal the end ofa sentence (e.g. in figures [5.8 or
14.28], title nouns [Mr., Dr.], and other types of abbreviations such as i.e., viz., fig.).
Similarly, a word is generally considered as an orthographic word, i.e. a string of
letters surrounded by white spaces. However, words are not always separated by a
blank (e.g. in confractions such as don't, it's, they're).
2. An initial part-of-speech assignment: Once a text has been tokenized, the tagger
assigns part-of-speech tags to all of the word tokens in the text m isolation. If a word
is unambiguous, i.e. belongs to only one part-of-speech category or word class (e.g.
boat, person and belong), it will be assigned a single tag. If a word is ambiguous, that
is, if a word can belong to more than one word class (e.g. use, cause, fire, all ofwhich
can be categorized either as nouns or verbs), it is assigned several tags listed in
decreasing likelihood. Thus, fire is first tagged as a noun and then as a verb as the
probability of the word being a noun is higher than that of it being a verb. If a
particular word is not found in the tagger's lexicon, it is assigned a tag based on
various sets of rules, e.g. morphological rules, for tagging unknown items. Thus, a
word ending in *ness will be classified as a noun; a word ending in *ly will be
classified as an adverb, etc.
3. A rule-based contextual part-of-speech assignment; This stage assigns a single
"ditto-tag" to two or more orthographic words which fimction as a single unit, e.g. as
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well as is tagged as a conjunction and in situ as an adverb (see below for more details
on ditto-tags and their advantages).
4. The probabilistic tag-disambiguation program: The task of the probabihstic tag-
disambiguation program is to inspect all the cases where a word has been assigned two
or more tags and choose a preferred tag by considering the context in which the word
appears and assessing the probability of any particular sequence of tags. The
probability of a tag sequence is tj^ically a function of:
o the probability that one tag follows another one and
o the probability of a word being assigned a particular tag from the list of all its
possible tags (Garside and Smith 1997: 104).
If, for example, the word run has been assigned both a noun and a verb tag, it is less
likely to be classified as a verb if it appears in the vicinity of another verb although
run is more often a verb than a noun.
5. Output: The output data can be presented in interrnediate format (vertical output for
manual post-editing) or final format (horizontal and encoded in SGML^^^). Table 5.6
shows a typical CLAWS vertical output: each line represents a running word in the
corpus and gives its POS-tag and lemma.
Table 5.6: CLAWS vertical output
POS-tag - Word form Lsninia;,j.;-;-
0000005 730 AT The the
0000005 740 JJ whole whole
0000005 750 NNl point point
0000005 760 10 of of
0000005 770 AT the the
0000005 780 NNl play play
0000005 790 WZ seems seem
0000005 800 TO to to
0000005 810 VBI be be
0000005 820 ATI an an •
0000005 830 NNl attack attack
0000005 840 II on on
0000005 850 AT the the
0000005 860 NNl Church church
0000005 870 . . PUNC
The intermediate format has the advantage of allowing researchers to select the information
needed. I wrote a Perl programme which takes this intermediate format as input and creates
two horizontal corpora:
• a corpus with word forms followed by their POS-tags (cf. Table 5.7) and;
122 Standard Generalized Markup Language
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a corpus with lemmas and POS-tags (cf. Table 5.8).
Table5.7: CLAWS horizontal output [word form+ POS]
The_AT whole_JJ point_NNl of_IO the_AT play_NNl seems_WZ to_TO
be_VBI an_ATl attack_NNl on_II the_AT Church_NNl ._PUNC "
... with AT: article; JJ: adjective; NNl: singular common noun;
10: of (as preposition); WZ: -s form of lexical verb; TO:
infinitive marker ^to'; VBI: be, infinitive; ATI: singular
article; II: general preposition; PUNC: punctuation
Table 5.8: CLAWS horizontal output [lemma + POS]
the_AT whole_JJ point_NNl of_IO the_AT play_NNl seem VVZ to TO
be VBI an ATI attack NNl on II the AT Church NNl . PUNC
The problem with the format described in Table 5.8 is that word forms are replaced by their
lemmas while POS-tags remain too specific, e.g. the information on number given by the tags
NNl (singular common noun)' or DDI (singular determiner) or the information on verbal
forms given by the tags WZ {-s form ofalexical verb) or WG (-ing form ofa lexical verb).
As a result, frequency lists based on this corpus format generate different frequencies for
'exampleJiNV and 'exampleJSlNT. POS-tags were thus automatically simplified by means
of a Perl program to match the level of specificity of lemmas. Table 5.8b shows the same
sentence as the one annotated in Table 5.8 after simplifying POS-tags. Simplification routines
are described in Table 5.9.
Table 5.8b: CLAWS horizontal output [lemma + simplified POS tags]
the_AT whole_JJ point_NN of_IO the_AT play_NN seem_VV to TO
be -VB an AT attack NN on II the AT Church NN . PUNC
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Table 5.9: Simplification of CLAWS POS-tags
Simplified POS tags CLAWS7 POS tags
Singular vs. plural f6rms -
MC (cardinal number) MC1,MC2
NN (common nouns) NN1,NN2
NNL (locative nouns, e.g. island, street) NNL1,NNL2
NNO (numeral nouns, e.g. hundred) NN0,NN02
NNT (temporal noims, e.g. day, week) NNT1,NNT2
NNU (units ofmeasurement, e.g. inch) NNU1,NMJ2
NP (proper nouns) NP1,NP2
NPD (weekday noun) NPD1,NPD2
NPM (month noun) NPM1,NPM2
Comparative and superlative forms
DA (after-determiners, e.g. little, much,
few)
DAR {more, less), DAT {most, fewest)
JJ (adiective) JJR, JJT
Verb forms . •
VB (be) VBO{be, base form), VBDR {were), VBDZ
{was), VBI {be, infinitive), VBM {am), VBN
{been), VBR {are), VBZ {is)
VD (do) VDO{do, base form), VDD {did), VDG {doing),
VDI {do, infinitive), VDN {done), VDZ {does)
VRihave) VHO {have, base form), VHD {had), VHG
{having), VHI {have, infinitive), VHN (/zaJ),
VHZ {has)
VY (lexical verbs) WO (base form of lexical verb), WD (pas
tense), WG (-ing participle), WGK (-ing
participle catenative, e.g. be going to), WI
(infinitive), WN (past participle), WNK (past
participle catenative, e.g. he bound to), WZ (-s
form)
Finally, each CLAWS7 tag may be modified by the addition of a pair of digits to show
that it occurs as part of a sequence of similar tags, representing a sequence of graphemic
words which, for grammatical purposes, are best treated as a single unit. The expression
ahead ofis an example of a group of two graphemic words treated as a single preposition by
receiving the following tags:
aheadjm ofJI22.
n stands for a general preposition. The first of the two digits indicates the number of
graphemic words in the sequence, and the second digit the position of each graphemic word
within that sequence. Such "ditto tags" are not included in the lexicon but are assigned
automatically by a rule-based component which is applied after initial part-of-speech
assignment and before disambiguation and looks for a range of multi-word sequences
included in a pre-established list.
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Ditto tags are very useful for our purposes of developing a productively-oriented
academic wordlist as they make it possible to extract typical EAP multi-word sequences as
well as single words. However, the annotation format needs to be slightly modified,to do so.
Table 5.10 shows CLAWS vertical output for the complex preposition Hn terms of. Each
graphemic word of the complex preposition is tagged and lemmatized independently. A
wordlist based on CLAWS horizontal output would thus distinguish between the preposition
"in' (in_n) and the preposition 'in' used as the first word ofamulti-word sequence (inJBl).
Itwould not be able to retrieve the complex preposition 'm terms of. Any sequences ofwords
with ditto tags (e.g. m_II31 termsJB2 ofJBh) were thus automatically replaced by means of
a Perl program by their component words separated by a hyphen and followed by their POS-
tag (e.g. in-terms-ofjl).
Table5.10: CLAWS tagging of the complex preposition 'in terms of
0000006 040 II31 in in
0000006 050 II32 terms term
0000006 060 II33 of of
5.2.2.2.2. The UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS)
A second layer of annotation is applied by the UCREL Semantic Analysis System (USAS).
This tool assigns tags representing the general semantic field of words from a lexicon of
single words and multi-word units. Asemantic field is a theoretical construct which groups
together "words that are related by virtue of their being connected - at some level of
generality - with the same mental concept" (Wilson and Thomas 1997; 54). It will not only
include synonyms and antonyms of a word but also its hypemyms and hyponyms, and any
other words that are linked in other ways with the concept concerned. For example, the
category 'language and communication' (Q) includes related words such as answer, reply,
response, question, query, statement, message, feedback, anecdote, explain, slM explanation.
The USAS tagset includes 21 major semantic fields (see Table 5.11), which, in turn,
expand into 232 categories (see Appendix 5.2). Letters are used to denote the major semantic
fields while numbers indicate field subdivisions. For example, the semantic tag A2.2
represents a word in the category 'general and abstract words' (A), the subcategory 'affect'
(A2) and more precisely the sub-subcategory 'cause / connected' (A2.2). The semantic
annotation does not apply to proper names and closed classes ofwords such as prepositions.
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conjunctions and pronouns. These categories are all marked with a Z-tag (for more
information on the USAS tagset, see Archer et al. 2002).
Table 5.11; Semantic fields of the UCREL Semantic Analysis System
A General and abstract terms
B The body and the individual
C Arts and crafts
E Emotional actions, states and processes
F Food and farming
G Government and public
H Architecture, house and the home
I Money and commerce in industry
K Entertainment, sports and games
L Life and living things
M Movement, location, travel and transport
N Numbers and measurement
0 Substances, materials, obiects and equipment
P Education in general
0 Language and communication
s Social actions, states and processes
T Time
W World and environment
X Psychological actions, states and processes
Y Science and technology
Z Names and grammar
Likepart-of-speech tagging, semantic tagging subdivides broadlyinto a tag assignment,phase
and a tag disambiguation phase. First, a set of potential semantic tags are attached to each
lexical unit. The next stage consists in the selection' of the contextually appropriate semantic
tag from the set of potential tags provided by the tag assignment algorithm. The program
makes use of a number of sources of information in the disambiguation phase, notably POS-
tags, domain of discourse and contextual rules (cf Rayson 2003: 67-68). It assigns a semantic
field tag to every word in the text with about 92% accuracy. Table 5.12 shows that in the
sentence 'This chapter deals with the approach ofthe criminal law to behaviourwhich causes
or risks causing death', the word chapter has been assigned the tags Q4.1 ('language and
communication - media - books'), S5 ('social actions, states and processes - groups and
affiliation'), S9 ('social actions, states and processes - religion and the supernatural') and
T1.3. ('time - period').The program ranked these semantic tags and chose Q4.1 as the
semantic tag with the highest correctness probability which is displayed in the final output
format (see Table 5.13).
Note the erroneous annotation of 'risks' in Table 5.12 which should have received a WZ tag (-s form of a
lexical verb).
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Table 5.12; USAS vertical output
POS-tag Word form Semantic tag
0000006 010 DDI This M6 Z5 Z8
0000006 020 NNl chapter Q4.1 Tl:3 S9/S5 S5+ •
0000006 030 WZ deals Al.1.1 12.2 12.1 A9- K5.2 F3/I2.2
0000006 040 IW with Z5
0000006 050 AT the Z5
0000006 060 NNl approach X4.2 Ml El SI.1.1
0000006 070 10 of Z5
0000006 080 AT the Z5
0000006 090 JJ criminal G2.1 [il.2.1 G2.1- A5.1-
0000006 100 NNl law G2.1 [il.2.2 G2.1 S6+ Y1
0000006 110 II to Z5
0000006 120 NNl behaviour SI. 1.1 Al.1.1
0000006 130 DDQ which Z8 Z5
0000006 140 WZ causes
. A2.2
0000006 150 CC or Z5
0000006 160 NN2 risks A15-
0000006 170 WG causing A2 .2
0000006 180 NNl death Ll-
0000006 181
•
.
Table 5.13: USAS horizontal output
This_M6 chapter_Q4.1 deals_Al.l.l with_Z5 the_Z5 approach_X4.2
of_Z5 the_Z5 criminal_G2.1[il.2.1 law_G2.1[il.2.2 to_Z5 "
behaviour_Sl.l.l which_Z8 causes_A2.2 or_Z5 risks_A15
causing A2.2 death LI- . PUNC
Words may signal simultaneously more than one semantic field for the same occurrence in a
text. The word chapter in the sense of 'an ecclesiastical assembly of priests or monks' is a
case in point. It belongs equally in the semantic fields of 'groups and affiliation' and
'religion'. The two semantic tags are thus assigned in the form of a single tag S5/S9 (see
Table 5.12).
Provided that they are listed in the multi-word lexicon, multi-word units such as phrasal
verbs (e.g. break out, take off), compounds (e.g. academic year, advisory committee, bank
account), proper names (e.g. Costa Rica, George Bush) and idioms (e.g. at the drop ofa hat,
to bark up the wrong tree, by the skin ofone's teeth) are also analysed as if they were single
words, using ditto-tags similarly to part-of-speech tagging. For example, criminal law is
tagged as follows; criminal_G2.1[i1.2.1 law_G2.1[il.2.2 (see Table 5.13).
5.3. Automatic extraction ofEAP words
Methodological issues are particularly important for the selection ofwords that should be part
and parcel of a productively-oriented academic word list. Section 5.3.1 provides a detailed
description of the selection criteria used to extract potential EAP words, namely keyness.
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range and evenness of distribution. It also discusses the pros and cons of these criteria.
Section 5.3.2 describes the manual adaptation of word spellings that was required to account
for words that have two different spellings.
5.3.1. Selection criteria
Coxhead (2000) selected word families for the Academic Word List on the basis of three
criteria (see section 1.3.1.2):
4. Specialised occurrence: a word family had not to be in the first 2,000 most frequent
words of English as listed in West's (1953) General Service List.
5. Range: a word family had to occvir in all 4 disciplines represented in the corpus with a
frequency of at least 10 occurrences in each sub-corpus (about 875,000 words each)
and in 15 or more of the 28 subject areas.
6. Frequency: a word family had to occur at least 100 times in the 3.5-million word
Academic Corpus.
The method proposed here is primarily based on keyness (cf Scott 2001), a criterion that has
not been used by Coxhead (2000). Two quantitative filters, i.e. range and evenness of
distribution, are subsequently used to overcome the limitations of the keyness criterion and
narrow down the resulting hst ofEAP words (cf Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1: A three-layered sieve to extract EAP words
' 1. Keyness
2. Range
3. Evenness of distribution
Potential EAP
words
5.3.1.1. Keyness
The keyness method has been used in a variety of fields to extract distinctive words or
keywords, e.g. words typical ofspeech vs. writing (Leech et al. 2001), business English words
(Nelson 2000) and terminological items typical of specific sub-disciplines of English for
Information Science and Technology (Curado Fuentes 2001). Keywords are words that "occur
with unusual frequency in a given text" (Scott 1997:236), which does not mean high
frequency but unusual frequency by comparison with a reference corpus.
For the purpose ofthis research, the two corpora ofprofessional writing and the corpus
of student academic writing described in section 5.2.1 were each compared with a large
corpus offiction on the basis ofthe hypothesis that typical EAP words would be particularly
under-represented in this literary genre. Thus, our reference corpus was not compiled to
represent all the varieties of the language^^^ but to serve as a "strongly contrasting reference
corpus" (Tribble 2001; 396). It consists ofthe categories K (general fiction), L (mystery and
detective fiction), M(science fiction), N(adventure and western fiction) and P (romance and
love story) of the LOB (Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen) Corpus, the FLOB (Freiburg Lancaster-
Oslo/Bergen) Corpus, the BROWN corpus and the FROWN (Freiburg-Brown) Corpusas
well as ofthe Baby BNC fiction corpus (cf Table 5.14.).
Table 5.14: The fiction corpus
Corpora Number of words
LOB (categories K, L, M, N, P)
FLOB (categories K, L, M, N, P)
BROWN (categories K, L, M, N, P)
FROWN (categories K, L, M, N, P)
946,337
Baby BNC fiction 999,688
TOTAL 1,946,025
The procedure for identifying keywords with WordSmith Tools (see section 4.2.1.3.1.)
involves several stages (cf Scott and Tribble 2006). First, wordlists are computed for each
corpus, containing all the different types and their frequencies. Second, the wordlists of the
three academic corpora are compared with the fiction corpus wordlist using the Keywords tool
which produces a list of all the words that present statistically significant differences in
See the definition ofareference corpus proposed by the Expert Advisory Group on Language Engineering
Standards (EAGLES96) athttp://www.ilc.cnr.it/BAGLES96/coipustyp/nodel 8.html
Each corpus consists ofone-million words ofBritish or American written English. The four corpora are
equivalent in the sense that they were compiled using the same corpus design and sampling methods. For more
information about these corpora, seehttp://khnt.hit.uib.no/icame/manuals
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frequency between two wordlists. Keyness values can be calculated with chi-square or log-
likelihood tests (cf. Dunning 1993). The latter was used in this thesis. The significance of the
statistical test was set at 0.01 with a critical value of 15.13 (cf. Rayson et al. 2004), which
means that there is less than 1% danger of mistakenly claiming a significant difference in
frequency. Similarly, the minimum frequency of potential keywords was set at 10 occurrences
to hmit the extraction of rare words. Keywords were extracted for each of the corpora
described in section 5.2.1, i.e. the Professional Soft Science (ProfSS) corpus, the Professional
Hard Science (ProfHS) corpus and the native student writing corpus (STUDCORP), in word
form + POS-tag format as well as lemma + POS-tag format. Tables 5.15 and 5.16 give the
number of positive and negative keywords for each corpus in the two formats. Positive
keywords are words that are statistically prominent in the three corpora of academic writing
while negative keywords are words that have strikingly low frequency in this genre when it is
compared with fiction writing. In other words, negative keywords are words that are
statistically prominent in fiction texts.
Table 5.15: Word forms + POS-tags: Number of keywords
Corpus Positive keywords Negative keywords
Professional hard science 5,098 906
Professional soft science 5,623 1,343
Student writing 5,899 1,117
Table 5.16: Lemmas + POS-tags: Number of keywords
Corpus Positive keywords Negative keywords
Professional hard science 4,322 837
Professional soft science 4,656 1,201
Student writing 4,492 956
Positive keywords are more numerous than negative kejnvords for each academic
corpus and for both corpus formats, which can be explained by the large amount of
specialized vocabulary present in academic texts, e.g. formula, cell and species in hard
science, law, offence and policy in soft science and theory, factor and participant in student
writing. However, they do not all qualify as potential EAP or academic words in accordance
with the definition of academic vocabulary provided in section 1.3.2.2. Keyness is a very
powerful tool but it emphasizes words used with markedly high frequency only. The resulting
list is therefore likely to include discipline or topic-related vocabulary, i.e. technical rather
than semi-technical words that are not necessarily frequent in academic texts but are typically
under-represented in fiction writing (e.g. bacterium, methane, DNA, penicillin, chromosome,
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enzyme, jurisdiction, rape, archbishop, martyr, etc.) (see section 1.3.1.3). Johannsson's
(1981; quoted in Kennedy 1998) list of the most distinctive nouns in the academic subpart of
the LOB corpus is a case in point. Table 5.17 clearly shows that the LOB sub-coipus of
'learned and scientific writings' (section J) contains more scientific texts than other
discipline-related texts.
Table 5.17: The most distinctive nouns in the LOB sub-corpus oflearned and scientific writing
(Johannsson 1981)
constants, axis, equations, oxides, equation, theorem, coefficient, ions, correlation, electrons,
impurities, oxidation, parameters, nickel, electron, impurity, diagram, ion, parameter'
coefficients, oxygen, sodium, equilibrium
As a first step to overcome this inherent limitation ofkeyness analysis, I wrote a Perl program
which automatically compares keywords for the three corpora and creates a list of positive
keywords that are shared in the three corpora (cf Scott's (1997) notion of 'key keywords').
Table 5.18 gives the number of shared positive keywords for each corpus format.
Table 5.18: Shared positive keywords
Format Number of shared positive keywords
Word forms + POS-tags 2,048
Lemmas + POS-tags 1,642
Although the number ofkeywords was reduced by more than 60% for each corpus format, it
remained quite high, i.e. 2,048 shared keywords for the word forms + POS-tags format and
1,642 shared keywords for the lemmas + POS-tags format. The criteria of range and evenness
of distribution were subsequently used to refine the list of EAP keywords.
5.3.1.2. Range
To fiarther distinguishkeywords that are likely to be found in most academic texts from others
that are restricted to a specific discipline (e.g. property, psychological, treatment, etc.), the
criterion of range or consistency, i.e. frequency in terms of the number of texts, was also
used (cf. Scott and Tribble 2006:29). The criterion ofrange, applied after a keyword analysis,
helps determine whether a keyword is frequent because it occurs in most academic disciplines
or whether it is frequent because of a very high usage in a limited subset of texts. It was
calculated on the basis of the 15 sub-corpora describedin sections 5.2.1.1 and 5.2.1.2with the
Simple Consistency facility of WordSmith Tools. This tool takes several wordlists as input,
compares them and produces a wordlist which shows the 'frequency' ofwords in terms of the
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number of texts in which they appear, i.e. their range. Thus, in Figure 5.2, the words ability,
able and about, for example, are shown to appear in the 15 sub-corpora, that is, in 100% of
the corpora analyzed. For the purposes of this study, only words appearing in the 15
academic sub-corpora were retained as potential EAP words.
Figure 5.2: WordSmith Tools Simple Consistency Analysis
m WordList - [ simple consistency (F)]
^ File Settings Comparison Index Window Help
• ? \9\
O • Tt 2 Aa = U = :} |3C|.#|!w?|Q,||I]|Pp|0|©|C I F
word
ABILITY
ABLE
ABOUT
ABOVE
ACCEPT
ACCEPTED
ACCORDING
ACCOUNT
ACHIEVE
ACT
ACTION
ACTIONS
Freq. % Lemmas
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
15 100,00
Used alone, range also has an important limitation: it gives no information on the
frequency of a word in the 15 sub-corpora. Thus, the criterion of range dismisses the words
sector, paradigm and variance as they only appear in 11 sub-corpora but includes both the
words example, which we intuitively regard as an EAP word, and law, the meaning of which
is more discipline or topic-dependent (e.g. the Canon Law, criminal law, the law ofgravity).
Their respective frequencies are given in Figure 5.3 for each sub-corpus and reflect their
difference. The frequency of the word example ranges from 26 to 226 in the 15 sub-corpora,
while that of the word law ranges from 11 to 812. The wider frequency range of law can be
explained by the peak frequency of occurrence of the noun in the professional soft science
sub-corpora.
Figure 5.3: Distribution ofthe words example and law inthe 15 sub-corpora
900
800 -
700 -
600
500
400 ^
300 7
200 7^100--^
0 -
EXAMPLE
Differences such as these can be highlighted by a measure of the evenness of distribution of
words in a corpus, the last criterion applied to further restrict our list ofpotential EAP words.
For a similar technique, see Yang's (1986) measures of 'peakratio' and 'rangeratio'.
5.3.1.3. Evenness of distribution
The evenness of distribution or dispersion of a word is "a statistical coefficient of how
evenly distributed a word is across successive sectors ofthe corpus" (Rayson 2003: 93). A
number of studies (cf. Zhang et al. 2004) have used a measure of dispersion to define a core
lexicon on the basis that "ifa word is commonly used in a language, itwill appear in different
parts of the corpus. And if the word is used commonly enough, it will be well-distributed".
One such measure is Juilland's D statistical coefficient. Juilland's D was first used in the
Frequency Dictionary ofSpanish Words (Juilland and Rodriguez 1964) and is calculated as
follows:
D = 1-K/V«-1
where nis the number ofsectors, i.e. the number ofsub-corpora or texts, in the corpus. The
variation coefficient Vis given by:
V=s/x
where x is the mean sub-fi-equency of the word in the corpus and ^ the standard deviation of
these sub-frequencies. We have selected Juilland's D value as it has been shown to be the
most reliable of the various dispersion coefficients that are available (Lynne 1985, 1986,
quoted in Rayson 2003). Its values range from 0 (most imeven distribution possible) to 1
(perfectly even distribution across the sectors of the corpus). The reader is referred to Oakes
(1998:189-192) for more information on evenness of distribution or dispersion measures.
Juilland's D values are calculated for each word on the basis of the output list of
WordSmith Tools Detailed Consistency Analysis. Figure 5.4 shows an example of such an
output list: the third column gives the total frequency of each word in the whole corpus while
the following columns show its frequencies in each sub-corpus. These frequencies were
copied into an excel file and normalized per 100,000 words as the 15 sub-corpora are of
different sizes. The measures that are necessary to calculate Juilland's D values, that is, the
variation coefficient, the mean sub-frequency and the standard deviation, were computed in
Excel and Juilland's D values were then calculated for each word.'^^
Figure 5.4: WordSmith Tools Detailed Consistency Analysis
C5 WordList - [ detailed consistency (files)]
^ File Settings Comparison
N 1 ^ VVORp:
1 1 11
2 A
3 ABILITY
4 ABLE
5 ABOUT
6 ABOVE
7 ACCEPT
0 ACCEPTED
9 ACCORDING
10 ACCOUNT
11 ACHIEVE
12 ACT
13 ACTION
Index Window Help
v\
15 21 308 980 112 78
15 85 63 34 20 21
15 749 80 154 46 14
15 56 133 100 241 138
15 28 381 82 676 667
15 958 64 249 51 33
15 653 34 45 40 36
15 425 22 36 16 40
15 64 80 54 73 86
15 404 14 24 13 21
15 457 63 24 13 31
15 858 21 92 28 61
15 568 7 75 27 42
204 145
87 45
29 23
142 150
490 401
42 32
51 41
28 17
114 78
20 39
16 63
52 37
29 36
217 159
55 47
28 23
173 140
663 489
59 63
60 49
21 25
60 91
15 34
14 23
33 108
17 51
218 279 86
75 80 09'
112 69 36
214 250 177
665 945 588
46 67 85
14 113 45
13 72 50
55 157 83
13 25 24
7 52 44
28 240 32
21 147 38
For a word to be selected as an EAP word, it was decided that its Juilland's D value had
to be higher than 0.8. A Juilland's D value of 0.8 is arguably quite low (cf Rayson 2003:94);
however increasing this value results in a sharp reduction of the number of potentially EAP
Scott's (2004) WordSmith Tools 4 is now able to compute Juilland's D values but they are computed for
words in a single file and are based on an arbitrary division of a text into 8 segments of equal size.
words retrieved by the method. Thus, the noun example is selected as a potential EAP word as
its dispersion value equals 0.83 whereas the noun law, with a Juilland.'s D value of 0.69, is
not. Dispersion values make it possible to avoid the wrong conclusion that these two words
behave similarly in academic writing and confirm that only example is of widespread and
general use inthis particular genre, while the noun law is over-represented in the professional
soft science corpus, and more specifically in the social science sub-corpus. Other examples of
words that are selected as potential EAP words are the nouns conclusion (D= 0.88), difference
(D = 0.9), extent (D = 0.87), significance (D = 0.86) and consequence (D = .85) and the
verbs ;?rove (D = 0.9), appear (D = 0.9), provide (D - 0.89), discuss (D = 0.88), show (D -
0.88), result (D = 0.87) and illustrate (D = 0.85). Examples of words that have D values lower
than 0.8 and are therefore not selected include the nouns health, employment and treatment
and the verbs to label, toperceive and to yield.
5.3.2. Manual adaptation of spelling differences
Results of the automatic extraction revealed that a number of words are not selected as
potential EAP words only because they have two different spellings (e.g. analyse - analyze).
We therefore manually adjusted all the frequencies of words that can be spelt differently and
added their frequencies under a single lemma, that is, the most frequent lemma or the British
spelling of the lemma when the difference was a British vs. American English speUing
difference. Thus, the frequency of 'characterise' was added to that of 'characterize' (cf
Table 5.19), the frequency of "center' was added to that of 'centre', the frequency of
'behavior' was added to that of 'behaviour', etc. Table 5.19 also shows that spelling
differences are also found in a single variety of English and are not only due to the fact that
we made use of corpora of British and AmericanEnghsh.
Table 5.19: Distribution of the two spellings of 'characterize'
Total Range Distribution in the 15 sub-coroora D
characterise 110 12 1 1 0 35 2 5 1 0 7 10 9 8 21 10 0 0.68
characterize 148 12 17 19 9 19 15 13 17 8 23 2 5 0 0 0 1 .
Added
frequencies
258 15 18 20 9 54 17 18 18 8 30 12 14 8 21 10 1 0.85
Adjusted frequencies allowed us to select as EAP words verbs such as analyze, characterize
and emphasize.
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5.4. Results ofthe automatic extraction
The automatic extraction procedure described in section 5.3 has been applied to the two
corpus formats, i.e. word forms + POS-tags and lemmas + POS-tags. Results for both corpus
formats are reported in section 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 respectively. Section 5.4.3 compares these
results and discusses the pros and cons of each corpus format for the extraction of potential
EAP words.
5.4.1. Corpus format: word form + POS-tag
In section 5.3.1.1, 2,048 key word forms were found to be shared across the three corpora of
academic writing. These 2,048 key word forms include 798 noims, 536 verbs, 363 adjectives
and 128 adverbs. The high proportion of key nouns is consistent with Biber et al.'s (1999)
finding that nouns are particularly frequent in academic prose. Table 5.20 shows that the
application of the criteria of range and evenness of distribution reduces the total number of
keywords by more than 65%. It also shows that the percentage of nouns decreases
significantly (from 39% to 28% of the total number of keywords) when these criteria are
applied. By contrast, the proportion of most other categories, and more specifically that of
verbs and adverbs, increases. This seems to indicate that a larger proportion of key nouns are
discipline-specific and have a technical meaning. Verbs represent the largest ,group with 32%
of the keywords, which may suggest that they are more likely to have a sub-technical meaning
(cf section 1.3.2.2). Although usually disregarded in academic textbooks and teaching
materials, adjectives amount to 19% of the potential EAP word forms. The category "others"
mainly consists of cardinal numbers and proper names and is not fiorther analyzed.
Table 5.20: EAP word forms
Ke:*Awords In 15 texts D>0.8
Nouns 798 [39%] 425 [36.3%] 194 [28%]
Verbs 536 [26.2%] 328 [28%] 225 [32%]
Adjectives 363 [17.7%] 201 [17%] 134 [19%]
Adverbs 128 [6.25%] 89 [7.8%] 69 [10%]
Prepositions 45 [2.2%] 34 [2.9%] 28 [4%]
Conjunctions 16 [0.8%] 15 [1.3%] 14 [2%]
Determiners . 16 [0.8%] 16 [1.4%] 16 [2.3%]
Pronouns and articles 6 [0.29%] 6 [0.6%] 6 [0.86%]
Ordinal numbers 3 [0.15%] 3 [0.3%] 3 [0.43%]
Others 137 [6.69%] 55 [4.69%] 10 [1.4%]
TOTAL 2,048 [100%] 1,172 [100%] 699 [100%]
(1 00%) (57%) (34%)
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Table 5.21 gives the first 20 EAP word forms per POS-tag ordered in decreasing order
of keyness. The complete list is given in Appendix 5.3. A high number of these words
correspond to the restricted definition of academic vocabulary given in section 1.3.2.2, that
is, words that "have in common a focus onresearch, analysis and evaluation - those activities
which characterize academic word" (Martin 1976:92). Examples include problems, evidence,
approach, issue, result, shows, appears, considered, defined, significant, major, therefore, for
example, consequently, especially, whereas, because, despite. It is worthy of note that three
word forms ofthe verb be - is, are and be - appear in the top five list ofEAP verb forms. This
finding is consistent with Biber et al (1999) who found that copular be is most fi-equent in
academic prose (see Appendix 1.1). The first 20 EAP adverbs show that Unking adverbials
and evaluative adverbs are two important categories ofadverbs in this particular genre (cf
Conrad 1999). Results also stress the added value, of CLAWS multi-word unit lexicon as
40% ofthe prepositions are complex ones, e.g. such as, according to, in terms of because of
The list ofpronouns and articles is very short and is mainly composed of articles and 3'^
person pronouns. The first two determiners are the demonstratives this and these, which are
most probably used to introduce nouns functioning as retrospective labels, lexical cohesion
being particularly frequent in academic prose (see section 1.3.2.2).
Table5.21: First 20 EAPword forms per POS-tag
Nouns role, system, use, problems, concept, evidence, process, approach,
individuals, effect, form, issue, values, environment, individual, result,
effects, ^oups, influence, differences
Verbs is, are, has, can, be, may, based, will, used, shows, using, becomes,
seems, appears, provides, considered, defined, allows, provide, does
Adjectives social, significant, human, important, individual different, physical,
greater, major, effective, specific, negative, similar, common, positive,
central, single, general, complex, higher
Adverbs also, however, therefore, for example, thus, more, most, largely, both,
often, fiirther, generally, clearly, consequently, effectively, especially,
highly, previously, necessarily, in general
Conjunctions that, although, as, whether, or, whereas, because, in that, provided,
whether or not, given that, rather than, since, even though
Prepositions of, as, in, by, such as, within, between, during, rather than, upon,
according,to, in terms of despite, including, as well as, because offor,
to, subject to, as opposed to
Pronouns and
articles
the, their, its, an, themselves, itself
Determiners this, these, which, many, each, such, both, most, latter, same, former,
less, little, fewer, those, several
Ordinal numbers third, second, first
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5.4.2. Corpus format: lemma + POS-tag
In section 5.3.1.1, 1642 key lemmas were found to be shared by the two corpora of
professional academic writing and the corpus of student writing. These 1,642 key lemmas
include 624 nouns, 301 verbs, 371 adjectives and 130 adverbs. Table 5.22 shows that the
application of the criteria of range and evermess of distribution reduces the total number by
63% and gives a breakdown per word class. Nouns constitute 27% of all potential EAP
lemmas. The percentage of verbs is quite understandably smaller than for word forms as each
verb form has been lemmatized. As a result, unlike in Table 5.21, verbs and nouns account for
the same proportion of potential EAP lemmas. Adjectives represent 21% of all extracted
lemmas, which suggests that more attention should be devoted to the teaching of adjectives
and their specific role in academic writing. Like for the results based on word forms + POS-
tags, the category "others" mainly consists of cardinal numbers and proper names. It is
interesting to note that although the initial total number of key word forms was higher than
the total number of key lemmas, the application of the criteria of range and evenness of
distribution reduces the total number of key word forms more significantly than that of key
lemmas. Except for noims and verbs, the resulting list of potential EAP lemmas presents close
similarities in number with our list of potential EAP word-forms. Thus, both lists include 69
adverbs, 28 prepositions, 6 pronouns or articles and 3 ordinal numbers.
Table 5.22: EAP lemmas
Keywords In 15 texts D>0.8
Nouns 624 [38%] 370 [36.9%] 167 [27%]
Verbs 301 [18.3%] 213 [21.2%] 162 [26.5%]
Adjectives 371 [22.6%] 203 [20.2%] 132 [21%]
Adverbs 130 [7.9%] 9 [9%] 69 [11%]
Prepositions 17 [1%] 16 [1.6%] . 15 [2.5%]
Conjunctions 46 [2.8%] 35 [3.5%] 28 [4.6%]
Determiners 6 [0.4%] 6 [0.6%] 6 [1%]
Pronouns and
articles
17 [1%] 17 [1.7%] 17 [2.8%]
Ordinal numbers 3 [0.2%] 3 [0.3%] 3 [0.5%]
Others 127 [7.7%] 49 [4.9%] 10 [1.6%]
TOTAL 1,642 [100%] 1,003 [100%] 609 [100%]
(1 00%) (61%) (37%)
As it mainly consists of cardinal numbers and proper names, the category "others" will not be
further analyzed. The total number of potential EAP lemmas is thus 599 (=609 - 10).
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Table 5.23 gives the first 20 EAP lemmas per POS-tag. The reader is referred to
Appendix 5.4 for the complete list ordered by decreasing keyness. A.comparison of Table
5.21 and Table 5.23 shows that a large proportion of adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions,
prepositions, pronouns and articles, determiners and ordinal number are shared by the two
lists. The first 20 adverbs are the same irrespective of the corpus format used. By contrast,
results are significantly different for verbs. The verb to be does not appear in the top 20 EAP
lemmas while its forms is, are and be rank in the top 5 EAP word forms. It appears in 44"^
position, most probably because the high fi"equencies ofis, are and be in academic writing are
counterbalanced by the high frequency of was, and to a lesser extent, of am in fiction. Other
highly frequent verb forms are has and does. Potential EAP verb lemmas mainly consist of
specialized lexical verbs such as argue, demonstrate and support. Note, also, that pronouns,
articles and determiners are not correctly lemmatized by CLAWS. Thus, this, these and those
are analyzed as separate lemmas and are lemmatized as this, these and those respectively (cf.
Table 5.23).
Table 5.23: First 20EAP lemmas per POS-tag
Nouns role, development, system, result, problem, individual, effect, period,
issue, value, concept, process, example, form, level, use, approach,
group, relationship, evidence
Verbs argue, provide, use, may, create, base, can, become, develop, support,
define, suggest, increase, present, achieve, demonstrate, consider,
represent, show, describe
Adjectives social, significant, human, important, different, individual, physical,
major, effective, specific, similar, common, negative, positive, central,
single, new, general, complex, crucial
Adverbs also, however, therefore, for example, thus, more, most, largely, both,
often, further, generally, clearly, especially, effectively, consequently,
highly, previously, necessarily, in general
Conjunctions that, although, as, or, whether, whereas, because, in that, provided,
whether or not, given that, rather than, since, even though, than
Prepositions of, in, as, by, such as, within, between, during, rather than, upon,
according to. in terms of despite, to, for, including, as well as, because
of from, subject to
Pronouns and articles the. their, its. an, themselves, itself
Determiners this, these, which, many, such, each. both, most, same, latter, former,
less, those, little, fewer, several, some
Ordinal numbers third, second, first
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5.4.3. A comparison of corpus formats for the extraction of EAP vocabulary
The choice between word forms and lemmas for the selection procedure is an issue for nouns
and, more importantly, verbs. In this section, results for the two formats are compared to
decide on which format the selection of EAP words should be based. Nouns and verbs, both
as key word forms and key lemmas, are compared and classified under three categories:
• Words that are only extracted by the automatic procedure when applied to a word-
form + POS-tag corpus format ('EAP word forms only' in Table 5.24)
• Words that are only extracted by the automatic procedure when applied to a lemma +
POS-tag corpus format ('EAP lemmas only' in Table 5.24)
• Words that are extracted from both corpus formats ('Shared EAP words' in Table
5.24)
Table 5.24 shows that while the percentage of shared nouns is relatively high (81%), the
picture is quite different for shared verbs (58%).
Table 5.24: Word forms vs. lemmas
EAP word
forms only
EAP lemmas
only
Shared EAP
words
Total number
of EAP words
retrieved
Nouns 15 19 148 [81%] 182
Verbs 28 51 [27%] 111 [58%] 190
The selection procedure applied to word forms + POS-tags retrieves 111 verbs that are also
extracted when lemmas + POS tags are used. It also retrieves 28 verbs that are only extracted
when word forms + POS-tags are used. Among the 28 potential EAP verbs that are only
retrieved by an analysis of the word form + POS-tag corpus format, many are word forms of
high frequency verbs such as have, make, need, seem, do, find, give and take (cf. Table
5.25).
Table 5.25: EAP word forms only
WZ (-S) adds, continues, does, falls, has, lies, makes, means,
needs, points, raises, seems, takes
WN (past participle) carried, completed, faced, found, given, held, ignored,
made, needed, placed, published
WO (base form) continue, have, offer, seem, share, understood
WI (infmitive) assist, continue, ensure, satisfy
WG (-ing) understanding
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When carried out on lemmas + POS tags, the same procedure extracts the 111 shared verbs as
well as 51 more verbs. These additional verbs are mainly specialized lexical verbs that have
clear rhetorical fimctions in EAP, e.g. assign, clarify, classify, concentrate, conduct, consist,
contrast, contribute, demonstrate, differentiate, effect, enhance, exclude, expand, experience,
formulate, function, generate, initiate, neglect, overcome, reject, rely, resolve, strengthen, and
stress.
As it makes it possible to retrieve more lexical verbs, the lemma + POS-tag corpus
format is preferred to the word form + POS-tag corpus format to selectwords that are
typical of academic texts. However, the word form + POS-tag corpus format is also highly
valuable as argued in Granger and Paquot (2005). An application of the selection procedure
on this particular format reveals that key verbs are not necessarily keywords in all their
word forms in academic discourse. Thus, the key verb lemmas link and describe are key
word forms only as —ed forms. The following sentences show typical uses ofthe key word
forms linkedanddescribed in academic writing;
5A.These ideas are closely linked to Emerson's ideas within SelfReliance and his beliefs in
general (PSS)
5.2. The structure of these solutions will be described as they are derived in the following
chapters. (PHS)
It is important to note that almost 50% of the verbs that are selected as EAP key lemmas
are keywords in one wordform only and that only 11% ofthese verbs are keywords in four
word forms, e.g. allow, attempt, lead and provide (cf. Figure 5.5.) These findings support
Hunston s (2002; 80-81) claim that "it cannotbe assumedthat all forms of a lemma behave in
the same way". They also provide good reasons for teaching the most frequently used form in
academic prose rather than the lemma inEAP courses. As argued bySinclair,
Traditionally, the 'base', or xininflected, form is used even when that form is
hardly ever found on its own, or hardly ever found at all. But a case could be made
for any of a number of alternatives, for example, that the most frequently
encountered form should beused for the lemma (Sinclair 1991:42).
Granger (2006) analyzes key verb forms and shows that ~ed forms, and more particularly, past participle
forms are the most distinctive verb forms inacademic prose (see also Curado Fuentes 2001:111).
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Figure 5.5: Number of key word forms per key lemma
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5.5. Broadening the scope ofwell-represented semantic categories in EAP
The resulting list of the automatic extraction consists of 599 lemmas*^® that were retrieved on
the basis of three criteria. First, they had to be keywords in the two corpora of professional
hard and soft science academic writing and in the corpus of student writing. Second, they had
to be characterized by wide range, that is, to appear in the 15 sub-corpora that represent
different academic disciplines. Third, they had to be well distributed across the corpora and
have a Juilland's D value higher than 0.8. Although results are already quite satisfactory,
these criteria sometimes appear to be too restrictive. The sub-corpora are relatively small and
frequencies may be skewed just because of a topic or an author's preferred turns of phrases. A
semi-automatic procedure is thus proposed to complete the list of EAP lemmas and retrieve
semantically related words.
In section 5.2.2.2, it was shown that a text uploaded to the web-based environment
Wmatrix is morphosyntactically and semantically tagged. The semantic analysis is conducted
with the UCREL System which classifies words and multi-word units into 21 major semantic
categories. Table 5.26 shows the distribution of the 599 EAP lemmas across these semantic
classes. Some words were automatically classified into more than one category but the figures
given in Table 5.26 are based on the first semantic tag attributed to each word. Although there
are errors, it is particularly interesting to note that 87% of the 599 EAP lemmas belong to only
six of these categories. The category 'general and abstract terms' includes almost half of
As explained in section 5.4.2, the ten lemmas categorized as "others" are not further analyzed as they mainly
consist of proper names and cardinal numbers.
the EAP lemmas. Examples include the nouns activity, circumstance, and limitation as well as
the wQxhs perform and cause, the adjectives detailed and particular and.the adverbs similarly
and conversely. The category 'numbers and measurement' accounts for more than 10
percent of the EAP lemmas and includes nouns (e.g. degree, measure, amount, extent),
adjectives (e.g. high, large, wide), verbs (e.g. extend, increase, reduce), adverbs (e.g.
frequently, subsequently, also) and prepositions (e.g. in addition to). The categories of
'language and communication' (e.g. argue, claim, define, suggest), 'social actions, states
and processes' (e.g. social, encourage, facilitate, impose), 'psychological actions, states
and processes' (e.g. assumption, analyse, interpretation, conclusion, attempt) and 'names
and grammar' represent 5.6%, 7.7%, 9% and 8% of the EAP lemmas respectively. The
category 'names and grammar' mainly consists of connective devices such as conjunctions
{or, whether), prepositions {such as, according to, since, during) and adverbs {moreover, thus,
therefore). The reader is referred to Appendix 5.5 for a categorization of all 599 potential
EAP lemmas into the 232 semantic sub-categories ofthe USAS tagset.
Table 5.26: Automatic semantic analysis of potentialEAP words
Semantic categories Number of words
A. General and abstract terms 267 [44.6%]
B. The body and the individual 2
C. Arts and crafts 2
E. Emotion 4
F. Food and farming 0
G. Government and public 4
H. Architecture, house and the home 2
I. Money and commerce in industry 7
K. Entertainment, sports and games 0
L. Live and living things 0
M. Movement, location, travel and transport 12
N. Numbers and measurement 74 [12.4%1
0. Substances, materials, objects and equipment 7
P. Education in general 4
Q. Language and communication 34 [5.7%!
S. Social actions, states and processes 47 [7.7%]
T. Time 26
W. World and environment 2
X. Psychological actions, states and processes 55 [9.2%]
Y. Science and technology in general 2
Z. Names and grammar 50 [8.3%!
TOTAL 599
On this basis, we added to our Ust ofEAP lemmas keywords that do not have Juilland's
D values higher than 0.8 but which belong to one of the six categories described above,
namely 'general and abstract terms', 'numbers and measurement', 'language and
communication , social actions, states and processes', 'psychological actions, states and
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processes' and 'names and grammar'. Among the words that are retrieved by this additional
criterion, many are morphologically related to words that were automatically selected. For
example, the noun analysis which is morphologically related to the EAP potential verb lemma
analyze is retrieved by the semantic criterion although its Juilland's D is inferior to 0.8. It
should be emphasized that the fact that many morphologically related words are retrieved by
the semantic criterion is not an argument for using word families instead of lemmas. The
criteria of minimum frequency and range still apply here and the noun analysis is retrieved
only because it is very frequent in academic prose and appears in a wide range of academic
texts. By contrast, other morphologically related words such as analyst or analyzable are not
retrieved.
Other words have skewed Juilland's D values because of their polysemy. The noun
solution is a case in point as it has both a sub-technical meaning and a technical meaning with
different frequencies and distributional behaviours. Its sub-technical meaning is found in all
academic sub-corpora while its technical meaning is particularly frequent in scientific writing
and accounts for its much higher frequency in the two professional scientific sub-corpora
(MC_SC and BNC-SC in Figure 5.6). These two peak frequencies of occurrence are
responsible for the relatively low D value (54.6) of the noun solution.
Figure 5.6: Distribution of the noun 'solution'
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The implementation of the semantic criterion, namely membership to the six prominent
semantic categories in academic prose, results in an enlargement of our list of 331 words.
57% of these new words are nouns and 21% consist of verbs. Table 5.27 shows a breakdown
of the final listby grammatical categories and the complete list is given in Appendix 5.5.
Table 5.27: Distribution of grammatical categories in t\it AcademicKeyword List
Automatic
extraction^^'
New words Total
Nouns 167 [27.9%! 188 [57%! 355 rioo%i
Verbs 162 [27%! 71 [21%] 233
o
o
Adjectives 132 [22%] 48 ri4%i 180 rioo%i
Adverbs 69 [11.5%] 18 [5%] 87 [100%]
Others 69 ril.5%1 6 ri.8%1 75 [100%!
TOTAL 599 rioo%i 331 [100%1 930 [100%!
(64 .4%) (3 5.6%) 0 00%)
5.6. A comparison with the Academic Word List
The methodology used in this study to extract EAP words is quite different from that
employed by Coxhead (2000) to design the Academic Word List. There are three major
differences between the two approaches. First, Coxhead (2000) does not include General
Service words in the Academic Word List but we do. Second, the author does not use the
criterion ofkeyness, which is the first criterion employed here. Third, she apphes the criteria
of minimum frequency and range on word families rather than word forms or lemmas. It is
therefore methodologically very interesting to compare our list with the Academic Word List
and examine how different criteria influence the selection ofEAP words. The comparison is
made by uploading our Academic Keyword List to the Web Vocab Profile developed by Tom
Cobb^^°. This web interface takes a text file as input, analyses its vocabulary and classifies
words into four main categories; (1) words belonging to the first 1,000 most frequent words of
English, (2) words belonging to the second 1,000 most frequent words of English, (3) words
belonging to the Academic WordList and (4) off-listwords.
Before uploading the list of EAP lemmas, it was necessary to remove multi-word units
such as the adverbs/or example and for instance or the complex prepositions in addition to,
due to, prior to, in the light of in favour ofand because of Web Vocab Profile cannot deal
with multi-word units and would decompose them into their different parts. The comparison
is thus based on singlewords only. Results show that only 40% of the EAP lemmas are shared
with the Academic Word List while 57% belong to the first 2,000 most frequent words of
129
130
Excluding the 'others' category.
Available at http://www.lextutor.ca/vp/eng/
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English as described in West's (1953) General Service List. These results highlight the
importantrole played by General Servicewords in academic prose and justify their inclusion
in a productively-oriented academic keyword Ust. Table 5.28 gives the distribution ofEAP
keywords in the GSL and the AWL together with examples.
Table 5.28: Distribution of EAP keywords in the GSL and the AWL
Lists % Examples
GSL 57% aim, argue, argument, because, compare, comparison, differ,
difference, discuss, example, exception, explain, explanation,
importance, include, increasingly, likelihood, namely,point,
reason, result, therefore, typically
AWL 40% accurately, adequate, analysis, assess, comprise, conclude,
conclusion, consequence, emphasize, hypothesis, inherent,
method, proportion, relevance, scope, summary, survey, theory,
validity, whereas
Off-list 3% assertion, correlation, criticism, exemplify, proposition,
reference, tackle, versus, viewpoint
Web Vocab Profile also computes an index of Graeco-Latin and French cognates vs. Anglo-
Saxon words. Our Academic Keyword List consists of 82.2% of Graeco-Latin and French
cognates, which gives empirical support to Corson's claim that "control of the Graeco-Latin
academic vocabulary of English is essential to academic success" (Corson 1997:671). In
addition, 74.61% of the EAP lemmas that belong to the GSL are also Graeco-Latin words.
This provides yet another reason for including GSL words into a productively-oriented
academic word list. As Corson explains,
Graeco-Latin words in English tend to be opaque, even for most LI language users.
For ESL users, they tend to be opaque if the learners have had no experience with
their etymology when learning English or came from a language background
greatly removed structurally from Latin and Greek. These words also have a very
low frequency of use in most people's everyday discourse. In summary, the
attributes of Graeco-Latin word difficulty are as follows: They are usually non-
concrete, low in imagery, low in frequency, and semantically opaque. When these
features combine in words, they interfere with word use and with word learning
(Corson 1997:696)
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5.7. Corpus findings andpedagogical relevance
An important application of word frequency lists for course design is "in deriving intuitions
about functional and notional areas which might be important for the syllabus" (Flowerdew
1993:237). The automatic semantic analysis ofom Academic KeywordList (AKL) has shown
that a large proportion ofthe words included belong to the categories of 'general and abstract
terms', 'numbers and measurement', 'language and communication', 'social actions, states
and processes', 'psychological actions, states and processes' and 'names and grammar'.
Several sub-categories which could be described as essentially 'functional' or 'procedural'
(cf section 1.3.2.2) in nature are particularly well-represented (e.g. 'A2.2: affect: cause -
connected'; 'A5: evaluation', 'A6: comparing'; 'Q2.2: speech acts'; 'X2.1: thought and
belief).
The functional syllabus has a long tradition in EngUsh language teaching (cf Wilkins
1976; Weissberg and Buker 1978). Jordan (1997:165) reports that most textbooks following a
product approach to academic writing published in Britain in the 80s and 90s are organized
according to language functions such as explanation, definition, exemplification,
classification, cause and effect, and comparison and contrast (e.g. Jordan 1990). However,
they have rarely been based on principled selection criteria, relying instead on materials
writers' perceptions ofgood practice in academic writing.
Unlike textbooks adopting a functional approach, courses which use vocabulary as the
unit ofprogression, introduce new vocabulary according to principles such as frequency and
range of occurrence. Nation explains that "[s]uch courses generally combine a 'series' and a
'field' approach to selection and sequencing. In a series approach, the items in a course are
ordered according to a principle such as frequency of occurrence, complexity or
communicative need. In a field approach, a group of items is chosen and the course covers
them in any order that is convenient, eventually checking that all the items are adequately
covered. Courses which use vocabulary as the unit ofprogression tend to break vocabulary
Hsts into manageable fields, (...), according to frequency, which are then covered in an
opportunistic way" (Nation 2001:386). It is interesting to note that most pedagogical
applications ofthe Academic Word List to date have adopted this particular approach, using
the frequency-based AWL sub-lists as fields (e.g. Obenda 2004, Huntley 2006).
By contrast, categories with very small frequencies often represent topic-dependent semantic classes such as
'the body and the individual' or 'world and environment'.
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There is a need for teaching materials which would merge the two types of syllabus
design, thus adopting a 'functional-product' approach (cf. Jordan 1997:165) to academic
writing while introducing new vocabulary according to principled criteria such as frequency
and range of occurrence. This is precisely where our Academic Keyword List has a role to
play. As Swales argues, however, one of the most pressing issues related to Enghsh for
Academic Purposes "concerns how to make effective and efficient use of a specialized corpus
(...) in order to gain pedagogically utilisable insight into the discourses that have been
collected" (Swales 2002:151). The Academic Keyword List is not a final product and does
not in itself carry any guarantee of pedagogical relevance. It still needs 'pedagogic
mediation' (cf. Widdowson 2003) and is thus better conceived of as a "platform from which
to launch corpus-based pedagogical enterprises" (Swales 2002:151).
The Academic Keyword List needs validation and may require adjustment if it is to
inform a fimctional syllabus for academic writing. Once well-represented rhetorical or
organizational functions have been identified, it is necess^ to check whether all relevant
lexical items are included in the AKL. We made use of a number of teaching materials, and
more specifically, textbooks, and looked for all the lexical items that are commonly listed as
serving specific functions. For example, the AKL includes a number of words and phrasemes
that are commonly used as exemplifiers: the word-like units for example and for instance, the
noim example, the verbs illustrate and exemplify, the preposition such as and the adverbs
notably and e.g. Other lexical items listed in textbooks and EAP/EFL materials but which are
not foimd in the AKL are tlie expressions by way of illustration and to name but a few, the
noims illustration and a case in point and the preposition like. These lexical items will also be
examined for two main reasons. First, their analysis will make it possible to assess whether
they should be added to the AKL and described in a functional syllabus for academic writing.
Second, their inclusion in the description of a specific function in academic writing will allow
us to approximate as closely as possible to what Hoffmann (2004:190) referred to as
conceptual frequency so that the frequency of each exemplificatory lexical item can be
calculated as a proportion of the total number of exemplifiers. As Wray states in her book on
formulaic language.
To capture the extent to which a word string is the preferred way of expressing a
given idea (for this is at the heart of how prefabrication is claimed to affect the
selection of a message form), we need to know not only how often that form can be
found in the sample, but also how often it could have occurred. In other words, we
need a way to calculate the occurrences of a particular message form as a
proportion of the total number of attempts to express that message (Wray 2002:30).
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Such an approach may help us move towards "understanding the intersection of form and
function" (Swales 2002:163) in academic prose.
Keywords were selected fully automatically. The fact that they are used to serve
particular functions in academic discourse has "to be corroborated by concordancing"
(Flowerdew 1993:237). Words such as the noun illustration, the verb illustrate and the
preposition like are often employed as exemplifiers but can also be used to fulfil other
functions or with a different meaning. The verb illustrate, for example, also means 'to put a
picture in a book' and the preposition like is often used to compare:
53.This is as unsatisfactory as reading about a picture which is not illustrated. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
5.4. There is no shortage of writing about Pollock; like other star artists, he has an
embarrassingly large number ofapologists, butfortunately there are select bibliographies
which canguide her to key publications. (BNC-AC-HUM)
To achieve better results, homographs were isolated and only the 'functional' uses of the
lexical items under study were furtheranalyzed.
The Academic Keyword List is based on native corpora only, which has its limitations
for an analysis of learner writing, especially if conceptual frequency is to be investigated.
EFL learners may use other lexical devices than native writers to serve rhetorical functions.
For example, they repeatedly use word-like units such as in a nutshell, in briefand all in all
for summarizing and concluding, which are quite rare in academic prose. A corpus-driven
method such as the one used by De Cock (2003) (see section 4.2.2) was therefore adopted to
identify words and word sequences that EFL learners use to serve rhetorical functions.
Examples of overused words with functional uses in learner writing which do not belong to
the AKL include like, thing, say, let, I, really, firstly, secondly, thirdly, opinion, maybe, say,
sure, but, thanks, always, so and why. Leamer-specific word sequences are discussed in
section 6.3.2.3.1.
5.8. Limitation ofthe method used
A limitation inherent to the keyness approach adopted in this thesis to design the Academic
Keyword List is its use ofa reference corpus. A reference coipus is characterized by a set of
distinctive linguistic features, among which some that may be shared with the corpus under
study and which will thus not be recognized as prominent characteristics. There is thus a
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strong case for using "strongly contrasting reference corpora" (cf. Tribble 2001:396) such as a
corpus of academic writing vs. one of fiction. However, it is quite probable that a few
prominent lexical items in academic writing may have passed urmoticed because they are also
used in fiction, irrespective of differences in meaning or fimction.
5.9. Conclusion
Recent EAP materials designers have mistakenly taken for granted that Coxhead's (2000)
Academic Word List can be used as a vocabulary syllabus in academic writing. Vocabulary
courses such as Obenda (2004), Schmitt and Schmitt (2005) and Huntley (2006) focus on
productive uses of words that belong to the AWL, and more specifically, on their collocations
and patterns of use. In this chapter, we challenge this assumption and propose a new
methodology for the identification of lexical items that should be part and parcel of a
productively-oriented academic word list. The methodology makes use of the criteria of
keyness, range and evenness of distribution and provides a good illustration of the usefulness
of annotation for the development of practical applications such as our Academic Keyword
List. It is shown that, while the word form + POS-tag format offers invaluable information
about how words are used in academic discourse and which word forms are preferred, the
lemma + POS-tag format gives better results for the selection ofEAP words.
One important feature of the methodology used is that it does not disregard the 2,000
most fi-equent words of English. As a result, it has made it possible to appreciate the
paramount importance of general service words in academic prose. They clearly account for a
sizeable proportion of the sub-technical, and more precisely, procedural vocabulary that EFL
learners need to master in order to write appropriate and effective academic texts. They
include some of the most frequent items used to serve organizational or rhetorical fiinctions in
academic prose, e.g. also, although, argue, because, cause, clear, compare, comparison,
describe, description, differ, difference, discuss, effect, example, explain, introduction,
likelihood, likely, support, suggest and view.
By questioning the well-established distinction between General Service words and
EAP words, this chapter also challenges the underlying assumption that it is indispensable to
learn the 2,000 ihost frequent words in English before studying EAP words. Some General
Service words are arguably not very useful for reading and writing academic texts, e.g.
baggage, game, club, garage, etc. Ward (1999:310) denounced the "inherent contradiction in
using a general hst for learners with specific purposes" and developed a list of vocabulary for
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EAP engineering students on the basis of the criterion of frequency only. The 930 lemmas
that constitute our Academic KeywordListcould beused as a basic vocabulary syllabus in an
EAP course instead of the addition of the 2,000 words of the General Service List and the
570 word families of the Academic Word List.
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6. EAP vocabulary in native and learner writing
6.1. Introduction
It was shown in chapter 1that learner corpus research has often focused onthe writing of one
learner population characterized by a shared mother tongue background. Several studies have
compared an LI learner population to one or two learner populations in order to distinguish
features that are specific to the LI learner population under study from those characteristics
that are shared by learners from different mother tongue backgrounds and therefore more
likely to be developmental orteaching induced. Very few studies have investigated the use of
linguistic features in more than three LI learner corpora. The few studies thathaveundertaken
such a task have often been more quantitative than qualitative in nature, largely because ofthe
amount of data examined.
In this chapter, we analyze words and phrasemes that EFL learners use to serve typical
organizational or rhetorical functions and compare these'lexical items with those found in
professional academic writing. In chapter 1, it was shown that EAP students often fail to
recognize and appropriately use the conventions and linguistic features of academic prose.
The working hypothesis of this chapter will thus be that upper-intermediate to advanced
EFL learners, irrespective of their mother tongue backgrounds, share a number of
linguistic features that characterize their academic writing. The learner corpus used,
henceforth ICLE, consists ofessays written by EFL learners from 10 different mother tongue
backgrounds - Czech, Dutch, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Polish, Russian, Spanish,
Swedish (see section 4.LI). Quantitative data and statistics will be given for ICLE as an
aggregate population. Unless specified otherwise, however, only linguistic features shared
by at least half of the learner populations will be reported and discussed in this chapter.
Linguistic features that are specific to one LI learner population will be the focus of chapter
7.
The initial aim of this thesis was to focus on EFL learners' use ofEAP vocabulary. For
lack of detailed descriptions of the phenomenon in native academic prose, however, it was
necessary to start with thorough analyses in native academic writing. Section 6.2 deals with
EAP vocabulary in academic writing and focuses on the types of lexical devices used by
expert writers to serve rhetorical or organizational ftinctions. Section 6.3 is devoted to EAP
vocabulary in learner writing. It first presents a detailed comparison of exemplificatory
devices in native and learner writing which aims to illustrate the type of data and results
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obtained when comparing the range of lexical strategies available to EFL learners to that of
expert writers. I compared eight fimctions in native and learner writing within the framework
of a collaboration between the Centre for English Corpus Linguistics and Macmillan
Education on the second edition of the Macmillan English Dictionaryfor Advanced Learners
(cf. Gilquin et al. 2007). The numerous analyses conducted are not presented in detail in this
thesis as their reading would soon have become cumbersome. A synthesis of quantitative
results for 5 functions - exemplification, expressing cause and effect., comparing and
contrasting, expressing a concession and reformulating - is given in Appendices 6.1a to
6.1e. Instead, the focus is placed on the general interlanguage features that emerge from these
analyses, which fall into six categories: aspects of overuse and underuse, register-awareness,
phraseological patterns, semantic misuse, clusters of connectives and sentence position of
connectors.
Our findings have important pedagogical implications which are examined in Section
6.4. Two key aspects are discussed: the influence of teaching practices on learner writing and
the role of corpora, and more specifically, learner corpora in the development of EAP
teaching materials. The section ends with an example of a writing section that I have
developed to help EFL learners master the complex function of comparison and contrast.
6.2. EAP vocabulary in academic writing
I am concemed to establish a methodology that concentrates in the first
place on recurrent events rather than on unrepeated pattems. When the
habitual usages of the majority of users are thoroughly described, we
will have a sound base from which to approach the singularities, which
may of course include much fine writing. (Sinclair 1999b: 18)
This section deals with EAP vocabulary in academic writing. Section 6.2.1 presents a detailed
analysis of exemplificatory devices in native writing which serves as an illusfration of the
type of data and results obtained when examining the whole range of lexical sfrategies
available to expert writers when they establish cohesive links in their texts. It is impossible to
describe in similar detail the other four fimctions that were analyzed in native writing so as to
provide a basis for comparison to EFL learner writing. Section 6.2.2 briefly comments on the
types of lexical devices used by expert writers to serve the functions of expressing cause and
effect, comparmg and confrasting, expressing a concession and reformulating in an attempt to
characterize the phraseology of rhetorical functions in academic prose.
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6.2.1. Exemplification in professional academic writing
Siepmann (2005) shows that exemplificatory discourse markers occur in any kind of
discursive prose and are particularly frequent in humanities texts. The author argues,
however, that as an object of study, "exemplification continues to be thepoorrelation of other
rhetorical devices" and that "[sjuch neglect has led to a commonly held view in both
linguistic and the pedagogic literature that exemplification is a minor textual operation,
subordinate to major discoursal stratagems such as 'inferring' and 'proving'" (ibid 111).
Similarly, Coltier (1988) states that examples and exemplification merit close investigation at
two levels: the exemplificatory strategies adopted (i.e. when and why are examples introduced
in a text) and the wording of the example (i.e. the choice of the exemplifiers used). This
section deals with the latter and focuses on the lexical items usedby expert writers to give an
example. For a rhetorical perspective on exemplifiers in native writing, see Siepmann
(2005:112-118).
The Academic Keyword List (AKL) includes a number of words and phrasemes that are
commonly used as exemplificatory discourse markers: the mono-lexemic or word-like units
for example and for instance, the noun example, the verbs illustrate and exemplify, the
preposition such as and the adverbs notably and e.g. Other lexical items commonly listed in
textbooks and EAP/EFL materials butwhich are not found in the AKL are the expressions by
way of illustration and to name but a few, the nouns illustration and a case in point and the
preposition like. Table 6.1 gives the absolute frequencies of these words in BNC-AC-HUM as
well as their relative frequencies per 100,000 words and the percentage of exemplificatory
discourse markers they represent. In the bar chart (cf Figure 6.1), the lexical items are
ordered by decreasing relative frequency in the academic corpus. The most frequent
exemplifiers in professional academic writing are the mono-lexemic phrasemes such as and
for example as well as the noun example, which occur more than 35 times per 100,000 words.
Almost halfof the exemplifiers —for instance, like, illustrate, e.g. and notably - occur with a
relative frequency comprised between 5 and 20 occurrences per 100,000 words. The verb
exemplify and the noun illustration are less frequent (around 2.3 occurrences per 100,000
words) while the complex adverbs to name butafew and by way of illustration as well as the
noun case in point are very rarely used in BNC-AC-HUM.
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Table 6.1: Exemplification in BNC-AC-HUM
1 Abs. freq. % ReL freq.
nouns
example 1285 21.6% 38.68
illustration 77 1.3% 2.3
(BE) a case in point 18 0.3% 0.5
TOTAL NOUNS 1380 23.2% 41.5
verbs
illustrate 259 4.35% 7.8
exemplify 79 1.3% 2.38
TOTAL VERBS 338 5.7% 10.2
prepositions
such as 1494 25% 45
like 532 8.9% 16
TOTAL PREP. 2026 34% 61
adverbs
for example 1263 21.2% 38
for instance 609 10.2% 18.33
e.g. 259 4.35% 7.8
notably 77 1.3% 2.32
to name but a few 4 0.06% . 0.12
by way of illustration 3 0.05% 0.09
TOTAL ADVERBS 2215 37.2% 66.7
TOTAL 5959 100% 179.4
Figure 6.1: Exemplification in BNC-AC-HUM
Section 6.2.1.1 discusses major findings about prepositions, adverbs and adverbial phrases
which are used to serve an exemplificatory function and section 6.2.1.2 focuses on the
exemplificatory use of nouns and verbs.
6.2.1.1. Using prepositions, adverbs and adverbial phrases
As shown in Figure 6.1, the complex preposition such as is the most frequent exemplifier in
BNC-AC-HUM (example 6.1). Unlike in other genres such as speech and fiction (cf. section
6.2.2, Figure 6.7), it is much more frequent than the preposition like (example 6.2) in
professional academic writing. Similarly, for example is twice as frequent as for instance.
These two complex adverbs are commonly classified as 'code glosses' in metadiscourse
theory (cf section 2.5), as they are used to "supply additional information, by rephrasing,
explaining, or elaborating what has been said, to ensure the reader is able to recover the
writer s intended meaning" (Hyland 2005:52). Code glosses are 'interactive resources' in
Hyland's typology, i.e. features used to "organize propositional information in ways that a
projected target audience is likely to find coherent and convincing" (ibid 50). They are
categorized as textual phrasemes in this thesis (see section 2.3.7) as they are recognized as
mono-lexemic units with an organizational - exemplificatory - function.
6.1. This isthe arrangement in Holland whereby various institutions such as media, schools,
cultural organizations, welfare services, and hospitals are duplicated, and run by the
separatecatholic andprotestant communities. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.2. Surrealistpainting hadpublicity value, especially when executed by a showman like
Salvador Dali, who married theformer wife ofthe poet Paul Eluard. (BNC-AC-HUM)
In the BNC-AC-HUM,/or example and/or instance are typically used within the sentence,
enclosed by commas, especially after the subject of the sentence. They mainly fanction as
advance labels (cf section 1.3.2.2) to introduce afollowing example (cf Table 6.2):
6.2,. Abook on a singlepainter, for example, is a monograph. (BNC-AC-HUM)
Table 6.2: 'forexample' and 'for instance' inBNC-AC-HUM: advance vs. retrospective label
Advance labells ?Retrospective label?
for example 1185 (93.8%) 78 (6.2%)
for instance. 588 (96.5%) 21 (3.5%)
Examples 6.4 and 6.5 show that/or example and for instance can follow the subject of the
exemplifying sentence while remaining essentially cataphoric innature.
6.4. Such associations ofsexual deviance andpolitical threat have a long history sedimented
into our language and culture. The term "buggery", for example, derivesfrom the
religious as well assexual nonconformity ofaneleventh-century Bulgarian sect which
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practised the Manichaean heresy and refused to propagate the species; the OED tells us
that it was later applied to other heretics, to whom abominable practices were also
ascribed (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.5. The small mammals living today in many different habitats and climatic zones have been
described, so that the associations betweenfaunal types and ecology are well documented
[ ...]. Woodlandfaunas, for instance, are distinctfrom grasslandfaunas, and tropical
faunas distinctfrom temperatefaunas, and when these and more precise distinctions are
made it is possible to correlate and even define ecological zones by their small mammal
faunas. (BNC-AC-HUM)
The complex adverbs for example and for instance can also function as retrospective labels
and refer back to an example given before as illustrated in example 6.6. This use is, however,
much less frequent.
6.6. Thirdly, the debates over howfar toforge a strategy eitherfor winningpower orfor
promoting economic development in a post-revolutionary society have not been
satisfactorily resolved, and indeedperhaps cannot be, given that counter-revolutionary
response to any successfulformula will ensure that it will be that much more difficult to
apply the same tactics in another situation. Such is the relation which Nicaragua bears to
El Salvador, for example. (BNC-AC-HUM)
In Mieux ecrire en anglais, Laruelle (2004:96-97) writes thatfor example should be placed in
sentence-initial position if the whole sentence has an exemplificatory function while the
complex adverb should follow the subject, between commas, if. the subject only is the
example. This statement, however, is not confirmed by corpus data. Sentence 6.4 clearly
shows that for example need not be placed in sentence-initial position to introduce an
exemplificatory sentence.
Like noims and verbs, mono-lexemic adverbial phrases can also have their own
phraseological patterns. Three verbs, i.e. consider (f[n,c]'^ ^ = 13; log-likelihood = 92.5),
take (fln,c] = 7; log-likelihood - 19.1) and see (f[n,c] = 19; log-likelihood = 71.7) are
significant left co-occurrents offor example in BNC-AC-HUM. They are used in the second
person of the imperative. The verbs consider and take are typically used with for example to
introduce an example that is discussed in further detail over several sentences:
f[n,c] = f: frequency; n: node; c: co-occmrent
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6.1. It isworth pausing here momentarily to observe that such legallyprovided remedies can
be morallyjustified even when applied to people who are not subject to the authority of
the government and its laws. Considerfor example the law ofdefamation. Assuming that
it is what itshould be, itdoes no more than incorporate into law a moral right existing
independently ofthe law. The duty to compensate the defamedperson is itselfa moral
duty. Enforcing such a duty against aperson who refuses to pay damages is morally
justified because it implements the moral rights of the defamed. One neednot invoke the
authority ofthe law over the defamer to justify such action. The law may not have
authority over him. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.8.5m/ the concept ofcompresence isfarfrom clear. Ifit implies that no time-lag is
detectable between elements ofan experienced" complex", then this is true only in a very
limitedsense. Take, for example, theperceptual experience that I have while looking at
this bunch ofcarnations arranged in a vase on the table in the middle ofthe room. I see
this complex as one whole. But while I am looking at itmy eyes constantly wanderfrom
oneflower to the next, pausing atsome, ignoring others, picking out the details oftheir
shapes andcolours. Finally, without taking my eyes offtheflowers, I may move the vase
closer, orwalk around the table and look at theflowersfrom different angles. The scene
will keep constantly changing. As a result, I shall experience a succession ofdifferent"
complexes ofqualities" but I shall still be looking at the same bunch offlowers. (BNC-
AC-HUM)
Hyland (2002c:217) describes this type ofimperatives as directives vi^ith a rhetorical purpose
that "cansteer readers to certain cognitive acts, where readers are initiated into a new domain
of argument, led through a line of reasoning, or directed to understand a point in a certain
way". He categorizes them as interactional resources, and more specifically as engagement
markers, i.e. "devices that explicitly address readers, either to focus their attention or include
them as discourse participants" (Hyland 2005:53).
The verb see is frequently used in professional academic writing as an endophoric
marker to refer to tables, figures, or other sections of the article or to someone else's ideas or
publications (cf Hyland 1998, 2002c, 2005; Hyland and Tse 2006). The use of2°'' person
imperative see "allow[s] academic writers to guide readers to some textual act, referring them
to another part ofthe text [internal reference] or to another text [external reference]" (Hyland
2002c:217). In BNC-AC-HUM, 63% of the occurrences of the sequence see for example
appear between brackets as in the following example:
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6.9.Afro-Caribbean andAsian children are indeedpainfully aware that many teachers view
them negatively and some studies have documented reports ofroutine racist remarks by
teachers (seefor example Wright in this volume). (BNC-AC-HUM)
Swales et al. (1998) examined a corpus of research articles in 10 disciplines, namely art
history, chemical engineering, communication studies, experimental geology, history,
linguistics, hterary criticism, philosophy, political science and statistics, and found that 2°^
person imperative see was the most frequent imperative form across disciplines. Similarly, in
his study of directives in academic writing, Hyland (2002c) analysed a corpus of 240
published research articles, 7 textbook chapters and 64 project reports written by final year
Hong Kong undergraduates and found that 2°^ person imperative see represented 45% of all
imperatives in his corpus. Note that in both studies, variation in the use of 2^^ person
imperative see was found across disciplines.
The sequences take/consider/seefor example are regarded as phrasemes in this thesis as
they form functional - textual - units and display arbitrary lexical restrictions. The advantage
of adopting a phraseological approach to metadiscourse resources appears quite clearly
here. The sequences take/consider for example consist of two metadiscourse resources in
Hyland's categorisation scheme: the imperative forms take and consider are interactional
resources and more specifically engagement markers while for example is a code gloss.
Similarly, see is an endophoric marker in see for example. In our phraseological framework,
the three sequences are categorized as textual phrasemes.
The adverb notably can be regarded as a typical EAP word: Figure 6.2 shows that it is
much more frequent in academic writing than in any other genres. It is typically preceded by a
comma (ex. 6.10) and is qualified by the adverb most (ex. 6.11) in 15.2% of its occurrences in
BNC-AC-HUM.
6.10. Some bishops, notably Jenkins ofDurham, Sheppard ofLiverpool, andHapgood of
York, have spoken out about deprivation in the inner cities, the miners ' strike, and the
needfor government to show a greater compassionfor, and understanding of, the poor.
(BNC-AC-HUM)
6.11. At leadingpublic schools, most notably Eton, there is a tradition ofproviding MPs,
government ministers, andprime ministers. (BNC-AC-HUM)
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of the adverb 'notably' across genres
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The abbreviation e.g. (or less frequently eg) stands for the Latin form 'exempli gratia'
and means the same asfor example. It is quite common in the BNC-AC-HUM, in which
65.7% of its occurrences are used between brackets:
6.12. Direct curative measures (e.g. floodprotection) clearly are within the domain ofa
soil conservationpolicy. (BNC-AC-HUM)
In contrast to/or example andfor instance, the great majority ofoccurrences ofe.^. typically
introduce one or more noun phrases rather than full clauses:
6.13. It may help to refer the patient to other agencies (e.g. social services, apsychosexual
problems clinic, self-helpgroups).
Whene.g. is used withoutbrackets, it is preceded by a comma:
6.14. Primary industries are those which produce things directlyfrom the ground, the
water, or the air, e.g.farming.
Asshown in Figure 6.1, the textual phrasemes byway ofillustration and to name buta
few are quite rare in BNC-AC-HUM. In fact, these expressions are generally very infrequent
inall types ofdiscotirse. Figure 6.3 and 6.4 show the distribution of the two phrasemes in four
main genres of the British National Corpus (BNC), namely academic writing, fiction,
newspaper texts and speech. 36% (10 occurrences out of a total of 28) of the occurrences of
by way of illustration in the BNC appear in academic texts and only one occurrence is found
inspeech. The expression to name but afew is more frequent than by way ofillustration in the
whole BNC but only 12.8% of its occurrences (10 out of 78 occurrences) appear in academic
texts. No instance of to name butafew is found in speech.
academic
writing
academic
writing
6.2.1.2. Using nouns and verbs
Nouns and verbs are also used to give examples in specific phraseological patterns. The most
frequent noun is example, which is much more common than illustration and a case in point.
Table 6.3 shows that it is as frequently used as its connective coimterpart, i.e. textual
phrasemefor example, in BNC-AC-HUM.
Table 6.3: 'example' and 'for example' in BNC-AC-HUM
example for example
Absolute freq. % Absolute freq. %
BNC-AC-HUM 1285 50.43% 1263 49.57%
Table 6.4 shows the significant verb co-occurrents of the noun example in BNC-AC-HUM.
The verb be is the most frequent verb co-occurrent of example both in a 3L-1L window and
1R-3R window. It is, however, twice as frequent in the left window. When example is
preceded by the verb be, it mainly functions as a retrospective label, i.e. it refers back to the
exemplifying element which is given in subject position. The noun example may directly refer
back to a noun phrase as in example 6.15 or to the demonstrative pronoun this which fiirther
points to a previous exemplifying sentence (underlined in example 6.16).
6.15. Vision is a better example ofa modularprocessing system. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.16. The designer at Olvmpia chose to represent the race by the moment before it started,
as Polvsnotos showed the sack ofTrov in its aftermath. This is the supreme surviving
example ofthe early classical taste for stillness and indirect narrative. (BNC-AC-HUM)
By contrast, when introduced by there + BE (11%) or here + BE (15%), the noun example
functions as an advance label which refers forward t6 a following example (underlined):
6.17. In addition, ofcourse, choices can result from lengthyweighing ofodds. Here is a
simple example ofthe complexityat issue. I dm drivins alonQ a narrow main road, used
by fast-movins trafTic. with mv children in the back seat. A car some distance ahead
strikes a larse do2 but does not stop, leaving^ he creature walking-wounded but in
obvious distress. Mv children, seeing what occ urred, cry out. I fiance in the rear-view
mirror to see other cars close behind: slowing down but then speeding up apain. I do not
stop. (BNC-AC-HUM)
When example is the subject of the verb BE, it alw iys functions as an advance label. It is
often qualified by an adjective (cf. examples 6.18 to 6.20) and. the exemphfied item is
generally introduced by the preposition of (examples 6.19 and 6.20). In example 6.20, the
exemphfied item is the pronoun this which refers back to the previous sentences.
6.18. Theprime example is the Dada movement. whose nihilistic work is now admired for
qualitiesofimagination. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.19. The clearest example ofemotive language wpoetry, which is entirely concerned with
the evocationoffeelings or attitudes, and in whi.ch the writer's and reader's attention is
not, orshould notbe, directed at any ofthe objective relationships between words and
things. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.20. Until the seventeenth century many, even most, Europeanfrontiers were very vague,
zones in which the claims andjurisdictions ofdi\
overlapped and intersected in a complexand con
eastern Europe, where many states were larger andcentral governments usually less
effective at theperipheries oftheir territories then in the west. The most striking example
of thisisperhaps the frontier in the Danubian plain between the Ottoman empire andthe
ferent rulers and their subjects
ifusingway. This was especially true in
Habsburs territories in central Europe. (BNC-A :-HUM)
Copular clauses with the noun example consist ofsentei.ce stems {An example ofYis ...) and
rhemes (... is an example ofY). They are classified as
they fulfil a clear exemplificatory function.
extual phrasemes in our typology as
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Table 6.4: Significant verb co-occurrents of the noun 'example' in BNC-AC-HUM
Left co-occurrents Right co-occurrents
Verb freq. Verb freq.
be 139 be 84
provide 26 illustrate 14
take 29 show 21
give 12 give 15
cite 5 suggest 12
consider 12 quote 6
illustrate 7 include 7
show 9 provide 8
see 10 concern 6
serve 5
will 16
can 15
would 13
Four other verbs, namely provide, give, illustrate and show (in italics in Table 6.4), are
significant left and right co-occurrents of the noun example. The verbs take, cite, consider, see
and serve are only significant left co-occurrents while the verbs suggest, concern, quote and
include and the modals will, can and would are right co-occurrents. The verbs provide, take,
give, cite, consider, see, serve and include often co-occur with the noun example to form
textual - exemplificatory - phrasemes. The verb provide can be used in active or passive
structures but active structures in which the subject is the example are more frequent
(example 6.21). The verb cite is more often found in a passive structure in which example
functions as a retrospective label (example 6.22). The two verbs often form rhernes with the
noun example. .
6.21. The Magdalen College affair,for example, provides a classic example ofpassive
resistance. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.22. A famous passase ofart criticism can be cited as one example entirely beyond
dispute. (BNC-AC-HUM)
The verb take is mainly used in sentence-initial exemplificatory infinitive clauses with the
noun example (68.9%; ex. 6.23). It also occurs in active structures with a personal pronoun
subject (13.79%; ex. 6.24) and in imperative sentences (13.79%). When used in the
imperative, it is generally used in the 2°'^ person (ex. 6.25) and only appears once in the 1®'
person plural (ex. 6.26). By contrast, the verb consider is mainly used in imperative sentences
with the noun example (70%), i.e. 2°'^ person imperatives (ex. 6.27) and less frequently 1®'
person plural imperatives (ex. 6.28). The verb see is always used in the 2"*^ person of the
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imperative in co-occurrences with the noun exampl
example but as an endophoric marker to direct the
elsewhere in the text (cf. Hyland's typologyof metad
e ex. 6.29). It is not used to introduce an
reader's attention to an example situated
liscourse markers in section 2.5),
the project seven committees were6.23. To take one example, at the beginning oj
established, each consisting ofabout sixpeople, to investigate one ofa range of
competing architecturalpossibilities. (BNC-^lC-HUM)
6.24. In accordance with the theme of this chap
convenient label (hence the inverted commas
concentrates on the linguisticform oftexts, ar,
kind ofwork as alternatives to thePrague Sch
relationship between linguistics and literature
6.25. Take the example offollowing an object ly eye-movements (so-called "tracking").
(BNC-AC-HUM)
6.26. By way ofillustration, letus take an exaniplefrom the development ofNewton's
ter, I shall simply use "stylistics" as a
) for the branch ofliterary studies that
d I shall takefour different examplesofthis
ool's andJakobson's approach to the
(BNC-AC-HUM)
sfore, and consider the situation thattheory that we have considered several times bi
confrontedLeverrier and Adams when they addressed themselves to the troublesome orbit
oftheplanet Uranus. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.27. Consider thefollowing example. (BNC-AOHUM)
6.28. Some are evidently more equal than others in this system ofjustice; let us consider
another example. (BNC-AC-EDUM)
6.29. The most important vowel is set to two ormore tied notes in aphrase designed to
increase the lyrical expression (see Example 47, above). (BNC-AC-HUM)
The verb include is used with the plural form of the noun example in subject position to
introduce an incomplete list of examples in object position:
6.30. Thefloral examples include a large lotus cdlyx and two ivy leavesjoined by a slight
fillet. (BNC-AC-HUM)
Among the verb co-occurrents of example, another set of verbs is used to discuss examples
given in a text, e.g. quote (example 6.31); to talk about conclusions that can be drawn from
these, e.g. show and suggest (examples 6.32 and 6.33)
thatsomething is true, e.g. illustrate (example 6.34).
or to show what something is like or
6.31. Thirdly, in all the examples quotedhere, theh is a sense in which all observers see
the same thing. (BNC-AC-HUM)
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6.32. The example shows that the objector's neat distinction between adjudicative and
legislative authorities is mistaken. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.33. As these examples suggest, thepontificate ofLeoXIII (1879-1903) saw something of
a recovery in the politicalfortunes ofthe Papacy.
6.34. This example clearly illustrates the theory dependence and hence fallibility of
observation statements. (BNC-AC-HUM)
The significant co-occurrences illustrated in sentences 6.31 to 6.34 do not quahfy as restricted
collocations as the meaning of the verbs is not restricted by the noun example and their
combinations are fully explainable in semantic and syntactic terms. However, these co
occurrences are used in adverbial clauses (e.g. as this example suggests ...) and sentence
stems (e.g. this example [adv.] illustrates ...) which serve to describe or explain examples
previously given and make suggestions on their basis. These three actions appear in
Pecman's (2004) ontology of General Scientific Language (cf. section 1.4.1) and are key EAP
functions. The adverbial clauses and sentence stems used,to fulfil these functions are thus
classified as textual phrasemes.
The advantage of using the noun example rather than the complex adverbs for example
or for instance to serve an exemplificatory function is that it allows the writer to evaluate the
example in terms of its suitability, e.g. good, outstanding, fine, excellent (cf. example 6.35) or
typicality, e.g. classic, typical, prime (cf. examples 6.36 to 6.38). The adjectives above and
following are used to situate the example in the text (example 6.39): they are endophoric
markers in metadiscourse terms (cf. section 2.5). Table 6.5 gives the 24 adjectives that
significantly co-occur with the noun example in BNC-AC-HUM.
6.35. An outstanding example ofthis type ofnarrative is Vargas Llosa's Conversation in
the Cathedral, which pivots around afour-hour conversation between two characters, the
whole novel being made up ofdialogue and narrative units generated in waves by the
central conversation, as the two men's review oftheir past lives sparks offinner thoughts
and recollections and conjures up other conversations and dramatized episodes. (BNC-
AC-HUM)
6.36. Theprime example is the Dada movement, whose nihilistic work is now admiredfor
qualities ofimagination. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.37. Macmillan'spersonal meeting with Eisenhower in September is a classic example of
how oldfriendships can have unfortunate consequences in diplomacy. (BNC-AC-HUM)
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6.38. Typical examples are cases where one isgiven notice that everyone who enters a
certain house, club, orparkmust abide by certain rules, obey a certain authority, ordo so
at his ownrisk. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.39. Consider thefollowing example. (BNC-AC-HUM)
There is a case for considering the co-occurrence classic example as a nonce combination: the
adjective classic is used with a meaning that is listed as its first sense in the LD0CE4 (7.
TYPICAL: having all thefeatures that are typical or expected ofaparticular thing orsituation)
and the Oxford English Dictionary Online'" (i. of the first class, of the highest rank or
importance; approved as a model; standard, leading). However, the adjective is only
commonly used with a very limited number ofnouns - example, mistake and case'^ ^ - in this
particular sense. This is clearly one more illustration ofthe difficulty ofseparating senses that
a word has in isolation from those that it acquires in context (cf section 2.3.3). In this thesis,
co-occurrences ofthis type are classified as collocations on the basis that they display degrees
of lexical restriction. The co-occurrence prime + example (see example 6.36 above) is a
clearer example of a collocation; the adjective prime has two core meanings —'most
important' and 'of the very best quality or kin' —but a prime example is 'a very typical
example of sth'. Collocations represent 8.3% of the types and 6.87% of the tokens of
adjective -t- example co-occurrences.
Other adjectives form semantically and syntactically fully compositional sequences with
the noun example. Thus, the meaning ofan outstanding example is made up ofthe meaning of
the adjective outstanding and the noun example. This does not mean, however, that they are
uninteresting for pedagogical purposes. First, they constitute "preferred ways" of qualifying
example as they are repeatedly used with the noun. Second, in her study of verb + noun
combinations, Nesselhauf (2005) has shown that free or nonce combinations are also prone to
erroneous or, at least, unidiomatic use in learner writing. Similarly, Lorenz (1998) has pointed
out that German learners' use of adjectives, irrespective of their phraseological status, differs
from that of native students (cf section 1.4.2).
http://www.oed.coin/
Thesethreenouns are listed under the first sense of 'classic' in LD0CE4.
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Table 6.5: Adjectives co-occurrents of the noun 'example' in BNC-AC-HUM
J^jective freq. Adjective ' freq.
good 38 fine 9
above 15 notable 8
following 18 isolated 8
well-known 10 interesting 9
obvious 16 known 7
classic 11 excellent 6
typical 13 prime 7
outstanding 10 trivial 5
extreme 12 previous 6
clear 16 remarkable 5
simple 13 numerous 5
striking 9 single 6
The added value of using statistics, and more specifically association measures, to
extract significant co-occurrents of a word in a large corpus is made clear by a comparison of
the adjectives listed in Table 6.5 with those given in Siepmann (2005:137) (see section 1.4.1
for a discussion of Siepmann's methodology and the corpora used). In addition to most
adjectives given in Table 6.5, Siepmann lists a number of adjectives that do not appear even
once in the 87-million word written part of the BNC, e.g. beguiling, consummate, eminent,
apposite, anodyne, happy, alarming, crass, cautionary, and adjectives which occur only once
or twice in the corpus, e.g. exquisite, well-worn, edifying, emotive, awe-inspiring, glittering,
hideous. To use Sinclair's (1999b) words, these co-occurrents are best described as
"singularities" and do not represent "the habitual usages of the majority ofusers".
Apart from verbs and adjectives, other significant co-occurrents of the noun example are
found in professional academic writing. Left co-occurrents mainly consist of determiners and
the pronoun this. Indefinite determiners {a, another and one) are more frequent than the
definite article the with example, which is mainly used when the noun is qualified by a
superlative adjective (example 6.40) or preceded by ordinals such as first, next and last
(example 6.41).
6.40. The best-known example ofthis, andprobably the most ambitious, was the political
academy set up in Paris in 1712 by the Marquis de Torcy.
6.41. The first two examples discussed below illustrate different ways in which the
linguistic model is used to develop a narrative model, and (...).
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The pronoun this is typically used in subject position of a sentence with the verb be to refer
back to an example given in aprevious sentence as illustrated in example 6.16 above. Right
co-occurrents comprise the preposition ofand the pronoun this. In 40% ofits occurrences, the
noun example is directly followed by the preposition ofwhich introduces the idea, class or
event exemplified. The idea, class or event exemplified is often determined by a
demonstrative (ex. 6.35 above) or pronominalized to refer back to aprevious sentence. These
findings support Gledhill's (2000) view that there may be a very specific phraseology and
set oflexico-grammatical patterns for function words in academic discourse (see section
1.4.1). Function words seem to display co-occurrence effects just as content words do (also
see Renouf and Sinclair's (1991) notion of 'collocational framework' described in section
2.4.2.2.3). These findings also provide strong evidence against the use of 'stop word' lists
when extracting co-occurrences from corpora as there is a serious danger ofmissing awhole
set of phraseological patterns.
The verbs illustrate and exemplify can also be used as exemplifiers. The verb illustrate
is used with the meaning of 'to be an example which shows that something is true or that a
fact exists (ex. 6.42) or to make the meaning of something clearer by giving examples' (ex.
6.43) (LD0CE4). The verb exemplify is used with the meanings of 'to be a very typical
example of something' and 'to give an example of.
6.42. The narratives ofthe Passio Praeiecti andofthe Vita Boniti both have their
peculiarities, and itis possible that the appointment ofPraeiectus and the retirement of
Bonitus were less creditable than their hagiographers claim. Nevertheless they do
illustrate the complexities oflocal ecclesiasticalpolitics. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.43. My aim will be to illustrate different ways ofapproaching literature through its
linguisticform, ways involving the direct application oflinguistic theory and linguistic
methods ofanalysis in order to illuminate the specifically literary character oftexts.
(BNC-AC-HUM)
Both verbs are more frequent in academic writing than in any other genre. Figure 6.5
compares the relative frequencies of the two verbs in academic writing with three main genres
represented in the British National Corpus. The verb illustrate is notuncommon innews but a
quick look at concordances shows that a significant proportion ofits occurrences are not used
to introduce an example but with the meaning of 'to put pictures in abook, article, etc' (see
example 6.44). Exemplify isvery rarely used inother genres.
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6.44. Also in the pipeline is an Australian children's TVseries based on Gumnut Factory
Folk Tales ( written, illustrated andpublished by Chris Trump, A$7.95 ). (BNC-NEWS)
Figure 6.5: Distribution of tlie verbs 'illustrate' and 'exemplify' across genres
Speech Fiction Academic writing
H illustrate • exemplify
Figure 6.5 also shows that the verb illustrate is more frequent than exemplify in professional
academic writing. Following Granger (2006), the frequencies of the two verb lemmas, their
word forms and tenses are measured in BNC-AC-HUM'^^. Table 6.6 shows that there is no
major difference in proportion between the verb forms illustrate, illustrated and illustrates.
When used in active structures, the verb is often preceded by a non-human subject such as
example, figure, table, case or approach (cf. example 6.45). Almost all occurrences of the
past participle appear in the passive construction BE illustrated by/in (cf. example 6.46).
6.45. This example clearly illustrates the theory dependence and hencefallibility of
observation statements. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.46. The contrast between the conditions on the coast and in the interior is illustrated by
the climatic statisticsfor two stations less than 30 km (18.5 miles) apart. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
The sentence-initial adverbial clause To illustrate this/the point/X, ... (cf example 6.47)
represents 2.7% of the occurrences of the lemma ILLUSTRATE in BNC-AC-HUM.
6.47. How many observations make up a large number? (...) Whatever the answer to such a
question, examples can beproduced that cast doubt on the invariable necessityfor a large
number ofobservations. To illustrate this, I refer to the strong public reaction against
Figures are based on disambiguated data. Thus, instances of illustrate used in the sense of 'to put pictures in a
book, article, etc' are not added up.
nuclear warfare thatfollowed the dropping of thefirst atomic bomb onHiroshima
towards the endofthe Second World War. (BNC-AC-HUM)
In BNC-AC-HUM, illustrate significantly co-occurs with the noun example [LogL=112] in a
3L-1L window and with the nouns point [LogL=168.78], example [LogL=49.65] and fig.
[LogL=45.08] in a 1R-3R window. The novm point is used as an object of illustrate which
refers back to an ideaput forward in a previous sentence:
6.48. For most ofthis century it is those disorders gathered together under the heading of
"schizophrenia" that have been used as the paradigmfor trying to describe and
understandpsychosis. Yet even in thisform, orforms -for many wouldprefer to talk of
"the schizophrenias" - there is still no universally acceptedset ofcriteriafor diagnosis.
To illustrate thepoint, one ofthe present authors was recently asked to review apaper
submitted to aprominentpsychiatricjournal, proposing a new set ofrulesfordiagnosing
schizophrenia. In the course of theiranalysis theauthors determined the extent towhich
theirproposed criteria agreed with those contained in other existing diagnostic schemes -
- some ten or twelve ofthem. Correlations varied over a very wide range. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
The uom).figure (and the abbreviation^zg.) is either used as the subject ofthe verb illustrate or
in the passive structure illustrated in figure x. This co-occurrence is even more frequent in
other academic genres such as social science, natural science and medicine which rely more
on figures, tables and diagrams (see examples 6.49 and 6.50).
6.49. Figure 1 illustrates the spread ofresultsfor the alcoholics and the controls. (BNC-
AC-MED)
6.50. The advantages ofthe system are illustrated in Fig. 8.2 and, like the Peruvian
example discussed above, thefallow stage is contributing to crop productivity as well as
providingprotection against soil erosion. (BNC-AC-SOC)
The adverbs well, better, best, and clearly are sometimes used with illustrate to evaluate the
typicality or suitability of the example (example 6.51). The verb illustrate also co-occurs
significantly with how to introduce a clause (example 6.52), with the verb serve (example
6.53) and the modals will, can and may (example 6.54).
6.51. The history ofthe English monarchy well illustrates both the importance and the
unimportanceofwar. (BNC-AC-HUM)
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6.52. Werecently did a simple experiment which happens to illustrate how children's
knowledge ofwhere an object is determines their behaviour. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.53. While our discussion in this chapter is ofthe doctrine ofneutrality as such, Rawls '
treatment ofit will serve to illustrate theproblems involved. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.54. Thisprejudice against close involvementwith " the secular government may be
illustrated by an anecdote related in the about Molla Gurani. (BNC-AC-HUM)
As shown in Table 6.7, the lexico-grammatical preferences of the verb exemplify differ
widely from those of illustrate. A large proportion of the occurrences of the lemma exemplify
are -ed forms, and more precisely past participle forms, of the verb. In BNC-AC-HUM, the
verb significantly co-occurs with the verb he and the conjunction as in a 3L-1L window and
with the prepositions by and in in a 1R-3Rwindow. These significant co-occurrents highlight
the preference of the verb for the passive structure BE exemplified by/in (cf example 6.55)
and the lexico-grammatical pattern as exemplified by/in (cf. example 6.56). Exemplify is also
often used after a noun phrase, preceded by a comma (cf. ex, 6.57).
6.55. The association ofthis material with the clerk is clearly exemplified by Chaucer's
Wife ofBath'sfifth husband, the clerkJankyn, who, in the Wife ofBath's Prologue, reads
antifeminist material to herfrom his book "Valerie and Theofraste". (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.56. He assumed, without argument, that science, as exemplified byphysics, is superior to
forms ofknowledge that do not share its methodological characteristics. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
6.57. Piaget's claim that thinking is a kindofinternalizedaction, exemplified in the
assimilation-accommodation theory of infant learning mentioned above, is really a global
assumption in search ofsome refined, detailed and testable expression. (BNC-AC-HUM)
Unlike illustrate, the verb exemplify does not co-occur significantly with nouns.
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Table 6.6: 'illustrate' in BNC-AC-HUM
The lemma
ILLUSTRATE
illustrate
simple present
infinitive
illustrated
simple past
present/past perfect
past participle
illustrates
iUustrating
continuous tense
-ing clause
Total
Nr of words
Relative freq. per
100,000 words
BNC-AC-HUM
97
36
61
84
7
0
77
63
15
2
13
259
37.45%
13.89%
23.55%
32.43%
2.7%
-9%-^
29.73%^C.
24.32%
5.79%
0.77%
5%
100%
3,321,867
7.8
Table 6.7: 'exemplify'in BNC-AC-HUM
The lemma BNC-AC-HUM
EXEMPLIFY
exemplify 9 11.4%
simple present 5 6.33%
infinitive 4 5%
exemplified 53 67%
simple past 8 10%
present/past perfect 1
past participle 44 C ^55.7%^
exemplifies 15 19%
exemplifying 2 2.53%
continuous tense 0 0%
-ing clause 2 2.53%
Total 79 100%
Nr of words 3,321,867
Relative freq. per 2.38
100,000 words
6.2.1.3. Discussion
The description of exemplifiers presented in this section does not aim at exhaustivenessbut at
typicality in professional academic writing. The corpus-based methodology adopted has
highlighted a number of lexical items that are repeatedly used as exemplifiers in academic
writing. The fiinction of exemplification can be fulfilled by a whole spectrum of single words
(the preposition like, the adverb notably, the abbreviation e.g.) and word combinations, i.e.
word-like units ormono-lexemic phrasemes (the preposition such as, the complex adverbs/or
example and/or instance), sentence stems {An example ofY is X; Examples include ...) and
rhemes (... is an example of ...; ... provides a classic example of ...), imperative clauses
{Consider, for example ...) and sentence-initial infinitive clauses {To take one example, ...).
A large majority of these word combinations are semantically and syntactically fully
compositional except for a few collocations such as prime example and classic example.
They are, however, characterized by their high frequency of use and can be described as
"preferred ways" (cf. Altenberg 1998) ofgiving an example inprofessional academic writing.
By contrast, Siepmaim (2005) analyses a 9.5-million word corpus of academic writing
but does notmake use of statistical methods. He enumerates every single occurrence of word
sequences used to give an example and Usts rare events such as the infinitive clauses to paint
an extreme example and to pick just one example (1 occurrence in his corpus), the co
occurrence example + is afforded by and the expressionfor the sake of example. It is argued
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here that privileging exhaustiveness over typicality is counter-productive in corpus linguistic
research and that such an approach results in too much -unreliable - information. Siepmann,
for example, writes that "English authors have a large range of exemplificatory
imperatives^^^ at their disposal, using the direct second-person imperative VP ~ as well as the
less imposing hortative let us + VP and the inclusive let me + VP. Of these last two, the
former is around five times more frequent than the latter, showing a high degree of audience
sensitivity among authors" (2005:120). A closer look at his frequency data (reprinted in Table
6.8), however, shows that the co-occurrences see/take/consider + for example account for
89% of the imperatives found by the author. First person plural imperatives are extremely rare
and let me + VP only appears 3 times in the 9.5 million word corpus of professional academic
writing used in his study. In addition, first person plural imperatives do not appear with the
complex adverb for example but introduce a noun phrase headed by the noun example. In
summary, although a large range of exemphficatory imperatives may be available to language
users, only a very limited set of these are of widespread use in professional academic writing.
The second person imperative is clearly more frequent than the hortative let us + VP and the
inclusive let me + VP. However, it is commonly used with three verbs only, namely consider,
take and see.
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Table 6.8: 1®' person plural imperatives in academic writing (based on Siepmann 2005:119)
(for example/for instance) see (for example/for instance) NP (200)
(for example) consider (for example) NP (54)
take, for (another) example, NP (16)
Consider a(n) (ADJ) example/instance (7)
take the example of (as examples ofNP) (5)
consider (as an example) NP (3)
take, as an example, NP (1)
as an illustration (of this)/ by way of (brief) illustration, consider NP (2)
Take (even) NP (2)
Let us (now) take + (as) + DET + ADJ + example(s) (4)
Let us consider + DET + ADJ + example(s) (4)
Let me give (you) (but) one example (2)
Let me offer + DET (+ ADJ+) example (1)
Let us consider, for the sake of illustration, NP (1)
My emphasis.
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The analysis of exemplifiers presented in this section also validates the method used to
design the Academic Keyword List as the exemplificatory lexical items which were extracted
are of two types:
• the most frequent exemplifiers in academic writing {such as, example, for example
andfor instance) (cf. Figure6.1 above);
• lexical items which are not as firequent as such as, example, for example and for
instance, but which are EAP-specific in the sense that they are more frequent in
academic prose than in any other genre {illustrate, exemplify, e.g., notably).
The preposition like can be used to fulfil an exemplificatory fiinction in academic writing but
it is much more common in other genres. The nouns illustration and case in point are quite
characteristic offormal textual genres but are infrequent items. The expressions to name but a
few and by way ofillustration are rare events in all types of discourse.
In conclusion, while AKL items and their phraseological patterns should definitely be
taught to EFL learners, other lexical items play an important role in EAP and therefore
deserve to be included in an EAP syllabus. However, their pedagogical relevance will clearly
depend on a range offactors such as EFL leamers' proficiency level. Although the noun case
in point and the expressions to name but afew and by way ofillustration may be taught to
advanced EFL leamers with a view to increasing their lexical repertoire, these will certainly
not be the first exemplificatory items taught to beginners. Crewe (1990) reviews the
advantages of what he calls a 'reductionist approach' to the teaching of connectives, i.e. an
approach by which leamers are "simply forbidden from 'ringing the changes' on the
connectives in arandom manner and forced to come to terms with asmall, relatively discrete,
subset ofthe original long list" (1990:321) and argues that "a shortened list has the advantage
of allowing the contrasts between the connectives to be more easily stressed" (1990:322).
Another deciding factor is what leamers actually do with these items: do they use the
expressions to name but afew and by way ofillustration! If so, do they use them correctly?
And do they use them sparingly or do they make heavy use ofthese infrequent exemplifiers?
These questions can only be answered by an analysis oflearner corpus data as presented in
section 6.3.1.
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6.2.2. The phraseology of rhetorical functions in academic prose
It is impossible to describe in similar detail the other four ftmctions that were analyzed in
native writing so as to provide a basis for comparison to EFL learner writing. Instead, this
section briefly comments on the t3^es of lexical devices used by expert writers to serve the
functions of expressing cause and effect, comparing and contrasting, expressing a concession
and reformulating in an attempt to give a general overview of the way EAP vocabulary is
used to serve specific rhetorical functions and to characterize the phraseology of these
rhetorical functions in academic prose.
The organizational functions of expressing a concession and reformulating:
paraphrasing or clarifying are mainly realized by single words and mono-lexemic
phrasemes. As shown in Table 6.9, the lexical means available to express a concession consist
of single word adverbs (e.g. however, nevertheless, yet), (complex) conjunctions (e.g.
although, even though) and (complex) prepositions (e.g. despite, in spite of). Similarly,
reformulation is most frequently achieved by means of the mono-lexemic units that is and in
other words, the abbreviation i.e. and the adverb namely (cf Table 6.10). Nouns, verbs and
adjectives are not used to serve these two functions.
Table 6.9: 'Expressing a concession' in BNC-AC-HUM
Abs. freq. % Rel. freq.
Adverbs
however 3,353 28.59% 100.94
nevertheless 676 5.76% 20.35
nonetheless 66 0.56% 1.99
though ADV 144 1.23% 4.33
yet 1,817 15.49% 54.7
TOTAL ADVERBS 6,056 5L64% 182.3
Conjunctions
although 2,292 19.54% 69
though CONJ 1,721 14.68% 51.8
even tliough 248 2.11% 7.47
(even if) 451 3.85% 13.57
albeit 80 0.68% 2.4
TOTAL CONJ. 4,792 40.86% 144.26
Prepositions
despite 681 5.8% 20.5
in spite of 159 1.36% 4.79
notwithstanding 39 0.33% 1.17
TOTAL PREP. 879 7.5% 26.46
TOTAL 11,727 100% 353 ,
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Table6.10: 'Reformulating: Paraphrasing or Clarifying' in BNC-AC-HUM
Abs. freq. % ReL freq.
i.e. 330 25.11% 9.93
that is 375 28.54% 11.29
that is to say 81 6:16% 2.44
in other words 210 15.98% 6.32
namely 187 14.23% 5.63
viz. 21 1.6% 0.63
or more precisely 12 0.91% 0.36
or more accurately 7 0.53% 0.21
or rather 91 6.93% 2.74
TOTAL 1314 100% 39.56
Adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions also represent a large proportion of the lexical
devices used by expert writers to serve the functions of comparing and contrastinp and
expressing cause and effect. Unlike the functions of introducing a concession and
reformulating, however, these functions can also be reahzed by means of nouns, verbs and
adjectives in specific pliraseological or lexico-grammatical patterns. Nouns account for
32.52% of the lexical means used to express a cause or an effect in academic writing, e.g.
cause, factor, source, effect, result, consequence, outcome and implication {ct Table 6.11).
Verbs are also particularly common: cause, bring about, contribute to, lead to, result in,
derive, emerge, and stem. Patterns involving nouns (e.g. contrast, comparison, difference and
distinction) and verbs (e.g. contrast, differ, distinguish and differentiate) are often used to
compare and contrast but adjectives play a more prominent role and account for 29.24% of
the lexical means used by expert writers (cf Table 6.12). Examples include different, distinct,
differing and distinctive. These findings have important pedagogical implications and clearly
point to EFL/EAP materials need to give more prominence to nouns, verbs, adjectives and
phrasemes when teaching cohesion. These materials tend to focus exclusively on
monolexemic devices (see Section 6.4).
Table 6.11: 'Comparison and contrast' in BNC-AC-HUM
Abs. freq. % Rel. freq.
nouns
resemblance 116 0.4% 3.49
similarity 212 0.72% 6.38
parallel 147 0.5% 4.43
parallelism 19 0.06% 0.57
analogy 175 0.6% 5.27
contrast 522 1.78% 15.71
comparison 311 1.06% 9.36
difference 1,318 4.51% 39.68
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differentiation 76 0.26% 2.29
distinction 595 2.03% 17.91
distinctiveness 10 0.03% • 0.3
(the) same 559 1.91% 16.8
(the) contrary 28 0.1% 0.84
(the) opposite 85 0.29% 2.56
(the) reverse 56 0.19% 1.69
TOTAL NOUNS 4,229 14.46% 127.3
Adjectives
same 2,580 0.88% 77.68
similar 1,027 3.51% 30.92
analogous 55 0.19% 1.66
common 1055 3.61% 31.76
comparable 223 0.76% 6.71
identical 137 0.47% 4.12
parallel 52 0.18% 1.57
alike 98 0.34% 2.95
contrasting 63 0.22% 1.90
different 2,496 8.53% 75.14
differing 72 0.25% 2.17
distinct 278 0.95% 8.37
distinctive 163 0.56% 4.91
distinguishable 33 0.11% 0.99
unlike 43 0.15% 1.29
contrary 27 0.09% 0.81
opposite 127 0.43% 3.8
reverse 23 0.08% 0.69
TOTAL ADJECTIVES 8,552 29.24% 257.44
Verbs
resemble 138 0.47% 4.15
correspond 137 0.47% 4.12
look like 102 0.35% 3.07
compare 278 0.95%% 8.37
parallel 56 0.19% 1.69
contrast 137 0.47% 4.12
differ 242 0.83% 7.29
distinguish 404 1.38% 12.16
differentiate 74 0.25% 2.23
TOTAL VERBS 1,568 5.36% 47.2
Adverbs
similarly 394 1.35% 11.86
analogously 2 0.01% 0.06
identically 2 0.01% 0.06
correspondingly 29 0.1% 0.87
parallely 0 0 0
likewise 118 0.4% 3.55
in the same way 56 0.19% 1.69
contrastingly 3 0.01% 0.09
differently 97 0.33% 2.92
by/in contrast 185 0.63%
by contrast 116
in contrast 69 5.57
by way of contrast 0 0% 0
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by/in comparison 23 0.08% 0.69
by comparison 14 0.42
m companson 9 0.27
comparatively 69 2.08
comparatively
*comparitively - 0.24%
contrariwise 4 0.01% 0.12
distinctively 25 0.09% 0.75
on the other hand 372 1.27% 11.20
(on the one hand) 136 0.46% 4.09
on the contrary 95 0.32% 2.86
quite the contrary 2 0.005% 0.06
conversely 62 0.21% 1.87
TOTAL ADVERBS 1,674 5.72% 50.39
Prepositions
like"' 2,812 9.61% 84.65
unlike 244 0.83% 7.3
in parallel with 8 0.03% 0.24
as opposed to 121 0.41% 3.64
as against 46 0.16% 1.38
in contrast to/with 82 2.47
in contrast to 73 2.2
in contrast with 9 0.28% 0.27
versus 53 0.18% 1.60
contrary to 66 0.23% 1.99
by/in comparison with 52 0.18% 1.57
in comparison with 14 0.42
in comparison to 4 0.12
by comparison with 21 0.63
in comparison with 14 0.42
TOTAL PREP. 3,484 11.91% 104.88
Conjunctions
as' 5,045 17.25% 151.87
while' 1264 4.32% 38
whereas 442 13.31
whereas
wheras 1.51%
TOTAL CONJ. 6,751 23.08% 203.23
Other expressions
as ... as 2,766 9.46% 83.26
in the same way as/that 38 0.13% 1.14
compared with/to 155 4.67
compared with 113 3.4
compared to 42 0.53% 1.26
CONJ compared to/with 32 0.96
as compared to/with 11 0.33
when compared to/with 20 0.6
if compared to/with 1 0.1% 0.03
TOTAL 29,249 100% 880.5
Estimations based on an analysis ofthe first 200 occurrences ofthe conjunction in each corpus.
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Table 6.12: 'Cause and effect' in BNC-AC-HUM
Abs. freq. % Rel. freq.
nouns •
cause 755 2.85% 22.7
factor 550 2.08% 16.6
source 1,175 4.44% 35.4
origin 500 1.89% 15
root 183 0.69% 5.5
reason 1,802 6.8% 54.25
consequence 450 1.7% 13.6
effect 1,830 6.91% 55
result 813 3.07% 24.5
outcome 143 0.54% 4.3
implication 411 1.68% 12.37
TOTAL NOUNS 8,612 32.52% 259.25
Verbs
cause 570 2.15% 17.2
bring about 125 0.47% 3.8
contribute to 276 1.04% 8.3
generate 227 0.85% 6.8
give rise to 101 0.38% . 3
induce 61 0.25%. 2
lead to 671 2.53% 20.2
prompt 115 0.43% 3.5
provoke 161 0.61% 4.9
result in • 327 1.24% 9.8
yield 129 0.49% 3.9
make sb/sth do sth'^'' 171 0.65% 5.16
arise from/out of 145 0.55% 4.4
derive 476 1.8% 14.3
emerge 466 1.76% 14
follow from 74 0.28% 2.2
trigger 56 0.21% 1.7
stem 95 0.36% 2.9
TOTAL VERBS 4,252 16.06% 128
Adjectives'-
consequent 53 0.2% 1.6
responsible (for) 344 1.29% 10.4
TOTAL ADJ. 397 1.49% 12
Prepositions
because of 599 2.26% 18
due to 195 0.74% 5.9
as a result of 196 0.75% 5.9
as a consequence of 22 0.08% 0.7
in consequence of 1 0% 0.03
in view of 66 0.25% 2
owing to 52 • 0.2% 1.6
in (the) light of 109 0.41% 3.3
thanks to 35 0.13% 1
on the grounds of 22 0.08% 0.7
Estimations based on Gilquin (to appear)
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on accomit of 24 0.09% 0.7
TOTAL PREP. 1,321 4.99% 39.8
Adverbs
therefore 1,412 5.33% 42.5
accordingly 130 0.49% 3,9
consequently 143 0.54% 4.3
thus 1,767 6.67% 53.2
hence 283 1.07% 8.5
so 1,894 7.15% 57
thereby 182 0.69% 5.5
as a result 101 0.38% 3
as a consequence 20 0.08% 0.6
in consequence 14 0.05% 0,4
by implication 35 0.13% 1.05
TOTAL ADVERBS 5,981 22.59% 180.04
Conjunctions
because 2,207 8.34% . 66.4
since 955 3.6% 28.74
as 883 3.34% 26.58
for 1,036 3.91% 3.1.2
so that 696 2.63% 21
PRO is why 52 0.19%- 1.56
that is why 22 0.08% 0.66
this is why 18 0.07% 0.54
which is why 12 0.05% 0.36
on the grounds that 83 0.312% 2.5
seeing as 0 0% 0
TOTAL CONJ. 5,912 22.33% 177.97
TOTAL 26,475 100% 796.99
Table 6.13 shows a co-occurrence analysis (cf. section 4.2.3) of several nouns that are
used to express a cause or an effect in academic prose: reason, implication, ejfect, outcome,
result and consequence. Most of the listed co-occurrents form rather flexible and
compositional sentence stems with their respective nominal node as illustrated in the
following examples:
6.58. Another direct result ofconquest byforce ofarms was the development ofslavery,
which was widespread up to the beginning ofthe nineteenth century. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.59. This may be an effect ofthe uncertainty around television's textuality; but it is now
anextremely limiting effectfor the development oftheory. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.60. Healthfor women was held to be synonymous with healthy motherhood. This had
important implicationsfor the debate over access to birth control information and
abortion - rarely were demandsforfreer access to birth control information devoid of
maternalist rhetoric. (BNC-AC-HUM)
139 Estimations based on an analysis ofthe first 200 occurrences ofthe conjunction in each corpus.
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6.61. The reason is that with Van Gogh art and lifeare not merelyconditioned by each
other to a greater degree than withany other artist, butactually mergewith each other.
(BNC-AC-HUM)
6.62. However it isfirst necessary to consideranother important consequence oftheview
ofpsychosis beingpresented here. (BNC-AC-HUM)
Like nonce combinations, these co-occurrences are entirely explainable by grammatical and
semantic rules. UnHke nonce combinations, the co-occurrents involved are preferred co-
occurrents of the nouns under study and, as such, are better described as part of the
phraseological spectrum. More precisely, the phrasemes illustrated in sentences 6.58 to 6.62
are good examples of what Sinclair and his followers have called 'extended units of
meaning' where lexical and grammatical choices are "intertwined to build up a multi-word
unit with a specific semantic preference, associating the formal patterning with a semantic
field, and an identifiable semantic prosody, performing an attitudinal and pragmatic function
in the discourse" (Tognini-Bonelli 2002:79) (cf. section 2.4.2.3). These extended units of
meaning are categorized as textual phrasemes in our typology as they function as sentence
stems to organize the prepositional content at a metadiscoursal level.
A few co-occurrences are restricted collocations, e.g. a knock-on effect (example 6.63)
and carry implications (example 6.64). The adjective knock-on is almost always used with the
noun effect (88.8% of its occurrences in the whole BNC), with which it acquires a specific
meaning metaphorically derived from the meaning of the verb knock. The verb carry is used
in a delexical sense in the collocation carry implications, which basically means have
implications.
6.63. , There seemed no end to the knock-on effects — the Magyar attempt to resist Vienna
provoked the development ofnationalism among Croats, Serbs, Roumanians and more.
(BNC-AC-HUM)
6.64. We may certainly talk ofanimals, in the absence ofspeech, "consciously intending"or
being compassionate, both ofwhich carry implications ofunderstanding to some degree.
(BNC-AC-HUM)
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Table 6.13: Co-occurrents of nouns expressing cause and effect in BNC-AC-HUM
Table 6.13a: reason
Adjectives Object of... Other
good have this (PRO & DET)
mam give another
sufficient see (no) reason to ...
obvious base on believe
other provide suppose
different find doubt
alleged examme prefer
sim.ple Complement of ... think
tactical be fear
political seem accept
major Subject of... reason(s) for ....
additional be supposing
right justify believing
valid . Prepositions (IR)... thinking
similar for accepting
fundamental against rejecting
real Preposition (2L) adopting
independent for There + reason
special Conjunctions There is (no) reason to
possible why There seems no reason
historical which There are (DET/ADJ) reasons
particular that
Table 6.13b: implication
Adjectives Complement of ...
important be
practical Prepositions (IR)...
political of
serious for
social Prepositions (IL)
Object of the verbs... with
have Other
carry this (PRO & DET)
Subject of the verb... that (CONJ)
be
Table 6.13d: outcome
Adjectives Object of the verbs...
logical influence
eventual determine
likely represent
different affect
inevitable Subject of the verb...
final be
Prepositions (IR)... Complement of ...
of be
Other
this (PRO & DET)
Table 6.13c: effect
Adjectives Object of...
adverse have
overall produce
good achieve
profound create
knock-on cause
indirect Complement of...
far-reaching be
damaging Subject of...
cumulative be
dramatic depend on
immediate occur
excellent Prepositions (IR)...
long-term of
practical on
particular upon
powerful Other
special this (PRO & DET)
full that (COND
general Noun
important cause
other
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Table 6.13e: result
Adjectives Object of the verbs...
inevitable produce
direct achieve
immediate yield
beneficial give
eventual bring
interestiag lead to
practical show
main present
similar interpret
Prepositions (IR)... obtain
of have
from Subject of the verb...
Prepositions (3L) be
with Complement of ...
Other be
this (PRO & DET)
Table 6.13f; consequence
Adjectives Object of the verbs...
inevitable have
unintended suffer (from)
unfortunate avoid
direct consider
important outweigh
necessary discuss
political Subject of the verb...
natural be
bad follow
practical ensue
social Complement of ...
likely be
major Prepositions (IR)...
possible of
Other for
this (PRO & DET) Prepositions (3L)
that (CONJ) with
another of
Like nouns, verbs that serve specific rhetorical or organizational functions in academic
prose generally enter rather compositional and flexible sequences. Table 6.14 gives the most
frequent lexical bundles which contain one of four verbs that serve to express possibility or
certainty, namely suggest, appear, prove and tend. Most clusters are lexico-grammatical
patterns of the verbs which function as sentence stems (e.g. it has been suggested that, it
appears that), sentence-initial adverbial clauses (e.g. as suggested above, ...) or rhemes (e.g.
... proved a complete failure). It is worth noting that each verb form has its own
phraseological patterns which constitute different form/meaning pairings and thus different
complete units of meaning. For example, the verb form suggested is often used to report
suggestions made by other people in impersonal structures introduced by it (e.g. it has been
suggested, it is sometimes suggested), and in phrases introduced by the conjunction as (e.g. as
already suggested by). It is also used in impersonal structures introduced by it followed by a
modal verb (e.g. it may/might be suggested that) to make a tentative suggestion. The -ed form
also appears in a^-phrases including an endophoric marker (e.g. as suggested above) and/or
the 1®^ person pronoun I (e.g. as I have suggested) to refer to a suggestion previously made.
By contrast, the verb form suggests is typically used to make it clear that the suggestion
offered is made on the basis of a particular thing which occupies the subject position of the
sentence:
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6.65. More recent evidence suggests, however, that while it lives in woodland it actually
hunts over nearby open areas (Glue &Hammond, 1974; Yalden, 1985).
6.66. This suggests a high degree ofpolarity between low incorhe renters andhigh income
owner-occupiers.
It is also used to report a suggestion made by somebody else, as in the following sentence:
6.67. Sinclair Hood (1971) suggests that woollen cloth and timber were sent to Egypt in
exchange for linen orpapyrus.
There are very few noun + verb or verb + noun co-occurrences, with the exception of
evidence + suggest.
Table 6.14: Co-occurrents ofverbsexpressing possibility and certainty in BNC-AC-HUM
Table 6.14a: suggest
suggested suggest
- it can / could / may be suggested that
- it is (sometimes, commonly) suggested that
- it was (first, also, even) suggested that
- it has been suggested that
- as (already) suggested by
- as suggested above
- this is suggested by
- (as) I suggested/ have (already) suggested
- NP / zY / this might / may / wouldsuggest {that)
- NP does suggest (that)
- there is evidence to suggest
-1 (would / want to) suggest
- NP / it / this seems to suggest (that)
. suggests suggesting
- NP / it / this (ADV: strongly, also) suggests
(that)
- the evidence suggests (that)
- ..., which suggests (that)
- as NP suggests
- ... , (ADV: strongly)suggesting {that)
-Iam (not) suggesting that
Table 6.14b: prove
proved prove
- NP / it / this proved to
- NP / it/ thisproved (ADV) ADJ (to) with
ADJ: difficult, unable, abortive, impossible,
inadequate, successful, possible
- NP / it/proved to be (ADV) ADJ
- NP proved a (complete/dismal) failure
- ADJ (likely, difficult, easy,possible) toprove
... may / might / wouldprove ADJ to
- NP was to prove ADJ
- attempt to prove
- seek to prove
proves proving
- NPproves ADJ {impossible, necessary,
inadequate, successful)
- NP proves that
- BE proving
- ..., proving that
-... byproving
- hope/possibility/way ofproving
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Table 6.14c: appear
appeared appears
- it appeared (ADJ) that - NP / it / this appears to V
- there appeared to be - which appears to V
- this appeared to V - what appears to V
"... which appeared ADJ/ to V - there appears to V
- it appears that
- as appears from/in
appear appearing
NP yvould/might/may appear to beN /
Table 6.14d; tend
tended tend
- NP tended to V {be, favour, take, see) - NP tend to V {be, see, look, regard)
tends tending
- NP tends to V /
-.. which tends to V
- it tends to V
V: be, confirm, ignore, obscure, become.
support, conclude
Glaser (1998) has shown that idiomatic phrases, allusions to proverbs and quotations,
and striking modifications of phrasemes, can be found in academic prose where they function
as stylistic devices. Studies focusing on terminological terms in English for Specific Purposes
have also revealed the pervasiveness of compounds (e.g. Bourigault et al. 2004) in specialized
texts. Our findings indicate that the phraseology of rhetorical and organizational functions in
academic prose does not consist of idioms, similes, phrasal verbs, idiomatic sentences,
proverb jfragments and the like (see also Pecman 2004 and Gledhill 2000). Figure 6.6 presents
an adaptation of the typology of phrasemes as proposed in section 2.3.7 to account for the
specific phraseology of rhetorical or organizational functions in academic prose. Types of
phrasemes that belong to the phraseology of English for General Purposes but are not found
in the phraseology of EAP rhetorical or organizational fimctions are crossed out (e.g. idioms
in referential phrasemes and slogans in the category of communicative phrasemes).
Categories of phrasemes that are added to account for the specific phraseology of EAP
vocabulary, and more particularly, EAP functions, are in bold italics.
Referential phrasemes mainly consist of lexical and grammatical collocations (e.g. carry
implications, tend to) and preferred co-occurrences (e.g. direct result, evidence suggests,
final outcome). The latter category is added because it accounts for a large proportion of the
phrasemes that are most typical of academic prose.
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The category oftextual phrasemes consists ofthree types ofphrasemes inacademic prose:
• Complex prepositions and complex conjunctions establish grammatical relations (cf.
Burger's category of structural phrasemes).
• Linking adverbials are used to connect two stretches of discourse, e.g. for example, to
conclude, that is, as suggested above (cf. Conrad 1999; section 1.4.1).
• I propose to use the general category of textual formulae to account for two types of
phrasemes that are particularly prominent in academic prose. Textual formulae typically
take the form ofsentence stems, i.e. multiple clause elements involving a subject and a
verb, which "form the springboard of utterances leading up to the communicatively
most important - and lexically most variable - element" (Altenberg 1998:113).
Examples include It has been suggested, Another reason is ..., and It is argued that... .
They are also sometimes realized by means of rhemes, i.e. typically a verb and its post-
verbal elements, which do not contain any thematic element (e.g. ... is another issue).
Textual sentence stems are much more frequent than rhemes, which can be explained by
the fact that rhemes are "usually tailored to expressing the particular new information
the speakers want to convey to their listeners, and are therefore, as Altenberg (1998:
111) points out, 'composed of variable items drawn from an open set'" (De Cock
2003:269). Textual formulae display different degrees of flexibility, from rather flexible
fragments such as 'DET (a, another) ADJ {typical, classic, prime, good, etc.) example of
[NP] is ..." torather inflexible phrasemes such as '... wa case inpoinf.
Attitudinal formulae make up a large proportion of communicative phrasemes in academic
prose. They largely consist of (attitudinal and interactional) sentence stems such as it is
important/necessary that, it seems that or it is noteworthy.
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Figure 6.6: The phraseology of rhetorical/organizational functions in EAP
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6.3. EAP vocabulary in learner writing
This section is devoted to EAP vocabulary in EFL learner writing. Section 6.3.1 first presents
a detailed comparison of exemplificatory devices in native and learner writing which aims to
illustrate the type of data and results obtainedwhen comparing the range of lexical strategies
available to EFL learners to that of expert writers. The focus of Section 6.3.2 is placed on the
general interlanguage features that emerge when applying this methodology to learners' use
of lexical items used to serve other rhetorical functions. These interlanguage features fall into
six categories: aspects of overuse and underuse and the range of EFL learners' lexical
repertoire, lack of register-awareness, phraseological infelicities, semantic misuse of
connectors and abstract nouns, clusters of connectives and sentence position of connectors.
6.3.1. Exemplification in learner writing
A general finding of the comparison between ICLE and BNC-AC-HUM is that
exemplificatory lexical items are significantly more frequent in learner writing than in
professional academic prose. This finding highhghts the importance of analysing several
learner populations and comparing them so as to avoid faulty conclusions about EFL leamer
writing in general. Siepmann (2005) finds that the complex adverbs for example and for
instance are less frequent in German leamer writing than in native and non-native
professional writing and argues that "[u]nder-use of exemplification as a rhetorical strategy in
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student wnting may (...) bespeak a general lack of concern for comprehensibility" (Siepmann
2005:255). This explanation for German learners' underuse of exemplifiers is not entirely
satisfactoryand does not apply to EFL learner writing in general: most LI learner
populations overuse exemplificatory discourse markers.
The bar chart in Figure 6.7 gives the relative frequencies per 100,000 words of
exemplifiers in ICLE as compared with those in BNC-AC-HUM. Lexical items are ordered
by decreasing relative frequency in ICLE (in blue). The bar chart shows that EFL learners'
use ofexemplifiers differs from that ofprofessional writers in at least two ways. First, they do
not show preference for the same exemplifiers. Thus, unlike in BNC-AC-HUM, the most
frequent exemplifier in ICLE is the complex adverb for example (vs. such as in BNC-AC-
HUM). Second, frequencies of individual items may differ widely. Figures and log-likelihood
values for each corpus comparison are given in Table 6.15.
Figure 6.7: Exemplification in ICLE vs. BNC-AC-HUM
e ICLE • BNC-AC-HUM
Siepmann (2005) uses corpora ofprofessional academic writing compiled from the internet as comparable
corpora. Very few studieshave investigated the linguistic features of web-basedacademic texts but it is most
probable that the medium used influences the texts produced in terms oftheir level offormality, lexis, etc.
Table 6.15: Exemplification - comparisons based on total number of running words
ICLE BNC-AC-HUM LogL
Abs. Rel. Abs. Rel.
nouns • •
example 713 61.17 1285 38.68 91.56 (++)
example All 40.92 665 20.02 134,02 (^)
examples 230 19.73 620 18.66 0.52
*exemple '^" 4 0.34
*exampl 1 0.09
*examle 2 0.17
*exaple 1 0.09
illustration 17 1.46 77 2.3 3.29
illustration 16 1.37 63 1.9
illustrations 1 0.09 14 0.42
(BE) a case in point 10 0.86 18 0.5 1.29
TOTAL NOUNS 740 63.5 1380 41.5 83.55 (++)
verbs
illustrate 51 4.38 259 7.8 16.1 (-)
illustrate 29 2.49 97 2.92 0.59
illustrates 14 1.2 63 1.9 2.62
illustrated 8 0.69 84 2.52 17.73 (-)
illustrating 0 0 15 0.45 9.02
exemplify 5 0.43 79 2.38 23.09 (--)
exemplify 2 0.17 9 0.27 0.37
exemplifies 2 0.17 15 0.45 2.1
exemplified 1 0.09 53 1.6 24.62 (-)
exemplifying 0 0 2 0.03 1.2
TOTAL VERBS 56 4.8 338 10.2 32.14 (~)
prepositions
such as 489 41.96 1494 45 1.8
like 468 40.15 532 16 199.62 (4+)
TOTAL PREP. 957 82.1 2026 61 55.31 r-H-;
adverbs
for example 854 73.27 1263 38 206.97 (++)
for instance 344 29.51 609 18.33 47.33 (++)
e.g. 94 8.07 259 7.8 0.08
notably 5 0.43 77 2.32 22.13 (-)
to name but a few 3 0.26 4 0.12 0.93
by way of illustration 1 0.09 3 0.09 0
TOTAL ADVERBS 1301 111.6 2215 66.7 206.19 (++)
TOTAL 3054 262 5959 n9A 277.04 (++)
The 'word list' option ofWST4 (cf. section 4.4.2.1) was used to search for any misspelt form of the words
under study in ICLE.
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As shown in Table 6.15, EFL learners' overuse of the function of exemplification is
largely explained by their massive overuse of the complex adverbs for example '^^ ^ and for
instance^^^, the noun exampl '^^ '^ and the preposition like. By contrast, learners tend to make
little use of the verbs illustrate andexemplify and the adverb notably, which are underused in
ICLE. There is no significant difference in use of the preposition such as, the abbreviation
e.g, the nouns illustration and case in point and the expressions to name hut afew and by way
of illustration when comparisons are based on the total number of running words in each
corpus. Except for the preposition such as and the abbreviation e.g, these lexical items are
quite infrequent both in native and learner writing.
As explained in section 5.7, comparisons can also be based on the total number of
exemplifiers - which will represent 100% - rather than on the total number of running words
in each corpus. Corpus comparisons based on the total number of running words have shown
that the fiinction of exemplification is significantly more frequent in ICLE and that only four
lexical items are responsible for this massive overuse. Comparisons based onthe total number
of exemplifiers, by contrast, allow us to answer different research questions. They give
information on which lexical item(s) EFL learners prefer using any time they want to give an
example and in which proportion. As shown in Table 6.16, for example is selected by EFL
learners in 28% of the times they introduce an example.
Overuse offor example is also found in other learner populations suchas Japanese and Taiwanese learners
(cf. Narita and Sugiura 2006; Chen 2006).
The overuse offer instance has already been reported byGranger and Tyson (1996) for French learners and
Altenberg and Tapper (1998) for Swedish learners.
The relative frequencies offer instance and example arehigherthan in BNC-AC-HUM in mostlearner
corpora. When learner corpora are analyzed separately, however, the differences inuse are only significant for a
few learner populations. Aggregated frequencies thus also help revealing general though moderate overuse in
leamer corpora.
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Table 6.16: Exemplification - comparisons based on total number of exemplifiers
ICLE BNC-AC-HUM LogL
Abs. % Abs. %
-nouns • •• •
example 713 23.3% 1285 21.6% 2.87
illustration 17 0.56% 77 1.3% 11.65 (-)
(BE) a case in point 10 0.33% 18 0.3% 0.04
TOTAL NOUNS 740 24.2% 1380 23.2% 0.98
Verbs
illustrate 51 1.67% 259 4.35% 47.52 (--)
exemplify 5 0.16% 79 1.3% 38.29 (-)
TOTAL VERBS 56 1.8% 338 5.7% 78.77 (-)
Prepositions
such as 489 16% 1494 25% 79.47 (-)
like 468 15.3% 532 8.9% 71(++)
TOTAL PREP. 957 31.3% 2026 34% 4.37
Adverbs
for example 854 C 28%^ 1263 21.2% 38.33 (++)
for instance 344 lO^o 609 10.2% 2.06
e.g. 94 3% 259 4.35% 4.35
notably 5 0.16% 77 1.3% 36.88 (-)
to name but a few 3 0.09% 4 0.06% 0.24
by way of illustration 1 0.03% 3 0.05% 0.15
TOTAL ADVERBS 1301 42.6 2215 37.2% 15.04 (++)
TOTAL 3054 100% 5959 100%
Both methodologies highhght a clear overuse of the preposition like and the complex
adverbfor example, which represent 15.3% and 28% respectively of all exemplifiers in ICLE,
as opposed to 8.9% and 21.2% in BNC-AC-HUM (cf Table 6.16). As shown in Table 6.17,
results may also differ according to the methodology employed. The noun example has been
shown to be overused in ICLE when comparisons are made on the total number of running
words in each corpus. However, a comparison based on the total number of exemplifiers
suggests that EFL learners do not select the noun example significantly more often than
professional writers when they want to introduce an example (23.3% vs. 21.6%). Results also
indicate that more lexical items are significantly underused when percentages are compared.
In addition to illustrate, exemplify and notably, the noun illustration and the preposition such
as are proportionally less often selected by EFL learners than by professional writers to give
an example. This first broad picture of exemplifiers in learner and professional academic
writing points to EFL learners' limited repertoire of lexical items used to serve a specific
EAP function. This characteristic of learner writing is discussed in more detail in section
6.3.2.1.
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Table 6.17: Two methodologies for corpus comparisons
Lexical item Comparison based on total
number of running words
Comparison based on total
number of exemplifiers
example ++ /
illustration /
(be) a case in point / /
TOTAL NOUNS ++ /
illustrate
~ —
exemplify ~
TOTAL VERBS
~ —
such as /
like ++ ++
TOTAL PREPOSITIONS ++ /
for example ++ ++
for instance ++ /
e.g. , / /
notably
— —
to name but a few / /
by way of illustration / /
TOTAL ADVERBS ++ • ++
EFL learners' use of the exemplificatory prepositions such as and like reveals learners'
lack of register-awareness. Learners overuse the preposition like, which is less typical of
academic writing, irrespective of its various functions. Bycomparison, theyunderuse such as,
which can be described as EAP-specific. Figure 6.8 shows the relative frequencies per
1,000,000 words of like and such as in four main genres of the British National Corpus,
namely academic writing, fiction, newspaper texts and speech as well as in ICLE. The
preposition like is much more frequent than such as in speech '^^ ^, fiction, news and learner
writing but is less frequent in academic prose. By contrast, such as is more frequently used in
academic prose. Learner writing can thus be paralleled with more informal genres such as
conversation or fiction as far as the use of the prepositions like and such as is concerned.
145 See Miller and Weinert (1995), Siegel (2002) and Biber etal (1999:562) for specific functions oflike in
speech. SeeMiiller (2005; 197-228) for an analysis of likeas a discourse marker.
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Figure 6.8: The prepositions 'like' and 'sucli as' across registers
Academic Fiction News Speecli Learner
writing writing
i]like Bsuch as
Similarly, a large proportion of EFL learner populations make repeated use of the mono-
lexemic unit for instance. The use of this textual phraseme in professional writing, however,
differs significantly from that offor example both in terms of frequency and register. Figure
6.9 shows that 77% of all instances offor example in the BNC are found in the academic sub-
corpus. Comparatively, only 59% of the occurrences offor instance appear in academic prose
while 30% are found in more informal genres such as speech and fiction.
Figure 6.9: Distribution of the conjuncts 'for example' and 'for instance' across registers (BNC)
for exatfqfle for instance
sAcademic writing aNews • Fiction nSpeecii
Lack ofregister-awareness manifests itself in a number ofways in learner academic writing.
Examples include:
• Overuse ofmore informal linguistic features (e.g. the preposition like),
• Underuse of words and phrasemes that are typical of academic discourse (e.g. the
adverb notably - cf Figure 6.10 the verbs illustrate and exemplify).
Register-related learner specificities will be the focus of section 6.3.2.2.
Figure6.10: Distribution of the adverb 'notably' across genres
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o 30
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The phraseology of EAP words can also be a primary source of learners' difficulties in
academic writing. One ofthe main advantages ofusing a noun rather than the complex adverb
for example and/or instance to give an example is that the use of a noun allows the writer to
quahfy the example with an adjective (cf. section 6.2.1.2). Only 18% of the adjective co-
occurrents (types) of the noun example in ICLE, however, are significant co-occurrents in
BNC-AC-HUM (see Table 6.18). A quarter of the adjective co-occurrents of example in
learner writing do not appear in the 100-million word BNC (cf Table 6.19). A large
proportion of these adjectives have been described by our native informant as forming
awkward co-occurrences with example as illustrated inthe following sentences:
6.68. The story ofCinderelia is one more impermissible example. Cinderelia is a neglected
child, andonce again the step-family is the guiltyparty. (ICLE-DU)
6.69. Forexample a dislikedpolitician will be shot through such a zoom as to expose his
ugly bits. Which may mostprobably influence ourfeeling towards him. We all know
thousands ofsuch manipulative examples. (ICLE-PO)
6.70. This mere exampleproves that the ideal union people dream of is notyet a total
reality : national conflicts are still at work, every nation defends its owninterests before
fightingfor those of"the group " theyjoined. (ICLE-FR)
6.71. The opposite example is (theformer?) USSR, where the union was imposed by a
centralpower without real approbation ofthestates and againstpeople's will. (ICLE-FR)
6.72. Ofcourse, that was an overstatedexample, extreme, so to speak. (ICLE-RU)
Table 6.18: Significant adjectives co-occurrents of the noun 'example' in ICLE
Adjective freq. Adjective :/'freqC4
good 77 excellent 4
extreme 12 typical 3
above 8 classic 2
clear 8 interesting 2
striking 7 numerous 2
simple 6 outstanding 1
well-known 5
Table 6.19: Adjectives co-occurrents of the noun 'example' in ICLE not found in BNC
Adjective freq. Adjective freq.
big 2 manipulative 1
warning 2 mere 1
absolute 1 model 1
bright 1 opposite 1
cruel 1 overstated 1
present day 1 polemic 1
evident 1 hair raising 1
frightening 1 striring 1
impermissible 1 upsetting 1
Similarly, only 23% of the verbs (types) that are used with example in ICLE are significant
co-occurrents of the noun in BNC-AC-HUM (see Table 6.20). 11% of the verb co-occurrents
(types) of the noun example in ICLE do not appear in the whole BNC. They are listed in
Table 6.21. Like adjective co-occurrents, several of these verbs form awkward co-occurrences
with the noun example-.
6.73. In a*new society* made with less inequality, less poverty and more socialjustice we
would notfind the same quantity ofcrime that wefind in our society. I can make the
example ofNaples: here there is everyday an incredible lot ofcrimes. (ICLE-IT)
6.74. Their understanding ofthe outside world differs. It originates in dissimilar climate,
life-style, social organization, political and economical stability ofthe country. To glide
into an extreme example, unequality appears even between people living in towns and
villages. (ICLE-CZ)
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6.75. The rules ofthe roadyou have to learn to passyour driving license areplastered with
examples ofchildren who cross the roadunexpectedly, running aftera ball. (ICLE-GE)
Table6.20: Significant verb co-occurrent fypes of the noun 'example' in ICLE
i Leift co-occurrents :s Riglit cd-bccurrents
Verb freq. freq.
be 162 be 119
take 36 show 31
give 28 illustrate 15
find 10 concern 2
show 10 suggest 1
serve 4 suffice 1
illustrate 3
provide 2
cite 2
consider 1
TOTAL 258 : TOTAL 169
i-occurrent types of the noun 'example' in ICLE not found
! Left co-occurrehts Right co-occurrents
Verb freq. :Verb--:::;::;:..;-.:i--^ freq.
culminate into 1 say 1
glide into 1 reinforce 1
state 1 criticize 1
plaster with 1 point out 1
derive 1 express 1
write 1
help as 1
appear 1
:;T0TAL;;;::; TOTAL
The copular be is the most frequent left and right co-occurrent of the noun example in
learner wnting. Stems and rhemes with the verb be are significantly more frequent in learner
writing than in professional academic writing (see Table 6.22). These results differ markedly
from those reported in Paquot (to appear) in which French, Spanish, Italian and German
learners were shown to underuse stems and rhemes with the verb be. Such a difference may
be explained by a difference in comparable corpus type: unlike in this thesis, the comparable
corpus used in Paquot (to appear) is a corpus ofnative student essays. We will discuss learner
vs. native student writing differences in section 6.3.3.
Table 6.22: 'example' and 'be' in ICLE and BNC-AC-HUM
be + example example + be '•^^TOTAliV^ Rel. freq. LogL
ICLE 162 (57.65%) 119 (42.35%) 281 24.1 199.76
(++)BNC-AC-HUM 139 (62.3%) 84 (37.7%) 223 6.71
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Table 6.23 shows that the structure there + be + example is more frequently used in learner
writing. It is used in the 10 learnercorpora as illustrated in the following, sentence:
6.76. There is the exampleofGreatBritain wherea professional army costs less than, for
example, the French army based on conscription. (ICLE-RU)
Table 6.23: 'There/Here + BE + example' in ICLE
There + BE example LogL
Abs. freq. Rel. freq.
34.52 (++)ICLE 31 [11%! 2.66
BNC-AC-HUM 15 ri.2%1 0.45
In professional academic writing, the verb take is mainly used in sentence-initial
exemplificatory infinitive clauses with the noun example (cf example 6.77), a pattern which
is very infrequent in ICLE. EFL learners prefer using the verb take in active structures
introduced by the personal pronoun I (ex. 6.78) or in 1®' person pliiral imperative sentences
(ex. 6.79).
6.11. To take one example, at the beginning oftheproject seven committeeswere
established, each consistingofabout sixpeople, to investigate one ofa range of
competing architecturalpossibilities. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.78. I can take the example ofthe "Societe Generale de Belgique" which is directed by
"Suez". (ICLE-FR)
6.79. Let's take the example ofpainting. (ICLE-'F'R)
Learners use the verb have in the same structures as take to introduce an example as
illustrated in sentences 6.80 and 6.81. The imperative sentence, however, was judged to be
awkward by our native informant.
6.80. Let us have an example - an extract out ofthefamous Figaro's soliloquy: There is a
liberty ofthepress in Madrid now, so that I can write about anything I like, providing I
will have it checked by two or three censors and an condition that I will not write against
the government and religion. (ICLE-CZ)
6.81. / have a good example in myfamily. (ICLE-PO)
Interestingly, the verb have and the 1®' person plural imperative let's are not significant left
co-occurrents of example in BNC-AC-HUM but they are in BNC-SPOKEN. The verb have is
often used with an inclusive we as subject (ex. 6.82); let's is typically used with the verb take
+ example (cf sentence 6.83).
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6.82. Er inrelation to existing employment sites er andMrLaycock referred to National
Power, erm there we have an example of the attitude that the the council is taking
towards the the re-use ofemployment sites. (BNC-SPOKEN)
6.83. Let's take the example ofa cooker. (BNC-SPOKEN)
The verb give is the most significant co-occurrent of the noun example in BNC-SPOKEN. It
is used in questions and 1''person plural imperative sentences (examples 6.84 and 6.85), two
patterns that are not found in BNC-AC-HUM despite the fact that the verb is also a significant
co-occurrent of example in academic prose. By contrast, 1®' person plural imperative
sentences with the verb give appear in ICLE (example 86).
6.84. Can you give an example when you saythat the law isdesigned? (BNC-SPOKEN)
6.85. Let megiveyou some examples. (BNC-SPOKEN)
6.86. Letmegive you oneexample - appaling shotsfrom the warin ex-Yugoslavia that we
can see nearly every day. (ICLE-CZ)
In summary, verb co-occurrents of the noun example provide strong evidence for the genre-
bound nature of phrasemes'^ ^. They also suggest that EFL learners sometimes select verb
co-occurrents of the noun example that are more typical of speech and other more informal
text types, which can be interpreted as further indication of their lack ofregister awareness.
Differences in phraseological or lexico-grammatical preferences can often be revealed
by patterns of overuse and underuse of word forms. Thus, the different forms of the verbs
illustrate and exemplify are not allunderused in learner writing. Table 6.24 shows thatthetwo
verbs are underused in their —ed form only. This underuse corresponds to an underuse of the
passive constructions BE illustrated by/in (example 6.87) and BE exemplified by/in (example.
6.88), the past participle exemplified following a noim phrase (example 6.89) and the patterns
as illustrated/exemplified by/in (example 6.90):
6.87. The contrast between the conditions on the coast andin the interior is illustrated by
the climatic statisticsfor two stations less than 30km (18.5 miles) apart. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
Otherverb co-occurrents that are quite frequentin BNC-SPOKEN but not found in BNC-AC-HUM are the
vexhs get ziid think.
- So we've gotsome examples here ofsomepatterns thatwe want to learn using the Ntuple method andtuple
and tuple. (BNC-SPOKEN)
-Again think ofthe example oferm erm a social club you know, relationships between members, although they
may be close andintimate andfriendly andall that, arenot the same as a relationship between members ofa
family. (BNC-SPOKEN)
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6.88. Theassociation of this material with the clerk is clearly exemplifiedby Chaucer's
Wife ofBath'sfifth husband, the clerkJankyn, who, in the Wife ofBath's Prologue, reads
antifeminist material to herfrom his book "Valerie and Theofraste". (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.89. Piaget's claim that thinking is a kindofinternalizedaction, exemplified in the
assimilation-accommodation theory ofinfantlearning mentionedabove, is really a global
assumption in search ofsome refined, detailed and testableexpression. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.90. He assumed, without argument, thatscience, as exemplified byphysics, issuperior to
forms ofknowledge that do not share its methodological characteristics. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
Table 6.24: 'illustrate' and 'exemplify' in ICLE
IC]LE BNC-AC-HUM LogL
verbs Abs. freq. Rel. freq. Abs. freq. Rel, freq.
illustrate 51 4.38 259 7.8 16.1 (-)
illustrate 29 2.49 97 2.92 0.59
illustrates 14 1.2 63 1.9 2.62
illustrated 8 0.69 84 2.52 17.73 (-)
illustrating 0 0 15 0.45 9.02
exemplify 5 0.43 79 2.38 23.09 (-)
exemplify 2 0.17 9 0.27 0.37
exemplifies 2 0.17 15 0.45 2.1
exemplified 1 0.09 53 1.6 24.62 (-)
exemplifying 0 0 2 0.03 1.2
The verb illustrate is, more often used with human subjects (11.76%) in learner writing, and
more specifically with the personal pronoun /:
6.91. / would like to illustrate that by means ofsome examples which, as you will see, are
very diverse; ...QCLE-jyU)
6.92. In the worst casespeople decide to suicide. I can illustrate that by a real example.
(ICLE-CZ)
It is also frequently used in sentence-initial infinitive clauses (13.72%):
6.93. To illustrate the truth ofthis, one has only to mention people's dissapointment (sic)
when realizing how little value has the time spent at university.(lCL'ESV)
6.94. To illustrate thispoint, it would be interesting to compare our situation with the
(ICLE-FR)
Like in professional academic writing, the phraseme case in point is very rarely used in
learner writing. When used, however, the expression sometimes appears in lexico-
grammatical patterns that are not found in native professional writing, e.g. in an infinitive
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clause with theverb take (sentence 6.95) or determined by a definite article and followed by a
that-c\2cu&Q (sentence 6.96).
6.95. However, wars always breakoutfor economical reasons; For example, thefirst world
war, to take a case in point, did not start because the murder or archduke Frank
Ferdinand, heir ofAutro-Hungary; that was onlythe straw that broke the camel's back.
(ICLE-SP)
6.96. Professional observers seesome even deeper danger in the emerging situation. A
great number ofchildren spendmore and more time watching television. They take into
consideration the behaviourpatterns offilm stars, theywant to be like them. The case in
point is that little children learn how to smoke how to drinkhow to becunning and clever
andget roundthe adults. Film stars are usually very attractive and it'snot a surprise that
children Want tofollow them. (ICLE-RU)
EFL learners' phraseological and lexico-grammatical specificities or infelicities will be
discussed in detail in section 6.3.2.3.
EFL learners may also experience difficulty with semantic features of single words and
phrasemes. For example, they sometimes use the abbreviation i.e. instead of e.g. as an
exempHficatory discourse marker (examples 6.97 to 6.100). The abbreviation i.e., however,
should only beused as a synonym of 'thatis' to reformulate byparaphrasing or clarifying (cf
Appendix 6.1e).
6.97. The states mostly tend to solve theirpoliticproblems inapeaceful way {*i.e. [e.g.] the
split of Czechfederation or theunification ofGermany). (ICLE-CZ)
6.98. Oneof the examples that makes thispoint is related to children's toys, because
nowadays childrenplaywith technological toys (*i.e.: [e.g.] video games), andthese toys
do notlet the children develop their imagination and, in many cases, they are so inactive
thatplayingwith these toys does notpermitphysical exercise. (ICLE-SP)
6.99. In English every type ofessay *i.e. [e.g.] definition, cause andeffect, comparison and
contrast, argumentative etc. is ruled by its own conventions. (ICLE-PO)
6.100. It might seem absurd, but manyprogressive social changes (*ue. [e.g.] an increase of
individual liberty) may leadtofurther increase ofcrime. (ICLE-RU)
Learners also sometimes use as in lieu of the complex preposition such as (examples 6.101 to
6.105). It should be noted, however, that this erroneous use is more frequently found in
learner populations with Romance mother tongue backgrounds (see chapter 7 for a discussion
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of the potential influence of the mother tongue on the use of single words and phrasemes that
serve specific rhetorical or organizational functions).
6.101. Thus soldiers learned mostly badhabits *as [such as] smoking, drinking (ifpossible)
and being lazy in their leisure time. (ICLE-CZ)
6.102. In addition to thefamiliarsubjects *as[such as] reading, writing and mathematics,
time should bereservedfor making children conscious ofthefact thatthere ismore to life
than the things we see. (ICLE-DU)
6.103. There shouldbeparticular institutionsfor those who are mentally alienated *as [such
as] the rapists, othersfor theyoungpeople, etc. (ICLE-FR)
6.104. In this essay I would like toshow how, in my opinion, crime is causedby a
predisposition ofthe individuals and how, ofcourse, otherfactors *as [such as] society,
culture andpolitics can influence this natural inclination. (ICLE-IT)
6.105. Anotherproofwill be the role that imagination plays in all theArts *as [such as]
Literature, Music and Painting. (ICLE-SP)
The adverb namely is also sometimes misused in EFL learner writing where it is used instead
of notably or another exemplifier as illustrated in examples 6.106 and 6.107.
6.106. Thisnew wave ofrevolting trivial events is all the more worryingsince it is linkedto a
rise ofthesmall delinquance, implying a gerenalised climate ofterror and a total mistrust
ofthe citizens towardsthepoliceforces and the law, bothaccused ofall vices and
*namely [(most) notably] ofbeing too lax with those evils. (ICLE-FR)
6.107. Nodoubt they are important to us but it is also obvious that theprogress and the
amazing or, as it is sometimessaid, appalling results do notproduce those qualities that
are characteristic only to humanbeings, and *namely-: love, harmony with nature,
kindness andsoonandsoforth . [most notably love, harmony with nature andkindness]
(ICLE-RU)
This confusion is relatively common and is even found on websites devoted to English
connectors as illustrated in Figure 6.11.
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Figure 6.11: The treatment of 'namely' on websites devoted to Englisli connectors
Pour dormerdes exemples For instance (par exemple).
For example (par exemple)
Such as (tel que)
Like (comme)
Namely (c'est-a-dire)
Above all (surtout)
http ://perso•orange.fr/frat.st.paul/Mots-outils.htm
un exemple : utilisezfor example,for instance, in other words, inparticular,
namely, to illustrate, etc.
Iittp://pages.usherbrooke.ca/notabene/clironiaues/cleanglaise/cleanglaise2003-
2004.htm
More generally, namely is very often misused in learner vi'riting and it is not always clear
what learners mean when they use this adverb:
6.108. Because the campus consists ofmodern buildings, built closely together, it is no more
than a ten minute's -walk to get whereyou need to befor lectures and seminars. All the
academicfacilities are ?namelylocatedon the maincampus. (ICLE-DU)
6.109. Why, then, so manypeople object togaymarriages and, at thesame time, yearnfor
equality? It is ?namelyjust equality whatgay marriages are about, isn't it? (ICLE-FI)
6.110. We strivefor a multiplex societywhere even the tiniestminority is allowedto live
accordingto its belives and convictions. On the otherhand, thefreedom ofspeech is
restrictedfor the same reasons. ?Namely, it is difficult to think how theFinnish Jews
couldlive a balancedand equal life, if theanti-Semitic circleswere openly allowed to
spread their truths. Censorship isfreedom. (ICLE-FI)
6.111. The efforts made bythefirms are obvious. They ?namely create replacement
products: theyreplace thegas in the aerosols and so we have ozone-friendly aerosols, ...
(ICLE-FR)
6.112. Reluctance to eventuallyjoin The Common Market is ?namely causedbyfear,
disbelieves, inferiority complex, short-sightedness or even nationalistic andxenophobic
tendencies.(ICLE-VO)
6.113. Thefirstpossible answer is that theoretically allhumans are equal, but inpractice
some are more equeal, ?namely: some are more common, notso notable, thanafew
being on the /op.(ICLE-SP)
More examples of semantic misuse are illustrated and discussed in section 6.3.2.4.
Another explanation for the general overuse of the function of exemplification in leamer
writing may also be that exemplifiers are repeatedly used when they are superfluous,
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redundant or even when other rhetorical fimctions should be made explicit. Sentence 6.114 is
an example of a superfluous exemplificatory discourse marker^"^^:
6.114. On the one hand, there is always a slight connection between sports andpolitics. At
internationalsport events like worldchampionships or Olympics athletescan only
participate as representatives oftheir country. Thusfor example, before all international
football matches the national anthemsof the teams are played. Thesame is truefor
victory ceremonies at Olympics. (ICLE-GE)
In sentence 6.115, the logical relation between the two sentences is a causal link that is left
implicit while an unnecessary exemplifier is used:
6.115. I described there onlysome examplesfrom the great number ofcriminal offences.
Aftersomeyears many ofthose criminals will be setfree because oftheir relatively mild
punishment. Theyhadfor example youthful age. (Youthfulage - by the way in contrast to
thepunishment of16 years old boys in our country, who got offwith the lightpunishment,
in England were recently sentenced two 10 years old boysfor murder ofa 3 years old boy
to the lifelongpunishment!) (ICLE-CZ)
Section 6.3.2.5 will focus on the redundant use of lexical items that serve rhetorical or
organizational functions as well as on learners' tendency to clutter up their texts with too
many logical devices.
EFL learners' use of exemplifiers also differs from native professional writers with
respect to their sentence position. Unlike in BNC-AC-HUM, sentence-initial position of the
complex adverbsfor example andfor instance is clearly favoured in ICLE:
6.116. But there are actually a number ofthings we all can do that make a difference. For
example, there ought to be information about different ways to save electricity. (ICLE-
SW)
6.117. There were a lot ofwars due to the religion. For instance, England has always been
divided according to the kind ofreligion in which a person believed. (ICLE-SP)
The two complex adverbs are also repeatedly found at the end of a sentence in ICLE (7.14%
of the occurrences offor example and 8.4% of the occurrences offor instance), a position
which is rare in academic professional writing (for example = 1.6%;for instance = 1.3%):
Note that this type of redundant use is not rare in speech.
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6.118. Letushave a goodlook at televisionfor example. (ICLE-POLISH)
6.119. Furthermore thepsyche surpassed the nature ofcosmic allegorism, which involved
the representation ofthunderstorm asaperformance ofthe godZeusfor example. (ICLE-
DUTCH)
6.120. They only want an easy to operate camera, a Single Use Camerafor instance. (ICLE-
DU)
6.121. Ifindthepronunciation ofEnglish much more difficult than the pronunciation of
Italian,for instance. (ICLE-POLISH)
Aspects of sentence position are dealt with in section 6.3.2.6. Section 6.3.2.7 briefly
comments on other leamer-specific features such as spelling andpunctuation errors.
In section 6.3.1, we argued that AKL lexical items and their phraseological patterns
should definitely be taught to EFL learners. Learner corpus data reviewed here support this
claim as each ofthese lexical items presents one or more leamer-specific features. Examples
include semantic misuse ofthe adverb notably and ofthe abbreviation e.g., sentence position
of the adverbs for example and for instance and leamer-specific phraseological use of the
noun example and the verbs illustrate and exemplify. It was also argued that, apart from
leamers' proficiency level, the pedagogical relevance of the other lexical items - the
preposition like, the nouns illustration and case in point and the expressions to name but afew
and by way ofillustration - clearly depends on whether leamers aheady use these exemplifiers
and howthey use them. Learner corpus data suggest that:
• A word ofcaution is needed against the heavy use of the preposition like-,
• The noun illustration should be taught to advanced leamer as it is imdemsed in ICLE;
• The specific lexico-grammatical patterns ofcase in point should also be taught as this
phraseme is repeatedly used in 'unidiomatic' patterns.
More pedagogical implications of leamer corpus-based findings will be considered in
section 6.4.
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6.3.2. EAP vocabulary and general interlanguage features
Comparisons of the other four functions that were analyzed in native and learner writing
cannot be provided in similar detail. Instead, this section focuses on the general interlanguage
features, that emerge from these analyses, which fall into six categories: aspects of overuse
and underuse and the range of EFL learners' lexical repertoire, lack of register-awareness,
phraseological infelicities, semantic misuse of connectors and abstract nouns, clusters of
connectives and sentence position of connectors. A synthesis of quantitative results for 5
functions - exemplification, expressing cause and effect, comparing and contrasting,
expressing a concession and reformulating - is given in Appendices 6.1a to 6.1e. The
figures and examples presented in this section are based on these appendices, which the reader
is encouraged to refer to for absolute and relative frequencies as well as percentages of each
lexical item in both ICLE and BNC-AC-HUM and log-likelihood values for corpus
comparisons.
6.3.2.1. Limited lexical repertoire
Several studies have argued that EFL learners are not equipped with the lexical repertoire
necessary for writing academic texts (cf. section 1.4.2). An analysis of learners' use of the
EAP-specific words that constitute the Academic Keyword List (AKL) further supports this
view. Table 6.25 shows that almost 50% of AKL words are underused in ICLE, a percentage
that rises up to 52.1% for nouns and 56.3% for adverbs. By contrast, the percentage of
overused AKL words in learner academic writing is only 21.4%. The largest proportions of
overused items are found in nouns and in the category 'other' which includes prepositions,
conjunctions, determiners, etc.
Table 6.25; Tht Academic Keyword List m ICLE
overused no statistical difference underused
nouns 86 [24.2%] 84 [23.7%] 185 [52.1%] [100%]
verbs 40 [17.2%] 93 [39.9%] 100 [42.9] [100%]
adiectives 34 [18.9%] 59 [32.8%] 87 [48.3%] [100%]
adverbs 16 [18.4%] 22 [25.3%] 49 [56.3%] [100%]
other 21 [28%] 21 [28%] 33 [44%] [100%]
TOTAL 199 r21.4%l 277 [29.8%1 454 [48.8%1 flOO%l
Table 6.26 gives examples of overused and underused AKL words in ICLE. It might be
accepted as a general tendency that "learner usage tends to amplify the high frequencies and
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dimmish the low ones" (Lorenz 1999b:59). For example, overused items such as the noims
idea and problem, the verbs be and become and the adjectives difficult and important are very
frequent words in general English (relative frequencies higher than 200 occurrences per
million words in the whole BNC). Conversely, underused items such as the nouns hypothesis
and validity, the verbs exemplify and advocate, the adverbs conversely and ultimately and the
prepositions as opposed to and in the light of are much less frequent in English (relative
frequencies lower than 30 occurrences per million words in the wholeBNC).
Thepicture, however, appears to be more complex than Lorenz's quote suggests. Not all
high frequencies are amplified in EFL learner writing. Many frequent wordsare underused
in ICLE, e.g. the noims argument, difference and effect, the verbs argue and explain, the
adjectives likely and significant and the adverbs generally andparticularly (in bold in Table
6.26). Key function words such as between, in, by, and of are quite representative of the
nominal style of academic texts (cf section 1.2) and of the fact that 60% of all noun phrases
in academic prose have a modifier (cf. Biber 2006; Appendix 1.1). However, these highly
frequent prepositions are underused in ICLE, a fact that can be related to EFL learners'
tendency to avoid prepositional noun phrase postmodification (cf Aarts and Granger 1998;
Meimier 2000: 279). The preposition despite is underused while its much less frequent
synonym, irrespective of genres, i.e. the complex preposition in spite of, is overused in learner
writing (cf. Figure 6.12). In addition, words such as the noun disadvantage, the verbs
participate and solve and the adverbs consequently and moreover (underlined in Table 6.26)
are overused although they appear with frequencies lower than 50 occurrences per million
words in the BNC.
Words which appear with a relative frequency higher than 100 occurrences permillion words in the whole
BNC.
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Table 6.26: Examples of overused and underused AKL words
overused
advantage, aim, benefit, change,
choice, conclusion, consequence,
degree, disadvantage, example,fact,
idea, influence, possibility, problem,
reality, reason, risk, solution, stress
aim, allow, avoid, be, become, cause,
choose, concern, consider, consist,
contribute, create, deal, depend,
develop, exist, improve, increase,
influence, participate, prove, solve.
study, treat, use
common, different, difficult,
important, interesting, main,
necessary, obvious, possible,
practical, real, special, true, useful
also, consequently, especially,
extremely, however, mainly, more,
moreover, often, only, secondlv.
successfully, therefore
according to, because, due to, during,
each, for, less, many, or, same,
several, some, than, this
underused
addition, argument, assumption, basis,
bias, comparison, concept, contrast,
criterion, difference, effect, emphasis,
evidence, extent, form, hypothesis, issue,
outcome, perspective, position, scope,
sense, summary, theme, theory, validity
adopt, advocate, argue, assert, assess,
assume, cite, comprise, conduct, contrast,
define, derive, describe, emphasise,
enhance, ensure, examine, exemplify,
explain, highlight, indicate, note,
propose, reflect, reveal, specify, suggest,
view, yield
adequate, appropriate, comprehensive,
critical, detailed, explicit, extensive,
inherent, likely, major, misleading,
parallel, particular, prime, relative,
representative, significant, similar,
subsequent, substantial, unlikely
adequately, conversely, effectively,
essentially, generally, hence,
increasingly, largely, notably, originally,
particularly, potentially, previously,
primarily, readily, relatively, similarly,
specifically, subsequently, ultimately
although, an, as opposed to, between, by,
despite, from, given that, in, in relation
to, in response to, in terms of, in the light
of, including, its, latter, of, prior to,
provided, rather than, subject to, the, to,
unlike, upon, which
Figure 6.12: 'despite' and 'in spite of across genres
Academic
writing
Fiction
• despite • in spite of
Learner
writing
The amphfication ofa restricted set oflow frequencies in learner writing may be partly
explained by teaching-induced factors as overused words such as consequently, moreover and
secondly appear in the long and undifferentiated lists of connectors usually provided by
EFL/EAP teaching materials (cf section 6.4.1). This situation may be compounded by
problems ofsemantic misuse, e.g. moreover, on the contrary (cf. section 6.3.2.4). Underuse of
frequent, but semantically specialized, words probably stems from learners' tendency to rely
heavily on all-purpose, general words where more precise vocabulary should be used (cf
Petch-Tyson 1999; Caldwell 2002). Another tentative explanation may be that EFL learners
do not amplify any type ofhigh frequencies but those of words that are highly frequent in
speech. As argued byBaayen et al (2006), "the complexity ofthe frequency variable has been
underestimated" and it may be that more emphasis should be placed on the explanatory
potential of spoken frequency counts. Underused words such as argument, issue, assume,
indicate, appropriate, and particularly are quite frequent in general Enghsh, i.e. the whole
BNC, but their frequencies decrease significantly when the conversation component is
analyzed separately.
In section 6.3.1, it was shown that, although they generally overuse exemplifiers, EFL
learners make littleuse of a number of EAP-specific lexical means such as the verbs illustrate
and exemplify or the adverb notably. They rely instead on arestricted lexical repertoire mainly
composed of the complex adverbs for example and for instance, the noun example and the
preposition like. The same conclusion holds for learners' use of cause and effect lexical
items, which is compared with that ofnative professional writers in Appendix 6.1b. Broadly
speaking, learners overuse logical links of cause and effect in their argumentative essays. This
overuse, however, does not affect all grammatical categories. When corpus comparisons are
based on the total number of running words in each corpus, it seems to be generally
attributable to adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions. The categories of nouns, verbs and
adjectives do not display significant patterns of overuse or underuse. When frequencies are
measured against the total number of 'cause and effect' lexical items, by contrast, only
prepositions and conjunctions are significantly overused while nouns and verbs are underused
(cf. Table 6.27). This means that, compared to professional writers, EFL learners prefer using
prepositions, conjunctions and, to a lesser extent, adverbs, to the detriment of nouns and
verbs when they need to express a cause or an effect.
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Table 6.27: Expressing a cause or an effect in ICLE: grammatical categories
Absolute freq. / total
freq. in corpus
% of 'cause and effect'
lexical items
nouns
ni4.
—
verbs n ~
adjectives n n
adverbs ++ n
prepositions ++ ++
conjunctions ++ ++
Table 6.28 shows that, even though EFL learners prefer using prepositions, conjunctions
and adverbs to express a cause or an effect, not all individual connectors are overused in
learner writing. Thus, the overuse of conjunctions largely stems j&om learners' marked
preference for because, which represents 19.92% of all 'cause and effect' markers in ICLE.
Lorenz (1999b) examines the use of causal links in essays written by 16-to-18-year-old
German learners and German undergraduates and describes the marked overuse of the
conjunction because as a 'wild-card use'. He argues that "[i]f a linguistic element is used as
an all-purpose wild card, that usage is bound to include a number of instances of over-
extension^^". In other words, it can be expected that learners may disregard target-language
restrictions which are not that obvious, or even accounted for in the standard grammars, but
which are nevertheless observed by the native speakers. Such 'simplification' is one of the
most fi-equently cited features of learner language" (Lorenz 1999b;60-61).
Several of the overused lexical items are hugely overused in learner writing. The
adverb so represents 11.48% of the 'cause and effect' lexical items used by learners while it
only accounts for 7.2% of those in professional writing. Other examples of 'lexical teddy
bears' (cf Hasselgren 1994) or 'pet' (cf Tanko 2004) discourse markers are the prepositions
because ofand due to. In their study of expressions of doubt and certainty, Hyland and Milton
(1997) have reported similar findings: Cantonese learners use a more limited range of
epistemic modifiers, with the ten most frequently used items {will, may, think, would, always,
usually, know, infact, actually, and probably) accounting for 75% of the total.
'n' = no significant difference in use;= undemse; '++' = overuse
My emphasis.
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Table 6.28: Cause and effect; overuse and underuse per grammatical categories (based on Appendix 6.1b)
overuse no statistical
difference
underuse TOTAL
nouns
2 [18.9%! 4 [36.7%] 5 [45.4%]
11
[100%]root'^',
consequence
cause, factor, reason,
result
source, origin, effect,
outcome, implication
verbs
1 [5.9%] 3 [17.6%] 13 [76.5%]
n
[100%]
cause bring about, contribute
to, lead to
generate, give rise to,
induce, prompt, stem,
provoke, result in,
yield, arise, derive,
emerge, follow, trigger
adjectives 0 1 [50%] 1 [50%] 2[100%]responsible (for) consequent
adverbs
4 [40%] 2 [20%] 4 [40%]
10
[100%]
consequently, as a
result, as a
consequence, so
therefore, in
consequence
accordingly, thus,
hence, thereby
prepositions
3 [27.3%] 6 [54.5%] 2 [18.2%]
11
[100%]
because of, due to,
thanks to
as a result of, owing to,
as a consequence of, on
the grounds of, in
consequence of, on
account of
in view of, in (the) light
of.
conjunctions
2 [40%] 0 3 [60%]
5
[100%]because, this/that is
why
for, so that, on the
grounds that
TOTAL
12 [21.4%] 16 [28.6%] 28 [50%] 56
[100%!
On the other hand, 50% of the lexical means which serve to express a cause or an effect
in native professional writing are underused in ICLE. While underuse is found in all
grammatical categories, proportions vary significantly. Nouns and verbs constitute a large
proportion of the lexical means available to express a cause or an effect in academic prose.
However, 64.3% of them are underused in ICLE (e.g. the nouns source, effect and implication
and the verbs induce, result in, yield, arise, emerge and stemfrom). This may be explainedby
teaching-induced factors as lexical cohesion has been largely neglected in teaching materials,
i.e. textbooks and more particularly grammars, where the focus has generally been on
adverbial connectors (cf. section 6.4.1).
An analysis of the lexical items which serve to express a comparison or a contrast in
academic prose shows that the proportion of underuse is also quite high in this function. Table
6.29 reports that almost half of all 'comparison and contrast' items are underused. Like for
The noun 'root' is most probablyoverusedin ICLE becauseit appears in an essayprompt givento EFL
learners, "In the words of the old song: "Money is the root of all evil", which is often re-used in learner texts.
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'cause and effect' lexical items, the proportion of underuse varies significantly. Nouns and
adjectives account for 59% of all underused 'comparison and contrast' lexical items, e.g.
resemblance, similarity, contrast, similar, distinct, and unlike. The proportion of overuse is
relatively low. In addition, overused items include words and phrasemes that are more
fi-equent in speech (e.g. look like, in the same way) (cf. section 6.3.2.2) as well as commonly
misused expressions such as on the contrary (cf section 6.3.2.4). Unlike for 'cause and
effect' lexical items, overused 'comparison and contrast' lexical items do not make up for the
underused ones and the function is underused in learner writing.
In summary, it appears that EFL learners tend to rely heavily on a restricted set of
hugely overused adverbs, prepositions or conjunctions to estabUsh text cohesion. Logical
links can also be provided by nouns (cf the concept of 'labelling' explained in section
1.3.2.2), verbs and adjectives, which often account for a large proportion of the lexical
strategies used to serve a specific rhetorical or organizational fiinction in professional
academic prose. These cohesive devices, however, do not seem to be readily accessible to
upper-intermediate to advanced EFL learners'", which is not particularly surprising as lexical
cohesion has generally been neglected in teaching materials. Tables 6.28 and 6.29 provide
useful information about learners' particular needs and have been used to inform academic
writing sections (cf section 6.4.3). They could also be used to develop vocabulary building
exercises.
In this section, the breadth of EFL learners' lexical repertoire has been examined in
terms of the proportion of overused and underused AKL single words and mono-lexemic
units used to serve a specific rhetorical or organizational function. It should be stressed that
the limited nature of EFL learners' lexical repertoire also stems from a restricted use of
phrasemes and lexico-grammatical patterns typically found in professional academic prose
(cf Flowerdew 1998 and 2003), which will be discussed in section 6.3.2.3.
It should be noted that these findings are not restricted to EFL learners and that English as a Second
Language (ESL) speakers have been reported to experience the same difficulty (cf. Hinkel 2002 and section
1.4.2).
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Table 6.29: Comparison and contrast: overuse and underuse per grammatical categories (based on
Appendix 6.1c)
overuse no statistical
difference
underuse TOTAL
nouns
0 5 [33.33%] 10 [66.67%]
15
[100%]
parallelism, difference,
distinctiveness, the
contrary, the opposite
resemblance, similarity,
parallel, analogy,
contrast, comparison,
differentiation,
distinction, the same,
the reverse
verbs
2 [22.22%] 5 [55.56%] 2 [22.22%]
9 [100%]look like, compare resemble, correspond,differ, distinguish,
differentiate
parallel, contrast
adjectives
2 [11.11%] 4 [22.22%] 12 [66.67%]
18
[100%]
same, different alike, contrary,
opposite, reverse
similar, analogous,
common, comparable,
identical, parallel,
contrasting, differing,
distinct, distinctive,
distinguishable, unlike
adverbs
4 [19%] 10 [47.62%] 7 [33.33%]
21
[100%]
in the same way, on
the other hand, on the
one hand, on the
contrary,
+ erroneous
expressions
analogously,
differently, identically,
parallely, reversely,
contrariwise, by way of
contrast, contrastingly,
quite the contrary,
comparatively
similarly, likewise,
correspondingly,
by/in comparison,
conversely, by/in
contrast, distinctively
prepositions
2 [22.22%] 3 [33.33%] 4 [44.44%]
9 [100%]
like, by/in comparison
with
+ erroneous
expressions
in parallel with, in
contrast to/with,
contrary to
unlike, as opposed to,
as against, versus
conjunctions 0 1 [33.33%] 2 [66.67%] 3 [100%]
whereas as, while'^^
other
expressions
1 [25%] 3 [75%] 0
4 [100%]
as ... as. in the same way as/
that, compared with/to,
CONJ compared
with/to
TOTAL 11 [13.92%! 31 [39.24%] 37 [46.84%1 79
The underuse of the conjunctions as and while reported here must be taken with caution as it results from
estimations based onan analysis of the first 100 occurrences of theconjunctions in eachcorpus.
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6.3.2.2. Lack of register-awareness
Many learner corpus-based studies have reported on EFL learners' lack of register awareness
(e.g. Granger and Rayson 1998; Lorenz 1999b; Altenberg and Tapper 1998; Meunier 2000;
Adel 2006). These studies, however, have often focused on the writing oflearners sharing a
single mother-tongue background (cf. section 1.4.2). The large-scale study undertaken in this
thesis allows for a more systematic description of features of register-awareness in the way
EFL learners use lexical means which serve a rhetorical function, irrespective of learners'
mother-tongue backgrounds. In ICLE, most rhetorical or organizational functions are
characterized by the overuse of at least one lexical item that is more typical of speech (or
at least of more informal types of writing) than of professional academic prose, as shown in
Table 6.30. Sentences 6.122 to 6.128 give examples of overused lexical items that are more
frequent in the BNC spoken component than in BNC-AC-HUM: the adverb so to express an
effect, the adverb though to introduce a concession, sentence-initial and and the adverb
besides to add information, the complex adverb ofcourse to express certainty, the stemI am
going to talk about to introduce a new topic, the complex preposition thanks to to express a
cause and the complex adverb all in all which is used to 'show that you are considering every
part of a situation' (LD0CE4).
6.122. Manypeople who are in thissituation thinkthat this is a waste oftime: you losean
entire year. So they want to get rid ofthe military service. (ICLE-DU)
6.123. Spanish holds an importantposition in SouthAmerica and increasinglyso in the
United States, too. According to Crystal it has littlefurther potential ouside Spain.
though. (ICLE-FI)
6.124. In summary, it can bestated thatgenetic engineering, given thepresent state ofaffairs
in technology, is morally wrong. And it will continue to be so until we can exclude all
risks that are still attached to genetic engineering. (ICLE-DU)
6.125. The high economic leveladquiredfrom the technology and industrialisation belongs
to the developed countriesbut it is not extended or share with the underdeveloped
countries. Besides, the latters are dependent oftheformers. (ICLE-SP)
6.126. Butpractically everybody is able to dream. Ofcourse, there are differentpeople with
different concepts ofhappiness, different thoughts and emotions. (ICLE-RU)
6.127. In this essayI am going to talk about the linkbetween crime andpolitics; what I want
to demostrate is that a good way ofmakingpolitics can cut the roots to crime. (ICLE-IT)
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6.128. Thanks to them anyone willing to broaden his\her general knowledge ofthe world
has an easy access to useful information. All in all, there are many ways in which mass
media affect our approach to reality and they are, by no means, allpositive or goodfor
us. (ICLE-PO)
As shown in sentence 6.128, it is not injfrequent that speech-like lexical items - thanks to and
all in all - cluster together in learner writing.
Table 6.30: Speech-like overused lexical items per rhetorical function
Rhetorical function Speech-like overused lexical item
Exemplification like
Cause and effect thanks to
so
because
that/this is why
Comparison and contrast look like
like
Concession the (sentence-final) adverb though
Adding information sentence-initial and
the adverb besides
Expressing personal opinion I think
to my mind
from mypoint ofview
it seems to me
Expressing possibility and certainty really
ofcourse
absolutely
maybe
Introducing topics and ideas I would like to/want/am going to talk
about
thing
by the way
Listing items first ofall
Reformulation: paraphrasing and clarifying /
Quoting and reporting say
Summarizing and drawing conclusions all in all
In Gilquin and Paquot (2006), we examine the use of some of the lexical items listed in
Table 6.30 in the ten learner corpora used in this thesis as well as in four new LI sub-corpora
- Norwegian, Japanese, Chinese, and Turkish - of the second version of the International
Corpus of Learner English (ICLEv2) (Granger et al. to appear 2008). The corpus totals
around 1.5 million words.We compare the frequencies of speech-like lexical items in
learner writing with their frequencies in the 10-million word spoken component and the 15-
The variables used to select the essays in the five new LI sub-corpora are the same as for the corpora
employed in this thesis: argumentative, untimed and with reference tools (cf section 4.1.1).
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million word academic sub-corpus of the British National Corpus (cf 4.1.2). Our findings
support Lorenz's (1999b:64) statement that there is "mounting evidence that text-type
sensitivity does indeed lie at the heart of the NS/NNS numerical contrast." They show that the
relative frequency of these speech-like lexical items in learner writing is often between their
frequency in academic prose and that in speech (cf. graphs for maybe, I would like/want/am
going to talk about, really, absolutely, definitely, by the way and though in Figure 6.13). Some
of these items (e.g. so expressing effect, it seems to me, of course and certainly) are even
more frequent in learner writing than in native speech.
The overuse of several of these speech-like lexical items has been highlighted in a
number of studies focusing on specific LI learner populations. For example, Chen (2006)
reports on the overuse of besides in Taiwanese student writing; Lorenz (1999b) discusses the
marked overuse of the conjunction because and the adverb so in German learner writing;
French, Spanish and Swedish learners' heavy reliance on I think to express their personal
opinion is reported by Granger (1998), Neff et al (2007) and Aijmer (2002) respectively;
Japanese, French and Swedish learners' overuse of of course is highlighted by Narita and
Sugiura (2006), Granger and Tyson (1996) and Altenberg and Tapper (1998) respectively.
Our results suggest that these features are often not characteristic of one or two learner
populations only. They are instead often shared by a large proportion of the learner
populations investigated and are therefore more likely to be developmental or teaching-
induced. It remains to be seen, however, whether lack of register awareness is a typical
feature of EFL learner writing or whether it is a general characteristic of novice writing. This
issue will be addressed in section 6.3.3.
Figure 6.13: Speech-like lexical items across registers (Gilquin and Paquot 2006)
Frea. ofmavbe (nmw
Freq. of it seems to me (pmw)
of course certainly
Freq. ofI would like/ want / am going to talk
about (pmw)
absolutely definitely
Freq. of amplifying adverbs (pmw)
Freq. of by the way (pmw)
Freq. of sentence-fmal though (pmw)
Academic writing: British National Corpus, academic component (15m. words)
Learner writing: ICLEv2 (14 Lls; 1.5m. words)
Speech: British National corpus, spoken component (10m. words)
EFL learners, however, do not use speech-like lexical items similarly, irrespective of
their mother-tongue background. Although all LI learner populations overuse the adverb
maybe when compared to BNC-AC-HUM, Table 6.31 shows that relative frequencies differ
widely across LI populations. Another example is EFL learners' use of I think, which is
overused by all LI learner populations while presenting marked differences in use across
learner LI sub-corpora. As shown in Table 6.32, relative frequencies range from 17.29
occurrences per 100,000 words in the Polish learner sub-corpus (ICLE-PO) to 143.57
occurrences per 100,000 words in the Swedish one (ICLE-SW). This huge difference may be
partly explained by LI influence as studies in contrastive rhetoric such as Connor (1996) and
Vassileva (1998) have shown that features of writer visibility in academic prose may differ
markedly across languages (see Chapter 7 for a discussion of the potential influence of the
mother-tongue on differences across LI learnerpopulations).
Table 6.31: 'maybe' in learner corpora
rel. freq. per
100,000 words
iCLE-rr 48.18
ICLE-GE 38.34
ICLE-DU 35.13 ***
ICLE-CZ 32.88
ICLE-SP 32.28
ICLE-SW 31.21
ICLE-FI 24.74
ICLE-FR 20.34
ICLE-PO 16.37 ***
ICLE-RU 13.26
BNC-AC-HUM 1.93
Table 6.32: 'I think' in learner corpora
rel. freq. per
100,000 words
ICLE-SW 143.57
ICLE-IT 134.06
ICLE-RU 121.13 ***
ICLE-CZ 101.7
ICLE-FR 94.61
ICLE-GE 72.11 ***
ICLE-SP 66.59 ***
ICLE-FI 55.87 ***
ICLE-DU 51.77 ***
ICLE-PO 17.79
BNC-AC-HUM 6.14
6.3.2.3. Lexico-grammatical patterns and phrasemes
In writing instruction and the assessment of L2 writing skills, the
idiomatic use of vocabulary and lexis is considered to be one of the
key measures ofproficiency, fluency, and accuracy.
(ffinkel 2002:158)
Learnerwriting is distinguishable by patterns of overuse and underuse of EAP-specific lexical
bundles. It is also characterized by its use of word sequences that are not typical of
professional academic prose but which EFL learners nevertheless use to serve rhetorical or
organizational functions. In addition, it is typically recognizable by a whole range of co
occurrences that differ from academic prose in quantitative and qualitative terms. Section
6.3.2.3.1 presents major findings of an analysis of word sequences ia EFL learner writing. It
focuses on aspects of overuse and underuse of word sequences that include AKL words
before discussing leamer-specific clusters that are not found in professional academic prose.
Section 6.3.2.3.2 compares the co-occurrents of the noun conclusion in academic and learner
writingand examines EFL learners' phraseological infelicities and lexico-grammatical errors.
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6.3.2.3.1. An analysis ofwordsequences in EFL learner writing
Results presented in this section are based on an analysis of 2-to-5 word sequences that are
overused or underused in learner writing (cf Altenberg 1998; Stubbs 2002; De Cock 2003)
and which were extracted with WST4 (cf. section 4.2.2.1). They show that learner writing is
characterized by a marked underuse of a large proportion of 2-to-5 word sequences that
include AKL words and that are typically used to serve specific rhetorical or organizational
functions in academic prose. EFL learners rely instead on a restricted set of clusters which
they massively overuse (e.g. for example, main reason, another important, it depends).
Granger (1998b) suggests that the use of these sequences "could be viewed as instances of
what Dechert (1984:227)^^^ calls 'islands of rehability' or 'fixed anchorage points', i.e.
prefabricated formulaic stretches ofverbal behaviour whose linguistic and paralinguistic form
and function need not be 'worked upon'" (Granger 1998b:156). This is also consistent with
the author's statement that "while the foreign-soundingriess of learners' productions has
generally been related to a lack of prefabs, it can also be due to an excessive use of them"
(Granger 1998b:155). The foreign-soundingness of EFL learner writing also stems from
learners' overuse of AKL words in clusters that are not typical of the particular genre of
academic prose but which are more frequently used in speech or more informal types of
writing (e.g. people claim that, I will discuss, from mypoint ofview, became ofthefact^^^).
Table 6.33 shows that EFL learners overuse adjective + noun sequences with
'nuclear' adjectives (cf. section 1.3.1.1) such as main (e.g. main reason, main cause, main
problem), real (e.g. real problem, real value), important (e.g. important role, important
question, important factor), great (e.g. great number, great importance), different (e.g.
different points, different problems, different reasons) and big (e.g. big problem) to the
detriment of more EAP-like phrasemes such as extensive use, crucial importance, central
issue, significant number, integralpart, lesserextent and wide variety. Similarly, they overuse
adverb + adjective/adverb/conjunction sequences with highly frequent adverbs such as mainly
(e.g. mainly because), quite (e.g. quite clear) and very (e.g. very important) but make little use
ofphrasemes such as readily available, relativelyfew, significantly different, almost entirely,
closely associated, particularly interesting, more generally, highly significant and precisely
because.
Dechert, H. (1984). Second language production; Six hypotheses. Li H. Dechert, D. Mohle and M. Raupach
(eds), Secondlanguageproductions. Tubingen: GunterNarr, 211-230.
AKLwords are printed in bold in these examples.
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Results also seem to support the widely held view that EFL learners' academic writing
is characterized by "firmer assertions, more authoritative tone .and stronger writer
commitments when compared with native speaker discourse" (Hyland andMilton 1997:193)
(see also Petch-Tyson 1998; Lorenz 1998; Neff et al 2004). EFL learners state propositions
more forcefully and make a more overt persuasive effort: they overuse communicative
phrasemes that serve as attitude markers (e.g. it is very difficult to, it is very important to)
and boosters (e.g. but it is true that, it is a fact that, it is obvious that). By contrast, they
underuse hedges such as it is (more) likely that, it may be that, it seems likely that, it is
possible that, it is unlikely that, and it would appear that.
Word sequences used as self mentions are also much more frequent in learner writing
than in professional academic prose (cf Aijmer 2002; De Cock 2003; Adel 2006). Examples
include thereforeI, because I, I consider, we can, I can, in my view, I will discuss, provides us
with, and from my point of view. Conversely, academic writers use more clusters with 3''^
person pronouns with an evidential function, e.g. he remarks, he cites, his method, they
suggest, a difference which can be related to the more intertextual nature of professional
academic texts (cf Adel 2006 and to appear, for a discussion of the influence of text type and
intertextuaUty on academic writing).
It is worth noting that EFL learners underuse a whole set of word sequences involving
the -ed form of verbs, and more precisely, their past participle form, which are typically
used in professional academic prose. For example, they underuse the 2-word clusters
described as, suggested above, inferredfrom, listed above, discussed in and reported by, the
3-word clusters closely associated with, it was claimed, be ascribed to, when comparedwith,
as noted above, is described in', the 4-word clusters can be related to, might have been
expected, it is assumed that, may have been used, and the 5-word clusters it has been
suggested that, it could be argued that, be defined in terms of, and be explained in terms of.
This is consistent with Granger's (2006) finding that past participle forms are the most
frequent verb forms in academic prose but are highly imderused in learner writing. As
illustrated in Figure 6.14, Granger (2006) also shows that EFL learners massively overuse the
base form (WO) and the infinitive (WI) form of lexical verbs, which can be related to our
finding that learners use many more sequences involving the first person pronoun as subject
followed by a lexical verb or an auxiliary (+ lexical verb), e.g. I think, I can and / will discuss.
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Figure 6.14: Top 100verb forms in academic prose and learner writing (Granger 2006)
WZ WD WO WG
• Academic prose
• Learner writing
As already underlined by Granger (2006), some v6rbs have similar frequencies as
lemmas in learner writing and academic prose but display over- or underuse of some verb
forms. Examples of AKL verbs following this pattern are differ and discuss. The lemmas do
not display significant difference in use. However, differ is underused in its -ing form while
discuss is overused in its unmarked form (discuss) and underused in its -ed form. Similarly,
some verbs are underused or overused as lemmas but the general over- or underuse may not
affect all verb forms. For example, provide is underused in learner writing when lemmas are
compared butan analysis ofword forms indicates that onlyprovided^^^ is underused while the
other forms of the verb do not display significant difference in use. Table 6.34 shows that the
picture can even be more complex: verb forms may be overused in specific lexical bundles
while being underused in others. For example, the verb form concerned is overused in clusters
such as as I am concerned and concerned about but underused in been concerned with or we
are concerned. Similarly, EFL learners overuse the sequences it allows and allows us to and
imderuse the BAP sequence allows for. This shows that patterns of non-native usage are not
limited to single lexical items which contravene the numerical native trend (cf Lorenz
1999b;72).
Note that theunderuse of theform provided stands foranunderuse of the-ed form of theverb provide-, the
conjunction provided that is not underused in ICLE.
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Table6.34:OverusedandunderusedclusterswithAKLverbs
Lemmasand
over-or
underusedword
forms
OverusedclustersUnderusedclusters
AFFECT(++)
affect(++)
affects(++)
affectour,mediaaffect,affectus,affectsthe,affectour
approach,mediaaffectour,massmediaaffect,affectour
approach,mediaaffectourapproach,massmediaaffectour,
affectourapproachtoreality,mediaaffectourapproachto
wasaffected,notaffectthe
ALLOW(++)
allowed(++)
allowedto,notallowed,areallowed,notallow,beallowed,
allowthem,itallows,allowsus,arenotallowed,areallowed
to,notallowedto,allowthemto,beallowedto,allowsusto.
arenotallowedto
allowthem,allowedhim,byallowing,allowit,allowsfor,to
allow,allowingfor.allowthat,whichallowed,allowedhim,to
allowfor
CONCERN(++)
concerning(++)
isconcerned,areconcerned,amconcerned,concernedabout,it
concerns,concerningthe,Iamconcerned,asIamconcerned,
farasIamconcerned
wasconcerned,beenconcerned,concernedto,concernedwith,we
areconcerned,beenconcernedwith,wasconcernedwith,
concernedwiththe,isconcernedwiththe
DEPEND(++)
depends(++)
depending(++)
depended(—)
dependson,itdepends,dependingon,muchdepends,itdepends
on,dependsonthe,dependingonthe
dependingupon,dependedon,dependedupon,willdepend,
dependsuponthe.dependuponthe.willdependon
DIFFER(//)
differing(-)
-
differedfrom,differsfromthe
DISCUSS(//)
discuss(++)
discussed(~)
willdiscuss,todiscuss,Iwilldiscusswasdiscussed,alreadydiscussed,anddiscussed,discussedbelow,
indiscussing,discussedin,discussedinchapter
TEND(//)
tend(++)
tended(—)
tendto,peopletend,wetend,theytend,peopletendto,wetend
to,theytendto
theytendedto,andtendedto,hastendedto,havetendedto.
tendedtobe
PROVIDE(-)
provided(~)
providesus,provideus,providethem,canprovide,provideus
with,providesuswith,providethemwith
mightprovide,providethe,providesthat,providean,provide
evidence,toprovide,providea,providesan,providesa,wasto
provide,toprovidean,toprovidea
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A corpus-driven approach to the phraseology of EFL learner writing is indispensable
if we want to build up a full picture of all the possible lexical realizations of a rhetorical or
organizational function in learner writing. It makes it possible to uncover a whole range of
words and word sequences that are not recognized as typical of academic prose as they do not
include an AKL word but which are nevertheless used by EFL learners to serve organizational
or rhetorical functions (cf section 5.7). Examples of learner-specific sequences that do not
include an AKL word are given in Table 6.35. They include:
• Phrasemes that are more frequently used in speech, e.g. of course, I think that, there
are a lot of(cf. section 6.3.2.2);
• Sequences that are not used in English to establish the logical link intended by EFL
learners, e.g. on the other side (cf section 6.3.2.4 on semantic misuse);
• Sequences that exist in English but are very rare in all types of discourse, e.g. the
sequence as far as I am concerned which is repeatedly used to express one's opinion
in ICLE.
• 'Unidiomatic' sequences such as according to me used to express one's opinion in a
restricted number of learner sub-corpora and as a conclusion used as a textual
phrasemeto introduce a conclusion (see section 6.3.2.3.2 for a co-occurrence analysis
of the noun conclusion in ICLE).
• Erroneous sequences such as in contrary, by the contrary, in the contrary, in
contrary to that are used to express a contrast in EFL learner writing.
EFL learners' overuse of rare native sequences such as as far as I am concerned or last
but not least or 'unidiomatic' sequences such as according to me and as a conclusion may be
partly explained by misguided teaching materials or/and LI influence. Appendix 6.2.a shows
a list of linking words published by Clairefontaine that French students are encouraged to use
in the English test of the 'Baccalaureat', i.e. the final secondary school examination
qualifying for university entrance, to 'enrich their essay and give more clarity to their
argumentation'. It includes as a conclusion but does not list in conclusion^. The rare
expression asfar as I am concerned is also given as a key expression to voice one's opinion.
Similarly, a web-page devoted to linking words and hosted by the 'Academic de Lille
(Anglais BTS Informatique)' lists according to me as a direct translation equivalent of Fr. 'a
John Osbome kindly pointed out to me that the sequence accordingto mehas also appeared in published
textbooks suchas Ok\ (Lacoste andMarcelin, Nathan 1984), whichwaswidelyused in Frenchcolleges
throughout the 80s and early 90s.
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mon avis'" as well as as a conclusion as a possible equivalent of Fr. 'pour conclure / pour
resumer'. This web-page is reprinted in Appendix 6.2b.
Table 6.35: Examples of overused clusters in learner writing
Examples
2-word clusters in sum, ofcourse, infact, is why, let us, I think, instead of lookat, we must,
or maybe, really think, there are, myopinion, ifyou, but I, ifwe, there is,
thanks to, wewant, sure that, I believe, people say,people think, when I,
said that, I agree, manythings, no matter, means that, opinion is, I want,
everybody knows, people often, let them, we look, I hope, at all,people
believe, even worse, I really, so why, we think, peoplefeel, weget, I guess,
just imagine, think twice, quite sure, whv we, I must, very serious, helps us
3-word clusters in my opinion, in spite of, to sum up,first ofall, I think that, in order to, I
would like, that is why, on the contrary, I believe that, to mymind, we have
to, all kinds of,I wouldsay, we all know, people think that, ifwe want, it
means that, by the way, a lookat, on one hand, I am convinced, people
believe that, I will try, I agree that, and ofcourse, everybody knows that,
many people think,
4-word clusters on the one hand, last but not least, I wouldlike to, somepeople say that, we
can say that, in this essay I, are more and more, I am sure that, there are a
lot, it is impossibleto, I don't agree with, I want to say, but if we look, I am
afraid that, it is easy to
5-word clusters I do not think that, as a matter offact, from mypoint ofview, I would like
to say,far as I am concerned, it seems to me that, I do not agree with, but
at the same time, due to the fact that, I do not think so
6.3.2.3.2. Preferred co-occurrences in EFL learner writing
In section 6.3.2.1, it was shown that EFL learners show a marked preference for a restricted
set of single words and mono-lexemic phrasemes to express logical links. They also use
learner-specific functional equivalents of these mono-lexemic items. As explained in
section 6.3.2.3.1, they use the sequence as a conclusion instead of in conclusion as a textual
phraseme to introduce a conclusion. This learner-specific phraseme represents 39.2% of the
concluding textual phrasemes involving the noun conclusion in ICLE. In a longitudinal study
of German learners' use of the noun conclusion, Mukherjee and Rohrback (2006) comment
that the sequence as a conclusion is gaining grounds in learner writing to the extent that it is
even more frequent than in conclusion in the more recent corpus they use:
Interestingly, the most frequent phrase is no longer in conclusion, but as a
conclusion. This certainly is a problematical development because in conclusion is
much more frequent and idiomatic than as a conclusion, the latter being
notoriously overused by German learners of English at university level as well.
(Mukheqee and Rohrback 2006:224)
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This development may be related to the increasing use of the internet for studypurposes and
of the type of teaching materials available on this channel (cf. section 6.3.2.3.1). Another
example of a leamer-specific functional equivalent is the use of on the other side instead of on
the other hand to compare and contrast (cf section 6.3.2.4 for more details on learners' use of
on the other side).
In section 6.2.1.1, it was shown that mono-lexemic phrasemes such as/or example have
their own phraseological patterns in academic prose. However, these do not seem readily
available to EFL learners who tend to produce their own phraseological 'cascades',
"collocationalpatterns which extend from a node to a collocate and on again to another node
(in other words, chains of shared collocates)" (Gledhill 2000:212)^^^. Figure 6.15 shows that
the textual phraseme in conclusion (or one of its leamer-specific functional equivalents) is
very often directly followed by the personal pronoun I in ICLE. This is consistent with Adel's
(2006) finding that personalmetadiscourse, i.e. metadiscourse items that refer explicitly to the
writer and/or reader, serves a wide range of rhetorical functions in Swedish learner writing,
e.g. exemphfying, arguing, anticipating the reader's reaction, and concluding. The sequence
in conclusion, I is then generally followed by the modal wouldto produce the word sequence
in conclusion, I would, which, in turn, very often introduces the sequence like to. The
sequence in conclusion, I would like to either introduces the verb say or another verb of
saying such as tell or mention.
Figure 6.15: Phraseological cascades involving 'in conclusion' and learner-specific equivalent sequences
say 6
emphasize 2
In conclusion 59 / 37 would 21 like to 11 tell 1
As a conclusion 40 (36%) (56.76%) (52%) mention 1
As conclusion 3 speak about 1
reiterate 1
quote 1
EFL learners prove to use AKL nouns and verbs in different lexico-grammatical or
phraseological patterns than professional writers. This has aheady been illustrated by
learners' use of the noun example and the verbs illustrate and exemplify in section 6.3.1.
Another example is learners' use of the noun conclusion. Table 6.36 gives the verb co-
occurrents of the noun conclusion. The percentage of verb co-occurrent types that are
Gledhill (2000) uses the term 'collocational cascade' butweshall avoid using theadjective 'collocational' to
refer to sequences of co-occurrents (cf. section2.4.3)
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significant co-occurrents of the noun conclusion in BNC-AC is l)Q.16Vo. Ahnost half of the
verb co-occurrent types (46.2%) used in ICLE do not appear in BNC-AC. When tokens are
analysed, the percentage of verb co-occurrents that are significant co-occurrents of the noun
conclusion in BNC-AC rises to 75.8% as several of the verbs are repeatedly used in learner
writing (e.g. come to and draw). Conversely, the percentage of verb co-occurrents that are not
found in BNC-AC falls to 12% as 'non-native' co-occurrences are rarely repeated.
Table 6.36: Verb co-occurrents of the noun conclusion in ICLE
Verb + Statistically
r 'j conclusion Significant U
conclusion — fs3O" H-j significant co- < as subject .5 H co-occurrent <
as object occurrent in 1u + verb « u in BNC-AC u
BNC-AC^®"
n
n
add up to 1 - - emerge 1 V
apply 1 - - arise 1 _ V
approach 1 - - contain 1 _ _
arrive at 5 ** be 23 **
bring 1 - - come 1 _ _
bring sb to 2 - V need 1 -
come to 52 ** V bring sb to 1 _ _
*come into 1 - -
confirm 1 V
contain 1 - -
draw 25 ** V
*draw up 1 - -
end with 1 - -
escape 1 ** V
express 1 ** V
find 2 - -
gather 1 - -
get 1 - V
give 1 - V
have 1 - V
influence 1 - V
jump to 2 V
lead to 4 V
leave sb with 1 - -
look for 1 - -
make 11 - V
point to 1 * V
put 1 - -
put forward 1 - -
reach 3 **
write as 1 - -
TOTAL 128 tokens (32 types) TOTAL 29 tokens (7 types)
** Significant co-occurrents in BNC-AC; - not significant co-occurrents in BNC-AC.
V: the co-occurrent appears inBNC-AC; - the co-occurrent isnot found in BNC-AC.
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Several of the verbs that are significant co-occurrents in BNC-AC form collocations
with the noun conclusion. The verb draw has a weakened or delexical meaning and
'grammaticalizes' the agentive noun conclusion. The meaning of the support verb
construction corresponds to that of the verb conclude (cf. section 2.4.1.2.2). Collocations
involving the verbs arrive at, come to, reach, jump to or lead to and the noun conclusion can
also be broadly described as equivalents of the verb conclude but these verbs have developed
an abstract or figurative meaning in combination with conclusion, as is also the case for the
verb escape.
EFL learners use the collocations arrive at + conclusion, come to + conclusion, draw +
conclusion, lead + conclusion and reach + conclusion. However, they do not always use
them in native-like lexico-grammatical patterns as illustrated in the following sentences. In
sentences 6.129 and 6.130, the indefinite article a is used instead of the definite article the,
which is always used in BNC-AC when the conclusion (underlined in the examples) is
introduced by a that-clmse,. In sentence 131, the frequent phraseme lead to the conclusion
that is used with the personal pronoxm us, a pattern which is very rarely found in academic
prose. In the context of EFL teaching/learning, these findings support NesseUiauf s (2005:25)
argument that collocations should not be viewed as involving two lexemes only but should
also include the other elements closely associated with them.
6.129. However, when we consider all thepros and cons offastfood we will certainly arrive
at a conclusion that it is not an ideal way ofeatins. (ICLE-PO)
6.130. And taking into consideration that Marx was a materialist we can come to a
conclusion that he himselfwould be attracted by the advantages oftelevision, and
relision for him would remain the opium ofthe masses. (ICLE-RU)
6.131. Tosums up, all I have mentioned before lead us to the conclusion that ifour lifes
were a little "easier" and we wouldn't be dominated by a world that is constantly
changing, due to new techniques and industrialization, we could enjoy doing things as
dream and imagine more frecuently. (ICLE-SP)
The collocation escape + conclusion appears in two phraseological pattems in academic
prose: 'it is difficult to escape the conclusion thaf and 'we cannot escape the conclusion
thaf. The single occurrence of the collocation that appears in ICLE is used in the native-like
lexico-grammatical pattern 'cannot escape the conclusion thaf but its subject is a nominal
phrase headed by the noun evaluation (sentence 6.132).
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6.132. However, a more objective evaluation ofthe problem cannot escape the conclusion
that, druguse andabuse have occurred inall civilisations all over the world, andthatit is
the criminalization ofdrugs that has created a much heavier burden on society. (ICLE-
DU)
In the native-Hke collocation express + conclusion, the verb express has acquired a semi-
technical sense and means 'make something public'. It is mainly used in legal discourse and
thus conveys a rather formal tone as illustrated in sentence 6.133. Its single occurrence in
ICLE can be qualified as 'non-native like' as it appears with the first person singular pronoun
I as subject and the possessive determiner my (example 6.134). It may be hypothesized that
the learner who wrote this sentence has been influenced by the native-like co-occurrence
express one's opinion/view'.
6.133. The Divisional Court expressed its conclusion in thefollowing terms:... (BNC-AC-
HUM)
6.134. Finally, I wantedto expressmyconclusions. (ICLE-SP)
All these examples also show that, like the textual phraseme in conclusion, the collocations
involving the noun conclusion are often used with personalmetadiscourse.
Other sentences are examples of EFL learners' attempts at using native-like
collocations, which result in crude approximations. Thus, in sentence 6.135, the phrasal verb
draw up isused inplace ofdraw and in sentence 6.136, the preposition into replaces to and no
article is used in an attempt atproducing the native sequence "came to theconclusion thaf.
6.135. Finally, a conclusion can be drawn up enphasizing ourfirst statement, that is:
technology, science andindustrialisation have notkilled dreams andimagination. (ICLE-
SP)
6.136. The woman started to thinkabout theprice ofprogress and came into conclusionthat
automation causes moreproblems than it solves. (ICLE-PO)
In sentence 6.137, the verb put forward is used with the noun conclusion. While this verb is
commonlyused with the nounsplan andproposal, two nouns that also combinewith the verb
draw to form collocations, the verb putforward is not used with the noun conclusion in native
English (cf Figure 6.16). This phenomenon isreferred to as a collocational overlap, i.e. a set
of nouns which have partially shared collocates, by Howarth (1996; 1998) (see also Lennon
1996).
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6.137. Without puttingforwardpremature conclusions, we can nevertheless notice that a
certain importance is granted to them. (ICLE-FR)
Figure 6.16: A collocational overlap
w plan
draw
proposal
put forward
conclusion
The semantic incongruity of the co-occurrence 'put forward a conclusion' is made apparent
by contrasting the definitions ofputforward and conclusion. The verbputforward means 'to
suggest an idea, explanation etc, especially one that other people later consider and discuss'
(LD0CE4) while a conclusion is 'something you decide after considering all the information
you have' (LD0CE4). Thus, a conclusion can hardly be put forward as it is supposed to be
more than a suggestion and the result of serious consideration and discussion.
As already underlined by Nesselhauf (2005), EFL learners also produce deviant verb +
noun nonce combinations. The noun conclusion enters in learner-specific V + N combinations
that are not found in academic prose and which can be regarded as awkward nonce
combinations on semantic grounds:
6.138. Lookingfor the conclusionI wouldliketo say that everyperson is individual and
each has his or her own character. (ICLE-RU)
6.139. Having consideredthe various aspects ofcapitalism a conclusion must begathered:
the system cannotprovidefor the basic needs of thepopulation; consequently it needs to
takesteps in order toprevent combativity which willendangered their interests. (ICLE-
SP)
The same remark canbe made on several adjective + conclusion co-occurrences (cf. example
6.140). However, the distinctive feature of adjective + conclusion combinations in ICLE is
that they are not the most typical combinations in academic prose even though a large
proportion of them occur in BNC-AC (cf Table 6.37). The first ten most significant adjective
co-occurrents of the noun conclusion in BNC-AC are general, logical, tentative, similar,
foregone, main, firm, different, opposite, and definite. None of these appear in learner writing
except for logical. This reveals learners' weak sense of what are native speakers'
'preferred ways of saying things'.
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6.140. Looking at this ideafrom the Polish point ofview, also brings double standard
conclusions. (ICLE-PO)
Table 6.37: Adjective co-occurrents of the noun conclusion in ICLE
Adjectives Frequency Significant
co-occurrents of
conclusion in BNC-AC^®^
BNC-AC
absolute 1 - V
awful 1 -
certain V
clear V
clever 1 -
concrete 1 - V
depressing 1 V
double standard 1 - _
fair 1
- V
false 1 - V
final V
frightening 1 - _
interesting 1 -
liberal 1 - _
logical **
long-searched for 1 -
obvious 1 ** V
overall 1 ** V
only 1 - V
own ** V
personal 1 - V
premature 1 - V
private 1 - -
radical 1 - V
right - V
sad 1 - _
same ** V
satisfactory ** V
satisfying 1 - _
sensible - V
successful ** V
terrifying 1 - -
understated 1 - _
unequivocal - v
wrong 1 -
TOTAL 51 tokens (35 types)
The phraseology of EFL learner writing is also characterized by a number of lexico-
grammatical infelicities or errors. Sentences 6.141 to 6.143 give examples of erroneous
grammatical collocations with the AKL nouns account, demandandpossibility.
** Significant co-occurrents in BNC-AC; - not significant co-occuirents in BNC-AC.
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6.141. Fifteen or twenty years ago an account *about [of] a murder of two girls by their
mother wouldhavecalled a scud ofpublic resentment, but nowadays it'sjust a usual
thing. (ICLE-RU)
6.142. And the stores are reacting to the demand *o/[for] rawmaterial rangingfrom
flower, seeds, oil to different spicesand exoticfruits. (ICLE-GE)
6.143. They should begiven thepossibility *to learn [oflearning] a goodjobaccording to
their naturalabilities and to theirpreference and to acquire a certain amount of
experience. (ICLE-FR)
Sentences 6.144 and 6.145 illustrate learners' confusion between the prepositions despite and
inspiteof which results in the blend*despite of (cf. Dechert andLennon 1989).
6.144. *Despite of [Despite] the absence ofsuchprofessionalism our nation overcame
fascists. (ICLE-RU)
6.145. Therefore I also had to acknowledg that butterflies do not necessarily have to be
better than caterpillars, *despite o/[despite] thefact-that they look nicer. (ICLE-GE)
The following examples show that learners sometimes make use of the impersonal pronoun it
in subject position after as\
6.146. It is a matter offact that these "things" cannot be boughtand sold like shares on the
stockmarket. Luckily, I would saybecause otherwise only the rich would be able to posses
them *as it is [as is] unfortunately the case with manyproducts inother areasofliving.
(ICLE-GE)
6.147. Because ofthe ambitionfor thepower, their rivalry made them hold continuous
battles, *asit was [as was] the case ofCatholics andProtestants. (ICLE-SP)
6.148. All this provedthat it isno good teachingpeople how tokillpeople (basically what
the military service is about) andeven worse isputing weapons at their disposal, by
deliveringpermitsfor carryingfirearms or by authorizing the legalsale ofguns, *as it is
[as is] the case in America (thispoint will not be discussed here, since it is outside the
scope ofthis essay). (ICLE-FR)
Another source of error is the adjective same which is sometimes preceded by the indefinite
article in ICLE:
6.149. Even within *a [the] sameethnic group the crisis of thefamily determines substantial
differences: between the Blacks, for instance, hasstayedin reliefthatbetween those
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emigrants inAmerica bynowa normalfamily nucleusconstitutes an exception, while the
Etiopians or the West Indians livebetterfor theirstrongfamily structure. (ICLE-SP)
6.150. The negative image offeminism makes it twice as hardfor women to rise above it than
it wouldbe if men werefacing a [the] same kindof dilemma. (ICLE-FI)
6.151. When differentpeople read a [the] same booktheyhaveprobably various
imaginations while reading. (ICLE-CZ)
Other examples of lexicogrammatical errors include suggest *to [V-mg], related *with [to],
attempt *o/[/o], and discuss *about [0]. It should be noted that very few of these errors are
widespread in learnerwriting and that some of these may be partly LI-induced (cf chapter7).
6.3.2.4. Semantic misuse
The misuse of logical coimectives is an almost universal feature of
ESL students' writing. (Crewe 1990:317)
In section 6.3.2.1, the function of comparing and contrasting has been shown to be
generally underused in learner writing. An analysis of individual lexical items, however,
reveals that the adverbials on the contrary and on the other hand are overused in ICLE. As
Lorenz (1999b:72) has demonstrated, overuse is often accompanied by patterns of non-native
usage. EFL learners' semantic misuse of the phraseme on the contrary has aheady been
reported in the literature focusing on learners sharing the same mother tongue background:
In Hong Kong, we are all familiar with students who use 'on the contrary' for
'however / on the other hand', thus adding an unintended 'corrective' force to the
merely 'contrastive' function sought. (Crewe 1990:317)
Granger and Tyson (1996) report the same conceptual problems for French learners. Lake
(2004) states that a large proportion of BAP non-native speakers who use on the contrary do
so inappropriately, which is confirmed by our corpus-based analysis of EFL learners firom
different mother tongue backgroimds (see also Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1999:534-
535). The following sentences are examples of semantic misuse of on the contrary. EFL
leamers typically erroneously use on the contrary instead of a contrastive discourse marker
such as on the other hand or by contrast to contrast qualities of two different subjects
(underlined in the following examples). Thus, m example 6.152, the fact that Onasis had
everything is contrasted with the fact that Raskohiikov had nothing and the phraseme by
contrast would have been more appropriate.
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6.152. Raskolnikov differs from Onasis, ofcourse. Onasis had everything but he wanted to
have more. Raskolnikov. *on the contrary [by contrast], had nothing. (ICLE-RU)
6.153. The materialism, the base ofthis doctrine, denies the existence ofspiritual substances
and considers that the material is the only existing reality. *On the contrary [By
contrast], the relision has been a link between the man and some superiorpowers during
a long time. (ICLE-SP)
6.154. The young like crazy driving, overtaking and leading on the roads. Sports cars are
createdfor this use and this may be the reason why their price is so high and use is
expensive. *0n the contrary [By contrast], station wasons are not expensive in
maintenance. The main users ofthis kind ofvehicles arefamilies. (ICLE-PO)
6.155. For instance, most Americans have moved to the USAfrom different countries as
immigrants. *0n the contrary [By contrast], Europeans have lived in their countriesfor
hundreds ofyears. (ICLE-FI)
6.156. As a result ofall the burials, huge graveyards come into being and therefore, the
Dutch government has decided that common graves will be cleared out ten years after the
burials. It is easy to understand that ifpeople are dug up after ten years, many people
choose to be cremated. *On the contrary [By contrast], it ispossible to be buriedforever
in a private grave, as long as someone paysfor it, but a private grave is very expensive;
the locals decide how much such a grave costs, resulting in increasedprices. (ICLE-DU)
The semantic inappropriacy of on the contrary in EFL learner writing has often been
attributed to teaching practices. Teaching materials often provide lists of connectors in which
the complex adverb on the contrary is described as a phrase of contrast, that is, as an
equivalent alternative to on the other hand, by contrast, etc (cf. Crewe 1990). For pedagogical
purposes, Lake (2004) proposes to use a checklist of contextual features that should be
present in order to use on the contrary.
As for the implications for learners, it now becomes possible to consult a checklist of
contextual features that should be present in order for on the contrary to be appropriate:
one subject;
two contrasting qualities;
one positive statement and one negative statement open to similar interpretations;
an argument, either genuinely present or implied, to which the two statements,
adjacent to the phrase both form a refutation.
Such a checklist may be simplistic in that it does not cover all the possible
lexico-syntactical environments in which the phrase might be encountered; but
as a guideline for production, it ought to prove a useful starting point from
which EAP teachers can devise their own practice materials. (Lake 2004:142)
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Lake (2004) rules out the possibility of LI influence on EFL learners' semantic misuse of on
the contrary on the basis that over 70 per cent of international students .from widely different
mother tongue backgrounds produced two distinctly separate LI equivalent items in a cloze
test in which they were required to insert on the contrary or on the other hand and provide an
equivalent phrase for both adverbials. It is, however, most probable that both misguided
teaching practices and LI influence interact here. The LI equivalent forms to on the contrary
and on the other hand may be characterized by different patterns of usage and thus be the
source of negative transfer. Granger and Tyson (1996), for example, argue that French
learners' overuse and misuse of on the contrary is probably due to an over-extension of the
semantic properties of Fr. 'au contraire', which can be used to express both a concessive and
antithetic link (cf section 3.2.3.2 and section 7 for a discussion of LI potential influence on
French learners' use of on the contrary).
Lake (2004) also regards EFL learners' misuse of on the contrary as "something of an
exception" and writes that "[i]n the EAP context, such functional phrases [connectives] are
usually familiar to learners from an early stage, and do not pose great problems of usage"
(Lake 2004:137). This view, however, is over-optimistic and is clearly not reflected in our
corpus-based learner data. In section 6.3.1, EFL learners' inappropriate use of the
abbreviation i.e. (in lieu of e.g.), the preposition as (instead ofsuch as) and the adverb namely
was discussed. Other examples of semantically misused lexical items include on the other
hand, on the other side, moreover, besides, and even if.
Field and Yip (1992:25) report that on the other hand is frequently used by Cantonese
speakers to make an additional point, with no implied contrast. They suggest that this
semantic misuse may comefrom the sameinappropriate use of an equivalent form in Chinese
which is often misused by poorwriters, taking it to mean 'another side or aspect' (cf section
3.2.3.2). Although LI influence may play a part in Hong Kong Chinese students'
inappropriate use of the complex adverb, erroneous uses of on the other hand are found in
most learner corpora, thus suggesting that there are other contributing factors to its semantic
misuse. The following sentences are examples of inappropriate use of on the other hand in
ICLE in which it would have been more appropriate to use no connector or to use an additive
one:
6.157. In this pragmatic society, material andpractical things have limitted the development
of trascendental things. We are too tide toreality, butthis issosince we startfacing life
within society. Children are taughtfrom theschoolaccordingtofixedpatterns and
guidelines that every time areprogressively more orientedto the Technology than to
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Humanistics. So, subjects such as Philosophy have been eliminatedfrom theplannings as
compulsory, and have been replaced by others related to computers. Apartform the
education children received, this overwhelmingphenomenum, is aiso extended to their
games and the way theyplay. For example, what do the children play with? Even toys are
mechanized, the big majority ofchildren have a computer or a video-game, with which
spend (waste, in my opinion) a great number ofhours. [P] *On the other hand [In
addition?], concerning industialization, there is the question ofworking. How much
labourforce has been omitted and substituted by machines? Definitely, rather than say
that in our modern world there is noplacefor dreaming and imagination, we can rather
say that we are deshumanizing our world progressively. (ICLE-SP)
6.158. However, when we think about the role and effects ofmassmedia upon the society, we
shouldn't underestimate them, though, *on the other hand [0], people are mostly
imconscious ofthe subtle influence TVandpress have on them. (ICLE-PO)
6.159. I strongly believe that there is still a placefor dreaming and imagination in our
modern society. [P] Firstly, where there is a child, there are always dreams and
imagination. Everybody knows that children like inventingfunny stories and amusing
plays by using their widefantasy. This is one reason whychildren always bring happiness
and awake the adults" childish part *0n the other hand, fantasy is [also] a useful mean
used by teachers in primary schools to teach school subjects to their little students. So, it
is children who keep dreams and imagination alive! Therefore, as soon as there is a child
in the world, dreaming and imagination will be possible too. (ICLE-IT)
6.160. The re-introduction ofthe death penalty may havepositive sides, too. Criminality
would be limited, because criminals would be afraid ofthe severe punishment. [P] This
might be an illusion, because *on the other hand [0] the death penalty develops violence
and is incompatible with the basic laws ofhumanity. What else will be the answer to
violence but violence again? (ICLE-GE)
6.161. Thefunction ofpunishment is to show that crimes are not acceptable or that they can
solve any problems. *On the other hand the aim ofpunishment is [also] to make the
criminals obey the laws and show example to other's so that they will notfollow the bad
example and commit the same crime. (ICLE-FI)
Unlike in native academic prose, the word combination on the other side sometimes appears
in ICLE in places where a contrast seems to be the logical link intended by EFL learners, as
illustrated in the following examples:
1^3 [p] = new paragraph in learner writing
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6.162. Thepresent attitude ofthe Twelve may support theirfears and discourage them (the
recent exclusionfrom the Community's conference onPolish issues). However, Poland
cannot reply with isolation as the unification still remains the best solution to its
problems. On theother side, all countries should understand that history andits
consequences cannot divide the continent. The successfulprocessofunification should be
carried out with respect to nations' rights andwithout specialprivileges given to the
powerful. Otherwise, Europe will never become a continent ofsuccess. (ICLE-PO)
6.163. In dramatic cases, for examples infamilies with very seriousproblems such as crimes,
violence, intolerable relationships etc., it seems impossible not to conceive divorce as a
goodsituation. In less problematic cases, onthe other side, there is no point in continuing
living with a no longer lovedperson (or totally indifferent), because it can create only
more difficulties: in the past it was women's role to accept submittedly this situation, while
nowadays this philosophy ofself-sacrificefor thefamily's sake isno longer conceived, the
rightto happiness and to self-fulfilment has taken its place. (ICLE-IT)
6.164. Another bigproblem isour environment. There ispollution wherever youlook. We
can no longer enjoy thesun insummer because of thehole in theozone layer. This hole is
caused by technical impovements in the last decades. But on the other side it is
sometimes hard to livewithoutcar or aerosols. (ICLE-GE)
6.165. Europe 92 means well a loss ofidentity since we'll be no longer Belgians, Italians,
English ... butEuropeans. But on the other side wewillform a newnation with new
hopes, new ideas ... (ICLE-FR)
6.166. The Iraqi leaderSaddam Hussein isone the clearest example. Ifthe world tolerate
their crimes, anotherfollowers will appear. [P] In this sense I support the GulfWar. On
the othersideI cannotfamiliarize myselfwith the idea, thatit isglorious tofightfor
one's country. (ICLE-CZ)
6.167. lam notan enemy ofalpha sciences. We need chemistry, for instance, to provide
medication. I do object to the searchfor infinity. Letusall dream aboutparadise instead
oflookingfor it. Aperfect world with perfectpeople must bea very boringplace. And
besides, true knowledge isnotto befoundonyourcomputer-screen; it is to befoundin
the heart. (ICLE-DU)
There is also some confusion between the conjunctions even if and even though in EFL
learner writing. Learners oftenuse even ifin lieu of even though to introduce a concession:
6.168. However, *even iJIeven though] / agree thatthe American public school system is
defective, home schooling tome isno real alternative, asIfeel thatparentsare not the
best teachersfor their own children. (ICLE-GE)
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6.169. Although universitydegree is theoretical and does not really preparefor real life and
world, they have their specific value. They giveyou the starting impetusfor developing
yourselfandyou decide ifyou want to continue or not. *Even i/[Even though] university
knowledge is ofvery little use in real life and world andyou will soonfind out that you
know almost nothing orjust the basicsfor your work, it will motivateyou to go on andyou
feel that you have at least very little, which is better then nothing. (ICLE-CZ)
6.170. As he writes: <*>. He wasso opposedto industrializing that hepreferred shipping
the raw materialsfrom America toEurope and then import them backas readyproducts
*even (/"[even though] he knew thiswouldcost some extra money. (ICLE-FI)
6.171. Themembers ofa community share a personal history, have a long tradition of
customswhich is still very vivid in their mind *evenly [even though] they do not always
know the national anthem oftheir own country! (ICLE-FR)
6.172. In conclusion, *even (^[even though] our modern society is dominated by
technology, computers and scientific experiments, we should always keep a placefor
dreams and imagination. (ICLE-IT)
6.173. We mustforget about refrigerators containing CFC-11 and CFC-12, *evenif [even
though] they are cheaper. (ICLE-PO)
6.174. We are as much a part ofEurope as any other country here, *even //"[even though]
we are not in the European Union. (ICLE-SW)
Even ifIS used to introduce a condition, not a concession. Compare sentences 6.175 and
6.176:
6.175. Even ifthese descriptions are valid theystill leave open a number ofquestions,
particularly why the same mechanisms do not operate with girls. (BNC-AC)
6.176. Even though these descriptionsare valid theystill leave open a number of questions,
particularly why the same mechanisms do not operate with girls. (BNC-AC)
In the second sentence, the writer knows and accepts that the descriptions are valid. In the
first sentence, he or she does not.
Semantic misuse has often been discussed in the literature in relation to logical
connectives. However, EFL learners also experience difficulty with the semantic properties of
other types of cohesive devices, and more specifically, labels, i.e. abstract nouns such as
issue, argument, and claim that are inherently unspecific and require lexical realization in
their co-text, either beforehand or afterwards (cf section 1.3.2.2). In reception, these nouns
are likely to be problematic to EFL learners as they often refer to abstract ideas and processes
and introduce additional prepositional density to a text (cf Corson 1997). Very few studies
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have investigated EFL learners' productive use of these nouns (cf. Flowerdew 2006 for an
exception). In addition to phraseological and lexico-grammatical infelicities, EFL learners'
use of labels is characterized by semantic infelicity or lack of semantic precision. Learners
use the noun problem as an 'all purpose wild card' (cf Lorenz 1999b) inlieu ofmore specific
nouns such as issue or question as illustrated in the following sentences:
6.177. This short discussion ofthe main points linked to theproblem [issue] ofcapital
punishmentleads to thefinal question. (ICLE-PO)
6.178. The most important question conserning genetic engeneering is theproblem [that] of
gen manipulation with humans. (ICLE-GE)
6.179. Ifwe are aware ofthefact thatsuch time-tables are very commonfor people living in
a modern society like ours, theproblem [question] of theplace of imagination and
dreaming isnoteven worth examining. Industrialisation has transformed dreaming into a
wasteoftime which is now "cleverly" linkedto money. (ICLE-FR)
The noun argument also seems to cause difficulty to EFL learners. In sentence 6.180, the
rather unidiomatic expression 'familiar arguments about' should be rephrased as 'widespread
orpopular beliefs about'. In sentence 6.181, the sentences that follow the label 'argument' are
betterdescribed as 'reasons' why Big Tobacco didnot departfrom prepared statements.
6.180. Femaleparticipation in making decisions concerning war andpeace, economy and
environmentalprotection would he to thebenefit ofall However it willnot bepossible
until males re-think and, hopefully, rejectfamiliar arguments [widespread/popular
beliefs] about women being unreliable, irrationaland dependent on instincts. (ICLE-PO)
6.181. There are two main arguments [?reasons] that helpus understand why Big Tobacco
stuckto theirstatementsfor so long. [P] First, thecompaniesfeared the consequences that
wouldfollow a confession. Theyfeared that there wasgoing to be even more legislation
and regulation if they would ever admit to lying. <*> and may bea reasonfor Congress
to <*>says MartinMeehan Republican and cohair oftheHouse tobacco taskforce <R>.
.... (ICLE-DU)
Other problematic labels include, among many others, aspect and issue. In sentence 6.182,
'another aspect' introduces a second example of the fact that "you arejudgedby what youdo
rather than by what you are", contrasting it with the first example about physicists and
mathematicians. In sentence 6.183, 'in certain aspects' stands for 'in some respects' and 'the
aspect of money' probably refers to the 'money issue' or the 'money question' in sentence
6.184.
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6.182. Our modern western societyputs a lot ofpressure onpeople asfar as work is
concerned. Yourjob isyour "trademark". Or, in otherwords, you arejudged by what you
do rather than by whatyou are. Sad, but true. For example, according topopular opinion
youmust bevery intelligent ifyou are aphysicist or a mathematician. Andanotheraspect
is that [?by contrast,] the unemployed or housewives are sometimes treated as social
outcasts. (ICLE-GE)
6.183. Actually, bits ofinformationfrom theremotestparts of theglobe reach us inan
instant. Human beings can eventuallyfeel as onegreatfamily, butonly *in certain
aspects [in some respects],/or asfar as real good relations among countries are
concerned, it is still a matter ofdistantfuture. (ICLE-PO)
6.184. A legend exists thatmoney was invented by the devil to tempt the mankind. The aspect
[?issue/question] of money includes theproblem of equality. Therewere and there are
different ideas about making all people equal, because it was considered that this would
lead to common happiness. (ICLE-RU)
In sentence 6.185, it is not quite clearwhat 'her issues' refer to and in sentence 6.186, 'issue'
most probably stands for 'product'.
6.185. Uta Ranke-Heinemann, the mostfamous woman in thefield of Catholic theology, tries
to provide answers to them. Her issues [?] lies on the verge of theology, philosophy and
first of all, religion. She is employed in defining therelation betweenfaith and the mind.
(ICLE-PO)
6.186. The pictureI drawfrom my dearoldhouseman admittedly is nothing buta mere
cliche, a hyperbolic issue [product] ofmy vivid imagination. (ICLE-GE)
6.3.2.5. Chains of connective devices
EFL learners' texts are sometimes characterized by the use of too many connective devices
(cf Crewe 1990; Chen 2006; Narita and Sugiura 2006). The following text is an excerpt of an
essay written by a French-speaking EFL learner. Each sentence contains at least one
connective device - typically an adverbial connector or a sentence stem -, which is often
found in sentence-initial position (cf section6.3.6).
<ICLE-FR-UCL-0092.3>
[1] But what about these prestigious institutions today? [2] To caricature them
rapidly one couldsay that universities consist of courses given byprofessors
(competent in their fields) in front ofa silent audience who is conscientiously taking
notes. [3] So one can wonder if a university degree reallyprepare students for real
world and what his value is nowadays.
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[4] I think it is true that lectures in themselves are theoretical. [5] Firstly because
students spendmost of their time sitting in big classrooms which do not allow
practical exercises but only ex cathedra lectures. [6] Secondly because the subjects
of the lectures are theoretical. [7] For example: during a general methodology course
(which, we think, could be more practical) different theories as Krashen's, Lado's or
? studied in detail but practical points are hardly ever considered.
[8] However is it true that this formation doesnot prepare students for real world?
[9] I am of the opinion that theanswer is no. [10] First I think that university
degrees are theoretical on purpose (as opposed to high schools which are more
practical.). [11] The reasonis that, thanks to thetheoretical background they have
learned, university students are able tobuild up theirown wayto achieve their aim
[12] Moreover they arealso able to adapt orto modify their method according to the
situation. [13] To take the example of a teacher again, I could say that a teacher in
front of a classroom donot thinkabout particular methodological theories again but
thathe has created his ownmethodology. [14] Secondly, I think that academic
studies develop a critical mind. [15] The students are indeedtrained to analyse pieces
of information coming from different horizons froma critical point of view, which
means that theyhaveto dissect them, to confront themand thento be able to pass
judgment onthem. [16] That is the way they should create a personal opinion for
themselves.
[17] Nevertheless, I do not want to gotoo far. [18] I really think that theory is
essential but I am convinced that practice shouldalso be present. [19] Let's take
the example of a student in economics who has his certificate in his pocket and
proudly goes working in a big fmn for thefirst time. [20] I would compare this
business man to a gentleman who perfectly knows the highwaycode and whoknows
how to start and how to run throu^the gears but who finds himself inthe center of
Paris at thepeakhours the first time he really drives! [21] By this example, I want
to show that theorymust alwaysbe accompagnied by practical apphcations, which is
not often the case at university. [22] I think that this is a fully justified criticism
against this institution.
Some EFL learners use many logical connectives between sentences simply to indicate to the
reader that they are adding another point (e.g. firstly, secondly, for example, first, moreover,
to take the example of). Several of these connectors are superfluous and sometimes wrongly
used (e.g. moreover in sentence [12], indeedin sentence [15]). Crewe (1990) attributes EFL
learners' massive overuse of connective devices to their attempt at imposing "surface
logicality on a piece of writing where no deep logicality exists" (Crewe 1990:320). He adds
that "[o]ver-use at best clutters up the text unnecessarily, and at worst causes the thread of the
argument to zigzagabout, as eachconnective points it in a different direction" (ibid 324). The
following excerpt of an EFL learners' essay is a good example of EFLlearners' use of logical
connectors as 'stylistic enhancers', i.e. "words or expressions that may be sprinkled over a
text in order to give it an 'educated' or 'academic' look" (Crewe 1990:316) but whose
presence will not make the text coherent.
6.187. Furthermore, Hobbes is a stern determinist. He regards man, like nature, as subject
to the chain ofcause and ejfect Thereforea conceptlike 'free will" is impossible. Hobbes
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even considers people as artificial creatures, not belonging to nature, because they are
not able to live together in harmony, something which animals like bees and ants are
capable of, because they are natural. Ofcourse, these ideas were as much an insult to
man's estimation ofhimselfas Darwin's allegation, two hundredyears later, that our
ancestors used to live in trees. As a consequence, Hobbes was accused ofbeing an atheist
andforbidden topublish any more books. (ICLE-DU)
As shown by Aijmer (2001) in a study of EFL Swedish student writing, learners use I
think to make their claims more persuasive rather than to express a tentative degree of
commitment. They often use I think or an equivalent expression (e.g. I am ofthe opinion that,
I am convinced that) when it is communicatively unnecessary in the flow of argumentation.
For example, sentence [18] in excerpt 6.186 could be rephrased as "Theory is essential but
practice should also be present". The sequence I think it is true in sentence [4] corresponds to
what Aijmer (2001) described as a 'rhetorical overstatement', which the author regards as
typical of non-native speaker argumentative essays. The clusters To meI think and asfar as I
am concerned in sentences 6.188 and 6.189 respectively are other two examples of rhetorical
overstatement.
6.188. To me I think technology and imagination are very much interrelated, and then on
the other hand I understand that they also can be seen as separate. (ICLE-SW)
6.189. / agree with George Orwell, because asfar as 1 am concerned I think that in every
coimtry there arefew people which are rich and manypeople which are poor. (ICLE-IT)
The pedagogical impUcation of these findings is that, "important as these links are, learning
when not to use them is as important as learning when to do so. In other words, students need
to be taught that excessive use of linking devices, one for almost every sentence, can lead to
prose that sounds both artificial and mechanical" (Zamel 1983:27).
6.3.2.6. Sentence position
Linking adverbials can occur in different sentence positions. They often occur initially, as do
however and in conclusion in examples 6.190 and 6.191. They can also occur in medial
position, i.e. within the sentence, often immediately after the subject, as shown in example
6.192. Final position is also possible as illustrated in sentence 6.193.
6.190. In practice, the Red Army units did nothing to conciliate the Ukrainian Left or the
peasants. Agriculture was brutally collectivized and no concessions were made in the use
2>12>
ofthe Ukrainian language and culture. However, Denikin's Whitearmies counter
attacked and afterseven months the RedArmy wasobliged to withdraw. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.191. In conclusion, thepopulation ofEnglandremainedfairly stablefor much of
thefifteenth century, at afar lower level than in thefirst halfofthefourteenth. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
6.192. Coysevox's bustofLebnin repeats - again with a certain restraint —thegeneral
outlines ofBernini's bustofLouis XIV. Theface, however, shows a realism andsubtlety of
characterization that are Coysevox's own. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.193. It'd be worth asking himfirst, though. (BNC-SP)
EFL learners' marked preference for sentence-initial position has been reported in various
studies focusing on one LI learner population (e.g. Field and Yip 1992; Lorenz 1999b; Zhang
2000; Narita and Sugi-ura 2006). Granger and Tyson (1996) comment that "[i]t is likely that
this tendency for learners to place connectors in initial position is not language-specific"
(Granger and Tyson 1996:24). Our analysis of connectors in ICLE supports this hypothesis.
Table 6.38 shows that the total proportion of sentence-initial connectors in learnerwriting is
much higher than that found in academic prose (13.17% vs. 6%.). Examples include the
preposition despite which appears in sentence-initial position in 52% of its occurrences in
ICLE vs. 34.5%) in BNC-AC-HUM (cf example 6.194) and sentence-initial due to which is
repeatedly used in learner writing but hardly ever occurs in academic prose (example 6.195).
6.194. Despite its commercialcharacter Christmas still means a lot to me. (ICLE-FI)
6.195. Due to these developments theproduction expanded enormously, which meant that a
greater number ofpeople could befed. (ICLE-DU)
Another example is the adverb therefore which often appears in sentence-initial position in
ICLE but is not often used in that position in BNC-AC-HUM:
6.196. Scientific research as well as individual observations prove that eating habits have a
great impact on the condition ofthe human body andsoul and, consequently, on rest,
sleeping and even dreams. Therefore people shouldpay more attention to what they
consume. (ICLE-PO)
These findings provide evidence for EFL learners' lack of knowledge of the preferred
syntactic positioning of connectors in English, which has often been attributed to L2 writing
instruction. Flowerdew (1993) argues that teaching materials do not provide students with
164 paragraph
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authentic descriptions of syntactic patterns of words. He shows that, contrary to what is often
taught in course books, the adverbial connector then rarely occurs in sentence-initial position,
but is more usually found in medial position. Similarly, Milton (1999:225) discusses the
problematic aspects of teaching connectors by means of lists of undifferentiated items and
suggests that one way instruction may skew EFL learners' style is "by the presentation of
these expressions as if they occurred in only^^^ sentence-initial position" (cf. also Narita and
Sugiura 2006). Thus, EFL learners' tendency to place connectors in unmarked sentence-initial
position seems to be reinforced by teaching (cf. Granger 2004:135).
Unmarkedness provides another possible explanation for EFL learners' massive
overuse of sentence-initial connectors. Conrad (1999) studies variation in the use of linking
adverbiais across registers. She shows that, in both conversation and academic prose, the
highest percentage of linking adverbiais appears in sentence-initial position (cf Figure 6.17
copied from Conrad 1999:13) and concludes that "[ijnitial position seems the unmarked
position'®^ for linking adverbiais" (Conrad 1999:13) (cf. also Biber et al. 1999 and Quirk et
al. 1985). EFL learners seem to use unmarked sentence-initial position as a safe bet.
Figure 6.17: Positions of linking adverbiais in conversation and academic prose (Conrad 1999:13)
•E 40f
20f^
' My emphasis.
' My emphasis.
conv
Register
'Xwi ^
acad
initial media) final
Contrary to our expectations, the proportion of sentence-initial because is lower in
learner writing than in professional writing. However, sentence-initial because is significantly
more frequent (relative frequency of9.18 in learner writing vs. 4.54 in academic prose). It is
also used to serve different functions in learner writing. In academic prose, sentence-initial
because-c\BMs,QS are attached to a main clause. As shown in the following examples, they
infroduce the cause of something that is described in the main clause:
6.197. Because these changes were worldwide, Europe's history is inseparablefrom world
history between 1880 and 1945. (BNC-AC-HUM)
6.198. Because the death-rate was high, marriages were usually short-term. (BNC-AC-
HUM)
Unlike expert writers, EFL learners sometimes use sentence-initial because to introduce new
information in independent segments and give the cause of something that was referred to in
the previous sentence:
6.199. The crime rate would also strongly reduce andthis is ofcourse the main objective of
all this measures. Because everybody wants to live ina safe society. (ICLE-DU)
6.200. To directly try to changepeople with "experience oflife" would, at best, only be to
win Pyrrhic-victories, compared to this effective investment. Because deep inside every
man's heart lies the "Indian"-insight thatwe are only borrowing the earthfrom our
children. (ICLE-SW)
6.201. In my opinion it isuseful onlyfor them, for their trial. Because their sorrow isfound
as the extenuating circumstance. (ICLE-CZ)
6.202. It'snot that I am completely against the Games, but there is a certain uneasyfeeling if
I think about the costs andabout the sense ofitall. Because I can't make more sense of
Olympic Games than ofthefireworks at New Years Celebrations. (ICLE-GE)
EFL learners share this characteristic with ESL writers. In a comparison of strategies for
conjunction in spoken English and English as a Second Language (ESL) writing,
Schleppegrell (1996) finds that students who have spentmost of their lives in the US andhave
learned English primarily through oral interaction, transfer conjunction strategies from speech
to essay writing. They make use of 'afterthought' because (cf. Altenberg 1984) to add
information in independent segments as well as of other types of speech-like clause
combining strategies.
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Conrad (1999) reports that, in academic prose, most linking adverbials are placed in
sentence-initial or medial position. Three types of medial position are particularly frequent
(cf Conrad 1999:14-15):
1. Linking adverbials occur immediately after the subject as illustrated in sentence 6.192
above.
2. Linking adverbials occur between an auxiliary and the main verb:
All estimates ofpopulation size must therefore allowfor a large measure of conjecture, afact
stressed by all reputable modern historians who have worked on this intractable subject. (BNC-
AC-HUM)
3. Linkingadverbials occurbetween the main verb and its complement:
It is difficult to believe therefore that one of these mosaics was not influenced by the other.
(BNC-AC-HUM)
Medial position of connectors is quite typical of academic prose. However, it is clearly less
favoured by EFL learners. As underlined above, teaching materials focus on sentence-initial
position and EFL learners most probably feel unsafe about the syntactic positioning of
connectors.
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Table 6.39 shows that, in ICLE, several connectors are repeatedly used in sentence-final
position, which is quite uncommon in BNC-AC-HUM. As shown in Figure 6.17, final
position is frequent in conversation but rare in academic prose. Conrad (1999), however,
shows that only three highly-frequent items - then, anyway and though - account for the
relatively high proportion of sentence-final linking adverbials in native conversation. She
argues that these linking adverbials are commonly found in sentence-final position as they
serve important interpersonal functions:
[AJdverbials in conversation, in addition to showing a link with previous discourse,
can also play important roles in the interpersonal interaction that takes place. These
roles are often particularly noticeable for the common adverbials in fmal position.
(...), final though often occurs when speakers are disagreeing or giving negative
responses, final anyway is often associated with expressions of doubt or confusion,
and (...) then typically indicates that a speaker is making an inteference (sic) based
on another speaker's utterance. The placement of these adverbials in fmal position is
consistent with previous corpus analysis of conversation that has found that elements
with particular interpersonal importance are often placed at the end of a clause (...).
It may be, then, that in some cases in conversation there is a tension between
placing the linking adverbial at the beginning of the clause, due to its linking
function, and at the end of the clause, due to its interactional function.'" (Conrad
1999:14)
The type of interpersonal interaction that takes place in conversation is not typical of
academic prose. Thus, none of the linking adverbials commonly associated with final position
in conversation are conamon in formal writing. These findings suggest that positions of
linking adverbials in native discourse are directly influenced by the register in which they
appear, and the textual and/or interpersonal functions they serve.
Table 6.39: Sentence-final position of connectors in ICLE and BNC-AC-HUM
ICLE BNC-AC-HUM
S-F Tot. freq. % Rel. freq. S-F Tot. freq. % Rel. freq.
anyway 25 132 18.94% 2.15 20 71 28.2% 0.6
for example 63 854 7.38% 5.4 20 1263 1.58% 0.6
for instance 31 344 9.01% 2.69 8 609 1.31% 0.24
indeed 15 257 5.84% 1.29 18 1413 1.27% 0.54
of course 34 750 4.5% 2.92 14 863 1.62% 0.42
then 35 1054 3.32% 3 17 3062 0.5% 0.5
though 11 256 4.3% 0.9 7 178 0.9% 0.2
167 My emphasis.
6.3.2.7. Other features
Other learner-specific features include spelling errors and punctuation errors. Tables ia
Appendix 6.1 show thatAKL words are sometimes misspelt in ICLE. For example, the word
form consequences is spelt consequenses, consecuences, consecuenses, consequencies and
consecvencies and difference appears in ICLE spelt as diference, differance, differece,
differency, differene and diffrence. Note, however, that misspelt academic words constitute
rare events and that a misspelt form is generally not repeated. Mispelt AKL words appear in
all learner corpora, which suggests that academic words are not only difficult to master at the
semantic and morphological level (cf Corson 1997; Schmitt and Zimmerman 2002) but also
at the orthographic level. On the other hand, proportions of misspelt AKL words vary
significantly across learner populations with thehighest proportion being found in theSpanish
sub-corpus. This finding is supported by Lefer and Thewissen's (2007) comparison of
spelling errors in the Dutch, French and Spanish corpora in which the highest proportion of
spelling errors is also found in the Spanish sub-corpus.
Neff et al. (2007:208) report that punctuation accounts for 12% of the Spanish EFL
errors and 10% of the other LI populations. They comment that punctuation is, "most
probably, grossly under-taught" in the EFL classroom. As a result, EFLlearners produce run-
on sentences, i.e. two or more complete sentences which are joined with a comma or without
any punctuation marks or conjunctions (cf example 6.203). They also forget commas after
sentence-initial subordinate clauses or connectors (cf example 6.204) or before and after
appositives such as that is and that is to say (cf example 6.205). By contrast, theysometimes
erroneously use a comma after the conjunctions although or (even) though (cf examples
6.206 and 6.207).
6.203. Some time ago we used to enjoy various kinds ofentertainment, We wouldhave
hobbies, go outsideto theatres, cinemas, restaurants and sport events. (ICLE-PO)
6.204. However their advertisingboasts that theirproducts are ofthe best quality. (ICLE-
SW)
6.205. According to von Mayer, however, whatmatters is *relativepoverty* that is to say the
sudden decrease ofwealth. (ICLE-IT)
6.206. When I compare these languages I do not consider English as an easy language^
Mlthoughf l do admit that I have noticedsome things that are easier about English than
about the other languages that I had the chance to leam. (ICLE-PO)
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6.207. Even thougly the number offemale and male births are roughly the same (slightly
morefemales), more males die in every age group, form foetus to ninety years old. (ICLE-
SP)
6.3.3. Discussion
This section has shown that academic, and more precisely, argumentative, essays written
by upper-intermediate to advanced EFL learners share a number of linguistic features
irrespective of learners' mother tongue backgrounds or language families. The focus of
our analysis has been on the lexical means available to learners to serve specific rhetorical and
organizational functions. This textual dimension is particularly difficult to master and has
been described by Perdue (1993) as the last developmental stage before bilinguaUsm in
second language acquisition. Results show that the expression of rhetorical and organizational
functions in EFL writing is characterized by:
• Limited lexical repertoire: EFL learners tend to massively overuse a restricted set of
words and phrasemes to serve a particular rhetorical function and to underuse a large
proportion of all the lexical means available to expert writers. They also prove to
prefer using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to the detriment of phraseological
patterns with nouns, verbs and adjectives.
• Lack of register awareness: Texts produced by EFL learners often "give confusing
signals of register" (Field and Yip 1992:26) as they display mixed patterns of
formality and informality. The fi-equency of informal words and phrases in learner
writing is often closer to their fi-equency in speech than in academicprose.
• Lexico-grammatical and phraseological specificities: EFL learning writing is
distiQguishable by a whole range of lexico-grammatical patterns and co-occurrences
that differ from academic prose in both quantitative and qualitative terms. Preferred
co-occurrences in ICLE are often not the same as in academic prose, which reveals
learners' weak sense of what are native speakers' 'preferred ways of saying things'.
Learners' attempts at using collocations are not always successful and sometimes
result in crude approximations and lexico-grammatical infelicities. Results also
support Lorenz's (1999b) remark that "advanced learners' deficits are most resilient in
the area of lexico-grammar, where lexical items are employed to signal grammatical
and textual relations" and that "a lack of coherence in advanced learners' writingmust
at least partly be attributable to lexico-grammatical deficits" (Lorenz 1999b: 56).
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• Semantic misuse; EFL learners not only experience difficulty with the semantics of
connectors but also with other types of cohesive devices, and more specifically, with
labels, i.e. abstract nouns that are inherently unspecific and require lexical realization
in their co-text, either beforehand or afterwards.
• Chains of connective devices: EFL learners' texts are sometimes characterized by the
use of superfluous (and sometimes semantically inconsistent) connective devices.
• Marked preference for sentence-initial position of connectors: Connectors are
often used in unmarked sentence-initial position in learner writing. Medial position is
not favoured by EFL learners although it is typical of academic prose.
• Misspellings of academic words: A few misspelt academic words were found in
ICLE but their frequencies are very low, which suggests that only a few learners still
experience difficulties with spelling. In addition, misspellings are very unevenly
distributed across LI sub-corpora.
• Punctuation errors and infelicities
The methodology used in this chapter allows researchers to draw a generalpicture of the
writing of upper-intermediate to advanced EFL learners fi-om different mother tongue
backgrounds, thus avoiding hasty interpretations in terms of LI influence. Consider the
following quotations by Zhang (2000), who attributes a number of features to the influence of
the learners' mother tongue, that is, Chinese:
The overuse of this expression [more and more] was most probably due to
language transfer since a familiar expression in the Chinese languageje laiyue
was popularly used. (Zhang 2000:77)
The reason for the initial positioning of conjunctions was again due to the
transfer of the Chinese language where conjunction devices with similar meaning
are mostly used at the beginning of a sentence. (Zhang 2000:83)
As already mentioned, the sentence-initial positioning of conjunctions is common to most
learner populations. The mother tongue may reinforce learners' preference for sentence-initial
position but cannot be regarded as a unique explanation for this learner-specific feature. In
section 6.3.2.6, teaching-induced factors have been proposed as possible explanations for
learners' preference for sentence-initial position. Syntactic positioning of connectors is rarely
taught and EFL learners use sentence-initial position as a safe position. As for the.overuse of
the expression more and more, although it is indeed very significant in the Chinese
component of ICLE, this feature is actually common to all learners in ICLE. This suggests
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that, while transfer may be at work in the case of Chinese learners, it cannot be the only
explanation and other factors, such as developmental factors, or teaching-induced effects,
have to be taken into account too.
Another advantage of the method used is that, once linguistic features of upper-
intermediate to advanced EFL learner writing have been highlighted, we can check to what
extent they are specific to EFL learners or just typical of novice writing. This is precisely
where a corpus of essays written by native university students such as STUD-US-ARG (cf.
section 4.1.2.2) has a role to play, in tripartite comparisons between professional writing,
foreign learner writing and native student writing, which make it possible to distinguish
between leamer-specific and developmental features. Whether a feature is learner-specific or
developmental varies fi:om lexical item to lexical item, but as a general rule, findings suggest
that what is most likely to be shared by native and non-native novice writers is a lack of
register-awareness. Figure 6.18 shows that a whole range of lexical items that Gilquin and
Paquot (2006) found to be overused in learner writing - maybe, so expressing effect, it seems
to me, really, sentence-final though, this/that is why, I think and first of all - are also often
more frequently used in native novice writing than in academic prose (cf examples 6.208 to
6.210). The overuse of / think in both learner and native student writing has already been
reported by Neff et al. (2004) who describe it as a general "novice-writer characteristic of
excessive visibility" (Neff et al 2004:152).
6.208. Judge Robert H. Schnacke overruled the ban and allowedfor reporters to be in the
witness execution room. He did not allow them to bring in video cameras, though.
(STUD-US-ARG)
6.209. I think societyshould realize that thisform ofpunishment is beingapplied to those
for doing exactlywhat thepunishment is doing to them, which totally contradicts the
morals involved (respectfor human life). (STUD-US-ARG)
6.210. Shriver goes on to state that religious majorities do not respect religious minorities
and this is whypraying inpublic schools is wrong. (STUD-US-ARG)
Figure 6.18 also shows that not all leamer-specific spoken-like lexical items are overused in
native novice writing. Thus, the lexical items ofcourse, certainly, absolutely, by the way andI
would like/want/am going to talk about are quite rare in STUD-US-ARG and are even less
frequent than in academic prose, which suggests that native novice writers do not transfer all
types of spoken features to their academic writing. It is very difficult to draw conclusions
about patterns of overuse and undemse of spoken-like items in native novice writiag on the
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basis of Figure 6.18 but it may be hypothesized that lexical items which are not so frequent in
speech and rare in academic prose (e.g. I want/would like/am going to talk about) are less
likely tobeoverused bynative novice writers. By contrast, lexical items that are very frequent
in speech and acceptable in academic prose are most likely to be overused (e.g. maybe, so
expressing effect). These findings must be taken with caution as the native student corpus
used, i.e. STUD-US-ARG, is arguably too small to be compared to the whole ICLE. Learner-
corpus research is clearly in need of a larger comparable corpus of native novice writing (cf
Nesi et al. 2004).
Figure 6.18: Features of novice writing
300 A
Freq. of maybe (pmw)
Freq. of it seems to me (pmw)
of course
Freq. ofso expressing effect (pmw)
Freq. ofI would like/ want / am going to talk
about (pmw)
certainly absolutely definitely
Freq. of amplifying adverbs (pmw)
Freq. of by the way (pmw)
Freq. ofPRO (this, that, which) is why (pmw)
Freq. offirst ofall (pmw)
Freq. of sentence-final thoush (pmw)
Freq. ofI think (pmw)
Academic writing: British National
Corpus, academic component (15m.
words)
Novice writing : Sub-corpus of
LOCNESS (100,702 words)
Learner writing: ICLEv2 (14 Lls;
around 1.5m. words)
Speech: British National corpus,
spoken component (10m. words)
Other linguistic features are limited to non-native learners. Leamer-specific features
include lexico-grammatical errors {*a same; possibility *to; despite *of; discuss *about);
the use of non-native like sequences (e.g. according to me and as a conclusion)-, and the
overuse of relatively rare expressions such as in a nutshell. As Gilquin, Granger and Paquot
(in press) have argued, the issue of the degree of overlap between novice native writers and
non-native writers has far-reaching methodological and pedagogical implications and is
clearly in need of empirical studies.
6.4. Pedagogical implications
How then could weraiseourEFLleamers' awareness of appropriate
connectorusage? Onepossible way is. through the development of
new EFL teachingmaterials. (Narita and Sugiura 2006:35)
The findings presented in this chapter have major pedagogical implications which are
discussed in detail here. We will first place emphasis on a number of teaching-induced
factors. We will then focus on the role of corpora, and more particularly, learner corpora, in
EAP material design and illustrate how these two types of corpus data have been used to
inform academic writing sections in the second edition of the Macmillan English Dictionary
for Advanced Learners (MED2) (Rundell 2007).
6.4.1. Teaching-induced factors
Teaching-induced factors have repeatedly been denounced in the literature as being
responsible for a number of learners' inappropriate uses of connectors (cf Zamel 1983;
Hyland and Milton 1997; Flowerdew 1998; Milton 1999). First, semantic misuse may result
from pedagogic practice as connectors are often presentedin long lists of undifferentiated and
supposedly equivalent items classified in broad functional categories (cf Crewe 1990; Lake
2004). For example, in Jordan (1999), the complex adverb on the contrary is described as a
phrase of contrast, thus equivalent to on the other hand and by contrast (cf Figure 6.19). The
same is true for conversely, which, however, should only be used for indicating that one
situation is the exact opposite of another as in the following sentence:
6.211. American consumers prefer white eggs; conversely, British buyers like brown eggs.
(LD0CE4)
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Also problematic are the categorization of besides as a marker of concession and the
misleading presentation of the conjunctions even ifand even though as synonyms.
Figure 6.19: Connectives: contrast and concession (Jordan 1999:136)
A. Contrast, with what has preceded:
instead
conversely
then
on the contrary
by (way of) contrast
in comparison
(on the one hand) ... on the other hand
B. Concession indicates the unexpected, surprising nature of what is being said in view of
what was said before:
besides yet
(or) else in any case
however at any rate
nevertheless for all that
nonetheless in spite of/despite that
notwithstanding after all
only at the same time
still on the other hand
while all the same
(al)though even if/though
Overuse of connectors such as nevertheless, in a nutshell, as far as I am concerned, on
the one hand, and on the other hand can also be attributed to the. long lists of connectors
found in most textbooks (cf. Granger 2004:135) as no information is given about their
frequency and semantic properties. Milton (1998) has shown that there is a strong correlation
between the words and phrases overused by Hong Kong students and the functional lists of
expressions distributed by Hong Kong tutorial schools, i.e. private institutions which prepare
most high school students for English examinations. The selection of connectors to be taught
may also lend itself to criticism. It was shown in section 6.3.2.3 that non-native like
sequences such as according to me and as a conclusion are sometimes found in teaching
materials, especially in lists of connectors freely available on the Internet^ In addition, the
most frequent connectors to serve a rhetorical ftinction are not always given and less
The quality of teaching materials focusing on connectors that are freely available on the Internet is generally
quite alarming, especially considering the fact that students increasingly use the Internet for study purposes.
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idiomatic sequences are provided instead. Thus, in the Fiche Essentielle du Baccalaureat,
connectors such first, second, in conclusion and in summary are not provided and learners
axe encouraged to use rather unidiomatic sequences such as as an introduction, as a
conclusion and expressions such as ina word which are less frequent (cf. Appendix 6.2a).
Another direct consequence of these hsts is EFL learners' stylistic inappropriateness
as Milton (1998) explains:
Students are drilled in the categorical use of a short list of expressions - often
those functioning as connectives or alternatively those which are colourful and
complicated (and therefore impressive) - regardless of whether they are used
primarily in spoken or written language'®' (if indeed at all), or to which text
types they are appropriate (Milton 1998:190).
EFL learners generally do not have the means to distinguish between spoken-like linguistic
features and academic writing conventions (cf. Milton 1999:228). Teachers should heighten
learners' awareness of the stylistic restriction of uidividual connectors. However, connectors
arevery rarely taught as register- or genre-specific. Figure6.19 shows that the spoken-like
expression all the same is given as an equivalent alternative to more formal connectors such
as on the other hand or notwithstanding in Jordan (1999). This example also illustrates the
fact that no information about grammatical category and syntactic properties is made
available to the learners. The preposition notwithstanding is listed together with adverbs and
adverbial phrases (e.g. however, yet) as well as conjunctions (e.g. although, while). Learners'
marked preference for sentence-initial position of connectors has also been related to L2
instruction (cf. Flowerdew 1998; Milton 1999; Naritaand Sugiura 2006). Positional variation
of connectors is usually not taught and learners use sentence-initial position as a safe bet.
When preferred sentence positions of individual connectors are taught, they are often neither
corpus-based nor confirmed by corpus data (cf. section6.2.1.1).
Another problem of teaching practices which has not often been documented is that too
much emphasis tends to be placed on connectors, that is, on grammatical cohesion (cf.
HaUiday and Hasan 1976), to the detriment of lexical cohesion '^", hi this chapter, however,
nouns, verbs and adjectives have been shown to serve prominent rhetorical functions in
academic prose. Labels, i.e. abstract nouns that are inherently unspecific and require lexical
realization in their co-text, either beforehand or afterwards, have also been found to fulfil
My emphasis.
'™ Cohesion has often been dealt with ingrammars where the focus has always been on connectors. It is
noteworthy that, in thenewcorpus-based Cambridge Grammar ofEnglish (Carter andMcCarthy 2006), no
attentionis given to lexical cohesion althoughit has a chapter on textual cohesion('Grammar across turns and
sentences', pp. 242-262)as well as a full chapter on 'Grammar and AcademicEnglish' (pp. 266-294).
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prominent cohesive roles in this particular genre. It is most probable that lexical cohesion has
been neglected in EFL teaching because "there have been no good descriptions of the forms
and functions of this phenomenon" (Flowerdew 2006:345). Hinkel (2002:255), however,
argues that "the teaching of L2 lexical and syntactic features of text may not or should not be
separated from the teaching of discourse and organizational skills."
6.4.2. The role of corpora in EAP materials design
Another iniportant pedagogical implication of our findings is that the teaching of connectors
and lexical cohesion by means of phrasemes involving nouns, adjectives and adverbs,
necessarily needs to be based on contextualized data, and more specifically, on authentic
texts. While teaching materials designed to help undergraduate students improve their
academic writing skills are legion (e.g. Bailey 2006; Hamp-Lyons and Heasley 2006), few
make use of authentic texts and very few are corpus-informed'^ '. When they are corpus-
informed, EAP resources tend to be based on native corpora only. Thus, Thurstun and
Candlin's (1997) Exploring Academic English, which uses concordance lines to introduce
new words in context and familiarise learners with phraseology patterns, rely exclusively on
data from a native academic corpus. Although this tool is one of the most innovative EAP
textbooks to date, it is arguably less useful for non-native learners, despite Thurstun and
Candlin's (1998) claim that it is equally appropriate for native and non-native writers. As
shown in section 6.3.3, learner writing is characterized by a number of linguistic features that
differ from novice native writing.
The value of such pedagogical tools for non-native speakers of English would be
greatly increased if findings from learner corpus data were also used to select what to teach
and how to teach it. As stated by Flowerdew (1998), "when choosmg which markers to
teach, decisions made should also be based on findings from a parallel student corpus to
ascertain where students' main deficiencies lie. If not, there is a danger that the emphasis on
teaching the most frequent markers may focus on ones already familiar to and correctly used
by students, or in this case, exacerbate the problem with their overuse" (Flowerdew
1998:338). By showing in context the types of infehcities learners produce and the types of
errors they make, as well as the items they tend to underuse or overuse, learner corpora are
the most valuable type of resources to design EAP materials addressing the specific problems
See Gilquin, Granger and Paquot (in press) for a more detailed discussion of the role of corpora, and more
specifically, learner corpora in EAP materials design and for possible explanations for the relatively modest role
that corpora have played so far.
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that EFL learners encounter as non-native writers. Yet, learner corpora have very rarely been
used systematically to inform EAP materials (see Milton 1998 and Tseng and Liou 2006 for
two exceptions in Computer-Assisted Language Learning).
The only type of resource in which learner corpus data have been relatively
successfully implemented up to now is the monolingual learners' dictionary (MLD). The
latest edition ofthe Longman Dictionary ofContemporary English (Summers 2003) and the
Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary (Gillard 2003) include a number of learner
corpus-informed statements which warn against common learner errors (e.g. the confusion
between the adjectives actual and current, the countable use of the noun information)^^^.
MLDs are currently conceived of as fully comprehensive writing tools in that they include
productively oriented information in areas such as syntactic behaviour, prevention of errors,
phraseology and collocation. Yet, if MLDs are to take further "proactive steps to help
learners negotiate known areas of difficulty" (Rundell 1999:47), learner corpora should not
only be exploited to compile error notes but also to improve other aspects ofthe dictionary.
In the next section, such an enterprise is described, in which learner corpus insights were
used to inform a 30-page writing section in the second edition of the Macmillan English
Dictionaryfor Advanced Learners (Rundell 2007).
6.4.3. An example of learner corpus-informed materials
In the previous two sections, it was shown that many leamer-specific features in the use of
connectors and lexical cohesive devices can be attributed to teaching-induced factors as well
as to the complete lack of detailed corpus-based descriptions of the semantic, syntactic and
phraseological properties ofthe lexical items which are available in English academic writing
to serve specific organizational functions. It has also been argued that learner corpora have a
role to play in teaching materials specifically designed for EFL learners. Yet, learner corpora
may reveal variability, and more particularly, Ll-specific variability. The method used in this
thesis, however, has made it possible to distinguish shared features across learner populations
from different mother tongue backgrounds from Ll-speficic characteristics. These shared
features can be used to inform generic tools such as the writmg sections I designed in close
collaboration with Gaetanelle Gilquin and Sylviane Granger for the second edition of the
Macmillan English Dictionaryfor Advanced Learners.
172 DeCock and Granger (2004), however, have shown that there is still much room for improvement in the
selection and presentation of learners' errors in MLDs.
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The writing section includes 12 functions that EFL learners need to master in order to
write well-structured academic texts: (1) adding information; (2) comparing and
contrasting: describing similarities and differences; (3) exemplification: introducing
examples; (4) expressing cause and effect; (5) expressing personal opinions; (6) expressing
possibility and certainty; (7) introducing a concession; (8) introducing topics and related
ideas; (9) Hsting items; (10) reformulation: paraphrasing or clarifying; (11) reporting
and quoting; (12) summarizing and drawing conclusions (Gilquin et al. 2007: IW1-IW29).
I have written 8 of these 12 functions (in bold). For the.reader's convenience, the function of
'comparing and contrasting' is reprinted in Figure 6.20 while the other seven functions are
in Appendix 6.3.
Each writing section includes a detailed corpus-based description of the many lexical
means that are available to expert writers to perform a specific function. The words described
were selected according to the corpus-driven method described in chapter 5. Special emphasis
has been placed on nouns, adjectives and verbs as well as on their phraseological patterns.
The sections provide information about how to use these words appropriately by focusing on
their:
• Semantic properties
• Syntactic positioning
• Collocations
• Frequency
• Style and register differences
All examples come from the academic component of the British National Corpus. Evidence
from learner corpora has been used ia order to inform the writing sections in several ways.
The writing sections specifically address the types of learners' problems discussed in this
chapter, namely, restricted lexical repertoire, overuse and underuse, lack of register
awareness, phraseological infelicities, semantic misuse, syntactic positioning, etc. Our
treatment of these problems is mainly explicit, in that we draw learners' attention to error-
prone items and we provide them with negative feedback in the form of "Be careful!" notes
and "Get it right" boxes. The latter are intended to give guidance on how to avoid common
errors while the former focus on problems of frequency (overuse and underuse), register
confusion and atypical positioning. They are typically supported by frequency data, in the
form of graphs which help the reader visualise the differences between learners' behaviour
and that of native writers. Thus, in the section on 'Comparing and Contrasting', a graph is
391
used to show that learners have a strong tendency to use the expression look like, which is
relatively rare in academic prose (see Figure 6.20). Numerous authentic examples are
provided to illustrate all the points we make. The reader is referred to Gilquin, Granger and
Paquot (in press) for more detailed information on the principles that guided the design of
these writing sections.
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6.5. Conclusion
... they have a shortfall of syntactic and lexical tools to enable them
to produce competentwritten academic text (Hinkel 2002:160).
This chapter has established the value of the Academic Keyword List for theoretical,
descriptive and pedagogical purposes. Detailed corpus-based descriptions of a selected list of
AKL words in native professional writing have offered valuable insights into the distinctive
nature of the phraseology of rhetorical functions in academic prose. Systematic use of both
types of comparison involved in the model of Contrastive InterlanguageAnalysis, that is, the
comparison of interlanguage with native language, but also, of several interlanguages
together, has made it possible to identify a whole range of learner-specific uses of the words
common to a majority of LI populations. These shared features can be regarded as a common
core which characterizes the writing of upper-intermediate to advanced learners in
institutional settings, irrespective of their LI backgrounds.
It has been argued that a systematic analysis of several interlanguages is necessary for
analyzing the potential influence of developmental, teaching-induced and transfer-related
factors on EFL learner writing. By focusing on shared features across LI learner populations,
we have highlighted the important role playedby developmental and teaching-induced factors
in learner written production. We have also shown that it is not always possible to attribute
learner-specific features to a single factor as developmental, teaching-induced and transfer-
related effects can reinforce each other (cf. Granger 2004:135-136). Several examples of
assumedLI influence in the literaturehave been questioned and other explanations have been
proposed in the light of dataprovidedby our comparisons of several interlanguages. Transfer-
related factors have only lightly been touched upon as they are the focus of the following
chapter.
Shared learner-specific features have provided useful information on what EFL learners
need in order to improve their academic writing skills. Together with data from native
corpora, they have been used to inform academic writing sections in the second edition of the
Macmillan English Dictionaryfor Advanced Learners. They could also be employed to help
design other types of generic tools such as a corpus-informed EAP textbook for EFL leamers
or an electronic writing-aid tool. Detailed descriptions of AKL words in native and learner
corpora are arguably the type of data needed to build an EAP dictionary (cf Kosem and
Krishnamurthy 2007).
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The method used in this chapter has rarely been used in learner corpus research.
However, the present study has brought to Ught its potential contribution to a number of
theoretical discussions and applied projects. One avenue for future research would be to use
this method to analyze a corpus stratified for proficiency levels rather than LI backgrounds.
Such a study could help improve the Common European Framework (CEF) descriptors for
overall writing competence (cf Figure 6.21). Unlike for reading, listening and speaking, the
descriptors for writing are largely intuitive and were not empirically calibrated (cf North
2002). Proficiency levels are very impressionistically described and the descriptors do not
provideuseful guidelines in order to distinguish between, for example, B2 and C1 texts.
Figure 6.21: The Common European Framework: overall written production (Council of Europe 2001:61)
OVEKALL ^'VTOTTEN PRODUCTION
C2
Ctiri wiK dear, smootWyJowirigj coftiplex texts in on flpproprtetE atid^ecth's sfyle ciitid filsgical
str-ucture Iielps the reader stgripcsfttpoirtts.
C1
Can witf dear, iwH-structoraJ texts qfromplex sitbjectsk trndCTftning tfierdei'iific jalienrissues,
expundtftg mcJ suijpOTtjHgpoStits cf at sotBe ImgcTi ultfi pottitSj ffflsores andrdnrntt
exstTipie^ esndrouTidfflgc^fM'itFi m flppfoprratecofEdttstott.
B2
Cttf[ write detiTj detatMtests o-fi a wirierj? efsubjects rduted to qf•frtferesf, iyritFiesismg and
ft'ttfutittng irpmtiitim't md afgErniatSsJr'om a ramtiier ofsotfrces.
B1
Cmwrite 5trsight|wuwd cOTtterteii texts ona rsTtg-e qf/ismilitir sal^eccs \vjtlj5ti htsjield o/ifiterest, iiy
lifil-mg a series ofshorterdiscretfi demerits intos.linear jsepenca
A2
Can wire a series o/stmple pfirsses and seritftices liriM i«& sirrtpfe eoraiarfers ttte 'and', 'kit' ami
'tecaifse'.
Al Can write simplefsDistaJ pbrtisfis and sentences.
Note: Thedescriptors on this scaleand on the tivo su:l>scalfis v.'hieh foiloiv (Creatiw Writing;
Reports and Essays) have not been empirically calilirated mth the measurement model. The
descriptors for these tbree scales have therefore been created by recombining elements of
descriptoES Jtom other scales.
More generally, the method could also be used to help identify other aspects of interlanguage
- aspects of grammar, morphology, etc. - which are shared across learners from several
mother tongue backgrounds and distinguish them from LI-specific features.
Thewissen et al. (2005), Thewissen (2006) and Granger and Thewissen (2006) have examined the possible
contribution of error-tagged learner corpora to the CEF specifications regarding the linguistic competences
relevant for writing, e.g. lexical competence, semantic competence, grammatical competence. They have shown
thatlooking at error domains can help to betterdistinguish between proficiency levels.
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7. Ll-specific variability in learners' use of EAP vocabulary and
the issue of transfer
"Learners clearly cannot be regarded as 'phraseologically virgin
territory': they have a whole stock of prefabs in their mother tongue
which will iaevitably play a role - both positive and negative - in the
acquisition ofprefabs ia the L2." (Granger 1998: 158)
7.1. Introduction
Chapter 6 has highlighted a number of linguistic features that are shared by most learner
populations when compared to native academic writing. EFL learners, however, do not use all
lexical items similarly, irrespective of their mother-tongue background. In section 6.3.2.2, it
was shown that although all LI learner populations overuse the adverb maybe and the
expression / relative frequencies differ widely across LI populations. These differences
may be explained by a number of factors such as first language, essay prompt, vocabulary
knowledge and proficiency level. The focus of Chapter 7 is on the potential influence of the
first language on EFL learners' academic vocabulary. The objective is not to assess the extent
to which Ll-specific variability in learners' use of EAP words and phrasemes may be
accounted for by LI influence nor to determine how significant it is in L2 acquisition (cf
Ellis 1994:341), two questions which are clearly beyond the scope of this dissertation. Rather,
the primary objectives of this chapter are methodological. This being said, preliminary results
on a number of transfer effects will also highlight the theoretical significance of the methods
adopted.
Methodological issues in transfer studies have been addressed in chapter 3 where we
have argued that learner corpus data could be used to overcome some of the limitations of the
field in terms of amount of data, type of data analysis, selection of items to be investigated,
etc. This chapter thus aims to investigate how learner corpus data and corpus linguistics
approaches can be used to help inform the different steps of transfer studies, and more
particularly, item selection and transfer assessment.
, It first proposes to make use of a corpus-driven approach to identify EAP clusters that
are more frequently used by a specific LI learner population in comparison with EFL learners
from different mother tongue backgrounds (cf section 7.2). It is hypothesized that this "raw
discovery procedure" (De Cock 2003: 199) will bring to hght a wide range of Ll-specific
word sequences which may serve as a new type of material for transfer studies.
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An important outcome of chapter 3 is also that transfer studies should ideally rely on
more than one source of evidence to prove LI transfer. Section 7.3 thus describes Jarvis's
(2000) unified framework for the study of LI influence in which IL-Ll comparisons, IL-IL
comparisons and comparisons of IL productions of learners sharing the same language are
used. I propose one procedure to operationalize Jarvis's framework on learner corpus data
which relies on corpus linguistics methods and several statistical measures. This procedure is
repeated in four case studies which are described successively. In section 7.4, pedagogical
implications of our results are briefly discussed.
7.2. Making use oflearner corpora toselect items to be investigated in transfer
studies
This section describes one possible way of exploiting learner corpora to select items worthy
of investigation in fransfer studies. A corpus-driven approach similar to the one adopted in
Chapter 5 to extract EAP words is first used toselect word sequences that display LI-specific
variability. The focus is thenplaced onwordsequences including words thathave been found
to serve specific rhetorical or organizational frinctions in learner and/or native writing.
7.2.1. A corpus-driven approach
A corpus-driven approach to item selection seems particularly well,suited to overcome the
limitations of transfer studies which have been observed in section 3.3.2. As De Cock (2003)
puts it, data in corpus-driven methods "constitute the starting point of a path-finding
expedition that will allow linguists to uncover new grounds, new categories and formulate
new hypotheses onthe basis of the patterns that were observed" (De Cock 2003; 197). Coipus-
driven methods have been used to make IL-Ll comparisons andhave already brought to light
a number of findings related to LI-transfer (cf De Cock 2003; 2004 - see sections 1.4.2 and
3.2.2.3). More studies of this type are clearly needed, especially for learner populations from
othermother tongue backgrounds thanFrench. Themethod used here,however, is different.
Corpus-dnven methods have never been used to compare the interlanguage of leamers
from at least two different mother tongue backgrounds so as to verify that the first language
really is the major explanatory factor (cf section 3.3.3.2). In this section, we therefore intend
to start filling this, gap and demonstrate how promising the method is. We adopt a corpus-
driven approach to LI-specific variability in learner corpora with the aim ofhighlighting 2-to-
5-word sequences that are more (or less) frequently used by French, Spanish or Dutch
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learnerswhen compared to the other nine learner populations represented in the first
version of the International Corpus ofLearner English. The procedure used is as follows. We
first make a list of 2-word sequences for ICLE-FR and a second one for the 9 other learner
sub-corpora as a group with WordSmith Tools (cf section 4.2.2.1). These two lists are then
compared with the Keywords tool (cf. section 5.3.1.1). The same procedure is repeated for
sequences of 3 words, 4 words and 5 words. The same method is used to compare 2-to-5 word
sequences in ICLE-SP and ICLE-DU vs. the 9 other learner sub-corpora.
Table 7.1 gives the number of positive and negative key 2-to-5- word clusters^^^ in
ICLE-DU, ICLE-FR and ICLE-SP. It shows that the number of positive key clusters at least
partly depends on corpus size. A higher number of positive key clusters is found in ICLE-
DU, which totals 163,243 words, than in ICLE-SP, which only counts 99,119 words. This
finding is easily explained by the fact that the bigger the corpus is, the more often a sequence
may be repeated. Corpus size, however, does not help interpret the high number of positive
key clusters found in ICLE-FR. A likely explanation is provided by the number of different
topics which were used as essay prompts across the three corpora. Unlike in ICLE-DU and
ICLE-SP, essays in ICLE-FR address a very restricted range of topics. The fact that there are
many essays on the same topic provides more opportunities for students to make use of the
same word sequences. Thus, 92 essays (42% of essays in ICLE-FR) deal with the essay
prompt "Europe 92: loss of sovereignty or birth of a nation", which results in the following
topic-related sequences being positive key clusters: the birth of a nation, loss of national
identity or, the united states of Europe, lead to a loss of, each country has its own, the
creation of the European, the European countries, the unification of, all the European, the
twelve countries, its own culture, a new nation, unification ofEurope, the single market, the
free movement, a great nation, andpolitical union, say that Europe, the new Europe, a united
Europe, etc.
ICLE-FR, ICLE-SP and ICLE-DU were selected so'that I was able to compare learners' use of lexical items
in L2 with native usage of potential translation equivalents.
Positive keywords have been defined as words that are statistically prominent in a corpus while negative
keywords are words that have strikingly low frequency (cf section 5.3.1.1).
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Table 7.1: Positive and negative key 2-to-5-word clusters in ICLE-DU, ICLE-FR and ICLE-SP
ICLE-DU
162,243 words
ICLE-FR
136,343 words
ICLE-SP
99,119 words
2-word clusters + 795 937 541
- 693 642 395
3-word clusters + 344 520 248
- 282 204 102
4-word clusters + 82 156 75
- 58 34 14
5-word clusters + 19 43 16
- 12 5 3
A sizeable proportion of negative keywords in ICLE-DU, ICLE-FR and ICLE-SP are also
topic-related. Examples in ICLE-FR include clusters directly related to the essay topic "Most
University degrees are theoretical and do not prepare us for the real Hfe. Do you agree or
disagree?" which is less frequently used as a prompt in other learner corpora: studentsfor the
real world, prepare students for the real, students for the real, not prepare students for,
prepare studentsfor the, most university degrees are, university degrees are theoretical, do
not prepare students, university degrees are, etc. These examples stress the importance of
taking topic into account when interpreting interlanguage data, something which is not often
done in learner corpus research.
Next to topic-related word sequences, positive and negative key clusters also include a
number of clusters which are particularly interesting to study as they involve words and
phrasemes that have been shown to serve specific rhetorical or organizational functions in
learner and/or native writing (cf chapter 6). The next section is therefore devoted to this
specific type of potential EAP key clusters, which will henceforth be referred to as EAP key
clusters for simplicity's sake.
7.2.2. Focusing on 'EAP key clusters'
In Chapter 6, learners' use of EAP words and phrasemes has been shown to share similarities
when compared to native writing. However, it is not because all LI learner populations
overuse or underuse a lexical item when compared to native writing that there is no Ll-
specific variability. An EAP word or phraseme may be frequently used by EFL learners in
general and, even more heavily relied upon by one specific LI learner population. Data
resulting from IL-IL comparisons as described in section 7.2.1 suggests that a comparison of
positive and negative EAP key clusters across learner corpora may help identify word
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sequences that only serve specific rhetorical or organizational functions in essays written by
learners who share a single mother tongue background. These LI-specific clusters are
arguably good candidates for transfer studies.
Ideally, an analysis of EAP key clusters in learner corpora should at least consist in the
following steps:
- Operationalizationof the concept of 'EAP key cluster': a possible solution is to define
'EAP key clusters' as clusters which involves a word or phraseme that belongs to the
AKL list (e.g. claim, example, conclusion). The analysis should, however, also include
learner-specific clusters such as according to me or as a conclusion (cf. section
6.3.2.3).
- Manual extraction of all EAP key clusters from the raw lists of positive and negative
2-to-5-word clusters
Quantitative analysis: compare the frequency and proportion of positive and negative
2-to-5 word EAP key clusters across learner corpora to investigate whether there are
learner populations who rely more heavily on EAP key clusters or rather, make less
frequent use of this type of word sequences.
- Qualitative analysis: analyse positive and negative EAP key clusters for each learner
corpus (e.g. structure, whether they rather involve nouns, verbs or adjectives; whether
they are native-like, etc.) and compare them
- Interpretation: link findings with variables such as first language and proficiency level
Such an analysis clearly lies beyond the scope of this thesis. However, preliminary results are
so promising that I would like to follow the procedure just described in future research.
In what follows, I focus primarily on positive EAP key clusters in French learner
writing. The analysis does not aim to be exhaustive. Rather, it seeks to identify general trends
in French learners' use of EAP clusters by contrasting them with word sequences particularly
salient in Spanish and Dutch learner writing. Selected lists of positive EAP key clusters in
ICLE-FR, ICLE-SP and ICLE-DU are provided in Table 7.2 to 7.4.
As Table 7.2 shows, when compared to other LI learner populations, French learners
tend to make significantly more use of 5-word sequences such asfrom an economic point of
view, as a matter offact, is no longer the case', 4-word sequences such as isfar from being, I
wouldsay that, on the one hand, that is to say, have the opportunity to, we can see that, we
can say that, 3-wordsequences such as will have to, in order to, on the conU-ary, it will be, as
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far as, as a conclusion, take the example, according to me, in other words, will certainly be,
more and more, we have to, it will be; and 2-word sequences such as let us, considered as, we
will, we may, even if, for instance, the case, thanks to, such as, first step, to conclude, and one
could. Some of these sequences are also frequently used by Spanish learners (cf. Table 7.3).
Examples include that is to say, in order to, we will and as a conclusion. However, most of
them are specific to French learners and Spanish learners tend to use other sequences such as
there are a lot of I would like to say, as a result of this, as we can see, it is sure that, in the
case of to sum up, as we can see, we can, and if we.
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Table 7.2: A selected list of positive EAP key clusters in ICLE-FR
from aneconomic point of (8), as a matter offact (21), it is notalways easy (5), isno longer
the case (5), it isno longer the (5), we must not forget that (5), I do not think so (5), we can
say that the (5)
take the example of (10), as far as the (26), is farfrom being (14), I would saythat (19), be
considered as a (11), will be able to (24), itwill bepossible (6), will have to be (13), people
will have to (5), no longer thecase (5), onthe one hand (25), I think thatwe(6), thatis to say
(16), the aim isto (5), it would be difficult (5), butI amnot(5), it is obvious that (17), for the
sake of (13), must not forget that(5), wemust not forget (7), to keep inmind (6), should not
forget that (6), wecansaythat (14), I think that the (15), it is not always (7), it is true that
(20), it is no longer (7), have theopportunity to (5), do not think so (5), we cansee that (7),
we will have to (7), I do not think (20), I think that this (8)
will have to (61), in order to (151), as faras (72), it willbe (40), considered as a (18), as a
conclusion (22), onthe contrary (50), take the example (10), notforget that (19), according to
me (13), m other words (40), willbe able (24), would saythat (19), people willhave (9), I
would rather (6), we may wonder (6), point ofview (65), far from being (16), I would say(20), be considered as (18), longer the case (5), we can wonder (5), was considered as (7^
have the impression (7), matter of fact (21), we cansay(22), theopportunity to (22), with
regard to (12), will certainly be (8), will be easier (6), how could we (7), wemust not (12), a
kind of (33), will bepossible (7), more and more (66), the example of (13), would it be (7),
question that arises (5), it bepossible (5), notalways easy (5), a first step (5), will always
remain (6), letusnot (6), theone hand (25), wewill be (12), thatis to (18), there wont be (6),
could argue that (5), it is obvious (20), wecannotice (6), is obvious that (17), in that respect
(5), the aim is (5), from all this (5), lets take the (5), is to say (16), as I am (8), is notalways
(13), to show that(10), be possible to (8), look at it (5), because we have (5), it may also (5),
look at what (5), I have just (5), a means to (5), idea of a (9), in a particular (7), letus take
(7), we are now (6), is true that (21), one has to (13), wehave to (48), I mean that (8), the
cause of (24), keep in mind (9), I think that(66), even if they (13), it would be (47), is notyet
(5), existence of a (5), to be considered (8), must not forget (7), less andless (6), problems in
the (6), this is also (6), and more important (6), aim of the (6), is true for(5), present in the
(5), butis this (5), not think so (5), this lack of (5), think that this (10), some people think (7),
is probably the (7), may not be (7), could say that (9)
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will be (287), let us (67), it will (89), order to (151), will also (33), in order (156), as far (72),
far as (73), considered as (39), speak of (28), will certainly (26), the contrary (58), is
concerned (45), will perhaps (10), we will (64), we may (34), people will (38), appear as (8),
will not (79), is thus (13), other words (42), project is (7) point of (77), lead to (48), even if
(63), this will (22), will speak (6), favour the (6), may wonder (6), perhapsbe (6), imply the
(6), concerned by (6), also see (6), forget that (24), for instance (73), can wonder (8), aims at
(10), a conclusion (22), ideal solution (5), indeed we (5), it implies (5), of fact (21), more
easily (13), notice that (17), a first (13), the opportunity (27), the case (60), a bit (31), with
regard (12), be more (44), an important (47), this assertion (7), be difficult (11), must keep
(10), wonder whether (10), how could (15), it mean (11), we could (35), are concerned (20),
true for (12), thanks to (44), be possible (19), may also (14), most striking (8), not imply (7),
such as (88), first step (11), far from (30), could we (10), imply a (6), here again (6), added to
(9), to conclude (17), the example (14), can notice (8), would it (11), can say (27), into
account (22), is precisely (7), now turn (5), opportunity to (29), think that (126), to assert (6),
first part (6), be considered (28), certainlynot (15), but rather (12), no more (19), consider
the (23), a matter (30), always remain (7), intend to (7), would rather (10), regard to (12), can
also (32), will lead (9), must not (21), and particularly (6), would say (21), and yet (12), one
hand (30), but also (68), are thus (5), see why (5), implies the (5), will always (26),linked
with (7), know whether (7), a means (9), biit this (33), to show (33), so that(51), not yet (15),
ifnecessary (6), will remain (9), to illustrate (8), implies that (8X we notice (5), illustrate this
(5), viewed as (5), an aim (5), but is (18), above all (19), in fact (60), is certainly (17), this
point (22), is obvious (23), could argue (5), examinethe (5), can now (5), these examples (7),
are indeed (6), not speak (6), it may (36), mean that (30)', problems of (17), this means (18),
consider that (9), this question (19), obvious that (21), a particular (19), say that (97), we
might (11), certainlybe (8), what would (13), one must (10), I would (67), may not (16), but
we (38X's take (8), what does (12), are therefore (6), is interesting (6), we always (5), cannot
deny (5), indeed the (5),will provide (5), we wont (5), one could (15), the same (188), refer
to (7), also means (7), put forward (7), greatpart (7), we shall (9), contraryto (8), lets take
(8)
Table 7.3: A selected list of positive EAP key clusters in ICLE-SP
« there are a lot of (16), as a result of this (5), I would like to say (6)
'g g
^ I
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« that is to say (15), as we can see (6), as an exampleof (5), in the case of (17), it is sure that
^ ' (5), there are a lot (17), we only have to (5), is the case of (5), we have to do (5), in order to
S get (10), inorder to be (12), the case ofthe (7), there have always been (5), a result ofthis
^ (5), my point ofview (9), would like to say (6)
CO
I (12), but we are (8), the most important (37), at the end (22), be said that (11), it is sure (5),
an example of (11), in the case (17), we think that (6), as we can (6), in this sense (9), lead us
to (5), as for example (5), we onlyhave (5), canbe considered (7), as a conclusion (10), the
ideathat (11), important thing is (10), aswehave(8), as if they (8), in this way (19), all these
facts (4), in relationto (6), talk aboutthe (7), therehave always (5), in spite of (18),we talk
about (6X at thispoint(7), because of the (25), but youcan (5), it would be (36), the
possibility of (11), because I think (5), why dowe (5), andso on(22)
in order to (101), to sumup (17), we can see (23), the case of (26), this is the (33), depending
on the (9), of this paper (6), the base of (7), a lot of (107), is related to (6), is sure that (6), is
g to say (16), because of this (10), that is to (16), the fact of (8), can talk about (5), the aim of
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capacity of (13), related to (24), we can (130), in order (107), order to (103), this situation
(23), case of (40), *imposible to (5), *necesary to (5), the *posibility (5), sump up (17), this
paper (10), the capacity (8), depending on(14), said that (37), *lets think (6), to sum (17), lot
of (111), thought that (17), this fact (16), related with (5), talkabout (23), ifwe(80), base of
(7), people is (14), comparison between (5), because of (71), in relation (9), because we (20),
would be (116), this is (119), in conclusion (14), offers us (6), capacity to (7), because there
(16), a conclusion (14), aswe (28), most important (39), the cases (8), cansee (26), which we
(22), isvery (61), talking about (15), besides the (7), the importance (16), the aim (14), idea
that (13), respect to (7), consider a (5), necessity of (9), a lot (118), better than (16), because
it (44), must be (59), so as (12), is sure (7), essay is (7), way of (63), solution for (8), lack of
(41), if they (50), sothey (20), such as (61), can talk (5), ideas in (5), an important (31),
problems that (8), be considered (20), this point (17), butyou (11), weonly (8), and probably
(7), because that(5), youare (48), the possible (9), consequence of (11), we consider (10),
due to (34), we talk (7), another important (9), youhave (41), the essay (5), opinion about
(5), canobserve (5), cases are (5), we will (33), another point (7), this subject (7), relation to
(7), it must (19), this case (18), we must (39), why do (12), to say (47), wethink (14), topic
of (5), that although (5), we just(6), thmgs that (21)
EAP key clusters in ICLE-DU are rarely statistically significant in ICLE-SP and/or
ICLE-FR. Most are specific to Dutch learners: is to befound in, seem to be able, there is a
difference, argument in favour of, the question is whether, take for instance, the first
argument, closer look at, the principle of, and perhaps even, will be discussed, this means
that, be held, likely that, was introduced andproved that (cf. Table 3.4).
Unlike in ICLE-SP and ICLE-FR, preferredEAP clusters in ICLE-DU are generally not
highly frequent sequences. Rather, they show a statistically significant difference when
compared to other learner sub-corpora because they display very small frequencies in other
learner corpora or are not used at all by otherLI learner populations. Thus, the sequences the
first argument and there is a difference appear 5 times in ICLE-DU but are not found in other
learner corpora; there are 11 occurrences of will be discussed in ICLE-DU but no occurrence
of this cluster in other learner corpora; argument infavour of and the question is appear 8
[relative frequency per 100,000 words = 4.9] and 20 [relative frequency per 100,000 words =
12.33] times respectively in ICLE-DU vs. 4 [relative frequency per 100,000 words = 0.4] and
48 [relative frequency per 100,000 words = 4.78] times in the 9 other corpora. In addition,
preferred EAP clusters in ICLE-DU differ from those found in ICLE-FR and ICLE-DU in a
significant way: they often correspond to native-like EAP phrasemes and lexico-grammatical
patterns that have been found to be underused by EFL learners when compared to native
writing (cf chapter 6). Dutch learners' use of EAP clusters thus seems to better approximate
native speakers' EAP phraseology, which may be at least partly explained by their higher
level of proficiency (cf section 4.1.1). Another possible explanation is that Dutch academic
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writing shares more discourse conventions, and thus more lexically congruent academic-like
sequences, with EAP than do French and Spanish academic discourse (cf. section 7.3.4).
A combined examination of negative key clusters in ICLE-FR, ICLE-SP and ICLE-DU
shows that French, Spanish and Dutch learners exhibit totally different patterns of use. For
example, the sequence as far as is a positive key cluster in the French learner sub-corpus but
is a negative key cluster in the Spanish and Dutch learner corpora; the sequence that is to say
is more frequently used by French and Spanish learners than by Dutch-learners; there is a
marked preference for a lot of in ICLE-DU and ICLE-SP but this sequence is less often used
by French learners. More interestingly, positive and negative EAP key clusters seem to point
to major differences between French and Spanish learners vs. Dutch learners in their use of
clusters involving the first person plural pronouns we and us. Unlike French and Spanish
learners, Dutch learners do not make heavy use of a wide range of sequences involving we
and us. The sequences let us, because we, when we, what we, if we, and we, we can, we
cannot, we did, we may, we must, we need, we shall, we should, we would, we think, we can
not, we can see, we must be, we tend to, and we will see are negative EAP key clusters in
ICLE-DU. Even though French and Spanish learners behave similarly in relying heavily on
sequences involving we and us, these sequences are different in ICLE-SP and ICLE-FR.
Examples of positive clusters in French learner writing include let us, we may, we might, we
(can) notice, we can say, we have to, and we (can/may) wonder. By contrast, the following
sequences are positive clusters in Spanish learner writing: we can, ifwe, because we, as we,
we consider, we can get, we can observe, we can see, we can talk, and we could say.
Each positive or negative EAP key cluster in ICLE-FR, ICLE-SP and ICLE-DU is
certainly worthy of in-depth investigation to shed light on the respective influence of factors
such as LI-influence, transfer of training and proficiency level. This clearly shows that a
corpus-driven approach can help identify lexical items which could serve as a new type
of raw data for SLA studies, and more particularly, transfer studies. It is however clearly
outside the scope of this thesis to conduct all these analyses. In the next section, we will
therefore show how learner corpus data can be used to investigate transfer effects on the basis
of five positive EAP key clusters in ICLE-FR. We will make use of Jarvis's (2000)
methodological framework to assess transfer and examine potential LI influence on French
leamers' massive use of the following words and phrases:
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Table 7.4: A selected list of positive EAP key clusters in ICLE-DU
is to be found in(7), it is a fact that (10), seem to be able to (5), on the other side of(8), as a
result of the (6)
iswhether or not (5), there is a difference (5), argument infavour of(8), a lot ofpeople (34),
the question iswhether (8), is a fact that (10), as a result of (23), this is ofcourse (7), onthe
other side (16), it is a fact (10), seem to be able (5), not solve the problem (5), to come up
with (6), is to be found (8), can be found in(6), a closer look at (7), so that they can (6), in
this essay 1(11)
will be discussed (11), a lotof (177), beheld responsible (8), this essay will (10), the
inequality of (7), whether ornot (17), has many advantages (6), the actions of (6), as said
before (6), in favour of (28), it was clear (5), is a difference (5), take for instance (5), the first
argument (5), is whether or (5), be discussed in (5), become clear that (5), this means that
(19), to deal with (24), argument in favour (8), thebenefits of (10), fact that the (20), held
responsible for (6), come up with (12), befound in (16), for instance the (7), in this essay
(22), which means that (11), is a fact (12), sothat they (20), there are still (21), be clear that
(5), that the latter (5), results in a (5), the chances of (5), themain differences (5), the
position of (17), is that you (8), question is whether (8), in that way (12), a fact that (11), the
question is (20), the fact that (91), show that the (7), this is of (7), it might be (14), were said
to (5), a veiydifficult (5), theprinciple of (7), people willbe (7), a good thing (11), mean
thatthe (9), thestory of (6), a difference between (6), some people will (5), to be answered
(5), and perhaps even (5), thepreservation of (5), needs tobe (11), a result of (24), the
advantages of (9), then there is (6), a change of (6); the reasons why (6), the things that (10),
closer look at (7), said tohave (7), another way to (5), this of course (5), if you were (5), can
conclude that (5), could have been (9), due to a (6)
a lot (230), stability in (11), this is (209), lotof (180), essay will (10), whether or (18), clear
that (34), deal with (39), this essay (44), as said (6), favour of (28), conclude that (15), in
favour (29), found in (25), meant that (9), this was (25), major changes (5), advantage for (5),
operated on (5), willprobably (21), to handle (16), becomes clear(8), because they (104),
argument in (9), fact that (109), is whether (12), another example (18), inequality of (7), to
deal (24), anargument (8), maybe even (9), a possible (13), be discussed (13), the chances
(6), that consists (6), first argument (6), characterised by(6), be given (21), this means (24),
against the (53), we saw (7), people just (8), perhaps even (8), be held (8), consists of (20),
the latter (26), become too (10), showed that (10), a change (18), benefits of (11), a fact (16),
you could (18), the disadvantages (10), look at (54), a major (18), end up (15), come up (15^
the change (14), exactly what (12), which means (17), explain what(5), was clear (5), is
designed (5), is that (160), it became (10), you were (10), was shown (7), much influence (6),
possible for (18), likely that (10), was introduced (7), people wiU (29), aspossible (34), main
differences (5), become clear (5), the first (108), it was (107), the current (18), be clear (8),
policy of (8), theprinciple (10), proved that (13), it might (23), reasons why (12), the case
(59), nowthat (19), a difference (10), people are (108), wayto (62), willimprove (6), this
view (6), very clear (5), elements in (5), problems will(5), difference in (5), finally there (5),
to conclude (16), means that (40), theadvantages (17), be admitted (7), as is (7), discussed in
(7), many advantages (7), canstill(10), all sorts (14), closer look(9X saidbefore (8), a series
(8), and perhaps (12), a solution (15), be said (22), sort of (34), ways to (17), hewas (49),
centof (13), usually not (6), provided by (6), another advantage (6), andsecondly (6), stand
for (6), possible that (10), an advantage (7), whether this (7), argument against (8), talking to
(8), change of (11), certainly not (14), position of (20), when you (41), just like (15), were
said (5), established to (5), canconclude (5), will even (5), will also (17), because he (24),
seem to (58), so that (54), I found (11), which causes (6),whywould (6), is seen (6), an
altemative (7), if they (72), can also (32), can even (13), sorts of(17), show that (21)
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• The textual phraseme on the contrary about which contradictory findings have been
reported in the literature (cf. Granger and Tyson's (1996) argument in favour of LI
influence vs. Lake's (2004) claim against transfer effects in section 6.3.2.4).
• The learner-specific cluster according to me which has been found ia several learner
sub-corpora but is even more frequent in French learner writing
• Lexico-grammatical patterns with the verb illustrate: this verb is used by French
learners in sequences such as illustrate this and to illustrate (cf. Table 7.2) while it is
very infrequent in other learner corpora.
• The sequences let us and for instance which have been shown to be overused by EFL
learners from different mother tongue backgrounds when compared to native writing
but are particularly frequent in French learner writing.
7.5. Making use oflearner corpora to prove LI transfer
In section 3.3.3.4, a case was made for relying on multiple sources of evidence when
assessing potential LI influence. Jarvis (2000) proposes a imified framework for assessing
fransfer which incorporates the three types of comparisons described in section 3.3.3 (i.e. IL-
L1 comparison, IL-IL comparison and a comparison of the interlanguage of learners sharing
the same first language). This section thus aims to examine how Jarvis's framework can be
operationalized and applied to learner corpus data. It also seeks to investigate which type of
fransfer effects can be identified by relying on corpus data.
Jarvis's (2000) framework is described in section 7.3.1. The corpus linguistics methods
and the statistical measures used to operationalize Jarvis's framework on leamer corpus data
are described in section 7.3.2. Section 7.3.3 presents four case studies in which the framework
is applied to assess LI influence on positive EAP key clusters in ICLE-FR. Findings resulting
from these case studies point to an additional dimension which may play a prominent role in
transfer effects but is not addressed in Jarvis's unified framework, i.e. LI frequency. This is
the focus of section 7.3.4. Section 7.3.5 discusses possible limitations of the approach.
7.3.1. Jarvis's (2000) unified methodological framework
As already pointed out in section 3.3.3.4, Jarvis (2000) argues that much of the confusion
concerning the nature of LI influence could be eliminated if a minimal set of methodological
standards were adopted by researchers who work in this area. He proposes a unified
framework for the study of LI influence that consists of three components: (a) a theory-
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neutral definition of LI influence, (b) a statement of the types of evidence that must be
examined to verify the phenomenon, and (c) a list of external and internal variables to be
controlled.
7.3.1.1. A theory-neutral definition of LI influence
The first component of Jarvis's (2000) unified fi-amework is a theory-neutral definition ofLI
influence that serves as a methodological heuristic for empirical studies. Jarvis considers that
LI influence is 'underlyingly a unitary phenomenon (or a conglomeration of interconnected
processes, constraints, and possibilities) whose essence lies beyond the reach of the
researcher" (Jarvis 2000:253-254). However, he recognizes the need for a working definition
that would be "a statement of the general empirical evidence that is needed to estabhsh
convincingly that an IL behavior exhibits Ll-related effects" (Jarvis 2000:252-253). Jarvis
further argues that a working definition of LI influence should reflect Odlin's (1989) and
Selinker's (1992) recognition of the need for statistical probabilities and should be broad
enough to subsume the two t)^es of evidence for LI influence privileged by these two
researchers (cf. section 3.3.3). He thus proposes the following working definition of LI
influence:
LI influence refers to any instance of learner data where a statistically significant
correlation (or probability-based relation) is shown to exist between some features
of learners' ILperformance and their LI background. (Jarvis 2000:252)
This definition is clearly intended as a methodological heuristic to be used by transfer
researchers. It specifies that, to establish the presence of LI influence, transfer studies must
verify that there is a statistically significant relationship between IL performance and LI
background. Both types ofcomparison - an IL-IL comparison oranIL-Ll comparison - could
in principle be used to show statistical significance and attest to the presence ofLI influence.
As explained by Jarvis, "what is additionally needed is a specification of the types of
statistical evidence that are necessary and sufficient to achieve methodological rigor in an
investigation ofLI influence" (Jarvis 2000:252).
7.3.1.2. Types of evidence
Jarvis translates his working definition of LI influence into a list of the specific types ofLI
observable effects that must be examined when investigating transfer. He argues that transfer
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studies should minimally consider at least three potential effects of LI influence when
presenting a case for or against LI influence:
(1) Intra-Ll-group homogeneity in learners' IL performance is found when learners
who share the same LI backgroundbehave as a group with respect to a specific L2
feature. To illustrate this first LI effect, Jarvis uses Selinker's (1992) finding that
Hebrew-speaking learners of English as a group tend to produce sentences in which
adverbs are placed before the object (e.g. I like very much movies) (cf. section
3.3.3.1). Intra-Ll-group homogeneity is verified by comparing the interlanguage of
learners sharing the same first language (cf section 3.3.3.3).
(2) Inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners' IL performance is found when
"comparable learners of a common L2 who speak different Lls diverge in their IL
performance" (Jarvis 2000:254). To illustrate this second LI effect, Jarvis refers to a
number of studies reported in Ringbom (1987) that have shown that Finnish-
speaking learners are more likely to omit EngUsh articles and prepositions than
Swedish-speaking leamers are. As stated by Jarvis, "this type of evidence
strengthens the argument for LI influence because it essentially rules out
developmental and universal factors as the cause of the observed IL behavior. In
other words, it shows that the IL behaviour in question (omission of function words)
is not something that every learner does (to the same degree or in the same way)
regardless of LI background" (Jarvis 2000:254-255). Inter-Ll-group heterogeneity .
is examined by comparing the interlanguage of leamers from different mother
tongue backgrounds (cf section 3.3.3.2).
(3) Intra-Ll-group congruity between learners' LI and IL performance is found
where "learners' use of some L2 feature can be shown to parallel their use of a
corresponding LI feature" (Jarvis 2000:255). Selinker (1992) uses this type of
evidence to show that Hebrew-speaking learners' positioning of English adverbs
parallels their use of adverbs in the LI. The added value of this third LI effect is that
it also has explanatory power by showing "what it is in the LI that motivates the IL
behavior" (ibid). Intra-Ll-group congruity is confmned by a IL-Ll comparison (cf
section 3.3.3.1).
The three effects described above can emerge in circumstances in which transfer is not at play
and can thus be misleading when considered in isolation (cf section 3.3.3). As shown in
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Table 7.5, Jarvis concludes that despite differences in degrees ofreliability, none ofthe three
effects is sufficient evidence by itself to verify or characterize LI influence.
Table 7.5: Jarvis's (2000) three effects of potential LI influence
LI effect reliability sufficient
criterion
Intra-Ll-group homogeneity in leamers' IL
performance:
poor not sufficient
Inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners'
IL performance:
strong not sufficient
Intra-Ll-group congruity between leamers'
LI and IL performance:
strongest not sufficient
According to Jarvis, the identification oftwo simultaneous LI effects isnecessary topresent a
convincing case for LI influence. The researcher argues that identifying the three LI effects
vi'ould be even more convincing. However, he acknowledges that "the ubiquity of conditions
that can obscure LI effects renders the three-effect requirement unrealistic in many cases"
(ibid).
Jarvis also stresses the need for transfer studies to consider LI potential influence in
relation to otherfactors that may influence learners' IL performance:
"Of course, even when sufficient evidence does emerge to indicate a presence for
LI influence, this should not be construed as ruling out the existence of other
potential factors that affect a learner's use of the L2 (...). Instead, it should be
recognized that multiple factors may combine to influence a learner's use of the L2
at any given moment and at all stages of development". (Jarvis 2000:259)
7.3.1.3. External and internal variables
The third component of Jarvis's (2000) unified fi-amework is a list of variables that ideally
should be controlled, i.e. either held constant or actively investigated, in any rigorous transfer
study. As Table 7.6 shows, the list includes leamer-extemal variables, i.e. variables that
"relate to the environment in which learning takes place" (Ellis 1994:24) (e.g. social,
educational and cultural factors), and learner-internal variables (e.g. age, personality,
language aptitude). Jarvis argues that it is only by controlling variables that researchers can
verify whether other variables may conceal LI influence or whether learners' ILperformance
is the result of transfer or is associated with another variable.
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Table 7.6: Jarvis's (2000:260-261) list of variables (based on Ellis 1994)
age
personality, motivatiorL, and language aptitude
social, educational and cultural background
language background (all previous Lls and L2s)
type and amount of target language exposure
target language proficiency
language distance between the LI and target language
task type and area of language use, and
prototypicality and markedness of the linguistic feature
7.3.2. Applying Jarvis's (2000) framework to learner corpus data: methodological
issues
Jarvis (2000) applies his methodological framework to data from three elicitation tasks in
order to investigate whether Finnish and Swedish learners differ in their choice of L2 words
for referring to objects and events and, if so, whether the difference can be attributed to LI
influence. The purpose of this section is to examine how this framework can be
operationalized and applied to learner corpus data, and more specifically to the International
Corpus ofLearner English. It may be argued that the texts produced by learners in Jarvis's
task one, i.e. a written narrative or film retell, come quite close to learner corpus data.
However, the way Jarvis makes use of learner texts is more experimental in nature. The
objective of the film retell task is to ehcit words used to refer to a controlled set of objects and
events that appear in the 8-minute "Alone and Hungry" segment of Chaplin's silent film
Modern Times. Learner texts are not farther exploited and no corpus linguistics techniques are
used.
Applying Jarvis's unified framework to learner corpus data poses a number of practical
problems and raises a number of complex issues that are addressed here. Section 7.3.2.1
focuses on the feasibility of controlling the many variables listed by Jarvis that may interact
with LI influence or obscure its effects. Section 7.3.2.2 discusses how the three types of
evidence that must be examined to establish LI influence can be investigated in learner
corpus data.
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7.3.2.1. Controlling variables
The learner data used in this thesis consist of ten sub-corpora of the International Corpus of
Learner English. As explained in section 4.1.1, each learner text in the corpus is documented
with detailed information about taskand learner variables (cf Figure 4.1). A number of these
variables can be described as 'constant' as they were used as corpus design criteria. All
learners are young adults who study English as a Foreign Language at university. They are all
in their second, third or fourth year and their level is described as advanced (but see section
4.1.1 for a note of caution about defining proficiency levels on the basis of external criteria).
The sub-corpora used in this thesis were compiled on the basis of two learner variables, i.e.
the mother tongue variable and the language at home variable, and three task variables,
i.e. all texts are untimed argumentative essays potentially written with the help of reference
tools. Thus, a large proportion of the variables Usted by Jarvis (cf section 7.3.1.3) are
controlled in our learner data, e.g. age, target language proficiency, task type and area of
language use. Like in Jarvis's study, however, the variable 'personality, motivation and
language aptitude' is not controlled. Although they most probably play an important role in
EFL learners' use ofwords and phrasemes, thefollowing variables are not controlled: (1) type
and amount of target language exposure and (2) previous knowledge of other L2s.
Information about these variables are available in ICLE. However, controlling these variables
could only have been done at the expense of learner corpus size (cf Table 4.1).
Variables that are held constant among learner texts are assumed not to account for any
possible interlanguage variation between LI populations or sub-corpora. On the other hand,
variables that are not controlled may interact with LI influence so that caution will be needed
when interpreting data.
7.3.2.2. Investigating the three potential LI effects
The International Corpus of Learner English appears to be ideally suited to analyzing the
three potential effects of LI influence described by Jarvis (2000). As shown in Table 7.7,
intra-Ll-group homogeneity in learners' performance can be investigated by comparing all
the essays vmtten by learners who share the same mother tongue background to verify
whether they behave as a group with respect to a specific L2 feature. Inter-Ll-group
heterogeneity in learners' IL performance can be highlighted by a comparison of all the
essays produced by different LI populations. To establish intra-Ll-group congruity
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between learners' LI and IL performance, an LI sub-corpus (e.g. all the essays written by
the Spanish learners) is compared to a comparable corpus in the first language (e.g. Spanish).
Table 7.7: LI effects and ICLE
LI effect Corpus comparisons
Intra-Llrgroup homogeneity in learners'
performance
A comparison of all the essays included in a LI
sub-corpus (e.g. all the essays written by French
leamers)
Inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners' IL
performance
A comparison of several leamer sub-corpora
Intra-Ll-group congruity between learners' LI
and IL performance
A comparison of a LI sub-corpus to a LI
comparable corpus
The following sections discuss how these corpus comparisons are made in order to assess the
extent of the three potential LI effects and which statistical measures are used to
operationalize Jarvis's (2000) working definition of transfer (cf. section 7.3.1.1).
As illustrated in Table 7.8, in Jarvis's case study, L2 learners are grouped into six
categories according to their mother tongue (Fiimish or Swedish), age, grade, number of years
of English instruction and number of years of L2 Swedish or Finnish instruction.
Table 7.8: Jarvis's (2000) L2 participant groups
Group n LI Ages Grade Enghsh
instruction
Swedish instruction
F5 35 Finnish 11-12 5 3^^ear NA
F7 35 Finnish 13-14 7 5'^ear r'year
F9A 35 Finnish 15-16 9 7'^year 3"''' year
F9B 35 Finnish 15-16 9 3"''' year 1^ year
Finnish instruction
S7 35 Swedish 13-14 7 3''year 5''year
S9 35 Swedish 15-16 9 5"" year 7"" year
This grouping allows Jarvis to investigate LI effects as well as the effects of outside variables
on leamers' choice of L2 words for referring to objects and events. Jarvis uses two types of
statistical procedures to test the three effects: Pearson's bivariate correlation coefficient and
Cronbach's alpha. The Pearson correlation procedure "tests for internal consistency between
the word choice jfrequencies of only two groups at a time" while Cronbach's alpha
procedure "produces a measure of internal consistency (based on the average interim
correlation) between any two or more groups simultaneously" (Jarvis 2000:278). Thus,
Pearson's bivariate correlation coefficients identify pairs of groups that behave similarly in
terms of word choices, which helps correlate word choices with external variables.
Cronbach's alpha procedures are used to compare overall levels of intra-Ll-group
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homogeneity and inter-Ll-group heterogeneity where all groups are considered
simultaneously. It is important to note that groups are compared and correlated on the
basis ofall lexical choices and that no lexical item is analyzed individually.
Jarvis examines all three types of evidence in the English lexical reference of Finnish-
speaking and Swedish-speaking Finns in three elicitation tasks which constitute relatively
controlled types of data. Learners have to refer to objects and events in a picture and the
number of lexical choices to do so is necessarily limited. Because his objective is to examine
LI influence in terms of group tendencies, Jarvis omits from further analysis all lexical
options chosen by fewer than 10% of all groups.
The data used in this thesis is very different. First, essay writing is much less controlled:
learners were not asked to exemplify, express a cause or contrast. As a result, the proportion
of lexical items used by more than 10% of all groups may be quite small and it may not be
appropriate to omit the other items from further analysis. This means, however, that our data
will presumably include many more zero values. Zero values are very problematic for
correlation tests and cause artificially high correlation coefficients as groups sharing a large
proportion of zero values are quite understandably interpreted as being highly correlated.
Second, our objective is to investigate the effects of LI influence on a number of lexical items
individually and not to relate the use of one item to that of another. For these two reasons, it
is necessary to use other statistical procedures (e.g. statistical measures based on comparisons
of means) for testing LI effects on our data. In the following sections, the three LI effects are
discussed in detail on the basis ofthe example ofFrench learners' use ofthe textual phraseme
on the contrary. Statistical tests proposed to verify each LI effect are also described.
7.3.2.2.1. Intra-Ll-group homogeneity in learners'ILperformance
Investigating intra-Ll-group homogeneity in learners' IL performance amounts to answering
the question ofwhether the very frequent use ofa lexical item in the French learner corpus is
due to a few individuals (i.e. a few essays) orwhether it is found in a significant proportion
of French learners' texts (cf the notion of range in section 5.3.1.2). There are statistical
measures which test for homogeneity or variability within a given population (e.g. standard
deviation, variance). However, intra-Ll-group homogeneity is likely to be quite poor as the
type of data used in this thesis typically allows for variation: learners often have several L2
options available for serving an organizational or rhetorical function, e.g./or example and/or
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instance to exemplify. In addition, essay writing is a less 'oriented' type of data (cf. Granger
and Monfort 1994:69) and may encourage individual variation.
The problem here is to determine what is meant by 'a significant proportion'. Thus, the
French learner corpus consists of 228 essays, out of which 42 (that is 18.4%) contain one or
more occurrences of the phraseme on the contrary. It is very difficult to assess whether 18.4%
is a significant proportion without comparing this figure to other percentages. A first method
is to compare the percentage of occurrences of the phraseme to that of other words in the
French learner corpus. Table 7.9 shows that the phraseme on the contrary appears in as many
texts as relatively frequent words such as quite, speak, here, while and ago. However, this
does not help verify whether French learners behave as a group with respect to the overuse of
on the contrary.
Table 7.9: 'on the contrary' in the French learner corpus
Lexical item Number of texts in the French
leamer corpus
%
on the contrary 42/228 18.4%
is, a, the, of 100%
important, new, now, each 114/228 50%
difficult, feel, look, idea 57/228 25%
quite, speak, here, while, ago 42/228 18.4%
Intra-Ll-group homogeneity is necessarily a relative concept when less controlled
types of data are used. It can only be established by comparing intra-Ll-group
homogeneity across several LI populations. In section 6.3.2.1, it was shown that the
phraseme on the contrary is generally overused by L2 learners, irrespective of their mother
tongue backgrounds. Table 7.10 however indicates that the percentage of texts in which the
phraseme on the contrary is used is much higher in the French learner corpus than in other
learner corpora. Thus, the proportion of 18.4% is revealing when compared to the (much)
smaller percentages found in other learner sub-corpora.
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Table 7.10: 'on the contrary' in learner essays
Number of texts including
on the contrary
Number of texts %
Czech 10 147 6.8%
Dutch 10 196 5.1%
Finnish 8 167 4.8%
French 42 228 18.4%
German 8 179 4.5%
Italian 11 79 13.9%
Pohsh 16 221 7.2%
Russian 22 194 11.3%
Spanish 12 149 8%
Swedish 6 81 7.4%
TOTAL 145 1641 8.8%
7.3.2.2.2. Inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners' ILperformance
"We need to constantly refine our methods and develop new ones
with an eye to what is happening in disciplines with similarly
quantitative foci: computational linguistics, psycholinguistics,
psychology, etc." (Gries 2006:191)
As explained in section 7.3.1.2, inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners' IL performance is
found when L2 learners who speak different mother tongues diverge in their IL performance.
To investigate this LI effect on the basis of corpus data, it is thus necessary to compare
learner sub-corpora. Corpus research has long been concerned with issues related to corpus
comparison. The objective of numerous corpus-based studies is to answer the followmg two
questions (cf Kilgarriff 2001:98):
- How similar are corpora?
In what ways do corpora differ?
Statistical methods based on word frequencies are used to find the words that are more
characteristic of one corpus as against another. Two widely used statistical measures in
learnercorpus research are the chi-square (X^) (e.g. Granger 1998b; Lorenz 1999b; Cobb and
Horst 2004; Neff et al. 2004) and the log-likelihood (LogL) (e.g. Leech et al 2001; Rayson
and Gardside 2000; Rayson 2003; Paquot 2007 '^^ ^). Linguists such as Kilgarriff (1996; 2001)
and Gries (2007), however, disapprove of corpus linguists' heavy reliance on this kind of
statistics for a number of reasons, two of which are of particular relevance here.
176 See also themethodology used inchapter 5 to extract EAP words andin chapter 6 to compare frequencies of
lexical items in learner vs. native corpora.
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First, chi-squares and similar tests are not appropriate measures for multiple corpus
comparisons. For each comparison between two corpora, a statistical test such as the
estimates the probability of making a Type I error, i.e. reject the null hypothesis when it is in
fact true. This probability is referred to as the error rate per comparison. When multiple
comparisons between two corpora are made, the probability of making a Type I error
increases by the number of comparisons made. The probability that the family of comparisons
will contain at least one Type I error is called the familywise error rate. The more
comparisons are made, the more the Type I error rate is inflated (cf Howell 1997: 98-101 for
more information on Type I errors). Multiple comparisons should thus ideally be made with
statistical tests that are corrected to control for familywise error rate.
Second, these statistical measures are usually applied on corpus data without
considering what corpora are made of and without measuring corpus homogeneity. Internal
variables such as number of texts per corpus, length of texts and number of texts per
writer/speaker are rarely taken into account in statistical analyses of corpora. As underlined
by Rietveld et al. (2004:350), "[t]he speaker or writer level normally does not appear in the
analysis, and the data obtained from the different speakers or writers are pooled" (cf also
section 3.3.1.3). Gries (2007), however, regards variability as an essential issue in corpus
linguistics as "corpora are inherently variable internally" and deplores the fact that "there is
not much work that systematically explores the issues of variability within corpora (i.e.,
corpus homogeneity) and between corpora". In an earlier paper, Gries (2006) describes two
types of analyses, i.e. by-subjects statistics and by-items statistics, that are common currency
in psycholinguistics and psychology and whose main objective is "to determine to what
degree the observed effects hold across subjects and items different from those actually
investigated in the experiment" (ibid 192). He expresses surprise at the fact that "these
methodological issues have barely found their way into corpus-linguistic studies" (ibid).
Coipus-based studies most of the time do not show "whether the overall results in fact mask
speaker/file- dependent results (i.e., what would correspond loosely to by-subjects statistics)
and/or lemma-dependent results (i.e., what would correspond to by-items statistics)" (ibid
193).
For these two reasons, other approaches have been proposed to compare corpora, e.g.
comparisons of means (Neff et al. 2004b; Thewissen et al. 2006; Gries 2007; Neff van
Aertselaer to appear), log odds ratio (Rietveld et al 2004), Mann-Whitney ranks (Kilgarrif
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1996; 2001) and high ratio pairs (Oakes 2003) '^^ l Comparison of means tests take into
account the distribution of searched items across the different texts, (hence the different
learners) that compose the learner corpora under study. They are used in this thesis'^ ® to
establish inter-Ll-group heterogeneity in learners' IL performance. These tests are conducted
on the basis of data files of the type illustrated in Figure 7.1. Each line represents a text file
from one of the learner corpora described in section 4.1. The two-letter code is an
identification of the LI sub-coipus (e.g. CZ = the Czech sub-corpus of ICLE, FR- the French
sub-corpus of ICLE) from which the text file comes. The figure corresponds to the relative
frequency of the searched item per 100 words. Given the differences in essay length within
and between learner corpora, I thought it preferable to calculate relative frequencies per 100
words for each essay rather than performing statistical tests on absolute frequencies. The data
file used thus consists of 1641 lines which represent the 1641 texts that compose the 10
learner corpora (cf. Table 4.1). I wrote a Perl program which takes the 10 learner corpora as
input and generates datafiles for each searched item automatically.
Figure 7.1: Data files for comparisons of means tests
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0,.23
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 1. 2
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0. 1972
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
CZ 0
'''' See Baroni and Evert (to appear) for more information on statistical methods for corpus exploitation.
I am greatly indebted to Yves Bestgenwho kindly madeall comparisonof means tests with SAS software for
me (see http://www.sas.com/ or http://wwwsas.stat.ucl.ac.be/sasdiscute.html for more information on SAS
software).
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Comparisons of means are performed with the one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) as more than two learner populations are compared^^^. The ANOVA procedure
examines two sources of variance: the variance between the groups, i.e. corpora, and the
variance between individuals or texts within each group, i.e. corpus. The two types of
variance are then compared with one another. If the variance between the corpora is
significantly higher than the variance within each corpus, the interpretation is that the two
1 SO
corpora are not taken from the same population (cf. Oakes 1998:22) . The result of an
ANOVA is an F ratio which tells us whether at least one corpus in the set is different from the
other corpora. The F ratio for the phraseme on the contrary in learner corpora is 7.34 (p <
0.0001), which means that at least one learner population behaves differently from the other
ones when using the phraseme.
A post-hoc test must then be conducted to identify the corpus or corpora responsible for
the significant difference. Many post-hoc tests have been proposed in the body of literature
devoted to statistics, e.g. Bonferroni, Newman-Keuls, Tukey, Scheffe test and the Ryan
procedure. The Ryan procedure (REGWQ) is occasionally used in this thesis to compare the
10 learner sub-corpora with each other. The output of a Ryan test is a set of LI corpus groups
within which differences between means are not statistically significant. In Figure 7.2, learner
corpora are classified by decreasing mean of occurrence of on the contrary per essay
(calculated on the basis of relative frequencies per 100 words). The third column (grouping
with letter A) shows that, eight learner populations behave as a group when it comes to their
use of on the contrary. The difference between their respective means is not statistically
significant. Two learner populations differ from this group. The fourth column (grouping with
letter B) shows that including the Italian learner population in the group is done at the expense
of the Czech, Finnish and German learner populations. Italian learners' use of on the contrary
is similar to that of Russian (RU), Swedish (SW), Polish (PO), Spanish (SP) and Dutch (DU)
learners but, unlike these learner populations, it is statistically different from that of Czech
(CZ), Finnish (FI) and German (GE) learners. The third column reveals that French learners'
use of on the contrary differs significantly from all learner populations expect for Italian
learners.
When only two corpora are compared, a Student's t-test for independent groups should be used.
See Howell (1997:299-347) for more information on ANOVA.
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Figure 7.2: 'on the contrary': Ryan test
Corpus Mean Grouping
FR 0.037400 C
IT 0.026173 B C
RU 0.013538 A B
SW 0.012732 A B
PO 0.012049 A B
SP 0.011244 A B
DU 0.009103 A B
cz 0.007698 A
FI 0.006813 A
GE 0.005951 A
It is important to note that in order to compare the 10 learner corpora used in this thesis, a
Ryan procedure makes 45 comparisons of means. As explained above, the problem of
multiple comparisons can be described as the potential increase of Type I error (and
familywise error rate) that occurs when statistical tests are used repeatedly. Asimple example
is provided by Salkind (2005):
Imagine this scenario. You're a high-powered researcher at an advertising
company, and youwant to see if color makes a difference in sales. And you'll test
this at the .05 level. So youput together a brochure that is all blackandwhite, one
that is 25% color, the next 50%, then 75%, and finally, 100% color, for five
different levels. Butsince ANOVA is an omnibus test'^ ^, youdon't know where the
source of the significant difference hes. So you take two groups at a time (such as
25% color and 75% color) and test them against each other. In fact, you test every
combination of 2 against each other. Kosher? No way. This is called performing
multiple t tests, and it is actually against the lawin some juridictions. When youdo
this, the Type I errorrate (which you set at .05) balloons depending on thenumber
of tests youwant to conduct. There are 10possible comparisons (no color vs. 25%,
no color vs. 50%, no color vs. 75%, etc.), and the real Type I error rate is 1- (1 -
a)k where
a is the TypeI error rate, which is .05 in this example
k is the number of comparisons
So, instead of .05, the actual error rate that each comparison is being tested at is
.22, or
1-(1 - .05)10 = .40 (!!!!!)
Surelynot .05. Quite a difference, no? (Salkind 2005:204-205)
In order to control for familywise error rate, post-hoc tests such as the Ryan procedure adjust
the level of significance so that each comparison is controlled at the same significance level
181 An 'omnibus test' tests for an overall dijEference between means.
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(often .05), which means that the more comparisons are made, the more conservative the test
becomes. A general principle in statistics is thus to make no more comparisons than are
actually needed.
As the objective of this chapter is to investigate LI effects in French learners' use of
lexical items, the comparisons we are mainly interested in are those between the French
learner corpus (i.e. the control corpus) and the other learner corpora. We thus make use of
Dunnett's test as it is considered to be the most powerfiil^^^ post-hoc test whenever one
group is compared with each of the other groups (cf. Howell 1997:380-381). Table 7.11
shows the output of Dunnett's test for the phraseme on the contrary. Results offer direct
evidence of (at least partial) inter-Ll-group heterogeneity. The French learner corpus is
compared to each corpus, from which it is shown to differ significantly, except for the ItaUan
learner corpus.
Table 7.11: 'on the contrary': Dunnett's test
Corpus
comparison
Simultaneous
lower confidence
limit
Difference
between means
Simultaneous
upper confidence
limit
Significance'"
IT-FR -0.029202 -0.011226 0.006749
RU-FR -0.037311 -0.023862 -0.010413 ***
SW-FR -0.042477 -0.024667 -0.006857 ***
PO-FR -0.038348 -0.025351 -0.012353 ***
SP-FR -0.040660 -0.026156 -0.011651 ***
DU-FR -0.041708 -0.028296 -0.014885 ***
CZ-FR -0.044266 -0.029701 -0.015137 ***
FI-FR -0.044610 -0.030586 -0.016562 ***
GE-FR -0.045199 -0.031449 -0.017699 ***
The ANOVA test, the Ryan procedure and the Duimett's test are all parametric tests.
They are based on the assumption that the populations from which the samples (i.e. the
corpora) are drawn are normal. A normal distribution is represented by a bell-shaped curve
(cf Figure 7.3) which has the following three characteristics;
a. The mean, median and mode are equal to one another.
b. The bell-shaped (or normal) curve is perfectly symmetrical
c. The tails of the bell-shaped curve are asymptotic, i.e. they come closer and closer to
the horizontal axis but never touch (cf Salkind 2005:119-120).
As explained by Salkind, "[p]ower is a construct that has to do with how well a statistical test can detect and
reject a null hypothesis when it is false" (2005:148).
183 Comparisons significant at the 0.05 level are indicated by '***'.
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Figure 7.3: The normal distribution
etrical
asymptotic tail
Mean
Median
Mode
Our data, however, are not normally distributed as they include a large proportion of zeros.
The remaining values are mainly comprised between 0 and 1. Statistically-minded people
could thus criticize our choice of parametric tests and argue that we should have used non-
parametric tests such as the Wilcoxon's rank sum test or the Kruskal-Wallis One-way
Analysis of Variance. According to Howell (1997:646), those who argue in favor of using
parametric tests "argue, however, that the assumptions normally cited as being required of
parametric tests are overly restrictive in practice and that the parametric tests are remarkably
unaffected by violations of distribution assumptions." Moreover, parametric tests are said to
be more powerful than non-parametric tests: they require fewer observations than do non-
parametric tests and aremore Hkely "to leadto rejection of a false null hypothesis" (ibid) than
are their corresponding non-parametric tests. This advantage seems to be maintained "even
when the distribution assumptions are violatedto a moderate degree" (ibid).
7.3.2.2.3. Intra-Ll-group congruiiy between learners' LI andILperformance
The first question that needs to be addressed to investigate intra-Ll-group congruity between
French learners' LI and IL performance is whether there is a French lexical item that is
congruent with theEnglish phraseme on the contrary. The phraseme au contraireappears as a
straightforward translation equivalent to on the contrary. A related question is whetherFrench
learners' very frequent use of on the contrary corresponds to a very frequent use of its
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equivalent in French (cf. section 3.3.3.1; Selinker 1992; Guillot 2005). To answer this
question, I compare the essays written in English by French-speaking students comprised in
ICLE-FR to the Corpus de Dissertations Frangaises (CODIF), a 225,174-word comparable
corpus of essays written by French-speaking students collected at the University of Louvain.
As shown in Table 7.12, the relative frequency of occurrences of on the contrary in the
interlanguage of French learners is much closer to the relative frequency of au contraire in
the essays written in French by French students than to the relative frequency of on the
contrary in the essays written by English students.
Table 7.12: Ll-interlanguage (IL) performance similarities - En. 'on the contrary' vs. Fr. 'au contraire'
Relative freq. per
100,000 words
French EFL leamers (ICLE-FR) 36.67
French students writing in French (CODIF corpus) 27
English students writing in English (STUD-US-ARG) 1.2
As the three LI effects are found, it seems reasonable to conclude that conceptual problems
and misguided teaching practices interact with LI influence in French learners' use of on the
contrary. This strongly supports Granger and Tyson's (1996) suggestion that French learners'
overuse and misuse of on the contrary is probably due to an over-extension of the semantic
properties of Fr. au contraire, which can be used to express both a concessive and antithetic
link (cf section 6.3.2.4).
7.3.3. Jarvis's (2000) framew^ork applied
In this section, we follow the procedure described in section 7.3.2 and apply Jarvis's (2000)
framework on four positive EAP key clusters in ICLE-FR: the learner-specific sequence
according to me, the verb illustrate, the first person plural imperative form let us and the
monolexemic phrasemefor instance. Table 7.13 provides a synthesis of the methodology that
I propose to use to operationalize Jarvis's framework on learner corpus data. It represents the
different steps that need to be followed to investigate transfer effects on French learners' use
of a specific interlanguage feature.
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Table 7.13: Jarvis's (2000) framework applied to learner corpus data
SOURCE OF EVIDENCE TYPE OF
COMPARISON
CORPUS STATISTICS
Intra-Ll-group homogeneity in
leamers' IL performance
ILa-ILa (ICLE-FR vs. ICLE-
FR) vs. essays in other
leamer sub-corpora
% of essays in a
learner corpus
Inter-Li-group heterogeneity in
leamers' IL performance
IL^-IL], ICLE-FR vs. other
leamer sub-corpora
ANOVA
Dimnett's test
Ryan test
Intra-Ll-group between leamers'
LI and IL performance
IL-Ll ICLE-FR vs. CODIF relative frequencies
As Jarvis explains, the hypotheses formulated to address the three types of evidence for LI
influence required by his methodological framework predict that "leamers will produce
(statistically demonstrable) high levels of intra-Ll-group homogeneity (Hypothesis 1), low
levels of inter-Ll-group homogeneity (hypothesis 2) and high levels of Ll-IL congruence
(hypothesis 3)" (Jarvis 2000:289) in their use of specific lexical items.
7.3.3.1. French learners' use of 'according to me'
De Cock (2003) compares 2-to-5-word sequences in ICLE-FR and LOCNESS and fmds that
French leamers overuse the 'idiosyncratic'combination according to me (cf. section 1.4.2).
In section 7.2, we compare 2-to-5-word sequences in ICLE-FR vs. other learner corpora and
fmd thatthe use of according to me seems to be specific to French leamers. An analysis of the
1641 leamer essays reveals that this sequence only appears in 12 French learners' texts
(5.26%), 5 Dutch leamers' texts (2.55%) and 1 text written by a Swedish leamer (1.23%) (cf.
Table 7.14). It is difficult to interpret the small proportion of occurrences of according to me
in French learners' essays (5.26%) as showing intra-Ll group homogeneity. This figure is,
however, revealing when compared to thezero values found in most leamer corpora.
184 Note thattheacceptability of this sequence is notquite clear. It occurs very rarely in theBNC (0.06 per
million words) but seems to be gaining ground. However, monolingual learners' dictionaries such as the
Longman Dictionary ofContemporary English adviseagainst the use of according to me. What seems clear,
however, is that it is not used in academic writing.
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Table 7.14: 'according to me' in learner essays
Rel. freq. of
according to me
per 100,000 words
Number of texts including
according to me
Number of texts %
French 9.53 12 228 5.26%
Czech 0 0 147 0%
Dutch 3.08 5 196 2.55%
Finnish 0 0 167 0%
German 0 0 179 0%
Italian 0 0 79 0%
Polish 0 0 221 0%
Russian 0 0 194 0%
Spanish 0 0 149 0%
Swedish 2.08 1 81 1.23%
TOTAL 1.63 18 1641 1.10%
Comparisons of means tests are very sensitive to zero values, which often make their
results unreliable. However, a Dunnett's test shows that even though according to me appears
in the Swedish learner corpus, Swedish learners' use of this expression differs significantly
from that of French and Dutch learners (cf. Table 7.15). Thus, we can quite safely state that
effect n°2, i.e. inter-Ll group heterogeneity in learners' IL performance, is found in French
learners' use of according to me\ ICLE-FR differs from all learner corpora except for ICLE-
DU. We will come back to Dutch learners' use of according to mebelow in this section.
Table 7.15: 'according to me': Dunnett's test
Corpus
comparison
Simultaneous
lower confidence
limit
Difference
between means
Simultaneous
upper confidence
limit
Significance'^ ^
DU-FR -0.009394
-0.004355 0.000684
SW-FR -0.014021 -0.007330
-0.000638 ***
PO-FR -0.013782
-0.008899 -0.004016
CZ-FR -0.014790 -0.009318 -0.003846 ***
GE-FR -0.014484
-0.009318 -0.004151
FI-FR -0.014587 -0.009318
-0.004049 •i* ^
RU-FR -0.014371 -0.009318
-0.004265
SP-FR
-0.014767 -0.009318
-0.003868 ***
IT-FR -0.016071
-0.009318 -0.002564 ***
Investigating Jarvis's (2000) third effect of LI influence here amounts to checking
whether there is congruity between French learners' use of the idiosyncratic expression
according to me in L2 and a specific form in LI. In the Corpus de Dissertations Frangaises
(CODIF), the phraseme selon moi is used to express opinion, a sequence which can quite
185 Comparisons significant at the 0.05 level are indicated by '***'.
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safely be assumed to be responsible for French learners' use of according to me in English.
English according to and French selon are most probably regarded, as direct translation
equivalents. They share a number of semantic features which are well explained in LD0CE4
for according to'.
1. as shown by something or stated by someone:.
According to the police, his attackers beat him with a blunt instrument
There is now widespread support for these proposals, according to a recent public
opinion poll
! Donot say 'according to me' or 'according to my opinion/point of view'. Say 'in my
opinion'
In my opinion his first book is much better.
2. in a way that depends on differences in situations or amounts:
You will bepaid according to the amount ofworkyou do.
3. in a way that agrees with a system or plan, or obeys a set of rules:
The game willbeplayed according to rules laid downfor the1992 Cup.
Everything wentaccording toplan, and wearrived on time. (LODCE4)
However, they differ in one significant way: while according to me is usually not accepted as
a correctEnglish phraseme (cf. sentence that warns against the use of according to me under
the entry according to in LD0CE4 as reprinted above), selon moi is definitely a French
phraseme. In addition, it is quite frequent in French student writing (relative frequency of
13.77 occurrences per 100,000 words), which may explain why French EFL learners are
willing to use what they regard as a direct translation of a perfectly correct French lexical
item. The following sentences illusfrate French students' use oi selon moi and French EFL
learners' use ofaccording to me:
7.1.Selon moi, la chanson est un vecteur de cultureparce qu'elle est un art qui impose V
engagement des differents acteurs. (CODIF)
1.2.Selon moi, tout le mondepense ce qu'il veut et comme il veut, agit comme il I'entend en
respectant la loi et les codes etablis. (CODIF)
1.3.Selon moi, ne connaitre qu'uneseule langue represente un certain handicap, c'estse
condamner a /' isolement et a Vignorance. (CODIF)
1.A. Accordingto me, there issome danger behind the notion ofeuropeanisation : monotony,
boredomand loss of identity mayarise ifall the different cultures are reduced to one
culture. (ICLE-FR)
1.5.According to me, the realproblem now is not that man refuses topay heed but that man
refuses to makesomesacrificesfor the sake of ecology and to understand that the values
that we have chosen are the wrong ones. (ICLE-FR)
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1.6. According to me, the prison system is not outdated: it has never been a solution per se.
(ICLE-FR)
Figure 7.4 tries to represent schematically how the misleading translation equivalent is
created by French EFL learners.
Our interpretation that French EFL learners' use of according to me is (at least partly)
Ll-induced is further supported by similar findings for Dutch learners. We make use of a
52,044 word corpus of Dutch student writing, i.e. the Corpus Nederlands door
Nederlandstaligen (CNN), collected by Liesbet Degand and Julien Perrez^^® (see Perrez 2006
for more information). The corpus is relatively small but one occurrence of volgens mij
{yolgens 'according to' + mij 'me') is found (relative firequency of 1.85 per 100,000 words):
7.7. Volgens mij zijn we op weg naar een tijd waarin dialecten stilaan hun communicatieve
kracht zullen verhogen op vlaams grondgebied, maar in vele streken, en ik denk dan
spontaan aan West-Vlaanderen, zullen zij nooit geheel hunpoetische klanken of
verwoordingen moeten bestoft zien; althans, dat hoop ik. (CNN)
To double-check this, we looked for volgens mij in the 20-million word PAROLE corpus, i.e.
a corpus of contemporary written Dutch searchable via a web-based concordancer (for more
information, see http://parole.inl.nl/html/index.htmD and found that it occurred 163 times
(relative fi-equency of 8 occurrences per million words). These results not only support our
view that Dutch EFL learners' use of according to me is governed by LI effects but they may
also provide a possible explanation for frequency differences between French and Dutch EFL
learners' use of the sequence. French EFL learners' more frequent use of according to me
parallels French students' more firequent use of selon moi. These results also seem to support
Zimmerman's claim that "[e]ven seemingly advanced learners can rely on Ll-based form-
orientation as a strategy of lexical search to an unforeseen extent" (Zimmerman 1987:65). In
1994, Granger and Monfort argued that "[d]es recherches plus approfondies seront
necessaires pour demontrer la part respective des processus formels et semantiques"
(1994:69) in second language acquisition. More than ten years later, although form and
meaning mapping has attracted wide attention, many questions still remain unanswered.
I wish to thank my colleagues, Liesbet Degand and Julien Peixez, for granting me access to the Corpus
Nederlands door Nederlandstaligen.
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Figure 7.4: Fr. 'according to me' in French learners' interlanguage
'selon'
'se/o«'+ [+HUM]
'se/o«'+[-HUM]
e.g. idee, loi,principe, philosophie,
argument, theorie, norme, etc.'selon X'
e.g. lui, Hugo,
monsieur Bernanos,
certains, etc.
FRENCH LEARNERS' INTERLANGUAGE
''according to'
'according to' + [+HUM]
!
'according to X' **acc(frdin^
to NIL' '
'according to
+ [-HUM]
e.g. Civil Liberty Members, e.g. idea, article, theory, argument,
supporters. Judge Kamins, Xavier situation, etc.
Flores, etc.
'according to'+ [+HIJM] 'according to' + [-HUM]
'according to'
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7.3.3.2. French learners' use of patterns with the verb 'illustrate'
In section 7.2, French EFL learners have been shown to overuse the 2-word sequences to
illustrate and illustrate this compared with other learner populations. An investigation of
intra-Ll group homogeneity shows that the verb illustrate only appears in 8.33% of the texts
written by French learners. This proportion, however, is significantly higher than that found in
other learner corpora. As shown in Table 7.16, the percentage of texts including illustrate in
other learner populations ranges from 0% in ICLE-SW to 3.57% in ICLE-DU.
Table 7.16: 'illustrate' in learner essays
Rel. freq. of the verb Number of texts including Number of texts %
'illustrate' the verb 'illustrate'
per 100,000 words
French 14.67 19 228 8.33%
Czech 3 3 147 2.04%
Dutch 4.31 7 196 3.57%
Finnish 1.60 2 167 1.20%
German 1.83 2 179 1.12%
Italian 2.09 1 79 1.27%
Polish 2.85 4 221 1.81%
Russian 3.62 6 194 3.09%
Spanish 6.05 5 149 3.36%
Swedish 0 0 81 0%
TOTAL 4.46 49 1641 2.9%
A Duimett's test shows that French learners' use of the verb illustrate differs from that of
most other learner populations except for Spanish learners (cf. Table 7.17). It can thus quite
safely be stated that there is inter-Ll group heterogeneity.
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Table 7.17: the verb 'illustrate': Dunnett's test
Corpus
comparison
Simultaneous
lower confidence
limit
Difference
between means
Simultaneous
upper confidence
limit
Significance"^^
SP-FR -0.015073 -0.007018 0.001037
DU-FR -0.014929 -0.007481 -0.000033 ***
RU-FR -0.016140 -0.008672 -0.001203 ***
CZ-FR -0.018343 -0.010255 -0.002167
PO-FR -0.017791 -0.010573 -0.003356
GE-FR -0.018475 -0.010839 -0.003204
FI-FR -0.020007 -0,012219 -0.004432
IT-FR -0.022360 -0.012378 -0.002396
SW-FR -0.023294 -0.013404 -0.003513
Comparisons significant at the 0.05 level are indicated by '***'.
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The English verb illustrate has a formal equivalent in French, i.e. illustrer, which has a
relative frequency of 11.55 occurrences per 100,000 in CODIF. Table 7.18 shows that the
verb is very frequently used in its infinitive form (example 7.8) or in simple present (example
7.9) in CODIF.
l.%.Pour illustrer cela,prenons I'exemple despates alimentaires italiennes. (CODIF)
1.9.Frangoise Dolto qualifie d'ailleurs cet etat de «complexe du homard »afin d' illustrer la
position defaiblesse dans laqueUe lejeune se trouve. (CODIF)
Table 7.18: En. 'illustrate' and Fr. 'illustrer'
En. 'illustrate' in Fr. 'illustrer' in
ICLE-FR CODIF
simple present 10 50% 8 30.11%
infinitive 8 40% 13 50%
past participle 2 10% 3 11.54%
imperative 0 0% 1 3.85%
past 0 0% 1 3.85%
TOTAL 20 100% 26 100%
Rel. freq. per
100,000 words
14.67 1 L.55
The percentage ofinfinitive forms ofthe French verb illustrer thus differs significantly from
the 23.55% of infinitive forms of the English verb illustrate that were found in BNC-AC-
HUM (see Table 6.6; section 6.2.1.2). Similarly, pastp^iciple forms represent 11.54% ofthe
occurrences of the verb (example 7.10), which differs significantly from the 29.73% ofpast
participle forms ofthe verb illustrate found in academic writing.
7.10. Voila deux exemples d'identification auxpersonnages mais Videntification a
I'intrigue, qu 'en est-il ? Celle-cipent etre illustreepar I'adaptation en piece de theatre du
roman de George Orwell, «1984 », oil lasociete est dirigee par un big brother qui a I'osil
sur tout. (CODIF)
It may thus be tentatively put forward that EFL learners' use of En. illustrate resembles
French students' use of Fr. illustrer in two significant ways. First, the frequency of En.
illustrate in ICLE-FR is closer to that ofFr. illustrer in CODIF than its frequency in BNC-
AC-HUM (or STUD-US-ARG). Second, French EFL learners repeatedly use En. illustrate in
infinitive structures, i.e. the most frequent lexico-grammatical pattern of its French
counterpart (examples 7.11 and 7.12).
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7.11. To illustrate this, we can mention the notion ofculture and language in the north of
Belgium. (ICLE-FR)
7.12. To illustrate this point, it would be interesting to compare our situation with the
U.S.A's. (ICLE-FR)
By contrast, French learners do not make use of the past participle of the verb illustrate as
often as professional native writers (BNC-AC-HUM). The frequency of the past participle of
illustrate in ICLE-FR is again closer to the frequency of its French equivalent form in
CODIF.
French learners' use of the verb illustrate is a clear example of what was referred to in
section 3.2.4 as transfer of use. French learners' knowledge of the French verb illustrer most
probably influences their knowledge of the English verb illustrate by transferring the lexico-
grammatical preferences of the French verb to its English counterpart.
7.3.3.3. French learners' use of 'let us'
In section 6.3.2.3.1, the first personal plural imperative form let us has been shown to be
overused by all LI learner populations when compared to professional academic writing. In
section 7.2, let us was also found to be much more frequent in ICLE-FR than in other LI
learner sub-corpora.
The percentage of French learners' essays which include one or more occurrences of let
us (or its contracted form let's) is 25.88%, a proportion which is higher than that found for on
the contrary (cf. section 7.3.2.2.1). Table 7.19 shows that this proportion is higher than that of
all other learner populations. The difference is quite marked except for Russian learners.
These results suggest that we can quite safely conclude that Jarvis's (2000) first LI effect, i.e.
intra-Ll group homogeneity in learners' IL performance, is found in French learners' use of
English first person plural imperative.
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Table 7.19: 'let us' in learner essays
Rel. freq. of let us and
'let's' per 100,000 words
Number of texts including
let us or 'let's'
Number of texts %
French 71.88 59 228 25.88%
Czech 25.24 19 147 12.92%
Dutch 12.33 19 196 9.69%
Finnish 8.78 10 167 5.99%
German 13.69 14 179 7.82%
Italian 20.95 10 79 12.66%
Polish 19.21 23 221 10.40%
Russian 38.57 47 194 24.23%
Spanish 26.23 14 149 9.39%
Swedish 18.73 9 81 11.11%
TOTAL 26.85 224 1641 13.65%
A Durmett's test confirms that French learners' use of let us differs from that of all other
learnerpopulations. Table 7.20 shows that there is a significant difference between ICLE-FR
and all other learner corpora. This also holds true for the Russian learner sub-corpus inwhich
there is a similar proportion of texts which include the first person plural imperative form let
us or its contracted form let's. A plausible explanation for this difference is that in ICLE-FR,
let us often appears more than once in a text while this is not true for ICLE-RU.
Table 7.20: 'let us': Dunnett's test
Corpus Simultaneous Difference Simultaneous Significance '^''^
comparison lower confidence between means upper confidence
limit limit
RU-FR
-0.052969 -0.030214
-0.007459 ***
CZ-FR -0.068352
-0.043710
-0.019067 ***
SP-FR -0.069735
-0.045193
-0.020652 ***
IT-FR -0.080742
-0.050327
-0.019912 ***
PO-FR -0.072695
-0.050704
-0.028712 ***
SW-FR -0.083752
-0.053617 -0.023483 ***
DU-FR -0.079522
-0.056830
-0.034137 ***
GE-FR -0.081028
-0.057763
-0.034498 ***
FI-FR -0.084753
-0.061024
-0.037296 ***
A Ryan test shows that there is no difference between LI learner populations as far as
their use of let us is concerned except for French learners. As illustrated in Figure 7.5, all
learner populations form a group and the French learner sub-corpus stands apart. These
findings clearly point to the second LI effect described by Jarvis (2000), i.e. inter-Ll group
heterogeneity in learners' IL performance.
188 Comparisons significantat the 0.05 level are indicatedby '***'.
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Figure 7.5: 'let us': Ryan test
Corpus Mean Grouping
FR 0.07141 A
RU 0.04120 B
CZ 0.02770 B
SP 0.02622 B
IT 0.02108 B
PO 0.02071 B
sw 0.01779 B
DU 0.01458 B
GE 0.01365 B
FI 0.01039 B
There is no lexically equivalent form to En. let us in French. Equivalence is however found at
the morphological level as French makes use of an inflectional suffix to mark the first
imperative plural form. Thus, to investigate the third LI effect, i.e. intra-Ll group congruity
between learners' LI and IL performance, we compare the frequency of let us in ICLE-FR
with that of first person plural imperative verbs in CODIF. Table 7.21 shows that French EFL
learners' use of let us is much closer to the frequency of first imperative plural verbs in
French than in EngUsh. This suggests that the frequency of a lexical item in EFL learners'
first languages may be reflected in their interlanguage^^^.
Table 7.21: Imperative plural verbs in French LI, English L2 and English LI
Total number of
words
Number of 1st
imperative plural verbs
Relative frequency
per 100,000 words
French EFL learners
(ICLE-FR)
136,343 98 71.88
French LI students
(CODIF)
225,174 215 95.48
English students
(STUD-US-ARG)
100,702 3 2.98
If the frequencies of imperative plural verbs in LI and IL are similar, the next question
we need to address is whether the function of let us in French EFL learner writing also bears
similarity to that of imperative plural verbs in French. An analysis of concordance lines for let
us shows that this sequence is repeatedly used to serve a number of interactive and
interpersonal metadiscourse functions in French learner writing (cf. section 2.5). For example.
189 Only corpora of novice writing are compared here. In section 7.4, we add a further dimension to this analysis
and examine the frequency of first imperative plural verbs in English and French professional writing so as to
determine whether the 'novice writer' factor has a role to play in French students and EFL learners' heavy use of
imperative plural forms.
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it is used as a code gloss (example 7.13), a transition marker (examples 7.14 and 7.15), an
attitude marker (example 7.16) and an engagement marker (example 7.17).
7.13. To illustrate the truth ofthis, let us take the example ofBritain which was already
fighting its corneralone afterMrs Thatcherfound herselftotally isolated over the
decision thatEurope would have a single currency. (ICLE-FR)
7.14. Let us thenfocus on the new Europe as a giant whose parts are strivingfor unity.
(ICLE-FR)
7.15. Let us nowturn our attention to thestudents who want to applyfor ajob in the
private sector. (ICLE-FR)
7.16. Let us beclear that we cannotlet countries tear one another topiecesand ifwe
closedour eyes tosuch an atrocity, our behaviour would be cowardly. (ICLE-FR)
7.17. Let'sfirst consider the children. (ICLE-FR)
The functions of let us in French EFL learner writing can be paralleled with the very frequent
use of first person plural imperative verbs to organise discourse and interact with the reader in
French student writing:
7.18. Prenons I'exemple dessorciers ou desmagiciens au Moyen Age. (CODIF)
7.19. Ajoutons qu 'unepartie plus specifique de lapopulation est touchee. (CODIF)
7.20. Comparons cela a la visite de la cathedrale d'Amiens. (CODIF)
7.21. Citons comme exemple lejugement difficile des autoritesfrangaises sur les activites
du regime de Vichy dans le cadre duproces de Touvier. (CODIF)
7.22. Envisageons toutd'abord la question economique. (CODIF)
7.23. Examinons successivement leprobleme de I'abolition desfrontieres d'unpointde
vue economique,juridique et enfin culturel. (CODIF)
7.24. Lmaginons un mondeou regne unepensee unique. (CODIF)
7.25. Et notons que ces realisations nous inspirentdes reves insoupgonnesjusque Id, ...
7.26. Considerons un instant le cinema actuel. (CODIF)
7.27. Interrogeons-nous, dans un second temps, sur la notion d'identite. (CODIF)
7.28. Pensons, par exemple, a I'Espagne, qui, pendant quatre a huitsiecles, a appris a
cotoyer les peuples arabes. (CODIF)
These examples suggest that French learners transfer the discourse or organizational function
of first person plural imperative verbs in French to equivalent imperative forms in English.
As explained in section 6.2.1.3, the first person plural imperative form let us can be
found in professional academic writing but it is not frequent (relative frequency of 5.46
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occurrences per 100,000 words). In addition, it only appears with a limited set of verbs (cf.
Swales et al. 1998; Hyland 2002c). Table 7.22 gives the significant verb co-occurrents of let
us in BNC-AC-HUM (horizon: 1R-2R) which are illustrated in examples 7.29 to 7.36.
Table 7.22: Significant verb co-occurrents of 'let us' in BNC-AC-HUM
Word As collocate
consider 20
say 18
suppose 10
return 9
begin 9
look 10
take 10
have 6
7.29. Let us consider more closely what was implied in the Greek refusal to look at the
Bible.
7.30. To ground the many provisions of, let us say, the UNDeclaration of1948 in the mere
possibility oftheir being defended by moral argument is to consign them to a very
combative arena indeed, the vagaries ofwhich we have explored in this chapter and are
precisely those exploited by Hare in his gloomy quotation. (BNC-AC-HUM)
7.31. Let us suppose, now, that the child has mastered the correct us oflike and dislike.
l.'il. Let us now return to the topic of "existencepredicates ".. (BNC-AC-HUM)
7.33. Let us begin with theproposition that our visual experience does somehow involve a
judgement. (BNC-AC-HUM)
7.34. Let us look at the second halfofthe twentieth century. (BNC-AC-HUM)
7.35. Let us take, as an illustration, the boundaries ofbureaucracy. (BNC AC-HUM)
7.36. Let us have a look at the passage to see how this might be. (BNC-AC-HUM)
There is much more lexical variety in the verbs used in first person plural imperative forms in
French EFL learner writing. This variety may again be interpreted as LI-related as French
writers use a wide range of first person plural imperative verbs to organise discourse and
interact with readers^^°. Table 7.23 shows that, for a large proportion ofthe imperative forms
used in ICLE-FR, a direct translation equivalent can be found in French student writing (i.e.
CODIF) and/or French editorials (see section 7.3.4 for a description of the corpus).
190 Siepmann (2005: 119-121) has shown that, compared to English, French shows much greater reliance on the
hortative to introduce an example, e.g. consideronspar exemple, citons I'exemple de, reprenons I'exemple de,
etc.
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Table 7.23: Verb co-occurrents of 'let us' in ICLE-FR
ICLE-FR CODIF TRILLED-FR
let us a^ree 1 'acceptons' —
let us analyse 1 'analysons'
let us be + ADJ/PP 4 , 'soyons + ADJ' 'soyons + ADJ'
let us comment 1 —
let us consider 4 'considerons' 'considerons'
let us create 1 — 'creons'
let us discuss 1 — —
let us examine 5 'examinons' 'examinons'
let us explain 2 --
let us feel + ADJ 1
let usfocus on 1 — —
let us not fool ourselves 1 — 'ne soyons pas dupes'
let us (not/never) forget 8 'n'oublions pas' 'oublions'
let us give + example .. 2 'donnons un exemple'
let us give sb. a chance 1 —
let us help 1 — 'aidons'
let us have a look at 2 'jetons un regard'
let us hope 5 'esperons' 'esperons'
let us imagine 2 'imaginons' 'imaginons'
let us look at 2 'regardons' 'regardons'
let us (not) look down 1 —
let us lookforward
let us make sb/sth ADJ 1 —
let us mention 1 'mentionnons'
let us move 1 — —
let us prepare ourselves 1 ~
let usprevent sb. from doing
sth
1
~
—
let us put ourselves in sb's
place
1 —
—
let us put it in another way 1 —
let us refer to 1 ~
let us remember 'rappelons' 'rappelons'
let us say 1 'disons' 'disons'
let us see 1 'voyons' 'voyons'
let us solve 1 ~ —
let us speak 1 'parlons' 'parlons'
let us start 1 'commenpons' 'commenpons'
let us state an example 1 —
let us take
+ example
16
8
'prenons'
'prenons I'exemple de'
'prenons'
'prenons I'exemple de'
let us talk 2 'parlons' 'parlons'
let us think 4 'pensons' --
let us try 2 — 'essayons'
let us (now) turn to 4 — —
let us view 1 'voyons' 'voyons'
let us wait 1 — 'attendons'
let us wish 2 'esperons' 'esperons'
TOTAL [45 typesl 75 tokens 27/45 types (60%); 53/75 tokens (70.67%)
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In addition, imperative forms that are repeated in ICLE-FR often have formal equivalents
which are frequently used in French (e.g. let us take the example o/'prenons I'exemple de';
let us hope 'esperons'; let us take 'prenons'; let us (not)forget 'oublions/n'oublions pas que').
These similarities further support the hypothesis that French learners' use of let us is
influenced by their LI. They are also evidence of transfer of use and more specifically
transfer of LI patterns and collocations.
The influence of the first language on French EFL learners' use of let us can also be
described as transfer of register and transfer of rhetorical conventions. First person plural
imperative verbs serve specific discourse strategies in French formal types of writing, and
more specifically in academic writing. French EFL learners seem to transfer their knowledge
of French academic writing conventions (cf Connor 1996) and make use of imperatives in
English academic writing in the same way as in French academic writing. However, let us
(and more precisely its contracted form let's) is much more typical of speech in English
(relative frequency of 42.5 occurrences per 100,000 words in BNC-SP.vs. 5.3 in BNC-AC).
As a result, the speech-like nature of let us in French EFL learner writing leads to an overall
impression of stylistic inappropriateness.
In summary, the three LI effects described by Jarvis (2000) are found in French EFL
learners' use of let us, providing conclusive evidence in favour of LI influence. French EFL
learners use English first person plural imperatives in academic writing with the frequency of
French imperative verbs in the corresponding register, in French-like phraseological
patterns and to serve the same organizational and interactional functions. As illustrated in
Figure 7.6, we can interpret our findings not only as evidence of transfer of form and meaning
but also as evidence of transfer of frequency, register, function and phraseology. Thus, LI
phrasemes such as let's take the example of, let's examine or let us not forget mirror the
stylistic profile of the French sequences prenons I'exemple de .., examinons et n'oublions pas
in EFL French learner formal writing. This generalized overuse of the first person plural
imperative in EFL French learner writing as a rhetorical strategy does not conform to English
academic writing conventions but rather to French academic style.
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Figure 7.6: Transfer of use
FRENCH ENGLISH
Fr. 1stplural imperative En. 1stplural imperative
Fr. 'prenons I'example de' En. 'let us take the example of
En 'let us not forget'
En. 'let us examine'
Fr. 'n'oublions pas'
Fr. 'examinons'
FREQUENCYpR N ✓Fi^QUENCYpf.^
REGISTERp^
FUNCTIONpR
PHRASEOLOGYpR
REGISvTTERgjsj
FUl^flONgN
,PftRASEOLO(?YgN
FRENCH EFL LEARNERS'
INTERLANGUAGE
En. 1stplural imperative
En. 'let us take the example of
En 'let us not forget'
En. 'let us examine'
FREQUENCYpR
REGISTERpR
FUNCTIONjtr
PHRASEOLOGYpR
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7.3.3.4. French learners' use of 'for instance'
The fourth case study investigates LI effects on French EFL learners' overuse offor instance.
This mono-lexemic phraseme appears in almost a quarter of all the essays produced by French
learners, which suggests intra-Ll group homogeneity in French learners' IL performance.
Table 7.24 shows that the phraseme appears in similar proportions in ICLE-DU and ICLE-SP.
Table 7.24: 'for instance' in learner essays
Rel. freq, of for instance
per 100,000 words
Number of texts including
for instance
Number of texts %
Czech 9.94 12 147 8.16%
Dutch 36.37 42 196 21.43%
Finnish 31.93 28 167 16.77%
French 53.54 53 228 23.25%
German 12.78 • 11 179 6.15%
Italian 41.89 . 14 79 17.72%
Polish 22.06 26 221 11.76%
Russian 25.91 34 194 17.53%
Spanish 41.36 35 149 23.49%
Swedish 20.80 10 81 12.35%
TOTAL 29.51 265 1641 16.15%
As illustrated in Table 7.25, a Dunnett's test confirms that there is no significant
difference between French EFL learners' use of the phrasemeinstance and that of Dutch
and Spanish learners. Neither is there a difference between French and Italian learners. By
contrast, learners' use offor instance in ICLE-FR differs from ICLE-FI, ICLE-RU, ICLE-
SW, ICLE-PO, ICLE-GE and ICLE-PO.
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Table 7.25: 'for instance': Dunnett's test
Corpus
comparison
Simultaneous
lower confidence
limit
Difference
between means
Simultaneous
upper confidence
limit
Significance^
SP-FR -0.033561 -0.010080 0.013400
IT-FR -0.043621 -0.014522 0.014578
DU-FR -0.041994 -0.020282 0.001429
FI-FR -0.053387 -0.030685 -0.007983 ***
RU-FR -0.052795 -0.031023 -0.009252 ***
SW-FR -0.064739 -0.035907 -0.007076 ***
PO-FR -0.057243 -0.036202 -0.015162 ***
GE-FR -0.065757 -0.043498 -0.021239 ***
CZ-FR -0.072179 -0.048602 -0.025025 ***
Comparisons significant at the 0.05 level are indicated by '***'.
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A Ryan test brings out a high degree of heterogeneity between all LI learner populations and
breaks done the learner corpora into several groups. No clear pattern of use arises from these
results. LI-inter group heterogeneity is found but the French learner population does not stand
apart (compare with Figure 7.2for on thecontrary andFigure 7.5 for let us).
Figure 7.7: 'for instance': Ryan test
Corpus Mean Grouping
FR 0.057348 A
SP 0.047268 B A
IT 0.042826 B A C
DU 0.037066 B D A C
FI 0.026663 B D C
RU 0.026325 B D C
SW 0.021441 B D C
PO 0.021146 B D C
GE 0.013850 D C
CZ 0.008746 D
The mono-lexemic phrasemefor instance does not have a direct formal equivalent in
French, nor does it have one in Spanish, Italian and Dutch. By contrast, these four languages
have a formal equivalent of for example. Our results suggest, however, that learners,
especially from French, Spanish, Italian or Dutch mother tongue backgrounds, not only
estabhsh equivalence between Fr. par exemple, Sp. por ejemplo, It. ad esempio or Du. hij
voorbeeld and its prototypical equivalent for example but also extend the equivalence tofor
instance (cf Figure 7.8). One possible explanation for this rough equivalence is the influence
of instruction or 'transfer of training' (cf Selinker 1972): although they differ in terms of
frequency and register, for example and for instance are often taught as ftmctionally
equivalent forms (see also sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1). However, this hypothesis does not help
explain why learner populations differ widely in their use of for instance. Only a careftil
analysis of ELT materials used in the different countries represented in ICLE couldprove or
reject the transfer of training hypothesis.
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Figure 7.8: 'for instance': transfer of training
Fr. 'par example'
Sp. 'por ejemplo'
It. 'ad esempio'
Du. 'bij voorbeeld'
En. 'for example'
2. TRANSFER
OF TRAINING
En. for instance
In summary, an investigation of Jarvis's (2000) three LI effects suggests that French EFL
learners' overuse offor instance is not LI-induced and may be better interpreted as evidence
of transfer of training.
7.3.4. A fourth dimension to Jarvis's (2000) unified framework: LI frequency
What immediately comes to mind when comparing French learners' use of EAP words and
phrases with that of EFL learners from nine different mother tongue backgrounds is that
French is often not the only language which has lexical items that are congruent with the
English word sequences under study. Thus, there is also a direct translation equivalent to on
the contrary in Spanish: al contrario or por el contrario (example 7.37). Similarly, the verb
illustreren exists in Dutch (example 7.38).
7.37. Ella no significa que seaprudente abrazar, sin mas, el librecambismo cultural. Al
contrario, mientras haya sectores en los que las industrias culturales europeas sean
incapaces de competir, los esfuerzos de las poUticas publicas deben ir encaminados a
incrementar su competitividad, no su dependencia de las ayudas publicas. (EDITO-SP)
7.38. Dit voorbeeld illustreert dat er meer is dan de hoogte van de beloning die maakt of
iemand een ministerspost ambieert. (TRILLED-DU)
[This example illustrates that..]
First person plural imperative verbs are also used in Spanish to organize discourse and
interact with readers (examples 7.39 and 7.40).
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7.39. Esperemos que los califomianos mantengan abiertas laspuertas a quienes llegan
hastaaquien busca de las oportunidades que suspaises —que losgobiemos desus
paises —son incapaces de dories. (EDITO-SP)
[Let us hope that...]
7.40. Volvamos al ejemplo deRichardNixon. (EDITO-SP)
[Letus return to Richard Nixon's example.]
Unlike French and Spanish, Dutch evenhas a formal equivalent to En. let us:
7.41. En laten we onszelfniets wijs maken. Als -we overfascisme ofneo-fascisme praten,
moeten we nietalleen maardenken aangroepjesfanatieke heethoofden. (TRILLED-DU)
[And let us not fool ourselves....]
7.42. We hebben hierweer dehanden vol aan aan deHeertjes. De een zorgt voor onrust
door wat hijschrijft, deander door wat hijniet schrijft. Laten we met Raoul beginnen, die
na de troonrede over Beatrix sprakals eenvolgevreten pseudo-vedette. "Deze overschatte
miljonaire diemet het laatste modelgouden koets naar haar werkkomt". (TRILLED-DU)
[Let us begin with Raoul, who ... ]
As already stated in section 3.3.3.1, Jarvis argues that intra-Ll-group congruity between
learners' LI and XL performance is probably the strongest type of evidence for LI influence.
It is therefore quite surprising that French, Italian and Spanish learners differ in their use of on
the contrary, that French and Spanish learners do not use let us similarly and that Dutch
learners do not rely on let us (cf section 7.2).
A combination of Contrastive Analysis (CA) and Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis
(CIA) as described in Granger's (1996) Integrated Contrastive Model (cf section 4.2.1) is
necessary to explain those differences. It is used here to assess the potential influence of the
first language on the fact that Spanish learners do not display statistically significant
difference in their use of first person plural imperatives when compared to other learner
populations while Dutch learners make little use of the sequence. Ideally, learners' use of let
us would be compared to the use of first person plural imperative verbs in comparable corpora
of student essay writting in LI. Unfortunately, we do not have access to such a corpus for
Spanish. Nor do we have comparable corpora of Spanish, French and Dutch academic
writing. The contrastive analysis presented here is thus based on corpora of editorials.
So (2005) argues that "in general, editorials and school argumentative essays indicate
more overlaps than tensions as they share argumentation as their main rhetorical function and
generic value" (So 2005:74). In addition, editorials are more easily available than student
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essays. Most press groups today have an online version of their newspapers on the Internet.
Moreover, online newspapers are available in many different languages. We make use of the
TRILingual Louvain corpus of EDitorials (TRILLED). The corpus is currently being
compiled at the Centre for English Corpus Linguistics and is composed of editorials that are
manually downloaded from English, French and Dutch newspapers' websites (but see Paquot
and Fairon 2006 for the description of a RSS-based technique that can be used to build
multilingual corpora from newspaper websites). The corpus of Spanish editorials used was
kindly made available by JoAnne Neff van Aertselaer. We refer to this corpus as EDITO-SP.
As shown in Table 7.26, it is smaller than the other corpora and mostly includes editorials
from one newspaper only. Despite this limitation, it has proved very useful for our
exploratory study.
Table 7.26: Comparable corpora of editorials
Corpus language newspapers nb. of words total
TRILLED-EN English
The Guardian • 421,647
1,011,430
The Independent 61,479
The Times 72,629
The Observer 49,259
The Sunday Telegraph 50,812
The Daily Telegraph 296,340
The Economist 59,264
TKTTLED-FR French
Le Monde 212,796
737,174Le Figaro 254,906
Liberation 269,472
TRILLED-DU Dutch
DeNRCHandelsblad 296,175
490,415
Trouw 95,209
Het Parool 39,196
Utrechts Nieuwsblad 46,100
Haagsche Courant 13,735
EDITO-SP Spanish mostly El Pais
- 151,011
As we are now examining the use of first person plural imperative verbs in editorials,
we first need to replicate our analysis of imperative forms in TRILLED-FR (cf. section
7.3.3.3) before analyzing them in TRILLED-DU and EDITO-SP. Results are given in Table
7.25. The sequence laten we is relatively rare in Dutch editorials: first person imperativeverbs
do not seem to be widelyused as signals of specificdiscoursestrategies in Dutch. By contrast,
they are repeatedly used in Spanish. Table 7.27 gives two relative frequencies of first person
imperative plural verbs in EDITO-SP because it was found that, in one editorial
(<SOp050s>), the writer used imperatives as a leitmotiv throughout his text: the editorial's
title is a first person imperative plural verb ('Comparemos' let compare) and eight
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imperatives are used in the body of the text. Relative frequencies were recounted without
considering this particular text so as to limit its influence on results.
Table 7.27: Firstperson pluralimperatives in French, Spanish, Dutch and English editorials
Total number
of words
Number of 1st
person imperative
plural verbs
Relative frequency
per 100,000 words
French editorials
(TRILLED-FR) 737,174 326 44.36
Spanish editorials
(EDITO-SP)
151,011
(150,037)
44
(36)
29.14
(23.99)
Dutch editorials
(TRILLED-DU) 490,415 8 1.63
EngHsh editorials
(TRILLED-EN) 1,011,430 67 6.62
These findings support our hypothesis that transfer of use, and more particularly,
transfer of frequency, may play a major part in EFL learners' use of specific lexical items.
As described in section 7.3.3.3, the sequence let us (or let's) appears in the Spanish learner
corpus but is not as frequent as in French learner writing. Similarly^ Spanish first person
plural imperative verbs are quite frequent in formal writing (i.e. editorials) though less
frequent than their French equivalents. In addition, the infrequent use of laten we in Dutch
formal writing is also reflected in Dutch learner writing and provides a plausible explanation
for the low frequency of use of let us in ICLE-DU.
There are still a number of unanswered questions. First, it is not yet quite clear how the
fact that first person plural imperative verbs are generally more frequent in learner writing
than professional writing should be interpreted. A number of factors may be interacting here,
i.e. genre differences, proficiency in L2 and novice writing factors. Neff and Bunce (to
appear) show that Spanish EFL learners' preferred discourse strategies may change. They find
that Spanish undergraduates as represented in ICLE use more structures introduced by we or
we can (examples 7.43 and 7.44) than graduate students who attempt to make use of more
sophisticated structures.
7.43. As a consequence, we cansaythatobjectivity isnotvery common on T. V. (ICLE-SP)
7.44. Andthis is where our capacity of thinking haveto activate because, ifwehave a look
at the Spanish channels' audience rates, we can see that the ones which have the highest
picks inprime-time are the worstprogrammes in the world. (ICLE-SP)
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To draw a complete picture of LI influence on discourse conventions in L2, EFL learners' use
of let us should be examined in parallel with other over- or under-used word sequences that
may serve metadiscourse functions such as we can, we must and if we (cf section 7.2). For
example, the introductory we must is overused in ICLE-SP. Neff et al (2004) suggest that
Spanish learners' heavy reliance on we must as a metadiscourse marker may be attributed to
LI-influence as its Spanish translational equivalent deber can mean either must or should.
They comment that "debemos (we must/should) + reporting verb does not have this face-
threatening connotation, but is used rather as a way of adding a further proposition to those
aheady proposed" (Neff et al 2004:154) and further add that "[b]ecause of these differences in
meaning (...), Spanish EFL writers might believe that, with the use of must + reporting verb,
they are merely presenting the reader another proposition to be considered" (ibid. 155). The
following sentences illustrate Spanish learners' use of we must. Their difficulty in
differentiating between we must and we should is made apparent in example 7.46 in which
both types of modality are used.
7.45. So we mustfind the middlepoint, we must remember that we are lookingfor equality.
(ICLE-SP)
7.46. As a result, what we must admit is that we all belong to a pyramid called society in
which each one mustfight tofind his/her place within it. Weshould also accept the
hunger to handle power as something inherent to the human race. (ICLE-SP)
The potential influence of the first language should also be verified on other types of
metadiscourse markers such as second person imperatives (examples 7.47 and 7.48) and
impersonal structures (examples 7.49 and 7.50), which seem to be favoured by Dutch
learners.
7.47. Take The Cosby Showfor example. It was quite all right in the beginning. (ICLE-
DU)
7.48. Take an army that consists entirely ofconscripts and an army that consists entirely of
professionals and compare the results or their actions. (ICLE-DU)
7.49. Concerning the 'pretence offreedom' mentionedabove, it can be argued that
advertising is a means ofmakingpeople buythe things that the "economic manipulators'
want them to. (ICLE-DU)
7.50. Therefore, it can be said thatfairy tales have been awfully misjudgedin thepast
centuries and that they are not appropriate for young ears. (ICLE-DU)
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7.3.5. Conclusion
Results of the four case studies presented in this section aheady make it possible to draw
methodological conclusions and state a number of preliminary theoretical implications with
regard to transfer. First, because of the effects of individual variation, LI influence is "most
likely to occur in the form of general tendencies and probabilities, and not so much in the
form of invariant patterns" (Jarvis 2000:251) (see also Odlin 1989: 251). This is especially
true in less controlled data types such as learner corpora. As a result, unlike in experimentally
elicited data, it appears to be verydifficult to investigate the first transfer effect, i.e. intra-Ll-
group homogeneity in learners' IL performance, independently of the second effect, i.e. inter-
L2-group heterogeneity, when analyzing learner corpus data. We have proposed to establish
intra-Ll-group homogeneity by comparing the proportion of essays in which a lexical item is
found in the learner corpus under study withthatof other learner sub-corpora.
Second, learner corpus data clearly dispute Ringbom's claim that "the only tangible
signs of cross-linguistic influence are negative ones, errors" (Ringbom 1986:160). LI transfer
has been shown to manifest itselfin patterns of overuse and underuse of EAP phrasemes, in
collocational and lexico-grammatical preferences and in register differences. They also show
that Ellis's (1994:305) conception of overuse due to LI influence is too restricted. Ellis
considers that overuse is often the direct consequence of the avoidance or underproduction of
some difficult structure. However, overuse may also resultfi^om a preference for lexical items
in the LI. These various transfer effects were first touched upon by Levenston (1971) in an
article entitled 'Over-indulgence and under-representation - aspects of mother-tongue
interference' but have not received the careful attention they deserve in SLA.
Third, results suggest that transfer of form not only often goes togetherwith transferof
meaning but also with transfer of function. In second language writing research, LI
influence has been shown to manifest itself in idea-generating and idea-organizing activities
(e.g. Wang and Wen 2002). It may be hypothesized that EAP multi-word units are most
potentially transferable not only because they are relatively semantically and syntactically
compositional, i.e. typically unmarked word combinations, but also because they are directly
anchored to an organizational or rhetorical fiinction. In addition, findings also point to a third
type of transfer, i.e. transfer of register and discourse conventions.
Fourth, one of the most important outcomes of the case studies described here is
certainly the extent of transfer of LI frequency. Findings have shown that learners who
share first languages that have congruent forms of an EAP phraseme do not necessarily
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display the same patterns of use of that multi-word unit. One plausible explanation lies in
differences in LI frequency, a dimension which seems to play a prominent role in transfer
effects but is not addressed in Jarvis's unified framework. Comparisons of the interlanguage,
the first language and the foreign language have shown that the frequency of a phraseological
pattern in the interlanguage is often closer to the frequency of its LI congruent form than to
its frequency in the L2. The role of frequency is a key issue in second language acquisition.
However, it has generally been conceived of in terms of L2 frequency'^ ^. Studies in Second
Language Acquisition has devoted a special issue to frequency effects and their implications
for all aspects of second language acquisition (volume 24, issue 02). However, no article
deals with LI frequency. They all largely focus on input frequency and its relation with
language processing, intake^^^, and implicit vs. explicit learning. Similarly, in a state-of-the-
art article on SLA theory, Gregg (2003) only addresses the issue of frequency in relation with
the role of input, thus restricting his discussion to the question of "how often does input of X
need to be provided in order for X to be acquired?" (Gregg 2003:846)
Fifth, the manifestations of LI influence that have been described here can all be
subsumed under the general heading of transfer of use (cf section 3.2.4). In accordance with
Hoey's (2005) theory of lexical priming, we can also refer to these different types of transfer
effects as transfer of lexical priming (cf section 2.4.2.3 for more detail on lexical priming
and section 3.2.4 for the SLA implications of Hoey's theory of lexical priming). EFL
learners' knowledge of LI words and phrasemes includes the fact that these lexical items
occur "with certain other words in certain kinds of context" (Hoey 2005:8). Primings for
collocational and contextual use of (at least a restricted set of frequent or core) LI words and
phrasemes are particularly strong in the mental lexicon of an adult EFL learner. They are the
result of the many encounters with these words and word sequences in LI speech and writing.
Mental primings for the LI lexicon most probably influence EFL learners' knowledge of
English words and phrasemes by priming the lexico-grammatical preferences of an LI item to
its English counterpart.
The major role of LI frequency has alreadybeen identified in a few transferstudies focusing on phonology
and syntax (cf. Selinker 1992:211; Kamimoto et al 1992).
De Bot et al (2005)distinguish betweeninput and intakeas follows: "'Input' is everythingaroundus we may
perceive withour senses, and 'uptake' or 'intake' is whatwe pay attention to andnotice" (DeBot et al 2005:8).
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7.4. Pedagogical implications
"At one time it was considered essential to avoid the mother-tongue
in foreign-language teaching, and teachers would go through
contortions to explain or demonstrate the meaning of words without
translating. What often happened, of course, was that, after the
teacher had spent ten minutes miming, say, curtain to a class of
baffled French students, one of them would break into a relieved
smile and say 'Ah, rideauT (Swan 1997:166)
Our data carry at least two important pedagogical implications relating to the role of the first
language in the classroom and pedagogical material development respectively. Transfer of
lexical priming means that words or phrasemes in the foreign language may be primed for LI
use in terms of collocational and lexico-grammatical preferences, register and frequency. One
of the many roles of teaching should thus be to counter these 'default' and sometimes misled
primings in EFL learners' mental lexicon. For this purpose, awareness-raising activities
focusing on similarities and differences between the mother tongue and the foreign language
are clearly needed. These activities should not be restricted to "helping learners focus on
errors typically committed by learners from a particular LI" (Hegelheimer and Fisher
2006:259). They should also raise learners' attention to more subtle differences such as
register differences and collocational preferences of otherwise similar words in the two
languages. This stands in sharp contrast to Bahns's (1993:56) claim that collocations that are
direct translation equivalents do not have to be taught. Next to the fact that learners have no
way of knowing when collocations are congruent in the mother tongue and the foreign
language, differences between L1-L2 collocations may lie with aspects of use rather than
form and meaning.
However, as Odlin (1989) explains, it is not always possible to make use of the first
language in classroom and to rely on contrastive data:
"Whatever the merits of contrastive materials in some contexts, it is clear
that such materials are not always feasible. For example, when an ESL class
consists of speakers of Chinese, Persian, Spanish, Tamil, and Yoruba, there
is not likely to be any textbook that contrasts English verb phraseswith verb
phrases in all of those languages - and even if there were, teachers could not
profitably spend the class time necessary to illuminate so many contrasts.
Yet even in such classes, one tj^e of contrastive information is frequently
available: bilingual dictionaries. Although the comparisons are sometimes
restricted to words in the native and target languages, the most carefully
prepared dictionaries often provide some comparisons of pronunciation and
grammar as well. If the class size allows it, teachers can help individual
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students in using any contrastive information that their dictionaries
provide." (Odlin 1989:162)
Bilingual dictionaries should ideally facilitate the teacher's task in multilingual as well as in
monolingual classrooms. However, it is questionable whether the type of contrastive
information they provide is fully adequate. For example, the Robert et Collins CD-Rom
(version 1.1)^ '^^ includes an essay writing section in which first person plural imperatives in
French are systematically translated by let us in English despite the fact that first person plural
imperatives are clearly not the most favoured way of organizing discourse and interacting
with the reader in English academic writing. The full section is reprinted in Appendix 7.2 but
cases of infelicitous translation equivalence between first person plural imperatives in French
and English are given in Table 7.28 for the reader's convenience. These findings can be
interpreted more globally as being quite representative of a general lack of good contrastive
studies on which pedagogical materials can be based. Multilingual corpora clearly have an
important role to play here by providing an empirically based source of translation
equivalents (cf Bowker 2003; King 2003).
The CD-Rom includes the contents of the Robert et Collins Senior and the Robert et Collins Super Senior.
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7.5. Conclusion
The method proposed in this chapter to conduct a transfer study is a combination of a corpus-
driven approach to item selection and a combined use of Jarvis's (2000) framework and
Granger's (1996) Integrated Contrastive Model to assess LI influence. Its reliance on
programming and statistical analysis may make it sound complex, and perhaps also
unnecessarily complicated. For example. Granger (2004) did not need such a sophisticated
development to reach the conclusion that French learners' heavy reliance on the phraseme on
the contrary is probably the result of a complex interplay between LI-influence and transfer
of training.
In addition, the corpus-based methods used have their own limitations. The power of a
corpus-driven approach to uncover new types of words and phrases that are worthy of
investigation would definitely be an asset to transfer studies. However, this benefit can also
prove to be a serious drawback. As De Cock (2003) puts it, "[a] corpus-driven linguist may
end up with a large number of patterns and frequency counts and may be unable to see the
wood from the trees and to interpret the results for lack of a guiding research question (De
Cock 2003:197). As for transfer assessment, a major limitation of the corpus-based approach
described in this chapter is that it is very difficult to collect the many types of corpora that are
necessary, e.g. corpora of academic writing in French, Spanish, Dutch; corpora of student
writing in different languages, etc. International collaboration of the type witnessed in the
ICLE project is clearly needed to build comparable corpora of texts written in many different
languages.
However, this (learner) corpus-based approach to LI influence has brought to light
interesting findings relating to LI influence. First, a comparison of EAP key clusters across
learner corpora has shown indirect manifestations of preferred rhetorical strategies in the
first language. Second, it has helped identify a number of transfer effects that are largely
undocumented in the SLA literature. These transfer effects make up what has been referred to
as 'transfer of lexical priming' and include LI influence on collocational use and lexico-
grammatical patterns of words and phrasemes, register preferences, and frequency of use.
Leamer corpora are probably the best type of samples of learner interlangiiage to investigate
these transfer effects. In addition, they arguably give a better accoimt of the complexity and
versatility of LI influence. With its focus on frequency, register differences, and phraseology,
to name just a few, corpus linguistics clearly has numerous resources and specific tools to
offer to SLA researchers if they want to further investigate manifestations of LI influence on
learner interlanguage.
Our results also support Kellerman's claim that the "hoary old chestnut" according to
which transfer does not afflict the more advanced learner "should finally be squashed
underfoot as an unwarranted overgeneralization based on very Umited evidence" (Kellerman
1984:121). They suggest, however, that transfer effects are more subtle at higher levels of
proficiency.
The (learner) corpus-based method proposed in this chapter still has a lot to offer and I
really hope that other researchers will take up the challenge of making use of Jarvis's
framework and learner corpora to investigate LI influence on other types of interlanguage
features, e.g. learners' use of high-frequency verbs, modals, discourse conventions. The
approach could also be used to revisit, in the light of learner corpus evidence, a number of
studies in which transfer claims are built on shaky foundations or suffer from what Jarvis
referred to as a "you-know-it-when-you-see" syndrome.
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8. General conclusion
This thesis lies at the intersection of four research areas, namely (1) Phraseology, (2) English
for Academic Purposes, (3) Second Language Acquisition and (4) (Learner) Corpus Research.
In this section I take stock of the main findings of the present study and bring out its major
contributions to each of the four areas in turn. The section concludes with some avenues for
future research in the fields of both EAP and learner corpus research.
Contribution to the theory of phraseology
Phraseologists differ in their delimitation of the scope of phraseology and the types of word
combinations they include in the field. These two observations have made it necessary to
define the phraseological spectrum much more precisely. A selected review of typologies
taken from fields as diverse as lexicology and lexicography, English language teaching and
psycholinguistics, has made it possible to identify the most prominent defining criteria of
phrasemes: internal structure, syntactic function, degrees of compositionality, function in the
language and degrees of syntactic flexibility and collocability. Differences in categorization
reflect the importance that the different fields, and more exactly individual researchers within
these fields, attach to these criteria.
The need for an extended view of phraseology has also been emphasized. The field should
account for the pervasiveness of a wide range of largely compositional and non-salient multi
word units - 'preferred ways of saying things' - which have so far largely gone unnoticed but
which corpus linguistics techniques have helped to uncover. These word combinations have
traditionally been considered as falling outside the limits of phraseology but recent corpus-
based research has highlighted their pervasive nature in language.
It is essential to integrate the new insights derived from corpus-based approaches into a theory
of phraseology. Acknowledging the existence of other types of word combinations next to
idioms, collocations, proverbs, routine formulae, etc., requires adapting 'traditional'
typologies to include preferred co-occurrences and sentence stems. Following De Cock
(2003), I have adopted a structural and a functional model to categorize phrasemes as there is
no one-to-one correspondence between form and function. The originality of the functional
model lies in its integration of a third category, namely that of textual phrasemes, next to the
already well-estabHshed categories of referential and communicative phrasemes. This new
category has been added to encompass a whole set of word combinations which stand at the
phraseology-discourse interface and which are typically used to serve rhetorical or
organizational functions.
More importantly perhaps, the benefits of combining two approaches to the study of
phraseology have been highlighted: the heuristic value of the frequency-based (and corpus-
based) approach and the fme-grained linguistic analysis of traditional phraseological theory.
In this thesis, statistically-defined word combinations extracted from corpora have been used
as raw material which has subsequently been refined and submitted to a linguistic analysis.
However, the fact that the same terms are regularly used in the literature to describe different
types of word combinations in the two approaches leads to confusion. For example, the term
'collocation' has been shown to refer to arbitrarily lexically restricted word combinations in
the phraseological approach and to recurrent or statistically prominent word combinations in
the distributional approach. It has been suggested that the term 'collocation' should be
reserved for linguistically defined word combinations and that 'co-occurrence' should be
used to refer to the probabilistic phenomenon described within the distributional approach to
collocation. More generally, I have argued for a clear distinction between terms used to
describe (1) a method of extraction of word combinations and (2) a linguistic analysis of the
results.
Contribution to English for Academic Purposes
On a theoretical level, this thesis supports and somehow substantiates the concept of 'Enghsh
for (General) Academic Purposes' as a macro-genre which subsumes a wide range of text
types in academic settings. Large scale corpus-based studies such as those conducted by Biber
have shed light on distinctive linguistic features of academic discourse: they have shown that
academic texts typically have an informational and non-narrative focus; require highly
explicit, text-internal reference and deal with abstract, conceptual or technical subject matter.
My own contribution to legitimizing EAP has been to demonstrate - on the basis of corpus
data - that there is a common core of words and phrasemes irrespective of differences
across genres and disciplines.
This common core has made it possible to provide a more precise description of the construct
of academic vocabulary. Next to discipline-specific vocabulary, there is a wide range of
words and phrasemes that serve to refer to activities which are characteristic of academic
discourse, and more generally, of scientific knowledge. They also contribute to discourse
organization and cohesion, firom topic introduction to concluding statements. A large
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proportion of what has been referred to as academic words in this thesis consists of core
words, a category which has so far largely been neglected in EAP .courses. The present
analyses have thus questioned the fiizzy but well-established frequency-based distinction
between high-frequency words and academic words.
Several studies have pointed to the highly conventionalized nature of academic discourse. My
own work has demonstrated that EAP phraseology largely consists of 'lexical extensions' of a
set of academic words (e.g. conclusion, issue, claim, argue). These words acquire their
organizational or rhetorical function in specific word combinations that are essentially
semantically and syntactically compositional and which therefore belong to phraseology in its
wider sense (e.g. as discussed below, an example of... is ..., the aim of this study, the next
section aims at..., it has been suggested).
The present study has also served to dethrone adverbs from their dominant position as default
cohesive markers. Adverbs do not have a monopoly on lexical cohesion and discourse
organization in academic writing. My research results have provided ample evidence for the
prominent discursive role of nouns, verbs and adjectives and their phraseological patterns, a
role which is hardly ever mentioned in EFL teaching. These part-of-speech categories,
however, serve organisational functions as diverse as exemplification, comparing and
contrasting, expressing cause and effect, etc and are therefore as worthy of inclusion in EFL
tools as adverbs. .
On a pedagogical level, the results of my study demonstrate that teachers should not assume
that EAP students know the first 2,000 words of English. Numerous so-called general service
words are not fally mastered by L2 learners, even at high-intermediate to advanced
proficiency levels. However, these words serve important discourse-organizing ftmctions in
academic writing, which suggests that they should still be the target of productive activities.
These findings call into question the systematic use of Coxhead's Academic Word List as the
exclusive vocabulary syllabus in a number of recent productively-oriented vocabulary
textbooks. Another fact that stands out is that a clear distinction should be made between
vocabulary needs for academic reading and writing.
As a result, I have developed a new rigorous and empirically-based procedure to select lexical
items that should be part and parcel of a productively-oriented academic word list. The
methodology makes use of the criteria of keyness, range and evenness of distribution and
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provides a good illustration of the usefulness of making use of POS-tagged corpora for
applied purposes. One important feature of the methodology adopted here is that it includes
the 2,000 most frequent words inEnglish, thus making itpossible to appreciate the paramount
importance of coreEnglishwords in academic prose.
The outcome of this procedure is the Academic Keyword List. This list, however, should not
be regarded as an end product. In its current form (cf. appendix 5.5), the list is the raw result
ofthe application ofpurely quantitative criteria on native corpus data. As such, it does not yet
fiilly deserve to be referred to as a 'productively oriented' academic word list. Each word still
needs 'pedagogical validation' and missing words may be further added to the list. The next
step will be to describe each word's lexico-grammatical patterning and phraseology in
academic prose and to make use of learner corpus data to inform these descriptions. The
procedure has already been applied to the study of words that serve a rhetorical or
organizational function in academic discourse and has demonstrated that a phraseological
approach to the description of these words provides a mine of valuable information for
pedagogical tools.
Contribution to Second Language Acquisition
It has further been shown that academic, and more precisely argumentative, essays written by
upper-intermediate to advanced EFL learners share a number of linguistic features
irrespective of learners' mother tongue backgrounds or language families. This common core
of interlanguage features that characterize the expression of rhetorical and organizational
functions in EFL writing includes a limited lexical repertoire, a lack of register awareness as
well as lexico-grammatical and phraseological specificities, the semantic misuse of
connectors and labels, the extensive use of chains of connective devices and a marked
preference for sentence-initial position of connectors.
Several of these linguistic features, and more specifically, the lack of register awareness, may
perhaps be better interpreted as developmental rather than learner-specific characteristics as
they have also been found in novice native writing. However, other features such as lexico-
grammatical errors, the use of non-native-like sequences and the overuse of relatively rare
expressions seem to be largely learner-specific.
Next to a common core of learner-specific and, developmental characteristics, I have also
identified a number of Ll-specific features that characterize the writing of EFL learners who
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share the same mother tongue background. "Within the scope of this thesis, it has not been
possible to measure the extent of transfer on these Ll-specific features. .Rather, my study has
paved the way for such an analysis by testing the suitability of a number of corpus linguistics
techniques in conducting transfer studies. A literature review has pointed to a whole range of
methodological problems that need to be addressed before undertaking a large scale study of
transfer effects on EFL learners' phraseology. My contribution to transfer studies has thus
consisted in taking up the challenge of doing this fundamental methodological spadework.
The method proposed is a combination of a corpus-driven approach to item selection and a
combined use of Jarvis's (2000) unified framework and Granger's (1996) Integrated
Contrastive Model to assess LI influence.
Despite its primary methodological objective, our investigation into LI-specific interlanguage
features has already pointed to a number of interesting findings on a theoretical level. It has
identified a number of transfer effects that remain largely undocumented in the SLA
literature. Lexical transfer has too often been narrowed down to transfer of form/meaning
mappings and the third aspect of word knowledge, i.e. use, has rarely been investigated.
However, this thesis has shed light on several aspects of word use which seem to play a
prominent role in potential LI influence: collocational use and lexico-grammatical patterning,
function in the language, register preferences and frequency. I have proposed to subsume
these different manifestations of LI influence under the general heading of 'transfer of
lexical priming'.
The valuable theoretical insights provided by a learner-corpus based approach to the study of
LI influence bring to. the fore the potential contribution of learner corpora for SLA studies.
Learner corpora are probably the best - if not the sole - type of samples of learner
interlanguage to investigate transfer of lexical priming. There are however many other
variables that interact in learners' interlanguage and these variables are also in need of careful
operationalization. Learner corpora could clearly act as a testbed for more studies that aim to
provide empirical evidence for second language acquisition theories.
Contribution to (Learner) Corpus Research
The present thesis has relied almost entirely on corpus data to fulfil its theoretical, descriptive
and pedagogical objectives. It has made use of a combination of corpus-based and corpus-
driven approaches to select EAP vocabulary, analyze its phraseology in native and learner
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writing, identify LI-specific interlanguage features and investigate the potential influence of
the first language on these features.
One important methodological aspect of this study is that it has sought to exploit the full
potential of Granger's (1996) Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis by comparing (1) learner
corpora to corpora of professional academic writing and novice student writing, (2) different
learner corpora of the same target language with each other and (3) learner corpora to corpora
of LI writing. The present study has also demonstrated the usefulness of making use of
several corpus types and of relying on a large corpus such as the British National Corpus as a
control corpus against which results from smaller corpora can be checked.
Except in a few studies (e.g. De Cock 2003), learner corpus data have generally been used to
confirm hypotheses and have hardly ever been allowed to speak for themselves. Learner
corpus research has also made more extensive use of comparisons of learner vs. native
corpora than of learner corpora. I have adopted a corpus-driven approach to compare LI
learner corpora with a view to identifying word sequences that are prominent in one LI
learner population but are less frequently used in other learner sub-corpora. While corpus-
driven approaches yield an unmanageable amount of data, the procedure I have used restricts
the output to what I refer to as EAP key clusters. The method has only been partially
exploited here but it has already helped identify a number of indirect manifestations of
preferred rhetorical strategies in the first language. In addition, it has stressed the potential
influence of topic on learners' phraseology, a variable whose influence has largely been
downplayed in corpus studies and more particularly in corpus studies which focus on
phraseology.
This thesis has also takenon board certain limitations of current learnercorpus research. First,
the learner corpora used are more homogeneous than in many learner corpus-based studies.
The learner essays that make up each LI learner corpus were selected so as to control for
several learner and task variables that have repeatedly been shown to influence
interlanguage production. Two influential variables that have rarely been considered in the
literature but which are controlled for in the present study are the time allotted to learners to
write an essay and whether or not they are given access to reference tools. Second, I have
complemented the analysis of pooled data sets with an investigation of individual variability.
For this purpose, I have addressed yet another limitation of learner corpus research, i.e. its
over-rehance on a single type of statistical measures (chi-squares and log-likelihood tests). I
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have made use of statistical techniques based on comparisons of means which rely on
frequency information for each individual text and thus take variability between learner
essays into consideration. I can only hope that these aspects of my thesis will help, if only
modestly, to convince SLA specialists of the many advantages that learner corpora have to
offer to interlanguage studies. Learner corpora are not the exclusive preserve of learner corpus
researchers. They should feature prominently in the battery of data types used by SLA
specialists.
This thesis has also provided a vivid illustration of the interdisciplinary nature of learner
corpus research:
It has resorted to corpus linguistics techniques and computer programming to process
corpora;
- It has made use of several statistical tests, including measures that are not well
estabhshed in corpus linguistic research, to compare corpora;
- It has interpreted learner interlanguage features in the Ught of a number of SLA
concepts and theories;
- It has discussed implications of the findings for foreign language teaching.
This does not mean however that all learner corpus researchers should acquire programming
and statistical skills. I profoundly disagree with Geoffrey Sampson's comment that:
Nowadays, the ability to write computer code is one of the necessary skills in large
areas of linguistics, and people who want to engage in the subject but lack this skill
ought to realize that it is up to them to acquire it. (The fact that someone may have
studied predominantly humanities subjeicts does not give him a kind of divine right
never to get his hands dirty hacking a bit of code to solve a problem he encounters,
like Ancien Regime aristocrats who by birth were entitled not to pay taxes!)
Nobody is obliged to devote himself to research on a given subject, but someone
who does must take the rough with the smooth. (Geoffrey Sampson, Wed, 29 Jul
1998, Corpora List < httD://torvald.aksis.uib.no/corpora/1998-3/0037.htm1>'>
I would rather argue that learner corpus researchers fnrst need to be good linguists.
Obviously, they must be good corpus linguists so as be able to make use of corpus-handling
tools to analyze (learner) corpora. Learner corpus researchers also need to have an additional
string to their bow in the form of background SLA knowledge which is arguably a must. In
addition, SLA knowledge needs to be supplemented with EFL experience when learner
corpora are used for applied purposes.
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It would be unreasonable to expect all learner corpus researchers to become experienced
statisticians and computer scientists as well. Bytrying their hand atmore disciplines, they run
the risk of becoming 'jacks-of-all-trades' in the most pejorative sense of the term. Learner
corpus researchers should not be overly concerned about their inabihty to program or select
the most appropriate statistical test. However, they should seek expert advice and work in
close collaboration with statisticians and computer scientists. This being said, I would like to
add a more personal note to the debate and say that I have always found it extremely
empowering to have programming skills and a basic knowledge of statistics, if only to know
what can be done with these tools and techniques or to interact with computer scientists and
statisticians. It is also extremely gratifying to be able to write basic programs to meet one's
needs and help colleagues with these issues.
Avenues for future research
Data from the Academic Keyword List have already been used to inform original academic
writing sections in the second edition of theMacmillan English Dictionary. Even though these
wnting sections can be described as a proactive step to help learners write efficient academic
texts, monolingual learner dictionaries still need major improvements to earn the title of
'comprehensive writing tools'. The writing sections largely ftmction as self-contained
materials id the middle of the dictionaryand arenot ideally integrated into the dictionary. The
next step is arguably to incorporate data from the writing sections into each word's individual
entry. Otherpossible applications for a ftilly-fledged productively orientedacademic wordlist
include helping design a corpus-based EAP textbook for EFL learners or providing source
data for an electronic EAP dictionary that would include a writing-aid component. These are
research avenues I wish to follow in the near future.
The electronic medium is probably the best suited for at least two reasons. First, the wide
uiiderstanding of phraseology that I have adopted is hardly compatible with a word-based
paper dictionary. Size and access to information would clearly be problematic in such a
dictionary while they are no longer an issue for electronic tools. Second, the electronic
medium also makes it possible to incorporate LI-specific information and contrastive data. It
is clear to me that the next generation of electronic dictionaries for EFL learners will consist
of adaptive tools which will take into account EFL learners' profile information, notably their
mother tonguebackgroundas well as their specific needs and requirements.
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The last few years have witnessed a burgeoning of studies which focus on genre-specific
vocabulary. However, these studies have tended to be largely word-based. Until very recently,
the study of genre-specific phrasemes was deeply rooted in terminology research, which
explains why compounds have been the object of much attention. Following studies such as
Gledhill (2000), I have adopted a genre-based approach to phraseology. More corpus-based
studies of this type are clearly needed to describe phrasemes. Comparisons of phrasemes in
speech vs. writing, academic prose vs. non-academic prose, or news vs. fiction are also called
for to help pinpoint the register and genre specificities of phrasemes.
New avenues of research can now be explored by SLA specialists, corpus learner researchers
and teachers alike. Not only have a number of largely unrecognized transfer effects been
brought to light but the potential influence of LI frequency on learner interlanguage has also
been highlighted. This area of research is particularly stimulating and can be expected to be
the object of much attention in the next few years.
Another promising area of research which has only been touched upon here is the systematic
comparison of learner writing and novice native writing which is essential to distinguish
betweenlearner-specific and developmental features. Hoey (2005) insists that primings are
constrained by register and genre. He gives the example of the word research which is
primed in the mind of academic language users to occur with recent in academic discourse
and news reports on research. The collocation is not primed to occur in other text types or
other contexts. A direct implication of Hoey's theory of lexical priming is that academic
phraseology cannot be assumed to be primed in the mental lexicon of novice native writers
who have had little contact with academic disciplines. Further research is clearly needed to
shed some light on the similarities and differences between EFL learners' use of EAP
phraseology and that of novice native writers.
All in all, I have shown that the research paradigm of corpus linguistics is ideally suited to
studying the lexical specificities of academic discourse in native and learner writing. The
many corpora available already make it possible to examine a wide range of gerires and text
types. However, much more could be achieved in the field if other types of corpora were
collected, notably longitudinal corpora which are sorely lacking. LI writing skills would also
need to figure more prominently in future research. It does not really make sense to expect
learners to write properly in English and produce coherent and cohesive texts if they are not
able to perform such a complex task in their mother tongue in the first place. Learner corpus
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research would greatly benefit from the design of comparable corpora of LI and L2 writing
produced by the same learners. There is also an urgent need for learner corpora which
represent academic text types other than argumentative essays. Projects such as the British
Academic Written Corpus and the Michigan Corpus of Upper-level Student Papers are thus
particularly welcome. If we want to systematize the use of empirical data to perform IL-Ll
comparisons in transfer studies, comparable LI corpora are alsohighly desirable.
Myjourney into EAP vocabulary has led meto explore a large number of fascinating fields of
research and experiment with a wide range of innovative tools and methods. Navigating my
way through the complexity of each of these research areas, I have sought to unify several
aspects of English for Academic Purposes, Phraseology, Learner Corpus Research, and
Second Language Acquisition into a coherent whole. The challenges presented by such a
cross-disciplinary position have quickly been brushed aside by the fresh light the approach
has shed on key issues such as the nature of academic vocabulary, the scope of the
phraseological spectrum, the respective influence of developmental features vs. fransfer
effects and the methodological aspects of interlanguage studies. I hope that my thesis will
serve as a prompt for further research into the many issues raised. There is still so much to
explore.
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